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On correcting Observations made with Equatorial Instruments. By
T. R. Robinson, B. D. M. R I. A. Professor of Astronomy at

Armagh.

Read January 10, 1825.

On being appointed to the Observatory at Armagh, the principal

instrument of which is a magnificent Equatorial by Troughton, I

was anxious to collect all possible information connected with the

mode of using it. But in this I had little success ;
astronomers have

investigated the theory of the Transit and Vertical Circle thoroughly,
and almost every treatise on the science contains a variety of for-

mulae to facilitate their employment, while the essay of Sir G.

Shuckburgh, and a chapter of Professor Vince's Pract. Ast. were

my sole resources. My predecessors here seem to have felt the same

difficulty ; at least they have recorded no observations made off the

meridian: I am even informed that it was in contemplation to

mount the Equatorial in a vertical position, but this would certainly

be unjust to its admirable maker, who I think never displayed

greater ability than in its construction. At first sight nothing can

be more facinating than the apparent facility which an Equatorial

offers to the astronomer ;
the determining a star's place by an im-

mediate reference to the pole instead of the zenith pleases by its sim-

plicity ;
far more numerous observations can be taken of the same

star in each day, and the power of observing with accuracy off the

meridian, is of inestimable advantage in this variable climate. The

great service which a telescope, provided with a micrometer and

equatorial stand, can render astronomy is well known ; and it may
*jj2



shew how much more advantageous a machine must be which, with

little less steadiness than a transit instrument, is capable of identify-

ing the minute stars which are sometimes used as objects of com-

parison, to the accuracy of a few seconds. It is true that from the

oblique and variable stress to which the polar axis of such an instru-

ment is exposed, and the unequal effect of temperature on its sup-

ports, it cannot have the precision of a large Vertical Circle
; but

leaving to such the almost differential researches connected with

parallax and aberration, much remains to be filled up, before we
can say that we are acquainted with the Heavens. To accomplish

this, with the assistance of a standard catalogue, the machines

which we are considering are fully adequate ; and it is surprising

when we consider how many of them are in the hands of amateurs

that so few results have been obtained by their means : except the

Armagh instrument, and that which Mr. South uses with such zeal

and ability, none that I know of seem to have contributed any ad-

dition to Science. But it must be owned that their use presents

certain difficulties; the calculation of refraction and parallax is con-

siderably involved, and these corrections affect both declination and

right ascension ; the adjustments are more numerous and complex
than in vertical instruments^ and much more easily disturbed ; and

the absolute impossibility of using a plumb-line for the verifications

is unfavorable to accuracy. The refraction apparatus of Ramsden

is commonly annexed to them, but it cannot be employed with any

regard to the permanence of the coUimation. Some of these in-

conveniencies I think I have been able to obviate; and in offer-

ing the formulae which I use to the notice of the Academy, if I can

induce any person who possesses an equatorial, to take it from its

,pase, and avail himself of its powers, I shall be well rewarded :
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they were found without difficulty, but may supply a blank in all the

practical treatises which I have examined.

The form in which our President has arranged the tables of re-

fraction, given by him in the 12th volume of our Transactions, af-

fords a facility for calculating the refractions, in PD and AR,
which neither the French tables nor those of Dr. Young present.

He gives it as the difference of two quantities, each of which is

divisible by tan. Z D ; their other factors being, one the product of

the height of the barometer by a number taken from his first table,

the other a minute quantity whose effect is insensible till 35° from

the Zenith.

To apply this we must estimate the

effect of a variation of Z. D, in PD and

AR. Let S be the observed place of

a star and T the true ; put ST=u,
SP,=D,TP= D+A,ZPT=P+n,
and Z S P =z S, then we have

COS. (D + A) = COS. D COS. It — sin. D sin. u, cos. S.

or expressing the functions of A and m in terms of their halves, and

omitting powers above the second

em. - + tang. D. sin. ^= sin.'^+'ang.
D. cos. S. sin.

^

and

2 sin. - =:

developing

( / 4sin.'ff")

.|
=
tang.i).^_l+N/ l+i££!ii.sin.«+

2(
^

(^
tang. 7). 2^ tang." D.\

2 sin. :t = 2 sin. !f . cos. S. - if£i-i-^ . 4 sin. « fl + &c.
2 2 tang. D. 2

^

To find the difference of the hour angle; by tiie triangle SPT, we
have



.• TT *'"• S, Sin. u
8in. n ^

8in.(Z) +A)

substituting for sin. A, sin. u. cos. S ; and developing

sin. n = ?!^ . sin. u —JJ^IA^ 8in.« « + &c.
sin. D sin. D. tang.Z)'

I have given the second terms of these expressions to estimate the

accuracy of the first
;
but the greatest of them does not exceed

0". 3 at 85°. ZD, even in the moon's parallax, and may therefore

be neglected, and the equations become

sin A= sin. u. cos. S (I)

„ sin. «. sin S.
sin. n = :

— (a\
sin. D. (2)

If we put Brinkley's refraction for u, we evidently obtain R and

g,
the refractions in PD and AR : it is of the form

u = »j. tang, z K, tang. z.

The coefficient « being found by dividing the numbers of Brink-

ley's second table by tang, z, as I have done in my copy of them ;

therefore

R=z(nt— x) tang. z. cos. S.

but putting PE = ^ ; (it
is the common auxiliary arc used to find

the Z. D from the Polar distance and hour angle) we have

cos. S. tang. z. =: tang. [D — ^)

therefore

R= (m — ^).tatig.{D-0 (»)

or where the trouble of forming the tables of » is not taken

R. = m. tang. (D — ^) c. cos. S.

c being the number found in table II. When ^ is known, the cal-

culation of the refraction in P. D. is little more difficult than that in

altitude. This arc is so useftil that I computed a table of its values

for every minute in time of the angle P, up to 6". which was easily



done as the second differences are constant, but which ofcourse varies

with the latitude.

EXAMPLE.

Aldebaran was observed Jan. 15, .1824, 5\ 20'. 20" off the me-

ridian Bar. 30. 3. Ther. 40°.

Appar. N. P.D. = 73°. 48'. 50" « = 6. 0345

^. = 7. 1. 26 X = 6282

•D— ?=66. 47 24 to~«=5, 4063

NumberT.l.ssO. 2992 log. (»j—«) 1.73291

Log. Bar. 1. 48144 tang. (D—Q 10. 36771

1. 78064. Log. M. 2.10062

Refract = 126". 07

In taking out », it is necessary to know Z. D. to a few minutes,

and the quantities necessary for finding it, are already computed ;

but for those who do not like calculation, a celestial globe will give

it near enough. Within two hours of the meridian it is given by
this approximation :

^ » ^
tang.(D—C)

where a = comp. latitude and i = a — ^.

The cosine of the angle of position also,

_
, tang, o . ,

COS. S= 1— -s-—— sin. d.

tang. (D—O
The Refraction in P. D is negative when D is less than

^,
and

this latter changes sign when the hour angle is greater than 90°.

The refraction in AR is by ("2) in space,
sin. S u COS. S. tang. S

«= u —. ^ ——
' sm. D sin. D.

R. tang. S R. tang. P. ^in. ^~
sin. D.

~
sin. D. sin. {-D—C) (4)
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which is negative when the star is west of the meridian if appUed
to the AR.

My instrument has 3 horary wires ; and in observations oflf the

meridian it is evident that the Z Z>. of a star must be different as it

passes each of them
; the refractions must also differ, and it may be

doubted whether the formula just given, vv^hich belongs to the mid-

dle wire, represents the mean of the three. Let the interval of the

wires in space
= J, sin S x I = variation of z from one wire to

another: developing tang, (z+v) in terms of v.

V sin. z o , „

tang. (z+v)= tang, z + ^3^ + ^^^^ v^+ &c.

= tang.^il + Jll^^I+'Jn:^I^ + &c\°
\^

sia.zcos.z COS.* z \

but the refraction in ^Bat the middle wire 1

(»i
—x) sin. S. tang.z«— sin. D.

and that at the lower

, (w—K.)
sin. S. tang, (z+w)

*~
sin. n.

m—X. sin. S tang.z f , ,
sin. S, , ,

sin.* S _. , >
= : i:; { 1 + - -^ + 5- ^ + **^- C

sin. D. t sin. z cos. z ' cos." x >

For the upper wire, I changes its sign and we have for the mean

of the three refractions

C 8/2 sin.2fl.sin.spi

He + e' + e") = e
\

^ + -3- sin.'^gz }

the second member of which when 1=6' does not exceed 0".l

at any altitude where observations are useful.

The formulae ( I) and (2), also give the corrections for parallax ;

let h be "the horizontal parallax, p that in P D; « that in AR



sin. A' =: sin. A sin. z.

sia.p = sin. h sin. x cos. S.

sin, k, COS. a sin. (Z?—^=
cosT? (5)

Also,

sin. /i. sin. z, sin. <$.

sm. 3r=
sm. Z>.

sin. A. sin. a. sin. P.~
sin. Z). (^)

There is yet a further use of the arc ^ : in observing polar dis-

tances with the equatorial, after reading off, the inclination of the

polar axis must be ascertained by the declination level. This is

seldom found correct, and the difference between it and the sup-

plement of latitude must be applied as Index error. In general the

level has been used only on the meridian, but this is obviously inac-

curate
; for observations made in other hour circles are affected by

any irregularity in the pivots of the polar axis or any flexure which

it may sustain. The framing of the Armagh Instrument (a plate of

which is given in Dr. Rees's Cyclopasdia) unites stiffness and light-

ness in the highest degree, yet it bends a little
; which becomes ap-

parent in observation from thePD microscopes being supported on the

Equator instead of points 90S from it. Theory gives me that this

flexure varies as the cosine of P, but as one of the cones which com-

pose the polar axis is not as much drawn by its screws as the other

three (which I find by heating each separately, while a lucid point is

bisected by the PD wire^ the origin of the angle is thrown to the

westward, and the correction to be applied to the reading is

=— ll"Xcos.(P''—30°.)

This of course is eliminated by reversed observations, and in

other cases may be computed ; but the axis-error is more satisfae-

torily determined by observing the level on the same hour circle

VOL. XV. c
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with the star: its polar distance should be the arc PO (see the

figure) but

tang. P0=— cotang. PE
PO = 90° +^

therefore it is known, and any error which affects the instrumental

determination of the star's PD, affects this arc equally.

Lastly it is necessary to estimate the errors which arise from the

declination axis not being perpendicular to the polar axis, and from

the latter not being parallel to that of the earth.

In the first case the observed PD is the side of the right angled

triangle whose hypolhenuse is the true, and calling the error of the

axis n, we obtain the ordinary reduction,

sin. A' = 2 sin.* „

sin. n'=

tang. D
sin. n

tang. D.

But this error is easily corrected, and the adjustment is not liable

to vary.

The error of the polar axis is much more unmanageable ; it

changes with every variation of temperature, and the instrument

can scarcely be touched without affecting it. Suppose its upper ex-

tremity raised e seconds, and moved westward m seconds ; to find the

values of A and 11, thence arising, we have

COS. D = COS. z. COS. a -\- sin z. sin. a x cos. Azimuth,

differentiating on the hypothesis of z constant,

,•„ n 7 r» (do X (cos. «sin. a—sin. zcos. a. cos.A.) 1
sin. L). a JJ zz < , j a • • a r

\ -\- a A. sm. z. sin. a. sin. A. j

Substituting for d a,d D, and d A, their equivalents, e, A and
-^j^.

»nd for the coeflBcient of d a its value cos. P x sin. D, we derive

A = e. cos. P-\-m. sin. P. (7)
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To find n, differentiate, on the same hypothesis,
COS. z.= COS. a. COS. X) 4- sin. a. sin D. cos. P.

and substituting for A its value just obtained we deduce

_ f- gin. P m sift. P ,_.
" "~

tang.D
~~

tang. S sin. JD.
^ '

or where S is not known

e sin. P + m. cos. P— mn =—
tang. D. tang, a

or,

e sin. P m. sin. (D—^) cos. P.~
tang. Z> sin. D sin. ^

When this correction is applied to the AR instead of the hour

angle, its sign must be changed.

We obtain e by the declaration level, m by observing the distance

of the meridian mark from the apparent meridian = n' for

m=—in' X sin. 2 a.

By the use of these corrections, I can venture to say, that the

Armagh Equatorial gives results which are not unworthy of the

present improved state of astronomy. The only error which re-

mains is produced by slight variations of the supports of the declina-

tion level, connected with the extensive movements to which it is ex-

posed. This however is
scarcely ever 5", and I hope to be able to

counteract it. Should I succeed, 1 shall from time to time lay such

of my results as are likely to be useful before the Academy.

T, R. ROBINSON,

Armagh, Januarif 4, 1825.

c9





Description of a new Air-pump, vdth an investigation of the

limit of Exhausting Power in various constructions of that In-

strument. By T. R. Robinson, D. D. M. R. I. A. Professor of

Astronomy at Armagh.

Read October, 24, 1825.

1 HE improvement of the Air-pump has long been an object of

attention to the votaries of Physical science ;
and particulary of late

years, as the recent discoveries in chemistry have made its use in-

dispensable to every experimenter who veishes to attain that ac-

curacy in operating on gases, which is now essential. A great

number of ingenious contrivances have accordingly been devised to

augment its power, but I am not aware that the actual value of

them has ever been theoretically determined. The common treatises

of pneumatics contain theorems assigning a geometrical progres-

sion to the densities of the air after successive strokes, but these are

false except in a case which can never be found in practice, and are

also useless, as we are only concerned with the ultimate exhaustion.

Perhaps therefore, the following results may not be unacceptable,

though obtained by the simplest possible calculation.

The Air-pump which is in common use, was invented by Hooke :

the elasticity of the air in its receiver, lifts a leather valve, and

opens a communication between the receiver and the pump barrel,

partially exhausted by the ascent of its piston. This force is op-

posed by the elasticity of the air previously contained in the barrel,

and by that of the valve itself; when they balance it the valve can-
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not be raised, and the exhaustion is at its limit, which Hmit is there-

fore given by an equation between these three forces.

Let S be the space below the piston when raised to its greatest

height, s that remaining when it is depressed as much as possible,

A the altitude of the barometric column, v a column of mercury
the pressure of which would open the valve, and x that which

measures the density of the air in the receiver : then as in this con-

struction the piston valve (which is similar to the receiver valve) is

opened against the pressure of the atmosphere, the space s at the

termination of a stroke remains full of air whose density is A-{-v.

Let the piston be drawn up, and this air will expand till its density

, becomes,

therefore

The quantity v is found by experiment to be about 0. 2. and

therefore if the workmanship were so perfect as to leave no space

below the piston when depressed, this must be the limit of exhaus-

tion, corresponding to a rarefaction of 150 times. In fact, x never

is less than 0. 3, or the best of these machines do not exhaust 100

times. Smeaton made the first great improvement on this construc-

tion, by closing the top of the barrel with a collar of leather,

through which the piston rod works air-light, so that in its descent,

a partial vacuum is left above the piston, and on its return, the

ttir which had entered this through the piston valve, is discharged

into the atmosphere through a valve on the top of the pump. He
also altered the construction of the receiver valve, but I believe the

change was no improvement. Let 5' be the space above the piston
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when depressed, s' when elevated, then when the limit is attained,

the air below the piston must be unable to open the piston valve,

and therefore its density is by the last equation

s'

When the piston is raised to the top of the barrel this becomes

^Xl' + 'I^X {A+V);

and as this elasticity, together with that of the receiver valve pre-

vent the air in the receiver from expanding, we have

*= "' + !"'" +"11'' X (^H-")-

Smeaton's pump is therefore little better than Hooke's, as x can-

not be less than 0. 2, though as the remaining part of the expres-

sion is small it cannot much exceed it. If however the receiver

valve were opened mechanically as in the pump of Haas, it becomes

far superior, for v' disappears in the expression, and
|

is always an

inconsiderable fraction.

In Prince's machine, the piston in its ascent passes an aperture

communicating with the receiver, and the air which thus enters is

expelled in its descent through a discharging valve ;
if this be

leather, it is evident that

* = |x(^+ p).

Mr. Kiernan has described an improvement of this in the 13th

volume of our Transactions, which consists in making the discharg-

ing valve metallic, and opening it by a simple but effective me-

chanism ; thus V disappears from the second factor, which however

is of little consequence, but s may be made scarcely perceptible ;



and the instrument was found to perform as well as any that have

met my observation.

But Mr. Prince went further ; he connected the discharging valve

with a second pump of similar construction ;
and the elasticity of

the air remaining in this, plus the elasticity of the discharging valve,

must equal the elasticity of the air in the receiver, augmented by

being condensed from the bulk S into s ; therefore

-j-=:v-i- g X {A + v)

an expression identical with the performance of Haas's pump. It

is however laborious to work, and exhausts only at the end of the

stroke.

That form is perfect in which the receiver communicates freely
with the space S, and when the air which expands into this is con-

densed into s, this latter communicates freely with S', In such an

instrument

ss'
:r =^ X (A + v)

Such is described by Mr. Little in vol. VI. of our Transactions,

but it requires s and s' to be of considerable magnitude. Mr.

Cuthbertson's machine is similar in principle, but in it the spaces

above and below the piston are connected for an instant while the

receiver valve is open ; to say nothing of the complexity of its

construction, which is diJOficult either to execute or keep in order.

The Air-pump which I have the honour of proposing to the

Academy, seems to possess peculiar advantages, while its parts can

be made by ordinary workmen, and it can be afforded at a much
less price than most of those which can pretend to equal it in power.
A section of it is exhibited in plate 1.



B is the barrel provided with a solid piston P whose rod slides air

tight in the collar of leathers M : C and D are valves opening into

the atmosphere. The barrel communicates at E with a smaller bar-

rel G, containing the receiver-valve, or rather the apparatus that per-

forms its office. This is soldered to the body of the pump, and its

orifice is in the upper flanch of it, so that the top plate when screwed

down covers both ; it has a piston //, rather less than half its length,

accurately fitted, which is perforated and provided with a valve at I

opening upwards. The rod of this slides also in a collar of leathers,

and is supplied with a spiral spring of sufficient strength to keep it

always at the top of its barrel. K is the receiver pipe communicat-

ing with the barrel G by a small aperture O. In the operation of

this instrument, two distinct modifications are presented ; at first it

is equivalent to the action of a double barrelled pump of the com-

mon construction, exhausting both in the up and down strokes : but

when the exhaustion becomes the quantity which I denote by the

symbol v, its action changes, and it becomes equivalent, or indeed

superior to, a single barrel of Cuthbertson's construction. Suppose
the piston at the lop of JB, and let it be depressed, the air below it

is driven through C, while that contained in the receiver comes

through K O, and raising the valve I, passes at jE into the space
above P. On the return of the piston the valve I closes, and nearly
all the air is discharged into the atmosphere through D ; till at the

end of the stroke, when P has risen above the aperture F (which
communicates with the passage E by a perforation drilled in the

solid brass of the barrel.) I opens again, and the air of the re-

ceiver expands through F into the space below P. This is dis-

charged at C in the next stroke, and so on, as long as the elasticity
of the air is able to open I. But in this we have supposed the pis-

ton H to remain fixed, which is not the case
; for when P is at

VOL. XV. JO
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the bottom of its barrel, H is depressed below O by a cleat fixed to

the rack which moves P, and thus a free communication is es-

tablished between the receiver and the passage E. As before,

suppose P at the top of B ; H is also at the top of G ; on depress-

ing P, while the space below it discharges its air at C, that above

it is left exhausted, for the valve I cannot be opened by the rarified

air. At last the cleat already mentioned forces down L, and the

air in the receiver expands into the barrel : on raising the piston,

H rises to its place and shuts off the communication ; and the air

in the upper part continues to be condensed by the ascent of the

piston till it passes F, when a free passage is opened between the

two portions of the barrel, and the air passes from the upper to the

lower, from which it is discharged at the descent of P.

The valves C, D, and I are leather ; and the piston H is in my
opinion preferable to any valve both for the ease with which it can

be made and the security of its action : if any part may seem ob-

jectionable, it is the narrow passage E F, but the trials wiiich I'

ma?le of Mr. Kiernan's pump, in which the piston passed a small

aperture, shiw that no inconvenience can result from it.

If a still higher exhaustion be required, screwing an exhausted

flask on C we have

in which the second term is altogether insensible, and this mode of

proceeding secures the valve C from leakage, thus enabling the

machine to exert its full power.
To exhibit the comparative values of the results obtained above^

* 1

suppose V =0. 2, A = 28. 8, and ^=3^0 which is easily attainable
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by the commonest workman, we have

1 . Hooke's pump gives x = 0. 3, Exhaustion = 96 times.

2. Smeaton's, - - - - 0. 201, - - - - 146.

3. Haas's, 0. 001, - - . - 28800.

4. Kiernan's, - - - - 0. 096, - - - - 30O.

5. Prince's, - - - - 0. 001, .... 28800.

6. That described above, 0. O0O32, - - - 90O0O.

7. Same as in last paragraph, 0. 000002, - - - 14400000.

These high numbers are of course only arithmetical expressions

of the theoretical value of the instruments
;
the second and fourth

are below the performance actually obtained, while the fifth and all

yet constructed of the sixth must fall short of what I assign to them ;

it remains to find whether mine will approach nearer to the limit.

T. R. ROBINSON.
October, 26, 1822.

i>2
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On correcting Errors of the Astronomical Circle by Opposite Read-

ings. By T. R. Robinson, D. D. M. R. I. A. Professor of As-

tronomy at Armagh.

Read December 5, 1825.

While engaged in making arrangements for obtaining the in-

struments which the munificence of the Primate has ordered for this

Observatory,* it became an object of anxious enquiry whether the

existing models of the astronomical circle were in any respects defec-

tive, and how far they might be susceptible of improvement. But I

found it difficult to come to any conclusion on several important

points ; though I had the advantage of consulting men who arejustly

considered the brightest ornaments of Science, and of inspecting the

noblest instruments in existence. Each observer, as he becomes

habituated to his instrument, learns to correct, to avoid, or perhaps
to overlook its defects, while he perceives the inaccuracies of other

constructions in too strong a light : and the very close agreement
between the results of all that are carefully used, shews that in

truth the art of making and dividing instruments is nearly perfect.

Yet the diversity of opinion which I found, made it desirable not

to rely on authority alone, but if possible, to be guided by certain

* A transit instrument and circle. The princely-minded founder of the Observatory, died

before it was completed, and from circumstances which need not be detailed, those which he

had ordered, were not obtained by the Observatory. It has at present a transit of 2 inches

aperture and 3 feet focal length; but no instrument for polar distances except Troughton'i

equatorial, which, though excellent, is by no means capable of entering into the field with large
ineridian circles.
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principles. The size of a circle is undetermined ; Mr. Bessel ob-

tained excellent results with one of two feet
;
and the largest which

was ever constructed, the Dublin 8 feet circle, gives probably the

most accurate conclusion : the lesser iire less influenced by irregu-

larities of temperature and by flexure ; the larger have their divi-

sions more visible, and admit more powerful telescopes. This last

consideration seems indeed to present a limit, for in the present state

of the English glass-houses neither good crown or flint glass can

easily be obtained, and a telescope longer tiian 5 feet can scarcely

be got perfect. As to reading off' divisions, I find that on the de-

clination circle of our equatorial, (42 inches,) successive readings

where the dot is good seldom differ more than y of a second, and I

found the same in a few trials of the great theodolite used in the

Trigonometrical Survey : linear divisions are, I suppose, equally dis-

tinct^

That construction which admits of being reversed in azimuth,

seems at first sight to posssess many advantages over the mural cir-

cle ; the power of eliminating the error of collimalion, and those

which proceed from oblique illumination of the limb and inacuracy

of the plumb-line or level, is of great importance ; nor is it less that

many observations may be taken on the same day. On the other

band, mural circles are much steadier, and much more expeditious

in Uieir use ; and the happy invention of the collimator seems to re-

move all the objections that press upon them. This gives an in-

variable object of known altitude, by observing which, before or after

the passage of a star, any disturbance of the microscopes is instant-

ly detected,* and it seems as accurate as level, plumb-line, or even

• I find Che Collimator a singularly useful appendage to the equatorial ; its superiority to the

level is quite striking. A small repealing equatorial with its polar axis formed into a telescope,
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the bisection of the star itself, wliich is often no very precise opera-

tion. This llierefore decided me to adopting a mural circle resembling

those of Greenwich, except in the mode of supporting its axis, and

the number of microscopes : it is not well adapted to act as a

transit, but when there are two observers this is unnecessary; and the

removal of half the axis gives great facility to observing by reflec-

tion when that is thought necessary, or of using the vertical col-

limator.* My chief embarrassment was in deciding on the number

of microscopes, and here I was obliged to determine for myself upon
the investigations, which I have the honour of laying before the

Academy.
Before the invention of circular instruments, we may wonder how

observations could be made with the least pretensions to accuracy.
Errors of division, accumulating through the whole limb of a

quadrant, and unchecked by any accurate determination of the total

arc, along with defects of the centre work, must have been present
in those instances when certain Italian and German astronomers

were found to be mistaken in their latitude 20 or 30 seconds, and

from which a celebrated astronomer was led to conclude that they
could never have made the observations which they reported. Rams-

den, though not the first who constructed an entire circle, was the first

who applied to it several readings, which, witii his invention of the

micrometer microscope, constitute an aera in astronomy. The circle

of Palermo, in common with the otliers, executed'by their great artist,

and viewing an inclined collimator, would probably be the best portable instrument that has been

devised.

* If the sun were observed by reflection from a surface of ink, it would obviate all heating of

of the instrument. As to the vertical collimator, I do not know that it has been tried ; by theory
its stability is to that of the common one of equal weight as 1 : jr. Ten grains placed at the ex-

tremity of my collimator, incline it 2."
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has two microscopes ;
so also those made of a portable size by Messrs.

Gary and Troughton ;
the circles of Dr. Brinkley and Professor

Gauss have 3, 90° asunder ; Mr. Troughton makes his reflecting cir-

cles with 3 equidistant verniers, Mr. Reichenbach's instruments have,

I believe, four, and the Greenwich circles have six microscopes.

Among these influential names, that of Mr. Troughton will weigh

the most with all who feel the high perfection to which he has carried

the art of which he is the pride and ornament. He evidently consi-

ders multiples of 3 preferable to those of two. Mr. Pond also speaks

highly of 3, though from circumstances probably connected with the

difficulty of illumination, he uses but two when the utmost precision

is not required.

Since the publication of Mr. Troughton's method of graduation,

original errors of division are scarcely to be feared, and those

which we have to consider arise from excentricity, from expansion of

the materials of the instrument, and from the flexure by its own

weight.
1. Excentricity is of two kinds which may be called variable and

fixed ;
the latter existing when the line connecting the centres of

the pivots on which the axle turns does not pass through the centre

of its graduation, the former caused by a defect of the figure of the

pivot. As the deviation from a circular figure is always minute, we

may suppose the section of the pivot to be an ellipse of small excen-

tricity : supposing this to roll in a rectangular Y, as is usual in as-

tronomical instruments, it is easily shewn that its centre describes

round the angle of the Y a circular arc whose radius is r x \/2— e^,

and its sine ^ e^ x sin. 2 0, r being the greatest semidiameter of the

pivot, 6 the angle made by it with the vertical. Hence we see that

the horizontality of an axis supported by such a pivot is not changed

during its revolution, but that its extremity moves in azimuth through
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Fig. 1.

llie space 0^ 35 r x e.^ sin. 2 0, In consequence of this the circle re-

volves round its vertical diameter, and the deviation of its telescope

from the meridian at an altitude a is as cos. a x sin. (2 a—a), a

being the altitude at which the deviation in azimuth vanishes. The
same reasoning applies to the transit instrument, and the errors aris-

ing from this cause may be easily ascertained and corrected. Besides

this, the centre of the circle is also transported horizontally through
a space bearing a constant ratio to the motion of the pivot ; and
this constitutes what I have called variable excentricity, different in

no respect as to its influence on the measurement of angles from the

permanent kind.

To determine what this is, let DB be an ex-

centric circle, whose divisions are read by a mi-

croscope at B
; while the circle is turned through

the angle DC'B the arc DB passes before B, cor-

responding to DCB, less than the true angle
DC'B by C'BC. Now sin. B : sin. CC'B : :

CC : CB ; or putting CC -4- CB = e, DC'B
= 6, arc DB =: R and the angle B = z, we have

* = R -^ z, sin. z=e sin. (R -\. z)

If e be so small that its powers above the first may be neglected,
the second equation becomes

zz=e. sin. R.

Now let there be applied several microsscopes distant from each
other by arcs = a.

In
fig. 2. Let Cm be the radius passing-

through the centre of rotation, and Cw the line

drawn from this through zero of the divisions
;

let B be the w"* microscope, A the first, then

A« is the arc corresponding to AC'n or 6, at A,
Bn' at B. Both extremities of these arcs are

effected by excentricity, therefore we must apply
VOL. XV. E

Fig. 2.
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to them the difference of the vahies of z corresponding to those

extremities, or for B,

tzsR, + e
[sin. {mn'B)— sin. (mm') ]

but
arc. tnn'B = a.(«— 1 )

— arc- mA,

arc. mn' = a.(n
—1)

—
(arc. mA-\-R„).

Let g
be the angular distance of Cm from zero, then

arc Am =z j
— R,

and as R = R„ nearly,

6 = R^ + e[sm. (a.(n—l)+B—{) —sin.(a.(n—!)—{)]

At the other microscopes the coefficient of a is diminished by suc-

cessive units, and therefore making it = w and integrating, we have

the sum or

„6=R+R. +Rn +2e sm.—x. 2.

^
cos. («« + — -

j)|

The integral is

. /R
,
2«—1 \

=
sm.(--,+-^— «.) ^

2 sin. ^a

Determining the constant, so that the expression may vanish when

n = 0, this becomes
na

sin. —-

/R ,
n— 1 \^ 2

2 = cos.
(^-g-

—
« H 2~

"'
) asm.—

This vanishes if na=2'r, and then we have

* = i-[/J+ if.,. ..+ «„]

or excentricity disappears from the mean of n microscopes when

their distance from each other is the quotient of the circumference

by their number.

Had z varied as any algebraic function of the sine or cosine of R,

it must have similarly disappeared from the mean; for it could be
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expressed in constants and sines or cosines of the multiples of R,

the constants disappear in taking the difference of the arcs mn'B

and mn', and the rest after integration assume the above form in

which the part which is not proportional to is multiplied by a

factor of the form

..(ix«..) sin. Sjr

sin. I— a. ^ sin.— x

It therefore vanishes except when s -j- m is an integer, being then

~, and having the value ±n. Two microscopes therefore correct

for excentricity or any other error varying according to the same

law, as also for all which are as odd powers of the sine or cosine ;

three are still better, failing only where the number expressing the

order of the error is divisible by three.

In general any error which is reducible to a series of these

functions, or rather to the difference of two such, can be corrected

by a certain number of equidistant readings, (a)

In Dr. Brinkley's circle the excentricity is not totally corrected,

for a = ^, and w = 3, one microscope being wanting to complete
the circle. The uncorrected error is

^e.sin.(|).
sin

(|-j)3

which is a maximum when the altitude observed = g,
and be-

comes then -rj-Trsfw^—/n-^-'^-'^'^-
^

—
<r. sin.«(J{).

But there does not seem to exist any excentricity in this in-

strument.

It may be remarked that no error is committed by assuming= ze,

e2
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siu. R, for developing the equation

sin. t= e. sin. {R-\-z)

by Lagrange's well known theorem,

2 = e. sin. R + ^e". sin. 2fl -f ^e^. sin. 3R, &c.

and the entire expression comes within the application of Par. (a)

2. The excentricity of an instrument also produces an error

of a different description, when the graduation is placed on the

edge, as in the Greenwich circles, instead of the plane as is

usual ; for it alters the run of the microscopes. In fig. 3. let

OC be the distance of the

limb from the object glass of

a microscope when correctly ^l^^-^-^v^c tm)

adjusted : let the image be then

formed at ED, where the micrometer is placed whose screw mea-

sures ED the image of five minutes by five revolutions. If OC
be' increased by a quantity zz h, the image is formed at E'D', and

when projected on the plane of the micrometer covers the space ID,

for it is viewed by an eye-piece equivalent to a lens of the focal

length FD placed at F. The difference between ID and ED is

the error of the micrometer in 5' which decreases from that to zero.

Let DE =
I, D'E' = I', DI = I", OC = D, FD = /, and the

focal length of the object glass = F, we have

O

B

/' =

/" =

CD—CD'=k=-

I(D-F)
D—F+h

[D— F).(D—F+h)

I.{D-F)\f

f^k f.{D-Ff + h.(f.[D-F)+F')
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i — i' _i { 1 JP
I

( 1 F' -i

'

^ ^"*^-
X D^Tf + f.{D—Fr I

The quantity h is the effect of excentricity in the direction of the

radius, or at the nth microscope.

substituting which in the above expression, and integrating, we

should obtain the mean error of the n readings, if the 2 of such

a function of n could be assigned in finite terms. Developing in

powers of the cosine the value of I—F-i-l, it takes the form

c COS. («a+ J)
—c*. cos.'^+&c.

The odd powers disappear in n readings, but the even do not, for

each of them contains a constant, and as in this case the error

affects only one extremity of the arcs measured, they are not re-

moved by subtraction. There remains in the mean

where the general term is (^
*

(^~-
• • ^~ ' • •

^•)
With microscopes similar to those of my equatorial, which have

F=2 and D = 3 inchess, the first of those terms is 408 T'x^^ at its

maxinmm. With a single microscope the total error is about

ld65h", or a fourth of what the same value of h would produce as

excentricity in a five foot circle.

In circles divided on the plane, variable exentricity produces the

same error, though in a less degree, as also any deviation of the

limb from its plane.

3. But a much more serious effect of the same kind is produced

by the expansion of the circle from change of temperature ; it is
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indeed a real objection against this mode of placing the division,

and almost overbalances the great stability, which is attained by

fixing the microscopes to the pier. The expansion of the radii or

arms of the circle brings the limb nearer to the object glass of the

microscope, and that of the limb increases the magnitude of the

interval betvi^een two divisions. The distance of the object-glass

from the micrometer also increases, but this is nearly counteracted

by the expansion of the micrometer screw.

Referring to the formulae of the last section we have, neglecting

the higher powers of h, and remarking that I becomes, by the ex-

pansion of the limb 1 [l+«r] where « is the expansibility of brass

for one degree, and r the excess of temperature above that at which

the microscopes were adjusted

but h = — r s r, therefore

/—1" error in seconds f >* . ''F*r r rF* 1

I 300

a quantity much greater than in the former case, for in a five feet

circle it is = 0"47xr; it does not receive the least compensation

by increasing the number of readings, and there appears no remedy
but that of registering the run of the microscopes at each observation,

or until a table of its amount at different temperatures can be

formed. If indeed they were attached to a circular frame similar and

concentric to the circle itself, this error would be corrected, and with

it probably those which are noticed in the following sections : the

microscopes would be less stable, but it would be easy to apply a

level or telescope to keep watch on them.

4. l^e unequal expansion of the arms of the circle deforms its

figure, and that of the limb disturbs the equality of its divisions;
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but here the greatest masters of analysis can scarcely see their way.

Mr. Poisson has given in the Comm. des Temps, for 1826 formulae

for the distribution of heat through a metallic ring, and endeavoured

to accomodate them to the case of an astronomical circle
;
but if I

may be permitted to say so, with doubtful success. I cannot refer

to his original memoirs, but he seems to have overlooked the cooling

effect of the air, as his co-efficient h in the expression of the fixed

temperature seems to depend on the magnitude of the circle and its

radiating power. Now instruments, such as are constructed in

England, are made extremely light, so that every part of them can

assume the temperature of the air in contact with it in a very few

minutes ;
those however constructed by Reichenback, and the artists

who imitate him, are exceedingly massive. If then we assume that

the temperature of the air determines that of the circle with great

rapidity, the former is so unsteady where the least agitation or

current exists, that any reasoning which supposes regularity in the

latter's distribution must be defective. That I do not exaggerate the

rapidity of these changes of instruments, will be acknowledged by

those who have observed the microscopes of a circle placed near an

aperture which admits a current of air. But on this supposition

there are two cases worth notice, because they come at once within

the scope of Par. (a) : the first where the temperature of the air and

therefore of the instrument increases uniformly with the height ;
the

second where it is any a function of the height alone. In the first Let

T be the temperature of the centre, and T + r that at the highest point

of the circle, then that at the point whose angular distance from the

lowest point
=

ip is T — r cos <p. If the arms of the circle were

equally heated, they would expand equally, and the figure of

the instrument suffer no change; but their lengths are unequal,

being as the mean temperature of each arm is T — ^ r cos (p
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= ir.{T— ^r COS. <p),

or taking T as the standard temperature, and putting g
— the length

of that arm which is horizontal, the change of each radius from ^

is = — i fsr. cos. ^, and the equation of the deformed circle becomes

a =:{.(!
—

^«T. COS. <p )

But this equation holds only for the extremities of the arms ; which

however from their superior strength command the limb : they
also suffer a little flexure, as the arcs which connect them acquire

by expansion a greater length than belongs to the portion of the

above curve intercepted between the arms. Rectifying it by the

usual method,

^'^
16 (l+iiVf

'*^*

^'"•M'sVttf?
+''"

Again the temperature of a differential portion of the arc is

(T—r. COS. <p)\ while the arc increases by d(f>, the sum of the

temperatures of all its parts increases by this quantity, and therefore

the mean temperature of the arc is

f. (T—T COS. (f).dp T. sin. ip

f.d(p p
'

which needs no constant. Therefore the mean expansion of the

arc a. intercepted between two arms is —
§e. t.(2 cos. {<p

— ^a) sin.

^a, while the intercept of s between them is less than its original

bulk by

little more than half the other. Therefore each arc must bend a

little, and the difference of the forces required to produce this
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change of curvature in two adjoining arcs tend to bend the arm,

thus producing a differential ciiange in <p which is of no conse-

quence in this enquiry. If the Hmb on the other hand should be

so strong in the direction of the radius as to be nearly inflexible, it

will command the arm, and in this case

y = 5.(1?
— I T. sin. f).

The length of the arc s is measured by the divisions of the instru-

ment, which are no longer a scale of equal parts; let R be the

number of them corresponding to the arc s, the length of that

number at the temperature T would become R + sr. sin. (p as

R = ^, nearly. Now it is evident that with the equidistant micros-

copes in either of these cases the terms affected with sines must dis-

appear, and we shall have r?. ^^n; ?.fnr ?;>;*. ^i '. .>'. .:.

In practice I suppose the first most likely to occur.

These expressions coincide with the equation of a focal ellipse

having the greater segment downwards, which accords with the

determination of Mr. Poisson in the memoil* already referred to. .

If the temperature be merely uniform at a given height, it is evi-

dent that the distorted circle must remain symmetrical to its vertical

diameter, which will cut its divisions in the same points as if it

were undisturbed.

Let ACD=<p, we have, supposing arc DA=z(f>-\-f<p

where / denotes the function of the angle, which

expresses the difference between the angle and its

reading

and as the arc EA+ arc EBDA=2 tt,

VOL. XV. F
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Developing this last in powers of tp there results, as / «• = 0.

•^ ^1.2 ^
1.2.3.4..

^ '^

or the even differential co-efficients must all vanish on the supposi-
tion ^=:t. These conditions are satisfied by supposing

f ^
— A sin. ip+5 sin. 2 ?i + &c

But any function of this form vanishes in n readings.

It is however to be feared, that even this degree of regularity

seldom obtains, from the unequal expansibility of the different

pieces of the instrument, which evidently cannot be reduced to any
law : still there must be an approximation to it, and therefore to

the correction of the error.

5. It has become fashionable to talk of the flexure of instruments

since Bessel and Zach noticed its operation in their circles ; and

indeed it is a considerable temptation to admit its existence, that

astronomers of acknowledged character find discordances for which

they cannot otherwise account ; but it is too much like the occult

qualities of the Peripatetics to be freely admitted in these days. In

quadrants it certainly was often a cause of great inaccuracy, pro-

ducing permanent change of figure, but in circles it must occur in

a far less degree, and be corrected by opposite readings. In the

circles constructed by the German artists, where the telescope is

supported in the middle only, projecting far beyond the limb, it is

not surprising that its extremities should be unequally bent, notwith-

standing the counterpoises that are applied to the tube.* But in

those of this country, a single glancp at the framing is sufficient to

shew that the telescope cannot sensibly bend, much less the circle,

Zach once found a flexure in his telescope of three minutes, when the counterpoises wer^

removed.
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ferential disturbances may be produced, must be compensated by a

number of readings, for the disturbing forces are manifestly func-

tions of the angular distance from the vertical diameter.

This is perfectly consistent with experiment, for the largest circle

in the world appears to have the same error of collimation from the

horizon to the zenith, which is highly improbable on any other

supposition. A rigorous determination of the shape which an

instrument would assume by its own weight is extremely difficult ;

the necessity of considering the transverse elasticity of the arms

and circumferences (or that which resists flexure) leads to an

unmanageable equation of mixed differences ; but by neglecting it

as small in comparison of the forces which resist longitudinal

extension or compression, perhaps the following rude method may
determine with sufficient accuracy, a certain number of points in

the deformed circle.

Let the circle be considered a polygon of as many sides as it

has arms : part of the weight of each arm is borne by the centrcj

and the remainder =W acts at its extremity, pulling the sides of

the polygon that are above, and pressing those that are below it.

If the material were inextensible, the first alone would happen, if

incompressible, the second
; both take place and beginning at op-

posite extremities of the vertical diameter, follow the same law,

with opposite signs. Their sum therefore gives the actual tension

or compression of each side, and compounding two adjacent, we

get the force exerted on an arm in the direction of its length.
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Let DA, fig. 5, be the m" side, whatever force

pulls AD, the same is communicated to AE in- -A,

creased by the action of W + half the weight of ©Li
AD = W, supposed to be applied at its centre of

gravity g. These therefore are the increase of the

tension, while Z. ACB = ma increases by z. ACE = ^, or
'

(;-• ;vvj,:^ 'fii;ftl

W, sin. (ma), + W. sin,

Afi= .

/2m — 1
'

\"

COS. jjU

Integrating and determining the constant so that the whole may
vanish when m = 0,

2 sin.

<» = (ma\

I
^.,i„.

(i!!=±. a.)+
W. sin.

(ri=l
.

a.) }sin. a i \ 2 / V 2

If now we write for ma, ?r— {m—l)a, we get the compression
of the wi" side, and their difference is the actual force which affects

it, or

^ \ fi^— 1«N C ^F+w. cos. 4a 7
J-.= 2cos.C---). ^ sin.a 5

Hence

« ., /2»«+la\ C W'+w. cos. Aa7
.

P„^, = 2 COS. (-f-). ^ -t^^ \

and the resultant of these in the direction of the arm is

2 COS. (wa). (W \- t«r. cos. J a.

The arm will lengthen or contract a little by the application of

this force according, as it is positive or negative, and in proportion

to it ; its variation therefore is t. cos. [nid)^ and the equation of

the new shape of the circle is

a focal ellipse, but in an inverted position with respect to that re-

sulting from the expansion of the circle.
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The tension at any point is — '

gin^'a '' ^"^ therefore its effect in

increasing the divisions is as in the last section — *' ""' "^
: it may

also be remarked that in this case the force required to change the

curvature of the arc s does not interfere with the above equation

only changing the value of «'. j^' ; :

Even should one of the arms be stronger than the rest, yet the

change of figure which this produces must be propagated through
the others till it reaches the opposite point of the circle, and its

effect at each arm depending on the curvature there, can evidently
be expressed in terms of ^, and therefore this as well as the other

errors produced by flexure, vanish on the supposition so often re-

ferred to of a =r -— .
'

n

In the course of this investigation we have seen that generally all

errors which have reference to the position of the circle are corrected

in this way, except the effect of expansion on the microscopes. It

may also be remarked that two microscopes must be sufficient in

most instances, for the co-efficients e, t and s' are so small that their

second powers can have no sensible effect ; yet we can conceive

cases where they might fail. If the instrument were an ellipse con-

centric with the original circle, as in it the difference between s and

p is as sin. 2
<{>,

three would be required, and such an occurrence is

by no means impossible. Circles are generally turned on their

pivots, and of course any imperfection in the latter is transferred to

the former. In this process, any jarring or shake has a tendency to

propagate itself round the circumference in equidistant waves,

and the number of these gives that multiple of <p on whose

sine or cosine the error to be corrected depends. When this is

divisible by the number of microscopes, the error is not corrected,

VOL. XV. a
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and therefore Mr. Troughton's preference of three readings to two

is fully confirmed. There seems no great advantage to be expected
from encreasing the number beyond this, and the difficulty of using

and keeping them in order is considerable.

On the whole I think we may conclude that the construction of our

circles is not as defective as some suppose ; they correct their errors,

and the only thing which is wanting to make them as perfect as the

; essential properties of matter allow is some effectual check on the sta-

sbility of the microscopes. It is impossible to depend on any fixture of

them however firm, and we want some means either of eliminating

their deviations from our result, or of measuring and allowing forthem.

-The observations made at Greenwich wilhjixed telescopes, where

all the resources of art and science were employed, shew strikingly

how impossible it is to fix any thing; and indeed in all things con-

nected with instruments, we are not warranted to suppose ought
that is susceptible of proof. This is not the least important lesson

which we derive from the labours of our predecessors in science.

T. R. ROBINSON.

i:



On the Quantity of the precession of the Equinoxes, as determined

by certain Stars that appear to have no proper motion. By
The President.

Read January 17, 1825.

The observations of astronomers during the last half century have

shewn that a multitude of stars, which had usually been consi-

dered fixed, are not really so. They exhibit a regular change of

place, very perceptible in the course of a few years ; which, with

respect to any one star, arises either from the motion of our own

system, or from the motion of the star, or from the combined motion

of each system. In different stars the directions of these motions

are so various, that little hope can be entertained of developing the

motion of our own system, or of ascertaining whether, with respect

to any one star, it be at all sensible.

These apparent motions, although, when contemplated in con-

junction with the immeasurable distances of the bodies, they afford

us most sublime views of the creation, are in some degree inconve-

nient to the astronomer.

In referring any motions in our system to a fixed star, it was

formerly supposed we referred to a permanent point ; now we find

it not easy to separate the motion of the star from the motion to

be investigated. Thus, in the important matter of the quantity of

precession of the equinoxes, it was thought only necessary to com*

pare the distances of a star in the ecliptic from the equinoctial

point at two distant periods. The motions now ascertained to

belong to so many stars render entirely unsafe this mode of proceed-

VOL. XV. B
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ing. Accordingly Mr. Bessel, in his elaborate investigation of the

quantity of precession, (Astron. Fundament.) has considered it

necessary to use more than 2000 stars, distributed in all parts of

the heavens, concluding that the proper motions in opposite di-

rections would compensate for each other, and an exact result be

obtained.

Under these circumstances, it evidently is desirable to ascertain

with certainty, or by a high degree of probability, any stars that

may be fixed, that is devoid of a sensible proper motion.

The numerous double stars, many of which Sir Wm. Herschel

observed upwards of forty years ago, appeared to me likely to fur-

nish some information in this respect. The Pole Star particularly

occurred for this enquiry. The Pole Star is of the second magni-
tude ;

and is, as is well known, attended by a small star of the

tenth or eleventh magnitude, only to be seen by good telescopes.

The distance between these two stars is 1 8 ",7-

Now one hypothesis is, that the smaller star may have no relation

to the larger, except being seen in nearly the same direction, and

may perhaps be much more distant from us. Another hypothesis

is, that the two stars may be both mutually attracted, and have a

relative motion with respect to each other. In submitting these

hypotheses to observation, we find that the smaller star appears to

remain at the same distance from the larger one that it was forty

years ago, when observed by Sir William Herschel. We are not

certain that any change of distance has taken place, and also the

angle of position of the two stars remains the same within the

limits of exact observation. The smaller star precedes the larger,

and the angle of position is about 60° S.

This permanency of distance and of the angle of position makes

it probable, that these stars are too remote from each other to be
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connected by mutual attraction ; and further, that neither of these

stars have any visible proper motion, as it is very unlikely that they

should both have exactly the same proper motion.

Now among the numerous double stars there are several other

pairs that seem not to have changed their position relatively to each

other. For instance, ^ Ursae Majoris and its attendant have pre-

served the same relative positions. Such stars, therefore, probably

have no proper motions. This conjecture appeared to me nearly

if not altogether confirmed, when on examination I found that the

distance between the Pole Star and ^ Ursae Majoris remains by my
latest observations the same that it was found by Bradley in 1755,

and by Piazzi in 1 800.

Distance between a Polaris and ^ Ursae Majoris,

By Greenwich Ob. 1755 - 3S°46' 37",7

Palermo Ob. 1800 - - 37,4.

Ob. T. C. Dublin, 1824 - - 38,5

^ Ursas Majoris being nearly opposite in right ascension to Polaris,

this distance does not depend on any accurate determination of the

right ascensions, but only on the accurate determination of the polar

distances. The right ascensions of Dr. Bradley have not been

observed with equal accuracy as the declinations, except perhaps
for about fourteen stars.

Pursuing this enquiry as to other stars, several were found that

appeared to me fixed. Wherever I found two stars of nearly the

same right ascension remaining at the same distance from each

other, I have suspected that both were altogether or nearly fixed.

In this way I was led to conjecture that a Cassiopeae, Rigel, /S

Aurigae, a Orionis, « Cygni, and /3 Cephei, and several others,

have had no sensible proper motion for nearly seventy years.

h2
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For a Cassiopeae, /3 Aurigae, and /S Cephei, Bradley's observa-

tions were not sufficiently numerous to enable me to venture to

decide on the question as to them. But fortunately the observations

in declinations of Rigel, a Orionis, and « Cygni, are very numerous ;

and these stars are three of the fourteen of which the riffht as-

censions have been computed from Dr. Bradley's observations by
Mr. Bessel, with great skill and labour. The distances of these

stars from each other in 1755, 1800, and 1824, seem to leave no

doubt that they have been, witli respect to the interval of seventy

years, really fixed.

DISTANCES.
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luni-solar precession =50",38. The polar distance of the Pole Star

from the vicinity of the star to the Pole, admits of being determined

with great exactness, perhaps more so than that of any other star.

Uncertainty in the constant of refraction will not sensibly affect the

the result; and as the arch measured is small, the result is less

liable to be affected by errors of division.

The comparison of the computed with the observed places of this

star by several astronomers hereafter given, tend to shew the ex-

actness of observation.

The Duke of Marlborough's observations in 1 790, M. Pidzzi in

1 800, and the others adduced, appear to confirm the exactness of

Bradley's polar distance in 1755. So that if the nonexistence of

proper motion in declination be allowed, the quantity 50",38 for

luni-solar precession in 1 788 is very exact.

The stars Rigel and a Orionis are well situate for deducing by
the changes in right ascension the quantity of the general preces-

sion ; and thence by comparing it with the luni-solar, we obtain the

displacement of the ecliptic on the equator. The position of a Cygni
is not so favorable. The mean result, from the three, gives the

motion in sixty-six years of the ecliptic on the equator = I'i", I.

The quantity of precession thus found is considerably greater than

that adopted by M. Delambre, and greater than that adopted by
Mr. Bessel. But it is remarkable that Mr. BesseFs result from tlie

declinations of above 2000 stars agrees very nearly with what the

Pole Star gives as above. M. Piazzi also has adopted very nearly
the same quantity as has been found by the Pole Star.
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PRECESSION BY POLE STAR, &c.

As preparatory to the computations to be made, the places of the

following stars are here given for 1755 and 1821.
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THE POSITIONS OF THE SMALL STAR NEAR ? URSA MAJORIS.

POSITION.
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Z, = 85 8 26,3; ^= 66 42 20,8, also aD = 21 82,7.

Hence the above formula gives
t II

aL = 55 25,13, or if

aD =: 21 32,7 + «,

aI. = 55 25,13 + 2,30 u.

u may represent the error, if any, occasioned both by supposing
the Pole Star without proper motion in declination, and by sup-

posing the declinations in 1755 and 1821 exact. It is probable,

from the extreme exactness with which the declination of the Pole

Star can be obtained, that as far as the latter source of error is

concerned u does not exceed a fraction of a second. This will

appear more evident when we compare the declinations obtained

by computation from those in 1755 and 1821 with the observed.

The above value of Ah gives the annual luni-solar precession in

longitude = 50",38l + ,035 u. Therefore the formula for luni-

solar precession in NPD, in 1 788, of any star

— 20,063 7 .p= „ ^, . c COS. AR.— O.Ol* u 3

To obtain the declination of the Pole Star at any time, it is con-

venient on account of its proximity to the Pole to have recourse to

the formula

. sin. i aZ,. COS./. sin O. COS. (L + t aI.)
""•*^-^=

COS. (D+i^D)
'

or in the present position of the Pole Star

_ A L, COS. I sin O COS. L
aZ> = ^ —

r,
COS. D

r being a small correction, which may, for one hundred years pos-

terior to 1 755, be tal(eu from the following
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TABLE.

By the above formulae for any year, 1755 ^t- n

log. (AD+r) = log. » + I.294'510.

Example. To find the mean declination of
the Pole Star, January I, 1800,

log. (AD+r) = 2.91772 =log. 886",6,

or

» 11/
a2> = 886,6 — 3,8= 14. 43,3

Declination, 1755 . . 87 59 41,1

Declination, January 1, 1800, 88 14 24,4
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By Greenwich Obser. 1755

Palermo, . 1800

Dublin, . 1821

N.P.D. ? Ursae

Maj.
O I II

34 47 18,7

34 1 34,2

34 8 12,5

N P.D. Polaris.
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argument is not quite so strong with respect to a Cygni. The

computed N. P. distances are deduced from Bradley's N. P. dis-

tances in 1755.
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Hence the luni-solar precession in longitude in 66 years

= 55 11,3+1,15 da

By die Pole Star= 55 25,1 + 2,30 du

whence is deduced
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are necessarily more uncertain than the elements from which the

angular distances of the stars Rigel, a Orionis, and a Cygni have

been determined in 1755, 1800 and 1821.

From the above determination, supposing the Pole Star without

proper motion.
The annual luni-solar precession in longitude for 1788 = 50",38

And the annual general precession . . . = 50, 21 .
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To a former Paper, on the quantity of the precession of the Equi-

noxes, as determined by certain Stars that appear to have no

proper motion. By The President.

Read May 22, 1826.

ill!'

Since my preceding paper, relative to tlie quantity of the pre-

cession of the Equinoxes as determined by certain stars that appeal-

to have no proper motion, was read before the Academy, additional

observations have been made at our Observatory, which may be con-

sidered as affording further information of some importance.

Dr. Maskelyne, in order to determine with the utmost exactness

the apparent annual motion in right ascension of his fundamental

Star a Aquilae, compared its place at different periods with certain

of the adjacent small Stars. On the supposition that these small

Stars had no sensible proper motion, he was enabled to ascertain

the proper motion of a Aquilae. From what we now know re-

lative to the fixed Stars, this hypothesis appears to rest on a very

slight foundation. The Stars he used were of the 6th and 7th

magnitudes, and there are, as is well known, two Stars of the 6th

magnitude (1 and 2. 61 Cygni) of which the proper motions far ex-

ceed those of any other Stars. The proper motion of 40 a Eridani

only of the 5th magnitude, is next in quantity to those of the Stars of

Cygni, 61 Virginis of the 4. 5 mag.—43 Comae Beren. of the

5 mag, 61 Draconis of the 5 mag. have all very considerable proper
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motions.—I was therefore led to expect that on comparing the

places of the small Stars of Aquilae with a Aquilae, I should find

changes had taken place both as to the position of the Stars in

respect to a Aquilae, and with respect to each other.—The obser-

vations were made last Autumn. The diflferences of right ascen-

sions and of North polar distances of four small Stars, and of a

Aquilae which had been observed by Dr. Maskelyne in 1765, were

ascertained. On reducing the observations, the results were found

different from what I had expected. I found that the four small

Stars preserved exactly the same positions with respect to each other

as resulted from Dr. Maskelyne's observations in 1765. It follows

therefore, that these four Stars, considerably distant from each other,

have not perceptibly moved during the last seventy years, or have

moved in the same direction, and with a common velocity. The

latter supposition is very improbable when considered with a re-

ference to a. Aquilae, whose relative position to these Stars is very

considerably changed. Taking these stars as fixed, the proper

motion of a Aquilae is thereby ascertained with considerable pre-

cision.

I have also, by the observations of small Stars near a Cygni, been

enabled to derive an independent proof of the fixedness of that Star.

Among the Stars observed by Dr. Bradley, and of which the mean

places are given for 1755 in the Astronom. fundamenta, are three

small Stars so near a Cygni that we may reasonably rely that the

differences of the right ascensions and declinations of them and a

Cygni were correctly taken.—These stars have during the last

Autumn been again compared. It will be considered a curious

circumstance, that less than ten degrees from an apparently im-

moveable group of Stars (one of them (a Cygni) of the first or

second magnitude,) there are two Stars of the sixth magnitude that.
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'in the space of seventy years have moved upwards of five minutes of

space.

The extreme irregularity of the proper motion of the Stars as far

as situation and magnitude are concerned, may be remarked in all

parts of the Heavens, but it is particularly deserving of notice with

respect to the Stars near a Aquilae. The Star y Aquilee of 2.3

magnitude, appears to have none or a very small proper motion.

The four small Stars of the 6th and 7 th magnitudes recently ob-

served also appear fixed, while a Aquilae has a secular motion of 50"

in right ascension, and 40" in declination. The Star (2 Aquilae, now

only of the third magnitude has only a very small motion in right

ascension, but in declination it has a secular motion of about 43"

receding from the Pole by this quantity, while a Aquilse approaches
the Pole by nearly an equal quantity. Again, according to the ob-

servations of Messrs. Herschel and South compared with those of Sir

William Herschel, a Star of the lOth magnitude distant from a

Aquilae only about 2^ minutes, moves more rapidly than a, but in

nearly the same direction. The exactness of the determination of

the proper motion of a Aquilse itself is now beyond all doubt. The

present observations have confirmed the former conclusions of

Maskelyne and Piazzi.

On more closely examining the right ascensions of the Pole Star,

as deduced at different periods by several Astronomers, and more

particularly those deduced by Mr. Bessel from Dr. Bradley's ob-

servations, I have satisfied myself that my former arguments for

shewing that this Star has been without proper motion for many
years past, are not sufficient.—The discordances of the observed

and computed right ascensions cannot be attributed wholly to the

errors of observation. This materially alters several of the con-

VOL, XV. K
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elusions I had deduced, and it becomes of importance to endeavour

to investigate more minutely the existence or non-existence ofproper

motion in this Star. Assuming the fixedness of the three Stars,

Rigel, a Orionis and a. Cygni, vre may investigate the proper motion

of Polaris (if any) and that without any knowledge of the preces-

sion of the Equinoxes.

We may conceive a spherical triangle formed by Polaris in

1755, Rigel and « Cygni, and another formed by the Pole in 1821,

Rigel and a Cygni.
—We can compute the distance of the

vertices of these triangles, or the distance of the jilace of the Pole

Star in 1755 from the Pole in 1821, and comparing this distance

with the observed polar distance of the Pole Star in 1821, we have

the proper motion of the Pole Star in polar distance, and also by a

small additional computation, the proper motion in right ascension.

We may instead of Rigel use a Orionis. Also instead of a Cygni

we may use a, Aquilae, if we correct for its proper motion, and then

use it as a fixed Star. Thus, we have four determinations :
—the

mean of the four gives .S^S for the proper motion of the Polar Star

in declination, by which quantity it has increased its distance from

the Pole in 66 years.—This is much greater than could have

been expected under the circumstances that have been previously

stated, and makes a considerable change in the former conclusion

respecting the luni-solar precession. It was therefore desirable to

enquire into the accuracy of the result, by as many independent

operations as possible.

.'! . The variation of the declination of the Stars near the Equinoctial

Colure, provided they were without proper motion, would separately

give with exactness the quantity of luni-solar precession, by com-

paring the N. P. distances in 1755 and 1821. But as several of

tliem have considerable proper motions, it is necessary to investigate

it for each, previously to applying them to investigate the luni-solar

precession.
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Tlie quantity of proper motion for each of these Stars may be

separately investigated by means of the three fixed Stars Rigel,

« Orionis and « Cygni.
—Taking the distances between Rigel and «,

Cygni for the common base of two spherical triangles, the vertices

of which are the places of the Star in 1755 and 1821.—The dis-

tance between these vertices is the whole proper motion of the Star

in 66 years. The part of this motion in N. P. dist. being applied to

the whole change of North Polar distance, gives the change by pre-

cession in that time. Hence, the annual luni-solar precession for

each of these Stars is obtained. The near agreement of these re-

sults for each Star as exhibited in the Table hereafter given, will

shew the degree of confidence that may be placed in them.—The

precession separately determined for each Star enables us to deduce

the proper motion of the Pole Star by comparing the observed

change of N. P. distance with the computed. The mean of 13

results gives the proper motion of the Pole Star in declination

= 3",2. The near agreement of the quantity of proper motion of

the Pole Star in N. P. distance in 66 years, as determined by these

difFererit processes, appears to establish the accuracy of the result.

The proper motion in N. P. distance being taken = + 3",3, the

luni-solar precession in Longitude in I788 = 50',50. This quantity

considerably exceeds that determined by Mr. Bessel, but the steps by
which it lias been deduced appear to me to render it certain that it

cannot be in error more than ^V of a second. This increase of the

luni-solar precession will not affect the quantity of general preces-

sion, which will be 50",22 nearly as before, but the direct motion of

the ecliptic on the equator will be greatly increased, so much so as,

according to our present knowledge, to appear incompatible with

the result deduced by Physical Astronomy. The accuracy of the

general precession aa deduced from observation, depending on the

k2
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absolute quantity of the right ascensions at the two periods, cannot

be so much depended on as the iuni-solar precession determined as

above, and on this account the quantity of direct motion of the

echptic on the equator will not appear entitled to equal confidence.

This quantity is 18'',68 in 66 years, and must be left for future in-

quiry.

It will not, I conceive, be considered that the former conclusion

respecting the Pole Star was founded on slight circumstances.-^

The relative permanency of the position of it and the small Star,

and the constant interval between the Pole Star and ^ Ursae Majoris

appeared to fully justify the deduction that was made, especially

when it is considered that the relative position of ^ Ursae Maj. and

its Comes has ren>ained the same. It required therefore very strong

evidence to shew the contrary. This evidence has been, I think it

will be allowed, obtained in deducing from the several Stars near

the equinoctial colure, nearly the same quantity of proper motion in

declination for the Pole Star, and the same as that deduced by the

Pole Star itself by help of a Cygni, Rigel and a Orionis. It may
indeed be objected, that the three Stars a Cygni, Rigel and a Orionis

are not fixed, but have all the same quantity of proper motion in

parallel directions. However, if all the circumstances connected

with the fixedness of these Stars be considered, such a supposition is

in itself highly improbable, and the contrary appears to be put be-

yond all doubt by the comparison of « Cygni with the small Stars

near it.

Since the former paper was read, *'a Catalogue of right ascensions

of the principal Stars has been completed from observations made at

• This catalogue in R. Ascension, and that in N. P. D. determined by the circle both reduced

to 1825 are hereafter given, as they have been used in all the computations.
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the College Observatory with the eight feet Circle and Transit In-

strument. The equinoxes observed were those commencing Autumn

1822, and ending Spring 1825. It is believed these right as-

censions have been determined with considerable exactness. They
have therefore been applied to investigate, by help of the quantities

of annual precession as now found, the proper motions in right as-

cension of the principal fixed Stars. The catalogue in North polar

distance formed by observations with the eight feet Circle, has also

been used for finding the proper motions in North polar distance.

There is reason to expect that these proper motions will be found

hereafter more exact than any which have hitherto been given.

It may be right to mention, that in forming the catalogue of right

ascensions, the constant of aberration was taken =20 ',36, and that

of nutation = 9"25, as I had found by former observations and in-

vestigations.

This Catalogue in right ascension differs so much from the Cata-

logue in right ascension as given in the Nautical Almanacs for

1827 and 1828, that it appears necessary to notice this circum-

stance. In some of the Stars the difference amounts to ^ of a

second of time, or 6" in space. The determination of the absolute

right ascension of a Star is certainly a very delicate investigation,

but still with the present improved means of observing it was not to

be expected so great a difference would be found. It is an object of

interest to ascertain which determination is nearer the truth. M.

Bessel's recent Catalogue ("Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 78,)

is between the two, but somewhat nearer to mine. I can only

refer to the small mean errors of my Catalogue in each of the three

years, which tend to establish its exactness.—There appears no

cause whence a constant error should arise, unless from the different

degrees of temperature at the Vernal and Autumnal Equinoxes, and
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the effect of this can be but small. The effect however from this

cause must be somewhat greater in the Greenwich Catalogue, be- ,

cause the observations made there are reduced by Bradley's Formula

of Refraction, in which the allowance for change of temperature is

not conformable to experiment. On the other hand, taking the

place of the equinox as in the Greenwich Cat. the quantity of the.

motion of the ecliptic on the equator will be nmch reduced, which,

circumstance is greatly in favour of the R. ascensions of that Cata-,

logue. By adopting the computations of Mr. Bessel on Bradley's

observations we are enabled to compare my Catalogue in right

ascension with the Catalogues of Maskelyne in 1770 and in 1805,

and of Piazzi in 1800. The result is very encouraging, because it

appears to prove that the places of the principal fixed Stars have

been determined at different periods during the last sixty years witli,

considerable exactness, and consequently we may expect to be able

sooner to avail ourselves of future observations in investigating

several points of importance relative to the fixed Stars. ,r,i

i The Catalogue of Dr. Maskelyne of 1770 differs from mine, re-

duced to 1770 in its mean quantity only by 0",07 m time in right

ascension, and by 0," 17 in North Polar distance. , .,.0

f The Catalogue of Piazzi of 1800 differs from mine only in its

mean quantity by 0'',04 in right ascension, and by 0",16 in N. Polar

dist. :-J-::-.- .-:..;.:-..,:.,:;.:•-.;;.. :, -
.. .

-The Cat. df Maskelyne of 1805 differs from mine in its mean

quantity by 0^04 in right ascension.

The close agreement of the respective Stars of the Cat. of I8O0

in right ascension with mine is particularly deserving of notice, and

it ought I think to be kept in mind, that this Catalogue of Dr,

Maskelyne was made only a few years before his death with the old

Transit Instrument and the Mural Quadrant of the Observatory ^/

Greenwich.
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RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS.

;u : : STARS NEAR « AQUIL^.

GREENWICH, 1765. DUBLIM, 1825.

« Aquilae
and



It is evident from a comparison of these numbers that the four

stars have preserved (within the limits of the errors of observation)

the same relative positions to each other. Hence we may infer,

that the proper motion of each has been imperceptible during that

time. Therefore the difF. of right ascension and N. P. D. for 1 765,

above given, being corrected for difF. of precession between 1 765

and 1825, and then compared with the difference for 1825, the

proper motion of « Aquilae in R. A. and N. P. D. is obtained from

each star as in the following

TABLE.

« Aquilse
and
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From these are deduced the sides of the triangle formed by 49,

a, and 55 Cygni.
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A Catalogue, in right ascension and north polar distance of

forty-eight principal stars.
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Catalogue continued.
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PROPER MOTIONS.



Theory of Systems of Rays. By W. R. Hamilton, Professor of

Astronomy in the University of Dublin.

Read Dec. 3, 1824.*

INTRODUCTION,

J. HOSE who have hitherto written upon the properties of Systems
of Rays, have confined themselves for the most part to the conside-

ration of those particular systems, which are produced by ordinary

reflexion and refraction at plane surfaces and at surfaces of revo-

lution. Mains, indeed, in his Traite D'Optique, has considered

the subject in a more general manner, and has made some valuable

remarks upom systems of rays, disposed in any manner in space,

or issuing from any given surface according to any given law
;
but

besides that those remarks are far from exhausting the subject.

Mains appears to me to have committed some important errors, in

the application of his theory to the systems produced by combina-

tions of mirrors and lenses. And with the exception of this author,

I am not aware that any one has hitherto sought to investigate, in

all their generality, the properties of optical systems ; much less to

establish principles respecting systems of rays in general, which

shall be applicable not only to the theory of light, but also to that

of sound and of heat. To establish such principles, and to inves-

tigate such properties is the aim of the following essay. I hope
that mathematicians will find its results and reasonings interesting,

and that they will pardon any defects which they may perceive in

the execution of so abstract and extensive a design.

Observatory,

June 1827.

* Since tliis paper was first read before the Academy, various delays have occurred, which

postponed the printing until the present time. I have availed myself of these delays, to add

some developments and applications of my Theory, which would, I thought, be useful.
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Part First : On Ordinary Systems of Reflected Rays.
Part Second : On Ordinary Systems of Refracted Rays.

Part Third: On Extraordinary Systems, and Systems of Rays
in general.

PART FIRST. ON ORDINARY SYSTEMS OF REFLECTED RAYS.

I. Analytic expressions of the Lavi qf Ordinary Reflexion.

The sum of the cosines of the angles which an incident and a reflected ray, measured from

the mirror, make with any assumed line, is equal to the cosine of the angle which the normal

to the mirror makes with the same line, multiplied by twice the cosine of incidence ; this theorem

determines immediately the angles which a reflected ray makes with three rectangular axes,

when we know the corresponding angles for the incident ray, and the tangent plane to the

mirror. . . . . . . . Arts. 1, 2.

Principle of Least Action ; the sum of the distances of the point of incidence, from any two

assumed points, situated on the two rays, is equal to the corresponding sum, for any point, inde-

finitely near, upon the mirror, (the distances being counted negative when the assumed points

are on the rays produced) : consequences respecting ellipsoid, hyperboloid, paraboloid, and

plane mirrors, . . • • • 3, 4, 5,

II. Theory of Focal Mirrors.

A Focal Mirror is one which would reflect to a given point the rays of a given system ; dif-

ferential equation of such mirrors, ..... 6.

In order that this equation should be integrable, the incident rays must be perpendiculars to a

surface, • • • • • • • 7, 8.

When this condition is satisfied, the integral expresses, that the whole bent path traversed by

the light, in going from the perpendicular surface to the Focal Mirror, and from this to the

Focus, is of a constant length, the same for all the rays ... 9.

The Focal Mirror is the Enveloppe of a certain series of ellipsoids
. . 10
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III. Surface! of Constant Action.

When rays issuing from a luminous point, or from a perpendicular surface, have been any
number of times reflected, they are cut perpendicularly by a series of surfaces, possessing this

property, that the whole polygon path traversed by the light, in arriving at any one of them, is

of a constant length, the same for all the rays . . . .11,12
Reasons for calling these surfaces, Sttr/ac« o/" Cons^anf adion . . IS

Distinction of these surfaces into positive and negative . . . 14.

Each surface of constant action is the enveloppe of a certain series of spheres; if it be itself a

sphere, the final rays all pass through the centre of that sphere ; it is always possible to choose

the final mirror, so as to satisfy this condition . . . , 15

IV. Classification of Systems of Rai/s.

Elements of Position of a ray ; a system in which there is but one such element, is a si/stem

of the first Class ; a system with two elements of position, is a system of the second class ; the

principal systems of optics belong to these two classes . . . 16, 1 7-

A system is rectangular when the rays are perpendiculars to a surface . 1 8

In such a system, the cosines of the angles that a ray makes with the axes of coordinates, are

equal to the partial differentials of a certain characteristic Junction, . 19, 20

V. On the pencils of a Reflected System.

The rays that are reflected from any assumed curve upon the mirror, compose a partial system

of the first class, and have a /ienc?7 for their locus . .
• 21,22.

An infinite number of these pencils may be composed by the rays of a given reflected system ;

functional equation of these pencils, ..... 23.

The arbitrary function in this equation, may be determined by the condition, of passing

through a given curve, or enveloping a given surface ; application of these principles to pro-

blems of painting and perspective . . . . .24.
We may also eliminate the arbitrary function, and thus obtain a partial differential equation

of the first order, representing all the pencils of the system ... 25

VI. On the developable pencils, the two foci ofa ray, and the caustic curves and surfaces.

.
Each ray of a reflected system has two developable pencils passing through it, and therefore

touches two caustic curves, in two corresponding foci, which are contained upon two caustic

surfaces . . . . . . . .26
Equations which determine these several circumstances . . 27, 28, 29

Examples ....... 30

Remarks upon the equations of the caustic curves and surfaces . . . 31
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VII. Lines ofreflection on a mirror.

The curves in which the developable pencils meet the mirror, are called the lines of reflexion ;

differential equations of these lines ; example 'i-'—T-'-'. *
'

• 32,33,34

Formulae which determine at once the foci, and the lines of reflexion ; example . 35.

VIII. On Osculating Focal Mirrors.

Objectof this section . . .

"

. . . 36.

When parallel rays fall on a curved mirror, the directions of the two lines of reflexion are the

directions of osculation of the greatest and least osculating paraboloids; and the two foci of the

reflected ray, are the foci of those paraboloids . . . .37.
In general the directions of the lines of reflexion are the directions of osculation of the greatest

and least osculating focal mirrors ; and the two foci of the ray are the foci of those two mirrors,

38.

The variation of the osculating focal length, between its extreme limits, follows an analogous

law, to the variation of the radius of an osculating sphere .

"

.'>
. 39.

If on the plane passing through a given reflected ray and through a given direction of oscu-

lation, we project the ray reflected from a consecutive point on that direction, the projection will

cross the given ray in the osculating focus corresponding . . . 40.

IX. On thin and undevelopable pencils.

Functional equation of fAm jDe««7« . . . • .41.
When we look at a luminous point by any combination of mirrors, every perpendicular section

of the bounding pencil of vision is an ellipse, except two which are circular; namely, the section

at the eye, and the section whose distance from the eye is an harmonic mean between the dis-

tances of the two foci ; when the eye is beyond the foci the radius of this harmonic circular sec-

tion is less than the semiaxis of any of the elliptic sections . 42.

Whatever be the shape of a thin pencil, provided it be closed, the area of a perpendicular sec-

tion varies as the product of the focal distances . . . 43.

The tangent plane to an undevelopable pencil does not touch the pencil in the whole extent

of a ray ; it is inclined to a certain limiting plane, at an angle whose tangent is equal to a con-

stant coefiicient divided by the distance of the point of contact from a certain fixed point upon

the ray ; properties of the fixed point, the constant coefficient, and the limiting plane 44, 45.

X. On the axes of a Rejiected System.

The intersection of the two caustic surfaces of a reflected system, reduces itself in general to a

finite number of isolated points, at which the density of light is greatest ; these points may be
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called the principalJbci, and the corresponding rays the axes of the system ; determination of

these points and rays by means of the characteristic function, - - 46

Each axis is intersected in its own focus by all the rays indefinitely near ; this focus belongs

to an osculating focal mirror, which has contact of the second order with the given mirror, at a

point which may be called the vertex ..... i?*

The principal focus is also the centre of a series of spheres, which liave contact of the second

order with the surfaces of constant action . . . . 48.

Examples .
'. . .. ,.,* i u •

•
, .:.' .•

• ' *9' ^^"

,v , XI. ImagesJhrmed by Mirrors.

The image of a luminous point, formed by any given combination of mirrors, is the principal

focus of the last reflected system ; the image of a curve or surface, is the locus of the images of

points ........ 51.

Example ; the image of a planet's disk, formed by a single mirror, is in general an ellipse ;

its projection on a plane perpendicular to the reflected rays is a circle, the radius of which is

equal to the focal length of the mirror multiplied by the semidiameter of the planet 52, 53.

General theorem respecting the images ofsmall objects, formed by any combination of mirrors

54.

There are, in general, one or more ways of placing a given mirror so as to produce an undis-

torted image of a planet ; the points which are to be used as vertices for this purpose, are deter-

mined by two relations between the partial differentials, third order, of the mirror 55.

XII. Aberrations.

General series for calculating the lateral aberrations by means of the characteristic function ;

the longitudinal aberrations do not exist for reflected systems in general ; but there are certain

analogous quantities, calculated in the third part of this essay . . 56, 57.

First application ; aberrations measured on a plane which does not p^ss through either focus ;

the rays which make with the given ray angles not exceeding some given small angle, are dif-

fused over the area of an ellipse ..... 58.

Second application ; aberrations measured on a plane passing through one focus ; the rays

which were before diffused over the area of an ellipse, are now diffused over a mixt-lined space,

bounded partly by a curve shaped like a figure of eight, and partly by an arc of a common pa-

rabola, which envelopes the other curve ; quadrature of this mixt-lined space, and calculation of

the coefficients of the result, by means of the curvatures of the caustic surface 59, 60, 61.

Tliird application ; aberrations measured on a plane passing through a principal focus ; the

rays which make with the given ray a given small angle, cut the plane of aberration in an el-

lipse ; if the focus be inside this ellipse, the intermediate rays are diffused over the area of that

.-. ;,... , .... .. -i .. . . t.-...; i, ijt2)-: .
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curve ; otherwise they are diffused over a mixt-lined space, bounded partly by an arc of the el-

lipse,
and partly by two limiting lines, namely the tangents drawn from the focus . 62.

The distinction between these two cases depends on the nature of the roots of a certain qua-

tain quadratic equatiou ; when the focus is inside the ellipse, the caustic surfaces do not intersect

the plane of aberration ; but when the focus is outside, then the caustic surfaces intersect that

plane in the limiting lines before mentioned. . . . 03.

This distinction depends also on the roots of a certain cubic equation ; when the focus is in-

side there are three directions vli focal inflexion on the mirror, and of spheric inflexion on the

surfaces of constant action, but when the focus is outside, there is but one such direction ;

the aberrations of the second order vanish, when there is contact of the third order between the

mirror and the focal surface, or between the surfaces of constant action and their osculating spheres,

64, 65.

XIII. Density.

Method by which Malus computed the density for points not upon the caustic surfaces ;

other method founded on the principles of this essay ; along a given ray, the density varies in-

versely as the product of the focal distances ; near a caustic surface it varies inversely as the

square root of the perpendicular distance from that surface . . 66, 67, 68.

Law of the density at the caustic surfaces ; this density is greatest at the principal foci, and at

a bright edge, the locus of the points upon the caustic curves, at which their radius of curvature

vanishes ...... 69, 70.

Density near a principal focus ; ellipses or hyperbolas, upon the plane of aberration, at which

this density is constant; the density at the principal focus itself, is expressed by an elliptic inte.

gral, the value of which depends on the excentricity of the ellipses or hyperbolas, at which the

density is constant . . . 7 1 , 72, 73, 74, 75, 76.

PART SECOND. ON SYSTEMS OF REFK ACTED RAYS.

XIV. Analytic expressions of the lata of ordinary refraction.

Fundamental formula of dioptrics ; principle of least action ; cartesian surfaces, 77, 78, 79.

XV. On Jbcal refractors, and on the surfaces oj"constant action.

Differential equation of focal refractors ; this equation is integrable, when the incident rays

are peipendicular to a surface ; form of the integral ; the focal refractor is the enveloppe of a

certain series of cartesian surfaces .... 80.

When homogeneous rays have been any number of times reflected and refracted, they are cut

perpendicularly by the surfaces of constant action . . .81.
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XVI. Characteristic Function.

Tlie systems produced by ordinary reflexion and refraction being all rectangular, the proper-

ties of every such system may be deduced from the form of one characteristic function, whose

partial differentials of the first order, are proportional to the cosines of the angles that the ray

makes with the axes . . . .82.
XVII, Principal properties of a refracted system.

The results contained in the preceding part, respecting the pencils of a reflected system, the

lines of reflexion, the caustic curves and surfaces ; the osculating focal surfaces, the axes of the

system, the principal foci, the images, aberrations, and density ; may all be applied, with suit-

able modifications to refracted systems also . . .83, 84', 85, 86.

XVIII. On the determination of reflecting and refracting surfaces, by their lines of reflexion

and refraction.

Analogy to questions in the application of analysis to geometry . . 87.

Remarks on a question of this kind, which has been treated by Malus ; solution of the same

question on the principles of this essay ... . 88, 89.

Questions of this kind conduct in general to partial differential equations of the second order
;

another example, which conducts to a case of the equation of vibrating chords 90.

The partial differential equation, which expresses the condition for the lines of reflexion or

refraction coinciding with one another, resolves itself into two distinct equations ; the surfaces

represented by the integral, are the focal reflectors or refractors . , 91.

XIX. On the determination of reflecting and refracting surfaces, by means oftheir caustic

surfaces.

Object of this section . . . . . 92.

Remarks on the analogous questions treated of by Monge . . 93.

Method of reducing to those questions, the problems of the present section . 94.

Another method of treating the same problems, which conducts to partial differential equations

of an order higher by unity ; example, in the case where it is required to find a mirror, which

shall have one set of its foci upon a given sphere, the incident rays being parallel ; the complete

integral, with two arbitrary functions, represents here the enveloppe of a series of paraboloids,

• which have their foci upon the given sphere ; there is also a singular primitive, of the first order,

representing the mirrors which have the sphere for one of their caustic surfaces, . 95, 96.

- Generalization of the preceding results .... 97.
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Remarks on other questions of the same kind, which conduct to equations in ordinary differ-

entials ..••••.. 98

The partial differential equation which expresses the condition for the two caustic surfaces

coinciding, resolves itself into two other equations which are peculiar to the focal reflectors or

refractors : however, these two equations determine, on some particular reflecting and refracting

surfaces, a line qfjjcal curvature, analogous to the line of spheric curvature, which exists upon
some curved surfaces ..... 99

XX. On the caustics of a given rejlecting or refracting curve.

General theorem respecting the arc of a caustic curve ; means of finding by this theorem,

the curves corresponding to a given caustic . . . . 100.

As an infinite number of curves correspond to the same given caustic, so also an infinite num-

ber of caustics correspond to the same given curve; these caustics have for their locus a surface

ofcircular -profile,
and are the shortest lines between two points upon it ; this surface envelopes

all the caustic surfaces, corresponding to the reflectors or refractors, upon which the given curve

is a line of reflection or refraction . . . . 101,102.

XXI. On the conditions of Achromatism,

The coordinates of the image of a luminous point, formed by any given combination of lenses

and mirrors, are functions of the colour of the rays ; hence may be deduced series for the chro-

matic aberrations, and conditions for achromatism, perfect or approximate 103, lOt.

XXII. On systems of atmospheric rays.

•

Equations of an atmospheric ray .... 105.

These rays are perpendicular to the surfaces of constant action ; and the properties of the

system may all be deduced from the form of one characteristic function . 106,
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Jj U Sj
-=«.«.

.^=«.^. -j^=«.y.

and in extraordinary systems of the form
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3» 3d 3i 5« 3/ 3t)

"jj" 17' 3y ""^' "^
~"
^'

«, /3, y, being the cosines of the angles which the ray makes with the axes of x, y, z, and v

being the velocity, estimated on the material hypothesis, and considered, in extraordinary sys-

tems, as a homogeneous function, first dimension, of the cosines a, fi, y. Reason for calling

this principle the Principle of Constant Action ; analogous principle respecting the mo-

tion of a system of bodies. General consequences of this principle : generalisation of the pro-

perties of optical systems, considered in former sections of this essay ; the phenomena of coloured

systems depend on the partial differentials of the characteristic function, taken with respect to the

colour . . . . . 161 to the end.

CONCLUSION.

• Review of the chiefresults of this essay, and of the manner in which they may be useful ; and

remarks on the researches of former writers, respecting the properties of systems of rays.



PART FIRST.

ON ORDINARY SYSTEMS OF REFLECTED RAYS.

SECTION I.

Analytic expressions of the lata ofordinary reflexion.

[1.] When a ray of light is reflected at a mirror, we know by experience, that the normal to

the mirror, at the point of incidence, bisects the angle between the incident and the reflected

rays. Iftherefore two forces, each equal to unity, were to act at the point of incidence, in the

directions of the two rays, their resultant would act in the direction of the normal, and would be

equal to twice the cosine of the angle of incidence. If then we denote by (g/) (j'Z) (n/) the angles
which the two rays and the normal make respectively with any assumed line

(^), and by (7) the

angle of incidence, we shall have the following formula,

cos. (I + cos. {7 sr 2 cos. 7. cos. nl (A)

which is the analytic representation of the known law of reflexion, and includes the whole theory
ofcatoptrics.

[2.] It follows from (A) that if we denote by fx, ^y, ^z, ^x, (y, (z, nx, ny, nz, the angles
which the two rays and the normal make respectively with three rectangular axes, we shall have

the three following equations.

COS. ^x -J- cos. f'x = 2 cos. 7. cos. «x"\

COS. ^y + COS. {'y = 2 cos. 7. cos. ny\ (B)

cos. {« + COS. g'z =: 2 cos. 7. cos. nz j

which determine the direction of the reflected ray, when we know that of the incident ray,
and the tangent plane to the mirror.

[3.] Let {x,y, z) be the coordinates of the point of incidence; x-^'ix, y-^-ly, »+Sa, those

of a point infinitely near ; if this point be upon the mirror we shall have

cos. nx. ix
-j. cos. ny. Jy + cos. nz, 3a =: 0,

2^*2
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and therefore, by (B),

= COS. (X. ix -{- COS.
^1/, 3y -|- COS.

^z, iz -f-

COS.
^'X. ix + COS.

{'^. il/ + COS.
{'«. Sz. (C)

Now if we assume any point XYZ on the incident ray, at a distance { from the mirror, and

another point X' Y'Z' on the reflected ray at a distance
5'
from the mirror, the distances of these

assumed points from the point x^dx, y-'r^y, «+3«, will be

and because

we shall have

that is

and finally, by (C)

e= (X-*y- + (Y-yfMZ-zf
e= {X'-xf + {Y'-yf-\-{Z'-zf,

dj _ X—x d^ __ Y—y df _ Z—z
dx i

'

dy
~

(
'

dz~' j
'

dj' _ X'—x dj' _ Y—y dj' Z—z
dx {'

^

dy f'

'

dz j'

'

df df dg

-^
= _ cos. «^>

-^
= - COS. iy,-±=- COS. (X,

—r- =— cos. fX) -T- =— cos. /y, — = — cos. e'z ;

dx dy
'-^ dz *

3j + V= 0. (D)

This equation (D) is called the Principle of least Action, because it expresses that if the co-

ordinates of the point of incidence were to receive any infinitely small variations consistent with

the nature of the mirror, the bent path ({+?') would have its variation nothing ; and if light be a

material substance, moving with a velocity unaltered by reflection, this bent path 5+ 5'
mea-

sures what in mechanics is called the /Action, from the one assumed point to the other. Laplace

has deduced the formula (D), together with analogous formulae for ordinary and extraordinary

refraction, by supposing light to consist of particles of matter, moving with certain determined

velocities, and subject only to forces which are insensible at sensible distances. The manner in

which I have deduced it, is independent of any hypothesis about the nature or the velocity of

light ; but I shall continue to call it, from analogy, the principle of least action.

[4>.] The formula (D) expresses, that if we assume any two points, one on each ray, the sura

of the distances of these two assumed points from the point of incidence, is equal to the sum of
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their distances from any infinitely near point upon the mirror. If therefore we construct An fell'

lipsoid of revolution, having its two foci at the two assumed points, and its axis equal to the bent

path traversed by the light in going from the one point to the other, this ellipsoid will touch the

mirror at the point of incidence. Hence it may be inferred, that every normal to an ellipsoid of

revolution bisects the angle between the lines drawn to the two foci ; and therefore that rays is-

suing from one focus of an ellipsoid mirror, would be reflected accurately to the other.

[5.] These theorems about the ellipsoid have long been known ; to deduce the known theo-

rems corresponding, about the hyperboloid and plane, I observe that from the manner in which

the formula (D) has been obtained, we must change the signs of the distances, j, j',
if the as^

sumed points X, Y, Z, X', Y', Z', to which they are measured, be not upon the rays themselves,

but on the rays produced. If therefore we assume one point X, Y, Z, upon the incident ray,

and the other point X', Y', Z', on the reflected ray produced behind the mirror, the equation

(D) expresses that the difference of the distances of these two points from the point of incidence,

is the same as the difference of their distances from any infinitely near point upon the mirror ; so

that if we construct a hyperboloid, having its axis equal to this difference, and having its foci at

the two assumed points, this hyperboloid will touch the mirror. The normal to a hyperboloid

bisects therefore the angle between the line drawn to one focus, and thie produced part of the

line drawn to the other focus ; from which it follows, that rays issuing from one focus of a hyper-

boloid mirror, would after reflection diverge from the other foctis. A plane is a hyperboloid

whose axis is nothing, and a paraboloid is an ellipsoid whose axis is infinite ; if, therefore, rays

issued from the focus of a paraboloid mirror, they would be reflected parallel to its axis ; and if

rays issuing from a luminous point any where situated fall upon a plane mirror, they diverge after

reflection from a point situated at an equal distance behind the mirror. These are the only mir-

rors giving accurate convergence or divergence, which have hitherto been considered by
mathematicians ; in the next section I shall treat the subject in a more general manner, and

examine what must be the nature of a mirror, in order that it may reflect to a given point the

the rays of a given system.

II. Theory offocal mirrors,

[6.} The question, to find a mirror which shall reflect to a given focus the rays of a given syg.

tem, is analytically expressed by the following differential equation,

(«-f.«') dx + (/SH-^') dy + (y-f-y-) dz ==0, (E)

X, y, z, being the coordinates of the mirror, and «, /3, y, «', ^', y, representing for abridgment
the cosines of the angles which the incident and reflected rays make with the axes of coordinates.

In this equation, which follows immediately from (C), or from (B),; «, /3, y, are to be considered

as given functions ofx,y, z, depending on the nature of the incident system, and «', fi', y, as

Other given functions o(x, y, z, depending on the position of the focus; and when these func.
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tions are ofsuch a nature as to render integrable the equation (E), the integral will represent an

infinite number of different mirrors, each of which will possess the property of reflecting to the

given focus, the rays of the given system, and which for that reason I shall call focal mirrors.

[7.] To find under what circumstances the equation (E) is integrable, I observe that the part

eidx + fi:'dy -If ^ dz

is always an exact differential ; for if we represent by X', Y, Z' the coordinates of the given

focus, and by f' the distance of that focus from the point of incidence, we shall have the

equations

X'- X= «v. Y'—^ = /3'?',
Z'— «= yj',

and therefore

»'dx •\- ^'dy + ydz = — d^'

because i-^'^i^O

.-s + ^« + ys= 1, cc'd»' + 0d^' + y'dy) = 0. ''-

If therefore the equation (E) be integrable, that is, if it can be satisfied by any unknown re-

lation between x, y, z, it is necessary that in establishing this unknown relation between those

three variables, the part (u.dx + /i.dy + y,dz) should also be an exact differential of a function

of the two variables which remain independent ; the condition of this circumstance is here

<-*-'e-f)+'^+«(|-S)+<»+^(|-t)=°. m
"

and I am going to shew, from the relations which exist between the functions », /3, y, that this

condition cannot be satisfied, unless we have separately

d^ £l_o ^^——0 —_— =0 (G)
dz dy

^

dx dz
^

dy dx

that is, unless the formula {ct,.dx + ^.dy \- y.dz) be an exact differential of a function of x, y, z,

considered as three independent variables.

[8]. For this purpose I observe, that since the functions «, /3, y, are the cosines of the an-

gles which the incident ray passing through the point (x,y, z) makes with the axes, they will not

vary when the coordinates x, y, z, receive any variations ix, 3y, Sz proportional to those cosines

«, /3, y ; because then the point x-^-^x, y-\-^y, z+ h, will belong to the same incident ray as

the point x, y, z. This remark gives us the following equations.
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and combining these with the relations

'

dx
'

dx
'

dx '

dec ds dy

which resu t from the Imown formula

«2 + /3» + y« = i,

we find that the three quantities

d^ dy dy da da dfi

dz dy .
rfjp rfz

'

dy dx
'

are proportional to («, /S, y), and therefore that the condition (F) resolves itself into the three

equations (G).

[9.] These conditions (G) admit of a simple geometrical enunciation; they express that the

rays of the incident system are cut perpendicularly by a series of surfaces, having for equation

f(»dx + ^dy Jf ydz) = const. (H)

Let X, Y, Z, be the point in which an incident ray is crossed by any given surface of this

series (H), and let j be its distance from the point of incidence (x, y, z) : we shall have

X.— X = «f, Y—^ = /Sj, Z— Z = yj,

and therefore,

a,.dx + ^'dy + y-dz =— rfg,

because ..

«.rfX 4- /3.rfy+ y.rfZ = 0.

We may therefore put the differential equation of the mirror (E) under the form

</j + rf5'
= 0,

of which the integral

J + {'
= const. (I)

expresses that the whole bent path traversed by the light in going from the perpendicular surface

(H) to the mirror, and from the mirror to the focus, is of a constant length, the same for all the

rays. In this interpretation of the integral (1) we have supposed the distances, 5, g', positive ;

that is, we have supposed them measured upon the rays themselves ; if on the contrary, they

are measured on the rays produced behind the mirror, they are then to be considered as negative.
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[10.] Then, in general, if it be required to find a mirror which shall reflect to a given focus the

rays of a given system, we must try whether the rays of that system are cut perpendicularly by

any series of surfaces ; for unless this condition be satisfied, the problem is impossible. When
we have found a surface cutting the incident rays perpendicularly, we have only to take upon
each ofthose rays a point such that the sum or difference of its distances, from the perpendicular

surface and from the given focus, may be equal to any constant quantity ; the locus of the points

thus determined will be a focal mirror, possessing the property required. Or, which comes to the

same thing, we may make an ellipsoid or hyperboloid of revolution, having a constant axis, but a

variable excentricity, move in such a manner that one focus may traverse in all directions the

surface that cuts the incident rays perpendicularly, while the other focus remains fixed at the

point through which all the reflected rays are to pass ; the surface that envelopes the ellipsoid or

hyperboloid, in all its different positions, will be the mirror required. And to determine whether

the reflected rays converge to the given focus, or diverge from it, it is only necessary to deter-

mine the sign of the distance
5',

which is positive in the first case, and negative in the second.

III. Surfaces of constant action.

[11]. We have seen, in the preceding section, that if it be possible to find a mirror, which

shall reflect to a given focus the rays of a given system, those rays must be perpendicular to a

series of surfaces ; and that the whole bent path traversed by the light, from any one of these

perpendicular surfaces to the mirror, and from the mirror to the focus, is a constant quantity, the

same for all the rays. Hence it follows, reciprocally, that when rays issuing from a luminous

point have been reflected at a mirror, the rays of the reflected system are cut perpendicularly by

by a series of surfaces ; and that these surfaces may be determined, by taking upon every re-

flected ray a point such that the whole bent path from the luminous point to it, may be equal to

any constant quantity. I am going to shew, in general, that when rays issuing from a lumi-

nous point, or from a perpendicular surface, have been any number of times reflected, by any

combination of mirrors, the rays of the final system are cut perpendicularly by a series of sur-

faces, possessing this remarkable property, that the whole polygon path traversed by the light, in

arriving at any one of them, is of a constant length, the same for all the rays.

[12.] To prove this theorem I observe, that if upon every ray of the final system we take a

point, such that the whole polygon path to it, from the luminous point or perpendicular surface,

may be equal to any constant quantity, the locus of the points thus determined will satisfy the

differential equation

,_ ,4.«+ A.,y+A.,z=0, (K,

'X y, Z, being the coordinates of the point, and ^ the last side of the polygon ; because by hy-

pothesis the variation of the whole path is nothing, and also that part which arises from the va-
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riation of the first point or origin of the polygon, and by the principle of least action, the part

arising from the variation of the several points of incidence, is nothing ; therefore the variation

arising from the last point of the polygon must be nothing also, which is the condition expressed

by the equation (K,) and which requires either that this last point should be a fixed focus through

which all the rays of the final system pass, or else that its locus should be a surface cutting those

rays perpendicularly.

[13.] We see then that when rays issuing from a luminous point, or from a perpendicular

surface, have been any number of times reflected, the rays of the final system are cut perpendi-

cularly by that series of surfaces, for which

2 ({)
= const. (L)

2
(j) representing the sum of the several paths or sides of the polygon. When we come to con-

sider the systems produced by ordinary refraction, we shall see that the rays of such a system

are cut perpendicularly by a series of surfaces having for equation

2.(m5)
= const.

2. (j»{) representing the sum of the several paths, multiplied each by the refractive power of the

medium in which it lies. In the systems also, produced by atmospheric and by extraordinary

refraction, there are analogous surfaces possessing remarkable properties, which render it desir-

able that we should agree upon a name by which we may denote them. Since then in mecha-

nics the sum obtained by adding the several elements of the path of a particle, multiplied each

by the velocity with which it is described, is called the Action of the particle ; and since if light

be a material substance its velocity in uncrystallized mediums is proportional to the refractive

power, and is not altered by reflection : I shall call the surfaces (L) the surfaces of constant

action ; intending only to express a remarkable analogy, and not assuming any hypothesis about

the nature or velocity of light.

[14).] We have hitherto supposed all the sides of the polygon positive, that is, we have sup-

posed them all to be actually traversed by the light. This is necessarily the case for all the sides

between the first and last ; but if the point to which the last side of the polygon is measured were

a focus from which the final rays diverge, or if it were on a perpendicular surface situated behind

the last mirror, this last side would then be negative; and in like manner, if the first point, or

origin of the polygon, were a focus to which the first incident rays converged, or if it were on a

perpendicular surface behind the first mirror, we should have to consider the first side as negative.

With these modifications the equation (L) represents all the surfaces that cut the rays perpen-

dicularly ; and to mark the analytic distinction between those which cut the rays themselves, and

those which only cut the rays produced, we may call the former positive, and the latter negative :

the positive surfaces of constant action lying at the front of the mirror, and the negative ones

lying at the back of it.

[15.] It follows from the preceding theorems, that if with each point of the last mirror for

VOL. XV. o
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centre, and with a radius equal to any constant quantity, increased or diminished by the sum of

the sides of the polygon path, which the light has traversed in arriving at that point, we construct

a sphere, the enveloppe of these spheres will be a surface cutting the final rays perpendicularly.

It follows also, that when rays, either issuing from a luminous point, or perpendicular to a given

surface, have been reflected by any combination of mirrors, it is always possible to find a focal

mirror which shall reflect the final rays, so as to make them all pass through any given point ;

namely, by choosing it so, that the sum of the sides of the whole polygon path measured to that

given focus, and taken with their proper signs, may be equal to any constant quantity.

IV. Classification of Systems of Rays.

[16.] Before proceeding any farther in our investigations about reflected systems of rays, it

will be useful to make some remarks upon systems of rays in general, and to fix upon a classifi-

cation of such systems which may serve to direct our researches. By a Ray, in this Essay, is

meant a line along which light is propagated ; and by a System of Rays is meant an infinite

number of such lines, connected by any analytic law, or any common property. Thus, for ex.

ample, the rays which proceed from a luminous point in a medium of uniform density, compose
one system of rays ; the same rays, after being reflected or refi-acted, compose another system.

And when we represent a ray analytically by two equations between its three coordinates, the

coeflicients of those equations will be connected by one or more relations depending on the na-

ture of the system, so that they may be considered as functions of one or more arbitrary quanti-

ties. These arbitrary quantities, which enter into the equations of the ray, may be called its

Elements of Position, because they serve to particularise its situation in the system to which it

belongs. And the number of these arbitrary quantities, or elements of position, is what I shall

take for the basis of my classification of systems of rays ; calling a system with one element of

position a system of the First Class : a system with two elements of position, a system of the

Second Class, and so on. ,> ^af^;, a i, i:„ h^-

[17-] Thus, if we are considering a system of rays emanating in all directions from a lumi-

nous point (a, b, c), the equations of a ray are of the form

X— a^ fi{z
—

c)

y— b = t (*
—

c),

which involve only two arbitrary quantities, or elements of position, namely ^, », the tangents of

the angles which the two projections of the ray, on the vertical planes of coordinates, make with

the axis of {«) ; a system of this kind is therefore a system of the second class. If among the

rays thus emanating in all directions fi-om a luminous point (a, b, c), we consider those only which

are contained on a given plane passing through that point, and having for equation
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then the two quantities ft, y, are connected by the relation

so that one only remains arbitrary, and the system is of the first class. In general if we consider

only those rays which belong to a given cone, having the luminous point for centre, and for

equation

<f denoting any given function, the two quantities ^, », will be connected by the given relation

and the system will be of the first class. If now we suppose a system of rays thus emanating
from a luminous point, to be any number of times modified by reflection or refi-action, it is evi-

dent that the class of the system will not be altered ; that is, there will be the same number of

arbitrary constants, or elemente of position, in the final system as in the original system : pro-
vided that we do not take into account the dispersion of the differently coloured rays. But if we
do take this dispersion into account, it will introduce in refracted systems a new element of po-
sition depending on the colour of the ray, and thus will raise the system to a class higher by
unity.

[18.] From the preceding remarks, it is evident that optics, considered mathematically, re-

lates for the most part, to the properties of systems of rays, of the first and of the second class.

In the third part of this essay I shall consider the properties of these two classes in the most ge-

neral point of view ; but at present I shall confine myself to such as are more immediately con-

nected with catoptrics. And I shall begin by making some remarks upon the general properties

of those systems, in which the rays are cut perpendicularly by a series of surfaces ; a system of

this kind I shall call a Rectangular System. The properties of such systems are of great im-

portance in optics ; for, by what I have already proved, they include all systems of rays which

after issuing from a luminous point, or from a perpendicular surface, have been any number of

times reflected, by any combination of mirrors ; we shall see also, in the next part, that they in-

clude also the systems produced by ordinary refraction.

[19.3 In any system of the second class, a ray may in general be determined by the condi-

tion of passing through an assigned point of space, for this condition furnishes two equations be-

tween the coefficient of the ray, which are in general sufficient to determine the two arbitrary

elements of position. We may therefore consider the cosines («, |8, y,) of the angles which the

ray makes with the axes as functions of the coordinates {x, y, 2) of any point upon the ray ; be-

cause, if the latter be given, the former will be determined. And if the system be rectangular,

that is, if the rays be cut perpendicularly by any series of surfaces, it may be proved by the rea-

sonings in Section II. of this essay, that these functions must be of such a nature as to render

the formula

o2
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((t.dx + fiuit/ + y.dz)

an exact differential, independently of any relation between (x, y, t) ; that is, the cosines («, /3,

y) of the angles which the ray passing through any assigned point (or, y, z) makes with the axes,

must be equal to the partial differential coefiBcients

dV dV dV
dx

'

dy
^

dz
'

of a function of (x, y, z) considered as three independent variables.

[20. ] The properties of any one rectangular system, as distinguished from another, may all

be deduced by analytic reasonings from the form of the function (V) ; and it is the method of

making this deduction, together with the calculation of the form of the characteristic Junction

(V) for each particular system, that appears to me to be the most complete and simple definition

that can be given, of the Application of analysis to optics; so far as regards the systems pro-

duced by ordinary reflection and refraction, which, as I shall shew, are all rectangular. And

although the systems produced by extraordinary refraction, do not in general enjoy this property ;

yet I shall shew that with respect to them, there exists an analogous characteristic function, from

which all the circumstances of the system may be deduced : by which means optics acquires,

as it seems to me, an uniformity and simplicity in which it has been hitherto deficient.

V, On the pencils of a Reflected System.

[21.] When a rectangular system of rays, that is a system the rays of which are cut per-

pendicularly by a series of surfaces, is reflected at a mirror, we have seen that the reflected sys-

tem is also rectangular; the rays being cut perpendicularly by the surfaces of constant action,

(III.) ; and that therefore the cosines of the angles which a reflected ray makes with the axes, are

equal to the partial differential coefficients of a certain function
( V) which \ have called the cha-

racteristic of the system, because all the properties of the system may be deduced from it. It is this

deduction which we now proceed to ; and before we occupy ourselve^ with the entire reflected

system, we are going to investigate some of the properties of the varioiis partial systems that can

be formed, by establishing any assumed relation between the rays, that is by considering only

those which are reflected from any assumed curve upon the mirror.

[22. ~j
A partial system of this kind, is a system of the first class; that is, the position of a

ray in such a system, depends only on one arbitrary element; for example, on any one coordi-

nate of the assumed curve upon the mirror. And if we eliminate this one element, between the

two equations of the ray, we shall obtain the equation of a surface, which is the locus of the rays

of the partial system that we are considering. The form of this surface depends on the arbitrary

curve upon the mirror, from which the rays of the paitial system proceed ; so that according

to the infinite variety of curves which we can trace upon the given mirror, we shall have an infi-

nite number of surfaces composed by the rays of a given reflected system. And since these sur-

'aces possess many important properties, which render it expedient that we should denote them
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by a name, I shall call them pencils : defining a pencil to be the locus of the rays of a system o

the first class, that is, of a system with but one arbitrary constant.

[23.] Although, as we have seen, an infinite number of pencils may be formed by the rays

of a given reflected system, yet there are certain properties common to them all, which render

them susceptible of being included in one common analytic expression. For, if we denote by

(V) the characteristic function [20.] of the given reflected system, so that

dV dV dV

(«, /3, y) being the cosines of the angles which the reflected ray passing through any assigned

point of space (x, y, z) makes with the axes of coordinates ; we shall have, for all the points of

any one ray, the three equations

dV dV dV—
;
— = const. —

;
— = const. —

;
— = const.

ax ay dz

which are equivalent to but two distinct relations, because

/dVy /dVV" fdV\^ ,

If then we consider the rays of any of the partial systems, produced by establishing an ar-

bitrary relation between the rays of the entire reflected system ; the locus of these rays, that

is, the pencil of this partial system, will have for its equation

f = / (f )dy

f representing an arbitrary function, the form of which depends upon the nature of the partial

system.

[S*.] The form of this function (/) maybe determined, if we know any curve through

which the rays of the pencil pass, or any surface which they envelope. For first, the latter of

these two questions may be reduced to the former, by determining upon the enveloped surface

the locus of the points of contact ; this is done by means of the formula

= 0.

which expresses that the rays of the unknown pencil are tangents to the given enveloped surface

M = 0. And when we know a curve u =r 0, « = 0, through which all the rays of the pencil

pass, we have only to eliminate (x, y, z) between the two equations of this curve, and the two

following,

_ dV _ dV
dx dy

'

dV
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vrefiball thus phtain the relation between («, /S) vfhich characterises the rays that pass through

the given curve : and substituting, in this relation, the values of («, fi) considered as functions of

{x, y, z) we shall have the equation of the pencil.

In tliis manner we can determine the sliadow of any opaque body, produced by the rays of a

given reflected system, if we know the equation of the body, and that of the skreen upon which

the shadow is thrown ; we can also determine the boundary of light and darkness upon the body,

which is the curve of contact with the enveloping pencil ; and if we consider visual instead of

luminous rays, we can determine, on similar principles, the perspective of reflected light, that

is, the apparent form and magnitude of a body seen by any combination of mirrors ; at least so

far as that form and magnitude depend on the shape and size of the visual cone.

£25. "1
Besides the general analytic expression

which represents all the pencils of the system, by means of the arbitrary function (f), we can

also find another analytic expression for those pencils, by eliminating that arbitrary function,

and introducing instead of it the partial differential coefficients of the pencil of the first order. In

this manner we find, by differentiating (A'') for {x) and (_y) successively, and eliminating the dif.

ferential coeiBcient of the arbitrary function (y),

£21 ££ ^(£L.X = S
'^"'^ '^^ _ — ^'^ ? ^

dx^
'

drf- \dx.dy) (_ dx.dy
'

dy.dz dy^

'

dx.dz 5 dx

<i £v_ £_y__(py_ _££.? ^.
\ dx.dy

'

dx.dz dx^
'

dy.dz $
'

dy
'

and since the general relation a'' -|- /3^ + y' = 1, that is

©'-©+©' = -•

gives by differentiation

0.
d^v d^v d^y

J. a, L «, —
0,

dx^
^ ^

dx.dy
^ ^'

dx.dz
'

d'V d^V d^'

and therefore

'

dx.dy dt^ dy.dz

d'V d'V dW dW _»_ (d^V dW ^/ dW yi
dx.dy

'

dy dz dy^

'

dx.dz y' \dx^
'

dy^ \dxdy J 5

dW d^V d^V d^V _ /3 C£F d'V / dW y ^

1y.dz

~
y' Idx^' dy^ \dx.dy) \

'

dx.dy dx.dz dx'' dy.

the partial differential equation of the pencils becomes finally
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* dz fi dz . ,_..

which expresses that the tangent plane to the pencil contftins the ray passing through the point

of contact.

VI. On the developable pencils, the two foci ofa fay, and the caustic curves and surfaces.

[26.] Among all the pencils of a given rectangular system, there is only a certain series deve-

lopable ; namely, those which pass through the lines of curvature on the surfaces that cut the

rays perpendicularly. It follows from the known properties of normals to surikces, that each ray
has two of these developable pencils passing through it, and is therefore a common tangent to

two caustic curves, the aretes de rebroussement of those pencils ; the points in which it touches

those two caustic curves may be called the two foci of the ray ; and the locus of these foci forms

two caustic surfaces, touched by all the rays.

[27.] To determine analytically these several properties of the system, let us represent by

(a, b, c) the coordinates of the point in which a ray crosses a given perpendicular surface ; these

coordinates will be determined, if the ray be given, so that they may be considered as functions

of («, fi) ; we may therefore put their differentials under the form

, da , ,
da ,

da= —r • det-U —r . ds.
da ^

dfi

„ db , db ^do= -T—. d» + -r- . ds.
d» ^

dfi

J dc , ,
dodc^-. d.+ -. da.

we have also itda •{ fidb -|- ydc = 0, which gives

dc / » da li db\

d» \y d» y d»)

dc i» da fi db\

~dfi (V ^ y
'

"dfi)'

_. . da da db db
with respect to the coefficients — ,

—
,
—-

,
—

, these are to be determined by differen*

tiating the two following equations,

dV _ dV _
dT-"' lb~^'

which give
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-—:- . da + -;
—

rr • "" + ~;
—7— • dc = da,

da^
^ da.db

^
dauic

d^V
, ,

dJ'V ,, d^V
, ,

dadb db^ dbdc

and therefore

.. , t d:'y «^^\ J / dW d^V \ ^^

M.da=[^.-^-fi.^^).
d. + [fi.^^^-y.^^).

dfi,

^'^^ =
V'dbTc-''-d^b}' '^''^V--d^-''-lUc)-^^'

if we put for abridgment

^ £V_ d^V _ d'V d^V
l~ '

(_da.db

'

db.dc da.dc
'

db^ 5

*" ^'
idoM

'

rfo^ db.dc
'

da" 5

\da.dbj 5
+ ''^

^ da"
'

db^

This being laid down, let (x, y, z) be any other point upon the ray, at a distance ({) from the

given perpendicular surface ; we shall have

rf{
= «,dx -|- /3a[y -J- ydz,

dx— «rfg =: rfa + {£?«, c/y
—

,Srfj
= rf6 + (d^ :

and if the coordinates (x, y, z) belong to a caustic curve, the first members of these two last

equations will vanish, so that on this hypothesis,

da + {.rf*
= 0, db-\- {.rf/3

=r ;

eliminating (j)
we find, for the developable pencils,

da. d^—db. d» = 0, (P)

and eliminating -j— we find, for the caustic surfaces,
d»

(da\ f . db\ da db „ ,^.

substituting for —--
, —7- , j- > -r; , their values, and observing that by the general relation

d» a/3 a* a^

/rfF\« /dV\t fdVV ,
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(PF , (PV ePF

da'' '^^'daM'^ ^'
da.dc

~ °'

d^V d^V
,

dW
daM ^ db-

' '
db.dc

(f F d^V d^V _* d^ + '^'
dli.dc

"* ^"
rf?

~ °'

"*'
da" db^ \da.db)

'

we find this other form for the equation of the caustic surfaces,

1 id«r d^r /d^vy-} ^, cd'V,d'V d^Vf

v[d^- -d¥-{iZdb) 5-«
+

irf?
+^ +

i?5-« + ^ = ^' W
[28.] The manner in which these formulae are to be employed is evident. We are to inte-

grate (P) considered as a differential equation, of the first order and second degree, between

», /3, or between the corresponding functions of x, y, z.

the integral will be of the form

dV _ dV
dx

^ ~
dy

'

=/r^.^)dy

C being an arbitrary constant ; the condition of passing" through a given ray will determine

the two values of this constant, corresponding to the two developable pencils : and the equations

of the caustic curves, considered as the aretes de rehroussement of those pencils, will follow by
the known methods from the equations of the pencils themselves. The points in which a given

ray touches these caustic curves, that is the two foci of the ray, are determined, without any inte-

gration, by means of (Q) or (R) ; and thus we can determine, by elimination alone, the equations

of the two caustic surfaces, the locus of those points or foci.

[29.] In the preceding reasonings, we have supposed given the form of the characteristic

function V, whose partial differential coefficients of the first order, are equal to the cosines of

the angles that the reflected ray makes with the axes ; let us now see how the partial differential

coefficients of the second order of this function, which enter into the formulae that we have found

for the developable pencils and for the caustic surfaces, depend on the curvature of the mirror,

and on the characteristic function of the incident system. Let ( V) represent this latter func-

tion, so that we shall have

,
dV

,

dV dV
*
-~d^' ^-~d^' '^-'dT'

VOL. XV. P
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*'» j8'> y being the cosines of the angles that the incident ray, measured from the mirror, makes

with the axes of coordinates ; and let p, q, r, s, t, be the partial differential coefficients of the

mirror, of the first and second orders, so that

dz rzpdx + qdi/, dp = rdx -{- sdi/, dq = sdx + tdy,

X, y, z being the coordinates of the mirror. Then, by the first section of this essay we shall

have the two equations

<^ + »' + p iv+v') = 0, ^ + /3' + y^y+y')
= 0,

which gives by differentiation,

d'V d^V ^ / d^V (PV'\
, fd'V d^V\

d^(v+v') . ^(r+r) , rf2(F+.K'). d^(v+v')

dx.dy
^^

dy.dz
' ^' dxdz ^^'

dz^

Combining these three equations with the three which result from differentiating the equation

(dvy fdVy , /dvy
^dy i

we shall have the partial differential coefficients, second order, of F, when we know those of V
and of z, that is, when we know the incident system and the mirror; it will then remain to substi-

tute them in the formulae of the preceding paragraph, in order to find the developable pencils,

and the caustic surfaces, in which we may change the partial differential coefficients of F, taken

with respect to (a, b, c), to the corresponding coefficients with respect to (x, y, z).

[30.] Suppose, to give an example of the application of the preceding reasonings, that the inci-

dent rays are parallel, and that we take for the axes of {x) and (y), the tangents to the lines ofcur-

vature on the mirror at the point of incidence, so that the normal at that point shall be vertical ;

the partial differential coefficients of the second order, of (F') will vanish, aud we shall have

x=0, ,y
= 0, z = 0, p=0, q= 0, s = 0,

« + «'= 0, /3.f^'= 0, y = 7' = C0S. 7.

/ being the angle of incidence ; the formulae for the partial differential coefficients of the second

order of ( V) become

dW „ d^V „ d'^V= — 2y. •:r-7-=o,
-—-=— 2y<,

do? dx,dy dif-

d%V ^ dW ^ cP-V ^Ur-Y^H)
dx.dz dy.dz ds? y
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and the formula (R) ftw the two foci, which may be thus written

becomes

4rt.«'—
-^

•

{(«'+ y') ^+(/3'+y'K }
+ 1 =0. (S)

If the incident rays be perpendicular to the mirror, at the given point of incidence, then

y=l, « = 0, /3=0,

and the two roots of (S) are

11 11

that is the two focal distances are the halves of the two radii of curvature of the mirror.

If without being perpendicular to the mirror, the incident ray is contained in the plane of (xz),

that is in the plane of the greatest or the least, osculating circle to the mirror, we shall have

/3=:0, «* + y*c:l, and the two roots of
( S) will be

11 111

the first root is quarter of the chord of curvature, that is, 'quarter of the portion of the

reflected ray intercepted within the osculating circle before mentioned ; and the other root is

equal to the distance of the point, where the reflected ray meets a parallel to the incident rays,

passing through the centre of the other osculating circle. In general, it will appear, when we

come to treat of osculating focal mirrors, that the two foci determined by the formula (S), are

the foci of the greatest and least paraboloids of revolution, which having their axis parallel to the

incident rays, osculate to the mirror at the point of incidence.

[31.] I shall conclude this section by remarking, that the equation of the caustic surfaces is

a singular primitive of the partial differential equation (O), which we found in the preceding sec-

tion to represent all the pencils of the system, and that the equations,

dx _ dy _ dz

cc fi y

of which the complete integral represents all the rays, are also satisfied, as a singular solution, by

the equations of the caustic curves : from which it may be proved, that the portion of any ray,

or the arc of any caustic curve, intercepted between any two given points, is equal to the incre-

ment that the characteristic function (V) receives in passing from the one point to the other.

f2
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- VII. Lines of Reflection on a mirror.

[32.] We have seen that the rays of a reflected system are in general tangents to two series

of caustic curves, and compose two corresponding series of developable pencils ; the intersections

of these pencils with the mirror, form two series of remarkable curves upon that surface, which

were first discovered by Malus, and which were called by him the Lines of Reflexion. We pro-

pose, in the present section to investigate the differential equation of these curves, and some of

their principal properties ; and at the same time to make some additional remarks, on the manner

of calculating the foci, and the caustic surfaces. - -

[S3.] To find the differential equation of the curves of reflexion, we may employ the formula

of the preceding section,

d&\( -£1L_ !!-L\d +( —- J1L\ d \-'

\\
'

dx.dz
'

dx.dy) \
'

dyi dy.dz J
' '

)~
^ C/ d'^V d'-V\,^^ I dV d'V\ , ) _
Hy'"-d^-''-^''+y''-d^z-^-d^)-

'"
I

' (P5

considering («, /8, y) as given functions of the coordinates of the point of incidence, such that

,
d'V , ,

d'V
,

^
d^V ^da = ,

. dx + . dy + ———
. dz.

dx^ dxdy
-^ ^

dx.dz

d'V d^V , d^V ^

and deducing the partial differential coefficients of the characteristic function V, either immediately

from the form of that function itself, if it be given, or from the equation of the mirror and from the

nature of the incident system, according to the method already explained. But in this latter case,

that is, when we are only given the incident system and the mirror, it will be simpler to treat the

question immediately, by reasonings analogous to those by which the formula (P) was deduced.

Let, therefore, X, Y, Z, represent the coordinates of a point upon a caustic curve, at a dis-

•tance (5) from the mirror ;
we shall have

X=.X-\-»^, y=y-{. /Jj, Z= z-f-y{,

rf{
= «. d{X—x) + ^ 4 Y—y) -{- y. d[Z—z),

dX = cc.{»dX-\-^dY+ydZ)

aY=^{»dX-\-^dY-\^dZ)

dZ = y\»dX-^^d y+yrfZ),

dx— ct.(ctdx+ lidy-\-ydz) -j- ^d»=
dy—/3. {adx-\-^dy-{ ydz)-\- {(f/3=:

dz—
y.{»dx-\^pdy-)f ydz) -J- jrfy

^ ;
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eliminating da, d/3, dy, by these equations, from those which are obtained by differentiating the

formulae already found,

«+«' + p(y+y') = o, /i+0 + q{Y+y)
= o,

we get the two following equations,

0=5.^ (y-f y^^/J+ rfa'-f ;;.C?y' \ -\-{a+ Yp]{adx +^dj/ -i-ydz)
—

(dx-^-pdz)

=
{.

I
(y+ V)dq+ r//3' + q.dy'

|
+ (/3+ Yq){adx+ /3rfy+ ydz)

—
{dy+ qdz) (T)

which give by elimination of
f , the following general equation for the lines of reflexion,

(y -\- yyiq + d/i'+ q.dy' __ (/3+ yq)(»dx+^di/+ ydz)—(dx -\-pdz) .y.
(y\-y>)dp ^.dei' -{-p-dy' (» -\- yp){itdx -{- lidy-\-ydz)

—
(dy-\-qdz)

* ^ '

[34]. Suppose, to give an example, that the incident rays are parallel, and that the axes of

coordinates are chosen as in [30.], the normal at some given point of incidence for the axis of

(z), and the tangents to the lines of curvature for the axes of {x) and (y) ; our general formula

(U) will then become

'-
t.dy _^.(adx-\-fidy)

— dy
r.dx cc.(xdx -^^dy)— dx

'

that is

a/3.it.dy^
—

r.dx'')
—

I
(ii^ + y')t — {»''-iy')r \ dx.dy = 0. (V)

We shall see, in the next section, that the two directions determined by this formula, are the

directions of osculation of the greatest and least paraboloids, which, having their axis parallel to

the incident rays, osculate to the mirror at the point of incidence ;
in the mean time we may

remark, that if the plane of incidence coincides with either the plane of the greatest or tlie least

osculating circle to the mirror, or if the point of incidence be a point of spheric curvature, one

of the two directions of the lines of reflexion is contained in the plane of incidence, while the

other is perpendicular to that plane; and it is easy to prove, by means of the formula (V), that

these are the only cases in which the lines of reflexion are perpendicular to one another, the in-

cident rays being parallel.

[35.] The formulae (T) determine not only, as we have seen, the lines of reflexion, but also

the two focal distances, and therefore the caustic surfaces. For as, by elimination of (5), they

conduct to the differential equation of the lines of reflexion, so by elimination of the differentials

they conduct to a quadratic equation in
(5),

which is equivalent to the formula (R), and which

determines the two focal distances. As an example of this, let us take the following general

problem, to find the caustic surfaces and lines of reflexion of a mirror, when the incident rays

diverge from a given luminous point X', Y', Z'. We have here
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f' being the distance of the luminous point from the mirror;

«?j'=
—

{a'dx + fi'dl/ + y'dz)

—^.d«! = dx+»'.d^', —il.d^'zzdy + ^'.d^', —(.d^=.dzJfy'.d(,
and because

«'+y';j=_(« + ^), ^' 4- y'y =— (/3 + yy)

a'cfx + /3'rf^ 4- yrf« = — («rfx + /3rf^+ yrfz),

the equations (T) become

(v + yO- «5p = (- + y) ^
dx-\-'pdz—{» \-vp){»dx + ^dy-\-ydz) \

eliminating j, we find, for the lines of reflexion,

dq. \
dx-\-'pdz—{»-\-'/p){cids-\-^dy-\-^dz) j

=

dp.
>^dy^rqdz~-(_^^ryq){*dx-\-^dy\-ydz)

\ , (W)

and eliminating the differentials, we find, for the focal distances,

X
{ (l+?'-(^+y?)^)

(j
+

-^)-(y+y')-
*

}

=
|(/'?-{«+y?')(^+y?))(-+ v)—(y+V).*}'- (^)

We may remark, that since
({')

has disappeared from the equation (W) of the lines of re-

flexion, the direction of those lines at any given point upon the mirror depends only on the di-

rection of the incident ray, and not on the distance of the luminous point ; we see also, from the

form of the equation (X), that the harmonic mean between that distance
(§')

and either of the

two focal distances
({),

does not depend on
(j')

: so that if the luminous point were to move along

the incident ray, the two foci of the reflected ray would indeed change position, but the line

joining each to the luminous point, would constantly pass through the same fixed point upon the

normal.
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VIII, On osculating focal mirrors.

[36.] It has long been known that a paraboloid of revolution possesses the property of re-

flecting to its focus, rays which are incident parallel to its axis ; and that an ellipsoid in like

manner will reflect to one of its two foci, rays that diverge from the other : but I do not know

that any one has hitherto applied these properties of accurately reflecting mirrors, to the investi-

gation of the caustic surfaces, and lines of reflexion of mirrors in general. There exists how-

ever a remarkable connexion between them, analogous to the connexion between the properties

of spheres and of normals; and it is this connexion, not only for paraboloids and ellipsoids, but

also for that general class of focal mirrors, pointed out in Section II. of this Essay, that we are

now going to consider.

[37.] To begin with the simplest case, I observe that the general equation of a paraboloid

of revolution may be put under the form

J
= P + <.'.(x-X) + /S'.G'- Y) + v'.(z_Z),

(P) being the semiparameter, (j) the distance from the focus (X, F, Z), and «', ^', y, the co-

sines of the angles which the axis of the paraboloid, measured from the vertex, makes with the

axes of coordinates : and that the partial differential coefficients of (z), of the first and second

orders, which we shall denote by (p', q', r', «', f), are determined by the following equations,

x-x + p'.(z-Z) = e.(«'-t-y/)

1+ y^ + /.{z
— Z) = gy/ + («' + y'p'y

j/q'+ s'\z—Z) = iy'f + («' + 7'p')(fi'+Vq')-

This being laid down, if we suppose the three constants (»', /3', y') determined by the con-

dition that the axis of the paraboloid shall be parallel to a given system of incident rays, we may
propose to determine the other four constants (X, Y, Z, P) by the condition of osculating to a

given mirror, at a given point, in a given direction. The condition of passing through the given

point, will serve to determine, or rather eliminate (P), and the condition of contact produces

the two equations

p'=p, q' = q,

which express that the focus of the paraboloid is somewhere on the reflected ray, and which are

therefore equivalent to the three following.

X— a= «{, y— y^=^^i, Z— z=- V4»
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(«) /5i y) being the cosines of the angles which the reflected ray makes with the axes. To de-

termine the remaining constant ({), by the condition that the paraboloid shall osculate to the

mirror in a given direction, we are to employ the formula

(/_r) dx'' + 2(j'—«) ds.djf+ (V—t) dy* — 0,

r, s, t, being the given partial differential coefficients, second order, of the mirror, and r', s, t',

the corresponding coefficients of the paraboloid, which involve the unknown distance (j), being

determined by the equations,

e-(v+vO-^= 1 +i»'- {«'+y'i')
*

?.(y+ v')-*'
=

jJ?
—

(*'+ Vp ) ( /3' *- Vq)

?-(y+-/K=l+5''-{/3'+y'9)'.
^

To simplify our calculations, let us, as in [30.] , take the normal to the mirror for the axis of

(2),
and the tangents to the lines of curvature for the axes of (x) and

(_y) ; we shall then have

p = 0, q = 0, s=0, « + «' = 0, /3 + /3' = 0, y = y,

275.?^=^'+ y% 2y{. «'= — «^, 2y^.i' = »*+v;

and the condition of osculation becomes

2yf.(r + <t')
= /3^ + v" — 2«/3r + («' + y^) r\ (Y)

if we put dj/ = T.dx. This formula (Y) determines the osculating paraboloid for any given value

of (t), that is, for any given direction of osculation ; differentiating it with respect to (t), in

order to find the greatest and least osculating paraboloids, we get

2yft.r
=— a/3 + («^ + y') t,

2yjj-
= ^" + y* — «/3t,

equations which give, by elimination,

I
2yef
-

(«» + y')
} {

2yr- (H' + y^
}
-

»'/3' =0,

«^(<.T»
— r)+

|(«'
+ y»)r_(^^ + y«y I r=0:

and since these coincide with the formulx (S) (V) of the two preceding sections, it follows, that

when parallel rays are incident upon a mirror, the two foci of any given reflected ray, that is,

the two points in which it touches the caustic surfaces, are the foci of the greatest and least pa-

raboloids, which having their axis parallel to the incident rays, osculate to the mirror at the

given point of incidence ; and that the directions of the two lines of reflexion passing through

that point, are the directions of osculation corresponding.

[38.] In general when the incident system is rectangular, which is always the case in nature

it follows from the principles already established that we can find an infinite number of focal
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mirrors, possessing the property of reflecting the rays to any given point (X, Y, Z), and having

for their differential equation,

Jf = ctfdx + /3'rfy+ -/dz = d V,

V'h eing the characteristic function of the incident system, and 5 the distance from the point of

incidence (x, y, 2) to the point (X, Y, Z), the focus of the focal mirror. The condition of touch-

ing the given mirror at a given point, furnishes two equations of the form

which express that the focus (X, Y, Z) is somewhere on the given reflected ray ; and the condi-

tion of osculating in a given direction furnishes the equation

[r'—r). dx" -f 2(s'
—

s) dx.dy -f {I'
—

t). dy*
- 0,

(r. s, i) being given, but (/, s', f) depending on the unknown focal distance
(5) ; and if we wish

to make this distance a maximum or a minimum, we are to satisfy the two conditions

{r'—r). dx + (s' —s). dy = 0, {s'
—

s). dx + {f
—

t). dy = 0.

which may be thus written

dpf
=

dp, dq' == dq,

p, q', being the partial differentials, first order, of the focal mirror, and/), ^, those of the given

mirror. Now the general equation of focal mirrors, d^=^dV' = cc'dx
-J- /i'dy -f- y'dt, gives

X-X +yiz -Z)= «.{«' + y'p),

y- y + 9'-(2 -Z) = <i¥ + Vq'),

and therefore

dx + p'dz
—

(«' -t- y'p') d^ = ^.{d»' + pdy') + (Z_ 2 -|-yj) rfy

dy + c[dz
— {0 + /?') di = ^.{dH'+ q'dv')+ (Z—Z+ y'O dq' ;

if then we put p'= p, 9'=7, in order to express that the focal mirror touches the given mirror,

we shall have, to determine dp', dpf, two equations which may be thus written,

{•{(y+y) dp' -f- dx'+pdy'l = dx +pdz—(« + yp){adx-{-/idy+ydz) 1

/ (Z)

«-{(yH-y') dq' -\-d^' + qdy'] =dy + qdz— (fi + yq)(»dx+^dy+ ydz)y

and if in these equations (Z) we change (dpf, dq') to {dp, dq) in order to find the greatest and

least osculating focal mirrors, they become the formulae (T) of the preceding section. Hence it

follows, that in general, the foci of the greatest and least osculating mirrors, are the points in

which the reflected ray touches the two caustic surfaces ; and that the directions of the lines of

reflexion, are the directions of osculation corresponding.

[39.] The equations (Z) determine not only the maximum and minimum values of the oscu-

lating focal distance (^), but also the law by which that distance varies for intermediate direc-

tions of osculation. To find this law, we are to employ the formula,

VOL. XV. a
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(r'
— r).dx' + 2(s'^s).dx.dy+(if— t).dy^=0,

that is

dp', dx + d^. dy = dp.dx + dq. dy.

Adding therefore the two equations (Z), multiplied respectively by {dx, dy), then changing

{dp'dx + dijfdy) to [dpdx + dqdy), and reducing; we find the following general expression for

the osculating focal distance

d^-^df + dz^-de
*

(y + y)' ( dp.dx 4- dqdy) + rf«'.rfx + d^'.dy + rfy'.rfz

*
^ '

To simplify this formula, let us take the given reflected ray for the axis of (z) ; the numerator

then reduces itself to {dx"^ -}- dy'^), and the denominator may be put under the form

tdx* \-t,dxdy + %dy*,

the coefficients i, ^, ti, being independent of 5, and of the differentials ; if then we put dy = dx.

tan. ^, so that
(if')

shall be the angle which the plane, passing through the ray and through the

direction of osculation, makes with the plane of (xz), we shall have

— = j. cos. '4" + ?• sin. 4'' COS. <p +». sin. '^. (W)

This formula may be still further simplified, by taking for the planes of (x, z), {y, z), the tan-

gent planes to the developable pencils, which, by what we have proved, correspond to the maxi-

mum and minimum of (g )
. To find these planes we are to put -77- ss 0, which gives, tan.

2.4, =—3— ; if then we take them for the planes of (x, 2), (y, 2) we shall have

«i
'

ea
'

and the formula for the osculating focal distance becomes

— =— . cos. 'il' + — . sin. ^4^. (C)

5i> ?2> being the extreme values of
5, namely the distances of the two points in which the ray

touches the two caustic surfaces. The analogy of this formula (C') to the known formula for

the radius of an osculating sphere, is evident ; and it is important to observe, that although the

reciprocal of (j)
is included between two given limits, the quantity {{) itself is not always in-

cluded between the corresponding limits, but is on the contrary excluded from between them,

when those limits are of opposite algebraic signs, that is, when the two foci of the ray are at op-

posite sides of the mirror : so that, in this case, there is some impropriety in the term greatest

osculating focal distance, since there are some directions of osculation for which that distance is

infinite, namely, the two directions determined by the condition
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— = 0, tan.V =— — •

? Si

I shall however continue to employ it, both on account of the analytic theorem which it ex-

presses, and also on account of its analogy to the received phrase of greatest osculating sphere,

to which the same objection may be made, when the two concavities of the surface are turned in

opposite directions.

[40.] I shall conclude this section, by pointing out another remarkable property of the osculat-

ing focal mirrors ; wliich is, that if upon the plane, passing through a given direction of osculation,

we project the ray reflected from the consecutive point on that direction, the projection will cross

the given ray in the osculating focus corresponding. To prove this theorem, I observe, that

when the given ray is taken for axis of (2), the point where it meets the mirror for origin, and

the tangent planes of the developable pencils for the planes of (x, z), [y, 2), the partial differ-

entials second order of the characteristic function (V) become, at the origin,

d^V
1_

<i'F _ d^V _ 1 d^V _ d'V _ i^V ^
dx^

~
s, dx.dy—

'

~d^~~~^ 'dldz~'^' d^z~^' 1^ ~ ^'

and therefore the cosines of the angles which an infinitely near ray makes with the axes of (x)

and (y), are

, _ «?i; di/ .~
it' e^

Hence it follows that the equations of this infinitely near ray are of the form

«i ^ + (z'
—

ei)rfx
= o, g,y + (2'

—
5,)flr^

= = 0;

and if we project this ray on the plane

x' dy —y' dx :z: 0,

which passes through the given ray and through the consecutive point on the mirror, the pro-

jecting plane will have for equation

i,.i^+(^—i,).dx u-y' + (^— e)'dy _o
ik-i,).dx (h-^^).dy

(k) being the height of the point where the projection crosses the given ray, which is to be de-

termined by the condition that the latter plane shall be perpendicular to the former, that is, by
the equation,

(h-^^)dx^ (h-^,) dy
-"'

which, when we put dy = dx, tan. ^, becomes

h= irh
(Jj/)

s2
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a formula that evidently coincides with the one that we found before, for the height of the os-

culating focus.

IX. On thin and undevelopable pencils.

[41.] Having examined^ some of the most important properties of the developable pen-

cils of a reflected system, we propose in this section to make some remarks upon pencils not

developable ; and we shall begin by considering thin 'pencils, that is pencils composed of rays

that are very near to a given ray ; because in all the most useful applications of optical theory,

it is not an entire reflected or refracted system that is employed, but only a small parcel of the

rays belonging to that system.

To simplify our calculations, let us take the given ray for the axis of (2), and let us choose the

coordinate planes as in the preceding paragraph ; the cosines of the angles which a near ray

makes with the axes of (r) and [y],
will be, nearly,

it i^

X, y being coordinates of the point in which it meets the mirror; and the equations of this near

ray will be, nearly,

x = ^ + «2i', TZ— y-t i8z',

that is

x' =
«.(.-' -5.), y=^.(2'-e,), ^E')

x', y, i!, being the coordinates of the near ray. And if we eliminate «, j8, by these equations,

from the general equation (N)

which represents all the pencils of the system, we find for the general equation of thin pencils.

^=^c-^>
[42.] These equations (E'), (P) include the whole theory o thin pencils. As a first appli-

cation of them, let us suppose that we are looking at a luminous point, by means of any combi-

nation of mirrors ; the rays that enter the eye will not in general diverge from any one focus, and

therefore will not be bounded by a cone, but by a pencil of another shape, which I shall call

the Bounding Pencil of Vision, and the properties of which I am now going to investigate.

Suppose for this purpose, that the optic axis coincides with that given ray of the reflected

system which we have taken for the axis of (z), and let (J) represent the distance of the eye from

the mirror ; the circumference of the pupil will have for equations

2 = 3, x' -|- J/*
= «•,
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(e) being the radius of tlie pupil ; the rays of the bounding pencil of vision pass through this cir-

cumference, and therefore satisfy the condition

and eliminating «, ^, from this, by means of (D'), we find the following equation for the bound-

ing pencil of vision,

^-A\^ = eK (G')

It is evident, from this equation, that every section of the pencil by a plane perpendicular to

the optic axis, that is, to the given ray, is a little ellipse, having its centre on that ray, and its

semiaxes situated in the tangent planes to the two developable pencils, that is in the planes of

{x,z), {y, z). Denoting these semiaxes by (a), (5), we have

a = ±e.^:=^, b=.±e.L=^; (H')

these semiaxes become equal, that is, the little elliptic section becomes circular, first when

z' =: 3, a=b = e,

that is at the eye itself, and secondly when

that is, at a distance from the eye equal to the harmonic mean between the distances of the eye

from the two foci of that reflected ray, which coincides with the optic axis. It may also be

proved, that when the eye is beyond the two foci, the radius of this harmonic section, (which is

to the radius of the pupil as the semi-interval between the two foci is to the distance of the eye

from the middle point between them,) is less than the seraiaxis major of any of the elliptic sec-

tions, that is, than the extreme aberration of the visual says at any other distance from the eye;

so that, in this case, we may consider the centre of the harmonic section as the visible image of

the luminous point, seen by the given combination of mirrors ; observing however that the appa-

rent diitante of the luminous point will depend on other circumstances of brightness, distinct-

ness and magnitude, as it does in the case of direct vision with the naked eye.

[43.] One of the principal properties of thin pencils, is that the area of a perpendicular sec-

tion of such a pencil is always proportional to the product of its distances from the two foci of

the given ray. We may verify this theorem, in the case of the bounding pencil of vision, by

means of the formulae (H') for the semiaxes of the little elliptic section; in general if we repre-

sent by £ the area of the section of any given thin pencil, corresponding to any given value of

(r'),
we shall have by (E')

2.2 =/ (T/d^;
— My) = (/— e , )(2'

—
«,)./ (^d»

—
»dfi), (10

and the definite integral /(/3c;«
—

ttdfi), depending only on the relation between », /S, is constant
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whfefl the pencil is given. It follows from this theorem, that along a given ray the density of the

reflected light varies inversely as the product of the distances from the two foci, and is infinite at

the caustic surfaces. •'^,.
„f -it'-,'

[44.] The same equations (E'), from which we have deduced the theory of thin pencils, serve

also to investigate the properties of other undevelopable surfaces, composed by the rays of the

system. The most remarkable difference between an undevelopable and a developable pencil,

consists in this, that the tangent plane to the latter always touches it in the whole extent of a

ray ; whereas in the former, when the point of contact moves along a given ray, the tangent

plane changes position, and turns round that ray, like a hinge. To find the law of this rotation

let the coordinate planes be chosen as before, the given ray for axis of (2), the point where it

meets the mirror for origin, and the tangent planes to the two developable pencils for the planes

of (xz), {yz) ; then by (E'), the equations of an infinitely near ray will be

x'=(«'— 5, )•«?«. ,y=(z'— 5,). rf/3, (K')

and if it belong to a given undevelopable pencil having for equation ^ =y(a), we shall have

d/i =/'. d»,

J' being a given quantity ; the tangent plane to this pencil, at any given distance (2') from the

mirror, being obliged to contain the given ray, and to pass through a point on the consecutive,

has for equation

f =|Ef-/'= (L'>X z — g,

when z' increases, that is, when the point, of contact recedes indefinitely from the mirror, this

tangent plane approaches to the limiting position

^=/', (M')X

which is evidently parallel to the consecutive ray (K') ; and the angle (P) which it makes with

this limiting position, is given by the formula

fan p_ (gi
— ga)-/^

that is, if we putf zz tan. L,

or, finally.

tan p- (ti— g»)-sin. Z. cos. Z.
lan. x--

^_ (^ ^_ j.j,3 'L + ^^. sin. »Z)
'

tan.P=y, (NO
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(u) being a constant coefficient,

M = ({,
—

{j). sin. L. COS. L, (O')

and (J) being the distance of the point of contact from a certain fixed point upon the ray,' whose

distance from the mirror is

a/ = {, COS. 'Z + {, sin. =L. (P^

[^S.] The quantity (u), which thus enters as a constant coefficient into the law of rotation of

the tangent plane of an undevelopable pencil,
I shall call the coefficient of undevelopahility.

In the third part of this essay, I shall treat more fully of its properties, and of those ofthe fixed

point determined by the formula (P) ;
in the mean time, I shall observe, that if we cut the con-

secutive ray (K') by any plane perpendicular to the given ray, at a distance (S) from this fixed

point (P'), the interval between the two rays, corresponding to this distance (3), is

A = a/(«'' + §=). di,

'

(Q')

{di) being the angle between the rays ; from which it follows, that the fixed point (P') may be

called the virtual focus of the given ray, in the given undevelopable pencil, because it is the

nearest point to an infinitely near ray of that pencil ; and that the coefficient of undevelopabi-

lity (u), is equal to the least distance between the given ray and the consecutive ray, divided by

the angle between them. We may also observe, that although a given ray has in general an in-

number of undevelopable pencils passing through it, and therefore an infinite number of virtual

foci corresponding, yet these virtual foci are all included between the two points where the ray

touches the two caustic surfaces, because the expression (P')

a' = 5i cos. ^Z, + g,. sin.'Z,,

is always included between the limits {, and j^- And whenever, in this essay, the term /bci of

of a ray shall occur, the two points of contact with the caustic surfaces are to be understood

except when the contrary is expressed.

X. On the axes of a reflected system.

[46.] We have seen that the density of light in a reflected system is greatest at the caustic

surfaces ; from which it is natural to infer, that this density is greatest of all at the intersection

of those surfaces : a remark which has already been made by Malus, and which will be still

farther confirmed, when we come to consider the aberrations." It is important therefore to in-

vestigate the nature and position of the intersection of the caustic surfaces. I am going to shew

that this intersection is not in general a curve, but reduces itself to a finite number of isolated

points, the foci of a finite number of rays, which are intersected in those points by all the rays

infinitely near them. For this purpose, I resume the formula (Q) found in Section VII.
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(da\
/ db \ da db ^

which determines the two foci of a given ray, and in which the coefficients
,
—

, ,

da, d^ dec

—
, are connected by the following relation, deduced from the same section,

-'(^-^)-<-+v>4:+<^-+v')4=<'- <")

The condition of equal roots in (Q), is

/da dbV da db _

this then is the equation which determines the relation between a, /3, that belongs to the

rays passing through the intersection of the caustic surfaces ; and it is easy to prove, by
means of the formula (R'), that it resolves itself into the three following, which however, in

consequence of the same formula, are equivalent to but two distinct equations :

da db da db

d/i da
'

da dfi
^ '

The rays determined by these equations, I shall call the axes of the reflected system, and their

foci, for which

da db _.

I shall call the principal foci.

[47.] We have seen, that a given ray has, in general, an infinite number of virtual foci, cor-

responding to the undevelopable pencils, and determined by the formula (P'),

2'=
J ,

. COS. ^X -f" €»• 8'"* '-^>

and an infinite number of osculating foci, corresponding to the osculating focal mirrors, and de-

termined by the formula (C)

—= — . COS. ^^ ^ . sin. '4-.

But when {g
=

?i, that is, when the ray is an axis of the system, then the variable angles dis-

appear from these formulae, and all the virtual and all the osculating foci close up into one single

point, namely, the principal focus corresponding to that axis. Hence, and from the coefficient

of undevelopability vanishing, it follows, that each axis of the system is intersected, at its own

focus, by all the rays infinitely near ;
and that this focus, is the focus of a focal mirror, which has.
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with the given mirror, complete contact of the second order. A point of contact of this kind,

that is, a point where the given mirror is met by an axis of the reflected system, I shall call a

vertex of the mirror.

[48.] Another remarkable property of the principal foci, is that they are the centres of

spheres, which have complete contact of the second order with the surfaces that cut the rays

perpendicularly; which may be proved by means of the following formulae, deduced from (S')

and (T'),

rf^F _ »'— 1 dW _ /3'— 1 d''y,_ y-—l
^

>. ^
(U')

d'V _ x^ d'V _ jcy_ £V _ y3y
' ^ '

dx.dy {

'

dx,dz {

'

dy.dz g

And if we substitute these expressions (U') in the formulae of [27.], vve find the following equa-

tions,

which determine the vertices, the axes, and the principal foci, when we know the equation of

the mirror, and the characteristic function of the incident system. These formulae (V) may
also be deduced from the equations (Z) of Section VIII. by means of the theorem that we have

already established, respecting the complete contact of the second order, which exists, at a

vertex, between the given mirror and tiie osculating focal surface corresponding : and they may
be reduced to the two following ; that is, to the equations (T) of Section VII. .

^.^y-{-^/).dq-\.d^'-\-q.d-/^—dy->fq.dz
—

{^-\-yq){xdx-\-^y)rydz), , ,

by observing, that these equations, which in general determine the lines of reflexion on the

mirror, are, at a vertex, satisfied independently of the ratio between the differentials {dx, dy),

provided that we assign to
(j)

its proper value, namely the distance of the principal focus.

[49.] As an application of the preceding theory, let us suppose that the incident rays di-

verge from a luminous point {X', Y', Z'), and let us seek the vertices, the axes, and the princi-

pal foci of the reflected system. In this question, the equations (T) become, by [35-]

VOL. XV. s
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(y+y). dp =s(—I-
—

j I
rfx + pdz

—
(ci+yp){»dx-ir/3dy-i-ydz) >

(y+y')-'??=(-+-^) ^d,/
+qdz— (^+yq)[udx+/idl/+vdz) ^

{' being the distance of the luminous point from the mirror ; and since these equations are to be

satisfied independently of the ratio between {dx, dy), they resolve themselves into the three fol-

lowing,

(y+y). r =
(- + A) .

{
1 + /-(« + rp)'

}

(y+yM= (i
+
1). ^l+y^-(^-f-vy)^^

(v+vO- * =
(-+ ^) .

^/'y

-
(*+'/?') (/s+yy) I (W)

which contain the solution of the problem.

To shew the geometrical meaning of these equations (W), let us take the vertex for origin,

the normal at that point for the axis of (z), and the tangents to the lines of curvature for the

axes of (x) and (y) ; we shall then have

p = 0, 9 = 0, «= 0, »=
;^>

^—
R''

'/ = y*= COS. /,

/ being the angle of incidence, and R, R', being the two radii of curvature of the mirror ; and

the formulae (W) become

h.cos.I=R{l—»')=R'(l-n «/3 = 0, (X')

(h) being the harmonic mean between the conjugate focal distances, so that

2 _ 2 }_

T-7 + 7-

The equation niS = 0, shews that the plane of incidence must coincide either with the plane of

the greatest or the least osculating circle to the mirror ; and if we put ,3
= 0, that is, if we

choose the plane of incidence for the plane of
(:i;, z) we shall have R' = iZ(I

—
a^), R > R', so

that it is with the plane of the greatest osculating circle that the plane of incidence coincides.

We have also 1 — «* = cos. */,

h = R. cos. /= R'. sec. J }

¥= RR', R' = R. COS. -iS
^ '

from which it follows, that the harmonic mean between the conjugate focal distances, is equal

to the geometric mean between the radii of curvature of the mirror ; and that the square of the

cosine of the angle of incidence is equal to the ratio of those two radii of curvature. It follows
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also, that the line joining the luminous point to its conjugate focus, (that is, the axis of the os-

culating ellipsoid) passes through the centre of the least osculating circle to the mirror ; and

since it is also contained in the plane of the greatest osculating circle, it is tangent to one surface

of centres of curvature of the mirror.

[50.] As another application, let us take the case, of parallel rays reflected by a combination

of two given mirrors. Let «, /3, y, «', /3', y', be still the cosines of the angles which the last re-

flected and last incident ray, measured from the last mirror, make with the axes of coordinates ;

«", /3", y") the given cosines of the angles which the first incident ray, measured towards the

first mirror, makes with the same axes ; x, y, z, p, q, r, s, f, the coordinates and partial differ-

ential coefficients of the last mirror, and x', y, z', y, q', r', s', t', the corresponding quantities of

the first. We have then,

«'+ *" + p'.(y' + y")- =0, /3' -f /3" + /.(y' + y") = ;

and therefore

we have also

rf«' -I- pjyf+ (y + y"). dpf
= 0.

dH'+^.d'/ -f (y-f y"). d^=0;

x!=zx-]r cc'^', y =y + /S'j',
z> = z + y^',

dx' = rfx+ d.{»'^), di/
= dyJf rf.(/3'{'),

dz'= dz+ d.(yf'),

rfj'
=

u!.{dxf
— dx) + /i'.(dy'

-
dy) + y'.{dz'

—
dz),

^ being the path traversed by the light, in going from the one mirror to the other ; by means of

these equations we can find, for the quantities (dei! -]- pdy'), {d/i' -\- qdy'), which enter into (T),

expressions which may be shewn to be of the form

d»'
-j- pdyf

= Adx + Bdy
rf/3' 4- qdy'= Bdx -I- Cdy,

A, B, C, involving p, q, p, q, r', s', t', g'
: and to determine the vertices, the axes, and the

principal foci, of the last reflected system, we shall have the following equations,

e.[(y-J.y).r+^]
= l+p^— {cc+ ypf

i-{(Y+'/)-S+B] = pq—(»+ yp)(^+yq)
^ ^^z)

I

XI. On the imagesformed by mirrors.

[51]. It appears from the preceding section, that when rays issuing from a luminous point

have been reflected at a given mirror, the two caustic surfaces touched by the reflected rays in-

tersect one another in a finite number of isolated points, at which the density of reflected light
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is greatest, and of which each is the conjugate focus of an ellipsoid of revolution, that has its

other focus at the given luminous point, and that has contact of the second order with the given

mirror. It is evident that these points of maximum of density are the images of the given lu-

minous point, formed by the given mirror; and that in like manner, the image or images of a

given point, formed by a given combination of mirrors, are the corresponding points ofmaximum

density, to which the intersection of the last pair of caustic surfaces reduces itself, and which

are the foci of focal mirrors that have contact of the second order with the last given mirror.

And on similar principles are we to determine the image of a curve or of a surface, formed by

any given mirror, or combination of mirrors ; namely, by considering the image of the curve or

surface as the locus of the images of its points.

[52.] Let us apply these principles to the investigation of the image of a planet formed

by a curved mirror. The image of the planet's centre is the focus of a paraboloid of revolution,

which has its axis pointed to that centre, and which has complete contact of the second order

with the mirror. To find this image, together with the corresponding point of contact, or ver-

tex on the mirror, we have the equations

} (B")

» + *'+p.(Y+ y')
= 0, /3-}-/3'-f9.(y + y')=0, (A")

(y + '/)-i<^P — d"^ -i-pdz
—

(«-}- yp){»dx -\- lidy -|- ydz)

(y .j. y').^dq =. dy -If qdz— (|3-|- yq)[»dx 4-
/3rfy -\-ydz)

a, |3, y, «', /3', y, being, as before, the cosines of the angles which the reflected and incident

rays make with the axes of coordinates, and
(g) being the focal distance; the formulae (B") are

satisfied by every infinitely near point upon the mirror, and therefore are equivalent to three

distinct equations, which contain the conditions for the contact of the second order between the

paraboloid and the mirror. Differentiating the equations (A"), in order to pass from the centre

to the disk of the planet, and eliminating {dp, dq) by means of (B"), we find

=
5.{rf<«'+ prfy')+ dx -I- ^d»-\-p.(dz-\-^dy)

—
{*-\-yp){»dx-'t-fidy-\-ydz)

= g [d^' -4- qdyf) \-dy + frf/3 -J- q.(dz-\- jr/y)
—

{,3 4. yq){»dx-\-fidy -{- ydz)

that is,

= ^.(rfa' -\- pdy)-\-da-^pdc
—

(« + y/))(«afa \- ^db -\- ydc)

=
j.(rf^' + qdyf) +db-\ qdc

—
(/3 \-yq){ada -j- lidb \- ydc ) 5 (^ ")

if we put {a, b, c) to represent the coordinates of the image, so that

a— X := «{, b—y :=
/3g,

c— z := yg.

Differentiating also the three distinct equations which are included in (B"), and eliminating, we

shall get a result of the form

^.dy' = Ada + Bdb -f- Cdc, (D")

A, B, C, involving the partial differentials of the mirror, as high as the third order. These
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equations (C"), (D"), combined with the identical relation eCcU' + ^d^ + y'dy' = 0, and with

the following formula,

<?«'«-f-6?(3"'-t-(fy«=<rS (E*)

in which <r is the semidiameter of the planet, contain the solution of the question ; for they de-

termine the image of any given point upon the disk ; and if we eliminate dal, d0, c?y', between

them, we shall find the two relations between da, db, dc, which belong to the locus of those

images, that is, to the image of the disk itself.

£53.] To simplify this elimination, let us take the central reflected ray for the axis of (2),

— ct'

that is, letusput«= 0, ^ = 0, y=l. We shall then have by (A") p= , , 9 =
1 + V

—
, and the formulae (C") will become

jdy

1+y'

,d.' + da =^, ,d,' + db =-^
which give, by the identical relations

»"+ /3«' + y« = 1 , «.'.d*' + /3'.rf/3' +y'.rfy' = 0,

^dyf=a:da + ^'db

,d.=-da^
-'-^'''';;^/'''

I ,F")

,d,'=-db+''-^''''"+''"'^

:0 )

1+y'

Eliminating da,', rf/3', dy', by these formula;, from the equations (D") and (E"), we find, for

the equations of the image,

1st. (A— x').da+{B— fi').db'tCdc:

2d. da^ -^ db^ := f. <r^

the image is therefore, in general, an ellipse, the plane of which depends on the quantities

A, B, C, which enter into the 1st of its two equations, and therefore on the partial differentials

of the mirror, as high as the third order ; but the 2d of its two equations (C"), is independent
of those partial differentials, and contains this remarkable theorem, that the projection of the

image of the disk, on a plane perpendicular to the reflected rays, is a circle, whose radius is

equal to the focal distance (5), multiplied by (o-)
the sine of the semidiameter of the planet.

[54.] The theorem that has been just demonstrated, respecting the projection ofa planet's image,
is only a particular case of the following theorem, respecting reflected images in general, which

easily follows from the principles of the preceding section, respecting the axes of a reflected

pystem. This theorem is, that if we want to find the image of any small object, formed by any

given combination of mirrors, and have found the image of any given point upon the object, to-
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gether with the corresponding vertex upon the last mirror of the given combination ; the rayg

which come to this given vertex, from the several points of the object, pass after reflection

tlirough the corresponding points of the image.

[_55,'2 It follows from this theorem, that in order to form, by a single mirror, an undistorted

image of any small plane object, whose plane is perpendicular to the incident rays, it is neces-

sary and sufficient that the plane of the image be perpendicular to the reflected rays. This

condition furnishes two relations between the partial differential coefficients, third order, of the

mirror, which will in general determine the manner in which the object and mirror are to be

placed with respect to one another, in order to produce an undistorted image. Thus, if it were

required to find, how we ought to turn a given mirror, in order to produce a circular image of a

planet ; we should have the following condition,

d^ = x'dx + li'di/ + yrfz, (H")

which expresses that the reflected rays are perpendicular to the plane of the image ; «', ,8', y',

being the cosines of the angles which the incident ray makes with the axes of coordinates; and ^

being the focal length of the mirror, which by [49,] is equal to half the geometric mean be-

tween the radii of curvature ; so that it is a given function of the partial differentials, first and

second orders, of the mirror,

the cosines («, ,3', y') may also be considered as given functions of (p, g, r, s, t), because, by

[49.] the incident ray at the vertex is contained in the plane of the greatest osculating circle to

the mirror, and the square of the cosine of angle of incidence is equal to the ratio of the radii of

curvature. The two equations therefore, into which (H") resolves itself, by putting separately

dy = 0, dx =: 0, will furnish two relations between the partial differentials of the mirror, up to

the third order ; these are the two relations which express the condition for the image of the

planet being circular : they are identically satisfied in the case of a spheric mirror, for then the

first member of (H") vanishes, on account of the focal length being constant, and the second

member on account of the incident ray coinciding with the normal; and accordingly, whatever

point of a spheric mirror we choose for vertex, it will form a circular image of a planet ; but

when the mirror is not spheric, these two relations will in general determine a finite number of

points upon it, proper to be used as vertices, in order to form an undistorted image. And when

we shall have found these points, which I shall call the Vertices of Circular Image, it will then

remain to direct towards the planet, one of the two lines which at any such vertex are contained

in the plane of the greatest osculating circle to the miiTor, and which make with the normal,

at either side, angles, the square of whose cosine is equal to the ratio of the radii of curvature.
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XII. Aberrations.

[56,] After the preceding investigations respecting the two foci of a reflected ray, or points of

intersections with rays infinitely near ; and respecting the axes of a reflected systeno, each of which

is intersected, in one and the same point, by all the rays that, are infinitely near it ; we come now

to consider the Aberrations of rays at a small but finite distance : quantities which have long

been calculated for certain simple cases, but which, have not, I believe, been hitherto investi-

gated for reflected systems in general.

[57.] When rays fall on a mirror of revolution, from a luminous point in its axis, the re-

flected rays all intersect that axis, and the distances of those intersections from the focus, are

called the longitudinal aberrations. But in general, the rays of a reflected system do not all in-

tersect any one ray of that system ; and therefore the longitudinal aberrations do not in general

exist, in the same manner as they do for these particular cases, which have been hitherto con-

sidered. However I shall shew, in a subsequent part of this essay, that there are certain other

quantities which in a manner take their place, and follow analogous laws : but at present I shall

confine myself to the lateral aberrations measured on a plane perpendicular to a given ray, of

which the theory is simpler, as well as more important.

Let therefore, [x', y', z') represent the coordinates of the point in which the plane of aber-

ration is crossed by any particular ray ; these coordinates may be considered as functions of any

two quantities which determine the position of that ray; for example, of the cosines of the an-

gles which the ray makes with the axes of {x) and (y). They may therefore be developed in

series of the form

/ ry
dZ

,
dZ

, , \
d'^Z „ ^ d'-Z d^Z „ 7

X, Y, Z, being their values for the given ray, that is the coordinates of jthe point from which

aberration is measured, aud {»„ /I,') being the small but finite increments which the cosines

(«, ^) receive, in passing from the given ray to the near ray. These equations (K") contain the

whole theory of lateral aberration ; but in order to apply them, we must shew how to calculate

the partial differential coefficients of {X, Y, Z), considered as functions of («, /3). For this

purpose I observe, that «, /3, being themselves the partial differential coefficients of the charac-

teristic of the system, (Section V.), may be considered as functions of the coordinates a, b, of

the projection of the point in which the ray crosses any given perpendicular surface v
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rf* rf^F
.
dW

da da^ da.dc

rf/3 d^V d^V

dV
da

'
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axis of (z), and the tangent planes to the two developable pencUs passing through it for the

planes of (x, z), (y, z) : we shall then have, [40],

« = 0, ^ = 0, y=l, a = 0, 6 = 0, c = 0, X= 0, Y=.0,Z=^,

dc^O, d(=:0, dZ=:0, dX= da + idcc, dY z= db -\- ^d^,

d^V
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^. +r^. = '' (M")

and this area is equal to the product of the focal distances (5—.^j), (j^j^), multiplied by
w. ()% «• being the semicircumference of a circle whose radius is equal to unity.

[59.] As a second application, let us take the case where the plane of aberration passes

through one of the two foci of the given ray, for example, through the second, so that { = g^*

In this case the formulae (L") become

so that if we continue to neglect terms of the second order, the points in which the near rays

cross the plane of aberration, are all contained on the axis of {x), that is on the tangent to the

caustic surface. But if we take into account the aberrations of the second order, that is, if we

do not neglect the squares and'products of «„ $„ which enter into the general expression (K")

for y, then the rays will cross the plane of aberration at a small but finite distance from the

axis of (x'); that is, y will have a small but finite value, which we now propose to investigate.

For this purpose, that is, to calculate the coefficients in the expression

f d^Y (PY fPY ^

I observe that the general formula, [57.]

d^ y=4^. d^u +~. rf^/3 + -5^. d»'+2^. dcc.dii + ~. d/i\
dec

^
d/i

'

rf«^
^

d*d/i dfi^
'

(in which a, /3, Y, are considered as functions of the independent variables (a, b), and which is

equivalent to three distinct equations) gives, in the present case,

d^Y_ , £Y_ d^ _ d'^Y £Y_ „ £Y_
rf«2

~ ^^ '

da"
'

d».dfi
~ *'**

da.db
'

rf/3'

"
*'"'

db^
'

because

d"^ ^ ^y ^ ^ da
_,

db
-r-=0, -r-=0, d*= , d/3 = .

a» d/3 gi gj

Again, the equation Y = b +ii g, gives d'Y ss {a. d^/3, when we put

we have therefore

d'Y _ d^ £Y_ _ (f/3 d~Y _ d^fi

da^ «' da"' da.db
~^*'

da.db' db^
~ ^^' W

and the question is reduced to calculating these partial differential coefficients of (/3). Now, the

equation
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rf/3 = -.—J- . da + , ,
. ao + -T—r- • «c,

d^V \
gives, (when we put rf'a = 0, d^b = 0, rfc = 0, ,

• = 0,
J

and tjierefore

My d^y cP V

rf^/3 dW rf'/3 d^V d^/i d^V

da*
~

dx'^.dy da.dh
~

dx.dy''^ db*
~

df
'

.. , , .

{V) being the characteristic of the system; so that finally, the coefficients in the formula (N")

have for expressions

d'Y _ ^
dW d'Y _ , £V_ d-Y _ , £V_

~da^-^'-^'db^' inh
- ^^'^^ '

dxdy-' rf/3'
-«'•

d^
• ^^ ^

They may therefore be calculated, either immediately from the characteristic function (F), if

the form of that function be given ; or from the equation of the mirror, and the characteristic of

the incident system, according to the method of Section VI.

[60.] The formula (iV"), which for conciseness may be written thus

combined with the equation x' = i.«^, in which
(?)

denotes the interval (j j
—

gj) between the

two foci of the ray, enables us to find the curve in which any thin pencil /3^ =y"(«/)» is cut by a

perpendicular plane passing through a focus of the given ray ; a question for which the formulas

of Section IX. are not sufficient ; since, by those formulae, the curve would reduce itself to a

right line, namely the tangent to the caustic surface. Suppose, for example, that all the rays

of the thin pencil make with the given ray some given small angle (^;, in which case we have

seen that an ordinary section of the pencil is a little ellipse (M") ; we then have to eliminate

a„ /3,, between the three equations

x'= ix„ y = i(^«/ + 2i?«,A + Cfi,"-), «/ + /3,« = t\

and we find for the equation of the section

2i\y' =: Ax"±2Bif.^(i'S^ — x'^) + C(i^6^ — af*); (P")

which evidently represents a curve shaped like an hour-glass, or figure of eight, having its node

on the axis of (y), that is, on the normal to the caustic surface, at a distance = ^Cf^ from the

focus, and bounded by the two tangents x' = ± iS. The area of this curve, is the double of

2B
the definite integral ^^/y'(j*«» _ x'*). x'dx', taken from x' z:0 to x'=ie ; it is therefore

s2
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2=-i. B.i.i'. (Q'O

But we must not suppose that this area, like the area of the elliptic section (M"), is the entire

space over which all the intermediate rays, that is, all the rays making with the given ray angles

less than
( (), are diffused upon the plane of aberration ;

for it is clear that these intermediate

rays intersect the plane of aberration partly inside the curve (P"J, and partly outside it ; since

the focus itself, that is the point y = 0, y' = 0, is outside that curve. We must therefore, in

order to find the whole space occupied by the intermediate rays, investigate the enveloppe of

all the curves similar to (P"), which can be formed by assigning different values to
(6),

and then

add to the area (2) of the curve (?") itself, the area of the additional space included between it

and its enveloppe. Differentiating therefore, the equation (?") for (t) as the only variable, we

find

so that the enveloppe sought is a common parabola, having for equation,

2C.i'.i/
= (AC— B').3f\ (R")

and the additional space (2'), included between it and the curve which it envelopes, being equal

to the double of the definite integral

-^.y{ Baf-c.^{iu-x'-) y. dx'.

i.C i
taken from j/= 0, to x'= — ' '

, has for expressionv(^ -f- C )

^'= ~i.fi. [-B + ^{B' + ny,
so that the whole space over which the intermediate rays are diffused, has for expression

2 + 2' = i- i.fi.

[
B + ^(B- + €')}. (S")

In these calculations A, B, C, i, have been supposed positive: but the formula {S") holds

also when all or any of them are negative, provided that we then substitute their numeric for

their algebraic values.

[61.] To find the geometrical meanings of the coefficients A, B, C, which enter into the

preceding expressions for the aberrations measured from a focus, let us investigate the curvatures

of the caustic surface. The two focal lengths of a ray, measured from the given perpendicular

surface, are determined by the formula (Q) of Section VI.

da db

(da \ f db\

d^- d*
-^'

, . , , y
da da ^ db ^ db . ,

which when we make _=_
j., -^

= 0, -^
= 0, -^

= — j„ j = {», gives by
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differentiation, d( =: —rf.f— 1. We have also, by the same section,

\dx^
'

dy^ ~\dx.dy) \
'

"d/i -'^•\'^- dx^
*'

dx.dz )'

d'V _ £V_
dxdy

'

dx-dz

d*V 1 d^V 1 db

which when we put «-0, y=l, dy=0,
-^-^

= 0, ^^;^=0,

X*
-~

i,' dy-
-

«,' rf^
«^'

gives by differentiation

*© =
-.^<^)=''^- + "'•

dy'

and therefore d^^ — {Bd» + Cd^). If then we denote by x^, y„ z„ the coordinates of the

caustic surface, considered as functions of a and b, we have

X,= a + «{, y, == i + /3{, z, = c -^ yj,

rfar,
= efa -f- ^dot,

= t(f«, rf^^,
= 0, rfz,

=
rff aa — (firf* + Crf/3)

fi;«y,
= ji.c?'/8+ 2</,8.rfj

= A.da" — C,dfi\

so that the focus of a near ray has for coordinates

X,= »•«,. y,
= U^u,'-C/3,''), z, = e,

—
(B«, + CA);

eliminating »„ /8„ we find for the approximate equation of the caustic surface,

2i'C.y,+
{i.(2;

— «J+
^^,|

'- ACx,' =0,

which shews, that the radius of curvature ^ of a normal section of thjs surface, is given by the

following equation,

i'C
—5- =: i*. cos. «« + 2iB. sin. «. cos. u + (B*— AC), sin. «<«,

{«) being the angle which the plane of the section makes with the plane o({xz). Making « =0,
we get il = C ; and the maximum and minimum of R, are given by the equation

- A.R' +(B' — AC+i'). R—C.i^ =0;

from which it follows that C is the radius of curvature of the caustic curve, and that if we

denote by (») the angle at which this curve crosses either line of curvature on the caustic surface,

we shall have
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R'. COS. »« + R" sin. *«
'

R' cos.
"•

»>+ R" sin. *"«

;R'cos. «« + iJ''sin.V
' ^ '

, i.(fl'
— R"). sin- «. COS. a

R, R" being the two radii of curvature of the caustic surface. It appears from these formulae

(T"), that when the ray touches]either line of curvature uppn the caustic surface, (which is always
the case when the reflected system consists of rays, which after issuing from a luminous point,

have been reflected by any combination of mirrors of revolution, that have a common axis pass-

ing through the luminous point), then B vanishes, and the area (Q") of the little hour-glass

curve is equal to nothing. In fact, in this case, that curve changes shape, and becomes

confounded with a little parabolic arc, which has for equation 2jiy=/4x'»4- C(j^«''
—

x'^), and

which is comprised between the limits x' = ±lU; this parabolic arc is crossed at its extremities

by the parabola (R")> of which the equation becomes 2tV = An!- : and the whole space in-

cluded between these two parabolas, that is the whole space over which the near rays are dif-

fused, has for expression,

2' =
-|

i..C.f. (U")

[62.] As a third application, let us consider the case of aberrations from a principal focus.

In this case we have i= 0, and the expressions for 2,2', vanish; we must therefore have re-

course to new calculations, and introduce terms of the second order, in the expression of of, as

well as in that oi y'.
We find

expressions which may be thus written

(V")

A, B, C, having different meanings here, from what they had in the preceding paragraphs.

And if we eliminate «,, /3„ between these equations, by means of the relation

»," + A» = f,

which expresses that the near rays make with the given ray an angle =^; we find, for the

curve of aberration, that is, for the locus of the points in which those rays cross the perpendi-

cular plane drawn through the principal focus, the following equation,
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{(A-C)i,' + (D-B)af+(BC—AD).i']\

which may be thus written

Ay*+ 2 B"x'y' + C"^' — (D"y + £"x')«
* + F'.«* = 0, (W" )

if we put for abridgment

A" = (A — q'+4,B*, B" ={^A—C){D—B) — iBC, C"=(D— J5)» + 4CS

D' = {A+ C). B" + (-D + B). A", E<<zz{A + C).C" + (D + B).B",

F" = (AD— BC)* — 4!{B''—AC)iC^—BD).

These values give

A"C"— jB"» = 4 {C(^— C) + B(Z)— B)] '>

so that the curve (W") is an ellipse; the centre of this little ellipse has for coordinates

a" = i(A + C).«^ b" = i(D + B).e,

and its area is

^ = ±i7r.{C.{C—A) + BJB— D)].6\ (X")

If now we consider those intermediate rays, which make with the given ray some given small

angle (*'),
less than {(), the points in which these rays cut the plane of aberration will form

another similar ellipse, having for equation

Ay + 2B"x'i/+ C'af'' — (D"i/ + E"x') l'" + P'.i'* = ;

and if (F") be negative, this ellipse is entirely inside the other, and all the rays that make with

the given ray angles not exceeding (6) are diffused over the elliptic area (X"). But if (F") be

positive, that is, if the focus be outside the little ellipse of aberration (W"), then the interme-

diate rays are not all diffused over the area of that ellipse, but cut the plane of aberration partly

inside that area and partly outside it. To find therefore, in this case, the whole space over

which these near rays are diffused, we must seek the enveloppe of all the little ellipses similar to

(W"), and then add to the area of that curve (W") itself, the area of the space included between

it and its enveloppe. This enveloppe has for equation

(D"i/' + E"^Y = 4.F"-(^"y' + 2Byy'+ C"x'^) ; (Y")

when F" is negative it has no cKistence, and when F" is positive it consists of two right lines

passing through the focus, which are common tangents to all the little ellipses, and which may
be called the Limiting Lines of Aberration ; the space included between them and the ellipse

(W"), has for expression

2'= — . (tan.^|.— ,J.) (Z")
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2 being the area of the ellipse, and (^|') an angle whose cosine, multiplied by the focal distance

of the centre of that ellipse, is equal to the semidiameter whose prolongation passes through

the focus ; we have therefore

and the entire space over which the intermediate rays are diffused is

2 + 2'=i[v'F + {^— ^)[C(C— A)+B(B-D)]j6\ (B"')

[63.] We have just seen, that in investigating the aberrations from a principal focus, it is

necessary to distinguish two cases, essentially different from one another. In the one case, all

the rays that make with the given ray angles not exceeding some given small angle {6), are dif-

fused over the area of a little ellipse; in the other case they are diffused over a mixtilf-

near space, bounded partly by an elliptic arc, and partly by two right lines, which

touch that elliptic arc, and which pass through the principal focus. The analytic distinc-

tion between these two cases depends on the sign of a certain quantity F", which is negative

in the first case, and positive in the second. It is therefore interesting to examine, for any

proposed system, whether this quantity be positive or negtive. I am going to shew that this

depends on the reality of the roots of a certain cubic equation, which determines the directions

of spheric inflexion on the surfaces that cut the rays perpendicularly ; I shall shew also that the

sign of the same quantity, is the criterion of the reality of the roots of a certain quadratic equa-

tion, which determines the directions in which the plane of aberration is cut by the two caustic

surfaces.

First then, with respect to the caustic surfaces, it may be proved, by reasonings similar to

those of [61.], that the two foci of a near ray have for coordinates

x', y, being the coordinates of the point in which the near ray crosses the plane of aberration,

determined by the formulae (V"), and ({,) having a double value determined by the following

quadratic equation

(Is/ + ^«/ +M) (h + c», + Da)- cs«/ + cny = 0,

in which A, B, C, D, have the same meanings as in the preceding paragraph. The intersection

therefore of the caustic surfaces with the plane of aberration, is to be found by putting j,.= Ot

which gives :*=
{, x,-=: x', y, = y',

(Ace, + Bfi,) (Ccc, + Dl3,)
-

(5=c, + C/i,Y =0; (C'l

the condition for the roots being real, in this quadratic (C"), is

(AD—BC)'—i{B'' — AC)(C''—BD)>0, (D^

that is, F" > 0, so that unless this condition be satisfied, the caustic surfaces do not intersect

the plane of aberration ; and when this condition is satisfied, the intersection consists of two

right lines, which are determined by the equation
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(^y- Sx-) (cy - Dx') = (%'- Ciff, (E'")

and which may easily be shewn to be the same with those limiting lines which we have already

considered.

[64.] Secondly, respecting the surfaces that cut the rays perpendicularly, and which are

given by the differential equation

ada + /3db + ydc = ;

we have seen in a former section that the principal foci are the centres of spheres that have

contact of the second order with these perpendicular surfaces ; and if we wish to find the direc-

tions in which they are cut by those osculating spheres, we must express that the sum of the

terms of the third order in the development of the ordinate of the sphere, is equal to the corres-

ponding sum, in the development of the perpendicular surface. This condition, when the ray

is taken for the axis of («), gives, d^c = 0, that is, d^x. da
-f- c?°/3. db = 0, which produces the

following cubic equation, (see 59.) v

0=^. da^ + S.^^.
da^M + 3.±^.

da.m ^ -^.
d5^. (F")

This equation determines the directions of spheric inflexion upon the perpendicular surface,

that is the directions in which it is cut by its osculating sphere ; and the condition for there

being three such directions, that is for the three roots of this cubic equation being real, is

^
dJ'V dW

__
dH' d'V } 2

^
/ d'V Y d^V d^V

~i

\dx^
'

dif dx^.dy' dx.dy'^ ^
'

Wdx'^.dy) dx^
'

dxdy'j

<^ f d'F Y d'V d^V
-y

l[d^')~d^^- ~dp i
^°' ^ "^

that is, F" < 0. When, therefore, the principal focus is inside the little ellipses of aberration,

there are three directions of spheric inflexion on the surfaces that cut the rays perpendicularly ;

and when it is outside those little ellipses, there is but one such direction. It appears also,

from the formula (P"), that the aberrations of the second order do not vanish, unless the surfaces

that cut the rays perpendicularly have contact of the third order with the osculating spheres that

have their centre at the principal focus ; this condition is expressed by four equations which are not

in general satisfied : and for this reason I shall dispense with considering the aberrations of the

third order, because they only present themselves in some particular cases ; for example, in

spheric mirrors, the theory of which has perhaps been sufficiently studied by others.

ZSS.'} I shall conclude this section by shewing that the conditions for contact of the third

order between the perpendicular surface and its osculating sphere, which, as we have just seen,

are the conditions for the aberrations of the second order vanishing, are also the conditions for

contact of the third order, between the mirror and the osculating focal surface, ( Section VIII.) ;

VOL. XV. . T
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and that the sign of that quantity {F") which distinguishes between the two different kinds of

aberration from a principal focus, and which, as we have seen, depends on the number of di-

rections in which the perpendicular surface is cut by the osculating sphere, depends also on the

number of directions in which the mirror is cut by its osculating focal surface.

To prove these theorems, I observe that if we denote by (p", g") the partial differential coeffi.

cients, first order, of the focal surface, that is, of the surface which would reflect accurately the

rays of the given incident system to the focus (X, Y, Z), the condition that determines the di-

rections, in which this surface cuts the given mirror, with which, (by Section X.) it has com-

plete contact of the second order, is

d^p'\diic + (^fJy = (Ppdx + ^g.dt/, (H")

and that this same equation, when it is to be satisfied independently of the ratio between dx, dy,

resolves itself into four distinct equations, which are the conditions for contact of the third

order, between the given mirror and its osculating focal surface. Now, if we represent by

«"> /3"> y", the cosines of the angles which the reflected ray would make with the axes, if it

came from the focal surface, and not from the given mirror, we shall have (Section II.)

«" + «' + (V" + y')/' = 0, ^"+^'+(y"+y')/' = 0,

and therefor^

d»"Jrd«i-\-[dy"J^dy). p'+(y"+ vO- df> = 0,

rf^"+cf/3'+(rfy''+rfy'). ?"+ (y"+ -A' dq" = 0,

d'<^+d'»'+ {d^'/+ d^'/}. /+2(iy"+rfy'). df+ (y'+y'). d'p"= 0,

d^fi"+d''fi'+{dV+d^V)-f+ ^id'/+ dY'). dq"-\-('y"+Y')-dY = 0,

«', ,3', y, being the cosines of the angles which the incident ray makes with the axes ; in the

same manner, we have for the given mirror,

u+ »'4-(.y + y')-p=0, /3+ /3' + (y-l-y')-?
= 0,

d» + dcc' + (dy+ dv')p+(y+y)dpz=0

d/3 +d^' + {dy + «?/)? + (y + y')dq =

d^cc + dW + (c^y + cPyOi) + 2(rfy + dy')dp + (y + y')rf^p =s

rf^^a +. rf*/3' + {d^y + dS')q+ 2(rfy + "'v' )<^? + (v + y^d^q = 0.

and, because Of the contract of the second order, which exists between the two surfaces, we

have

f = p, q" = q,
«" = w, /3" = /3, y" = y,

dp"=dp, dq"=dq, d»"=d», dfi"zzd^, dy"=dy,

(y 4- y')[d^p"Jx + d^^'.dx) + 2(<?y+ dy')[dp.dx + dq.dy)

+ <^(«"+ »). dx^ d\^"-\-li'). dy + rf2(y"^ y). c?2 = 0,
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(y + y){<^i'- ^^ + d^g-dx) + 2(rfy + dy'){dp.dx -f c?y.rf^)

+ tf(« + »'). dx + rf'{,3 + /3'). rfy+ «r=(y+ y'). rfa =0;

the condition (H") may therefore be thus written,

d'*". dx + d^H". dy + d^-/. dz= d'^u.dx + <^/3. afy+ d^y.dz :
( I'")

besides, when the given ray, or axis of the system, is made the axis of (2), and when we take

for the two independent variables the two quantities (a, b), that is, the coordinates of the pro-

jection of the point in which the ray crosses the perpendicular surface, [57]. we have, from

[59.]. and from the nature of the functions «e", jS", y",

d»»" = 0, d^^" = 0, rfV = «?*y. da — dx, dbssdy,

(PV dPV (PV

^'"=1!^
• '^^ +2-

rf-^i^
• ^"'^^ +

dldf^
• '^^^

d^V (PV d^V

dx^dy dx.dy^
^

dy^
^

so that (I'") becomes

§- ''''•^''- ^, •

'^'-'^'^'•^^-
'''^' + w- '^ = '' ^^">

tliis then is the cubic equation which determines on the given mirror, the directions oi focal

inflection, that is, the directions in which it is cut by the osculating focal mirror ; and comparing

this with the cubic equation (F"') which determines the directions of spheric inflexion on the

perpendicular surfaces, we see that the planes which pass through these directions of spheric

inflexion, and through the axes of the system, pass also through the directions of focal inflexion

on the mirror ; so that the number of the latter directions is the same as the number of the

former. If then there be but one direction of focal inflexion on the mirror, that is, if the cubic

equation ( K'") have two of its roots imaginary, the principal focus is outside the little ellipses of

aberration, and the caustic surfaces cross the plane of aberration, in those two limiting lines, or

tangents to the little ellipses, which we have considered in [62.] ; but if there be three direc-

tions of focal inflexion, that is, if the three roots of (K'") be real, then the limiting lines of

aberration become imaginary, and the principal focus is inside the little ellipses. And if the

equation (K"') be identically satisfied, that is, if the mirror have contact of the third order with

its osculating focal surface, then the little ellipses themselves disappear, and the aberrations of

the second order vanish.
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XIII. Density.

[66.] Malus, who first discovered that the rays of a reflected system are in general tangents to

two caustic surfaces, has given in his Traite D'Optigue, (published among the Memoires des Sa-

vons Etrangers) the following method for investigating the density of the reflected light at any

given point of the system. He considers two infinitely near pairs of developable surfaces formed

by the rays ; and as he believed himself to have demonstrated that the two surfaces of such a

pair are not in general perpendicular to one another, when the rays have been more than once

reflected, he concludes that the perpendicular section of the parcel of rays comprised between

the four developable surfaces, will be in general shaped as an oblique angled parallelogram,

whose area is equal to the product of the two focal distances of the section, multiplied by the

sine of the angle formed by the two developable surfaces of each pair. He then compares this

area with the area over which the same rays would be diffused, if they had proceeded without

interruption to an equal distance from the luminous point ; and he takes the reciprocal ratio of

these areas for the measure of the density of the reflected light, compared with that of the direct

light. The calculations required in this method are of considerable intricacy ; and the most

remarkable result to which they lead, is that along a given ray the density varies inversely as the

product of the focal distances, being infinite at the caustic surfaces, and greatest at their inter,

section. The same result follows from the theorem which I have pointed out in [43.] respecting

small parcels of rays bounded by any thin pencil, of whatever shape; and that theorem furnishes

a general method for investigating the density of the reflected light, at points not upon the

caustic surfaces, which appears to me simpler than that of Malus, and which for that reason I am

going here to explain.

Suppose then that rays issuing from a luminous point have been any number of times

reflected by any combination of mirrors; let us put a to represent the density of the

direct light at the distance unity from the luminous point, and let us put (j) to represent the

space over which any given small parcel of that light, bounded by any thin cone, is perpendi-

cularly diffused at that distance. Then, if we represent by (j) the first side of the polygon, that

is, the portion of any given incident ray comprised between the luminous point and the first

mirror, the perpendicular section of the incident parcel, at that distance from the luminous

point will have its area 2 = j"..?; and the space over which the parcel is diffused upon the

mirror, has for expression
———

, / being the angle of incidence. Immediately after reflexion,

the parcel will again have its perpendicular section = g^ i=2 ; and if we represent by F'„ F' j,

the two focal lengths of the first mirror, that is, the distances from the point of incidence to the

two points where the first reflected ray touches the first pair of caustic surfaces, we shall have

by [^S.] the following expression for the perpendicular section of the reflected parcel, at any
distance (§') from the first mirror;
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2' as ^<g'~-^'')^g'~ ^^">
, in which 2 = «».*. (L,'")

Now let 4'
be the second side of the polygon, that is the path run over by the light in going

from the first mirror to the second, and let (F,", fa") be the two focal lengths of the second

mirror ; we shall have, in a similar manner, for the area of the perpendicular section of the parcel,

after the second reflexion, at a distance {" from the second mirror,

y' lo" — F "\( o" F "\
" —

if II p n ' > '

and so on, for any number of reflexions. Having thus got the space over which the reflected

rays are perpendicularly diffused, the density is obtained by this formula

^(«) _ fi:^ (N'")

for instance, if the rays have been but once reflected, then the density is

^- — -7* («'-f.')(5'-^v)' ^":

a formula which agrees with that of Malus ; after two reflections, the density is

^ -
E"

-
(j"_f/')(?"

—
i-^")

^^

a' being the density immediately before the second reflexion: a formula which is different from

that of Malus, and which appears to me to be simpler.

{[67.] The two preceding methods, namely, that of Malus, and that of the preceding para-

graph, fail when the density is to be measured at the caustic surfaces
;
for they only shew that

the density at those surfaces is infinitely greater than at other points of the system, without

shewing by what law the density varies in passing from one point of a caustic surface to another.

This question, which has not been treated by Malus, appears to me too important to be passed

over, although the discussion of it is more difficult than the investigation of the density at ordi-

nary points of the system.

Let us then, as a first approximation, resume the formulae of [60.]

x', y' being the coordinates of the point in which a near ray crosses the plane of aberration,

that is, a plane perpendicular to the given ray, passing through the focus of that ray; «„ ,3,,
small

but finite quantities, namely, the cosines of the angles which the near ray makes with the axes of

{x!) and (y), the former of which axes is a tangent and the other a normal to the caustic sur-

face ; A, B, C, coefficients depending on the curvature of that surface, and on the interval (i)

between the two foci of the ray. To find by these equations the space over which the rays,
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that pass through any given small area on the plane of aberration, are diffused upon another

perpendicular plane, which crosses the given reflected ray at the point where that ray meets the

mirror, we are to employ these other formulae (see [58.])

a, b, being the coordinates of the point in which a near ray crosses this latter plane, and ^,, ^j,

the distances of that point from the two caustic surfaces, that is, the two focal lengths of the

mirror. In this manner we find, that to any given point (x', i/)
on the plane of aberration, cor-

respond two other points on the other perpendicular plane, determined by the equations

«=--^, 6=
-^. (Bx'zfV[^Ci^2/'+(B^-^C)x'']); (Q'")

understanding however thai these two points become imaginary, when the quantity under the

radical sign is negative, that is, when the point (x', y) is at the wrong side of the enveloping

parabola (jR"), [60.]; which parabola, within the small extent in which it is taken, may be

considered as confounded with the normal section of the caustic surface made by the plane of

aberration. Now, if we consider any infinitely little rectangle upon this latter plane, having for

the coordinates of its four comers

1st. x', y', 2d. x' + dx!, y', 3d, x', y + dy', 4th. x' + dx', jj + ^y',

the rays which pass inside this little rectangle are diffused over two little parallelograms on the

other perpendicular plane ; the four corners of the one having for coordinates,

1st. a, b, 2d. a + da, b + —p • duf, 3d. a, b \- -j-
. dy',

. t . , , i
db , ,

db , ,

4th. a + rf(7, i
+--j^

. rfar' + ^. dy',

and the four corners of the other having for coordinates,

db'
1st. a, b, 2d. a + da, i'-\--jJ- ^^'>

3d, a, b' + ^,- «(y'.
*th. a + da, bf + ^ • '^•^' +

"T"/
•

'^i^'

b, V, being the two values of (5) given by the formula (Q'")- The areas of these two parallelo-

grams are each equal to (da.—r-^ , dy" ^ that is to

gi-gB- dx'Jy'

V [2C2y + (B^— AC)x'^
'

and the area of the little rectangle on the plane of aberration is dx'.dy' ;
if then we denote by
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a"'^ the density at the mirror, we shall have for the density at the point x, y', on the plane of

aberration, the following approximate expression

an expression which shews that at the caustic surface the density is infinitely greater than at

the mirror ; and that near the caustic surface the density is not uniform, but varies nearly in-

versely as the square root of the perpendicular distance from that surface ; so that we may con-

sider this density as constant in any one of the little parabolic bands comprised between two

infinitely near parallels to the enveloping curve (R") [60.]

[68.] To treat this question, respecting the variation of density upon the plane of aberration,

in a more accurate manner, let us take into account the remaining terms of the developments of

x' and y, as given by the general theory, which we have explained at the beginning of the pre-

ceding section. For although we were at liberty to neglect these terms, when we were only in

quest of approximate formulae to represent the manner in which certain of the near rays are dif

fused over the plane of aberration ; yet, when we are returning from this latter plane to the per-

pendicular surface at the mirror, it is not safe to neglect any term on account of its smallness,

until we have examined whether, in thus returning, its influence may not be magnified in such

a manner as to become sensible.

Let us then resume the general series (K") [57.]

dY dY ^ d'^Y rl?-Y d^V

in which we have at present X=0, Y= 0, ~- = ?,
— = 0,— =0, — - 0.

da
'

d/i
'

dx. rf/3

~

d^X , dW d"-X „ d'V d"-X . dW

d'Y _ J _^ .^_ 2
rf^F d'Y _ 3

d'V
d^ «'

'^"dx\dy' d».dl3
"«'•«' •

dx.df
' ~dF~^^ '~df

'

V being the characteristic function ; so that

d^X d^Y
, d^X d^Y

and
dit.di3 6?«»

'

c?/3» d».dli
'

We have in like manner,

^*
I

da , , ,
rd""* , . «P« - d^a ..-i

d^ dfi z , <d'fi „ ,, d'^H . d^» ,„7
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... dec, 1 da ^ dfi ^ dfi 1
in which, at present, —7- = , -jy- = 0, -7- =0, -jr-

=
,'^ da ^^ do da do j,

cP» d'V d'» d^V dU d'V

'+*L^r.-+^IS-»^+^-'i + -

da'' da?
'

da.db dx\dy' db'' dxJf
d^li _ d'V d^p. _ d^V d^_fV_
da'' ~dx''.dy' daM~ dx.dy^

'

db^
~

dj^'

And if wc substitute these expressions for »„ ^„ in the two series for a;' and y, we shall get two

other series of the form

C ,
dx> ^ dx' ,

, ^ Cd^x'
^ , „ d'x' .

,
d^af ,A , .

dx' i dj^ ^ di/ ^ dj/ ^
in which, at present, ^ = --

.

rfa"

= «' 17
= ^'

-rfr=
^'

£V__ d'V rfV _ rf^F </V _ d^F

rfa*
"*'

rfi'
'

da.db~^^' dx'dy' db^ ~^"
rfx.rf/

'

^Y__ rf^F _^Y__ <^'F rfy _ ^'F

rfa'
~^^'

dx'^.dy' lkUb~^'" dx.df
'

db* ~^'"
Ibf

'

and in which the other coefficients can also be calculated by means of the characteristic function.

This being laid down, let us put y= r. cos. v, y == r. sin. w, and let us develope (a) and (6),

according to the powers of (r).
The developments will be of the form

^ 6 = r". to + r'^. tp' + r"".tt)" +

»!, JK, m"...n, «', n",.. being positive and increasing exponents, which may or may not be

fractional, and u, u', u".,m, w', id". ..being functions of the angle (v): which functions, as

well as the exponents of the terms that multiply them, we have now to determine. Substituting

therefore the values (T"') in the series (S'") we find the following equations;

dx'
1st = — r. COS. t) + -7—. (r'"M+...)da
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2d 0=— r. sin. D + \, ,^ . (/-"".a+V
rfa*

^ ^ '

In order that these two equations should be identically satisfied, we must have, in the first place,
for the exponents of tlie lowest powers of r in the developments (T'")

?«= 1, w = ^;

and for the corresponding coefficients, (m, w),

/i\ « ,
dx'

, , d^x'
{1)...0 = -. COS. «+-^.„ +

x ___.,„.,

(2)...0 = _sin.«+i.-^. r«%

-that is, in the notation of the preceding paragraph,

25i5 J. cos. V + 28{a. M = -Bto% (U'")

2g2'.sin. c = C.w*.

In a similar manner we find for the next greater exponents, m' =
|, n'= 1 ; and for the cor-

responding coefficients, u', to',

r
da da.db db* 6 db^I uu uu.au ao

And so proceeding, we can find as many of the exponents and coefficients of the developments
(T'"), as may be necessary ; the exponents forming the two following series,

m=\, m'= |, m"=2, >«(')=:
*+^
2

«=
I, n' = 1, n"=| mW =

VOL. XV.
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and the coefficients being successively determined by equations of the following form,

dx' (!' t/

(1)W...0= ^. «»-+--^.
w.icC) +A»„ (V"

(2)(').,.o
= 4y|' • w-»«w + m^, ,

do

Uf^ ,.»•«, ^"g. r 2
, representing for abridgment the sums of the known terms of the di-

mension
[ -^ 1 in the expansions of j/ and y', according to the powers of r, obtained by

substituting in (S'") the assumed developments (T'") in place of <z and i. The quantities

iWj, AWj, are therefore rational functions of the preceding coefficients u, u', m('~'), xk,

to', «)('-*', and therefore finally of « and tv; and these functions do, or do not, change sign

along with w, according as t is an odd or an even number. Hence it follows, that the developments

(T"'), which represent the coordinates of the points, where the near rays passing through any

assigned point upon the plane of aberration are intersected by the perpendicular plane at the

mirror, are of the form

a= r.{u + r.u"+ rK «""+..,)+ ri. {u' + r.u"'+ )

b = ± rh(u) + r. w"+ r\ w"" + ...)+r.(i«'+r. t«"'+ ...),

the coefficients ofthe fractional powers being real or imaginary, according as w is real or

imaginary, that is, by (U'"), according as
[

'

}
is positive or negative; or finally, by [61],

according as the assigned point (r, v) upon the plane of aberration, is, or is not, situated at that

side of the tangent plane of the caustic surface, towards which is turned the convexity of the

caustic curve. However, when the polar angle (v) approaches to (0) or (180°), that is when the

right line joining the focus of the given ray to the assigned point upon the plane of aberration,

tends to become a tangent to the caustic surface, the numeric value of (sin. v), and there-

fore of (h)), diminishes indefinitely ; and consequently the coefficients which contain negative

powers of that quantity, increase without limit, so that the series (T'") become at length illu-

sory. In this case, therefore, it becomes necessary to have recourse to new developments,

which will be indicated in the succeeding paragraph. But abstracting for the present from this

case, which in examining the variation of the density of the reflected light upon the plane of

aberration, may usually be avoided by a proper choice of the focus from which the aberrations

are to be measured : it may easily be shewn, by reasonings similar to those of the preceding

paragraph, that if we consider any infinitely small polar rectangle upon the plane of aberration,

having its base = r.dv, and its altitude =: dr ; the rays which pass inside this little rectangle.
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are, at the mirror, disused nearly perpendicularly over two little parallelograms, whose areas are

/da db da db
'

2^) — (— _ \ ,1 ^ "i
*

~"
\dv' dr dr'dvJ'

' '

f

^,„. /da db' da/ db' \
, ,

i

^'^'^^[-d7--d;;—dVd7}''-''^'S

(W"0

a, b, a', b', being the coordinates of the two points, determined by the series (T"). Substitut-

ing for these coordinates their values we find that the two areas (W") are the two values of the

following expression,

tdv
^

dv ^ dv ^ \dv^ dv^ J )

X [w+ S-tm" + 5.r».Hi""+ ... ± 2.H.(io' + 2.y.io"'
+...)]

X
[2.(m+ 2.r.u" + 3.r\u"'+ ...) ± rK {3.u'+ 5.r.u"'+

...)]

=i.,..*....^ (^^ + ,.*'
+...),»+,.„.^...,-..g + r/-^ +

...)(.+..„.4..,|

+,,».*.*.
^,.(|+,.fV...)(^+..„.+...,-(^'+^.^+...)(«+=....-+...)^

±1..*.... {(^+,.*"+ ...)(»+3.,.».+...,-(g+ .^+,..),3...+,,.„.+
,..

}

± ..*.*.
^ (J-

+ ..^'+ ...

)w+2.,.»..+,..,-(^+..''^'+...)„, + 2.,... + ...)
J

which is of the form

SW = i- r^.
(
I7W + C/d) . r+ [/(«). r'+ ).

dr. dv.

±^. r. (U(%+ m>,r+ [7(%^+ ). dr. dv, (X«)

the coefficients [/(?), C/(i).... [/m , [/(i)^^ ,,_ being functions of the polar angles (v). The densities

of the reflected light, at these little parallelograms (W"), have for developments

t/ 2
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A, = A(M, + __.„'+__. J. +

aC) being, as in the preceding paragraph, the density at the point a =0, 5=0, that is, at

the point where the given ray meets the mirror: and substituting in these developments (Y'"),

the values of a, b, a',b', given by the series (T'"), we find that the two densities Aj, At,
are the two values of the following expression :

A = A<^/") -j 2
—

\r.{u-\-rM" + ... ± r^. (?<'+ r.M"'+ )]

^ ^ '^

{zi=.r^- (to + r.w"-f ..,)+r.(w' -|-r,tu"'+.,.J]'

db

+ &c.

which is of the form

AS AV) + A&»'.r+ Aff).r*+...

dbH.(AM+AJJ).r
+...), (Z'")

the coefficients being functions of the polar angle (v).

Similarly, if we denote by y,, y^, the cosines of the angles which the two near rays, passing

through the two points {a, b), {a', b'), make with the axis of ^z), that is, with the given ray,

these cosines will have developments of the form

z±zri. (rti). r+ rW. r' + ...) (A"")

the coefficients being also functions of the polar angle (d) ;
and the whole number of the near

reflected rays, which pass within the little rectangle (r.dr.dv) upon the plane of aberration,

being equal to the sum of the two values of the product y. A. SC), will be expressed by a

development of the form

q;») = ri. dr.dv.(^Q(°>+ Q(i). r+ Q(«). r^ -f- ... ) (B"")

where QW = a"*', r/^**', and the other coefficients Q('', Qf'',... are other functions of the polar

angle (v), which may be determined by the formulae (X'"), (Z'"), (A""). Confining ourselves

to the first term of this development, and dividing by r.dr.dv, that is by the area of the little

polar rectangle upon the plane of aberration, we find the following approximate expression for
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the density of the reftected light at the point (r, v) upon this latter plane,

r.ar.av

which nearly agrees with the formula (R'") of the preceding paragraph, because, as we have seen,

\ dv dv J «-\/(x C. sin. v)

and therefore

€^'».r-i =

More accurately, the density At") being equal to the sum of the two quotients obtained by

dividing the quantity of light corresponding to each of the little parallelogranas (W'"), by the

space over which that quantity is perpendicularly diffused at the point (r, v), has for expression

y^.r.clr.dv yi.r.dr.dv r.dr.dv

= r-*.( t/W+ t/(l). r -j- ...) (AC) + aC*)!. r -[- ...)

+ H.( l/«»,4- t/('V r+ ...) (AJ'*)
+ A(« . r + ...)• (D'"')

[2) Ksi

The first term of this development being the same as the approximate expression (C""), and

therefore agreeing nearly with the formula (R'") of [67.]) «'e see, by this method, as well as by

the less accurate one of the 67th paragraph, that the density upon the plane of aberration varies

nearly inversely as the square root of the perpendicular distance from the caustic surface : a con-

clusion which might also be deduced from the general theorem [4-3.], that along a given ray

the density varies inversely as the product of the distances from its two foci. But the present

method has the advantage of enabling us to take into account as many of the remaining terms

of the density as may be necessary, by means of the formula (D"") ; it gives also, by integration

of the formulEE (B"") and (X'"), the whole number of the near reflected rays which pass within

any small assigned space f/r. dv, upon the plane of aberration, and the whole corresponding

space on the perpendicular plane at the mirror; since this latter space is expressed by the sum

of the following integrals :

\ff f^^*'- r^- dr.dv + &c.
( E"")

and the corresponding quantity of light is expressed by this other sum,

Q(') = Jf Q{») = ff 0(0). ri. dr.dv

+ // Q"^« r%. dr. dv i- &c, ( F"")

the integrals
in these developments being taken within the same limits as the given integral
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JS r.drdv, which represents the assigned space upon the plane of aberration, and the extreme

values of (u) being supposed such as not to render the series (T'") illusory. These series (T'")

serve also to correct the approximate expression of the preceding paragraph, for the first term of

(a) ; which first term was there taken as

0=:--^, (Q'") (67).

whereas by employing the remaining terms in the developments of x' and y, we have now found

it to be

(Be

, . sin u— Q , . cos. v \-—
ci ^= a

a value which differs from the preceding, by the addition of
( 5,'- )•

And if, by means of

this corrected value, and by using as many of the remaining terms of (T'"), as the question may
render necessary, we eliminate (r) and (u) from the polar equation of any given curve upon the

plane of aberration ; for example, from that of the boundary of the space// r.«?r.rfu, for which we

have already determined the corresponding quantity of^light, and the area over which that quan-

tity is diffused on the perpendicular plane at the mirror ; we shall find the approximate equa-

tion of the boundary of this latter area, and thus resolve a new and extensive class of ques-

tions respecting thin pencils, for which the formulae of Section IX. and those of the 60th para-

graph would be either inadequate or inconvenient.

As an example of the application of the reasonings of the present paragraph, let us conceive

a small circular sector, upon the plane of aberration, having its centre at the focus of the given

ray, and having its radius {r) so small, that we may confine ourselves, in each development,

to the lowest powers of that radius. Let (4-) denote the semiangle of this sector, and let (v") be

the polar angle which the bisecting radius makes with the axis of(x'); then v" — -i^, ^''-f-i^,

will be the extreme values of the polar coordinate {v), while the corresponding limits of the ra-

dius vector will be (o) and (r). Denoting by (SW) the whole space occupied on the perpendi-

cular plane at the mirror, by the rays which pass within the given little circular sector, and by

(Q'"^') the number of these near reflected rays; the formulae (E"") (F"") give, for these quantities

S^-^) = //f7W, rl. dr. dv-^.A.f [/(<». dv,

QW =ffQPl ri. dr. dv = f. rf ./ Q(«'. dv.

or, substituting for [/("', Qt**) their values.

SW=Hiil££f. f.
'^"

3.iV^C' '/.sm. t)

S.J.VtC
'

-/sin.i;

(G"'')
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the integral in each expression being taken from vzsv" — 4'> 'o u = «" +^ ; so that we

have the relation

QW = A(''). SW, (H"")

If the semiangle of the sector be so small that we may neglect its cube and higher powers,

the definite integraly U^^^dv, being the difference of the two developments

^^
dv" 2

-

dv'"' 2.3
^ '

^ ^
dv" 2 dv"" 2.3

^

is nearly equal to 2. t/W.^' ; and tlie quantities SW, QW, may be thus expressed,

3.i.V|cr -/sin. d" S-z.-Z^C.^"

s" being the area of the little circular sector, and y" being the projection of its bisecting radius

upon the normal to the caustic surface ; so that if the sector were to receive a rotation in its own

plane round its own centre, that is, in the plane of aberration round the focus of the given ray,

the area at the mirror (SW) and the quantity of light (QW) would vary nearly inversely as the

square root of the cosine of the angle, which the bisecting radius of the sector made with the

normal to the caustic surface. If, on the contrary, without supposing the angles (u") or
(i^) to

vary, we alter the length of the radius, or transport the centre of the sector to any other point

on either of the two caustic surfaces, so as to produce another sector, similar and similarly si-

tuated ; it follows from (G"") that the quantities S(''^ and QW will vary as the following ex-

pressions,

j,.j,.ri. i-K C-i, i,. g.. aW. ri. i-K C-i;

so that if the centre of the sector be fixed, they vary as the sesquiplicate power of its radius ; and if

the radius be given, but not the centre, then they vary, the one as the product of the two focal

lengths of the mirror, divided by the difference of those two focal lengths and by the square root of

the radius of curvature of the caustic curve ; and the other, as this latter quotient, multiplied by the

density of the reflected light at the corresponding point of the mirror. These latter theorems, being

founded on the formulae (G""), do not require that we should neglect any of the powers of
i|/, that is

of the semiangle of the circular sector ; they may even be extended, by means of the equations

(E"') (P"'),to the case of similar and similarly situated sectors, bounded by lines of any other form.

If, for instance, we suppose any small isosceles triangle, having its height =h, and its base =2.h.

tan. t, to move in such a manner that its summit is always situated on one of the two caustic
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surfaces, while the ray passing through that point is perpendicular to its plane, and the bisector

of its vertical angle is perpendicular to the caustic surface; and if we put Q('\ SC', to denote,

respectively, the number of the near reflected rays that pass inside this little triangle, and the

space over which those rays are diffused, on the perpendicular plane at the mirror ; we shall

have the approximate equations,

Q(0 =/fQ(OKri.dr.dv = -^~- .//
iV^C -/sism. V

{,•{2 /. ,- ri.dr. dv

sm. u

in which the integrals are to be taken from r =r to r = —
:
—

, and from v = f . w — *, to
sm. V

V =: J. TO- + «. Performing these integrations, we find

S.iViC S.iViCh

s^f> being the area of the little isoceles triangle ; expressions analogous to those which

we found before, for the case of the circular sector, and leading to similar results.

Returning to the case of the sector, we have yet to determine the boundary of the space (St"^')

on the perpendicular plane at the mirror. For this purpose, we are to eliminate
( r) and (v) by

means of the following expressions, (T'"),

a = u.r = (Bj,. sin. v — C.^,. cos. v). i-^. C-'. r,

b = :±zw. ri = z±z (2- V'2^. C-iVr. sin. v ,

from the polar equations of the boundaries of the sector, namely

1st. u r: r" — ^zz V,

lid. V = d" + 4' = V,

Illd. r=r,

of which the two first represent the bounding radii, and the third the circular arc. Putting for

abridgment,

e,. v/2. C-i = v't, B{t./-J.C-i = e.P->, Cj.zrSj,. tan. t/,

conditions which give t = 2f. C-^ P = Sj.^j.B-' ; and supposing, for simplicity, that ^t is

real, and that f
' < -5- , that is, supposing C and tan v' positive, a condition which may always

/
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be satisfied by a proper direction of the positive portions of the axes of y' and x' ; our ex-

pressions for a, h, become

a = «. P-*. r. sec. »'. sin. (u
—

v')> 6= r±: \/(8.»". sin. d), (L'"')

and we find the following equations for the boundary of the space SC"),

1st. P.a =.6'^. sec. v'. cosec. c ,. sin. (u,
—

v') "J

?d. P.o = 6''. sec. v'. cosec. «,. sin. (v^
—

«') > (M"")

3d. P.a = 6^ q: tan. v'. ^(i\r^~ b*). J

The two first of these equations represent parabolic arcs, having their common vertex at the

origin of (n) and (b), that is at the point where the given ray meets the mirror, and having their

common axis coincident with the axis of (x) or of (a), and therefore parallel to the tangent of

the curve in which the caustic surface is cut by the plane of aberration. It is, then, in the

points of these little parabolic arcs, that the rays which pass through the bounding radii of the

little circular sector, are intersected by the perpendicular plane at the mirror; and from the

manner in which their parameters depend on the inclination of those bounding radii to the tan-

gent of the caustic surface, it is evident that any intermediate radius of the sector has an inter-

mediate parabola corresponding. The ends of these little parabolic arcs are contained on two

equal and opposite portions of a curve of the fourth degree represented by the third of the three

equations (M"") ; it is then in these two opposite portions of this third curve, that the rays which

pass through the bounding arc of the sector are crossed by the perpendicular plane at the mirror.

With respect to the form of this third curve, considered in its whole extent, it is easy to see that

it is in general shaped like a heart, being bisected, first by the axis of (a), which we may call

the diameter of the curve, and secondly by a parabola

b"" = P.a, (N'"')

which we may call its diametral parabola, and bounded by the four following tangents,

1st. b=-{-\^t7; 2d. b=—/tJ; 3d. n =— i.r.P-K tan. v ;

4th. a = t.r.P-K sec. v', (O"")

of which the two first are parallel to the diameter, and the two last perpendicular thereto. We
may remark that the diametral parabola, (N""), corresponds to the rays that pass through the

axis ofy, that is, through the normal to the caustic surface ; and that the two points where it

meets the curve, are the points of contact corresponding to the two first of the four tangents

(O""). The point of contact corresponding to the third of these tangents, is situated at the ne-

gative end of the diameter ; and the fourth touches the curve in two distinct points, whose

common distance from the diameter is i = :±z '/{i-r- cos. i/), and which may be called the two

summits of the heart. The curve has also another tangent parallel to the axis of (b), which

touches it at the point ,

a= + i.r. P-K tan. t/, i =r 0, ( P"")

VOt. XV. X
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that is, at the positive end of the diameter ; and which crosses the curve in two other points,

'

equally distant from the diameter, and having for coordinates,

a — i.r. P-^, tan. v', b = :±z \/{i.r. sin. 2i/).

And the whole area of this heartlike curve is equal to the following definite integral,

U = iP-K tan. v'.fx/{i'.r'
—

b*).db, (Q"")

the integral being taken from 6 = 0, to b = Vi.r. In the next paragraph we shall return to

this definite integral, and shew its optical value.

[69.] But the preceding calculations only shew how the density varies near the caustic sur-

face ; to find the law of the variation at that surface, we must reason in a different manner.

For if the infinitely small rectangle on the plane of aberration, which we have considered in the

preceding paragraph, have one of its corners on the caustic surface, we can no longer consider the

density as uniform, even in the infinitely small extent ofthat rectangle. But ifwe consider the rays

that pass within a given infinitely small distance {dr) from a given point upon the caustic surface,

for example, from the focus of the given ray, we can find the space over which these rays

are diffused upon the perpendicular plane at the mirror ; and this space, multiplied by the

density at the mirror, may be taken for the measure of the density at the given focus, not

as compared with the density at the mirrror, but with the density at other points upon the

caustic surface.

To calculate this measure, let us consider the following more general question, to find the

whole number
(0!-''^)

of the near reflected rays which pass within any small but finite distance

(r) from the focus of the given ray, and the space {S'^'''>)
over which these rays are diffused, on

the perpendicular plane at the mirror. This question evidently comes to supposing the little

circular sector (r^. i|/)
of the preceding paragraph completed into an entire circle, and conse-

quently may be solved by integrating the formulae (E"") (F"") of that paragraph, within the

double limits afforded by the equation of the circle on the one hand, and by that of the section of

the caustic surface on the other ; since it is easy to see that only a part of the little circular area

(a.r' )
is illumined, namely, the part which lies at that side of the caustic surface, towards which

is turned the convexity of the caustic curve.

But as the formulae of the preceding paragraph were founded on the developments (T'")

which, as we have before remarked, become illusory when the polar radius (r) approaches to

become a tangent to the caustic surface, (a position of that radius which we are not now at

liberty to neglect, )
it becomes necessary to investigate other developments, and to transform

the double integrals (E"") (F"") of [68] into others better suited for the question that we are

now upon. And to effect this the more clearly, it seems convenient to consider separately the

four following problems: 1st, to find general expressions for the coefficients uW, ujW, which

enter into the developments (T'"), and to examine what negative powers they contain of the

sine of the polar angle (v); 2d, to eliminate these negative powers, and so transform the two

series ^T'") into others which shall contain none but ascending powers of any variable quantity;
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3d, to effect corresponding transformations on the integral formulae (E"") (F"") of the preced-

ing paragraph; and 4th, to perform the double integrations within the limits of the question.

In this manner we shall obtain developments proceeding according to the ascending powers

of the little circular radius (r), to represent the optical quantities which we have denoted by

Of.'''), SW ; it will then remain to suppose (r) infinitely small, and the resulting expressions

Q(''''\ iS(<'''), which must evidently satisfy the relation

A "*> being the density at the mirror, will each serve to measure the density at the caustic sur-

face in the sense that we have already explained.

(I.) First then, with respect to the coefficients «W, tu(*), of the series (T'"),

a = ur
-\. i/r^ + ... «('). r 2 + ...

6= wr'-J- ttj'r + ... wW. r a
-|- ... ;

it is evident that if we differentiate these series with respect to Vr, we shall have, supposing

ii/r to vanish after the differentiations,

da „ cPa „ d^a „„ .

dj^r di^r dt/r

and in general

[«]* expressing, according to the notation of Vandermonde, the factorial quantity 1.2.3

(s_l).j!. If then we differentiate, with respect to t/r, the equations

r. cos. V = x', r. sin. v=
i/,

considering xf, y', as functions of a and 6, and these as functions of is/r; the resulting

equations,

d'.r, cos. x> __ d'.af d'.r. sin. o _ rf».y AT""^

will serve, with the help of the formulae (S"")> *<> determine successively the coefficients u', w',

m", w", ...mW, tt)W, as functions of those which precede them; observing that the partial differ-

entials-^, -TJ-, ——,,..-4-, -^ , -^, ... are the coefficients of the series (S"') of
da do da^ da do da"

x2
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[68.], and are to be deduced from the characteristic function of the system in the manner

tliere described. To develope these equations (T""), we have, for the first members,

d.r. cos. V „ . d.r. sin. v o / -•T— = 2^/r-. COS. V, r-/ = ^V'"- sm. v;
d»/r d^r

d'-.r. COS. u ^ ef'.r. sin. u .

-^-^=2. cos.., ^-^_=2.sm.v;
d^. r. cos. V d^.r. sin. u

= 0' T~,Z3~ — ^ '•

d^r'
~ '

d^r"

and in general, wlien s > 2;

d'. r. cos. '0 _ f.

d'. r. sin v _ _

and for the second members,

d'. x' ^ ^ ^ d^-'+^^J

'V'^ da^'.db^^

d\ 1/ ^ . ^ d^"+SA„'
(U"")

if we put for abridgment,

,,.-( day, f cPa
y. (.^Ys^fJLY^ (J^Y^ (J±_Ys

X ([0]-^)-'- (corO"^.. (coi-'hx ([o]-)'''. (cor^... ([or>

X [0]""'. [0]""'... [0]""^ X [0]"'*'. [0]~^^... COr^'; (V"")

«,, «j, ... «s, /3^, /3s, ... /3„ being any positive integers which satisfy the following relation,

«= «, + 2«2 + 3<»3 + ... i.«j

+ /8. + 2/3, + 3^3, + ... s.^, ; (W"")

and 2 being the symbol of a sum, so that

2« = «, + «i + ... «„ 2/3 = ^, +/3s + ... /3,.

Developing in this manner the equations (T""), and observing that by our present choice of

the coordinate planes, we have, [68.],

^=0- i^-0- ^-0-' il-o-
db

-"'
da

-"'
db ~"" d^r-^-

we arrive again at the same equations which in the preceding paragraph we deduced by substi-

tuting in
( S'"), for the components a, b, of aberration at the mirror, their assumed developments
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(T"'), and by then comparing the corresponding powers of r, that is, of the aberration at tlic

caustic surface. Thus, if we make «=1, the equations (T"") become identical; if«= 2, they

become

. _d)l_
d'-a

dy^
d^ ^1/ / da y t^y rfg J^ ^'£K. (Jl. ^'

that is,

2 sin. V= <^y
to

as in the formulae (1), (2), or (U'") of [68.] ; if s = 3, they become after reductions.

dx' d'a /d'x' d^a dW _^\ db ' d^x'

da
'

dVr^ "^
\da.db

'

dVr^
"^

db^
'

dVrV
'

dVr/ db^

^ ^ _ j;' / db \^

that is
"'

-

"

=
6.-^. .+S. (j;^

. 2. +
-jj^

.

2rf). »+-j^
. »-,

as in the formulae (1)', (2)' of the same paragraph ; s= 4 gives

dx' d^a . . f d'x' d'a . d^x' £b_\ db_= ^
\da.db dVr^^da

'

dVr*
'

\da.db d^r^^ db^
'

d^/r^J d^r

"*
Wa.rf6^

*

«/v'r^
+

db^
'

dVi^l \d^r)
^ df

'

\d->/r)
'

4. ^ / "^V / i^a y „ <f'3^' _£«_ _££_ . ££_l^bX\
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that is,

(1)"... 0= 24.^
. «" + 24.

(^^3.
«'+ -^jT-.

-"
j.

-

and generally,
if we make the difFerential index s = i + 2, and divide by the factorial quantity

[*+2]'+*, we shall reproduce the equations (V') [68.] under the form

where

fcm=—— •
... X'

'c...]"^ [«3]'^*" C«'+il"'+' C/sJ^i [^a]''» [a/'

and «„ « ... /8,, /3a ... are any positive integers which satisfy the following relation :

< + 2 = 2«, + 3«3 + ." ii+ iK+i + ^i +2/3, + ... m. (X'"}

It is easy to see, that if by these equations we calculate successively the coefficients m('>, wO, as

functions of « and w, and if we eliminate u by the assumed relation

u = z.xv\ (Y"")

£ being a new variable ; the resulting expressions will be of the form
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ut, iKt, being rational and integer functions of z, not exceeding the <'* dimension ; so that we

may put

Ut= Uifl + Ut,i . Z + «(,2 . «' + ... w<,<'. ^' + ••• titJ • «'. (A(*))

Wi=W,fi + lU/,1.
2 + W/,2. 2' + ...

>»«,<'•
z" + ... Wt^. z',

"t,o> tk,i> •••
'"'1,0) 'wi.u ..• being constant quantities, not containing the polar angle v, and de-

jjending only on the position of the given ray, and on the nature of the reflected system. la

order therefore to complete our determination of the polar functions mW, wW, it is sufficient to

calculate general expressions for the constants ut,f, wtjt', considered as functions of the indices

dx' djf d^sf di/
t, t', and of the partial differentials —r- , --r- , , „ , ..,—— ... ; since these differentials may,

da do da^ da

as we have before remarked, be deduced from the differentials of the characteristic function of

the system.

To calculate these constants, the method which first presents itself, is to substitute in the

equations (1)">, (2)W, in place of «', u" , w', w", ... their values (Z""), (AC*)), and to compare

the corresponding powers of z. Thus, if we confine ourselves to the constants ut^, tvi^t,
which

multiply the highest powers of z, as the most important in our present investigations, because

when iu diminishes z increases without limit ; we are to retain only those values of jkC which give

terms multiplied by z', and it is easy to see that these terms are distinguished by the relation

2 + «j = 2£a + 2/3; (B(^)

putting them, then, under the form
fii^. to'+2. z', we have when t=l,

fi-T-
=

-iTTM ' 2- ~-n:—-7r- («i.i =

when t = 2,

2.

da^'d6^<^
'

da.db
'

"

da^'M^n
' ^''^ ~

da.db
'

d^'+^^x'
,
d'x

,
d^x'

,
d'x*

da^'db^^ da^ da.db
' '"' ^ '^ db

and, when < > 2,

i^'^^^x' d^x' . , rfV
i"M = -:rr7r • "'«-i.'-i +i--jiT- 2.w;,s.«'<_, (_,

da^'db^^
'^' dadb —-'-•»

dli

die sums in the second members being taken from irrl, to«=:f— 1: and since the equa-

tions (1)W, (2) 'J, give, by comparison of the highest powers of z.
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we have successively

(1),,... 0=-^.«u+ ^•«'M+rf^:rfi-

72,.'
d-i/ d\

(2)m... 0= __^.«,,,+ ^-^
dx d'af . £^==0;'

,

d'x'
. ,

rf^x'

rfx'
.

d'x' - d'£
,
d^x'

(1)3.3 ... = — . «3.3 + -^,
. «'3,3 + ^^;^. tU... +^ . ^lA-r02.,

dy dW d'y'
(2)3.3 ... =

-rfjT
• ws^ + ^j^2r

•
*"'•' +-7b^- '"'•''"'^'

the two last of which equations reduce themselves, by means of the two first, to the following

form :

«J.3 = "1,1- 'i«2fi> «'3,3 = ;

a similar reduction gives in general, when < > 3,

(l)t^ ... Ut^= Ul,i. tlV_i,(_l ,

(2)/,( ... 0= ivt^ + ^.2.«u,,s. at_j, ,_„

the -sum being taken from « = 2, to s=t— 2 ; so that the four first constants ki,i, tci,, , ho^,

1102,2, being determined by the four equations (l)i,i, (2)i,i, (1)2,2. (2)2,2, all the succeeding con-

stants of the same kind, 1*3,3, «m> ••• **'3,3> ^4,4,... are given by the following general expres-

sions, which may be deduced from the formulae (l)/,(, (2)(,t, either by successive elimination,

or by the calculus of finite differences ;

"2r-|-l, 2r+l
= "'.l' **'«''.2^ 5

"2r-|-2, 27-1-2
= ^ i J

r being any integer number >0, and [^]'', [0]-'^, being known factorial symbols. In a simi-

lar manner we might calculate general expressions for the other constants of the form «/,<<, tuij,;

but it seems preferable to employ the following method, founded on the properties of partial

differentials, and on the development of functions into series.
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To make use of these properties, I observe that if we put

r.to* = «% a = ^.<% b = )).«, (b(9))

and substitute for «W, tcO their expressions (Z'"'), (A(5') the series (T'") will take the form

(EW) ^ = a + («i,o + Mi.i. z). tf + (m2,o + «s,i. « + wa>«'). <« + ... + utjti.^'.S' + &c.

1=1+ (tUl,0+W>l.l.»).«+(W2,0 + tt'S,l'2+tt'2,2-2*).«' + ...+ W/^'.2".«'+ &C.

equations which give by differentiation

d^TaP^ CO'. \i>y^ut,t,+ [<+!]«. [<•]".«/+!.... «+ [*]'.[<'+ !]". «M-+i. 2 + &c.

-ijj^
= CO'- en", wv + [<+!]«. [f]". t«,+i,,,. + w-c^'+i]". %.,/+,. 2 + &c.

and therefore, when « = 0, z= 0,

in order therefore to obtain general expressions for the constants utf„ i,t,t, it is sufficient to
calculate expressions for these partial differentials of ^, „. Now, if from the two equations (S'"),
[68], we subtract the two others

X' = dx' d*x' , dW

which result from the formulae (U'") of the same paragraph; if we then eKminate 5» —mV,
and put for abridgment,

^1^ */„ l.^^t X
'^''=' -2 ,

d^x
. . . rf=x' . . . dx'

da'
. " T- "V. - -^

^ . Ha, ^) + *•^ • «'+S-* + - S' • -'+*-=-^ • ^(- ^) =

we shall have the two following equations,

a=s:ur+ F, b^ = tt>V + 2* ; (GW)
which, when we put

«= ««;% u>V= «*, azr^i*, bssftf,
become

C^^+ZlCi, 0, «* = 1 + 2^{C 1, 0; (HW)
^ ?i, being functions such that

VOL. XV. V
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F=i\f. *=:«^(p, (Its))

and therefore

rf6«
r -r L J L J

da^-db""
^

<

rfj/ d'x' d'"+"''j^
(KW)

m, m', being any positive integers which satisfy the following relation

2 m + »»' > 2. (LW)

If then we eliminate^, d, between the equations (HC^)), so as to find expressions for those va-

riables as functions of r and 6 ; it will remain to differentiate those expressions, (i) times for 6,

and {V) times for z, and to put after the differentiations tf = 0, 2=0; since the partial differ-

entials thus obtained, multiplied by the factorial quantity [0]"*. [0]"", will give, by (F(^>), the

general expressions that we are in search of, for the constants Ut^i, to<,(/.

To perform this elimination, we may employ the theorems which Laplace has given, in the

second book of the Mecanique Celeste, for the developrnent of functions into series. Laplace

has there shewn that if we have any number (r) of equations of the form

xzz^{t+ ctz), x' = ^^(i' + «'2'), x'i=U[t"+ u."z"), &c.

in which z, z', z", &c. are functions of x, x", x", &c. and if we develope any other function u of

the same variables, according to the powers and products of «, »', x", &c. in a series of whicii

the general term is represented by qn,n/,nii, ... »"•»""•*"''"• &c. ; we shall have to determine the

coefficient gn.m.nu^...,
a formula which may be thus written,

ffn+n'+B//-)-...—r . Jr^ \

qn,n,,.,,...
= [0]-". [0]-'. [0]-" ...

at„-lJi,n,ZTji„r.„-_l [dZdZtjCJ

u, being a function formed by changing in u the original variables x, x', x", ... into other varia-

bles determined by the following equations

ar=ip(<+ «z"), x' =
-4^(t'+ a'z'"'), x" = n(<" +•"«"""), &c.

and «, a', «", ... being supposed to vanish after the differentiations. Laplace has also shewn,

that when there are but two variables j;, x', the partial differential
(
-—

;

—
fiT" )> determined in

\ax.d» .d» ../

this manner, reduces itself to

{^) = ---m + ''m (t) +- ("^)- &)
in which Z, Z,' u, represent the values that z,' z', u, take, when wc suppose « = 0, «' = 0. If

then the original equations are of the form
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and if we change the function w to x and i^ successively, we find the following developments for

those two variables, according to the powers and products of », »' ;

X = 2 1 oi-\ ro 1-'". »"»'"'.— f— —^L. 1

zivj .Luj .«*
-df-Uf^-^yvt' dt )'

in which Z, Z are formed from z, 2', by changing x to t, and x' to Vt'. Applying these results

to the equations (H(S)), which are of the form

C=z + «/ ,= V(2' + »'<?);

we find the following expressions for ^, u, as functions of 2 and i,

I')

f= 2 [0]-". rO]-"'. 2". ^—
r

K= 2.ro"!-". roi-«'. 2»'.
"

(MW)

in which

a"' d.f f" dd"
^

2Vz' dVz'
• ^

2^z' dz
' '^^ '

f, (p, being deduced from the formulae (K(5)) by changing ^ to z, and » to ^z', and in which we

may make after the differentiations a' = l. And
differentiating these developments (MW) in

the manner already prescribed, we find, finally, the following general expressions for the con-

stants tt(^/, toi^t' ;

M+ t'+n+ ,u—2 nn,ni)

"'." = tOJ-'- 1«]-'' ^- [O]-'- CO]-"'. 2"'.
^,,^^.^„-,,^.,.

-,,= [0]-. CO]- 2. [0]-. [0]-"'. 2-
;,,,,,^„_,,^

n,n', being any positive integers, and («, z, 2') being changed after the differentiations to

(0, 0, 1). It may be useful to observe, that by the formulae (Nt^)), and by the nature of the

developments, we are to make

^-2.^(0,0) _ rf-s.„(0,o; _ ^

rf2-l.rf2'-l~^' rf2-».rf2'-»

" "'

These expressions (OC^)), may be put under other forms, some of which are more convenient
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for calculation. If, for abridgment, we write them thus,

«{»,«'), toC«.«'), denoting the terms of «<,,/, w,,t,,
which correspond to any given values of the

integers n, n' ; we have, by (O^),

„g.nO
= tO]-. [0]-[0]-«.[0]-.'.2»' ^,,^/+n-l^;«-l

'

^ ^^,,^

^(^„0
= [0]-*. [0]-". [0]-. [0]-"'.2"'

^,>^^.'+n-l^^,n'-l
=

and if in (N(S)) we change^ <p,
to their values (IW),

we find the following developments,

nn.n') — 2.«".»') ; ,(".») =:2.«("'»'> ; (S('>)

in which

(TC5))

„(».«' = |.[0] . [0]-" . «
^ ^ 1- . «".« »

da-^M^

a &, being supposed to vanish after the differentiations, gnd »i, «', being any integer numbers,

but the only values of these integers
which do not make the partial differentials

vanish when « = 0, 2= 0, are those for which, in
?^_'^;),

ts= 2«+ m' + l — 2(n + n'), <' + n— 1 = w,

and, in /«"?,

<= 2m + wi'+2— 2(n 4- k'), ^'+m — 1 = »«;

we have, therefore, when <= 0, «sr_0.
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1 £____ «^ ^ ^
?<'+n-l,«+14.2«'_2('

rf«'rf/+"-Vz'"'-»'

" — '^
»!''+«—l,«-f2«'—2(' V

(U(«))

j, (V(S))

in which the second members may be calculated by (T!^)). I„ this manner, tlie expressions
(R(*>) become, after reductions,

«(..»') _
[0]-''.[0]-".[0]-"'.2"'.[0]-C'+2+2«'-2(').rHi2 _^ „'_<'"!"' .

and substituting these expressions in the developments (Q'^^), we get new developments for the

constants t/y, uv^/, in which we have only to differentiate for the two variables (a, />)
instead

of the three {i, z, z').

Again, if we observe that by the nature of the functions F, *, we have when a =: 0, 6 = 0,

^ ^ dF „ dF d'F
(W(5))

we shall easily deduce relations between the integer numbers t, t', »,, »', which reduce the sum-

mation of these developments to the addition of a finite number of terms. For we may prove,

either by these equations (W^'), or by the condition (U""') which contains tliem, that the partial

differentials

d' t^m'

r-^6-)'da'"dlf" N "•" ' da'"db''"

Fn.
rf.*"'

da J
'

which enter into the formulae
(T'-'')), vanish, unless in the first

m + m' + 2 > 2(n + n'); 2m + m' + 2 > 3(w + n') ;

and, in the second,

w + m' + 2> 2(n + «') ; 2w -f m' + 3 > 3(n + n').

VOL. XV. Z
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Hence, by (V(^)), the partial differentials which enter into the expressions for m(«''"3, ««(".'>';,

vanish unless in the first

«<<— ''+2; n + n'<:t + l; {X«J)

and, in the second

„<t_t'+l; n+n'<:t + l. (YW)

Thus, in calculating the constants u,,i' , w<,<' , by the fonnulaB (Q(*^),

we may reject all values of n, n', which are too great to satisfy these relations (X'*)), (YW); we

may also, by (VW), reject not only all negative values of the same integers n, n', but all for

which the factorial index < + 2 -f- 2»'— 2f is negative in «<"•»'), or <+l+2n'—2<' in
»«("',"''.

and by (R^")), (P'*^) we may reject the value « = in the former, and n' = in the latter.

Finally, we may remark, that since a factorial vanishes, when its base is less than its index, if

<+ 2
both be positive integers, the expression (T(^)) for u("fO vanishes if < be even, and <'> ——

;

and similarly the expression for to
C";"')

vanishes if < be odd, and <' > -i-
: from which it fol-

lows, that if the developments (T") of the preceding paragraph, be put by (Y""), (D'^)), (EW),

imder the form

J- (ZW)

the negative even powers of (#) or of («j) will all disappear.

Let us verify these general results, respecting the constants «(,(„ w^', by applying them to

the particular case t' = t, which as we have before remarked, is the most important in our pre-

sent investigations, and which we have already resolved by an entirely different method. In

this case, when * = 1 , we find by our present method,

,,. ,
— „(1.0) _ Jli_ . w, , = tu{«.i)

—
;

«»•» - "i.i
-

daMb
' ''^

1.1 da.db
*

when < = 2,

d'F d'F d'*
„,.,
= „(i.o) +«a.i)=i. >_^^ +1 LJ^I=i

da^db-^ .

^ **

rfaV^i
^'

da^
"^ daJb da.db

and when f > 2, if we put
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(since «,.,
vanishes if t be an even number > 2, and rv^ ift be an odd number > 2,) we have

the following formulae,

the sum being taken in each from n' = t, to »' = 2t. We have also, by (V(5)),

J0,«')
'"2T,2r

= [0]

—2t

_,2n'+l n'flfF

[0]-"'. C0]-(^"'-^^+^) 2'''. [«'-r+i]"'

J 2t ,,2n'—2t

•

(B(6))

in which, by (W(5)),

^^^M^r;?^^^^^^''^'^''^'^^ ,^2.,,2n'>.2.

i»F rf^"'. *

(CW)

J 2t ,,2n'—2t
aa .do

2r , „2n'-2r «'-2r/^*\2r-n'/^^\2n'-?r

and, by the properties of factorials,

thus the formulae (A(«>) reduce themselves to

2t,2t
*

or, finally, effecting the summations,

__££_
"2t+1,2t+1

~
da.db

'

w
2t,2t

CO] ^[ff(^+Wj) '

^

[0] [f ] (^ + (^oi) }
• )

{F(6))
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,. . c?'* d'<S> ePF d'F , , ^ „ . , .

and if we eliminate —;
—

, , „ , —rv > -;
—rr . by the following relations

rfa' da.do da^ da.do

^ ~
~db^'

'

da"'.db""
"*"

da"'.db'^ f

_d£_ rf'W+w'j. _ ^^ ^'>»+ "''^. tf^'+'^V
^

c?a da'".d^ "5F
"

da"Kdb"'' da"'.db"''
^

in which m, »»', are any positive integers satisfying the condition (L(f ), we arrive again at the same

expressions for the constants of the form m^,(, Wtjt, as those given by the equations (l)i,i, (2)i,i,

(1)2,2) (2)2^, (C(''), which we obtained before by reasonings of so different a nature. It results

from these equations, that if in the developments (Z(^)), for the components of aberration at

the mirror, we confine ourselves to the terms of the form

«2,+l, 2r+l
• «^'+^ «^-'^- ^r^'^^ . t.2.,2.

uKu>'-K ^r^'+S

which correspond to the greatest negative powers of w, or of the sine of the polar angle v ; the

sums of these terms, taken fi"om t = 0, to t = 00 , may be calculated by the binomial theorem,

and are thus expressed :

We shall return to this remarkable result, and examine its optical meaning.

As another application of our general formulae for the constants m, („ tUn, , let us take the

terms of the form

which correspond to the next greatest negative powers of w, or of the sine of the polar angle v,

in the development (Zt^)) for b, that is, for the aberration at the mirror measured in a direction

perpendicular to the tangent plane of the caustic surface, and considered as depending on the

polar coordinates r and v, which determine the magnitude and direction of the aberration on

the perpendicular plane at the focus. We have, by what precedes,

«'2r+.2, 2.+I =2Hr^2, 2,^1 +2.«.<';''^2,2r+l

= [or^2'+»...[or'.'no]-(2'"-2'+ 1)

[«'_r+4]»'__^,,^,^^; (k.^

and the summation here indicated, with reference to the variable integer n', may be performed
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by partial differential and factorial transformations, similar to those which we have already em-

ployed in finding the sums of the expressions (BM). Thus, we may eliminate the variable

n' from the partial differential index, by putting, in virtue of (WW)

ro]-<2r+l)ro-j-
«' \

-^ da) _ r2«'_2Tl2»'-2'X

.[O]-'.[O]-(3-')[O]-''.[O]-('"-i-»0f i.-ll) (~] V da J (K(60
\ da-'/ \da.db) da^.dh'

the integers s, s', being new variables connected by the relation

s + s'=:2n'— 2t,
(LCS))

which gives, by the properties of factorials,

l2n'—2ry'^-'>^ [0]-^.= [2»'—2t]'= 2'ln' _r]' + 2'-2[,]»[„'_x]*-i. (Mt«))

observing that by (KC«)), s is included between the limits and 3 ; and, by the same pro
perties,

[0]

t' being an arbitrary integer; so that if we put

(NW)

\c?aV KdaMj

the expression (IW) resolves tself into the two following parts :

I
(OW)

(Pm)

St"') w
da^^-' db'

d= f^ + F.-^)

in which £("0, 2W, denote summations with reference to the two independent variables n' and s,

and which can be calculated separately, by making in the first t"= 1, and in the second / = :

for this gives, by the binomial theorem,

TOL. XV. A A
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\da.db) \da^ ^\da.db) )

\da.db) yda"
^

\da.db) )

and reduces the expression (PW) to the following form,

da^Kdb' \da.db) (Rf«0
d^\

I [-x-j'-rA-i—
'•f"

"-
. I

- '
1 \- ^WIUI ^- -'101 ^- -'- •

V- '
" XJ / d'<I>\*—2

in which the first sum contains only four terms, and the second only two, however great may be
the value of (t). And if we multiply this expression (R(6)) by M^''+'.r«'-2''y'r2''+3, and sum
with reference to (t), from t= to t= oo , we find

_oo . 2r+l . 1—2r ,27+3
^0 •'"2r+l,2r+l«

^ *" '/''
^ =

'«'•> 2 da^-Kdb' \da.db'

d<i
\^

(S(6))

»—2

T-j + I J—T/ ) )• We might easily extend the principles of these

summations, but it is better to make use of the results to which we have already arrived, for

the solution of our second problem.

(II.) We proposed, first, to find general expressions for the polar functions mW, iu('>, which

enter as coefficients into the developments (T'"), and to examine what negative powers they

contain of the sine of the polar angle v ; and secondly, to eliminate these negative powers, and so

to transform the series (T'") into others which shall contain none but positive powers of any

variable quantity. The I=^ of these problems has been completely resolved by the discussions

in which we have just been engaged. We have seen that the functions «('', lo'*', are of the

form

2 '

denoting a summation with reference to i! from f = to t'=zt; U(^r, tvt/, constants,

which we have given general formulae to determine ; and u, w, functions, which in the notation
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of (L"") [68.] have for expressions

8. sin. («— v) _i_ // •
\u = —-—^

-.
—

, tti = ± ^(j. sin. v),
P. COS. v'

(U(6))

V being the polar angle, and e, P, v' constants which enter into the equations of the curves

(M""). Substituting these values in the series (T'") which may be thus written.

(V(6))

and observing that as the negative powers of w are all odd, those of (sin. v) are all fractional,

we find the following transformed developments :

^ or, / • vr+l '+' T>_,'/sin.(u—v')\i'

(.nO '' Vcos. vf. sm. v/

W" '^
2r+l,<'-^^ Vcos. V' sin. «;

A =
2(^3^ (.r sin. vY+\ 2,,;+\ ^^^^ ,. p-^'p'"'

<"-^) V'
\cos. «'. sin. D /

=' V," <-''-)'*'-(0"-.„.- ^" (;£|iS) J

(WW)

which have the advantage of exhibiting to the eye, the manner wherein the rectangular com-

ponents a, b, of aberration at the mirror, depend on the polar components r, v, of aberration at

the caustic surface. To eliminate from these developments ( WC^)) the negative powers of (sin. v),
without introducing those of any other variable, or the positive powers of any quantity which

(like the z of preceding problem) becomes infinite when the polar radius r assumes a particular
direction ; let us resume the summations, expressed by the equations (HC')). It results from
those equations, or from the formulae (C(5)), (F(6)), on which they were founded, that if, in order
to begin with the greatest negative powers of (sin. v), we reject at first all but the greatest
values of t' in the developments (WW), namely i'= 2T+ l in a, and t' =2r in 6, and denote

by a,, 6,, the sums of the terms that remain, we shall have

a, =
d'^F r. sin. (v— d') §
da.db P. cos.!)'

in which

6 = r. sm. V + {
—— -f / ] \ I

^\da^^ {da.dbJ ) \

rf'*^^ /VW. sin. (d_i;')V
P. cos. V'

(X(6))

(YW)

F, <!>, having the same meanings as in the foregoing problem. To find the optical meaning of
the binomial function (€), let us consider the points upon the plane of aberration for which that
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function vanishes. It is evident that at these points (sin. v) is small ; if then we change
r. sin. (v

—
i/) to — r. sin, v', the condition € = becomes by (YW)

= sm. « + (5^ +(^ )
. (^- P-^- tan. «?. r.

that is, in the notation of paragraph [61.3 1

2i»C. sin. v=:(AC— B')r {Zm )

which, by the same paragraph, is the equation of the osculating circle to the section of the

caustic surface ; from which it follows, that in this approximation, the function (S) is, for any
other point upon the plane of aberration, the distance of that point from the osculating circle

just mentioned, measured in a direction parallel to the normal of the caustic surface. More

accurately, if we put

r. sin. e=y. sin. t/, r. sin. («
—

u') = x". sin. v',
• (AW)

x", ^", will be the oblique coordinates of the point r, v, referred to two axes in the plane of

aberration, of which one touches the caustic surface at the focus of the given ray, while the

other is inclined to this tangent at an angle = u' ; and the equation (Y'^)) will become

'-{^Pc-)--"' """);=y.
"^'^-«

which shews that (£) vanishes for the points of a parabola, which has its diameter parallel to the

axis of y, and has contact of the second order with the section of the caustic surface; and that

for any other point upon the plane of aberration, (S) is equal to the distance from this parabola

measured in a direction parallel to its own diameter, and then projected upon the normal. If,

therefore, in the developments (Wt^^), we change r. sin. v, r sin. {v
—

1/), totheir values y". sin. v',

x". sin. v' (A(") ; if we then eliminate y". sin. v', by changing it, in virtue of (BP'), to the binomial

AC-B\

and develope every fractional power of this binomial according to the ascending powers of x", and

the descending powers of £, we see that the new developments will contain no negative powers of

this latter variable, except those which arise from the terms that we rejected in effecting the

summations (X^^') : and I am going to shew, that if in place of the parabola S = 0, which has

contact of the second order with the section of the caustic surface, we take that section itself,

whose equation referred to the coordinates (x", y") is of the form £ '=0, in which

€'=s-2^^-. [o]-^''+») (£^)-
x'"'+' = (y'_yg sin..', (ca>)

^"0 being the ordinate of the section, and %' the distance from that curve, measured in a di-
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rection parallel to the axis of y", and then projected on the normal ; it is sufficient to change
the fractional powers of y". sin. v' to those of S'

-f- y"^. sin. d', in order to obtain developments
for a and b, which shall satisfy the condition of the question, containing no negative powers of

any variable quantity, but only positive and integer powers and products of x" and of •£'.

To demonstrate this theorem, let us resume the equations (GW), putting them by (U®)
(AW) under the form

tP-i tan. ti'. x" = a — F{a, h) ; s. sin. v'. y" = b^— 2<I>(a, b). (DW)

Conceive a parallel to the axis of y", drawn through the point x", y", upon the plane of aber-

ration ; this parallel will meet the section of the caustic surface in a point having for coordinates

x", y"„ and the ray which has that point for focus will cross the perpendicular plane at the

mirror in another point whose coordinates may be called «„, b^ ; to determine these coordinates

we have by (DP)),

•

8P-i tan. !)'.«" = ao
—

F(„ « sin. v'. y'o = 6%— 2*0, {E<V)

Fo> %> representing for abridgment the functions F{ao, bg), *((!„, b^) ; we have also, by the

nature of
_y"o,

da^ dbo db^ db^ V daJ V
"

dbj db^ da^
' ^ '

from which it follows that the locus of the point Oq, io, on the perpendicular plane at the mirror,
has for tangent the right line

and that we can develope a^, b^ in series of the form

ao= iP~^ tan. »'. x" +

This being laid down, let us subtract (ECJ) from (DC)) ; we find

(Pflo
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+ 2^2^'

^"o
2 ilt!!^ (^-«or iiizAT', (Kffl)

in which m > 1, »n'> 1,

7.'
~2'

m'"
(Lffl)

dao"'.dbo'"'

'

da"'+'"".db'''+'""' [«"]"'" [m'"]"'

o, b, being supposed to vanish after the differentiations in these second members : and it is easy

to see that by means of these equations we can develope a— «o> ^—^o' and therefore also a, I,

according to the positive integer powers and products of x", y S'. With respect to the coefficients

of these developments, they may be calculated by differentiating the equations that we have just

established ; they may also be deduced from the coefficients of the series (T'"), by relations which

will be elsewhere indicated.

In the mean time let us remark, that instead of measuring the distance from the caustic sec-

tion in a direction parallel to the axis of y", we may measure it parallel to any other line upon

the plane of aberration. If for instance, to simplify our remaining calculations, we resume the

rectangular coordinates x', y' , of which the former is a tangent, and the latter a normal to the

section ;
if from the point (x', y) we draw a line parallel to this normal, and denote by j/o, y^

the coordinates of the point where this line meets the section, and by 3 the intercepted portion,

so that

«'—^0 = 0, y— yo = 5 ; (M(7))

jf also we call a^, b^, the coordinates of the point in which the ray that passes through (x'o, y'o)

is crossed by ihe perpendicular plane at the mirror ; we shall have the equations

dx' cT+^V

m

da
' "^ "'

da"'.db"'' [w]"'
'

["i']"'

rf'"+'"'y a'" b"''

(S'") [68.]

dx'
,

d'"+'"'x' Co"- bo"-'

(NW)

r,vo =

da da'".db'"'
'

[m]"'
'

Im'y

da"'.db"" [wi]"
•

[m'}"
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^--d^- («-«o) + -^.(6-«o) ^^•a^^^Taii^r —^y. ^;;;!y~

</x'o dy'o _ dx'o di/o

dao dbo db^ dag
(TO))

in which w + w' >1 ; and by these equations wc can change the developments (T'") [68] into

series of the form

_ da_ , _^ da d^a x'-
_^_

d^a
" ~

dx-
' "^ -

dVi
' '^

dx'^
'

2
~

dx'.dV'i

,_ db
, . db .

,
d^ oT- _^ ^A

dx'
' ~

dVi
' ^ ^ dx^

'

2
~

rfx'.rfv?

(Q"))

which contain no negative powers of any variable quantity, and which we are going to apply to

the solution of the succeeding problems.

(III.) We must be more brief in the discussion of these remaining problems, namely to

transform the integral expressions of the preceding paragraph, and to effect the double integra-

tions within the limits of the present. Applying to the series (QW) the geometrical and optical

reasonings of [68], we find for the quantities a(*', SW, QW, which were there represented by

by the developments (D""), (E""), (F'"), the following transformed expressions :

in which 5 is, as in (MP>), the distance of any assigned point x', y' upon the plane of aberration

from the section of the caustic surface, measured in a direction parallel to the normal of that

curve ;
and X), S, Q, are rational and integer functions of x' and 3, or of x and y, which when

those variables vanish, that is at the focus of the given ray, reduce themselves to the following

values :

Z)= ^^^il-f ; S=ii^.; Q = ^1l1^; (S(7))y^C ?V|C zV^c

^('''> ?«) ?zi *> ^i having the same meanings as in [68.] If then we integrate the two last of

these expressions (RP') within the double limits afforded by the equations

3 = 0, x'2 + .y^ = r", (TW)

of which the former represents the caustic section, and the latter the circular circumference, we

shall have the required expressions for the quantities that we denoted by S^'^^ Q^'), at the be-

ginning of the present paragraph.
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(IV.) To efFect these double integrations, let us put the functions S, Q, under the form

« =
2.S^.,„-.^"".3"", Q=2.Q„,„^y'»S'»', (Um),

and let us change the differential product dx'. dy' to dx'. di, which is permitted, because in

forming this product y varies independently of x' . In this manner the expressions (RP))

become

Jldy/^JSdx', f^dV^fQ.dx',
in which

/^Sdx' ^ 2. Sm,m'
m+ 1^ V (V(7))

fQdx-=-2.Q„,,„,. -J. L_ . S'«

»H+1

j;',, x'„ being the extreme values of x', corresponding to any given value of 3, that is, the

abscissae of the points where the little circular circumference is crossed by any given parallel to

the section of the caustic surface. To determine these values, we have the equation

x"- + (/o + ^Y = r^, (WW)

y'o being the ordinate of the section, and r the radius of the circle : and putting this equation

under the form

x'^ + y^i = r_ 2^'o3, in which 3' = ± ^^/^— 3^, (XO) )

we can, by Laplace's theorem, develope x'^+i according to the positive integer powers of 3, 5',

the term of least dimension being 3""'^'; from which it follows that the integrals (V(^)) may be

put under the form

fSdx' = 23' S' = 22.S'„ „/>3«"''+J -)

I (YW)/ Qdx'= 25' Q* = 22. Ctny .3»3'«»'+i

in which

S'ofi = Sofi, Q'ofl
=

Qo.oi (Z^'')

Sofi, Qo,o. being the values of S, Q, assigned by the formulae (S(')). Multiplying (Y(')) by

2</^3, integrating with reference to 3 from 3 = to 3= r, and putting for abridgment

I„y=fl.z''{l-zY-^*(iy'z, (AW),

we find finally

SW =
4rl.2.S'„.„,. /„,„,. r»+2«',

Q(')= 4rJ. 2. Q',^,;. /„,„,. r» -1-5'";
}

and therefore when we suppose r infinitely small.
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(C(»))

values whicli satisfy the relation (li"") at the beginning of the present paragraph ; and which

shew, by the principles there laid down, that the density at the caustic surface is proportional to

the following expression :

that is, in passing from one point to another upon such a surface, or from' a point upon one

caustic surface to a point upon the other, the density of the reflected light varies directly as the

density at the mirror multiplied by the product of the two focal distances, and inversely as the

difference of these distances multiplied by the square root of the radius of curvature of the

caustic curve. We see also that the definite integral (Q""), which represents the area of the

heartshaped curve that we considered in [68], is equal to the first term of the development

(BW) for StO,

n =48trii*-». tan. i;'./oV(l—«')• V2=4'S'o,o./o,o.r^; (Et*))

on which account we may call that curve &pijcnoid, because if r be given, its area is propor-

tional to the density at the caustic surface divided by the density at the mirror.

[70.] The expression that we have just found for tlie density at a caustic surface, becomes

infinite in two cases, which require to be considered separately ; namely, first when i z=. 0, that

is, at the intersection of the two caustic surfaces, which, as I have shewn, reduces itself to a

finite number of isolated points, the principal foci of the system; and secondly, when C = 0,

that is, when the radius of curvature of the caustic curve vanishes. A point at which this latter

circumstance takes place, is in general a cusp upon the caustic curve ; and the locus of these

points forms in general a curve consisting of two branches, each of which is a sharp edge on

one of the two caustic surfaces. These cusps are also connected by remarkable relations, with

th.e pencils to which the caustic curves belong ; on which account we shall reserve the investiga-

tion of the density at such a cusp, until we come to treat more fully of the developable pencils of

the systenj.

[71.] Let us then consider the points wlwre the interval (i) vanishes, that is, let us investigate

an expression for the density at a principal focus. In this case we have by the XH'". section,

the following approximate formula; :

X = A»^ -\r 2i5a/3 + C/3% a = — {« 7
.p.^j,

yz=B<c' + 2C«/3 + D/i\ i = —
{/3 3

(.r, (/) being the coordinates of the point in which the near ray intersects the plane of aberration ;

VOL. XV. c c
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(a, b) the coordinates of the point in which it intersects the perpendicular plane at the mirror;

({)
the focal length or interval between these two planes ; {«, /3) the cosines of the angles which

the near ray makes with the axes of (x) and (^), the given ray being the axis of (z) ; and

(A, B, C, D) coefficients calculated in [62.], which have not the same meanings here, as in

the four preceding paragraphs. These formulae give, by elimination of », the following-

biquadratic equation,

F'./3*— 2;3i, [2(^
— AC) i^By—Cx) +{AD— BC) [Ay—Bx)\ Jf{Ay--Bxf=0, (G(8))

in vi\\\c\\F" = {AD— BC)t—^(B^— AC){C''— BD); when F" is negative, that is, when

the principal focus is inside the little ellipses of aberration [62], this biquadratic (GO) has two

of its roots real, and the other two imaginary ; but when F" is positive, that is, when the prin-

cipal focus is outside those ellipses, then the roots are either all real, or all imaginary ; so that

in the first case, any given point (x, y), near the focus, will have two rays passing through it ;

whereas, in the second case, it will either have four such rays or none. As these two cases are

thus essentially distinct, it will be convenient to consider them separately ; let us therefore

begin by investigating the density in the case where the principal focus is inside the little

ellipses of aberration.

1st. Case. F" < 0.

[72.] In this case, if we consider any rectangle upon the plane of aberration, having for its

four comers,

1st. X, y; 2d. x-\-dx,y; 3d. x,y-\-dy; 4th. x -{- dx, y •\- dy;

the rays that pass inside this little rectangle are diffused over two little parallellograms on the

perpendicular plane at the mirror, the corners of the one being

. da , ,
db ,

] St. a,b, 2A. a -\- —T- . dx, * + -7- • dx,
dx dx

da
, , ,

db
, _, da da

b -f
—— . dx 4. . du, and those of the other being composed in a similar manner of n', b' ;

dx dy

a, b, a', f, being the two points in which the two rays that pass through the point (x, y) are

crossed by the perpendicular plane at the mirror. The areas of these little parallelograms, have

for expressions

fda db da db\ , , (da' db da' db' \ ^ ^

[dy zr-di d^h
^^-"^y' Vdi ^--dii^)'

'^'- <V'

and they are equal to one another, because 6' =— b, a' =z — a; also the area of the little

rectangle on the plane of aberration is dx.dy ; if then we denote by a "*> the density at the mirror,

the density at the point {x, y) will be nearly
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and it remains to calculate the coefficient in the second member. For this purpose, I observe

that in general, when any four quantities a, b, x, y, are connected by two relations, so that

a, b, are functions of x, y, and
reciprocally, their partial differentials are connected by the

following relation,

(da
db da db\ f dy dx dy dx\

Hy' 1^~ ~dx'liy) ^~da"db~~db''da)~^' ^ ^

it is sufficient therefore to calculate -^' -rz ^•"j~* Now, the equations (F*)) give

^C- dx^(Aa + Bb). da + (Ba + Cb). db

^^\ dy= (Ba + Cb). da + (Ca+ Db). db

<• (f
• ^ -^ ^) = («"+ «)- 1-^" + ^*Xc. + ««

=:i\[{B» + Cfi)^—(A» + B/i)(Cu + Dfi)];

and if we put (S«+ C/3)*
— (A» + 5/3)(C» + D/i) =: M, we have by the same equations

M.» = (Ba -\- Cli). y— (C» + Dfi).

M.(3 = (Bcc + C/$}. x— {A» + Bfi).

we have therefore

M.CC = (B» + C/i). y— (C» + Dfi).x l ,

j^^g,.

It results from this expression, that when the principal focus is inside the little ellipses of

aberration considered in [62], there exists another remarkable series of ellipses upon the plane
of aberration, determined by the equation

M = const. (MW)
and possessing this characteristic property that along every such ellipse the density of the re-

flected light is constant. The ellipses of this series (M(8)) are all concentric and similar, having
their common centre at the principal focus, and having their axes situated on two remarkable

lines, which are perpendicular to each other and to the given ray, and form with that ray three

natural axes of coordinates passing through the principal focus.

[73.] Suppose then that we have taken for our axes of coordinates, the three natural axes

just mentioned, the ray from which the aberrations are to be measured being still the axis of «;

we shall have the relation

AD — BCz^O, {N(8))

and the expression for the density at a point (r, v) upon the plane of aberration will become
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in which J5'— j4C, C^— BD, will both be positive, and proportional to the squares of the

seraiaxes of the eUipses of uniform density. Multiplying this expression by r.dr.dv, and inte-

grating from r= to r =-r, and from c= to r = 2w, we find for the whole number of the

near reflected rays that pass within a small given distance {r) from the focus, the following ap-

proximate formula:

ff A C) rdrdv = 2 A (/'^.rJX —^p^^ .^. .

^"- ,„—^ ^^— , , (P®)
''•' ^ ^

g^V(i3^—^C).sm. i;-j-(C2
—BD) cosJvl

a transcendental of known form, which can be calculated either by elliptic arcs or by series.

And if we denote this transcendental by T, and reason as in [69], we find the following ex-

pression for the density at the focus itself, as compared with the density at another point of the

same kind,

ir. Case. F" > 0,

[74.] Let us now consider the case where F" > 0, that is, where the principal focus is out-

side the little ellipses [62}. In this case the points in which the near reflected rays intersect

the plane of aberration, are all comprised within the angle formed by the two limiting lines (Y")

[62], namely, the common tangents to those ellipses of aberration ; and if we tske the bisector

of this angle for the axis of x, the relation (N('^) will reappear, and the equation of the limiting

lines will become

^^C^BD_ C D
x' AC— B' A B ^ '

Moreover, the rays that pass inside any little rectangle dxjii/, within the angle formed by these

limiting lines, are at the mirror diffused nearly perpendicularly over four little parallelograms,

which are eqnal to one another, and have their sum = —' '

, M being the same function

as in [72] ;
we have, therefore, for the density at the point xy, tloe following approximate

expression,

aud the lines of un^m dendty are still given by the equation

M= const,

which now represents a series of concentric aad similar hyperbolas, having the principal focus

for their common centre, and the limiting lines of aberration for their common asymptotes.

And if we multiply this expression for the density a/*' by rdrdv, and integrate from r = to
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r ^ r, and from d = — v', to » = + v', »/ being the semiangle between the limiting

lines, and consequently

tan, -' = J^=Ji-^ m
we find for the whole number of the near rays that pass within a given distance r from the

focus

// A («). rdrdv= 2 A n^^^.r T, , (UW)

and, therefore, for the density at the focus itself as compared with that at another point of the

same kind,

A(f)= A(f*Vr,, (V(8))

r, denoting the transcendental

"^' ~fo V\(C^—BD). COS. ^v—iAC—B"). sin.
^v]

"
(^'*'')

[75.] The preceding expressions may be put under other forms, some of which are simpler.

Thus, if we still suppose the axes of coordinates to coincide with the natural axes determined by
the equation (N^*)), so that the axis of the reflected system may be the axis of z, and the

common transverse axis of the lines of uniform density the axis of x; if also we denote by
a:

a" a"v/-1
the density of a point upon this latter axis, and by or the density of a point

upon the axis of y ; we shall have by (O^*') (S®) the following approximate expressions for the

density at any other point upon the plane of aberration,

r, V being the polar coordinates of the point, and e the excentricity of the ellipses or hyperbolas
at which the density is constant ; and the formulae (Q'^>) (V(*)) for the density at the principal

focus become

A(*) = A'./? ± )^
o (1—e'. sin. ^v)i ^

•^
<, (1—e"-. sin.'^«)t J

e being less than unity in the first and greater in the second. With respect to the value of

this excentricity, it is equal to the cosecant of the imaginary or real angle v' determined by the

formula (T(^^); it is also connected with the position of the ellipses of aberration [62.], by this

VOL, XV. D D
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remarkable relation, that the segments into which the principal focus divides that diameter of

such an ellipse upon which it is situated, are proportional to the squares of the semiaxes of the

lines of uniform density ; in such a manner, that when the principal focus is situated at tlie

centre of the ellipses of aberration, the excentricity e vanishes, and the lines of uniform density

become a series of concentric circles ; and when on the contrary, the principal focus is on the

circumference of the ellipses of aberration, then e becomes equal to unity, and the lines

of uniform density become a set of rectilinear parallels to the axis of y, which axis in this case

coincides with the common tangent to the little ellipses of aberration, drawn through the prin-

cipal focus. When this latter circumstance happens, the two expressions (Y'^') for the density

at this principal focus, coincide with one another, and become

7 -^ = 00 ; (Z(8))

in this case therefore, we should be obliged to have recourse to new calculations, and to

introduce the consideration of aberrations of the third order. We may remark that the quan-

tity F", the sign of which distinguishes between the two chief cases of aberration from a

principal focus, becomes = 0, in the case which we have just been considering ;
and since, by

Section XII., the sign of this quantity JF" determines also the nature of the roots of the cubic

equation

which by the same section assigns the directions of spheric inflexion upon the surfaces

of constant action, and of focal inflexion on the osculating focal mirror ; it follows that

in the present case this cubic equation has two of its roots equal, and therefore that

two of the directions of focal or of spheric inflexion coincide. With respect to the value

of these equal roots, we have from our present choice of the coordinate planes the equations

d'V d^V
A=0, B= 0, and therefore by [62], —-—= 0, , „ , = 0: thus the cubic equation be-

comes

d^V d?V

from which it follows that the two directions of inflexion which coincide with one another are

contained in the plane of xz, that is, in a plane passing through the axis of the reflected system,

and cutting perpendicularly the lines of uniform density.

[76.] Many other remarks remain to be made, in order to illustrate and complete the theory

of the present section ; but as we shall have occasion, in treating of refracted systems, to resume

this theory under a more general point of view, we shall only here add, that the function

which we have called the density, may differ sensibly in many instances from the observed in-
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tensity of light ; because in calculating this function, we have abstracted from all physical

causes not included in that fundamental law of catoptrics, which is expressed by our original

equation,

cos. ^l + COS.
^'1
= 2 COS. I. COS. nl, (A), [1] :

or in the resulting formula

tcdx + /3dj/ + ydz =! dV,

«, ^, y being the cosines of the angles which the ray passing through the point xyz makes with

the axes of coordinates, and V the characteristic function. To distinguish therefore that mathe-

matical affection of the system to which the preceding calculations relate, from the physical

intensity of which it is an element, we may give to it a separate name, and call it the Geome-

trical Density.
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CONCLUSION TO THE FIRST PART.

The preceding pages contain the execution of the first part of

our plan ; being an attempt to establish general principles respect-

ing the systems of rays produced by the ordinary reflexion of light,

at any mirror or combination of mirrors, shaped and placed in any
manner whatsoever

;
and to shew that the mathematical properties

of such a system may all be deduced by analytic methods from

the form of one characteristic function : as, in the application

of analysis to geometry, the properties of a plane curve, or of

a curve surface, may all be deduced by uniform methods from

the form of the function which characterises its equation. It

remains to extend these principles to other optical systems ; to

shew that in every such system, whether the rays be straight or

curved, whether ordinary or extraordinary, there exists a Cha-

racteristic Function analogous to that which we have already

pointed out for the case of the systems produced by the ordi-

nary reflexion of light ;
to simplify and generalise the methods

that we have given, for calculating from the form of this function

all the other properties of the system ; to integrate various equa-

tions which present themselves in the determination of mirrors,

lenses, and crystals satisfying assigned conditions
;

to establish

some more general principles in the theory of Systems of Rays,
and to terminate with a brief review of our own results, and of

the discoveries of former writers. But we have trespassed too long

at present on the indulgence of mathematicians, and of the Academy,
and must defer to another occasion the completion of this extensive

design.
W.R.HAMILTON.

Observatory,

April 1828.



The Header in requested to make thefollowing corrections :

Page. Line.

Essay. Volume.

3 69 3, for Dec. 3, read Dec. 13.

11, Jbr upom reflrf upon.

7 73 12, Jbr points read its points.

8 74 3, 4, «?e/e quatain.

24, aj'ter ellipses or liyperbolas at which the density is constant; add the axes

of these curves may be considered as natural axes of coordinates.

16 82 2, for cos. jy, Jy read cos. ^y. 3y.

16, for -4- = — cos. gr, reat/ —^ =— cos. px.
dz dz ^

20 86 12, add and each ellipsoid or hyperboloid thus moving will in general have two

such enveloppes.

22 88 3, after cutting the final rays perpendicularly, add these spheres will also

have another enveloppe, perpendicular to the incident rays.

d''V d'^V
26 92 23, for y, -j—^ , read y

dx.dz dx,dz
'

30 96 8, for gives, read give.

31 97 2, for -J5-, read^ .

d^y d^
32 98 5 from bottom.yor aY, rearfrfy.

33 29 formula (U), for --Jd^+Pd^) ^^^^^
...-^d.+^jdz)

'•'— {dy+ qdz) .,.—{dx+pds)
35 101 22, for ^y't', read

^y's'.

37 103 11, for {r.s,t), read {r, s, t).

24, for dp', dp, read dp', d<f .

39 105 13, insert commas after and ..

in equation of projecting plane, for x!—
g' read s! » j.

40 106 9 from bottom, yor include, reac? include nearly.
41 107 4, for {!>'), read(E')
43 109 17, for in, read infinite.

last line, /or (VII) read (VI).
45 111 7, add combined with the formulae of [27.]

10, for [27.] read [29.]

49 115 9 from bottom, for (C") read (G" )
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Essay. Volume.

50 116 \9, for {,c,fi',y')
read {»',^,y')'

51 117 12, /or these, re«d those.

dct J da,

52 118 2, for -^
read ^=.

6 from bottom, after the comma add &c.

53 119 12, for from the mirror, read from the perpendicular
surface at the mirror.

19, forgiven, read given my.

54, 120 18, for (a, /3, Y), read (*, /3, Y). ,

O'Y _,
d^Y

55 121 formula (O"), /or -^,»'£«rf-;^r-

d' V jdT'V
51 123 4, for-^'^-^'^'^-a^-

6{rombottom, for [xz), read (i/z)-

KR 124 3, for B, R", read R', R".

7, after parenthesis,
add or when the focus is a point of sphenc curvature on

its own caustic surface.

19, for /S" read /3/.

126 15, for negtive, read negative.60

76

77

?3 7/" ti y

127 U, for --ry db\ read
-j^.

db\
61 127 14, jor -^ • au ,

,cuu.

^^^3

62 128 6 from bottom, /or contract, rea^ contact.
^

65 131 informula(M"'),/or(,"-F".)(c"-F",),
««<i U"

- F%) («"
" ^ ^)-

2 from bottom, /or curvature, read curvatures.

67 133 15> Jor surface, read plane.

70 136 2, /or CV", rW (V").

73 139 9 from bottom, /or// r.c?T;, rert(f//"r.rfr.ci«.

75 14,1 in (I""), /or QW, reaf/QW.

U2 2 from bottom, /or £ = 2g^ C-i, refl^e = 2c»^C 1.

U3 6 from bottom, for the negative end, read what may be called the negative

end.

91 157 in(E(6)),/or[0]-C'--), rearf[0]-("'-^'-
^^ , ^_^^, „

93 159 in(0(«)),/or[T-T']«---'+i-", »-««<^L^-^]
- +-.

da da da db

103 169 1. >—^-^'''^«^-^•^•
in (LC)). /or £y- Cxf, read {By— Cxf,
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A Phenomenon of the Rainbow, observed by R. Mant, D. D.

M. R. I. A., Lo)'d Bishop of Down and Connor, Nov. 14,it

1826.

Read, April 2, 1827. .j-.ig lllj h

\-rr rrrr; -;:' 1

' • - '"

X HIS phenomenon (vid. figure) was observed at the See House

near Belfast, between three and four o'clock on Tuesday, Nov. 14,

1826. It remained till the setting of the s«n. The colours of each

bow were brilliant, but the centre one was the least so. It is not

known how long it was visible, but it must have been at least ten

minutes.

This phenomenon appears to afford an interesting illustration of

the theory of the rainbow.* It cannot be doubted that the extra-

ordinary, or centre bow, was occasioned by an image of the sun

reflected from the surface of water (probably the Lough of Bel-

fast). The description and figure answer exactly to this explana-

tion. The inner and centre bows have their colours in the same

order. They both appear to spring from the same points of the

horizon, as they ought ; because the sum, of the heights of the two

bows must be equal to twice the angle of the primary bow. The
centre bow appears to mix itself with the exterior or secondary bow.

• A similar phenomenon was described in a periodical work published several years ago. Also

recently, Mr. Scoresby, in Jameson's Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, Vol. II. p. 235, has

described some appearances of this kind observed in the North Seas, but these were much

more imperfect than that observed by the Bishop of Down.
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This circumstance enables us to point out with tolerable exact-

ness when the observation, as represented in the drawing, was

made. The interval between the primary and secondary bow being

somewhat above 8% the sun's altitude must have been about 4'.

Now, on Nov. 14, in lat. 54°.36', this took place about thirty-five

minutes past three o'clock. It is said that it lasted at least ten

minutes, and till sun-set. Probably what was supposed to be the

setting of the sun was occasioned by its disappearing behind a low

cloud. As the phenomenon does not appear to have been observed

more than ten minutes, no material alteration would have taken

place in the relative positions of the two primary bows.
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On the Structure and Mechanism of the Tongue of the Chameleon.—
By John Houston, Esq., Member of the Royal College of Sur-

geons in Ireland, Conservator of the Museum, and Demonstrator

of Anatomy in the School of Surgery, &c.—Communicated by
the Lord Bishop of Cloyne.

Read April 28, 1828.

JL HAT the Chameleon possesses the power of suddenly darting out

its tongue in a remarkable manner, for the purpose of seizing the

insects on which it feeds, is a fact which has been long admitted ;

but notwithstanding that so singular a phenomenon has attracted

the attention of the most distinguished anatomists, it appears to me
that neither the cause, nor mode of elongation in the organ, have

ever yet been satisfactorily explained.

Two of these animals having been lately presented to me, in suf-

ficient health to take food in their natural way, an opportunity, such

as rarely occurs, was afforded me, both of observing their tongues
in the act of elongation during life, and of making a most satisfac-

tory examination of their structure immediately after death. I there-

fore entertain a hope that the facts which I have collected, under

such favourable circumstances, may be calculated to remove much
of the obscurity in which the subject has been hitherto involved.

The animals were brought from Malaga in the month of Oc-

tober 1826. They corresponded in characters to the Lacerta

Chameleon of Linnaeus. One measured twelve inches in length, the

tail included, the other ten. Both were females, and contained

numerous ova, which could be felt through the thin parieles of the
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abdomen. One of them while in my possession discharged, appa-

rently with much labour, two eggs which were of an oval form,

about the size of a wren's, and covered with thin yellowish coria-

ceous shells.

The external surface of their skin was thickly set with soft

tubercles, like the heads of small nails, some of a whitish,

others of a bright yellow colour: the white tubercles were most

numerous, and existed every where over the body ;
the yellow ones

were so arranged as to form along each side of the back two rows

of lozenge-shaped spots, and round the legs and tail annular bands.

When examined in the morning, or during sleep, the whole surface

presented a greyish cast, with the exception of the yellow marks ;

but when the animal was excited in any way, as by pricking, or

transferring it from a cold to a warm temperature, an evident

change of colour took place, sometimes all over the surface, some-

times only partially, according as the excitement affected the entire

or only a part of its body. A brownish tinge gradually overspread

it, engaging equally the tubercles and the intermediate skin ; while

the spots, which were previously yellow, acquired a slight admixture

of green. The shades, however, were few, and confined to those

intermediate between a light grey and a deep brown, with a little

yellow or green interspersed through them, but never, that I could

observe, bore any relation to the colour of the surface on which the

animal happened to be placed. In dissecting the skin after death,

its exceeding thinness and vascularity attracted my attention. In

every part, but more especially between the tubercles, it was so thin

as to be almost transparent : and its internal surface, when exa-

mined through a magnifying glass, presented a complete net-work

of fine vessels, rendered visible by the dark blood which they con-

tained. A portion of skin removed from about the eyes, where
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ill death it became dark, even to blackness, displayed most satis-

factorily the great abundance of its vessels.

These observations on the skin I have deemed it right to make,

as they appear to confirm the opinion entertained by some physiolo-

gists, that its changes in colour are produced by vascular turges-

cence, just as the increased redness in blushing is caused by a rusli of

blood to the cheeks. The colour of the blood appearing through the

semitransparent skin, and modified by the various permanent colours

of that structure, is sufficient to account for every diversity of tint which

the chameleon exhibits. I have been induced more particularly to

offer these remarks in this place, because from the facts which I have

noticed regarding its tongue I have been led to infer, that the pecu-

liarities of that organ are all referrible to the same general cause, viz.

vascular turgescence.

By keeping my chameleons in an equable temperature of about

summer heat, I succeeded in preserving them both alive for upwards

of two months, during which I had ample opportunities of observing

the action of their tongues in the prehension of the insects on which

they fed almost daily.

When a fly so maimed as not to be able to escape, but still suffi-

ciently vigorous to move its legs or wings, was so placed that its

fluttering might attract the chameleon's attention, the animal ad-

vanced slowly until within tongue's reach of it, then steadying itself

like a pointer, sometimes stretching out its tail, sometimes fixing it

against an adjacent body, and directing both eyes steadfastly on the

prey, it slowly opened its mouth, and suddenly darted forth its

tongue, which advancing in a straight line, seldom failed of striking

with its glutinous cupped extremity the object aimed at. But even

when the point happened to err, the prey did not always escape,

being, nevertheless, sometimes secured by a similar adhesive matter.

F f2
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which coaled the sides. The tongue then retired, thus laden, into

the mouth, though somewhat more tardily than in its advance
;
and

whenever the elongation had been considerable its extremity was

bent a little downwards, giving to the organ a slightly curved ap-

pearance. When projected the tongue acquired a thickness equal to

the largest swan's quill, and a length not less sometimes than six or

seven inches. Its consistence I attempted, on one occasion, to as-

certain, by catching it between my fingers, when it imparted the

feel of an elastic body, yielding slightly when pressed on, and

springing back instantly to its former state as soon as the pressure

was removed. The experiment caused only a short delay to its

progress, but neither altered its form or course, nor unfastened the

prey from its extremity. Its colour along the centre was a dark livid ;

and each side, to within about an inch of the extremity, presented
a whitish band, which during the act of elongation was straight

and uniform, but in the retraction of the organ became evidently
tortuous and wrinkled ; while the whole surface, both centre and

sides, was irregularly streaked with innumerable very minute blood-

vessels. Near the extremity, a .few veins much larger than the

others, and having a longitudinal course, were in the highest state

of turgescence.

It seems probable that the tongue is the sole agent assigned to the

chameleon for obtaining its sustenance. Flies have often rested

on every part of its body, and though it has looked wistfully at

them, it had no means of apprehending its annoyers. I have fre-

quently observed them for a considerable time on its very lips with-

out any attempt being made at their seizure. Even when placed

before it, if not sufficiently distant to afford room for the necessary

evolution of its tongue, the chameleon was under the necessity of

retiring, or raising back its head for the purpose.
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It would appear to possess the power of regulating the force of

propulsion of its tongue according to the distance of the prey ; for

when the latter lay near to the mouth, the organ advanced on it

slowly ;
when farther off its velocity was more marked ; and whe-

ther nearer or more remote it invariably darted with greatest quick-

ness as its point approached the object.

The chameleon, when vigorous in its natural climate, is said to

shoot forth its tongue with a velocity equalling that of an arrow shot

from a bow ;* but mine, weakened by long confinement and want

of food, had become incapable of such activity
—a circumstance

favourable to my purposes
—as by the prolonged exposure of the

tongue, which occupied about five or six seconds, an opportunity
was gained for making observations on its condition while pro-
truded. 1 have several times mechanically detained it in view, by

placing the fly to be aimed at, in such a position on a flat surface

that the tongue might strike it in a direction perpendicular to that

surface, under which circumstances its glutinous cupped extremity
adhered like a sucker, and held the organ exposed for nearly double

the ordinary period. Attempts at seizing insects similarly placed
on the side of the animal's case, which was made of paper, gave
it particular embarrassment, not so much from the delay caused

by the adhesion, as from the annoyance which the down of the

paper sticking to the mucus on the extremity of its tongue seemed

to produce. Indeed it appeared to dread the inconvenience which

resulted from striking at objects under these circumstances, as it

always endeavoured to take aim in such a direction that the end of

its tongue might escape a little beyond them without danger of

interruption. On one occasion, when both animals attempted at the

• See Belon—Observations, &c. liv. 2. ch. 34,
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same moment to catch a fly placed nearly midway between them,

their tongues struck against each other, and held them connected for

a short time.

It has been observed by naturalists, that the chameleon requires

hours to accomplish the eating of a fly, but from having seen each

of those in my possession swallow six or eight within the space of

one hour, I can so far testify that the observation is incorrect.

To understand the motions of the chameleon's tongue it is neces-

sary to possess a clear knowledge of all its parts ;
I shall therefore

give, first, the anatomy of the os hyoides and muscles, and secondly,

that of the moveable portion of the organ.

The OS hyoides is unconnected with the larynx. It consists of a

body and four cornua, two of which are anterior, and two posterior.

(^Plate, fig. 1st.) The body is prolonged forwards into a process

named the style (A), whicli is rounded and smooth, and about an

inch and a half in length, and whose point, when the mouth is

closed, rests against the back part of the chin. The anterior cornua

(BB) are about three quarters of an inch long : their outer extre-

mities, which are cartilaginous and pointed, are directed obliquely

forwards. Their inner extremities are articulated with the body of

the bone, and a small plate of cartilage stands out from eacii, which

serves as a puUy for one of the muscles of the tongue, the hyo-

glossus. The posterior cornua (CC) are about the same length, and

slightly curved upwards. One end of each is attached to the

body by a moveable joint, the other passes round towards the back

of the occiput.

The muscles are nine in number on each side. Three connect

the OS hyoides to the thorax, the sterno-hyoid, the sterno-ceratoid,

and the omo-hyoid. Five extend from the os hyoides to the lower

jaw, viz. the mylo-hyoid, genio-hyoid,, together with three which
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may be called cerato-hyoid, and distinguished by the names

external, middle, and internal. The ninth is a remarkable muscle,

the hyo-glossus.

1st. The sterno-hyoid, (Fig. 2. a) a strong muscle, is attached

by its posterior extremity to the lower and back of the sternum, and

by its anterior one to the body of the os hyoides.

2d. The sterno-ceratoid, (h) at its origin from the sternum, is

partly concealed by that of sterno-hyoid. It runs forwards and out-

wards, and is inserted into the outer extremity of the posterior cornu

of the os^hyoides.

Sd. The omo-hyoid ("c) is long and slender, and interrupted

about its centre by a short tendon. It proceeds from the scapula to

the middle of the os-hyoides, passing in its course along the iimer side

of the sterno-ceratoid. These three muscles serve the office of draw-

ing back the os-hyoides and tongue.

4th. The mylo-hyoid* is a superficial muscle. It arises from the

whole length of the ramus of the lower jaw, and from the skin

along side of the neck, and running thence inwards, joins its fellow

of the other side, underneath the os-hyoides. It supports the parts

contained in the mouth and throat, while at rest, and while per-

forming the complicated actions of prehension and mastication of

insects.

5th. The genio-hyoid consists of two parts; one internal, slender

(d) arises a little to one side of the symphysis of the lower jaw, and
is inserted into the posterior part of the body of the os-hyoides.
The other (e) somewhat more external, is larger and stronger, and
inserted into the whole length of the posterior cornu. A part of

• This muscle I have deemed it unnecessary to delineate. I have retained the name previously

given to it, though I could not discover any attachment between it and the os-hyoides. It

might, I think, be better named platisma myoides.
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its external border bends inwards to be attached to the anterior

cornu.

6th. Tlie external cerato-maxillary (f) arises from the posterior

part of the ramus of the lower jaw, and becoming broader, is in-

serted into the anterior cornu of the os-hyoides.

7\h. The middle cerato-maxillary (g) is narrow, and in part

concealed by the external. It extends from near the centre of the

ramus of the lower jaw straight backwards to be attached to the

outer extremity of the posterior cornu of the os-hyoides.

8th, The internal cerato mamillary is long and slender (Fig. 1st,

2d, 6tli, h), and situated deep on the mucous membrane of the

mouth. It arises from the anterior part of the side of the lower jaw,
and passing thence backwards on the upper surface of the style and

muscles, ends in a tendon, which after uniting with its fellow of the

other side about two lines before the articulation of the cornu with

the body of the os hyoides, CFig. 1st. h) becomes broad, and is in-

serted into the roots of the posterior cornua. The last four muscles,

by contracting, will draw forwards the os hyoides, and protrude the

end of its style a short distance out of the mouth.

9th. The hyo-glossus (Fig. 4. 6. iiii.) arises from the outer extre-

mity of the imosterior cornu of the os-hyoides. At first it accompa-
nies the cornu inwards to near the body, then leaves it, winds

round the cartilaginous pully on the anterior cornu, runs forwards

along the sides of the slyle and erectile portion of the tongue, and is

inserted into the anterior prehensile portion. This muscle admits of

remarkable elongation, as its extremities, which are not more than

an inch apart while the tongue rests in the mouth, become sepa-

rated during its complete protrusion to a distance of five or six

inches. It can only exert an action on the prehensile portion of the

organ, which it retracts into the mouth after having been protruded
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in Ihe search for insects, and which it may settle and keep steady

when so retracted.

The moveable portion of the tongue consists of two parts, which

are distinct from each other both in their structure and functions.

One of them I propose to name prehensile, the other erectile.

The first, or prehensile portion, is anterior (Fig-. 2, 3, 4, 7, E.)

It is somewhat cyhndrical, about one inch and a quarter in length,

and an inch in circumference. Its bulk undergoes no change

during the elongation or retraction of the tongue, in consequence of

its being surrounded by a dense fibrous sheath, which prevents

any such alteration. Its anterior extremity is hollowed into a pouch
lined with mucous membrane, (Fig. 3, 4, 5, F) which is rugose,

and smeared with a viscid adhesive matter for entangling the insects

it strikes against. During the projection of the tongue the lips of

this pouch are everted so as to expand considerably its surface. Its

posterior extremity is smaller than the anterior, and continuous with

the erectile portion. The anterior half of its superior surface is

occupied by an oblong glandular body (G), from which perliaps is

secreted the glutinous coating of its extremity. The openings of

this gland are on its lower surface, next the pouch, on which it rests.

(Fig. 5, m) On the posterior half of this surface the ramifications

of large blood-vessels are observable. Along its sides, posteriorly,

the insertions of the hyo-glossi muscle present themselves. Its infe-

rior surface is smooth and rounded. A tube (Fig. 5, p. p.) about

the thickness of a small crow's-quill runs through its centre. This

tube is prolonged into it from the erectile portion, and serves as a

resting place for the style of the os hyoides, which it surrounds like

a sheath, when the tongue is drawn into the mouth. It is encircled

by an annular muscle, (Fig. 5, o. o.) the fibres of which are very

numerous and strong, and have but a loose connection with the

VOL. XV. G G
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tabe. This muscle may, by contracting round the tube when it

rests on the style, prevent its revolving on that bone, and thereby
make steady the prehensile portion, and adapt it for the ordinary

uses of the tongue in mastication. Two retractor muscles (Fig. 5.

l.I.)
arise one from either side of the back part of the annular mus-

cle, and thence pass to its upper surface, where they meet under the

mucous gland, to be inserted into the bottom of the pouch. They

may contribute to the more effectual security of the prey by deep-

ening, and closing the pouch upon it, a change which this part evi-

dently undergoes while the organ is retiring into the mouth.

To the second portion of the tongue I have given the name

erectile, on account of the resemblance which I conceive it bears

to the other erectile structures of animals. It is placed between

the prehensile portion and the os hyoides, and exhibits remark-

able changes in bulk under different circumstances. When
drawn from the mouth after death, which it may to the length of

five or six inches, (Fig. 4. H) it presents itself as a slender chord,

so flexible and soft as scarcely to be felt when caught between the

fingers, and to appear little adapted for the purposes to which it is

applied. During life, while the tongue rests in the mouth, this

portion occupies an exceedingly small space, (Fig. 2, 7, H.)
but when projected in the pursuit of insects it becomes greatly in-

creased in dimensions (Fig. 3, H), and appears to be wholly the

seat of that change which the organ undergoes in its elongation.

Its structure is complex and peculiar. A fine transparent mucous

membrane, which is continuous posteriorly with tliat which hues the

mouth and throat, and anteriorly passes over the prehensile portion,

encircles it on all sides. The hyo glossi muscles occupy its lateral

surfaces. They are round and thick posteriorly at their origin from

the os-hyoides, and become thin and flat as they advance forwards
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to their insertion into the prehensile portion. Their pale fibres are

rendered evident by a dark vascular net work which is placed un-

derneath them. Through the centre of the erectile portion runs a

tube, CFig. 5, p.p.) which is attached behind to the style, and in front

is continuous witii a similar structure already described in the pre-

hensile portion. It is soft, whitish, and homogeneous, of uniform

size throughout, and remarkably extensible. When the tongue is

quiet in the mouth, the tube lies folded on the style ; when ad-

vanced, it is drawn off and elongated. It follows all the motions

of the organ, gliding with it alternately oflf and on the style,

which is rounded and smooth for the purpose ;
but it cannot, as

some have supposed, take any part in causing the propulsion or

retraction of the tongue. A highly vascular structure exists be-

tween this tube and the encircling mucous membrane. (Fig. .3, 4,

5, n.n.) It extends from the root of the style to the very end of the

tongue, surrounding the tube equally on all sides. Its vessels, which

are rendered visible even to the naked eye by their dark blood,

appear, when examined with a magnifying glass, like a beautiful

trellis-work, the brunches crossing and anastomosing with each

other to incalculable minuteness. A coloured spot, which resem-

bles a mere stain, exiiibits through a glass a congeries of vessels.

This vascular appearance has been described by the anatomists of

the French Academy in the following words : La membrane eslait

" convert de taches tout du long comme si elle avoit este imbue en

" dedans d'un sang noirastre, extravase et inegalement amasse en

"
plusieurs endroits." In another passage :

" La Langue estoit

" semee de quantite de vaisseaux apparens a cause du sang qui y
<' estoit en grand abondance, ainsi que dans tout le reste du corps."

But the circumstance is noticed by them only to excite our astonish-

ment,
"
que Aristote ait dit que la chameleon n'a du sang q'autour

G 6 2
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du cceur, e des Yeux, e que la plus part des modernes le mettent au

rang des animaux qui ont peu de sang."*

The lingual arteries, which are derived from the carotids, are of

considerable magnitude (Fig. 2, 6, z.) They run before the pos-

terior cornua of the os hyoides as single trunks, and are soon sub-

divided into numerous small branches which ramify through the

erectile portion. Coagula of blood, together with the tortuosity of the

vessels, prevented the ingress of injection to their minute termina-

tions, though it passed sufficiently far, to show their general course

and distribution.

Two large veins (Fig. 5, 6, x), which take their origin round

about the prehensile and erectile portions of the tongue, run along its

lower surface, and having arrived at the os-hyoides, where they are

very conspicuous, one passes on either side of the root of the style,

between it and the hyo-glossus muscle
; then it escapes between the

anterior and posterior cornua, and applies itself on the side of the

trachea (L). It next courses along the trachea, first overlapped by

the thyroid gland (r), then by the carotid artery (y^ and aorta (u),

and at length opens into a large sinus (v) connected with the cor-

responding auricle of the heart (t), by an orifice which is distinct

from that of the jugular vein, and a little to its inner side. I have

succeeded in injecting the lingual veins with quicksilver through a

pipe introduced where they lie on the trachea, and when distended

with this fluid they acquired a size fully equal to that given them in

the plate. The quicksilver ran into the tongue, and fiUing many of

the larger branches, produced an evident turgescence in tiie most

dependent part of the organ ;
but the delicate vessels being unable

to support the increasing weight of fluid, it soon becomes extrava-

saled: sufficient however remained to show in a preparation the

* See Mem. de I'Academie Royale des Sciences, T. 3me. Ire. partie, page 46.
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extremely vascular nature of the organ.
—I am happy in being also

able to adduce, in evidence of the fact, the names of Professors

Jacob and Harrison, who witnessed the recent injection of the vessels,

and who can bear testimony to their magnitude and numbers.

The exact mode of termination of the ultimate vessels in the

tongue may not be easily ascertained, but from the extremely fine

ramifications which are perceptible in it, I am inclined to think that

it is by a congeries of vessels, the termination of arteries and com-

mencement of veins, without the intervention of a spongy or caver-

nous texture.* And if this were established it would, in my opinion,

afford a still farther confirmation of the analogy between the erectile

portion of the chameleon's tongue and the corpus cavernosum,

for that the latter is purely a vascular body, without any interme-

diate cells between its arteries and veins, many experiments and ob-

servations have satisfied me.

The heart in t!ie chameleon consists of one ventricle (Fig. 6, s.)

and two auricles (t.l) with each of which is connected a large

sinus (v.) for receiving the blood of the body and tongue.
—

This remarkable cavity between the veins and auricles has never,

that I am aware of, been before noticed in this animal. The

French Academicians have described the auricles as being large, and

the left in the chameleon which they dissected was the more capaci-

ous : but they have made no allusion to distinct sinuses apart from the

auricles. In both those which I examined these sinuses were well

marked ;
the right, however, exceeded by one half in magnitude

the left, and formed a larger cavity than both the auricles taken-

* The minuteness of the globules of the blood in this animal, which renders it highly diffuse.,

able, appears particularly favourable for making observations on the magnitude of its ultimate

vessels ;
for with a glass one could discover vessels tinged with the coloured parts of the blood,

which were not visible to the naked eye.
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fron\ the superior aperture to the liver, and was not less when dis-

tended than two lines in diameter. Both were filled with coagu-

lated blood
;
and the texture of their coats appeared the same as

that of the veins which emptied into them. Their use may proba-

bly be connected with the varying condition of the circulation in

the skin and the erectile portion of the tongue, on which I conceive

depend all the phenomena for which these two parts have gained

such notoriety. They may serve as reservoirs for the blood, when

suddenly abstracted from either of them, previous to its readmission

into the heart.

After this detailed description of the structure of the chameleon's

tongue, we may be enabled to estimate the applicability
of the se-

veral theories, which have from time to time been advanced, to

account for its peculiar powers of motion.

It was denied by Marmol, who examined many chameleons for

the purpose of clearing up this point, that their tongue had any such

powers at all. He assures us that it is never exercised as a trap for

insects, and that any thing wiiich he had observed of the animal

would not induce him to change his opinion, that air and the sun's

rays are its only nutriment.*

M. Perrault attributed the elongation to an expiratory effort of the

animal which darted its tongue from its mouth,
" comme si il la

crachoit avec violence."-f- The great size of the lung lie supposed

was for the purpose of effecting this movement. But there is no

circumstance connected with the anatomy of the organ, or its mode

of advancement, to countenance this explanation. Besides, the

chest during the act, in place of evincing the motions attendant on

* See Mem. de I'Acad. Roy. des Scienc. T. 3. Ire. partie, p. 47-

t Ibid. T. 9, page 156.
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an effort of expiration, remains dilated and immoveable: respiration

for the moment appears to be suspended.

M. De la Hire suggested that perhaps the state of rest of the tongue
is that in which it exists when elongated, and in which it is kept by
some tendons so attached on a zig-zag form to the outside of the

tongue (Fig. 8, B,A^ as to act after the manner of a spring ;
and

that its retraction into the mouth might be effected by the action of

a longitudinal muscle (C,C). M. Dela Hire offers a sufficient apo-

logy for so absurd a supposition, in acknowledging that he had

never an opportunity of examining the structure of the organ.

The central tube was described by the anatomists of the French

Academy as being a nerve which had the power of throwing forth

the tongue Cmeaning the prehensile portion) which was attached to

it, by elongation itself, and of drawing it back again by contracting.

It is a sufficient reply to this explanation, that the part alluded to is

not a nerve
;
and even granting it were so, that nervous structure is

no where possessed of powers of elongation and contraction.

There is a common supposition that the tongue is extended by
inflation with air, and drawn back again by the supposed nerve in

its middle, which after having been elongated by tlie effort, returns

it again suddenly to its former state. But this explanation is as un-

tenable as the others, for no opening of communication can be dis-

covered between the mouth or trachea and the tongue, through

which air could find admission into the organ.

The Baron Cuvier, who has contributed so much to the advance-

ment of natural science, supposes that the propulsion of the organ from

the mouth, and its subsequent retraction, are effected in part by the

alternate elongation and shortening of that portion which I have

named prehensile, and in part by the advancement and retreat of

the OS hyoides. The entire process, according to his explanation, is
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the result of muscular action. With regard to the elongation
'

or

shortening of its prehensile portion, which he conceives may be

produced by the annular and retractor muscles,* a reference to my
account of its structure will show that no such change in its form

can take place. A dense, fibrous, inelastic sheath which surrounds it

must effectually prevent an alteration being made either in its length

or thickness by any muscular force which it possesses. Even when

removed from the body, attempts to stretch it with the fingers are

unavailing. Its cupped extremity admits of being spread out a

little, but neither before nor after death can its form or bulk un-

dergo any greater change. The protrusion of the style of the os

hyoides from the mouth will be found, on studying its form and con-

nections, an equally inefficient cause. The Baron compares this

part of the process to that accomplished by the tongue of the wood-

pecker. He says-f-,
"

II pent s'alonger considerablement par un

mechanisme analogue a celui qui a lieu dans les Pics." But the

difference in the form and arrangement of the os hyoides and its

muscles in flie two animals will not sanction a comparison of their

actions to an extent which would account for the phenomenon. In

the woodpecker the cornua of the os hyoides are remarkably long

and curved
; they at first descend in the neck for some way ; then

turn up in a loose sheath over the occiput, and pass as far forwards

^s the upper mandibule, into a groove of which they enter. Muscles

which arise from the chin, and follow the course of these cornua to

their very points, have the power of retracting them, and in the

same proportion of propelling the tongue, which is a solid continua-

tion of them, out of the mouth. Whereas in the chameleon, whose

tongue can be projected even farther than that of the woodpecker,

•
Le9ons d'Anatomic Comparee, T. 3, p. 273, 274,

f Ibid. T.2. p 6SI.
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the cornua of the os hyoides are not so much as an incli long, and

the space they have to move in is so Hmited, that tlie muscles extend-

ing from them to the lower jaw could not, by pulling them forwards,

advance the tongue out of the mouth more than half an inch. Since

then, the structure of the prehensile portion of the tongue will not

admit of its elongation ;
and since also the point of the style cannot

be advanced from the mouth more than half an inch, to which two

circumstances alone the Baron attributes the protrusion of the organ,
it is evident that his explanation is incomplete, inasmuch as it does

not account for its usual propulsion to the distance of five, six, or

seven inches.

Having thus passed under review the several theories advanced in

explanation of this remarkable process, and shown their respective

insufficiency to that end, I venture to offer one which to me appears
not only unobjectionable, but adequate to account for all the phe-
nomena : namely, that the projection of the chameleon's tongue is

caused, partly by the advancement of the os hyoides, but chiefly by
blood rushing into the numberless vessels of the organ distending,

and elongating its erectile portion : and that its subsequent replace-

ment in the mouth is effected by the retreat of the os hyoides and

subsiding of the turgescence, aided by the contraction of the hyo-

glossi muscles.

The appearance of the tongue when protruded during life, its

rigidity, its dark colour, and the turgid condition of its vessels, first

suggested the idea of its being an erectile organ. The peculiarities

of its organization discovered after death, its high vascularity, the

remarkable size, course, and termination of its veins, and above

all, the unique and beautiful provision near the heart to receive the

sudden reflux of blood, gave it additional confirmation. And the

experiment of imitating the natural process by filling the vessels

VOL. XV. H H
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with quicksilver, though necessarily not as conclusive as might be

desired, was nevertheless sufficiently so, in my opinion, to place the

matter beyond a doubt.

An additional argument in favour of the supposition, that the

chameleon's tongue undergoes in being protruded an erectile action,

may be found in the influence which the state of warmth and vigour

of the animals had on their projectile powers ;
for except about

noon-day, and during the sunshine, or while the animals were near

the fire, they could seldom be excited to attack a fly ; any attempt,

except under such circumstances, rarely being successful. I have

several times seen one of them, when cold and sickly, make the effort.

it opened its mouth, and advanced its tongue a short distance, about

as far as the muscles going from the chin to the os hyoides might
effect it, but could succeed little farther : the prehensile part either

did not leave the style at all, or bent towards the ground, and fell

short of its object. In this state of the animal the power of chang-

ing the colour of its skin was as imperfect as that of protruding its

tongue ;
both failures perhaps alike resulting from the same cause,

the languid state of the circulation.

If, by any cause, the chameleon were provoked to anger, of whicii

it appeared very susceptible, its tongue, as well as its skin gave
evidence of the same excitement ;

it swelled out prodigiously in the

throat, so that had the style, which pressed forcibly against the in-

teguments under the chin, been elevated, I have little doubt the

organ would have undergone a partial elongation.

The effect on the animal of frequently protruding its tongue

might also be advanced in support of the same theory. An interval

of rest was always taken between the acts, which I have never seen

repeated above six or eight times in succession
;
and even this was

evidently followed by fatigue. Mere muscular action would riot so
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soon produce exhaustion : the tongue of the woodpecker, which is

protruded solely by this cause, can be shot out many times in quick

succession without the animal's evincing any subsequent fatigue.

When the mouth is shut and the tongue at rest, both its erectile

and prehensile portions are drawn on the style, the point of which

rests against the symphysis of the chin, close behind the front teeth.

In this state the prehensile part surrounds the two anterior thirds of

the style, and the erectile portion is folded in plaits on its posterior

third (Fig. 7. E and H). When the tongue is about to be darted

forth, the mouth opens just enough to give it passage, and the style,

carrying with it both portions of the tongue, is protruded from the

mouth for about half an inch, by the actions of the genio-hyoid, and

three cerato«maxillary muscles. The progress of the os hyoides

under the skin is visible, and so far it can advance the tongue, but

no farther. The prehensile portion, unchanged in bulk, now flies

off the style in the direction given it by that bone, and propelled by
the erectile portion, which from being so small and pliable as to lie

folded on the root of the style, acquires a length equal to the entire

body of the animal, a thickness nearly as great as that of the pre-

hensile portion, and a rigidity which enables it to advance in a

straight line, carrying the latter before it. The stretching of the

mucous membrane on the sides everts the edges of the pouch on its

extremity, which is thereby expanded to cover the prey with more

certainty.

The object of the propulsion of the tongue being attained, the

mouth opens wider, partly to give more ready admission to the prey,

and partly, perhaps, for the purpose of relaxing the muscles and

favouring the return of the accumulated blood ; the os hyoides is

drawn back by the sterno-hyoid, sterno-ceratoid, and omo-hyoid
muscles ; the lurgescence of the erectile part subsides ;

the pouch
H n2
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on the end is again deepened by the action of the retractor muscles,

and the relaxation of the mucous membrane on the sides
;
and the

hyo-glossi draw in the tongue, folding up the erectile portion and

replacing the prehensile on the
style. The parts thus arranged, the

organ is made fit for the ordinary purposes of mastication by the

annular muscle fixing the prehensile portion, and preventing its

rotation on the slippery style, and by the hyo-glossi drawing it in

the direction of the cornua of the os hyoides, so as to obviate any

displacement forwards.

The chief objection urged against this theory is the difficulty of

conceiving how vascular congestion could effect the elongation with

the rapidity ascribed to it during health. This objection, however,

does not apply to the act as observed in those animals from which I

have drawn my conclusions, for the motion of their tongues was by
no means so rapid as to be irreconcileable with such a cause. It

was not more rapid than the instantaneous blush on the cheek of

youtli ;
nor more rapid than several other phenomena which are

universally allowed to be the result of vascular turgcscence. How
far in a state of nature the rapidity of projection exceeds what was

observed in those weakened by confinement, I cannot determine ;

but perhaps the difference may not be so great as is usually believed.

Few of our accounts on the subject have been given by naturalists

on the testimony of their own observation ; and it is not going too

far to suppose, that it may have been with their descriptions of the

chameleon's tongue, as with those given by them of its skin, in

which fancy contributed so largely to the colouring : for we must

admit, that much of imagination has mingled with their accounts of

the organ, when we find it described, and even figured, as in the act

of turning backwards and seizing objects placed on its tail, a range
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of motion by no means compatible with its structure or cause of

action.

I have already observed—and it may partly account for the

reputed quickness of the tongue
—that at one period of the elongation

the rapidity, even in my chameleons, was' such as might justly

be compared with that of an arrow, but then it was only momentary,
and observed during a very short stage of the process. The progress

of the tongue on leaving the mouth was at first slow, and became

gradually accelerated as it approached near the prey, when it shot

forwards with remarkable quickness
—a mode of proceeding much

inore likely to ensure success than if it had advanced with uniform

rapidity from the commencement. This quickness perhaps equalled

that which is attributed to the organ when in vigour ; but it was

only manifested after its gradual repletion with blood, and when a

slight impulse was sufticient to produce it.

Should the explanation which I have given of the mechanism of

the chameleon's tongue, founded on its structure and appearance

during life, be admitted as applicable to the animals on which I

have made my observations, it may be likewise to all, however

vigorous, for the same cause must equally produce the elongation

whether the act be rapid or slow—whether it take place during a

state of activity or weakness.

Several individuals who have witnessed the change of colour and

mode of feeding of my chameleons, can corroborate the accuracy of

the above statements
;
but I shall particularly refer for evidence of
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it to my friend
,

Mr.Tagert, who took a particular interest in observing

their habits ; and who, even while the animals were alive, agreed

with me in the opinion, which I hope my atler dissections have

sufficiently established, regarding the cause of elongation of the

tongue.

Most of the preparations from which the drawings were taken I

have preserved, and placed in the Museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons.

yOKK-STKEET.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE.

Fig, IsL^The Os Hyoides.
A The style.

BB The anterior cornua and cartilaginous pully.CC The posterior cornua.

hhh The internal cera
to-maxillary muscle.

Fig. 2d.—The Muscles.

C The posterior cornua of the os hyoides.
D Lower jaw.
a Sterno-hyoid.
b Sterno-ceratoid.

c Omo-hyoid.
d Internal genio-hyoid.

e External genio-hyoid.
f External

cerato-maxillary.

g Middle
cerato-maxillary.

h Internal
cerato-maxillary.

w Internal jugular vein.

y Carotid artery,

z Lingual artery.

E Prehensile portion of the tongue appearing in the mouth.H Plaited condition of the erectile portion.

Fig. 3d,—Superior surface of the tongue as seen when protruded
at the will of the animal.

E Prehensile portion.

F The pouch.
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G Mucous gland.

H Erectile portion.

K Upper jaw.
nn Vessels of the tongue.

Fig. 4th.—View of the tongue as it appears when drawn from the
,

mouth after death.

A The stvle.

BB Anterior cornua.

CC Posterior cornua.

E Prehensile portion.

F The pouch.

G Mucous gland.

H Erectile portion.

iiii Hyo-glossi muscles.

nn Vessels as seen in the erectile portion without injection.

Fig. 5th.—Dissection of the prehensile and erectile portions.

kkk Investing membrane and vascular tissue laid open.

F The pouch
II Retractor muscles of pouch.

m Under surface of mucous gland.

nn Vessels of the erectile portion, some containing quicksilver.

oo The annular muscle which surrounds the tube, laid open on

one side to show

pp The tube.

Fig. 6th.—Dissection of the Heart and Vessels.

A The style.

ii Hyo-glossi muscles.
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li Internal cerato maxillary muscle.

L The trachea.

r Thyroid gland.

M Membranous bag at top of larynx.

N Lungs.
Liver.

s Ventricle of heart.

tt Right and left auricles.

uu Aorta.

V Great venous dilatation.

w Internal jugular vein.

X Lingual vein of right side.

y Carotid artery.

z Lingual artery.

Fig. 7th.—T'his Jigure is intended to explain the manner in which

1 conceive the prehensile and erectile portions are fitted on the

style when in the mouth.

E The prehensile portion.

H The erectile portion thrown into plaits, some of which lie

round the style, others overlap the back part of the pre-

hensile portion.

Fig. Sth.—M. De la Hire's drawing of the elastic tendons, Sfc.

BABA The tendons by which the tongue is kept in a state of

constant elongation,

CC The longitudinal muscle by which it is retracted.
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Remarks on the Irish Language, with a Review of its Grammars,

Glossaries, Vocabularies and Dictionaries ; to which is added, a

model of a comprehensive Irish Dictionary. By James Scurry.

Read Oct. 23, 1826.
-M\\

The laudable desire recently evinced by the Royal Irish Academy,

conformably with the spirit of its institution, to promote inquiries

respecting the literature and antiquities of Ireland, has given rise to

the following essay. It has been compiled with a view to ascertain

how far the efforts of our Grammarians and Lexicographers have

unfolded the analogies of our language, to what extent their

exertions have tended to preserve its purity or establish a correct

standard of orthography, and, particularly, whether their labours are

calculated accurately to facilitate its attainment.* This investigation

has necessarily led to a review of the excellencies and defects of

our Philological compilations, and of what yet remains to be per-

formed, in order to achieve the foregoing objects. The whole

is followed by a model of a Dictionary, intended to comprise
rules for pronunciation, the etymologies of words, their various

meanings in Irish synonyma, Latin, English, »S;c., examples taken

from our most approved writers, and other particulars incident

• Archbishop Usher has ranked the Irish language
"
among the first in elegance and rich-

ness"—" Est quidem Lingua Hibernica et elegans cum prirais, et opulenta" :—The remainder of

the sentence, as will appear in the sequel, after a lapse ofnearly 200 years, is equally applicable to

the present period."
—" sed ad earn isto modo excolendam (sicuti reliquas fere Europae linguas

vernaculas intra hoc seculum excultas videmus) nondum cxtitit hactenus, qui aniraum adjiccret ;

nullum adhuc habemus liujus linguae Lexicon, sive per se factum, sive cum alia lingua compara-

turn."—Epist,- J. UssERii Armagh. Archiep.

B 2



to the language. The entire is submitted with every deference to the

Academy $ and as the writer's only motive is to benefit our national

literature, (if it be not presumptuous to suppose that his humble la-

bours can have that effect,) it is hoped that the intention will secure

him, at least, the indulgence of that portion of his fellow country-

men, who feel an interest in the preservation of the venerable lan-

guage of their ancestors.

This language, as an object of literature, is deserving of the

utmost attention. It possesses all the marks of a primordial tongue,
and derives its origin from the most remote antiquity. Its primitive

words are generally monosyllables. The different classes of deriva-

tives are produced by a mechanism simple and regular. It furnishes

a key to all those other branches of the widely extended Celtic,

which imitate the formation of its inflections, but are much in-

ferior to it in simplicity and in the preservation of the common ra-

dices. These circumstances, particularly the latter, have recommended

the language of Ireland to the attention of the learned of Europe,
from some of the most distinguished of whom it drew forth the highest

eulogiums.* But however honoured abroad it is slighted at home. By
our gentry abandoned, and by our literati, ignorant of its beauties,

it has been generally but unmeritedly neglected. -J- Like some ma-

* Among others, that prodigy of human learning, Leibkitz says
— '*

Postremo, ad
perfi-

ciendam, vel certe valde promovendam literaluram Celticam, diligentius Ungues Hibernica stu-

dium adjungendum censeo, ut Lwydius egregie facere cepit.
—Ex Hibernicis, vetustiorum adhuc

Celtarum, Germanorumque, et, ut generaliter dicam accolarum oceani Britannici cismarinorum

antiquitatis illustrantur. Colleet. Etymolog. Vol. I. p. 153.

t An honourable exception to the above must be made in favour of three distinguished Fel-

lows of the College of Dublin, Doctor Anthony Raymond, who was deeply skilled in the lan-

guage and history of Ireland ; Doctor Young, late Bishop of Clonfert, whose valuable disquisi-

tions on the antient poetry of the country, appeared in the first volumes of the Transac-

tions of the Royal Irish Academy, and our talented and patriotic cotemporary. Doctor Whitley

Stokes, who has evinced a warm attachment to our literature.



jestic edifice, once the proud seat of imperial grandeur, after a

lapse of time and change of circumstances, deserted, decayed and
doomed to shelter the humble peasant or the shepherd's care. The
sublime and lofty halls, pinnacles and towers, splendid but melan-

choly monuments of former magnificence, remain to exercise the

talents of antiquarian learning and excite the admiration of ages.
Such at the present day, is the language of Ireland. But after

braving a thousand storms, it yet remains unimpaired and so will

continue, monumentum are perennius.* This venerable fabric is the

subject of our present consideration. We shall now proceed to

consider its various parts, and in doing so, it will appear how far

we are qualified for the attempt.

The Irish language, as before observed, contains within it the

radices of the ancient Celtic. The affinities between the latter and

the dialects derived from it can be better traced in the Irish than

in any of the other existing branches of that great stock. The

knowledge of it alone would yield more materials for a system of Ety-

mology than any other language, the Hebrew excepted, and even

more than we can be supplied with by all the laborious researches

of etymologists put together, notwithstanding their having paid the

most unremitting attention to the subject. Several classes of words

in most of the Oriental languages bear visible marks of being derived

from the same common parent as the Irish. Many of the northern

languages have originated from the same source. If etymologies wer^

• It is now ascertained that the Irish language is spoken in the interior of many ofthe West

Indian Islands, in some of which it may be said to be almost vernacular. This curious fact is sa-

tisfactorily explained by documents in the possession of my respected friend, James Hardiman,

Esq., author of the History of Galway. After the reduction of Ireland by Cromwell and his

myrmidons, the thousands who were "
shipped to the Carribbes" so these islands, were then

called,
" and sold as slaves," carried with them their language. That they preserved, and there

it remains to this day.
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not traced back farther than the Greek and Latin, we should soon

discover that we have not yet arrived at the fountain-head. Even
tliese celebrated languages, as to their origin, may be traced to more

ancient sources,namely, theHebrew and theCeltic. The words which

the former have, in common with the Irish, are not to be considered

as derived from it, nor are those in the Irish derived from them, but

all are referable to the Celtic and Hebrew, both of which are

deemed by many learned Philologists dialects of the prime-
val tongue.* Were this subject carefully investigated, satisfac-

tory proofs would be found to confirm what is here advanced, and

new discoveries made, by which the progress of society, of customs,

arts and sciences would be illustrated. I shall here give a

few specimens of derivations in support of what 1 have said on this

subject. But it may not be irrelevant previously to point out the

mode which should be pursued in deriving words in other languages

from the Hebrew and Celtic, which will be found of advantage if

attended to by the student.

In all the languages which make no distinction between radical

and servile letters, the following general rules will serve for re-

ducing words into their first principles in the Hebrew and Celtic.

Let that portion of the word which remains unvaried be considered

as the radical tertn, and let the terminational changes be disregarded

or lopped ofi; Compound words should be resolved into their

component parts, and particles used in the composition of at-

tributive words should be excluded. In such as are reducible

•
Shatv, in the Preface to his Dictionary of the Galic language, calls the Irish " the greatest

" monument of antiquity perhaps now in the world. The perfection," he adds,
'• to which

" the Gaiic arrived in Ireland in such remote ages is astonishing."
—This learned and unpreju-

diced Scotchman, alluding to the MSS. in Trinity College, Dublin, calls them,
" Scaled Books,"

and thus concludes his observations :—" Wliilst I surveyed and examined them, and looked

" back to the ancient state of this once blessed and lettered island, they produced emotions easier

" conceived than described."—ito. London, 1780.



to Hebrew roots, consbting entirely of consonants, the intervening

letters employed for their enunciation are not to be deemed essen-

tial, as not constituting a part of the root. Another universal rule,

which should always be attended to, is, that letters of the same

organ are substituted one for another ; such as labials, dentals, gut-

turals, nasals and palatals ; for instance b for p, c for g, d for t,

p for V, &c. By a careful attention to the mutual changes and

substitutions of these letters an unerring clue is found by the etymo-

logist in tracing words to their origin.

Let us instance the Latin word capio and all its derivatives. We
find the root to be caj), from the Celtic yah, to take in the hand,

which last is found to be the same as the Hebrew rp caph or cap,

the palm or hollow of the hand—hence, the meaning of capio is to

take in the hand, to hold ; thence come captivus» caviis, and many
more. ''

Xa^arrw, to carve, engrave. The radical consonants are ^r,
from the Hebrew mna. to cut, to engrave in wood or stone ; Celtic

ys-^^^i cut thou; ge^tfUittfO cutting; ce^itjii? cutting, engraving;

5|te-<ii)<i-6 cutting, polishing, engraving, carving.

*tfm, dowry, &c. Heb. pg, pltercn, to endow. Irish
|Dfioi) or

^Hrf)t endow thou, bestow ; i^]^']\t a gift.

The negative particle in in Latin, as z«iraicus, imprudens, from v^bi

aiui not. Irish ttti, a negative, and sometimes intensitive, particle
used in composition, and tij not.

Modim, modus, moderor, &c. in Latin, from ^^ mad, a mea-
sure. Irish, Mie-ttt), a mean or balance

; morb a mode or manner.

Mixtura, mixture, misceo, /Mo-yai, radical consonants, fM-y, from

"jOa m^sec, to mix. Irish, rtig^g or
rtie^fc, mix thou; hence

tMKEe^ or «ie<ce, drunkenness, i. e. mingling or adulteration.

Heb. ^N, ab, an abbot, Ir. <tt>, an abbot ; father ; lord
;
a cause.



Heb. i'^'\n, auil, evil, folly ;
—Irish olc, ^)t)5f)t, terrible, dreadful,

pronounced aveil.

Heb. "jin hult to howl;—Ir. tiditt, a howl ; gul, weeping, wailing.

Heb.
|*>ij iin, wine ; Gr. otvof ; Lat. vinum ; Ir. ^5^ oi" yI^^*

Heb. I'i'iu; sariz, to multiply, increase ; Lat. cresco ; Gr. co^oj,

a heap ; Irish bfe^ , an increase ; f$t<, exceedingly ; ^ttft<cf excess ;

fctftujd-D, exceeding; C|tu<i6, a heap, a rick, a pile.

Heb. tflN"?, /a^ to hide, Lat. lateo ; Ir. I<t6<tt), to dive, -^almt, a

cover, i. e.
-y^Jc, under, and lufbe- lying, i. e. a lying under.

Heb. ps^ dik, a mound, fortification, dyke; Ir. -o^c and xi% a

dyke.

Heb. ^iy oied, to labour, to serve ; Lat. opus, a work, obedio, to

obey, Ir. obctj^, work, if6tii6f, cmrfiSf or 6t)iii6)TD, homage, obedience.

Heb. *i)i?u; SMCCMZ, juice, moisture ; Lat. auccus ; Irish ^5 or fub

juice.

Heb. N"!!? Arara, to cry, to crow ;--Ir. 5tt)n a cry, ^tft<t cries;

5<t)|itti calling, crowing ;
Lat. garrio, to babble, to prate, to chirp

as a bird, to chatter ; Gr. yri^vu,
or •ya§va, <yt]gvg,

a voice ; >'j«^,

garun, the throat ; 5<l)nce a narrow path ; f5g|ttict6 the throat.

Heb.
pi? keren, a horn ;

Latin cornu ; Ir. co^-n, a horn, a cup.
Heb. p^^, tzuk, to confine, straiten ; hence, choak, check, in Eng-

lish ; Irish c<tcc, choak ; •fotc silence
; '{C)OC, congeal, straiten.

Heb. ni» tnuth ; death ; Irish wiuc, extinguish, suffocate ; wedc

decay.

Similar etymologies might be extended to considerable length.
These few are adduced as proofs of the close coimection between the

Hebrew and Celtic, and the other dialects into which those lan-

guages insinuate themselves, and which are derived from them as

common parents. On the same plan, philological investigations might



be carried to considerable extent, and be productive ofmuch philo-

logical entertainment and instructictn.

A knowledge of the Irish language is easily acquired. It is

simple and regular in its structure, possesses few flexional heteroclites,

and the various sounds of its letters are so fixed to certain positions in

words, and with such regular combinations as to be almost inva-

riable and determinate. It will appear in the sequel that the student

is not yet furnished with sufficient aids for that acquirement. It is

presumed, that to facilitate the attainment of this purest branch of

the ancient language of the Celts, would be a work as desirable to

the native, as it would be valuable and interesting to the learned

foreigner. The former it would render familiar with the written me-

morials of the learning and wisdom of his forefathers. It would en-

able him to relish the sweets of our charming poetical compositions,

not inferior to those of the celebrated antients, which have so long
and so deservedly regulated the taste of mankind. His ideas would

be enriched by opening to his view the treasures and beauties of a

language
"

unparalleled in' describing nature in her fairest forms

and most stupendous operations," and in giving expression to the

strongest as well as the gentlest passions of the mind. To the ori-

ginality, copiousness and historical utility of our language, the most

enlightened antiquaries and profound philologers of Europe have

borne testimony. Facts and existing monuments corroborate their

opinions,
and shew that they were not the result of prepossession,

interest or prejudice. The learned foreigner, attempting by ety-

mology to trace the radices of words in any of the languages found-

ed on the Celtic, or by ^antiquarian research, to develope the his-

tory of any of the early nations of Europe, would here find

lights to irradiate the hitherto impervious gloom of northern anti-

quity. This sequestered dialect would enable him to clear up many
VOL. XV. C
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historical doubts respecting the origin of the various nations of this

quarter of the globe. Let it not be supposed that this is assuming
too much. It is the declared opinion of some of the wisest and

most learned of mankind.

Having stated that a knowledge of the Irish language is easily

acquired, I did so, well aware that an idea directly the contrary

generally prevails. The cause of this erroneous opinion now re-

mains to be explained.

From the description given of our language by some modern scio-

lists, many are apt to consider it insuperably abstruse. This idea

of imaginary difficulties has prevented many from prosecuting its

study. They are apprehensive that but little of value can be de-

rived from a language pronounced inelegant, dissonant, and almost

unattainable. When students find O'Flaherty, Archdeacon Lynch,
O'Conor and Vallancey, those luminaries of Irish lore, charged with

mistranslations,* and with giving as the meaning of some words sig-

• Mr. O'Reilly, a modern compiler of an Irish-English Dictionary, with a Grammar pre-

fixed (both of which will be found noticed in their proper places,) has particularly laboured in

this worthy vocation. He has singled out the venerable Vallancey as the principal object of

unprincipled attack. A single instance of this treatment will suffice to shew the value of the re-^

mainder. In an account of Irish writers compiled by him, and, by the way, abounding witli

mistranslations, printed in the Transactions of the Iberno-Celtic Society, Dublin, 1820, p. fix,

noticing a law tract in the Book of Ballimote, called by him the " Seanchas bheg," (which word

Mieg is a feminine adjective placed by this grammarian in concord, or rather discord with a mas-

culine noun,) he says "At the commencement of this tract, there is the following note, in the

late venerable Charles O'Conwor's hand-writing :
" Elements of Law, obscure to me for want

of a Law Glosary. C<xt<ll r<x ConcOb<x;fi". This is followed by another note, in the hand-

writing of the late General VaHancey, in ungrammatical Irish. C;j<im JCh JO m<i;C mO Ctt/t-

, ;tAb. CiXCCll r<x OJ)*U<Xn/"e;.
I understand them well, my friend. Charles Vallancey. Those wjto

understand the law dialect of the Irish," continues the critic,
" and have compared with the original*

the translations of the fragments published by the General, in the Collectanea de Rebus Hiberni-

cis, are able to set a proper value on this boast," How will the liberal minded reader feel when

he finds that this envenomed shaft was let fly at the memoty of this distinguished man for an inad-
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nifications which " never entered into the brains" of the ancient wri-

ters, they have reason to be deterred from studying our language, and

to despair of ever attaining a knowledge of it. But it becomes ne-

cessary to know from whom these charges originate, in order that

they should be duly appreciated. Suppose, then, persons who

acquired a reading knowledge of the Irish language, becom-

ing surprized at their sudden acquisition, and without any other

possible claim to notice, assuming airs of lettered importance. At

length, venturing to pass criticisms on the works of the truly learned,

they single out casual inadvertencies for observation, thereby hoping

to acquire the character of scholars and critics. With those inca-

pable ofjudging, the experiment proved successful
;
and success and

impunity, as they usually do, emboldened fresh attempts. Suppose

again the same persons to assume as their own, the unpublished

labours of others, in order to raise a literary reputation at the ex-

pence of the dead. But this is not all. Pedants of this class have

inflicted more serious injuries on the cause of Irish Literature. They
have, by the means already detailed, for the vain purpose of being

considered as the only oracles of our language, induced very general

but erroneous ideas of its abstruseness. This has had the effect of

preventing it from being more universally studied. To counteract, if

possible, so serious an evil, I must again repeat, that from the simple

and regular structure of our language, a knowledge of it can be

more easily and expeditiously acquired than that of most other lan-

guages. No credence, therefore,should be given to such misrepresenta-

tions,and no one should be deterred from prosecuting its study. I could

vertence which might have easily occurred to any one in the hurry of transcription. The erroneous

orthography of c;jjro rectius Ciijjjm is its only error, unless the omission of an aspiration

over the C, and the duplication of
j\

in the word "
CA/ifidb'' might be considered, by our critic,

as ungrammatical. So much for the candor of this class of literary pioneers.
" Ex uno disce

omnes."

c 2
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have gone much farther on this point, descended to particulars,

and exposed the ignorance of these superficial pedants, for pedantry

is always superficial, but I wish to avoid what I condemn. Less I

could not have said to vindicate the memory of the benefactors of

our literature, and to expose the arts which discouraged the study

of our language. I shall, therefore, now drop this ungrateful part

of my subject, and proceed to that which may prove more beneficial

to the student.

. Several individuals variously qualified as to talents and learning

have laboured with much credit to themselves and benefit to

our language in unfolding its analogies. They have endeavoured

to elucidate its construction, according to various grammatical

systems, to explain difficult passages in our old manuscripts by
means of Glossaries, and to define the meanings of words by Voca-

bularies and Dictionaries. Much has been done in these respects

by natives, and even by ingenious foreigners, to whose united la-

bours modern philologers are indebted for whatever knowledge of

the subject they possess. Much yet remains to be done with respect

to the elucidation of grammar by a proper analysis founded on the

genius and analogy of the language itself. A dictionary is yet

wanted: 1st, to fix a standard for orthography from proved princi-

ples of analogy, and to decide which of the various modes wherein

the same word is found in authors of former times should in

future be adopted. 2. To point out the pronunciation of words

according to the same principles, distinguishing provincial pecu-
liarities. 3. To shew the genders of nouns, their genitive case sin-

gular and nominative plural, as also tiie masculine and feminine

forms of adjectives with their declensions, conformably with a gram-
mar to be prefixed. 4. To mark the conjugation of verbs and the

case governed by each preposition. 5. To trace the etymologies of

the words, to collate them with their correlates in the other Celtic
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dialects, and set forth their affinity to foreign tongues in orthgraphy,

«ense or sound. 6. Above all, to supply, as much as possible, the

defects in preceding works of this nature, with respect to num-

berless words, not yet finding a place in any Lexicon hitherto pub-

lished.* A Grammar and Dictionary formed upon this system would

leave but little to be said or done by future writers on this subject.

I now proceed to notice the Grammars and Lexicons of the

Irish language, with their contents, excellencies and defects. This

is done, not with a view to detract from the merits of the authors by

exposing faults, but to point out the necessity of an undertaking
such as I propose, for the purpose of extending a useful knowledge
of our language. An investigation of this kind will tend to shew

how much more deeply versed in the subject our original writers

liave been than the moderns
;
the latter having little more to do than

to peruse the works of tlie former, some, perhaps, with a view to stig-

matize those patriotic men, and raise a name on the ruin of their

memory. But little is the labour or the honour of those who review

their works, and even improve on their systems, from the lights

which they afford, compared with the toil and learning of the ori-

ginals. This is not advanced for the purpose of discouraging use-

ful and liberal criticism, than which nothing would be more be-

neficial to our native literature. It cannot be supposed that a few

essays, written at distant intervals, by exiles labouring under many
disadvantages, could restore, or, to the full extent, improve a lan-

guage ridiculed, misrepresented and proscribed as that of Ireland has

* They are to be found in Irish manuscripts treating of history, laws, medicine, romance,

poetry, Divinity, ethics, astronomy, &c. The living language of the country, and different species
of poetry handed down by tradition to our own time, abound with them. Tliese words, ifgleaned
and committed to writing, n-ould euricii our language, and prove useful in leading to the

etymologies of many, at present unknown or doubtful.

y
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been. Its best part wrapped up in mouldering Manuscripts, long hid-

den in ruins and the cabins of the poor at home, or abroad scattered

over the kingdoms of Europe. A language, in fine, less indebted to

the Printer's art and the Critic's pen, than that of any other civil-

ized country on Earth. We shall now see how far these assertions

are borne out by facts, and first as to Grammar.

There are many grammatical treatises extant in MS. compiled

long before the invention of Printing ;
some of which are of con-

siderable antiquity, but have never been benefitted, by that great dis-

covery. The oldest of these, and perhaps the most ancient gram-
matical treatise extant of any language is the—

OR
« PRIMER OF THE BARDS"

written by Feirceirtne the Poet, by some called Forchern, about

the period of the Incarnation of our Redeemer, and in the reign of

Conor Mac Nessa, monarch of Ireland. This treatise was after-

wards revised and enlarged by Cinfaela na Foghlaime—*' Cinfaela

the learned," in the seventh century. Of it there are copies pre-

served in the Books of Leacan and Baliimote, in the possession of

the Royal Irish Academy, which, so far as I had an opportunity

of comparing, appear to me to agree. A more ancient copy than

either, but not so copious, written on vellum iu the twelfth century,

is in the collection of Mr. Hardiman. This latter appears to me

to be the genuine work of Cinfaela. There is in the same col-

lection a much more modern transcript than either of the fore-

going, and more diffuse, as containing tlie additions of subse-

quent grammarians. This, and all the other ancient grammars.
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which I have seen, chiefly treat of the Orthgraphy and Prosody of

our language, and that in the most masterly and copious manner,

but treat very slightly of Etymology, and not at all of Syntax.

Did these venerable documents belong to any other country, or re.

late to any other language of Europe, they would have long since

been laid before the world. It only remains here to express a hope,

that as the unfortunate and short-sighted prejudice, which extended

even to our language, is at length giving way to more liberal sen-

timents, the ingenious student may soon be enabled to trace the

progress of his native tongue in those original treatises through the

medium of the press, to which he is indebted for all these, which

we now proceed to notice.

O'MOLLOY's IRISH GRAMMAR.—Rome, 1677.

The first printed Irish grammar, with which I am acquainted, is

that of the Rev. Francis O'MoUoy, compiled in> Latin, and entitled

" Grammatica Latino-Hibernica nunc compendiata.
—Authore Rev.

P. Fr. Francisco O'MoUoy, 12mo. Ex l^ypog. S. Congreg. de

Propaganda Fide, Romse, 1677, pp. 286."*—It contains 25 chap-
ters. The first nine treat of the letters, tiieir nature, enunciation,

affinities and various relations. The 10th, 11th and l2th of Ety-

n)ology, which he handles very slightly, and from the descrip-
tion given by him of the irregular verbs it would be almost suffi-

cient to deter any one from learning the langnage, wliereas they
are not near so numerous or so difficult as in other languages.

—The
13th chapter treats of the ancient Ogham and abbreviations

; and

• The first book printed in Irish types was John Kearney's
"

Alphabeticum et ratio legendl
Hibemicam et Catechismus in eadem hngua, 1571. 8vo."—Containing short instructions for

reading the language.
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the remaining 1 2 chapters, of Proisody, in which department all

succeeding grammarians are indebted to him. The author con-

cludes his work with an appeal to his readers, equally modest and

affecting, in the following words :
—Et haec de his pro nunc suffi-

ciant levidensibus. Ceterum, si in aliquo hie forsan defeci, vel excessi,

quasso, excuser ; k quadriginta et amplius annis inter exteros procul

positus a patria, patriis monumentis, et magistris, qui aliis mihi om-

nem possent tergere caliginem."

O'MoUoy's Grammar is noticed by Lluyd in the preface to the

Irish-English Dictionary in his Archseologia, solely to point out a

defect, in not giving at large all the inflections of the declinable

parts of speech and the rules of Syntax. Notwithstanding these im-

portant omissions, Lluyd's opinion of its real value is manifest from

his giving it a place, though not without enlargement, in his

Archaeologia, as we shall shew in noticing the grammar contained

in that great work. O'Molloy uses the modern Irish Alphabet

LLUYD's IRISH GRAMMAR,—Oxford 1707.

The next grammar of our language which appeared was that

of Lluyd, just alluded to, contained in his Archaeologia Britan.

nica, and prefixed to his Irish-English Dictionary.*^ It is chiefly

extracted from O'MolIoy's and from another iu manuscript, written

by an anonymous author at Lovain in the year 1669.—It contains se-

ven chapters. The first treats of the letters—the second of the quan-

tity of syllables and parts of speech. The latter he reckons seven,

viz,
"

Article, Noun, Preposition, Verb, Adverb, Conjunction, Pro-

noun," stating at the same time that the more ancient Grammarians

• This learned work is so well known to every scholar, that it is deemed unnecesMiy ta

enter into anj description of it here.



reckoned but three, namely Noun, Pronoun and Verb. He trans-

lates the word )<t|ittibf<tfltt by the word Pronoun, to which he says,

"
it is now appropriated." In my opinion, the meaning of )<if-

itibf<t|il<t is Adverb, or rather Adjunct or Particle, by which the an-

cients understood those words which point out the relations and cir-

cumstances of thing's, attributes and actions, and under which name

were comprehended the Adverb, Preposition, Conjunction and In-

terjection of the moderns.—Under the head Noun were included

the Noun, Adjective and Pronoun, and the Participle they consi-

dered as a part of the inflection of the verb.—^The 3d chapter

treats of the Article. The 4th of the Noun, its derivatives and

species.
—On this subject he is quite defective, not giving the Declen-

sions of the Nouns or Adjectives, or the comparisons of the latter.*—
The 5th. Of the Verb, Pronoun and Participle.

—In this depart-

ment of grammar he is also defective, as he does not shew the con-

jugation of a verb through any of the modes, except the formation

of one regular Verb in the persons and tenses of the Indicative.

He omits altogether the defective or irregular Verbs, merely ob-

serving, that they are very numerous, and that in conjugating
them " the common use and practice of the province, &c. is the only

pattern." Of the Pronouns he is silent, except as to declining the

three personal, by the same number of cases as those of the Latin

and Greek.—The 6th treats of Abbreviations in writing, of which

he has given a few examples. The remainder of it treats of Prosody,
which may be pronounced the most valuable part of this grammar.
On the entire, however, this great Philologer is entitled to the grati-
tude of his successors.

• His rules for the genders of Nouns are liable to the same objections as those of Mac
Curtin.—See p. 19.

VOL. XV. n
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MAC GURTIN's IRISH GRAMMAR.—Lovain, 1728.

The next Grammar that appeared after Lluyd's is that of Hugh
Mac Curtin, entitled,

" The Elements of the Irish Language,

grammatically explained in English in 14 chapters. By H. Mac
Curtin. Small 8vo.—Lovain, 1728.

This grammar is very scarce in its detached state, but that

scarcity is less felt in consequence of its being re-printed with his

English-Irish Dictionary in the year 1732. The Preface is excel-

lent. In it he states the reasons for undertaking his Grammar,
and ably refutes the objections brought by prejudice against such

an undertaking, by shewing the advantages derivable from an ac-

quaintance with our language and records. The three first chap-
ters treat of Orthography. The 1st. Of the modern Alphabet, in

which he gives the Irish characters of the Letters, their names from

trees, and their pronunciation by corresponding Letters in English,

Latin or Greek, and classes the Letters into their respective subdi-

visions. The second treats with clearness and propriety of the in*-

fluence of Consonants on each other by Eclipsis and Suppression.

The third of the Vowels—their nature, quantity, pronunciation and

orthography. On this subject he has left room for future labourers in

that way. He has classed the vowels into broad and slender ; but

has not pointed out their various quantities, long, short, obscure,

and diphthongal, nor has he shewn the provincial peculiarities

of pronouncing them. He has divided them into Diphthongs and

Triphthongs according to terms of art, taken from the characteristic

or leading Vowel of each ; but has not shewn the various quantities

of such of them as are occasionally long and short by nature. In
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this chapter he also treats of the accent, and correspondence of

Vawels in spelling, of their commutabiUty and elision. The fourth

treats of the parts of speech, and first of the Article. In the num-
ber of the Parts of Speech he agrees with O'Molloy and Lluyd,
With respect to the articles he follows the last mentioned Gram-

marians, and asserts that there are several kinds of Articles
; (^by

which word, I am of opinion, he must mean Particles) some

he calls nominala, and others verbal, adverbial, pronominal and

interrogative.
—He even asserts the impersonal verb ){ or <tf

(i. e. it is) to be an article.—Those which he calls nominals, with

the exception of the definite article <tti (the), are substantives, verbs

or interjections. The verbal are adverbs. The adverbial are pre-

positions placed before nouns. The pronominal are demonstra-

tive or indefinite pronouns ; and the interrogative are either pro-

nouns or adverbs.—The fifth treats of the form and figure of nouns,

which would be well treated if the adjective were distinguished

from the substantive. Much more could be said on this subject,

which would form an invaluable and curious display of the me-

chanism of our derivative words, and the analogies by which they are

formed on the primitives. The sixth treats of the Noun, its gen-

der, number and case. He says Nouns are of two kinds, viz.

Substantive and Adjective. The Substantive of two kinds, viz.

common and proper. The Genders two—masculine aud feminine.

The numbers two— singular and plural. The cases six, as in the

Latin, according to the moderns, and four, according to the ancients.

It becomes necessary here to point out some of Mac Curtin's

errors in his Rules for distinguishing the Genders of Nouns.—In

the fourth Rule he says
—"

Diminishing derivatives which end in

^ti, e-tt-M, "^-M
or e-tt are of the masculine gender." Those in

^ti are

always of the same gender as the nouns of which they are diminu-

d3
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lives. Example ; 'fe^^, masc. a man ; YJt*5^» masc. a little man.

6e-<iti, fem. a woman ; be^jn^n, fern, a little woman, &c. They
should, therefore, be excepted. Those nouns ending in "

<i^ or

e-iXt," he says,
" are commonly masculine." Some are and others are

not ; many of them are feminine, as ge^dldc, the moon ; ciX)Ue^<it, a

hag, &c. His rule for distinguishing the gender of a noun, by the per-

sonal pronouns ^, or ^^, 5 or ^^, i. e. he and she, and by the inflec-

tions of the Article itn (the^ in the genitive case masc. andfem. and

the aspiration of initial mutable consonants in the Gen. case masc.

and Nom. singular of feminines, with the eclipsing of ^ by c in the

same cases which require aspiration in the Gen. masculine and Nom.

Singular of feminines, is useful to a student who finds the language
written before him ; but a speaker or writer of his own sentiments

must be acquainted with the gender of the noun before any of those

words, which are subordinate to the noun with respect to concord,

can receive, from him, their concordant forms. To the latter, there-

fore, they are no guide. His rule to know the gender of a noun by
the adjective following it in the Nom. Singular, which keeps an in-

itial mutable consonant from aspiration if of the masculine, and ad-

mits of aspiration, if of the feminine gender ;
as Y^<tti ttictjr,

a good
man—bettti m<X)t, a good woman, is equally defective as the last

mentioned. What I if the initial of the adjective were a vowel, or

an immutable consonant, how then is it to be distinguished ? Cer-

tainly not otherwise than by a previous knowledge of the noun's

gender, as in the former case.—His rule for distinguishing the gen-

ders of nouns whose initials are vowels, are equally exceptionable

as the two former.

With respect to compound nouns formed of two substantives, he

says, they retain the gender of the latter, as bd^nft^j is masculine, be-

cause f^S ^^^ latter part of the compound is so, and fiJ5fte<iti
is ac-
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counted feminine because be<tti the latter part of the compound is fe-

minine. Grammarians who have laid down this rule assert these two

words to mean a Queen, and at the same time say that these two forms

of the same word are ofdifferent genders. 6<i5iiji55, literally translated,

is Woman-King, and is of the Masculine Gender (the first part of the

compound being always of the nature of an adjective), and it^jBextti

is King-woman, and consequently is feminine. But in case they were

intended to mean a Queen, both should be feminine. Iftheir asser-

tion were true, it would be contrary to nature and their own rules,

which say, that " All names of men and those common to men alone,

&c. are of the masculine gender ;
and names of women, and those

common to women alone, &c. are of the feminine gender." These er-

rors have been inserted by O'MoUoy, Lluyd, Mac Curtin and their

successors in their grammars.
The 7th chapter treats of the Declensions of nouns. He

says there are many declensions, yet follows those grammarians
who reduce them to five. In this chapter he enters into the

Declensions of Adjectives with their comparison ; but this sub-

ject might be much more simply and regularly treated, for here

it is forced to conform to the same manner of declension as the La-

tin, whereas it should be treated according to the genius of the lan^

guagc itself. Tlie declensions are formed according to the termina-

tions of words and not by their initials, as some subsequent gramma-
rians have inconsiderately attempted. Here I must observe, that there

is no part of Irish Grammar, even to this day, so unsatisfactorily ex-

plained as the declensions ofNouns. This is evident from the disagree-

ment of Grammarians on the subject. It yet requires their sole atten-

tion to ascertain and settle the true system of our declensions.

The 8th chapter treats of the Pronoun. Having given the defini-

tion of a Pronoun, he shews there are four kinds, viz. Demonstrative,
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Possessive, Relative and Interrogative, together with the accidents

belonging to it, to wit. Gender, Number, Case, Declension, Per-

son, and Encrease. The Personal, Indefinite and compound Pro-

nouns are not noticed, which is a considerable omission. There

are three declensions given for the Pronouns ; but much more could

be explained in this department of Grammar, with great advantage

4o the student.

The 9th chapter enters into the Verb Active with its modes

and tenses. There are three sorts of verbs, viz, active, passive

and neuter, but the impersonal is omitted.—Their accidents are

five, viz. Person, Number, Tense, Mood and Conjugation
—the

persons three, the numbei-s two, the tenses three, the modes six,

viz. Indicative, Imperative, Potential, Deprecative, Accustomary

and Conjunctive, to which he adds a seventh, viz. the Relative.

He does not admit the Infinitive mood, but calls it a verbal noun.—
Conjugation is either regular or irregular. Then follows the con-

jugation of a regular Verb Active through its modes and tenses.—
His description of the irregular Verbs is discouraging. He says,

after O'Molloy and Lluyd, that they are very numerous, in the

forming whereof the common use or practice of the kingdom or the

distinct dialects of each province is the only guide and rule. Al-

though more could be said on this portion of Etymology, still

great merit is due to Mac Curtin, who is superior to either of

his predecessors O'Molloy or Lluyd on this point.
—The 1 0th

chapter treats of the Verb Passive, Preposition and Conjunction.

-He confounds (very improperly, as appears to me,) the verbs pas-

sive and impersonal. He then proceeds to conjugate a verb pas-

sive through its moods and tenses : then proceeds to the Adverbs,

and classes them into their different kinds, and defines the proper-

ties of this part of speech, as to figure and comparison. It is

then shewn how Adjectives may be converted into Adverbs. This



part admits of much i(pp(ov«fnent. Hq tiext p^oeeds to ^fine the

Prepositioa and tjhe, <;a$e& which prepgisitious, goyeaF^.-rtle then de-

fines the Cgnjimctiou, of which, lie says, there are many Iji^inds,

but instances only the copulative and. negative ; by the letter tern^i

I suppose, he oneans that, which grammarians caU the disju^iye

Conjunction. s;

To do this author justice, he is deserving of the highest praise for

Fiis original remarks on Etymology, lie has done much, though
not so much as could be wished* his predeo^sors having been i^

very defective on this head.

The 1 1 th chapter treats of Syntax, which he defines, and then

subdivides into two parts called Concord and Government. The

concords he states to be, in tlie first place, those of the Article, Ad?

jective. Pronoun and Verb with the Noun ;
and secondly, that of

the Conjunction. These concords are respectively treated of, to

the end of the chapter, in a very able manner.

The 12th chapter treats of the government of the Article, Noun,
and Pronoun. This chapter is well elucidated. I find only one

error in it, to wit,
" That the article 5<ic (every) mortifies or ex-

tinguishes all genitive cases masculine of the singular number,

and all datives following it in the same number if their initial

letters, be capable of aspiration, as Le-dB<t|t 5<t6 F^ft,
i- e. every

man's book, no 5<i6 mnixo'], to every or each woman." These

examples prove not his position, but the reverse of it.
p)ft

and

tMtictoj should not be aspirated, unless preceded by the word <tf^ti

or eim, i. e. one or any, as le-ttSdft 5<tc g^uti f)|t,
—"OO 5<tc e-nti

»fititio5-

The 13th chapter treats of the Government of Verbs, Prepo-
sitions and Conjunctions. This chapter has left but little to be said

<Mi this point by succeeding grammarians.



The 14th chapter treats of the Ogham characters and the abbre-

yiations.—He distinguishes the Ogham into three kinds—the branch

Ogham, the C Ogham, and the consonantal Ogham. He then

proceeds to treat of the abbreviations or contractions used in ma-

nuscripts and printed books, and has given a table of a few of

them.

The difference between this and former Grammars is, that the

former have given copious Prosodial Rules without entering, ex-

cept slightly, on Etymology or Syntax, whereas Mac Curtin has ably

(considering how slightly these matters had been discussed by for-

mer grammarians) treated of these departments of Philology ; but

has omitted Prosody. On the entire, he deserves much praise, as

having a claim, almost, to originality respecting these two important

parts of grammar. His memory should be cherished by every
Irish student as a benefactor to the literature of his country.

VALLANCEY's IRISH GRAMMAR.—Dublin, 1782.

For nearly half the eighteenth century the Irish student had no

other grammatical assistance in the study of his native tongue,

except the works already noticed. In the year 1773, however.

Major Charles Vallancey, an English gentleman of talents and

erudition*, who had previously made our language his study, pub-

• The following testimony is from the pen of a cotemporary Historian.—" To few men is

the History of Ireland more indebted (than to General Vallancey ;)
and though in some few in-

stances he may be thought to have carried his hypothesis too far, there is no one acquainted with

his writings who will not give him the merit of profound erudition, and a vast extent of histo-

rical and geographical information. In his knowledge of the mythology, languages and customs

of the East, he was equalled by few, if any of bis cotemporaries. He was a distinguished

Member of the Royal Society and of tlie Society of Antiquaries of London, Edinburgh and
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lished a grammar of it in quarto, with a learned preface, which

tended considerably to excite the attention of the public to a

subject that had long Iain in oblivion. Of this grammar an im-

Perth ; of the Royal Irish Academy, of the Pliilosophical Society of Philadelphia, of the Dub-

lin Society, &c. &c. &c.—He was a valuable contributor to the Antiquarian department of the

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy. He died in the summer of 1812, at the age of 85."

—History of the United Kingdom, Cork, 1815.

To the first Edition of his Grammar he prefixed an Irish address, of which the following is a

Translation.

" TO THE LEARNED OF IRELAND.
'• The ancient language of this country is neglected, and on the decline these two hundred

years. The discouragement that every attempt for the revival of the Irish language has met

with, is a serious injury to ancient history and antiquities, not only to those of this country,

but to those of Europe in general, for there is not extant a language, except that of Ireland

alone, in which the roots and Etymologies of many words can be satisfactorily explained.
" The Irish has been deemed difficult in its attainment and in the printing of it, which

caused an apathy in many of the learned to apply themselves to its study. There are, there-

fore, many remotely-ancient authentic histories and precious documents of this country buried

in oblivion.

" The motives that induced the author to undertake this work were to revive this excellent

and appropriate language, and to adduce undeniable proofs that learning, arts and sciences

flourished in this country when the adjacent nations were immersed in ignorance.
" He does not presume that his undertaking is near being perfect or truly erudite, but con-

siders it to contain more of the systematic mode of the Syntax of the Irish language than

any other work hitherto written or printed.
" And through consideration of his being a foreigner, in case that blunders or errors should

be discovered therein, he hopes, that they shall be passed over in silence, rather than be cri-

ticised and censured in public as faults.

"
Accept, therefore, from a good will, this little present, by which the author does not intend

more than to give some knowledge of their ancient mother-tongue to those who are ignorant of

it, and to the learned in other languages ; but particularly, to stimulate the literati of Ireland to

give a better and more perfect work of this kind."

The Author.

Dublin, Mid-month of spring, 1773.

VOL. XV. E '
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proved edition was published in 1 782, octavo, with an "
Essay on

the Celtic language, shewing the importance of the Iberno-Celtic

or Irish dialect to students in history, antiquity, and the Greek and

Roman classics."—The antiquary and scholar are referred to the

work itself for this curious Essay, as it does not come properly

within the limits of the present disquisition.

The Grammar contains XX chapters.
—The 1st treats learnedly

of the language of the ancient Irish, and of the Ogham, which last

is contrasted with the Runic Ogham.—The British and Irish are

proved to be of the same Celtic descent, which being a dialect of

the Hebrew, like the Phoenician, is the reason why the Irish lan-

guage retains many British words in their purity. It is stated, that

the whole language appears to be no other than the Scytho-Celtic

refined by the Phoenicians and Carthaginians who settled in Ire-

land at an early period. The Ogham is treated of minutely and

satisfactorily, and compared with the British Ogham. In this chap-

ter he displays much learning in treating of the ancient writings,

and even of the materials upon which they were written.

The 2d chapter treats of the Alphabet according to the

Ufittjcepc ticc ti-e-jge-ttf which has been mentioned in a preceding

page. The ancient Alphabet is given according to Forchern the

author of the Uraicept. The names of the letters and of the

diphthongs, according to this ancient Grammarian, were called

after twenty-five of the most learned and celebrated masters of

the 72, who are said to have assisted at the school on the

plains of Shenaar, having been assembled for the purpose of

adjusting languages after the confusion of tongues and the disper-

sion of mankind. It is said by Forchern that each letter has been

invented by the person whose name it bears. The learned author

also gives the Beith-luis-nion Alphabet, according to O'Flaherty from
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rowed from trees. ;vti> t-ms b ; ,

The 3d chapter contains Remarks on the letters of the Irish

Alphabet.—Ill this chapter the commutability of the letters is treated

of; and it is stated that this property is not peculiar to Irish alone, \t^

being common to all the other ancient languages. The sounds of the

letters, and the denominations and classes in Prosody to which
each letter belongs, are also mentioned. .;,"';' !

The 4th chapter treats of Pronunciation and Orthography. He re-

futes the objections preferred against the pronunciation of our Lan-

guage, as many words are pronounced differently from their ortho-

graphy. He shews the mutability of pronunciation, and that

letters are arbitrary signs, which alter in sound when they change
situation or become associated with others of different power and oiv-

gsmU'U He asserts the superiority of the Irish over all the other Celtic

dialebts in tracing the Etymologies of words, as it preserves the ra-

dical letter of the word in inflection.

The 5th chapter treats of the modern Alphabet. It shews the

number, order, names and pronunciation of the Letters. The
Vowels witli their classification and correspondence in orthography,
and their combination into Diphthongs and Triphthongs.

—He shews

that the vowel terminations of the Irish Language are twenty-three.

He then treats of the consonants, their number, sounds and classifi-

cation into mutable and immutable. The Pronunciation of the se-

condary mutes or mutable consonants, called also aspirated, is next

pointed out. Lastly, Double Letters, Eclipsis and Suppression of

Consonants are treated of. In these he has followed the Gramma-
rians who preceded him, viz. the Author of the Uraicept, O'Molloy,

Lluyd, Mac Curtin, and Doctor O'Brien in his remarks on the let-

ters throughout his Irish-English Dictionary.
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The 6th chapter analyzes the Parts of Speech. He says the an-

cient Irish like the Hebrews reckoned but three, viz. Noun—Pro-

noun—Verb. The moderns nine, as the English, &c.

Of the Article.—Its influence and government on the initials

of Nouns and Adjectives.
—Its declension. He explodes all those

words called articles by other grammarians, except the definite ar-

ticle itti, from that rank.

The 7th chapter.
—Of the separate Particles, which include Ad-

verbs, Prepositions, Conjunctions and Interjections, which are in-

declinable. Of these he has given long catalogues.

The 8th chapter.
—Of the Particles and Negatives. These

are called by him after the former grammarians consignificative

Particles, or inseperable Prepositions, used in composition with

significant attributive words. They are called consignificative, be-

cause they are said to have no meaning except when associated

with other words that are significant. Here the formation of Irish

words of the derivative kind is investigated.
—Of the Noun Sub-

stantive and Adjective. The remarks which I have made on Mac
Curlin's treatment of this part of Grammar are applicable to this, as

Vallancey has copied, in a great measure, his words concerning the

Rules respecting Genders, and the Declensions of Nouns and Adjec-

tives. Finding certain Adjectives irregular in their comparison, which

are also irregular in all the European languages as well as in the

Irisli ; this circumstance he attributes to their being derived from the

Celtic, in which it exists.

The 9th chapter.
—Of the Pronoun. First of the Compound

Pronouns, and their being a kind peculiar to the Irish, having them

above those which are common to other languages. They are re-

flective and emphatic when they take an encrease. He asserts that

they have not been explained by any Irish Grammarian before him-

self, which extremely embarrassed the learner. This strictly is not the
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case. Mac Curtin has given them, but as the Dative and Ablative

cases pf the Personal and Possessive Pronouns, which are coalesced

with their several prepositions. Mac Curtin has not, however, ex-

plained them so fully as in the present grammar, nor did he make a

separate class of them. Next, Personals are treated of.

The 10th chapter treats of the increase of the Pronoun with

Rules where and when the encrease should take place.

The 1 1 th chapter treats of the Relatives.

The 1 2th chapter, of the Pronominal articles.

The 13th chapter treats of the Verb, of which it is stated that there

are five kinds, viz. active, passive, impersonal, auxiliary and neuter.

Its accidents are Person, Number, Tense and Mood. The Persons

are three, as in the Pronouns ;
—the Numbers two ;

—^Tenses three,

i. e. Present, Past and Future ; and the Moods two only, viz.

the Indicative and the Imperative, as in the Hebrew. In this asser-

tion, concerning the Moods I dissent from him
; because his prac-

tice is contrary to his position ; for he uses other moods in con-

jugation, but chiefly, because other moods are essential to the lan-

guage to express the volitions and perceptions of the soul.—He

gives the conjugation of the auxiliary verb b^X) be, and treats of

other auxiliary impersonal verbs with much skill and acuteness.

The 14th chapter treats of Auxiliary Verbs in a more copious

manner than any of the former Grammars.

The 15th chapter treats of the Impersonal Verbs.—He has the cre-

dit ofbeing the first Grammarian that has treated of these in a satisfac-

tory manner, although they are confessedly the most difficult part of

our language, and the description given ofthem by O'MoUoy, Lluyd
and Mac Curtin, though the first and latter were natives, was discou-

couraging to learners. In the present Grammar the author assures

us, and truly so, that "
they are not so numerous or more difficult

than those of the Latin, French or English." Having conjugated
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the Irregular Verbs, he gives a synopsis of them, and also of the Aux-

iliary Verbs.—^He treats of Reciprocal Verbs, and states their being

common to this language as well as to the Hebrew, and gives exi-

amples.
-

•

''}'
• •

1

The 16th chapter treats of the Irregular Verbs in an original

and superior manner. These the preceding Grammarians had for-

borne to analyze, and notwithstanding the discouraging description

given of this class of verbs by them, our author has succeeded in

unfolding their various anomalies. Succeeding Grammarians are in-

debted to him in this department of Grammar.

The 1 7th chapter treats of Regular Verbs Active with the manner

offorming the tenses, persons, numbers and moods.—Ofthe Relative

before Verbs.—Conjugates a regular Active Verb in the active voice

according to modern Grammarians.—Examples of the Passive Voice

according to the same Authors, Here he closes his investigations

respecting Etymology, which he has elucidated with deep penetra-

tion, skill and acuteness. He has cleared up many difficulties,

which were until then stumbling blocks in the way of learning our

language.
'i

'

The 18th chapter contains Syntax, which is briefly explained in 12

Rules. This part has been better elucidated by succeeding Writers.

The two last chapters contain Exercises, Extracts, Rules for

reading the Irish characters, and the Ligatures or Abbreviations as

used by ancient and modern Irish writers. Thus finishes the Gram-

mar of this learned and generous native of England, the benefac-

tor and vindicator of our language and antiquities. Would that

his talented countrymen were so divested of prejudice against our

language and ancient literature, and would treat them with the

same honest and honourable candour as this worthy indivi-

dual has done. His work is one of considerable learning,

TjUQt^^ iheoreiicaX than practical, and better adapted for the
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Etymologist in tracing the affinities of words than for the immediate

learner. The practical part, with the exception of the irre-

gular verbs, is taken from the writers who preceded him. This

Gentleman, who, " like Pythagoras ofold, left his native land, to visit

the seat of ancient learning, and to recover the wisdom of former

days," is entitled to the' gratitude and praise of that country
for whose Literature he has done so much by his writings. Since

the second Edition of his Grammar no less than four similar pub-
lications have appeared, which shall now be introduced in regular

order to the attention of the reader.

Utittjce^c m Site^tjlse.—A GRAMMAR OF THE IRISH
LANGUAGE—Dublin, 1808,

Published in octavo under the fictitious signature E. O. C. ; but

the author was William Halliday, a native of Dublin, and a singu-

larly gifted youth, who not only compiled this Granimar, but pub-
lished the first Volume of a most excellent Translation of Keating's

History of Ireland, with the original, on collateral pages. He also

proceeded on a Lexicon of the Language, which he would have

published, but was prevented by a premature death at the early age
of 23. Had this young gentleman lived, he would most probably
have achieved more for the ancient literature ofIreland than any other

individual of his time. His early display of talents and deep know-

ledge of the Greek, Latin and some of the Oriental Languages,

joined with unwearied antiquarian research, and an enthusiastic

zeal for devoting his talents to the service of his country, would

have Tendered him one of its brightest literary ornaments.—Of

this the works which he has left behind him bear ample testimony.

His Grammar, which alone can be noticed here, is dedicated to
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the Highland Societies of London and E qV>? burgh. The Introduc-

tion is a learned dissertation on the language which the work ana-

lyzes.
—He adduces the testimonies of the most eminent men in the

walks of Literature respecting the originality, antiquity and utility

of our language, and refutes the charges which ignorance, prejudice

and misrepresentation have made against it. He exults in the

prospect, which presented itself before him, of seeing his native

language and literature restored to their former celebrity. He ear-

nestly entreats the Irish and Scotch, as descended from the same

stock, to unite their endeavours in reviving the Gaelic as their com-

mon language. He concludes by an address, in the words of Hugh
Mac Curtin, to the generous natives of England, to give us their

confidence and affection. This short introduction does equal ho-

nour to the head and heart of the writer.

The Grammar is divided into five parts. The first part treats of

Pronunciation and Orthography, and very ably, if we except the

rejection of <to), e-<t, and p, and for them substituting <t^, ^ and
) j

as tf^btief for iXO)bm<i{, joy ; '^'f^ for '^eccfi, a man
; ^e-fi

for fedti,

old ; «i)T)
for mjoi), small, &c.—c)t)C<i for

c)Oi)C<t, guilt or crime.

These words, it is true, sometimes occur so written in very ancient

manuscripts, but that mode is so antiquated, that it would now be

as unintelligible to the generality of Irish readers, as the orthography

of Chaucer would be to the modern English.

Part II.—^Treats of the Parts of speech, which are enumerated

nine, viz. Article, Noun, Adjective, Pronoun, Verb, Adverb, Pre-

position, Conjunction, Interjection. Here he varies from the printed

grammars, except Vallancey's, that have preceded him, which limit

them to seven, as they have differed from the more ancient Gram-

marians, who admitted but three. He treats of Aspiration and

Eclipsis under the head of Etymology, though, in my opinion, they
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belong to Prosody, their office being, in the initials of words, to

point out the genders, with the definite and indefinite states of the

Noun and Adjective, and the tenses and moods of verbs. But aspi-

ration in the body of a word is used, as appears to me, for the sake

of euphony.
—Of the Article.—This part of speech is treated dif-

ferently from the former Grammarians in their treatment of Etymo-

logy, i. e. in admittting but one Article, viz. <iti the.—Under this

head is given the influence or government of the article in the va-

rious classes of the initial letters of Nouns, and the changes to

which it is subject in the Scotch dialect of our language are shewn.

The treatment of this properly belongs to Syntax.
—Nouns—

Tlie accidents of a noun according to him are Gender, Declension,

Case and Number. Person is omitted, but it is, perhaps, included

in Declension. To these, in my opinion, should be added Increase,

which is used for the sake of Emphasis. In the second Rule for

distinguishing the genders of nouns. Diminutives in jn are stated

to be feminine
; Mac Curtin makes them masculine.—See the pre-

ceding remarks on that point of Mac Curtin's Grammar, page 19.

On the subject of Declension Mr. Halliday differs materially from

Mac Curtin and the other Grammarians who preceded him. He ad-

mits three classes of nouns, forming seven Declensions, whilst the

other Grammarians have adopted five only. On this important part
of Grammar, our Author has approached a perfect system, and

has given a strong proof of his intellectual powers by the plan
which he has adopted, and the clear view he has taken of this

hitherto difficult part of Irish Grammar. It is manifest that he did

not rely on the Grammars of his Predecessors, but that he thought for

himself, and was master of his subject. The declensions of Adjec-
tives he has reduced to the same order as those of the Nouns, and

vol.. XV. p
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and has shewn their comparison regular and irregular. The nu-

merals are treated of both in their ordinal and cardinal states.

Pronouns.—These he very properly divides into seven classes.

Personal, Possessive, Demonstrative, Interrogative, Indefinite

and Compound, which he shews to have a simple and an emphatic
form. This part ofGrammar he has also very ably discussed, with,

perhaps, the exception of the orthography of words consisting of

the Diphthongs noticed in the first part of the Grammar.—Verb.—
Here but one conjugation is adopted and six moods, viz. Indicative,

Imperative, Subjunctive, Conditional, Consuetudinal and Infinitive.—
In these he varies from Mac Curtin in admitting the Infinitive,

substituting the Subjunctive for the Potential and rejecting the De-

precative.
—The simple and emphatic forms of the verb are very

properly slvewn.—The tenses are three. Present, Past and Future.

Tiie auxiliary verb byd is conjugated through all its variations of

moods and tenses.—This is followed by examples of conjugation in

the active and passive voices.—Rules are given for the formation

of the tenses and the several Persons in each mode, with a synoptic

table of two regular verbs. Irregular verbs are conjugated and a

list given of those which are impersonal and defective, but there is

still room for improvement on this subject.
—Adverbs.—Of these he

gives a long list together with adverbial expressions, which he re-

commends to be committed to memory by the learner. The compo-
nent parts of the complex adverbs admit of further investigation.

—
Prepositions are divided into proper and improper. These also admit

of further explanation, and I can affirm, from some few essays made

on the subject, that their theory is very curious, if pursued according
to Home Tooke's system in his " Diversions of Purley."—Interjec-

tions.—-These would also bear similar investigation, as being expres-

sive of the various passions, sensations and emotions of man. Conjunc-
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tions.—These require to be classed, and their respective offices

pointed out with reference to the verb, in the conjunctive and de-

precative modes.

Part III. Syntax.—This part of Grammar is divided into

Concord (in which Mac Curtin is followed) and Government. The
collocation of words in a sentence is slightly treated of.-^On the

whole, his System of Syntax is an excellent one, though in some res-

pects, it is susceptible of improvemenLr^It is followed by various

exemplifications of the Rules.

- Part IV. treats of Prosody, in much the same manner as !iad

l)een previously done by O'MoUoy, Lluyd and Vallancey.—Prosaic

Prosody still requires elucidation.—This, as yet, has not been suffi-

ciently investigated, and requires the future Grammarian's attention;

The Vth and concluding part embraces the Contractions and

Ogham.—The former are reduced to a very ingenious scale.—^The

latter is not treated so diffusely as by Mac Curtin and Vallancey.
—

These are followed by a vocabulary of the Gaelic language, with

some exceptions, shewing their Genders and Declensions. The
Grammar closes with a melancholy verse often subjoined to Irish

MSS. which was but too prematurely applicable to the ingenious

author, and a few corresponding lines from a Persian Poet in the ori-

ginal which he has translated.—This Grammar bears evident marks

of talent, and so far as it has gone has nearly reached perfection.

NEILSON's IRISH GRAMMAR—Dublin, 1 808.

This is,
" An Introduction to the Irish Language, in three Parts.

L An Original and Comprehensive Grammar.—II. Familiar

Phrases and Dialogues—III. Extracts from Irish Books andManu-
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scripts in the original characters, with copious Tables of the Con-

tractions."

Part I.—Orthography.
—Here the author endeavours to convey the

Irish sounds of the letters by means of those corresponding in Eng-
lish, but has omitted several peculiar to many of them. He has not

been very felicitous in his English correspondences;
—These are fol-

lowed by the aspirated consonants and a classification of the letters

into vowels and consonants. The former are subdivided, ac-

cording to the preceding Grammarians, into broad and slender—the

latter into mutable and immutable.—The correspondence of vowels

in spelling is pointed out, and it is slated to have been unknown in

early times. The sounds of the Consonants mutable and immutable,

and of the Diphthongs and Triphthongs are then explained.

Eclipsis and Accent are next treated of, followed by observations on

reading Irish, and a catalogue of words to illustrate the various

sounds of the Letters. This part of Grammar is by no means suf-

ficiently illustrated.

Etymology.
—In treating this department Doctor Neilson omjts

giviiig a definition of it, though usual with other Grammarians;
nor has he informed us how many parts of speech in our

language, tl.ough they appear in the sequel when he comes to

treat of them in order. He commences, as is usual, with the article,

which is only one (corresponding with the definite in English,) the

declension of which he shews. General Rules for genders of

nouns follow, some of which are not correct. The cases he lays

down to be six, as in Latin, and on them he throws but little light.

The Declensions are i-tated to be only four terminational, with a

few Heteroclites. He first declines without the Article, then shews

the manner of declining with it, and points out the Initial Changes

of Nouns. On this department of granmiar he is remarkably clear,

and has nearly reached the wished for point of fixing the Declen-
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four declensions, like Nouns, and declines a few of them, accompa-
nied with Nouns. He then shews the comparison of regular and ir-

regular Adjectives, and gives the Numerals both in their ordinal

and cardinal forms. These he has treated in an able manner.—
The Pronouns are divided into Personal, Possesive, Relative, In-

terrogative, Demonstrative and Compound. Their Declensions, and

the Increase peculiar to them, are shewn. In this department there is

room for additional observation
;
but on the whole it is not badly

treated. He reckons three kinds of Verbs— active, passive, neuter

or reflected :
—Seven variations of the Verb as to signification, viz.

Imperative and Infinitive moods. Participles, Indicative, Potential,

Optative and Subjunctive moods.— Four tenses. Present, Preter,

Consuetidinal and Future. He here makes a tense of the Con-

suetudinal, of which the other grammarians make a mode. Having

given examples of conjugating the different kinds of Verbs, Rules

are laid down for the formation of the moods and tenses, which

would better precede the conjugation, or immediately before the

example. Having treated of the regular, he proceeds to conjugate

the irregular verbs. On these he is clear, but his orthography

in the inflections, I consider not altogether correct. The Infini-

tive mood is more copiously explained than by other grammarians, <•

but in general his treatment of the Verb admits of improvement.—
Adverbs.—He shews the manner of their formation from other

words in the Language, and by a combination of words how to

form adverbial expressions or phrases. On this part much more might

be done.—The Prepositions are simple and compound.
—The theory

of these and of the other particles, if properly investigated would

be curious.—The Conjunctions are divided into Copulative,

Disjunctive and Conditional; but they admit of various other
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classes, and tjieir theory might be pursued much farther than has

been done.—Interjections,
—On these more explanation would b^

desirable. Taking his Grammar, however, altogether, it is, as

a practical one, preferable to Vallancey's, though the latter is

superior in point of Theory and Investigation. To him the Doctor
and other subsequent grammarians are much indebted, particularly
on the irregular verbs.—Syntax.—On concord and government he

has bestowed much pains, and has been successful in the elucidation

of Syntax by rules and examples. On these points, he is superior
to any of his predecessors. The second and third parts of the

Grammar contain Dialogues which are well chosen, and notes which

are useful. Extracts from Irish Books and Manuscripts in the ori-

ginal character, with English translations are given, and finishes

with a display of manuscript contractions and Ogham explanations^.

In the latter Vallancey is far superior.

It may be inferred from the system of this Grammar, that the

author supposes the learner to be previously acquainted with the

terms of the art in some other language. This caused him to

omit the definitions of the grammatical terms of our language,
which may be considered a defect, as the latter vary, in many
instances, from those peculiar to other languages. The Syntax
i§ the most valuable part of this work. Etymolc^y is also well

explained, but on Orthography he is not to be followed. The

language is well adapted to the subject.

4 Doctor Neilson long resided as a classical teacher in Dundalk,

He is known as the author of introductory books in the Greek Ian*

guage. His knowledge of the Irish procured him a kind of lecture-

ship in that town, in consequence of which he delivered occasional

moral discourses or sermons in that Language.—He was afterwards

chosen classical teacher of the Belfast Academical Irish Institution,
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that patriotic and valuable establishment. His death is attributed,

with every appearance of justice, to excessive application to his fa-

vourite literary pursuits. His labours for the preservation and

improvement of our language deserve considerable praise.

O'BRIEN'S IRISH GRAMMAR.—Dublin, 1809.

The author of this Grammar was the Rev. Paul O'Brien, Pro-

cessor of Irish in the College of Maynooth. He entitled his work
** A Practical Grammar of the Irish Language," and commenced

by an Introduction, which points out the tendency and sys-

tem of his grammar, and the requisites in addition to it for com-

pleting a course of instruction in the language, viz. a book of Ex-

ercises, another of Dialogues, and a Dictionary. He offers his ser-

vices, if at any future period his labors might be of use towards

the accomplishment of what was wanting in that respect. This is

followed by a poetical address to the four provinces of Ireland, in

which the neglected state of our literature is deplored in pathetic

strains.

Orthography.—In this department the learned Professor com-

mences with the ancient Alphabet according to the U^ttjce-pc, as

given by Vallancey, with another from an old copy of the same,

and a third Alphabet from the Book of Leacan. These are fol-

lowed by the modern Alphabet, a classification of the Letters and

the vowel sounds, with their quantities, corresponding English sounds

and Irish examples. The vowels have many other sounds besides

these which he has noticed in the table oftheir quantities. Between

some of the corresponding English sounds of the Iri^h consonants
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and the Irish Examples there is no coincidence; moreover, each

of them has a two-fold sound, which is not noticed, except "O and

^.
—The aspirated mutables are treated of without any considerable

error. The immutable consonants are treated of correctly,

except where he states that '* The immutables at the beginning

of words which have a reference either to objects of the feminine

gender or to objects or things of the plural number are pronounced
double." This has been asserted by many of his predecessors, but

with deference to such respectable authorities,they have, in my opinion,

no variation of sound but what they obtain from the vowels with

which they are combined in a syllable, like the other consonants.

In speaking of double letters he has omitted
'<f'^ ;

and cc he stated

were used only in the beginning of words, but he forgot that they were

written by the ancients, in the middle and at the end of words, as

wi<t)CC)ti, Cf5oti6)CC, &c. Diphthongs aud Triphthongs have a great-

er variety of sounds than he has mentioned, and some of the English

correspondences are insufficient to convey the Irish sounds.—The

accent of the vowels is passed over slightly, but the influence of

consonants on each other, commonly called Eclipsis, is correctly

treated, though not so diffiisely as by some of his predecessors.

Of Parts of Speech—he reckons nine, viz. Article, Noun, Pro-

noun, Verb, Participle, Adverb, Conjunction, Preposition and

Interjection.
—He admits but one article corresponding to the

definite article the in English. With respect to this part of speech,

I cannot agree with Doctor O'Brien, when he asserts, that " in the

genitive plural of Nouns, beginning with a vowel or with the

influenced letters tD and 5, the article becomes tictti, &c." I rather

consider the last ti to be a servile letter belonging to the initial vowel

of the word, or to -o aud 5 as their eclipsing letter, having no con-

nexion whatever, except by juxta position, with the article. It is.
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however, so used, but improperly, in the Scotch dialect. Treating of

the Nouns, Doctor O'Brien, from an old Manuscript called " Kilian's

miscellaneous collection," asserts " the ancient Irish never inflected

their nouns by Terminations but by Initials.'' On this authority

he forms the declensions, which are three in inimber, according
to the changes which nouns undergo in their initials. It were to

be wished that he had adduced instances, that nouns do not un-

dergo terminational changes to express the cases ; for such instances

would shew the absurdity of the assertion. This is quite contrary

to all preceding grammarians, who have founded the declen-

sions on the terminational changes. There is an error respect-

ing the doubling of t, n and
^i

in sound when they begin a word

having reference to the female kind in order to distinguish it from

the male. This error I have already pointed out in treating of the

mutable consonants. The rules for the distinction of genders are

not sufficiently comprehensive ;
but his remarks on number are

original and curious. When the numeral, he says, attends the noun

plurality does not appear in the form of the noun until it goes to the

number three ; in consequence of which some might be apt to con-

sider the Irish to be like the Greek with respect to the Dual num-

ber.—The form of inflected nouns, with rules and examples for

their declensions are next given. And though the latter are termed

Initial, yet we find the termination to change in the various cases,

which are six, as in the Latin, although he uses only two cases in

tlie first specimens of declension, which he has given. After these

follows a long
" Table for finding the Genitive Singular, the No-

minative and Genitive Plural of nouns of either gender
"
according

to tlie termination ofthe Nominative Singular, with examples. Ano-

ther immediately follows of Heteroclites ending in vowels, which are

treated of very accurately and minutely, as are also the Initial changes

VOL. XV. G
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of nouns when preceded by the Possessive Pronouns^ a point not'

noticed^ in his manner, by any former grammarian.
Tlie Adjectives are described in a more satisfactory way than by

other grammarians ;
but the manner of forming the NominativePlural

of Adjectives, the Nominative Singular of which lias its terminational

vowel broad, and other cases, are objectionable.
—The Pronouns are

stated to be of six kinds, Personal, Possessive, Demonstrative, Re-

lativej Interrogative and Indefinite. Compound Pronouns are omitted

a& a class, and properly so, being but the Dative and Ablative cases

of the Personal and Possessive. This part of speech is well treated

of.—Verbs.-—The accidents of all regular verbs are. Voices two,

active and passive ; Moods five, imperative, indicative, potential,

conditional and infinitive
;
Tenses three, present, past and future';

Numbers two, singular and plural; Persons three; Participles

three, present, past and future; Conjugations two.'—The Verbs

are of four kinds, active, passive, impersonal and neuter- Of the-

Verbs both regular and irregular he has treated at great length and>

well, except in the Orthography of the inflections.—^The Adverbs

are also treated of very well, though with respect to them much

more could be said.—The Prepositions and Conjunctions also ad--

unit of further elucidation ; but the investigation of Interjections is

curious. At the end of Etymology the, various meanings of the^

letter ct are given.

The Syntax on the whole is excellent. The remainder of the

Grammar is taken up with an explanation of Granmiatical terms, -

the Ogham, Contractions and Notes.

This Granimar, speaking generally, is a good practical treatise,

containing many original and valuable remarks. It is a production

of the worthy Professor's old age, and not to be taken as a fair

specimen of the vigor of his intellect or the extent of his learning.;
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It seems to have been given to the world becaose something 6f the

kind was expected from his high character as an Irish scholar. Did

the various duties of the Rev. Mr. Loftus, his learned successor in the

Irish Chair of Maynooth, permit him to favour the world with the

result of his deep and valuable researches in our language, our li-

terature would be considerably benefitted.

The three last preceding Grammars were published within the

short space of two years, 1808— 1809.*' Their respective authors

have since paid the debt of nature. Truly grateful to them should

we be for the assistance they have afforded us in the stiwly of our

language. And if they have not succeeded to the full in its eluci-

dation, yet they have done much, and have left the less to be done

by their successors. To them I feel truly grateful. If, in my ob-

servations on their works, I have been obliged to dissent from some

of their views, I did so with the utmost respect, and have not, I

trust, indulged in a single expression which would derogate from

their merits, or hazarded an opinion to which, if living, they would

not assent. Because their intentions were patriotic, and they were

* In 1815 a small Irish grammatical tract was published, entitled " Foroidebs Ghnatth-

Ghaoidheilge na h-Eireand. An Introduction to the knowledge of the Irish language as now

upoken ; containing a complete Analysis of the declinable parts of speech, with the pronunciation

of each Irish word employed in illustration, so far as could be effected by the substitution of

English characters : Systematically arranged and methodically disposed in fourteen short

Synoptic tables. To which is added, I. Examples of the Gaelic or Caledonian conjugations, and,

a curious specimen of the Erse of the 16th century, from the Rev. Alexander Steward's Gram-

mar, 2d Edition, Edinburgh, 1812." By Patrick Lynch, Secretary to the Gaelic Society of

Dublin—The chief object of this little tract appears to have been tiie instruction of students in

the correct pronunciation of the Irish language as now spoken. It begins with the Alphabet,

of which the figures and names of the letters in Irish and English are given with the pronuncia-

tion, and Hebrew and Greek names of their correspoding letters in those languages. The an-

tiquity of the names and origin of our letters are also shewn. It answers the purpose for which

it was intended, and will be found useful to persons not capable of speaking the language when

'earning it.

q2
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incapable of those selfish considerations which would defend over-

sights at the expence of the cause in which they so zealously la-

boured. 1 now proceed to the last published Grammar of our

language ;
and it gives me pleasure, that the author is living

to vindicate his opinions if wrongfully charged with error For

my part, I shall chearfully and thankfully acknowledge my er-

ror when it shall be pointed out, nor shall I consider it unreasonable

if in justice it be meted to me as I deal to others. I am not so

vain as to pass over in myself those faults which I censure in my
neighbour, or so forgetful of the admonition.—" Thou hypocrite,

cast out first the beam out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou see

clearly to cast the mote out of thy brother's eye."
—Math. vii. 5.

O'REILLY'S IRISH GRAMMAR.—Dublin, 1821.

This is entitled " A compendious Irish Grammar," and is an-

nexed to the author's Irish-English Dictionary. It is evidently the

compilation of one ignorant of Irish as a living language, and ac-

quainted with it only through the medium of books. In the preface

the author says,
" In my grammar I have ventured to deviate a little

from those who have gone before me, with what degree of propriety

it is for others to decide." Availing ourselves of that freedom, we
shall now proceed to the task

;
and first of the 1st chapter, compriz-

ing Orthography. Of the Letters only a mere classification is

given, and the reason stated for not treating of their sounds and

powers is, that so much had been before said on that subject, but

little was then necessary to be said by him. Even that "
little that

was then necessary," and which, it is presumed, ought to be what the

other grammarians have left unsaid, the author has forgotten. The
The cause of this omission is evident. It is impossible for any
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person, not knowing Irish but as a dead language, to give a true re-

presentation or description of its sounds. It is asserted that '* The rule

Caol le caol and leathan le leathan, has been carried too far," but to

what extent is not shewn
;
a few examples, indeed, are given, but not

at all sufficient or satisfactory for a learner. It is also asserted that

" The vowels of each class, when unaccented, may be indifferently

written for the other." This is too indefinite. The author should have

known, that though they are sometimes commuted by writers,

a grammarian is bound to point out the propriety or impro-

priety of so doing, and whether custom or analogy should be fol-

lowed. He then proceeds :
"

It is impossible to give a correct repre-

sentation of the sounds of Irish diphthongs and triphthongs by any
usual combination of English vowels." He should have given an

instance of this
;

it would have been a better proof than mere as-

sertion : but this he would have found rather difficult. I do not

know any vowel sound, in our language, that cannot be represented

by English vowel sounds either pure or mixed. If it were said that

some sounds, peculiar to a few of our consonants, could not be repre-

sented by any sound in the English language, the assertion would have

been well founded, such as the flat and thick sounds of t, ti, "6 and 5,

and also of ^15, &c. when initial, and of
|i slender, when it happens

to follow
)
in the termination of a syllable.

Chapter the third treats " Of the consonants and their divisions,

combination and influence on each other :"—It is asserted that "
cc,

'^^, |3|a
and cc are never used but in the beginning of words, except

cc, which is sometimes used in the termination."—But cc often oc-

cur in ancient manuscripts, as well at the end as in the middle of

words. On Orthography tliis Grammar is entirely defective.

Etymology
—

1st, of the Parts of Speech. Tlie author agrees with

his Predecessors in shewing that the Antients reckoned but three Parts

of speech ; but he says that the Moderns reckon ten,
—

Article, IVoun
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Adjective, Pronoun, Verb, Participle, Adverb, Preposition, Inter-

jection and Conjunction. Of these one has been here for the

first time added
; for nine is the most that any of the former Gram-

marians has admitted. He has treated correctly of the Article, but

otherwise of the Noun.—" To Nouns," he says,
"

belong, num-

ber, gender, case and declension/' He should have added person.

With respect to genders the errors of former Grammarians are

servilely copied. Our remarks, when speaking of Mac Curtin's

Grammar, page 19, respecting the Rules for the distinction of Gen-

ders, may here be applied with every propriety.

The'views taken of Case and Declension, with respect to the im-

propriety of making the systems of the Greek or Latin Grammar
a standard for the Irish, are excellent and correct, (but not original)

except that the vocative is omitted, and the accusative, which could

be di'ipensed with, (being always like the nominative) is retained.

His system of making the initials of nouns the foundation of the

Declensions, in imitation of Doctor O'Brien, is quite absurd, as the

Table of final variations subjoined to both Grammars sufficiently

prove. There are so many errors in his remarks on the Declen-

Bions, down to the table of terminational variations, that I very re-

luctantly undergo the painful task of exposing them to notice, but

I do so in order to warn students against a corrupt explanation of

our language.

In remark 1, on Nouns, the assertion is rtot correct, except when
the article is expressed. The same may be said of number 2.—
In number 3, he excepts those only beginning in

^, but he should

also except these beginning with -o and c. It is here stated that

mutable consonants should be aspirated in the Nominative, Dative

and Accusative cases singular of nouns feminine. The Dative

should not be aspirated but eclipsed if the article be expressed ;
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but when the article is withdrawn it takes aspiration : as, no 6^)U

to sense ; -do'-m 5-c^)lt to the sense.

4. " Nouns of the masculine gender beginning with aspirable

consonants, except fj
must preserve their natural sounds in the no-

minative and accusative singular and be aspirated in the genitive

and dative. In all the cases of the Plural except the genitive,

the initial preserves its natural power ;
but in the genitive it must

be eclipsed, unless it be. an w or an f." Here he should have ex*

cepted in the Genitive singular, thbse that begin with "D or c, and

the dative requires eclipsis instead of aspiration. In the Plural he

should have excepted the vocative, for it takes aspiration.
—It is

again stated, that " When ^ is the initial of feminine nouns, and

followed by a vowel, or by t or ^, (and he should have added
-m)

it requires c prefixed in all the cases of the singular except the ge-

nitive." This is erroneous, for the vocative takes aspiration.
" In

the genitive singular, and all the cases of the j)lural, it preserves its

natural powers." This also is erroneous, for the vocative plural re-

quires aspiration j as for the first instance, <t fu)t O eye ;
for the

second, a. f6)te^, O eyes.
—The same remark is applicable to f, in

the next paragraph to the above, when it is the initial of mascu.

line nouns
;

as <i fttogttjt, O world, <t f<co5<ttc(t, O worlds.

He says that " Nouns beginning with td or c, having the article

prefixed, suffer no aspiration, but tire eclipsed in the genitive plural."

This is not so. The vocative singular and plural require aspiration ;

as <t 'b'VT'Me-, O man, a. te-Jtijt),
O fire, <t tjciojiie-,

O men, <t ce-)tice-*

O fires ?—He says
" Thus we see that the initial variation of nouns

erveto express their gender, number and case."—It expresses,

however, something more, but in conjunction with other words

and: even then only partially. Gf what use are terminational

changes ? —It is stated, that "
I, n, p.

suffer no change in writing when
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they are the initials of nouns ; but the same accidents that cause a

variation in the sound of the other consonants cause a variation in

the pronunciation of these letters according to the gender of the

noun to which they belong." This is not correct, for it is the de-

nomination of the vowel that follows them immediately, i. e. broad

or slender, that causes a variation in their sounds, and this variation is

also peculiar to the other consonants.—This error the author has co-

pied from former grammarians, without seeming to have been aware

of its impropriety. We are further told " That some writers make
use of eclipsis instead of aspiration in the dative singular of their

nouns if the initial be susceptible of eclipsis. Thus for "co'ti cucti)

they write "oo'ti gcucti)."
—But we are not informed which should

be used according to the analogy of the language. This indecision is

unpardonable in a grammarian.—Further—"
Regular nouns ending

with an aspirated td or 5 seldom vary their terminations in any of the

cases of the singular number." On the contrary, it is seldom they do not

vary. The words butit), ^luctg, SftutfO, ^5, and many others, change

in the genitive.
—" The quantity or length of the vowels or diph-

thongs in the nominative singular is preserved throughout all the

other cases in both number?."—Erroneous ; for amongst others the

quantity of c-<t in the word tf.e-ttU a lump, is not tlie same in the Geni-

tive singular or nominative plural, which is
tne-jlt, and <t long in

t>^ji|t,

top, is changed into <i short in the nominative Plural 6ct|tfi<i'D<t, &c.—
He asserts that,

" In all regular nouns the dative singular terminates

like the nominative."—Those of the masculine gender do, but

those of the feminine should terminate like the Genitive by cutting

off the increase ; as, Nom.
5ri)(tii.

Gen. 5)ig^jtie-
Dat. vo ^fe^)f\.

—
In these rules for the inflections of nouns this grammarian, on the

whole, with very few exceptions, is faulty
—but this is not so easily
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perceivable as illustrative examples are not given, an omission justly

reprehensible in a treatise of this nature.

In Table No. 1. with respect to gender and inflection I find

tveenty-three errors in the modes of declining the noun and article ;

and in Table No. 2. half that number. These are so evident to

the Irish scholar who has " the least smattering of Grammar," that

I deem it unnecessary to waste more words on them here. Treat-

ing of the formation of the cases of regular nouns, it is, stated,

that " Nouns having ^<x or e-u in the nominative singular make
e-O)

in the genitive as
ttie-<t|t,

a finger, f5^ut, a story, become upon va-

riation
ttieojft, 'f^e^Ojt."

—In poetry these words with a few others

may take that form, but in prose and conversation they are written

and pronounced tn'f)^, f5^)t. The student may ask what form do

1fe-ct|t, 5e<tti, fe<t|tc, "oe-xi^c, tn^wv, ^uv, fcfut), with many more, take

in thd genitive singular.

Regular Nouns with the Article.—In the first Declension, 0)5,

a virgin, should take an encrease in the genitive singular ;
it should

be 6j5e instead of 6j5, as here given. The second Declension is cor-

rect
;
but the third requires aspiration in the vocative case (which

case is omitted,) of mutable consonants, except {, when followed

by any other consonant except I, n or
|i.

The Declension and Gen-
der of col<tm I disapprove of, although I have seen it similarly
declined as a feminine noun in a manuscript treatise. Yet
it is masculine, for we never say, in the nominative singular with the

article prefixed, ttn 6ol<ttti, and even in the Dictionary following
this grammar it is so marked. It is observable that between the

rules and examples given in the latter for genders, and the genders
themselves, as marked in the former, there is considerable variance.

This is unpardonable, independently of its being attended by one
of the worst consequences, that of misleading the learner. In the
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exceptions to the fourth Declension -o and t: should be tncladed ;

and f followed by ti as well as by t and
|i.

In the singular

and plural the vocative requires aspiration, though here omitted, as

remarked in the 3d Declension.-^The first example of the fourth

declension is also erroneous.—If the author intended ciie<tf to be

feminine, as il is generaWy considered to be in the living language,

the genitive should be -Mtt ctie-K^ '• if masculine, the genitive should

be <tti ctie-<tf<t
with the article, like

n\e-<ii{.
Gen. ttie-<t«f<t.

Adjectives.—Speaking of adjectives he says that those "
Begin-

ning with vowels and preceding their substantives require a c pre-

fixed to the nominative, dative and accusative cases singular mas-

culine, and to the genitive feminine and to nominative and da-

live plural of both genders."—^This is not ttie fact ; for neither

the dative singular masculine, the genitive singular feminine nor

the nominative or dative plural of either gender takes this prefix.

It is further asserted that "
Adjectives following their substantives

and having mutable consonants for their initials ("except ^, "o or c

following a noun ending with ti,) must be aspirated in the nomi-

native, accusative and vocative singular feminine gender, and in

the genitive, dative and vocative singular masculine ; in the plural

number the genitive feminine must be aspirated, and the genitive

singular must be eclipsed." For the exceptions I see no necessity

except ^,
when followed by any consonant except I, n or

|t. These

are not excepted where necessary, in the substantives. The dative

singular should be eclipsed instead of being aspirated, except tti or

J- followed by any consonant except t, >i or
|i, as "oo'ti b-'^e-a^

tti-bfe^S, &c. In the plural number the genitive feminine and

masculine must suffer eclipsis instead of aspiration, as t)<t tn-btiti

tti-b|te^^5 ;
and the genitive singular must not be eclipsed but as-

pirated in the' genitive singular masculine
; as, <i^ "oujiie- 'tob^dii<i)t,
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nine, as ti* bd b$)i«-.—The Grammarian immediately after says

of an adjective in the masculine gender, and liaving a broad vowel

in its termination, that ** In the nominative, dative, and accusative

singular,
it will take a broad encrease, and the genitive must be

like the nominative singular," This is too glaring an error to re-

q[uire
further notice.—"Again,

"
Adjectives following their subr

stantives and having an
j

for their last vowel before an immutable

consonant in the nominative singular, take no change in the geni-

tive masculine, take a ftmall encrease in the genitive feminine, and

in the nominative, dative, and accusative plural of both genders.

The genitive plural is like the nominative singular."
—^Not so,—f

All the ancient tribe of adjectives ending in <trii<t)l or ittfi-vrt rise

in judgment against this assertion.—In declining the two adjectives

^fo and ve-iXil^'S there are no less than eleven errors.—In the com-

parison of Adjectives
—the two last forms of comparisons, said by

our author to be found in our ancient manuscripts, are the same

as the first, when the prepositions "oe- qf, and
ze-}^ for c<t|i, beyond,

are separated from the comparative ; viz. first and proper compara-
tive of 5t<tf, green, is

glctj-fe-, greener ; the second, glajfeiDe-, i. e.

5t<tK^ -ce- greener of or for ; the third form
^l<i){)±je-^,

i. e. gtct^fe-,

greeness, and
ce-fi

for c<t|i, beyond. Let it be remembered that

the comparatives of adjectives are converted into nouns by our

Grammarians and Lexicographers, such as "Oe-Jiige, gltitjfe-, b^)iie- ;

but very improperly, in my opinion, for xte^jftge-ttcc, gtttjfe-<t6c, t>^)ti-

e-atc are the real nouns, and the true manner of forming these

and all others of the same kind.—It is laid down that " There

is a superlative very common in use of the same form as the posi-

tive ; as, 5e<tt white, |io)5e<tl whitest."—It is not whitest but too

white ; ^6 signifies excess, abundance or superfluity. S<Xi^, i. e. ex-

H 2
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ceedingly, is a purely superlative particle, though here asserted " to

express only an eminent degree of quality."
—More could be added

to the list of adjectives that are irregular in their comparison ; and

much more should have been said on the subject of Adjectives in

general, and their various species.

Pronouns are properly classed, and vehat is said of them is cor-

rect, but their theory is not elucidated, perhaps, because the author's

limits did not allow him.

Of the Verbs * the classification is correct, except that they

should have been divided into regular and irregular or defective,—
Of the auxiliary verb b^in he makes five separate verbs, which in

my opinion should not be, for this verb is irregular, and takes these

five variations of form through its impersonal and neuter states of

tense and mode ;
as we have the same verb irregular in English.

—
He conjugates it well on the entire.—In the Rules for forming the

future tense of Regular verbs active, he says :
" Sometimes 'f is

not used either in writing or conversation, but this is a corruption

that should be rejected, except in verbs of more than one syllable,

which never take an
'^

but have eo in their second syllable, as

e-)|i)5 arise, &)f.&^t^T) trie- I will arise." It is not for being of

more than one syllable, that they take this form, for there are

many verbs in the language of that description, that do not form

the future in q-o ;
as <t-H<i)c, <ititt)CYe^<t'0, &c.—but because the ana-

logy and genius of the language require that verbs whose second

* The author in the preface to his Dictionary, alluding to the Conjugation of Verbs, says ;

" In giving but one Conjugation to Irish verbs, I differ from Doctors Stuart and Cf Brien ; but

I do so upon the authority of all our ancient M SS." From these words it might be inferred

that he was the first who admitted but one Conjugation ; but in this he was anticipated by Mr.

Haliday and Doctor Neilson : The former particularly, after stating that verbs have but one

conjugation, says that Mr. Stewart divided them into two, adding,
" for what reason this inge-

nious scholar has left unexplained."
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person singular Imperative ends in jj (and a few other forms not

necessary here to mention to prove our position) and active parti-

ciple and infinitive mood end in u^xtiD, &c. to form the future in

e-6eHyb with the Pronoun subjoined or e^^^cco, &c. without the Pro-

noun.—" Consuetudinal mood—Present tense generally like the pre-

sent Indicative."—True, unless the pronoun accompany the verb, and

then they differ ; as. Indicative ttie<tlt<t)"6 cu, Consuetudinal me-alttti)

c6.—" Conditional mood. Has the same termination in all its

persons as the Potential."—Yes
; but of very different initial in-

flections, which are not here shewn
; and a variation of form if

the verb be absolutely potential or contingently so, not pointed out

in this, or in any other Irish grammar hitherto published. These in

general are pretty well treated.—The Irregular verbs are declined

satisfactorily.
—On the Particles he does not bestow much attention,

but in the little that is said, there is an error in admitting the pre-

position tun amongst those that do not coalesce with other words

in composition. It may be asked, of what words are cu5<ttti and

the other persons of the personal pronouns compounded, when

coalesced with this preposition ?

Syntax.
—In Rule 5 on the Article, tti should be excepted with

^. There are other inconsiderable errors under this head, which

our limits prevent us from noticing.

Of Substantive and Adjective.
—In Rule 1, where he mentions

the infinitive of transitive verbs, he should have added the active par-

ticiple.
—In Rule 2, the adjective TDectt^s in the genitive plural is

erroneously inflected. It is made tiTD^Jftg instead of
tiTDe-ttitg.

—In Rule

3, the adjective tti)ti
is put in a masculine form in concord (discord

rather) with a feminine noun, viz. " be-tcti ni)ti"« How these numerous

errors could have been committed by a person taking upon himself to

publish a book for the instruction of others, is to me inconceivable.

In Rule 9, relating to numeral adjectives, he says that "
"Oti, two,
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and all the multiples of ten prefixed to a noun, have the noun in the

singular number, as "0<t '^Hf two men, -ott ^€-<if\ "oettg" (observe, the

letter ^ is not aspirated in either of these examples),
" twelve

naeii, y1^^ efltii) twenty trees, tii)l^ WiX^cat a thousand horse-

men. But if an adjective follows the noun, the adjective must

be in the plural number, as "Ott d^ixr^ wo^<x."—These are glar-

ing errors—for in the first case, the noun is in the genitive plural

indefinite, being
^'

Twenty of trees, a thousand of horsemen ;"
—

and in the last the grammarian was not aware, that plurality does

not commence in our noun, nor consequently in the adjective at-

tendant on that noun, when the numeral is prefixed, until it goes as

far as the number three. The example given by him, viz. td^

c:|t<ti) ttiO|i<t,
should be t)^ C|i<tt) Tti5|t. Moreover, he does not aspi-

rate the c, which "Ott requires, when the initial of the noun is as-

pirable, a plural adjective is placed in concord with a noun in

the singular number.

The preceding remarks made on the comparison of adjectives

are applicable to the 10th Rule.—The Syntax of the Pronoun is

properly treated, except Rule 9, on the demonstrative {o. This

should, after the noun or adjective to which it has a reference, be

preserved without variation as an indeclinable pronoun, and not

changed into {<t, {) or fe ;
for these are the forms of the in-

crease of nouns, adjectiveis, pronouns and verbs, and should not be

confounded with the demonstrative {0. The verbs are properly

treated, though there is room for further illustration ; as is also the

remainder of Syntax. He has omitted Prosody.

My task is now completed, and on the whole I may pronounce
this the most erroneous Irish grammar ever compiled. I have been

particularly attentive to point out the deficiencies and errors of

this work, as being the last production of the kind (^except a few
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elementary school bo(^s) that has appeared, in order that our

language should not appear such a heap of inconsistencies, as would

deter the studious from its cultivation.

Several treatises have been written on the modern Scottish

dialect of the Irish language, which nettber our li«H<ts »or design

allow us to enter into. The best of the grammatical kind is the

Rev. Mr. Stewart's Gaelic Grammar, which is deservedly adjured

as a critical and philosophical explati^tioji of that dialect.

It may, and very reasonably, be .es^ected by those whp ^sbaU

read the fcwggoing remarks, that the a-utbor of them should pqint

out a better system of grammar than those jvhicfti he has ii^^imadr

verted upon. The writer can assure them that he Jtias already pre?

pared for press a grammar both theoretical a«d practical, formed

on the genius of the language, the result of JOjany years consideraf

tion of the subject, which be has beon deter«red from publishing

from the little encouragement works of that jpature haye met witti

from the public. It is evident, from the nature of mmy fif the err

rors here pointed out, that they could be fully or properly discussed

only in a grammar. Should any prospect even of trifling encourage-

ment appear, the wojrk alluded to ^may h& published at some future

period.

Having treated of the Grammars, we shall next take a survey of

our Glossaries, Vocabularies and Dictionaries, in order that we

may ascertain what has been achieved or left undone, and see ifany
mode can he pointed out for supplying any deficiencies which re^y

appear in this department of Irish Philology.

Glossaries are the first in order with respect to antiquity. Of
these there are many in manuscript explaining difficult words.

Some may be found in the Book of Ballimote in the possession of
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the Royal Irish Academy, in the Book of the O'Kellys of Hy-
Maine, lodged, I believe, in the Office of Arms, Dublin, and in

other ancient vellum collections w^hich we have seen. The princi-

pal and most copious of these is—

S<tti<tfeti Cbotini<i)c—CORMAC'S GLOSSARY.

This work is said to have been written by Cormac Mac Cuile-

nan, Bishop and King of Cashell, in the 9th century. It is useful

in explaining old and obsolete words. He shews their Etymology,

and derives many from Latin, Greek and Hebrew, giving, at the

same time, examples to elucidate their meanings. Many of these

examples are taken from writers, whose works have long since pe-

rished. With respect to Etymology and the interpretation of the

antiquated words which it contains, as mentioned before, it is

found useful ;
but is defective in not comprizing the entire words of

the language. The propriety of Cormac's deriving many of these

words from foreign tongues may be doubted. Perhaps they might
with more propriety be referred to their legitimate parent, the

Celtic ; which, according to many learned writers, was in common

with the Hebrew and the other Oriental languages a dialect of the

original tongue, and from which the Greeks and Latins borrowed

those words which bear an affinity in orthography and sense to

those in the Irish. Much of Cormac's interpretation is now as ob-

scure as the words which he explains. The latter are given accord-

ing to the letters of the Alphabet, but are not in Dictionary order.

This old work is highly deserving of publication.
—The next Glos-

sary which I shall notice is the
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'foinuf •focttt—OR O'DUGAN's GLOSSARY.

This Glossary was written by John O'Dugan, (chief poet of the

O'Kellys of Hy Maine in Connaught,^ who lived in the 14th cen-

tury. It is in verse, and consists of 73 ranns of 4 quartans

each. The author was a distinguished Irish antiquary as well as

poet. In this Glossary he gives the Synonyma generally understood

in his time. To him some of the moderns are much indebted,

and his work deserves publication with Cormac's Glossary. The
other unpublished Glossaries, written by various writers, come ge-

nerally under the description given of the preceding. If all were

collected and printed with the above, it would be doing much for

the ancient language of Ireland.

Before we proceed to the works of this nature already in print, it

may be worth while to direct the attention of the student to two or

three unpublished Irish Dictionaries or Vocabularies yet remaining
in manuscript.* The first of these is in Latin and Irish, and was

compiled in the year 1662 by the Rev. Richard Plunkett of Trim,
of whom Lluyd speaks in high terms of praise. It is a most

valuable work. It contains copious explanations of the Latin

words by a great number of Irish, and in it are to be found many
words not inserted in any printed work of a similar nature. It is

very scarce. The autograph is preserved in Marsh's Library, St.

• A monumental inscription in the church of Athlone informs us that Mathew de Renzie,

who died in the year ISS*, compiled an Irish Grammar, Dictionary and Chronicle, which

it is probable were destroyed during the wars of 1641 Mr. Philip Fitzgibbon, an emi-

nent Irish scholar, who died in Kilkenny, in 1792, compiled an Irish Dictionary, containing

upwards of 400 close quarto pages, which, with other MSS. he bequeathed to the Rev. Mr.

O'Donnell, P. P. of St. John's, city of Kilkenny. This circumstance is alluded to in hopes that it

may lead to a recovery of the Dictionary.

VOL, XV. I
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Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin. A copy is to be found in Trinity

College Library, and another in the possession of the Rev.

Patrick Wall, P. P. of Mothill, in the Diocese and County

of Waterford, to whose kindness for the use of it I am much in-

debted.—The second manuscript Dictionary, alluded to, is in Irish

and English. It was compiled about the year 1 739 byTeige O'Neagh-

ten, and is preserved in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin.—
The third Manuscript Dictionary was compiled, in English, Latin

and Irish, by a Mr. Crab, who lived near Dublin about the year

1750. Proposals and specimens of this work were printed in that

year, but the author had no encouragement to proceed. It was in

the Library of General Vallancey, after whose decease it was pur-

chased for Doctor Adam Clarke, and brought to England.

I shall now return to my principal object, which is that of the

printed works of this nature, and of these the first that appeared was,

A new Vocabulary or Expositor of the Irish Language.—
Octavo.—Louvain, 1643.

This Vocabulary was compiled by the Rev. Michael O'Clery, one

of the annalists of Donegall, or the " Four masters," and an excellent

scholar and antiquary. Though the number of words is few, yet it is

highlyestimated byLexicographers from the propriety ofthe selection,

and the accuracy of the explanations. It gives the Etymologies of

many words, and examples to shew their meanings. The nature of the

work is well explained in the Irish Preface prefixed to it, which we

shall here translate.

"Be four things known to those who are resolved to read

the following little work. First
;

that we have not inserted
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any word therein, as the interpretation of the difficult words of

our maternal tongue, except those which we have found explained

by the most able, learned and intelligent masters in the abstruse

parts of the Irish language, living in our own time, or those which

we have heard expounded. Among those learnedmen are chiefly

Boetius Roe Mac Egan, Torna O'Mulconry, Malachy Modardha

O'Mulconry and Lughaidh O'Clery ; and though each of these be

eminently learned, we have, for the most part, adopted the interpre-

tation of Boetius, because it was.from him we have received, and also

by him have found written, with others, the interpretation of those

words of which we treat. Moreover, because he is the most celebrat-

ed sage in this department of science, as is evident from the cha-

racter given of him by the above mentioned Lughaidh, in the

following verses composed for him after his death :

. 1 i' i; Neither Atliairae, father of science,
-

Nor Dalian Forgaill the chief sage,

Nor Neide erudite or Feircheirtne,

With him are to be compared.

The abstruse treatises ofour ancestors' laws,

The energetic language of our bards,

Which, to our own knowledge, were long locked up,

Their treasures, by our bard, have been unfolded.

We know many learned men in this science, even in modern

times, to wit, John O'Mulconry, in his own time, cliief Preceptor to

those already mentioned, and to the men of Ireland in antiquities,

Flann Mac Carbry Mac Egan, still living, and others not here

named : But because few only of the books which they have glossed

have fallen into our hands at this side ofthe ocean, where we are in

I 2
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exile, we have it not in our power to adopt their interpretation, ex-

cept in a few instances.

Secondly ;
Be it known to you, that those works from which

we have extracted these words, which those persons already men-

tioned, who were recently teaching, glossed and expounded, are

The Amhra Choluim Cille—the Dialogue of the two Sages—The

Festology of the saints—The Festology of Gorman—Book of

Hymns—Vocabularies—The life of Patrick—Old Vellum Manu-

scripts—and old books on paper, in which I have found many ob-

scure words expounded—the Forus Focal—a treatise called, A
sister to wisdom is philosophy, and a great portion of the other

books expounded by the said Boetius.

Thirdly ;
Be it known to the reader, that we intend no more,

in compiling this little work, than to give some portion of know-

ledge to youths and to the ignorant, and to stimulate the learned,

whom we have already mentioned, to give a more improved and

copious work of this nature. The reason why we have not spoken
here more at large of the various meanings of the words which

the learned ascribe to many of them, and that we have forborne to

shew the derivation of many more, is, that the study of such things

belong rather to men of science, and not so necessary for all to be

acquainted with, as it is to be able to read and understand the old

books.

Fourthly ;
Be it known to the young and ignorant, who are resolv-

ed to learn to read the ancient books (a remark not necessary for the

learned of my fellow countrymen) that the authors seldom minded

writing a slender vowel with a broad or a broad with a slender, or

aspiration of consonants, such as b, c, "D, ^, &c. and even seldom

placed an accent over a vowel. They also commuted one letter for

another, such as c for 5 and c for t> ;
for instance, ctoc for CI05,
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tt5<tc for nsd-D, be-nc for he-a-^, corolaii for c(TOt<ic, <tric for <t|tT3.

They also substituted cte- for <io, <i^
for <to)

and oj for <to) as xteT)

for itOT), Cixe-t for c<tot, and b<tj and even bo) for ixtO). In old

books they also wrote e for <i ; as "Dje- for
"Ojct, c)e- for c)<t, and such

others : They also wrote indifferently <i, o and r one for another at

the end of a word ; as, {om\3l<i, {otn-plo, {om\3lu, &c."

Thus far the Preface.—The words and explanations are printed

in the Irish character, and most of them are to be found in the sub-

sequent publications of Lluyd and O'Brien.

LLUYD's IRISH DICTIONARY—Folio—Oxford, 1707.

The next Dictionary of our language published was the Latin,

British and Irish comparative vocabulary of Lluyd and his Irish-

English Dictionary, to be found in his Archceologia, in the year
1707. This work can never be sufficiently appreciated, or too

highly praised, and is deserving the Etymologist's closest attention.

It is, however, to be regretted, that it is not more copious, and that it

omits the derivations and other accidents of our language in the

Irish-English part

MAC CURTIN's ENGLISH-IRISH DICTIONARY :-^

Quarto—Paris, 1732.

This is the only English-Irish Dictionary extant, (except an

abridgment for the use of schools,) and it is used only for want of a

better. The English words are now, for the most part, quaint and

obsolete
;
but there are some Irish words interspersed, which the

Irish-English Lexicons do not contain. A good English-Irish
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Dictionary is a desideratum in our Literature, and the want of it a

great inconvenience to learners of our Language.

O'BRIEN'S IRISH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY—Quarto.—
Paris, I768.

' The Preface to this work is excellent. It is a learned dis-

course on the antiquity of our language and its affinity to others.

The Remarks which precede each of the letters are valuable ; and

more than one of our Lexicographers have been beholden to them.

Vallancey, in compiling his Grammar, has drawn largely from

them, when treating of the letters. This Dictionary is chiefly

compiled from O'Clery's, Plunkett's, and Lluyd's Vocabularies, but

wants thousands of words still existing in the written and living

language. So far, however, as it extends it is tolerably perfect.

-The derivation of many words is given, as are also several examples
or quotations to illustrate the meanings of those which are obsolete

or obscure. But at the same time, some of the practically useful

points of a Dictionary are omitted, such as the Genders Of Nouns,
Parts of Speech, &c. The number of words is uselessly encreased

by repeating the same word as often as it has a different meaning,
which should never be done, except when it is of different gen-
ders or parts of speech. No reason is given for this departure from

the established and more economical rule in Lexicography of

affixing all the different varieties of signification, with the above

exceptions, to the same word in the original. Though adopted by
Doctor O'Brien s predecessors, O'Ciery and LIuyd, and even since

his time, it is liable to objections^ Notwithstanding the adoption
of this plan, Doctor O'Brien has not, in many instances, given all

the meanings of the words, but to recompence for this defect
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many topographical and genealogical notices are interspersed

throughout, which are interesting to the general reader.

. The next treatise of this nature that made its appearance was, •

SHAW'S GALIC DICTIONARY.—Quarto—London, 1778.

This work, though chiefly confined to the Scottish dialect of the

Gaelic, yet contains so much of the language of Ireland, that its

want would be sensibly felt by the student, and this, consequently,
entitles it to notice in this department of our national literature. A
great portion of it was extracted by the learned and indefatigable

author from ancient Irish Manuscripts, as he candidly acknowledges
in the Preface, and to it the latest Dictionary of our language is in-

debted for considerably more assistance than has been candidly ac-

knowledged. The Preface is excellent, and as his plan is similar

to that of O'Brien, with very few exceptions, the same remarks are

applicable to both.

VALLANCEY's PROSPECTUS OF A DICTIONARY OF
THE AIRE COTI OR ANTIENT IRISH.—

Quarto.—Dublin, 1803.

This curious work presents a remarkable instance of intellectual

vigour at a very advanced period of life, and of the unabated zeal

and perseverance with which the learned author pursued his fa-

vourite theory, nearly to the termination of a long and honourable

life. It is, however, more adapted for the Oriental antiquary than

for the practical Irish scholar. The studious reader is therefore re-

ferred to the Prospectus itself, where he will be gratified with proofs

of Etymological penetration and acuteness, and to a paper in the

Edinburgh Review, (1803) in w^hich, this work and the system laid
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down therein are rather severely treated. The critic has, however,

made several judicious remarks on the ancient language and litera-

ture of Ireland.*' This Prospectus was, I believe, the latest produc-

tion of any consequence of the venerable author.

* Vol. 2. page 16.—The following extract from this critique may serve to convey a general

idea of the modern opinions of our Scottish neighbours, on the subject of the ancient literature

of Ireland.

" The ancient language of Ireland has long deserved the attention of the learned, both from

the intimate connection which it holds with the history of the British islands, and the neglected

state in which it has hitherto been suffered to perish. Though now confined to the mountains of

Scotland and a few of the mldest Irish counties, it possesses many qualities which merit an accurate

examination ;
it is entitled to a share of the labours of the Philologist, on account of its anti-

quity ; and particularly endeared to a patriotic Briton as the primitive language of his country.

More imporant reasons might have induced the antiquary to study it, and transmit it to poste-

rity. A considerable number of ancient MSS. the work of the dark and middle ages are written

in Irish. The monks of that kingdom, without deserving the praise of being more enlightened than

their brethren on the continent, had, however, the good fortune to escape, in some measure, the

Saxon and Danish conquests, which extinguished learning in Britain. Ireland possesses many MSS.
of old laws, poems, romances, chronicles, &c. which were not composed by pagans, though at a time

when Britain was comparatively illiterate. The stories of Oisein, Fin, and his heroes may be better

learned from Irish MSS. of the 12th than from ignorant Highland traditions ofthe 19th century. Such

a height of discredit have these traditions now attained, that since the publications of Macpherson,
no candid inquirer dare trust in them, even when they are supported by the most respectable

authority. Irish or Highland MSS. older than the beginning of the 18th century, must alone

determine the authenticity of the poems ascribed to Ossian. Such extracts of these MSS. as

are useful for any literary purpose, ought to be published by the joint labours of the Irish and

Highland literati. The time is for ever fled, when a Highlander might forge what he pleased,

and tell the world that it was a translation. Why does no sober antiquary compile a Dic-

tionary of the Irish from authentic MSS. and
printed

books without one particle of Etymology.

(The critic seems to have been unacquainted with Shaw's work.) The various senses of the Vo-

cables should be taken from existing writings and tlie vernacular dialects of Ireland and Scotland.

The orthography should be adjusted from MSS. or correct philological analogy ; not from any
theoretical derivations with which even the quotations of some Celtic Philologists have been cor-

rupted. Instead of this scientific labour, the Caledonian and Hibernian antiquaries waste long

lives and respectable learning, in establisliishing fictions, which a child would ridicule, and in

torturing the pliable orthography of a barbarous dialect, to give it a fanciful resemblance to San-

scrit or Phoenician. Smith's Gaelic antiquities, the writings of the two Macphersons and all the
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O'REILLY'S IRISH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY,—Quarto.
—Dublin, 1821.

This is the latest and most copious Dictionary published. The
author had considerable advantages over any of his predecessors in

the way of printed materials for his compilation, and he appears to

have industriously and copiously profited by them. Independently of

these resources, he obtained the MS. collections of the late Mr. Ha-

liday, prepared for a Dictionary of our language, which, notwithstand-

ing the publication of the present work, it will be a matter of last-

ing regret that this learned and ingenious youth did not live to pub-
lish. For these reasons, it might be expected that the present Dic-

tionary would, not only have excelled all those which preceded it, but

even have approached to the wished-for perfection in a work of this

nature. It was our intention here to have analyzed it minutely, but

having already nearly exceeded our limits, we must be contented

with a cursory view of what the author has achieved, and what he

has left undone. The mere collection of words is a task that re-

quires more labour than ability, and in this respect our author has

works of General Vallancey, are thus either a chaos of Etymology or a heap of false history and

fanciful hypotheses. One solitary Gaelic publication, the Grammar by Mr. Stewart of Moulin,

deserves to be exempted from this charge. The author has obtained the praise of General Val-

lancey, because he understands Hebrew ; we, on the other hand, should have been more dis-

posed to bestow upon him our own praise, had he understood no Hebrew at all, or rather made no

use of it in that publication. Though we pretend to more knowledge of the oriental languages

than of Irish, we know enough of the latter to assert that there is not a Hebrew or an Arabic

type necessary in printing the dictionary which is to transmit it to posterity."
—In this opinion, so

far as transmitting our language to posterity, I fully agree with the critic, but when he decries

its connection with the Hebrew, I am induced to doubt his knowledge of either.

VOL XV. K
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certainly exceeded his predecessors.* The remarks on the letters

are taken from O'Brien's Dictionary. He has given, in general,

the genders of nouns and the parts of speech to which the several

classes of words belong, and, in many instances, quoted authorities

from our old authors, to exemplify the meanings. The several

words are also given in Italic letters for the use of those who do not

use or understatid the Irish characters. All these are so many
useful additions to the former Dictionaries, and as they must have

been attended with considerable expence and labour, entitle the

author to the thanks of the Irish scholar. Though, thus, much has

be^en achieved, yet many valuable and necessary parts have been left

undone. The pointing out the position of the accent in the word

is wholly omitted, as also the pronunciation of the words and theii*

etytnology and cognates in the Celtic dialects
; neither are their affi-

nities traced to other languages. Many admit of a fuller interpreta-

tioA and more extended signification, and their literal and figurative

tteantii^ should be pointed out. Of some the parts of speech are

not Tnarked, and many of the verbs are given in certain slates,

witlHjut pointing out the root, or conjugation, or even their denomi-

nation. In ilEiany instances words are not in alphabetical or strict

dictionary order, and those so misplaced may be well deemed as

* The author has stated, in the title page, that his work " contains upwards of twenty thoU'.

sand words that never appeared in any former Irish Lexicon" ! ! ! It is necessary that the student

should understand this statement. He has followed O'Clery, Lluyd, O'Brien, and particularly

Shaw (whose Galic Dictionary he made the ground-work of his production) in repeating the

same word generally as often as it has different meanings. These repetitions are all included in

the total number, so that the same word is enumerated several times. There was no necessity

for this numerical ostentation, the author having, as noticed above, considerably added to the col«

lection of words in most of our former Lexicons.
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ing, and, in some instances, has converted verbs into substantives.

The author says,
** WJien I was making my collection it never oc-

curred to me that the words used in daily conversatLon, and familiar

to myself, might have been omitted by former compilers, and taking

it for granted that they were not omitted, I never examined further

into the matter." This extraordinary ovei'sight induced a supple-

ment, which renders reference to the volume both tedious and

troublesome. The omission of thousands of words, still to be found

in the written and living language, not inserted in this Dictionary, is

no imputati<M on the author, who is rather entitled to credit for the

number he has given. The words alloded to, if gleaned and properly

illustrated, would render the study ofour language easy, and jwove a

key to the treasures of our inanuscripts.

•fiA Lexicon supplying all these defects is still a desideratum.

Such a work would prove a valuable treasure in Irish Philology,

and be the means of bringing to light much useful matter wrapped

up in the obscurity of ancient documents. The specimen of an

Irish Dictionary subjoined to these remarks would be followed up

by the writer, if it were found adequate to supply those deficiencies $

and to make it of more utility, would be preceded by a Grammar,
to which reference could be made, particularly containing Principles

of Pronunciation, Rules for Genders, Declensions, &c. But appre-

hending the want of reasonable encouragement, he feels it his duty

to leave these his humble observations on record, hoping that

should such a work be hereafter patronized, they may prove, in

some degree, useful to the author, and whoever he may be, his suc-

cess in such a national undertaking will be attended with the

writer's warmest wishes.

K 2
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The writer cannot conclude without expressing his grateful ac-

knowledgments to James Hardiman, Esq. author of the History of

Galway and other works relating to Ireland, to whose knowledge of

the language and antiquities of the country he is indebted for many
useful observations, and whose rare collection of manuscripts was

imparted with a liberality equalled only by his zeal for promoting

every measure connected with Irish literature :
—to the Rev. Wil-

liam H. Drummond, D. D. author of the charming poem on the

Giant's Causeway, whose successful study of our language evinces

the facility with which it may be acquired, and induces a hope

that with the aid of his talents some of the neglected and beautiful

poetry of Ireland may yet be restored :
—and to his dear and early

friend, the Rev. Simon Walsh, of East-lane chapel, Bermondsey,

London, the Patriot, the Gentleman and the Scholar, who first

fostered the writer's propensities for those pursuits in which he him-

self so much excels, and the memory of whose accumulated kind-

nesses will ever remain deeply engraven on his heart.
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It S4 56 12 5 12_ie54 1«,
»5- (71.) la, t«rt, dona, radharc, dall, tabhairt;- re, le, maise ;

—mm, mil
;
—mor, tore, onoc, donn ;

—tar, loch.

brffi, Mdh ;-edit, ceir f-ddil, deirc ;-f(i«7, ftar -.-giir, giur j-Idr, liim ; -rail, mi:-nd, ni ;-por,}j^isd j-rddA, righ j-s<ii7, »e --id, <4ud.

bhai7«, JAidh;-ch<ii7, cA6ir i-dhdil, rfASirc ;-fh(Si7,/A6ur ,-giidir,gheir ;-mham, mA^ur j-ph(ir,pAeisd ;-shoj7, sAearc i-thdl, theud

22
<(. &Um. <fn ceub ljtrj;i fee'n n-<f;l)c;b;;i

nu*)b jaojbejlTe.
—The first letter of

the modern Irish Alphabet. It is

called <xjlm from the Palm-tree, and
the word o;Iid is derived from <i;l,

arms, and ejm, valiant , Palm being
given as a token of victory, to the va-

liant in arms.

In the bobel-lot of Forchern con-

tained in the
u;i<x;cepr,

and in the

oj<xm and bejc-lu;;^-n;on Alphabets, pre-
served in the books of Leacan and
Baliimote, b holds the first place ; and
the vowels follow each other in order, an
instance not known, it is said, in any
other language. According to Forchern
in the bobel-loc Alphabet, each letter

took its name from the person who
invented it ; but according to the be;c-

lu)f-njon alphabet, the names of the

letters are derived from trees.

<f is one of the three broad vowels,
and the characteristic or leading vowel
of the three diphthongs *e, aj, «o,

TOL. XV.

and the triphthong ao;, called, by our

grammarians, <xiT)<x;tcojU and <im<xn-

co;U, i. e. Aphthongs. It has three,

pure analogical sounds ; the first as

heard in the word \<x, a day, corres-

ponding to the German a, and to aie

in English, in the word laiso, or a in

call:—the second as heard in the

word td^tc, thirst, corresponding to

a in the English word than :—and
the third as heard in the word, bona,
bad, corresponding to a in the word
menace. In the last, a is commutable,
in the middle and end of words,
with and u obscure. Independently
of the three pure sounds, this letter

has three others, mixt or diphthongal:
—

The first is heard in the first syllable
of the word ^c,t>^j\c, sight ; but it

never has this sound in any situation,

except when followed in the first syl-
lable of a word by b or j followed by
a vowel or I, m, n, or j\

in the se-

cond syllable, as, ^i^jxc, a horn ; <Vb;iftb,

I.
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<r. <f.

(n.) la, l«rt doni, radhare, dall, tabhairt ;
—re, le, maise ;—min, mil

;
—mor, tore, onoc^

' " "

ODOo, donn ;
—tar, laeb.

adoration ; Ablacab, burying, &c. it cor-

responds with y in the word thy :—The
second and third sounds are peculiar
to Munster, and the districts adjoining
it; the second sound is given by the

Momonians, when it is followed in the

first syllable of a dissyllabic word

by U, m or n ; as bftll a member, am
time, fO-nJeeble ; this sound resembles

that of a in the English word than and
00 in the word pool, sounded as closely
and rapidly together as possible: the

third sound is heard, when <x is followed

in the first syllable of a word by b or

m followed by a vowel or I, n or
]i,

as heard in the words c<xb<x;;t, <iiT)l*jb,

5<xmna, <xm;i<x;^,
&c. corresponding to

<m in the English word sour, aud in

some districts they give it the sOund of

00, as Heard in the English word joooZ.

The Conacians and Ultonians, in these

cases, give <i the analogical second

sound, as heard in the word t<x;tc
thirst : and they are justifiable in

doing so on pure principles of ana-

logy.
These diphthongal sounds of a and

the 4th of 0, as marked in the scale

of the vowels at the head of the page,
and the sounds of e<x and )0 in the

»iame situations as <x and o, described

above ; sounding /t
for n, as c^cim for

cji&.m; and in some places n for ^, as

bnu;^ for *;<«)/•;
—C like g, as

;^;tuc

pronounced by some
y*/ittc ; n;;oir, ^oc ;

cjoc, cjoc, &c.—and b when at the

termination of verbs is sounded in

certain tenses and moods by the Mo-
monians, as J, c, b and m. These,
with the position of the accent are, in

a great measure, the cause of that di-

versity of pronunciation which is pecu-
liar to the inhabitants of the respective
districts of Ireland.

This letter has several meanings, and i

varies its sound to express many of
them.

3

1. a. a. Article,—(Hebrew n, he, Greek
«', », T«,) the.

This is a contracted mode of

writing the article oin, and in that case
it should be apostrophized, thus, (a',) to

point out the omission of the n, and
to prevent the ambiguity, which other-
wise would attend it, if not distinguished
from the other parts of speech which it

has the power to express :
—

Example, tiijnjc (<x) peA/i C/iean,
for ciijnjc (ftn) fea^ t/teun.

The former means,
" Her mighty man

The latter

came.
" The mighty man

A writer, tlierefpirei if he intend to

avoid ambiguity, in his style, should be
cautious not to write the article in that

contracted manner. In ancient MSS.
it is often written y, jn, jh and ;n&.
When the article <xn precedes a noun

masculine in the Genitive case singu-
lar, whose initial letter is a vowel, or

p followed by a vowel, or I or
;<, some

writers abusively divide it, leaving the
letter a alone, and joining the n to the

noun, without even an apostrophe or

hyphen between tiiem which might
serve to shew that n does not radically
form part of the noun. Ex. lon;tab <x

r)oj^, literally,
" the splendour ofM«V

gold," though the meaning intended
to he coiWQytd^ is, the splendor of the

Gold J
—

fee;;te<kb « np6jiT)«j;i, end of
the harvest. These should be lon/«vb
an d)j\,

—
t)^)j\^«.i) an p6jm<xj;<.

2. <f . a. s. f. Taken materially or for it-

self. It is called a;Im, the JElm or

Palm-Tree.
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hin, Wdh ;-c<J«7, ceir ;-d<it/, diirc ;-f4i/, fi\a ;-gdir, gk\u \-\dr, lk\m ;-md, mk j-nd, ni ;-p(!r,peisd ;-rddA,Vigh ;-s<JW ,»t j-td, <iud.

bhaife, iAidh i-chiii7, cAeir ;- Skdil, dhtac ;-fh<ii7,/A£ur ;-gh(itr,;Aei r ;-mhani,mhkm ;-phdr,/)A£isd ;-sb(!tI, <Aearc ;-thiS2, <Aiud.

3. <t. a. s. m. [Declension here accord-

ing to the Grammar to be prefixed.]

(Pun. M, a mountain.) 1. <Xj<o, cnoc.

2.
c5ij<;i, c<i;ib<xfe. 3. JO j:5oj«;tb<i ;

&;tbce;m, ^ac, ;'On<x/-, ;^eun, ;^<xce-

mc^f, tj^eAc, bf\e)f.—AltJtudo, collis
,-

currus, plaustrutn, rheda ; Met rfig'-

wzVas, faiistitas, prosperitas.
—

Height,
hill ; car, chariot ; Fig. dignity, luck,

happiness, prosperity, affluence, in-

crease.

1.
"

po;l feftm <xjcne <vjbe .;. <xtii l;oiin

no <i3<xm a;cne An cnr;c p. O'Cleiy.
2. &c. (Here give authorities for the

other meanings.) iib is the true writing
of this word.

i. <t. a. Possessive Pro7ioim. [Here shew
the affinities.] pO;tA;nm ^caIBac, a

cj<xUu;je*;^ ;^e<xlb, A B<x;)ne<x;^,
1.

le;;^,

2. le;. 3. leo.—s^^ws, sua, suum.—
his, her, its, their.

1. <tjuy b'oi;t;n fe bjreabmflwcic (<x)

t;je. Gen. 44. v. 1.

2. <f
jr;'- n;0;t Ajt;n ;^e ; no jo ^loj

(a) qeubmac. Math. 1. 25.

3. "
l^la maj/tCjf^eaiiA lean C;vo;^t:

An (a) njnjomA/tCAjB." T. O'Sullivan's

Irish Poems.

When this letter means his, the ini-

tial of the noun to which it refers, if a

mutable consonant, requires aspira-
tion ; as A cApAll, fits horse, A

hOjxaj;
his door, A CAlAm, his land : but if the

initial be a vowel, or any of the immu-
tables I, n, ^, it suffers no change ; as,

A 6/1, his gold, A AnAm, his soul, a liim,

his hand, A nAmr^b, his enemy, a ;AOJAb,
his choice.

When it signifies her, the initial of

the noun to which it has reference, if

a consonant, suffers no change; as,

A cApAll, her horse, a bOftu^, her door
,-

but when a vowel is the initial, it re-

quires b as a prefix ; as a h-djx, her

gold, A b-AnAiD, her soul.

When it signifies their, the initial, if

a consonant of the influenced class, will

require eclipsis ; as A j-CApA;U, their

horses, A n-bo;/i;^e their doors
,- but if

the initial be a vowel, it will take n

prefixed; as A n-Ofx, theirgold; A n-A;;tj-
CAb, their silver.

It has been asserted by our gram-
marians that when a means her or

their, it causes the initial of the noun
to which it refers, if it be either of the
immutables I, n or

j\,
to be sounded

double : as A Icim, her or their hand,
A n<X}}ie, her or their shame, A fie;m, her
or their course. This, however, is not the

case, for these letters never suffer any
variation in their sounds except that

which is peculiar to all the consonants
when followed by a broad

,

or slender
vowel.

In the ablative case, when the prepo-
sition, which precedes thispronoun, ends
in a vowel, it requires n to be prefixed ;

but a hyphen should be placed between
the adventitious n and the a, thus (n-A)
to distinguish it from the genitive sin-

gular feminine, and the plural of both

genders, and from the conjunction n&,

nor, which is often found without an ac-

cent, and the contraction of An a, i. e.

nA : Example, le n-A lci;m, 5 n-A

j-ceA/tt; (sometimes written onA) the
n is used for the sake of euphony.

5. U. a. Relative Pronomi. Invariable
in both numbers and genders. [Here
point out the affinities. J noc, nocA.—qui,

qiue, quod ,- quem ,-
—That, who, which ;

whom.
If the initial of the verb which it

precedes be an aspirable consonant, it

will require aspiration, and the inflec-

tion of the verb in the termination
must be a;^ or ea^ in the present and
future tenses, indicative mode, active

voice ; as, b^A (a) /<JAjlujjg;^ An c^ujiie ;—
bjA (a) cAOiTinA^ A T^le ojb/teACA ;

—
L 2
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(71.) la, tart, dona, radharc, dall, tabhairt;—re, le, maise ;

—min, mil;—mor, tore, cnoc, donn :—tur, luch-

<xn leOLoB (<x) j/itibu;je<x;^ ;
—no. nejte

(<x) iec^nj:<X]r f^'
Some writers use tv5 for a, particu-

larly before a verb whose initial is a

vowel ; as b;<j. (bo) c;iucu;j, &c. but this

liberty is abusive.
5

6. w. a. A sign of the Infinitive mood.

.;. bo, ifo ; as in English. [Affinities here.]
This is abusively used for bo, i, e, to,

as a sign of the Infinitive mood, as will

be evident from the following ex-

ample :
—

(<x) be;c, for (bo) IJejt. The
former of which means, his being,
the latter, to be. It is never used ex-

cept before a word that has a conso-

nant as its initial.

3

7. <X.. a. An interrogative Adv. i. e. <xn.

[Heb. }K, an.—Lat. an.']
—Whether.

This is a contraction for <\n. It

eclipses an initial mutable consonant in

the verb ; as a B-fujl, for <in B^rujl
? <x

b-cci;n;c y-e,
for <xn b-ca;n;c ye ? It

becomes
<X;i,

/. e. <3in ;to in the past
tense, and aspirates the initial, if a

mutable consonant ; as
<X)\ bu<x;l;/*, <X;i

cuma;/-, for an ;to bud;l;;-, «d fio cumci;/*.
3

8. U. a. Preposition, serving to the

Ablative Case : a contraction of 1. an.

2. aj. 3.
o.f. [Affinities.] Lat. in; apud ;

a, ab, abs ; e, ex.—In ; at ; out of, or

from.

1. When it means <xn, i. e. in, it

eclipses the initial of the noun which it

precedes, if it be a consonant of the

influenced class; as <x m-ba;le, in a
tofwn ; <x 3" Co;ic<x;c, in Cork. The an-

cients wrote ; for <x, and ;n, jii, and ;nb
for the <xfi of the moderns. They were

right in doing so
, even the moderns, in

their conjunctive pronouns, preserve
that form ; as ;oriam, &c.

2. When it signifies <xj, i. e. at, it

seldom appears in that contracted form,

except before active participles whose
initials are consonants, and even so, it

is abusively used ; as (<x) bualtxb for

(aj) bualAb, a beating, <x c;iujn;u5<xb,
for aj Cfiujiijujfl.b, collecting, &c.

3. When it means a^, i. e. out ofov
from, it has the first sound of <x ; as a

bajle, from home ;
"

<(fi na cc/tr^iijujab
a <it\o\An be ^eanleab/ia;b." O'Clery,

Preface to his Irish Diciionayy.
This preposition coalesces with the

pronouns personal and possessive, as

am, in my, ab, in thy. ajam, a;^am, &c.
For these refer to Grammar to be pre-
fixed.

It is also used emphatically (In this

case it is abusively used for ab or bo)
before the present, past, and, some-

times, the future tenses, indicative

moods of verbs ; as a be;ftjm, / say^
a bubajftt me, / said : also before

nouns, to form compound preposi-

tions, adverbs and conjunctions; as

a n<XT[<y)>i, against, i. e. ct) aja;b, li-

terally, in the face of. a b-j:0ju;^, near,
i. e. M and poju;^. /. e. in contiguity .•

a noct, to-night, a mi/tac, to-morrow,
&c.

It is also used as an inseparable pre-
fix or preposition in composition, and
is sometimes omitted ; as, a^lonab for

^^lonab, tellijig or informing ; acob^ab
for cob;iab, wishing, longing, desiring .-

&c.

It is also used abusively by some
writers when they separate it from y in

the affirmative impersonal verb Af, it

is ; as, a fs, for o.f e, it is he
,• a fj, for

ay" ), it is she ; a pab, for ^f ;ab, // is

they. To remove ambiguity, it would
be better to write the verb a/* (;y) to

distinguish it from the prepostion a;*»
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Mm, Wdh j-cd«7, ei\r;-iuiU, dine ,-{dU, f6ur i-gdir, giar j-laV, Kim •,-mi, mfi j-nd, «f ;-pdr, piisd i-r<SrfA, righ i-siil, si;-ti, tiui.

hhaile, iWdh i-ch(Ji7, chtii i-Ahdil, dhtitc ;-fh<ii/,/Aeur ;-gh(i«r,gheir ;-mhan>, mh&we ;-phdr,pWisd j-shdii, sheaic j-thdf, tAiud.

OM^ 0^.- and Jf or
<x/-,

the contraction

of <xjur should be written '<xy
or

'o;^.
2

9. ix. a. Interjection. Or rather the Per-

sotial Pronoun cu, obscurely sounded.

An exclamation used in addressing ; a

sign of the vocative case ; the same as

O in Latin and English ;
—as <x b;<x ;

O Deus ; O God. The initial of the

noun and adjective that is addressed, if

a mutable consonant, requires aspira-
tion in both numbers and genders ; as

b;l;^." T. O'SulUvan's Irish Poems.
a

lib. ab. s. m. gen. sing, and nom. pi. <xjb

or Aba [Declension] according to the

Grammar prefixed. {^Heb. 3K, ab j

Chaldaic, 3N ab. Turkish aba. Greek,
avTc*. Latin, abbas. Spanish, abad.

Calmuc Tartars, abagai. Hungarian,
apa. Grisons, bab. Sj/racusan and

Bythinian, pappas. Syriac, abba. Welch,
abad. Armoric and Cornish, abad, aba-

tae. Italian, papa.*] 1. OX:<y]j\.
2. tjj-

eoL/inA. 3. tl<xcca;tiin no<x;n;;^C;te<xc.
4. Cjoj. ttbBa/i no cujf.

—Pater;—domi-
nus ; abbas ;—causa, occasio, gratia, vel

ratio.—A father;—lord;—abbot;—a

cause or reason, 1.
"

beoi^ic ^jjx <xn

(ab) naomta Elias." Lish Sermons.

c-yea^brojantajbe."
—Life of Colum-

Cille in Irish MS.
3. " b<xf Cftonan mc. Ulaejbbba (tfb)

Cluanamc-no;;^." Tigernach, Annals,
A. D. 638.

4,
"

<i]^ aba." Oa^ry.

I

<Cb. ab. s. f. gfw. sing. ci;be. m. ^Z. iiba.

[DecL] [Introduce the affinities here.]
1. &p, cipa.

2. o;\ta, eaya;ila;jeacc.
3. a-n-allob, aen iT)jon-a;nm;be, bujl
no Cfieutu;;!.

—Simia.—incantatio ;
—

antehac, animalcula.—An ape ; spell,
incantation ; formerly any diminutive
creature.

1. (Here give authorities for the

meanings.)
2 2 2

<fba;beacc. ab'irf-ucht. s. f. gen. s. and n.

pi. aba;toeacta, [DecL]—[Affinities]
from ^h, abbot, ajt, a place, and act,
a state or condition.

1.
<xj\<yf, ci;t^eab no jonab c5mnu;be

^hc^. 2. beaca aba :
—abbatia ; abbacy.

1. (Authorities.)
. Q 2

_

cfba;b, ab'u. Adjective in. and i. gen. sing.
m. aba;b. f. abajbe; compar. aba;be
[Decl.] fi'om ab sweet, mellow, and ca a

passive-participial termination, •which

means being, existence, state, or condi-

tion. [Affinities,]

\.'^ji<i.r>t:,'jn'ba<xn<x. 2.
|:ojfibce, ;qm-

l&n. 3. moc, bo;c, luac. 4. t;tomb«,

^'ocmab, bun^jteac, bjonjmcilca, bajn^-
G:<i.r). 5. jeuft-meab/iac, lua;t-;ncleac-
tac, 3l;c, ^afba, clj|-be, c;i;ona, ;m-

leab^ac, c;on;^ablac, bea/ttama;!.
—

Maturus, idoneum carptu ;—peifectus,

integer ;—jnccmaturus ;—gravus, serius,

solidus, firmus ;
—

prceacutus, ifigeniosus,

cjpertus, solers, sagax, prudens.—Ma-
ture, ripe, mellow, fit to be pulled or

plucked ;
—

perfect, complete ;
—

early ;

* It was «t first intended that this Model, in addition to the sereral accidents of each word, should contaio ex-

amples of the various meanings from our most approved writers, and also tlie aHinities to other languages ; but, it

was afterwards considered that the same end would be attained by confining it to one or two examples of each. The
time and research requisite fbr satisfactorily treating any limited number of words in these respects, particularly
the former, would, as it is evident to every scholar who has given any attention to these matters, suffice to

eomplete a hundred fold the number in the general work. The places, however, where they should be introdoced

. wj pointed out.. For the same reason it was considered unnecessary to give all the meanings of the words.
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g^ (710 1»> '"rt, dona, radharc, dall, tabhairt;—re, le, maise ;—-inin, mil;—mor, tore, cnoc, donn;
I 9

-tur, luth.

grave, serious, ingenious, cunning, ex-

pert, inventive.

1. (Authorities.)
.2

<fb. abh (ov) Adj. m. and f. gen. sing,
masc. «jb. f. <ijbe ;

—
compar. «;be.

[DecL] [Affinities.]

1. m)\)f, h\<Kft>^.
2. <xo;b;n, ytxfo^m-

<xjl, cft;cne<xit)<xc. 3. bjn, ceolm<x;i.
—

Dulcis s delectabilis ; harmonicus.—
Sweet, delicious;—delightful;

—musical*

sweet-sounding, melodious.

1, (Authorities.)
2 3

.

6 g

<tb*c. abh'ac. Munster Dialect, abhuc,

(ouck) s. m. gen. s. oibftjc ; n. p. <xb«jc,

ttbAca or <xbcA. [Decl.] from <x, height,
and bac, impediment, i. e. impeded

growth or height. [Affinities.]

1. bujine DO <ijnm;!t)e mjon no anbeoij.
2. m;on-jrci;r,

maol<xcin.
3._ 5<xb<x;jt;n,

m«jb/i;n, no maba beftj, <x tejbedn fa
c«liT)<njn bo coibccinAb pona;c <x;^ poll.
Homunculus ; nanus, pumilio ; canum ge-
mis animalia subterranea indagans.

—A
manikin ; dwarf; terrier. ;

1. (Authorities.)
a ? 6 J

<(bc^U. abh'uU or abhuli' (oo-ull) s. m. gen.
s. <ib<x;ll, n.pl. <xbl<x i. e. <vb<xU<x [Decl.]

Jrom ftb sweet and <xl nounskment or

food. [Affinities.]

] . co;ic<3i no me*;^ oin c;t<x;n abcijll ;

2. Cft<xn «b<ill ; 3. <xbm*b <^n c;tft;n

\xb*jll. Pomum, malum,—An apple.

(Authorities.)
3 2 "

,
*

<(b«n. abh'un or abhun {ou7i) s. f. g. 5.

and n. pi. ci;bne, i. e. <xba;ne. [Decl.j
from <xb, sweet, and &n, water. [Affini-

ties.] «b, Aman, ;^;^"t:_ boba/i, ;'nu<ib,

nfi6;i-j«J/-e u;/-ce a
;^jubl<x;', ^)iGiXf

no rnJX**/* ftWAc );r
*n mu;;i.

—>^?«-

nw, rivus, Jiuvius, jlumen, aqua.
—A

'

river, a large stream or current

of water that disembogues into the

sea.

(Authorities.)2*62
tfbfta. abh'ri or abh'ri. s. f. g. s.^ oib/ta,

n. pi. ab/KXbA vel <xb/iA;be, <ib^o;be, «b-

;iu;be. [Decl.]—^>am <ib, sweet, and

/lib, a saying. [Affinities.] _

1. ban, bu<x;n, nejitiecib, caj, jp]\j-

beAcc. 2. cdjnt, txfaajftc, <xb;t<xb, ;tib,

^tSijbceacAj^, u)\lflLb;t».
—Poema, poesis ;

sermo, locutio, loguela, logos,
—A poem,

poetry, speech, saying.
1. (Authorities.)

With respect to the four form's

of the nominative plural, in the last

word, they are indiffisrently used by
our writers. It is our duty here to

point out to the learner, that these

are various modes of inflection for

forming the nominative plural of the

noun. The first is preferable, because it

is that which preserves the original
structure of the word, and on which
the dative and ablative cases plural
can be formed by merely adding jb, and
in the whole progress of the word

through its inflections in forming the

cases, the root is discernible ; conse-

quently, according to the genius and

analogy of the language, whose pecu
-

liar elegance, consists in preserving the

radix, that mode of inflection is best

which is most simple and regular, and
which preserves the root invariable ; but

those that destroy it should be reject-
ed as abusive. All these forms, when

pronounced, sound alike to the car,

but are not equally clear to the Ety-

mologist's eye in tracing the etymon of

the word. This diversity and indiffer-

ence about the form of inflexion, have

caused much embarrassment to learn-
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<rc<r. <rcb.
bin, MdhVc<ii7, rfir i-idil, diiic;-{dil,ftnr .•giir,gtvit i-ldr, Itim ,-mi, mi i-n<J, n( ;-p6r,pihi j-rdii&.rlgh ;-s<(i7, jri ; 14, «ud.

bba<I«,Midb |-chiti{, cA^ir ;-dh(it7, dhtitc •,-{hdil,/hiuT ;-ghdtr,;Aeir ;-mh(im, mAeur ;-fh6r,phil»i ;-sh(fi/, >Aear<! ;-thdl,thtai.

ers, and in such cases render the lan-

guage unsettled.

.222 , .

ifcAbAit). ac'ud-umh (ock'i-thuv.)8. tH.'g.s.

and n. pi, <ic<xb4;m, [Decl.]—^ro«
<xc<xjb, an abode, and bcim, ofthe learned.

[Affinities.]
1. Cloco,;!, C0l<x;pse, ik;tt)-;rcO;l CA-

laban <X5U^ oioj le*b<x;ibd. 2. Coro-

lu«b*ft toSim no luce e6lu;y* «5U;r <\ji.t>-

pojl<x;me.
—Academia—academy.

1. (Authorities.)
S

,
2 6 2

uTrnja/i. amh'gur or amhgur. s. m. g, s.

and n. pi. <xmj«;f». [Decl.] Jrom <xm, a

negative particle, and j*;^, good, cotive-

nience. [Affinities.]

1 . »?;ocomjA/i. 2. <xn;t6, <xjnt>e;y-e. S.

005, t;;ie<xbl<x;l>. 4. 'oojlheo.f, toh^wn,

bocfio, bOJ;iA;n. Inconvenientia ;—o/^

Jlictio 1
—

tribtdatio, angor, cruciatus, do-

lor, tristitia. Inconvenience ; afflic-

tion; tribulation, distress; dolor, griev-
ance, sorrow.

1. (Authorities.)

<fcc. acht. {ach, achth,) Conjunction dis-

junctive. [Affinities.]
1 . mun*. 2. mun<x m-beji. 3. pif,

, n-a;mbe6jn. 4. leat<xm_ujc._ 5. <iiT)&;/t. 6. a

n-eujirxx;/-. 7. j^b, 5;be<xb.
—Sed.—but.

(Authorities.)

That the words called by gramma-
rians, conjunctions, &c. (/.

e. all the par-
ticles, which are used to point out in

language the relations and other cir-

cumstances of objects, things, attributes

and actions,) are either nouns or verbs
in our language, would be manifest if

the theory of such words were properly
and satisfactorily investigated. This

fact, however, will not appear, as to se-

veral of these words on a superficial

view, for some of them are either ab-

breviations of phrases or sentences, or

corruptions of words that were once in

use, and many of which it is likely are
still used by persons who write and speak
the language nearly in its original state.

Had the learned and ingenious Home
Tooke understood our language, he
would have found in it an extensive
field for his curious speculations. For
example, the last word, oicc, which is

marked as a conjunction, is also a nouA,
signifying condition, exception, &0.
The conjunction copulative <xju»", and,
is a noun signifying addition, or in-

crease, the diminutive of which is

<XTU;^;n, an addendum or appendix.
1 he preposition <x^,

out of, is derived
from u<x, a descendant, an emanation,
and fQf, rest. The preposition 5 or

uab, from, means son, descendant or
emanation ;

—the preposition <xj, at, is a

noun, meaning rest, leisure, &c. and
so of the other particles, all of which
could be traced, in a work of this

nature, to their primitive states and

meanings.
' (-;('.. i/i in-ir. ly-id y'.mm

. .1 2 222
<tt;/<uj5. a'thri or a'hir-ri^. v.. a. second

person singular Imp. mood ^ ttt^r;j;m,
Jirst person Indicative ; bo

dC/tu^je*/",
Jirst person, past tense; bo xXtftUJAb,
Lifin. oit;tuj<xb, pres. part. <lt;tu;jce

past participle, from AC, a reiterative

particle, like re in English, and t/to;j,
afoot, as it were, re-pace, or perhaps
from At and co/i/iujje, motion. [Affi-

nities.]

1. Jonto;j, c)ftjij%, 2. t;ie;5, m*-

lA/itujj clAOclo;b.
—muto, altera, con-

verto, emuto ; transfero, permtUo, in-

flecto, amoveo, relinquo.
—I change,

turn, alter, vary, abandon, remove,
inflect, translate,

1. (Authorities.)
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The foregoing Model is submitted, with every deference for any suggestion
^rhich may be offered for improvement. The necessity of a copious Expositor
of our language is now greater than at any former period. The long neglected

Annals of Ireland have been recently published under the auspices of his Grace

the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, with Latin translations by the Rev.

Charles O'Conor, D. D. This great work comprises the Annals of the Four Mas-

ters to the reign of Henry II.—^the Annals of Tigernach—of Ulster—of Inis-

fallen and of Boyle or Conaught, and forms the greatest body of Irish History
ever given to the world. Its publication confers the highest honour on the noble

Patron and talented Translator, and entitles them to the lasting gratitude of the

Irish people. It is hoped that the learned Members of our College and of

the Royal Irish Academy" may imitate this munificent and patriotic example, by

giving to the world the contents of the important national documents preserved in

their respective archives.

Since the preceding sheets were put to press, Mr. Hardiman has procured, and

kindly favoured me with the use of, a valuable and copious Irish Dictionary in MS.

compiled by Mr. Peter O'Connell, an eminent Irish antiquary and linguist, who

lately died near Kilrush in the county of Clare. This work, which engaged the

truly learned but neglected compiler upwards of thirty years, contains many thousand

words not in any printed Dictionary. It is particularly valuable for explaining ob-

solete words occurring' in our most ancient Manuscripts, from which it appears to

have been principally compiled.
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The following description of Ireland, taken from an old MS. presents a

specimen of correct orthography and grammar. It appears to be a dialogue be-

tween a father and son.

Cab ; M zn^)ii cjfte e;^e ?—C;/< Ur,h, co^/ianir^l <\.'
b-;:eojl,

<x' n-j^Xfc ftjay* «'

b-x:ojxj\i<iL)h <x;l; ;, po bleacc jcica jnejbe e<xU*;c ajuy <x)t\ne]p ; <ui a b-fajl;&

^le;bcj a/tb-beanoica, peu/i-uajcne, <xju;^ jleana blcic-cum;<a, ;l<iy^b;le«c«, ejiom-

iT)eft/'AC<x,
be pej/t <xd p;le.

—
"

Jlean* na n-;ub<Xft 5-ca;', j-c^Kiebftc,"

7c. 7c. 7c.

iXn h-j:u)l cjix comijiom <xn &]j\jnt> ?—C<i jo toe;m;n, pJieo/ina, c/iujcneacc aju;^ v^le

^nejtjh «jl) OLfibajfA. Co
j:<xb

cci
/•) ci;r)jce?

—
<x)mpii <>'" cf^b-AC«r'* Cfb^tajm, ftjuy"

fjn fie b/iojnj c;toboi, cea/ic, j^tabac, bjlea/-, b;ab<x, jontuf 50 ;ia;b ru;UeoLb a^o/* ba

mjl; fal;*ba;n 'na murtfiac.
—

bf);b fj bj<xbA, * bej/t tu ?—iCn ; ;n;y n<x nftem ! Ohji nxxji

)f foUu;' 1x5 bebe n*eit)C<\, o. be;fij ju/t b<x e naem Colm^n asu^- <x cujbeaccft bo

TRANSLATION.

What (lescriptioh of country is Ireland ?—It is a beautiful and fertile country ; abounding in

flesh, fish and other necessaries ; overflowing with the milk of all kinds of herds and cattle. In

it are Iiigli-clifFed verdant mountains, and flower-scented, arboreous, fruit-abounding vales, as

described by the poet-
—

" Vales of yews knotty and branchy,"

&c. &c. &c.

Is Ireland a champaign country ?— It surely is, and abounds in barley, wheat, and all other kinds

of corn.— How long is it inhabited ?—Since the time of the Patriarch Abraham, and that by a va-

liant, just, affectionate, faithful and pious race ; so much so, that during two thousand years the

wliole land was a nursery of science and learning.
—You say it was a pious country .'

—What ! is it

thelsland of Saints?—Certainly it was, as Bede bears testimony, when he says, that it was St. Colman

VOL. XV. AI
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iea.i<Xfz Caat-Sbacy<xn ; putifeuf
to cea;*;^ <xn CAeb

y-o;;i, txjuy tfefein n*omC4

AcSijrSi mea^mo^ a; Sacyanacajb « n-t>;u. peac ! )f e;f<e<xn*;c Clement Ajuy Coju,

na m<Jina;c, <x t;on^c«ijn moi\-cbol<x)fte tSip^amr^l pb<x;fi;y;
n<\

p;«x;nc; aju/- pba-
t)U<x. V C;WOnc<x too i)Onfc<y)n Cola;^ce Oc;^j:0);ic, Lixnh)ff:e<x^n ftjuy (fih<i.\.mfhuf<j

<x' S<xc/-<x;n, ?)e/ib;polj;-, Cu;lien, Sen^allenfj^r iijujr pulja <xn
f<i.n n-3|;tiioci;n,

bobjo <xn
y-<xn n-)otcci;l ; a^u^ bo bjto an oio;/- 05 aj t;t;<j.U jo ft-C^ijn 3 jac ^/ito,

30 ;<o;b; an <x jnit-poc<xl, to'ci lejjeato toa;ne e }:e;n <x;/i pojlajm,
"

Cbu<x;to «n fe<x;i

yo 50 b-efi;n to'pcijajl b?i;ft/i jrojlajme." tf^uf a toej/t naorn tCtoelm cum <xn fi;j

•cTljr^ieto,
"

ju/i ^Amr^l ;ieulc cj/t Ijonmaj/ieacc <xo/--pojl<i;me na b-C;fieAn, ccuf 50

f«xb<xtoa/i 'na loc^taiiajb lon/iaca a/i 3ncic-la;^ab aj teaja^^ab e<\-^n<x bo'n n-Co/iajp

u;le cum a 5-clu po;i;\ujbe, aj jnat-c;io;b <yn c-/-aoja;l an to;aba;l aju;^ na coin*

acu;^ jac ujle o;lc too pol;iu;j uabta, ma/t ]f poUu^ ay ci Ijacc ma;;icj/ieac cuj

pu;l a c;iO;be aft y-on be, Cftjac-m;leab Cfie;^ a bujcce a^u/* a p;onaca/- a;fi ;^on be

acuy b'fullajnj jnj/iejm, bojcceact, an/iob ajuy bay p<x toeo;b a;i yon be :" tX be;;i

be/<na;ito naomca,
"

CDa^t jtuab-cujle ju/i b/iucc yajceaba naom a' b-Cf<;n a;/i peab
na c;<u;ne, c-^uf ^ap. ba e Columbanuy too tojj ma;n;ytoj;t Lucyorjum )f <xn

b-p/<a;nc.'

<f toejfi Cn;i;j -cfncjy;obfteny;y,
"

C]a. /ijaccanay laba;fit a;/t Cfijnb ? ci;n;c cujajn

na ylojjce jreallyamnac jie ceajayjato an a;nb|;;oya;c, a^ jruUajns tojb;o/\ca cojl-

and his companions that preached the faith in North- Britain, Fursey in the Eastern parts, and

holy Aedan, who is highly venerated by the English to this day. Behold ! the monks Clement and

John founded the great University of Paris in France, and that of Padua. Irishmen founded

the magnificent Colleges of Oxford, Landisfarn and Malmesbury in England, of Herbipolis,

CuUen, Sengallensis and Fulga in Germany, and of Bobio in Italy ; and youths repaired from

all parts to Ireland, insomuch, that it became proverbial with respect to eminent scholars,

" that such a person travelled to Ireland to acquire learning." St. Adelm, writing to King

Alfred, says, that " The learned of Ireland were as numerous as the stars ; that they were

transplendant luminaries, enlightening all Europe in wisdom, to their immortal fame ; they were

unceasingly combating the world, the Devil and the flesh, and every evil which flowed from

them, as is evident from the numerous army of martyrs whose blood was shed in defence of the

faith, the noble Christian heroes who forsook their native country and possessions, and who

endured persecution, poverty, afllictions, and, finally, death itself for the love of God." St. Ber-

nard says, that,
" Like a mountain torrent, hosts of the saints of Ireland rushed forth into all

the nations of the earth ;" and that " Columbanus founded the Abbey of Luxovium in France."

I!tnry Antisiodrensis says,
" What necessity is there to speak of Ireland ? Out of it there comes

to us a phalanx of philosophers to enlighten the ignorant, suffering voluntary banishment.''

Joceline says, that " Tltre was not in the whole island a mountain or desart, a vale or recess
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.e<xml<x," <f osjti )ciceljnaf,
"

^l<xc ftajb, fl]<xh
n<x pyfO-c ,zle«.n n<\ cr^n^} <xn f<xn n-0)-

le&n n<xc ;to;b; Ijonto. be m<xnca;b <xju;r
be mnajb ;i;aj<xlbA, ;oncu;^ ju^i co;;i, ceo.)\t

<x;;t peai) na c/iujiie, o;leiin n* naem fto be;e mcjx <x;nn) u;;t;ij." iX be;ft <xn c-<fb

naeinbci CbeobO;iu^,
"

ClOa/i fc^mie fe:<xb<Xf
o. fOjh en c/iujne, ;^ci;iu;je n«oti)b<xcc,

b;l;^eftcc ixcuf pmpljbeoict;
a naem." tf be;;t "^Mfupjuf,

"
);r- ojlecw n<xem-

co/t/i/Kxmrjl €;;<;, beajnac com IjonUxxp. j\e ^eulca;b nejme." <( be;;i Scocu;^,
"
If

l;onc<xe;^e ;te n<xom<\)h, ixcuf j\e baojojb ^to-jonjancaca." iX bej^i Jona;^ tfba,
"

Ju^t

/-ci;iu;j e;^e, a n-b;l^e<xcc c;ie;bme, <v cojm-cftjoca." tf bej^t b(Xi\on)af.
'« C^

e;;ie ^ea/-m(xc, bjlg^ a 5-c;ie;beAm" <t hsjp. S,<xnto.^f,
"

Jy* fea/t;t n<x Cacojlc;;

30 mo/i j:u;;ie<xn
rj<x Cfi;ce iib jon^ ;omab be c;0;iCA;b <x;l>" <f bej;t pioboa;tbu;^,

" bo
^<i;tujj e;;i; * j-Cfie;beam ;omab c;i;oc compoju;^."

peuc ! <\ me;c mo cle;b ! ;^e Colam naornc* na Cjll) <x-^af
<x ba pea^t beacc com-

pcuxxc
bo tuj c;te;b;om bo <flba;)n : Colamh<xnuf c^uf a bci pe<x;i beaj compcwac *5

ce(jija;-5<xb
aii f<xn b-p/iajiic

: JsMom Clemenc <y^af <x bi peAft be<xj compcwac <xn

^-an njsA/tmcijn : f^laem Oaeccin an J^elcinb : ^laem Ce;len <x'
h-lpp.<xr)con]A

: ^1aem

Sea;tban aii ^na b-0;icabe/-: ^Mem 0;ieanb<w an 0;le&najb an pO;icujn : /^laom •cfe-

ban an f^1o;trumbe;\lanb : /^laem pjne^n a' (10a;ic;a, a' Sac^an : f^laem -cflban a'

Loj/te;n : jNaom ^olam a' Sr;;^e;ilanb : J^laem Cjfijjl a' j-Cofi;nt;a : ^1aem Cacal a'

b-Ca;tent;um, 7c. f»la bean jonjanca/- be
;^o,

a mejc mo Cftojbe ! 0))\ a' n-b;u pe;n ;f

which was not filled with monks and nuns, so that, it justly and deservedly obtained the name of

the " Isle of Saints." The holy Fatlier Theodoras says
" As the goodness and fertility of her soil

excel all otiicrs, so the sanctity, constancy and simplicity of her saints transcend all others."

Gaufridius says that " Ireland is an isle prolific of saints, who are almost as numerous as the

stars of Heaven." Scotus says, that " Ireland is filled with saints, men most wonderful."

Jonas the Abbot says, that " Ireland surpassed the surrounding nations in constancy of faith."

Baronius says, that " Ireland was unshaken in, and truly attached to, the ancient faith."

Santars says that " The Catholics, inhabitants of that country, (Ireland) are better than those

of most other countries." Flodoardas says
" Ireland has surpassed in faith many of the adjacent

nations."

Behold I Dear son of my heart ! Colum Cille and his twelve companions converting Scotland

to the faith. Columbanus and his twelve fullow-labourers instructing in France. Saint Clement

and his twelve associates preaching the faith in Germany. Saint Baithan in Iceland. Saint

Chillin in Franconia. Saint Servan in the Orcades. Saint Brendan in the Fortunate Isles. Saint

Aedan in Northumberland. St Finian in Marcia. St. Alban in Lorrain. St. Gall in Switzer-

land. St. Virgil in Corinth. St. Cathaldus in Tarentum, &c. But be not surprised at this,

for even this very day, it is a positive fact, that an Irishmm of tha race of O'Byrne presides

M 2
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fOlluf ju/t ej;<;on*c fee ;^;ol m-O^vjn ;;^ p;i;0(t)«o;be j:Ojla;me too aea ceub toeucc

fflAc le;jjn <i' j-c<xt^u;j Cbaejn <x' m-D/ijotSijn na
pfta;nce.

—
po too cojme);ije toom, 4

<fcci;;< pnmr^n, )f mo;i <xn y-olu;^
bo C05 tu to<xm ft^ji puj/teoiD na b-Cj/ieftn.

—-cT m;le

o;^e«Lto e;lj Be<x;ij:4;n torjc muna. n)-bj<xb jo/i ab ;t5 l;oyxci e. ^'];;i l;o/'t4 l;on)-y<x too

be;t <xi e;^toe<xcc ^e too puj jl;K-y-; cojtoce aj caa;«i;^bcil<xto mo toujcce. Ci l;on

Cola;yce4ba a n-C^jnto ?—<f b-aon ; *n <fjccljac, too ;i;ne<j,b toe
OQ?)<x;n;yb;;i na |Maom

^e b-o/ttoajab Oba;n^joja;ne J;^ebeal a^uy jajficea^i a no;y Cola;^e na Z^jvjompfi

be ; jjbeab a' n-ajmp;i Cbacojl;ceacca nj ;ia;b u;le acc na b-aen-colaj/te eajna

*S"r fojlanoaj a^uy too ma;;t ait)lo;to 50 c;jeacc Loclonoc <i.h f<xn ^-cpjc; o)j\

n; h-]on<xon <y^uf cjijoccjh a;le no. b-Co/iajpe aju;-- n<x. c^a;ne, nj/t mjUeab /teact,

bea;r n<x. ceanjab na n3<^o;beal ; ajuy- ;/- pu/ia;^ ^0 bo iuj^yjn, o]fi <ui can bo buaj-

beoij namajb a j-cw<^> mjUcea/t eeanjato na fe<yn-fO]nne ji-ja aja^ conjba;j;to yjoy

J, )ontiUf 50 m-bicajb a' n-toeafimab ; ; ajjx bea;^nab yo a' n-C/tjnb, 5;^ njjt buajb

nama;b;ncj tjjeact Jaojbeal 50 c;jeacc locloiiac, ajuy an ceanjab pn a b;b a;;<

b-cuy* aca ;y com^ramajl nac ;to le;jeab a;ft bea;<mab ; : <x^Uf rujUeab a;le, mx

leab/ta ;io yc^Jobab fiojm na Loclonacajb bo t;jeacc 50 b-C;i)n, ata;b j:e;n, no n<x mejc

leab^ia jiO fcp.johix'b a/"ta, aj;< ma/tcajn a n-b;a : ajuy fa;<;iab fp, cxy dob j^ b;ieij-

ba a;lne ;onci cloto txx ^ujc-ejlje.

bo a;^ p;ianca;c a;;t '^h«^0)he:<iX<s,)h cu;b b'ci n-aoj;r pojlajme too ca^ caca ^e

over one thousand one hundred students in the city of Caeu in Britanny in France.—Under

your tutelage, dear Father, and from your entertaining narration in describing our land I have

received niucli information—I could relate more a thousand-fold respecting the transcendant

merits of our renowned countrymen, were it not too tedious to enumerate them.—It would

never be irksome or tedious to me to hear thy melodious accents describing my native

country. Pray tell me then, How many colleges are there now in Ireland ? One only, the

College of Dublin ; the Monastery of All Saints being converted thereto by Queen Elizabeth, and

now called "
Trinity College :" but in Catholic times all Ireland was one vast College, and remain-

ed so until the incursion of the Danes, for it was quite different from all other nations, from its

insular situation, not being exposed to the devastation of ruthless invaders, and consequently

has not suffered either destruction or adulteration of its laws, morality or language. This can

be easily conceived, for it is usual with conquerors to eradicate the vernacular dialect and to keep
the inhabitants in subjection to themselves; this was not the case in Ireland, for it was not con-

quered from the Milesian invasion to that of the Danes. The language of the aboriginal

inhabitants, in all likelihood, has been preserved to our own time, and the literary labours of our

ancestors, which were written anterior to the Danish invasion, or transcipts from them, were at

that eventful and disastrous period (and many of them still are), in existence. What type or

letter more beautiful than that of the Irish ?

The French nation requested of the Irish to send them some of their learned men for the pur-
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ceajfty^Ab ;<e<J.cc<J aju/- bl;je feOjb j:e;n ; bo ;i;rie<Xb pn j<e 3*obl*)l5 -Aja^ 6 yp
« lejc b' p<xn<xbft^ foccijl J,h<xO]he)l^e iij ]:aj;ie<xn

n*
p^KXjiice ; ixcuf t;d.;y-bean<xjb

bo

3b*obl<x;b, be cujmn;uj<ib na m<xjce<i^<x pn, rne*^, Uf\j\<\]m o^'^uf S^^*** ^"* ^^^

medf noo/i <i;;i an nj^ebejlj <x ba;' olju^ t«U m<i.ji ceiXnjAb be<xct, l;oiT)C<x, ble6n<i;be,

B;tJojm<Xft, jfijn, j<x^c<x, bl<x;-b4, b;n. 3";^ '^o;5 bub-^bAjU ceAn
;)r- J ^^oieCfiuJjeAb

iXja^^lab/iab ;<e j:;le<xb<i)b, b&;ibajb, <3iO;r-ban, l;a; jc;b, b/<u;bcjb, ^eftncbAb<x;b» ^6)f-

ealaban, bfie;ceamn<i;b, ^cja/itajb, ;io-fl<xcajb ajut" f^;^c;b. J;^ p /io loLb<x;f<

p&cc^ujcc naomca a^a^ a bejfjjobajl aj poluj<xb <vn c-^oj^cejl j n-i'njf p&;l
n«

;i;oj. )f f) bo l<xb<x;;i Colcm nciomcci na C;Ue cij ceaja^-jab po;;ine n<x b-<fIbcw :

oju^ bft b-; aii allob cecwjab bjlea;^ ojbeabOL jrojlajaoe ;<Xftt:a;i<j. Co^ipa. <(f fO

Y^le ;^ jnmeayba 50 fio;b fj <x' n-^/ib-mea;^ aj <\n
;t;j ma;i aen

]i)f
«n ^clcibA;be

;

<fcc <xno)f mft/i ^ftb-bjle 6ibbalm6;i <xn tr;i<ic 5e&;i;ic<x;t pii n-<x bun e, juyi <xb a<xc-

mjcilta, C/tojme <in <x cajtjm ;onci <xn /taycin bej ceaii-jpoll ;i5 bjbeay <i b-jroju;^

bo'n b-edlmr^n ; b'e;;ijjb <xn fi;occ ce<xbna bo rajyijb 3*obal coiT)-m<x;t ;te a b-ce<xn-

50i;n. )/" bjombSi;j jeu/i l;om <xn Cbjneab uajr-al, t;iejbeo.c, laocbo. ;^o
bo bejc ^ b;c

ce<xn<i;/-, <xc<x;tbo.cca a^uy bjl-mdOjoe, <i;^ <x b-cujan ^ci)j;ycj/i J^ob (Saja/ic

3
S?)Oic^<x;n

bo b;b aj yeol<xb y-co;le <x' Lajmneac ;/• an no-bljaMjn 1566) an ce;yt-y\3 ;

"
C;ne<xb a ta la;b;^ <x' 5-co/ip a^uy- lutma/t, po;^c;l a' n-jnt)h ajuy ^/ib-a^jeantac

pose of instructing them in the jurisprudence and laws of Ireland. The Gael complied with

their request and ever since, many Irish words are found incorporated with the French lan-

guage. That people shew that they are not forgetful of that benefit, by the esteem, respect

and affection which they entertain for Irishmen.

The Irish language was in high estimation at home and abroad. It was considered a polished,

pointed, bland, copious, energetic, facetious, philosophic, sweet and melodious dialect, during

some thousands of years, until the land was overrun and infested with the depredations of the

Danes. It was cultivated and spoken by poets, bards, minstrels, physicians, druids, antiqua-

ries, men of science, judges, priests, chieftains and kings. It was the language which St.

Patrick and his disciples spoke when propagating the Gospel in Inisfail of Kings. It was the

same which Colum Cille spoke when preaching to the people of Alba, and formerly, it was the

peculiar language of the tutors of learning in the west of Europe ; hence it is obvious that it

was held in high estimation by kings as well as their subjects. But now, as a lofty and stately

tree of the forest when felled, falls with more dreadful ruin to the earth than the lowly shrub;

so has it happened to the Irish nobility and language. It grieves me to see this illustrious,

accomplished and brave race deprived of chieftainry, patrimony and property, of whom Mr.

Good (an English priest who kept a school in Limerick in the year 1566) bears the following

testimony :
"
They are a people robust in body and agile, magnanimous and high-spirited,
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jeu;i-;ntle(XcC4c, cojamr^l, neam-cojjjlceoic <x' m-Beac<\, jcojjbeac <j.n yaocoifi, a'

b-j:uAct <xjuy <xn oc/iA;^, ;io ceaiiya fte ?)-<>.o;'o;b, bucw-^rea^moic a'
n;^r^'a.i), tM-j-i.f-

ujjce <x' b-p<xlc<xn<x/-, fo-cjiepmeixc, for>mo.jx
<\' cclu

b'f&j<i;l, necimpo;jbeac <x;fi

m<xyl<xb 230 <xj;t eajco;^ b'fuUajnj." Oc ! <x (Dbe moj/t n<x b-ujle jloj^ie ! j<x;;a a

b<x;l; cum t)ut:ciX]f
<x ye^n^eoi/i bo cl<xn

b;le<x;^ jaobalb* fejn <x ca fc<x]pie jro c/9e;c;\e

f)-&/tb<xjb n<x CjW^he, ix^uf e*cc^<xn<x;c 50 ^ujac pleab-me*b;i<ic aj 51
<vUr^/- <i5U;^

<xj ;^eoLlbujab bleacca n* b/tojnje be;;ieo;le fO <x tA fof a n-b<xe;i-b;tO;b, <xcuf ta-

b<x;/t lu<i.c-f<xei<ii)f\
<x n-beaj-c;iO;be, <x n-be<xj-coiriluabafi A'^uf <x n-be;j-jnjom b5;b a'b

/ijojoicc jftjAn-cilrjii j:^;n.

quick-witted, warlike, prodigal of life, patient of labour cold and hunger, most generous to

guests, constant in love, implacable in hatred, credulous, ambitious of fame, rash in resenting

insults and wrong."
—And O God of ail glory, recall and restore to their country and to

their rights, thine own faithful Irish children, who are dispersed emigrants throughout the va-

rious regions of the earth. Relieve such of them as are at home, groaning under the yoke

of bondage, aliens in their native land, and on whose toil the merciless and cruel stranger

banquets
—whose rights he enjoys. Reward them for the goodness of their hearts, words and

actions, in thy heavenly kingdom.
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Ancient Irish Deeds and Writings, chiefiy relating to Landed

Property, from the tioelfth to the seventeenth century, with

Translations, Notes, and a Preliminary Essay. By James

Hardiman, Esq., M. R. I. A.

Read February ar, 1826. -•
^

1 HE abolition of the ancient tenures of Ireland, and the conse-

quent deduction of title from the crown of England, during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, rendered deeds and writings
in the Irish language, particularly those relating to landed pro-

perty, in a great degree useless. Other combining circumstances,

but chiefly the policy and care of successive English grantees to

destroy all evidence of previous right and possession in the natives,

caused those domestic documents to become so scarce, that the

few which escaped the general wreck are, at the present day,

esteemed valuable rarities, when to be found in the cabinets of the

curious. In fact so rare did they become, that Mr. O'Halloran,

in the Introduction to his History of Ireland, has given a transla-

tion, accompanied by an elaborate description, of a single Irish deed,

which he notices as a matter of great curiosity, though not much

older than the beginning of the fourteenth century. This is a loss

much to be regretted, but particularly so in an historical point of

view ; for, next to the publication of the remains of the Brehon

law, the written instruments in use under that code would serve

to convey more accurate information of the state of society in Ire-

land, and of the manners, customs and ordinary transactions of the

b2



people, than perhaps any other medium at present extant, the

printed histories and unpublished annals of the country being in

those respects lamentably deficient. This position will appear

clearly exemplified by the ancient Irish writings, which I now have

the honor of laying before the Academy in their original form,

accompanied with close English translations.*

This collection principally consists of deeds and instruments

relating to property, and almost entirely belongs to that part of

Ireland, anciently called Tuath-Mumhain, (ThomondJ or North

Munster. This great territory, which was formerly under the

dominion of the powerful family of O'Brien, extended from the

Isles of Aran, on the western coast of the kingdom, to Sliabh-

Eibline near Cashel in the present county of Tipperary, thence to

Carran-Fearaidh or Cnoc-Aine in the present county of Limerick*

and from Leim-na-con or Loopshead to Sliabh-Dala in Ossory.

Part of this tract of country was erected into a county, in the year

1585, by Sir John Perrott, Lord Deputy of Ireland, and received

the name "
Clare," in commemoration of the Anglo-Norman Earl,-f-

* To William Dix, Esq. an eminent Solicitor of this city, I am indebted for many of these

documents. William Shaw Mason, Esq., author of the Statistical Survey of Ireland, kindly

furnished me with a few from his valuable MS. collection. The remainder were in my own

possession. It has been suggested that many of a similar nature might be discovered in the

library of Trinity College, Dublin, if carefully explored.

f By inquisition taken at Castlebank in the County of Clare, on the 23d of August, 1637,

it was found, that Edward I. by letters patent dated 26th January, 1275, granted the whole

land of Thomond to Thomas De Clare, and the heirs male of his body lawfully begotten, wha

died thereof seized at Bunratty in 1287; that said land descended to Gilbert De Clare his som

and heir, who having died without issue, it descended to Richard De Clare his brother, wh»

having died in 1.^17, the land of Tliomond, for want of heirs male of the original grantee, re-

verted to the crown ; and that at the time of taking the inquisition the fee and inheritance thereof

were vested in King Charles I.—Orig. Jnquis. Rolls Office.— This inquisition was taken by

order of Lord Deputy Strafford, in furtherance of his famous impolitic project to dispossess the

ancient proprietors of their estates.
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to whom Edward the First had, most inconsiderately, and with

crying injustice to the natives, made a grant of the entire dis-

trict, a grant which caused the loss of thousands of lives.* The abo*

riginal inhabitants of Tbomond were— the O'Briens, who long pos-

sessed kingly power and dignity
—the Macnamaras, hereditary

Marshals of the country.
—The O'Loghlins of Barren, or Eastern

Corcomruadh—The Mac Mahons of Corca-Bhaiscin—The Mac

Donnells of Darach, descended from the Monarch Brian Bo-

roimhe—The O'Connors of Corcamruadh—The O'Deas of Di-

sart-ui-Deagha
—The O'Hallorans—The O'Gradies, Lords of

Muintir-Tir-Conlachta-O'Kearney—O'Daly—O'Slaltery—TheMac

Bruodins, hereditary historians of North Munster—The O'Gor-

mans, chiefs of TuUichrien—The O'Hehirs of Callain—The

O'Molonys of Ceil-Tanan—O'HefFernan and O'Quin of Corrofin—

The Mac Clanchys, hereditary judges and lawyers.
—The Mac

Sweenys
—Mulconrys, &c. and to several of these families the fol-

lowing instruments will be found to relate.

Many of these documents are of considerable antiquity. The

* From the Annals of Inisfallen we leam that Thomas De Clare, with many other Enghshmeft
of rank, fell in battle with tlie O'Briens—" iX. €. 1287. Conoaf De Clare <xn t-M;ila

aju^ coj-n<Km<xc 3*11 COm<xn, a^u/- n* l?;toj;-ijbe '^e<xj\<xlt COejc Cnu)j\)f, <xju^ Ti}Oc^t>

Taaffe, A^u^ Hpca^to Deciter, <y^Uf f^))Oc<\Vajr Teling bo cu;tjm a j-cckc <x b-CuAbmiiman

le Coj;ibe<xlbac CDac Cajbj C<xol-r;;^e U; 5;i;<x;n a^u;- le Cu<xbmi7mne<xca;B, jo n-a^t

moft ^ ;<jb;ft)b ajuf ^ jla^-jallajK ClOuman rjle, <v;t ceoibna."—" A. D. 1287. The Earl

Thomas De Clare, the protector of the English of Munster, and tlie Knights Gerald Fitz-Maurice,

Richard Taaffe, Richard De Exeter and Nicholas Teling, were slain in a battle fought in Thomond

against Turloch son of Teige Caoluisge O'Brien and the Thomonians, in which battle all the

knights and Englishmen of Munster were cut off with dreadful slaughter."—The same Annals

also mention the extent of territory granted to De Clare "
pa be *-0 cab peartrt<xn<Xir" *n

Cbla;i*J5 ^Z^T 3*'^^ Cuabmuman an t^n fO .}. 5 c;ob|iajb n<x l)r,r)f)ofi jo f)-;om<xla;b

Oand fia;ce, <i. C 1285."—" The possessions of Dc Clare and the English of Thomond, at

this time, extend from Tiobraid na Huinnsionn to the confines of Bunratty, A.D. 1285."



most ancient are without dates or signatures, having been entered

into before it became customary in these islands to affix either to

written contracts. These belong to the 12th, 13th and 14th cen-

turies. The greater vmmber, however, are dated. The earliest of

the latter class occurs in the year 1419, and the latest in the year

1619, about which time the use of the Irish language in legal

writings was discontinued. The deed, No. II. which I conjecture

to be as early as the beginning of the 12th century, is a curious

specimen of its kind. Of it and No. XXIX. which is dated in

the year 1573, fac-similes are given. The rudeness of the one,

and the comparative elegance of the other, will shew the improve-

ment which took place in the art of penmanship between both

periods.
- Their contents are strikingly interesting at the present day, being

illustrative of manners and customs, which have long since disap-

peared and been forgotten. Like all collections, some of the pre-

sent articles, taken singly, may be esteemed of little or no value,

but combined, their utility becomes obvious and unquestionable.

They mutually serve to explain each other, and by so doing deve-

lope facts which, otherwise, might have remained buried in obli-

vion. To adduce a few instances. They evince the characteristic

piety of the people, who often commenced and concluded these

instruments with some word or expression of a pious tendency, and

consecrated their ordinary dealings with the solemnity of religion, by

frequently calling on God as a witness to their contracts.* They
also sliew the state of education, for I was not a little surprised to

find so few marksmen, as they are termed, among so many origi-

• See Noa. XX—XXI.—In No. XXV. God with his angels are named as sureties, that

the rival chieilains O'Brien and Macnamara would not wage war against each other.



nal signatures. But here it must be observed, that the district of

Thoinond, or Clare, like that of Kerry, has been from an early pe-

riod, and still is, remarkable for the generally improved education

of the various classes of its inhabitants. Further, they afford

abundant evidence that the Irish natives of those parts acknow-

ledged no other legal jurisdiction than that of the Brehons, un-

til after the commencement of the seventeenth century, when the

laws of England, under James the first, were extended over the

whole island, and legal muniments were, for the first time, gene-

rally written in the English language. The following instruments,

combined with the fragments of the Brehon code, published by the

late venerable and learned Vallancey, even scanty and imperfect as

they are, will demonstrate how long and how
stedfastly the people

adhered to those laws, which were established in Ireland before the

era of Christianity, and continued to the accession of a monarch,

to whom the nation willingly submitted, as the lineal descendant of

its ancient kings.

Among the most curious may , be enumerated No VIII. being
an ancient translation of a Brehon Judge's sentence or decree, a

record of very rare occurrence. The punishment appears to have

been by Eric or Fine, for as murder was punished by an Eric, so

a bare attempt to commit it, as in the present case, though unsuc-

cessful, was also subject to a like penalty.* From this fragment
it is manifest, notwithstanding some assertions to the contrary, that

the decrees of the Brehons were committed, in regular legal form, to

writing. It further shews that they were accustomed to insert in

* Vide Har'rts's Ware, where an instance is adduced under the year ll^S, that " When Do-

nald O'Ferral and several of his clan conspired to kill Ternan O'Rorke, whom they set upon
and grievously wounded ; yet, notwithstanding he escaped with life, his Eric was exacted from

the O'Ferrals, as if he liad been killed."—VoL 1. p. 70.
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their judgments the terms of the laws on which they founded their

decisions. In the present instance such was the case, but the Irish

original has not been handed down, and the words of the law are

dismissed by an Sfc. in this old translation.—Numbers XIV. and XV.

present a singular view of the possessions of the O'Brien and

Macnamara families, near five centuries ago. Number XXV. might,

with propriety, be termed Articles of Peace, between the Rival

Chieftains of those names. Number XXIX. and the note subjoined

to it are amongst the most interesting of the entire. The reader

cannot but be struck by the expression in the latter,
" Prostrate

upon my knees before your honors," as displaying an incident which,

it is conceived, would form an appropriate subject for an historical

picture, whose leading feature might be the striking contrast be-

tween the humiliated Milesian prince on the one side, and the

arrogant members of Queen Elizabeth's Irish Privy Council of that

day on the other.

But the principal value of investigations like the present lies in

the assistance which they afford the local or general historian, in

tracing the progress of society, and illustrating the manners and

customs of former times. The ancient writings now under consider-

ation, may prove serviceable in these respects. So far as they extend,

they shew the use and denomination of money, the value of land

and its produce, and the price of several commodities from time

to time, for some centuries. From among the matters of various in-

formation which they contain the following heads have been

selected.—In No. X. a fine or Eric appears to have been imposed

tor murder or homicide, but very inadequate in amount to the

dreadful crime committed. Although murder was generally punished

by fine, as before observed, yet it must not be concluded that that

was the only penalty.
This and other heinous offences were punish-
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able with death by the ancient laws of Ireland. This severity was,

however, in general mitigated by the law of Eric or retaliation, to

which some historians have given a decided preference over the

more sanguinary inflictions of modern times.—From No. II. it may
be inferred that title to lands might have been acquired by force, or

in consequence of forfeiture as an Eric. Conor O'Hurley appears
to have so acquired the land of Carrowancalla. To Galloglasses he

paid sixteen cows and a noble for the Brehon's judgment, by which

the transaction was affirmed.—The consent of the entire tribe or

family necessary before an individual could alienate any part of the

inheritance, XIX.—One tribe purchasing land from another becomes

bound to furnish, as additional consideration, suitable food and

raiment, for a certain period of time, and the disposing party is bound

to be clement, or to afford protection to the other, XVIII.—Cattle

given as a marriage portion, XXVI.—Cattle taken as a prey and

the owners made prisoners, VIII.—A whole town land forfeited for

stealing a cow. Crosses of interdiction raised between contending

parties, X.—The same deed written in three languages, Latin,

English and Irish, XXX.—These three languages used in the same

instrument, XXIX.—Cows killed and liquor provided for funerals,

XXXII.—Guarantees and hostages liberated, on pavment oftwenty
marks for some and forty marks for others, XXV.—Broad cloth,

hats, scarlet cloth, grey cloth, aquavita in the fifteenth century,

XVII.—Hides, fells and chines of beasts killed for the chieftains'

suppers, or while in camp, given as fees to the Marshall, and the

Marshall's fees on the marriage of his chiers daughters, XXIX.—
A cow valued at three shillings. Lands mortgaged for cattle.

Fees for Brehon's judgment or decree. Interest for money due,

shillings and nobles in use, II.—Rent paid in wheat, in beeves, in

wine, in subsisting soldiers and sportsmen, in pence, groats, shil-

VOL. XV. c
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lings, marks, and ounces ofgold. O'Brien's Rental, XIV.—Lady's

rent, exclusive of Lord's rent, ounces of unspecified metal, (this metal

is supposed to have been silver, for when gold is specified as rent it

seldom exceeds an ounce,) paid, and food once a year reserved as

rent, Mac Namara's Rental, XV.—Gardens, orchards and roads,

XXVI.—XXVIII.—Public Notaries, a gilt cup valued at nine

marks, four garrans and an ambling nag valued at five marks,

XVII.—Five good hackneys and five marks considered as of equal

value, XXIX.—A considerable extent of grouud (the dimensions

not expressed) with all its grass, moor, wood and arable land, sold

for twelve marks, havmg been previously mortgaged for twelve cows,

XXII.—Trivial as these particulars may at first sight appear, yet it

must be remembered, that to an accumulation of such facts, made

from time to time by men of antiquarian learning and research, and

judiciously treated of by their historians, the people of England are

mainly indebted for the present perfect state oftheir National History.

It must be obvious to all capable of considering the subject with

attention, that much preliminary labour yet remains to be achieved,

before a comprehensive Flistory of Ireland can be fully and faith-

fully given to the world. When this desirable and much wished for

work shall be completed, the Irish. character will beam forth in all

its native brilliancy from beneath the dark clouds of prejudice and

misrepresentation, which have obscured it for centuries. Such a his-

tory will moreover be an awful warning to present and future gene-
rations, to avoid these internal dissentions, which at all times, even

to the present day, have proved the principal impediment to the

happiness and prosperity of the country.
—Bede and others, at an

early period, described Ireland as supereminently blessed with the

choicest gifts of nature, as an Island flowing with milk and honey.
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Had this venerable historian Uved at a later period, he would see those

boasted gifts of nature trampled under the foot of the hostile invader.

Instead of milk and honey, he would have described Ireland as an

Island flowing with blood, and plunged in all the horrors of almost

continuous civil warfare and confusion. Tranquillity was for ages a

stranger in the land, except for those few gloomy and transient

intervals, which in general but preceded more dreadful storms. Yet

even during these short cessations of war, the native character some-

times appeared, the cheering sounds of peace were heard, the shuttle

and the plough were seen to move, and numerous flocks and herds

covered its hills and plains. The art of agriculture too, but with

frequent interruptions, flourished in many parts of the kingdom, to

a degree that drew forth reluctant praises from those very men^
whose policy and interest it was to misrepresent the country.

The people of the west, remote from the calamities in which the

other quarters of the island were generally involved, retained to a

late period many of the simple primeval customs of rural and even

of pastoral life, as the instruments before us in many instances tes-

tify. Amongst them, debts were contracted and paid in living

money,* lands were given in mortgage or exchange for cows,

horses, sheep, c^c. and tributes and rents were rendered in cattle

or in ounces of gold and silver. In reviewing the manners and state

of society in former times, care must be taken not to draw hasty

conclusions from the present advanced position of human cultiva-

tion.-f The improvement of man is ever progressive, and in Ireland,
• W<i '^f y)arjvutU Vil! fa f8!o!>'ja.« to o>iiti^xa jih i lit »il

^" naianvj' z t->'

* Mr. Henry, in his valuable History of England, states, that living money, which was so

general in England before the Norman conquest, is not mentioned by writers after

that event— Vol. III. p. 510.—It appears to have been in use to a much later period ia

Ireland. .....
f In England, in the days of Edward I., and even so late as those of Henry VI., wcMkfioW
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notwithstanding the exaggerated allegations of prejudice, and the

many obstacles which the people had to contend with, it is certain

that they were not more backward in civilization than those of most

of the other nations of Europe. The testimony of that distinguished

Chief Justice of England, Lord Coke, concerning the Irish people,

remains recorded in his Institutes, a triumphant refutal of previous and

subsequent misrepresentation.
" I have been informed," says this great

and good man, "by many of them that have had judicial places

there, and partly of mine own knowledge, that there is no nation of

the Christian world that are greater lovers of justice than they

(the Irish) are, which virtue must of necessity be accompanied

by many others."—Can it be supposed that a declaration of

this kind would be made, and that by such a man, if the Irish

people were really what they had been represented by his country-

men and cotemporaries ? But his is not the only testimony. Sir

John Davis uses even stronger language, to the same effect. Every
remnant therefore which tends to illustrate the manners and cus-

toms of such a people must be interesting and valuable, not alone

iu a national point of view, but as a leading feature in the history

of mankind. These are the considerations which induced me

to undertake the task of preparing these ancient fragments for

inspection, and to deposit my humble mite in the treasury of public

information.

that .£10 or iCSO a year were considered a competent estate for a gentleman. One possessing

£"150 yearly was esteemed rich, and Sir John Fortescue lays down £5 a year
" as a fair living

for a yeoman." In 1414 the expence of a scholar at the University was but £5 annually. In

1476 Counsel's fees were lower than in our times. In the account of the church-warden of St.

Margaret, Westminster, we find,
"
Roger Fylpot, learned in the law, paid for his opipion given

Ss. 8d. with 4rf. for his dinner." In 1493 Sir William Drury, one of the richest men in Suffolk,

bequeathed fifty marks to each of his daughters.
—The value of money then was about twenty-

four times more than at the present day.—See Henry's valuable History of England, whose ex-

cellent plan will yet, it is hoped, be extended to Ireland.— See also Fleetwood's Chronicon

Preciosum,
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To those literary friends who liave kindly favoured me with their

opinions on these documents I feel indebted, particularly to John

D'Alton, Esq. Barrister at Law, the highly gifted author of the

poem of " Dermid, or Erin in the days of Boru," and other ta-

lented productions relating to Ireland ; to Thomas Furlong, Esq.

who, with poetical genius of a superior order and the heart of a

patriot, is deeply skilled in the history of his native land ; and to

Mr. James Scurry of Dublin, whose critical knowledge of our ancient

language is, perhaps, not excelled.* The valuable assistance of

the latter, in the translations, deserves my warmest acknowledg-
ments. The few notes which are given may be found useful by
the historical student. Finally, I shall feel more than repaid, for

any labour I may have had, should this communication answer

any of the purposes for which it was intended, and accord with the

views, or meet the approval of the Academy.

* It i8 anxiously hoped by many of Mr. Scurry's friends, that his capabilities may be called

forth, in the national task of translating the Brehon laws, the greatest desideratum, next to the

publication of the Annals, in Irish literature.
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Ancient Deeds and Writings in the Irish Language, with English
Translations.*

.M-«i; , .
.- iOifi-ioCI Vii Lt

)S ;«b fo j:;ac<\ b;A;inf)Aba ojj ; Cc;/! ^ C^abpo;5 .;. b* irxi/ij bo TOu/^cboib

CDac ro<xt5<xiT)n(X :
<xcu/- )f ma/i ;^o cuj b;<\fim<x;b oj <xn ba md/i^ ;'0;n u<x;b .;. C;ia-

poj ^ae/i aj bja;ima;b 03, ;^<xe;t
<xn <xn r^le n; ace <x c;n bo J^l^'^jl^c brajb

<xm*;n : acu/- fO^Ji^f) C^iapo^j <X3 b;<x;ima;b CDac Concub^ bo c;n <x ^<xe/ica bo b;aft-

ma;b 03 ; no aj b;<x;imajb 03 jrejn muna ;^cie;t b;<X;ima;b CO<xc Concub<x;/i ; ; <xcu^ njjx

lej C0at3<xmr;n CDixc 3J^1<^ Ti)<xh<xii <xn tj~<X)j\f) yo jan cojbcijl ct^j; Jie^n, <xcr <xen

bl;ab<x;n oimajn :

<xcu;^ <xn rn]j\ ceoi^rba TOu/icbab ODcic TOatjamncL, cajnjj bj<x;im<x;b 03
a jcecin Ca;b3 C10e;c roac3ftmna, acu^ bo pjf n<xc <x^ coitiajll CDac Tijax^'o COac

3)U<x I?jab<xb <w cfc^^f) fjn bo ; <xcu/- <x bubaj^it Crab3 3U bfa<i;/-3elcib j-e <xn

pe<x;i<xn
o b;a^mci;b 03 ^ <xn ba ma;i3 fjn; <xcc muna cu3ab b;<i/itioa;b 03 caj3

m<!i^3 o;l) 4 <xn bfea/ian ;^;n, m<>.;t bo seall bo :
<xcu/- bo j\)fie<xh<X)\ cun/i<\b ;ie eel;,

<xcu^ <x fe fO <\n cun/i<\b .;. n<x cu;3 ma/t3 ^;n o bj<i;im<\;b 03 bo C<x;b3 ma/i

3eaU 4 ^f^*p<5^5 ! <y.cuf muna c;^Ae;iab C<xb3 <in pea/ioin pn bo b;ci;im<x;b 03, an

vjl; n; boL nbjlpab bja;imajb ca^ cean an pecifiajn a be;b m$^ je*ll- <'iJ5; *|< <3in

b^rea/ian ^o;n, a 3ce<xn na yeact ma;i3 yo;n. Concuba/i OQac Cur^cjn bo /^;i;b fO,

3U 3ceab bo b;a;im<i;b 03, <xc<Xf bo b;a;iiD<x;b ClQac Concub^, <x bucc Ca;b3 CTJejc

C0ac3aiT)n<x.

•v 00 3h Translation.—Bond or charge on Land.—No Date.

Tliese are the debts due to Dermot oge O'Hehir -f on the lands

* From No. I. to XVII. are not dated, but they belong to the l2th, 13th, Hth and

ISth centuries. The orthography, throughout the entire, is very imperfect ; in some places so

much so, as nearly to render the meaning obscure; but it was considered unadvisable for

obvious reasons, to attempt any amendment, and the original orthography has been scrupulously

adhered to. The Irish scholar will see that Aspiration and Eclipsis of consonants are frequently
"

omitted in these instruments, and that no attention whatever is paid to the modern rule of

leacan le le<xc<xn, &c.

f For the origin of Irish surnames, see Harris's Ware, Vol. I. p. 58. Also Camden's Re-
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of Crappoge, viz. two marks J of Morogh Mac Mahon, and it was
on this condition Dermot oge advanced those two marks, viz. to

have Crappoge free, free in every respect except giving their por-

tion to Galloglasses ||
alone, the power of redemption of Crappoge to

be enjoyed by Dermot Mac Conor for redeeming it from Dermot oge,
or by Dermot oge himself, if not redeemed by Dermot Mac Conor ;

and Mahon Mac Gilla Riabadli did not allow that power more than

one year, until he took it to himself : and when Morogh Mc Mahon

died, Dermot oge came to Teige Mac Mahon and informed him,

that the son of Ricard Mac Gilla Riaba did not keep that power for

him
;
and Teige declared he would redeem the land from Dermot

oge for said two marks, unless Dermot oge would give five other

marks for it as he promised. And they covenanted with each other,

and this is the covenant, viz. the said five marks to be given by
Dermot oge unto Teige on Crappoge, and if the land be not re-

deemed from Dermot oge, every thing that Dermot shall pay for

the land to be as a pledge unto him for it, added unto the said seven

marks.—Conor Mac Cuuitin wrote this, by the consent of Dermot

oge and Dermot Mac Conor, in presence of Teige Mac Mahon.

II.

5/ men. f.

?(C ;^eo jcixU Concuh<xjj\ oc h) U/tAjlajb $ ceAb;i<xmi^n ;n Cixxl .;• M fjtb«t bo
.;.

;re(xcbc ba ;n laej bjb pn .7. jn bo b;b tj\) ^jUjnjftt), )n cu;c <x;le bjb ;n buab

;^e<ic<x : <ycuf f<xml<x fUAj/i Concub<i;t <xn jrea;i<xnb fix ;te yloib, <xcaf bjc Concuho^ji

mains, for English surnames.—In Ireland, the descendants of Brien Boru took the name of
" O'Brien ;" those of Nial of the Nine Hostages, the name of O'Nei), &c.—O'Halloran's In-

troduction.

J The mark was a denomination of money, and not a real coin. It was two thirds the

weight and value of the pound. In shillings and pence I3«. id.— It was brought to France

and England, and probably to Ireland, by the Danes.

II

" The Irish of the middle ages employed two sorts of foot soldiers, Galloglasses and Kerns ;
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Oct b<x bej t*;t ceanb bfe<x;«x;n fjn .). fe b<x bej to;b ^jn ;ie 3<xlloc<i;b, ixcuf leacfj

n)ft/t5 ;n <f;le<\ct>ej, ju Oct b<x
ftcu;^ u)n-^et> fp ; <xcu^ <x ta;c n* Oct ba bej f)n

^un jiji ciju/- jun <x
po;i<x;r

<ic Concuba^i <\;i ;n j:ea;iAnb : <icu^ y-;ab ^eo pjAbajn ;n

cunb/ia pn .;. Sl<xn<x;b ;n; D/i;<x;n, <xcu;r p;nbul<xb n; CDeco;im<xn, <xcu;^ Concub<x;t

0'<()i\ne, acuf Secrnan O'Leaboin :
acu;'- join <x;i ne<x;it an pea;«xnb pn bu*;^luc<\b

Concoba/t n<x o jn mac ;nb;<xb, aac mun pu<yfluci\'{> (lOu/^caJj j:e;n no mac be. iXmen.

11.

O/d Translation.—Mortgage of land.—No date.

Amen.
-f-.

This is the mortgage due Conor oge O'Hurly upon Carowancalla,

vlt. fortie cowes,
* thai is to saie seaven in-calfe cowes, and everie

cowe thereof valued in three shiUings, and the rest of the cowes

barren. The said Conor came by the said land thus, vlt. for

stealth -f ; and Conor paid eighteen cowes for the said land, that is

sixteene cowes to Gallowglasses, and a Noble, J (fees for Brehon's

the former armed with an iron head-piece, and a coat of defence stucl<: tvith iron nails, wearing a

long sword by their sides, and bearing in one hand a broad axe with an extreme keen edge, after

the manner of those antient Gauls whom Marcellinus mentions."— Ware.—Camden informs us

that when O'Neal visited London in 1562, " He appeared at Court with his guards of Gallo-

glachs, bare headed, armed with hatchets, their hair flowing in locks on their shoulders, on

which were yellow surplices dyed with saffron, with long sleeves, short coats and trum
jackets,

at which strange sight the Londoners marvelled much"
* "

Living money" was in use in Ireland long after it ceased in England.
" In those parts of

Britain where coins were very scarce, almost all debts were paid and purchases made with living

money. This consisted of slaves and cattle of all kinds, which had a certain value fixed upon

them."—Henrys History of England, Vol. II. P. 425.

+ Literally, rapine. It appears doubtful whether the land was acquired by force, or forfeited

as an Eric : but from the Brehon's interference the latter might be inferred. The translation is

ancient, and though not so literal or explanatory as could be wished, I considered it better to

preserve it for its antiquity.

X In the original
" half a mark."—The Rose Noble was a famous coin. It was so called

VOL. XV. D
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judgment, otherwise called Oilegheag*^ of the said stealth, and

said eighteen cowes are without anie use accreweing thereout, unto

the said Conor upon the said land—and the witnesses present to

the said bargain are, Slaney Ny Brien, Ffynnola Ny Ma Gorman,
Connor O'Arney and Senann O'Leadon , None shall have power
to redeem the said land from Connor, unles Morough or his sonne

doe redeeme the same. Amen.

III.

Qlj ^0 C<x;;tc <y.cuf bjhvujfx <x t<x ;c;fi bomnall CDac Sean GOejc OOccon acu^

(OomoXl ro<xc Cixp^ [ ] boncAb 0'Sl<xt;t<x;3, «^ tAbA;;it j;U bo 6omn<xll CO*c

Seajn aca^ feci be<X;tbfi<xjc;ie<xcok;5 <Xjft <x cu;t: j:e;n
bo [ ] .j. t/i;c cu;t bo le<nb-

ceftC/«xmy;n <xn T^ejjoicmo;;!, <icu;r e;;t b<x cy^c bo ce<xc;iami^n on Cnoc, <xcuf ff <x ye

me;c ;n jjU .;. [ ] m*;i5 50 leb, <xca/- cyjcc la<i.h bee jn Ifte;, <xcuy eo.c, [ ] <xcuy-

;;-e <xf bomnajU nj Sl<xc;iaj5 oicuy bomnajU COe;c Se<xjn [ ] 5*n <x;i cairia;r
bo ba;ne

$ bjc «n peA;ioin /-;n
bo paayclftb bomnall, <xcc bo pe;n «cu;^ bA mac <xcoy bo mAc

* mejc.

III.

Translation.—Mortgage of land.—No date.

This is a deed and indenture between Donald Mac Shane,

Mac M'Con and Donald Mac Teige, [ ] Donogh O'Slattery on

giving a mortgage unto Donald Mac Shane and unto his brothers

upon his own share of [ ] that is three parts of the half quarter

of Reigatmore, and upon two parts of the Knock quarter, and the

amount of the mortgage is, viz. [ ] marks and a half, fifteen cows

in calf and a horse.—[ ] and the covenant of Donald

fr(Jm a rose encircling tlie King's arms, and the purity of its metal. From it every imaginary

half-mark was called a Noble,

*
Qilegheag.

—The Brehon's fee—from OUegh, a Brehon or Judge, and eag for ioc, parent.
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O'Slattery with Donald Mac Shane, f ] that it shall not be in

any one's power to redeem said land from Donald, except (Donald

O'Slattery) himself and his two sons and grandsons.

IV.

Ql; ;^eo pjftcbft Cl<x;nfee Se<xbajn CDe;c Conrndu^ <x;t Cl<x;n Conm<i;«\ OOejc bomnajU
,;. o<j\ Cabj <3icu;^ <xj\ Concuhc^ji GOe;cn<im<x;\<i OOejc bomn<x;U .]. en bo bee toeft;c

•

bomnftU ;tu<x;j2Qejc Se<xb<i;n 2J)ejcConmfl.;tA <ycuf€<y'o-^ n<yha<X)le bo roj n<x jrjacba

«;;! cl<x;nb Concub<x;;i 2t)ejc ifeba ; fteu;r Concu^Aji. 2t)ejc boiDna;ll bo cojbajl <xen r^nje

bee be/t;c bomn<i;U 2t)ejc Se<xba;n <x;;t cl<xjnb Seabajn 2Qe;c 2t)ac3«inina. Cu;Ue e;le .;.

C;i; n()<i;i5
bo b; <\ njeall a;i ;:e<ift<j.nb cloijnbe SeAba;n, b;c<3iba;i j<xd p;ne <xcu, <xjo;^ bo

mol boDbcba 0'5;ij<x;n o. peoi/Kxnb bo puajrlucAb bo clajnb SeAboijn 2Qe;e Conm«;t« :

«cu^ a ne;;i;c <x comAencAjbecu;;! o ^;n anoAc. J;^ ;<xt ;^o p;oib(Xn <xn eunb<x;<t<x ; bdnb-

clxib 0'h]\]<X)nt <y.caf bomnftU 2Qejc Se<xba.;n 2t)ejc bomnajU, <xcu^ S^acjamr^n 2t)e;c

Conmeba, <xcuf bomoAll ;i;<xb*cb 2Qe;c HuAjftj^ :
<xeu;^ na

j:;<xc?)<x
<x mr;j ixj 2Qftc

Seabftjn 2Qe;c ConiD*;ta o ^jn * nuAf ; c^cuf <xen bo bee bo coj bomnall 2t)e;c Seabftjn

bon e;/i;c cetnoi ej/i mr;nte*;i Coibloi oieu;^ ej;i bomnall bujbe; <xea;^ fjn aj boriinftll

Cl*;nb Seaba;n 2t)e;e Conma/^oi ; ccuf r;t; p;njjne p;cl)ec bo ;c bo OnO;i«;nb Jnjjn

Sjba, bo jc r<x/i ce<xn Cajbj n<x bua;le, aeojr y-;n
a. mr;^ ;ie .xx. bl;<xbft;n

jan ;c ; cicu;' ce;tfij r^nje bee
b|:;<xcf)<x ejcb nocf) bo ;iec Seaban 2t)e;c Con-

m<xj\<x ]ic boitioAll 2t)ejc SeAb*;n, ^cuf f)n <x mrjj eon /ijc ; acu;^ ;^ecJ>c c<x;;t;3

bo b/te;c bo bononoill 2t)s)c Secibajn o OnO;tOL;n Jir^ja S;ba, ccuf )<xt> fjn con ^;c a norjc ;

Acuy a5 Se<xban 05 2t)eje Conma/iA 21)e;e bomna;ll a c<x na p;ac??<x fjn <x mujj ;—acuy

lebeec/Kxmrjne m;;t <x cujbcicl) bo cu;r Seabajn 2t)ae 2t)e;c Seabajn <x njell : ajupr ;r-j
met

<xn 5;ll .J. bo. b<x bee <v;t
.«x. J^ Amla;b bo ;c<xb Se<xbftn 2l)e;c Conmafta. <xn jeall pn .;.

n«; mba bee bo Cabj 2t)e;c Locl*;n, <xcu^ ocbc mba bo cla;n Conm<X|ta 2t)e;e bomn*;ll,

OLCuy yecbc mb<x bo ela;n Sea3<x;n 2Qeconm*;ta.
—Cu;lle ejle .;. cu;c ma/ij bo fu*^-

l<vc<xb bo bu<x;n bo Concuba^ 2t)e;c Sjba 2t)e;c bomnajU bacajj jan cOj,t tx;-- OnOfiojn

)i)1)n S;b<x <Xft ^on m<x^c bo joijc Cftbj n<x buA;le ixcuffjn <x mu;^ OnO;i*;n Uip Sjb«

toi/t cean C<i;b5 na buajle. CujUecib ejle .;. 3e<xll /^u^ Cum<x;«v 2Qejc bomnajU

6 OnOft<x;n Jngjn Sjba. p;<xban Puajfi;j j bunlajnj, aeu;- Locl<x;n nbj b?//ttj<xjn,

acu;- pn <x ma)i ;te ceb/te bl;<ibnft bee.
Jy-e 3^<xe Seba;n m<xe me;e Sebftjn 2^jc

ConmftftA cuj * coiT)a;ll ^0 bo Seaborn eetna bom eeac pejn.
—

[ ]

D 2
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IV.

Translation.—Acknowledgment of Debts, Sfc.—No date.*

•f Mac Conmara.

These are the debts due unto the children of John Mac Conmara

by the children of Conmara Mac Donald, i. e. by Teige and Conor

Mac Namara Mac Donald, viz. Eleven cows of Eric. Donald

Roe Mac Shane Mac Conmara and Teige of Buaile brought
those debts on the children of Conor Mac Aodha ; and Conor

Mac Donald is to raise eleven ounces-f- of the Eric of Donald

* The following extract may fix the date of this instrument.—In 1374. Comar Mac Conmarre,

captain of his nation, petitioned the L. L. and council, and set forth, that when O'Breen

Tothomond, the King's Irish enemy and rebel, had lately fought against John Mac Conmarre his

Jather, now deceased, because he and his men were faithful leige subjects, wasted his lands, the

County of Limerick and the adjacent parts, he the said Comar, after his father's death, raised

400 defensible men to fight O'Breen, and restrain his intended mischief, whom at his own charge

he had kept from Christmas last, whereby the faithful people of those parts were much com-

forted, and better enabled to restrain O'Breen ; but would not be able to keep his said retinue

longer, without some aid from the king, or oppose O'Breen for the future. And this statement

being affirmed by the Earl of Ormond, the mayor and bailiffs of Limerick, and other credible

people of those parts, before the council, and that the adjacent country would have been destroyed

and wasted by O'Breen if the said Comar had not opposed him—the King (Edw. III.) by advice

of the council, directed fifty marks to be paid him, taking his receipt Kilkenny, 7 May 1374.—
Rot. Claus. 48. E. III. f. r. 5.

"The chieftains of the Sept of Macnamara were afterwards distinguished by the title
"
Reagh."

In the composition agreed on between the Lord Deputy, Perrott, and the lords, chieftains, gentr}',

freeholders and inhabitants of Thomond, at Innishe 17 August 1585, Donall reogh Mac

Nemarrie, for his better maintenanpe of living, was to hold and enjoy for ever the castle of Gar-

voragh and several lands ; but at his death all rights, duties and customs claimed to be belonging

to the name ofMac Nemarrie reogh, in consideration that the same is but extorted, should be

utterly extinguished and determined for ever.— Orig. Record.

f The ounce like the pound, was a standard of value. In the instance before us the eleven

ounces appear to have formed part of the eleven cows Eric. It will be seen by Nos. XIV. and
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Mac Shane off the children of John Mac Mahon : Furthermore

three marks that had been in mortgage on the land of the family of

Mac Shane which they paid without any witness ; and Donat

O'Brien awarded that the land should be redeemed by the children

of John Mac Conmara ; and they have agreed to all those condi-

tions. The witnesses of this covenant are Donat O'Brien and

Donald Mac Shane Mac Donald and Mahon Mac Conmedha and

Donald reavagh Mac Rorey. Those debts are still due to the

children of Mac Shane Mac Conmara : and also eleven cows

levied by said Donald Mac Shane of the same Eric upon the Keilly

family and upon Daniel Buidhe, which are due to said Daniel by the

children of said John Mac Conmara ; and 23d. to be paid by Honor,

daughter of Sheeda, for Teige of Buaile, due twenty years without

being paid, and fourteen ounces, being the price ofa horse which John

Mac Conmara sold unto Donald Mac Shane, due without interest,

and seven sheep to be given to Donald Mac Shane by Honor

daughter of Sheeda, and they are due without interest. Those

debts are due unto John oge Mac Conmara Mac Donald. Half a

quartermire* to be reserved out of the share of John, son of

Mac Shane, in mortgage, and the amount of the mortgage is thirty-

two cows. This is the manner that John Mac Conmara is to

discharge that mortgage, viz. nineteen cows unto Teige Mac

Loghlan, and eight cows unto the children ofConmara Mac Donald,

and-f- seven cows unto the children of John Mac Conmara.—

'XV. that pa3rments by the ounce were very common. In the venerable and magnificent

MS. copy of the Gospels preserved in Trinity College Library, and said to have belonged to St.

Columkille, there appears an entry that Moriertagh O'Laughlin king of Ireland granted a parcel

of land to the monastery of Ardbraccan, in perpetuity, at ayearly rent of three ounces ofgold—See

Vallancey's Collectanea, Vol. III.
,

• The same as Cartron.

+ In all thirty-four cows. It is probable that the two additional cows were for interest. >.
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Furthermore, five marks, redemption money, to be paid by Conor

Mac Sheeda* Mac Donald the lame, without being charged to

Honor daughter of Sheeda, for a cow stolen by Teige of Buaile, and

which was due by her on account of Teige. More, viz. a pledge

taken by Conmara Mac Donald from Honor da'ughter of Sheeda.

Rory O'Dunlaing and Loghlan O'Hartigan are witnesses of its

being due fourteen years. It was the son of John son of Mac

Shane^- that gave this deed in keeping to the said John, by my own

consent.—[ ]!|:

V.

Ql^ fi fo jeall boncb* J TOo/^ajn too r ] Cnoc<xj/i ScAnldjn too t<x;le j Com-

;t<ijtoe .;. cyjcc. ba .x.
<x/i

.xx. <ycuf ca;^ p;nj;ne toej too i<xB<x]j\t: bo mac mejc boncTxx

«cuy 5<xn <yji cum<x^ too oin jrea/tan f)n too pua^loito jo cen t/i; mbljfttoan, ccuf «

fU<xfcliX'o fiX. pe;l Sixn Sc<K<xjn too jobanb en l<xo;. )f ;*to «;r o^;«xto* j\if f,n ^cyn/t*^

fjn [, ] idix^xn COac Sjotoa aju;- TOac bonc?7A CDe;c Con COe;c Sjto*.

V.

Translation.—Mortgage of Land,—No date.

This is the Mortgage of Donogh O'Moran unto [ ] Cnogher

Scanlan, for Ballycomraide, viz. thirty-five cows and fifteen pence to

be given unto the son of Mac Donogh ;
and said Cnogher not to have

it in his power to redeem said land until the expiration of three years,

and to redeem it before the feast of St John the Baptist, by one day's

impounding.§ The sureties for that covenant are
j^ ] John

Mac Sheeda, and the son of Donogh Mac Con Mac Sheeda.

' A branch of die Macnamara family.
"

-f In the original, Mac Meic Sedain, literally the " son of the son of John'' i. e. the grandson

of John.

\ The Nos. which terminate with brackets are imperfect.

§ In the original Gobhand en laoi—Translated " one days impoundipg." This must hare re-
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VI.

Seaan CDac f?a4jb;i; (10e;c ConcuhiXfi ^e na clo;n. C;t; h<x xx;t md/i je<xU ^ cojc

cSe<xft;n <iicuy « clojne toon (!>u;i;i<xto, letocet;t*mapn [ ] cu;c toon letocet/x<Min<i;n yjn

<x;c bontocba m<xc CDe;c Con CDe;c eoja;n, oieu;^ Yjnje c;;ra <ic Se<x<xn <xcu^ ixja clan «.h

f<x pea/tanto <xn )A;tla ; o^cuf <xn j:ua;^lu5<x
too cab<x;;ic [ ] <K^uf a fc<xba;;\t *m<XG

fo <x;toce pejl Sp Se<x3<x;n, <xcay Co;nmetoa, <xcu;^ COacamna a/t ce<xcc <xmoic <xjmp;i; n*

bjo,j5 ;^;n, <vcu;^ cejc;te h<x too bfte;t m<x;t jeall <x;i
an rnje ;rjn

: <xcuf <x y;<xt pjacba
tucAto a ntojl jrjAc n« cejc/ie mbo yp, lojljec c^cuf Iaj^ j^iojtoe, acuy* na cejt;te b<x

f)n toj:<X3<x;l
a naonfect ftejpn cujc e;le toon jell: Acuy toa tjc;b oi nto;ol<x;ject

Yjnje c;ya <xn buppato, no cl*mpaft <x ttAob cSeaajn CDejc l?a<x;to;ij <xcu;r
* cl<xjnto; .c.

la«;n na co;;i j^^ jeoiU ;n <x ;o<xto ; <iicu;^ ce;c^e Ixx ejle a;t an /"e;pto cu;c ;^jn boncba

CDejc CD*c Con 2t)e;c eo5<x;n, <xcu;^ a ye con^KXto 2t)acjo,mna aju;^ <x ylecca ;ij;^;n clo;nto

Concab^ pn, 5<xn oin pe;tan ;^;n An4ja;to na pe/tan ajle too caba/tt a njell ^e j:ua;^lacato

oin ;jU tea pua;^lajato, na taba^ic toaon toyj»e ejle toa pua^-lajato, ac muna t; to;b fe;n «

jruaylujato, a beto an y-a jell /'an a;c2Qatamr]n aca;^ ac a clanto : aca/- cu)t ejle toon

can/tOLto /"jn, jac bo;iojme toa c;acj:a a cen ;n j:e/ia;n /-p, 2t)atamirn acu/- a yl;ce toa

J);c, acuy* a beto ma/i an jeall, acu/- jan f<jt too toul an j^a bo;iojme act p;acba jn c. lae

bjc toon bo;iY^me M tan bey ^nfejic^nti toa puaylujato a^i a njeall y;n» ma^ an cu;t e;le,

VI.

Antient Translation.—Deed of agreement.—No date.

This is the bargain made by Mahon O'Hallouran and Granny

daughter to Roery O'MoUowny with John Mac Rorey Mac Conor

and his sonnes, vlt. the said John and his sonnes doe give their part

of the land of Durah unto Mahon and Granny in morthgage of

three and twentie cowes, and Donnogh Mac Vic Con Mac Owen

ference to some local custom with which I am unacquainted, and am not, therefore, certain of the

correctness of the translation ; it is, however, strictly literal, as the word "
gobhand'' (or gabhann

according to modern orthography) amongst its other significations means impounding or
distraining,

and " en laoi" means qfone day.
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to have in the same maner halfe a quarter of the said land, ex-

cepting the fifth parte, and that the said John shall have tenne

groates* rent accreweing unto him out of the said lands, over and

above the said morthgage ;
and that the said Mahon and his sonnes

or the survivor shall have the said three and twentie cowes paid un-

to them att the time of redemption in one whole and entire paiment,
and the redemption to be made att the Baw^on of Culreagh, by
Mid-Somer. Alsoe Couen and Mahon having come a while after,

receaved fouer cowes for the said tenne groates ; and the paiment

given them in Hew of the said fouer cowes was a milch-cowe and a

stood mare, and the same to be repaid att once with the rest of the

said morthgage : and if there be anie challenge or trouble come upon
Durah aforesaid in the behalf of John Mac Roery and his children,

Cluonachoir is to stand in Morlhgage insteed of the same, and alsoe

fouer cowes more upon the said Donnogh Mac Vic Con Mac Owen
his share, as morthgage ;

and it is covenanted betweene the said

Mahon for himself and his posteritie that the said Conor shall not

give power of redemption in the said land or in anie other land, unto

anie other personne, unless they be able to redeeme the same them-

selves, but the same land to stand allwaies in morthgage as aforesaid :

and another parte of the said covenant is, that if it shall chance the

said land to be charged with anie Borowa,-f vlt. O'Brien's rent, that

•" Tenne groates." In the original
"

I7?«^e" an ounce. There were several kimls of groats

current in Ireland— I. Broad-faced groats minted for 4:c/. but worth 8d— 2. Cross-keale groats

stamped with the Pope's treble crown.—3. Dominus groats, coined by such English kings

as stiled themselves lords of Ireland—Rex groats by Hen. VIII. and Edw. VI White groats of

so base an alloy that nine were but the value of a shilling.

f Boromha Laighean, was a tribute of cattle, laid on the king and people of Leinster by
k. Tuathal Teachtmar about the year of Christ, 134', which was remitted by Finacht the

Hospitable, A. D. 693, at the intercession of St. Moling. It was afterwards exacted by K. Bryen

in the eleventh century ; from whence he got the name of Boruma. It was so called from

It an ox or cow, as it consisted chiefly in cattle Harris. Ware's Antiquities. Vol. I.
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the said Mahon and his posteritie shall paie the same, and to be

added to the said morthgage without anie use or damadge to run

thereout, onelie the verie principall Borowa to be paied at the time

of the redemption, att once, with the rest of the said morthgage.

VII.

5/5 /-o jell CDaccimna ; QlllcX)j\<y)n <xcuf 01 yleoicea ^ cu;c f?u<ji;b;i; CDejc 2t)<xo;-

leaclftjii ton bu;i;iat>; n<xej b* xx. fc<xf^<x, ^caf occ mb<x ;n loiojci. Cu;lle<xb e;le ^

cu;t ??u<x;b;<; 2t)e;c Concub<x;/t 2Qe;c J^uajb^i; <xc clojii 2t)<xt50Lmn<x n; <ru<xb;^<x)n, M
ba. X. CujUeai) e;le <X5 cloin 03<xtAmn<x j ntCllAb^iajn <x njell <x/t leabcecic^tftmy^n

e;le bon ba;if«xb <x;;< <xn lebce<xc;i<WTia o;;tceft;i<ic bon t>u;i;i<iLb, <xcu;r ; ac C<xbj

2t)ac boncfMb <xcaf join <xen or 4 ca;;t na $^ ;c aj cloin 2t)at<imna bon j:e*;«xi» y;n «5

CAbj 8t)<xc boncbab ^ c;tj ba bo;io;m; ba cu/t <xj;i cl<xn ^QAcamniX, Acuy- t/i; b<x bo

b;ie;c uAb <\ tt;i;<xn bo;\o;iT)e bo cu;c $. <xn
j:e<Xfi<\n ;n torn pn ; bub bo 0;t;«;n 2t)<xc

CDacamna bo b<x;neab b<x b* bo b/iejc bo Doiiclxib CCac 2t)(j,c<xnin4 b; 0;ij<x;n le;y* pn
ftiDTjc ;te e;te;mp fAba. CujUeab e;le <x rjeoill $ cl<xn cSe<XA;n 00e;c T?a;b;<j 4
cjn <xn ba yjnje bo b;b a lam Sjta 03e;c CDecon, la;;i j;io;be ajo^ o;j-eac.

VII.

Antient Translation—Mortgage of Land,—No date.

The morthgage due to Mahon O'Hallouran and his posteritie

upon Rory Mac Moylaghlin his share of the land of Dourah, vlt.

nyne and twentie baren cowes and eight in-calf cowes. More, upon

Roery Mac Conor Mac Roery his share of the Dourah, due to the

sonnes of Mahon O'Hallouran, vlt. twelve cowes. More due to Mahon

O'Hallouran's sonnes as morthgage upon the East halfe quarter of

Durah, and the same being in the hands of Teige Mac Donnogh
alone, the said Mahon's sonnes having never a foot thereof in their

possession, but Teige Mac Donnogh having the same, Mahon's

VOL. XV. E
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sonnes were challenged for three cowes Boroa, and three cowes

being taken awaie from them for the Boroa that fell due upon the

said land att that time, vlt. one cowe by Brien Mac Mahon O'Brien,

and two cowes by Donnogh Mac Mahon O'Brien, and the same

being for a long time unpaied. More due as morthgage upon the

third parte of a quarter from the sonnes of John Mac Roery, for

the two ounces that were in the hands and possession of Sida Mac
Vic Con, vlt. a stood mare and a young horse.

VIII.

Brehon's Decree.*—Ancient Translation.—No date.

These be the allegations and challenges I have in the behalf of

Donagh Mac Seayn and Teig Mac Fynyne, against Cahall O'Co-

nor and his people, viz. That Cahall O'Conor, together with his

people, came forcibly to the land of the said Donnagh, and seised

* This article is given from an ancient translation much defaced. Where the blanks occur

the original is worn away. The words within the brackets are supplied from the context.— Mu-

tilated however, as it is, it proves that the judgments of the Brehons were duly committed to

writing, and that in them they most judiciously inserted the words of the laws, on which they

founded their decisions. In addition to this fact, the subjoined fragment of another Brehon's

decree will shew that these judgments also included the witnesses names, and the testimony

which they gave. It is to be regretted that these instruments have not been handed down per-

fect ; as every particular connected with the administration of justice among the ancient Irish,

is valuable to the historian of the country.

The following is the fragment alluded to " These be the witnesses that doe [affirm] for

Mac Mahoun and his coheirs inheritance that belong unto them.—The prior of Killihanan—
Twelve priests of the Societie of Iniskatry, affirming that Teig Mor Mac Mahony gave Cnockna-

huama unto God and Sainct Seanan, the same being piece of Kilfinny—Also the undernamed

personnes of the chiefest of Corkavaskyn have affirmed that the sept of Teig Mor Mac Mahony

have successively enjoyed Kilfynny.
—Mahon Mac Teig boy—The sonnes of Morough Moel—

Donnogh Mac Kennedy—Donnogh Mac Carroll—Teig Mac Thomas—Mora ny Brien."—These

translations were made in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
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upon a prey belonging to him, and have taken away with them

[ ] cowes of the said prey, and have also taken with them the

said Donnogh and Teig prisoners, and the rest of the [prey] being
taken [from] the said Cahali against his will : but having beaten,

bruised and deadly wounded the said Donnogli and Teig, therefore I

saie that they came [with intent to] kill the said Donnogh, and Teig,
and that they [shall have] remedie and redresse as if they had been

killed, in regard the said Donnogh and Teig never submitted them-

selves to the mercy of the said Cahali and his people, but scoope

by their own valour and assistance, as by the law in that behalf

appereth, which is in hec verba, &c.—[The words of the law are

not given.]

IX.

5(3 fO <w tfr^m 5;U <x t<x 03 boncbcib O'Jmiq/i ix)p. le<xice<x'C)\ixrnr,n CjUe, ceAC-

jx^mc-n ne beac [ ] ni<x/t <\. t<x ba la lojl; bej, tea ba tea;i<x ; ^<xji ju hj:)ix'ona]fe

teo boiicbate 2Q<xc co;;iteealba;3 2^e;c 2t)u;ic?7ate, ixcuf teo 2t)u;/icea/tcoi.c CO<xc Co;/t-

teealba;e, <xcuf teo cSean 2t)e;c cS;tea COejc Gojajn, c^cuf teo cSjtea 03 <ycuf teeo3<jin,

O'Corifiajhe, <xcuf teo bonca 0')mr;/t <xcu^ tea mac teo boiica 03. <fcuf 30/1 bpjate-

nr^fe teo tea mac CCleaclajn CDe;c Cuna, ma^ a ta Locbla;n aju;^ Tiupix) 2Qa Cofia,

acu;^ 3U;t <xb pjatenr^^e teo tS;uBa;n. Jnj 2t)a;le, ma;U jte co;l clo;ne 2Qleaclajn 2t)e

Cuna }:e;n, acu;- 3an ^ a coma^ a cabaj;ic ^ a;iteU5ate 3jll teaen bu;nee;le boneba

0'Jmu;;t act tea ^l;occ pe;n acu/- comuy- a j:ua^la;ce ac
;'l;ct; 2t)e;c Carxx acuy ;c

Concub^ TOejc Co;/^teealba;c ; b;t;ajn na C;3ea;ina Cuacmumbam.

The ruins of Iniscatha or Scatery Island in the Shannon, mentioned in the foregoing transla-

tion, are venerable and interesting. It formerly contained eleven churches. The round tower,

120 feet high, is in perfect preservation. In the East end of the cathedral, and in the stone

that closes the top of the altar window, there is yet to be seen the head of St. Senan, with his

mitre boldly executed, and near the tower they shew his monument.

E 2
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IX.

Translation.—Mortgage of Land.—No date.

This is the amount of the mortgage which Donagh O'lvur has

for the half quarter of Kill, the quarter of Each
[ ] to wit 12

milch cows and two bulled cows. The witnesses are Donogh
Mac Turlough Mac Murogh, Moriertagh Mac Torlogh, John Mac
Sheeda Mac Owen, Sheeda junior, Eugene O'Conary, Donagh
O'lvur and his son Donagh junior. These are also witnesses,

viz. the two sons of Malachy Mac Con, to wit, Loghlau and

Rorey and Judith O'Malley ; that, with the consent of the children

of Malachy Mac Con himself, he should not have it in his power
to give the said land for a higher mortgage to any other person

from Donagh O'lvur except to his own descendants, and that the

power of redeeming it should be vested in the posterity of Mac Con

and Conor Mac Torlogh O'Brien chief of Thomond.*

X.

^fj" yo .c. <xbb<x/i 3t)u;tcb<xb ; 0;i;a>n cum ba;le j he<xch<X]n .j. COcc <xn 00<xb/toi-

bYjn bo j<x;b bo
pea/iju;' 2t)<xe Concuba;;t 2t)e;c roao;l;'e<JLcl<x;n, <jlcu^

a hficji le^
CO b<X)le ) 5eacb<x;n <x cean L<\0)f), <xcuf jfc f) b«;le jje^ca;! bo tujcjm uaba <yn

* Otherwise called, Conor Mor na Sron, who,
"
immediately after the death of his brother

Teige an Chomhaid, was inaugurated king of Thomond, according to the Mulconnerys, A. D.

1468. In the last year of this Prince's reign, which w^s in HOe, he fought an obstinate battle

against Gerald Fitzgerald Earl of Kildare, then Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, near the castle of

Bally-Hicky, which that Earl took soon after by assault, together with the castle of Fiadii-Bog

and other Castles in Thomond, belonging to Florence Mac Namara. See the annals of Sir James

Ware at this year. This prince died in the same year 1496, and left posterity who were called

the O'Briens of Sealuidhe in the county of Clare. The chief representative of that family, as

I am credibly informed, is Morrogh O'Brien, who now lives near Ennis in the said county."
—

Vallancey, Collect. Vol. I. p. 641.
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ya bO)n fjn, «,cuf .c. ba .x.
t>f<i.^h<x)l ^ Lo;;'-eac ; t/i;b pn <xcu^ e cdn;c pn : <xcu^

jf)<x'o fO na ba;ne b* taj ye na b<x
y-jn .;. xx.

i~iiU.)n-^
bo Coib; 2t)AC pejbleme

J Concubaj/t, acu;'- mft/i; bo C<xobj 2t)ac Coijb; 2Qe;c ConcuK<x;;ij <xca;^ wa/^S

bo Caobj 05 2t)*c C*;b5 j b<xla;b, acuy leb ma/ij bo 9KjO)jx )n] bomn<xUa;n,

<ic«y*. u;j. mba bo baa;n be L<xo;yeac/) CficiiX an le*cm<x;;i5 yjn ; <xcuy jan e «

mujj <xcc bl;<xba;n ; <icu/- an leoibrfxx/tj ;';d jrejn
bo bjol <x cc;n bl;<xbnA le CDo;|\ :

<ico;^ y;<ib poibnrjye <i tA 4 "* yeAcc mb<x pn bo b;ol <x ;i*t an le<xbma;;<je fjn

.;. Clanb eoj*;n ; Con/iajj <xcuy Sean 2t)a Cajpa acuy my;nc;fi t)uba : acu;r j^ ye
obacc Laojp rj Loclajn le

h<xf, a ceaob Oa;le j Oeacba;n .;• nac /<o;b aen pjnj;n

bj:jac/)a;b ^ ba;le ; bhe<xch<X)n a bul ^ mbay bo pejn : acuy a /-;ab .p.
an ubacca

pn •;. an c'2(b 0'0/iua;b;j, acuy Sean O'Cj^a^tna, acuy 9t}ajj\jfe 0'8t)jona;n, acuy

Cojftbealbac bub Saja^tc. )f yjab yo b;balab SQacjamna ballajj aj Cla;nb 2t)u;;i;y

J b;ijajn .J. 2t)u;tcab 0'b;i;a;n bo bul 50 ba;le ; beaca;n, acuy a cab^/tc uaba

tijijf ; acuy Co;;tbealbac 0'b^;ajn bo bul ju ba;le ; bbead)a;n, acuy a l^jan a

jTCeac, acuy b;ab ba beanam bo an; iX^'-^f
^n ba;le bo jaba;l bo Co;/ibealbac,

ajuy ^n ba;le bo conjb6i;l a^je, acuy jan c5;;t na cea;ic rxx cun/iab bo beb aca

^ an mba;le ace a nbea/inaba/i pep bon ba jabajl f)n be m;to;l mr^nc;;ie an bajle.

UojUeab ejle; Ce;t^; ba le 2t)acjamna bo ma;iba bo mr^ntj/i C^*J*5 J b;i;a;n a

mba;le j beacba;n an o;bce ca;n;c <5;a^ma;b 0'b;i;a;n .]. ce;c;te h<x an laoj ;ac

pn. CujUeab ojle; rjnje bo/i acuy C/tj ma/ij .x. bo bua;n be O'Locblr^n bjruay-

jlab ay mna; (lOatjamna balla;j, acuy a nojlac bo ma^bab, ixcuf luac .u. ma/15

n.x. ba;;inejy bo b;te;c ua;be bo bjcjn an cona/tca bo ^o;ne boncba O'b/ijajn j\e)f

O'Locblajnb a caob bajl; j becbajn ; acuy b;a;imajb O5 0'|^1jalla;n bo yc/i;ba an

cuna/ita y;n. CujUeab ejle ;
—

Lo;ljeaca acuy yjaca caoe;\ac bo b;ie;t: bo l^oya

O'Loclrjn le;y ma/i an cebna. Cu;lleab e;le ;
—occ njajle .x. bo mucajb <y^ay c/i;

jabaj/t X. ajuy bo ;n laoj bo b;ie;c bo Cla;n bomna;ll 2Qac ZJ^Ia Joya ixcajr bo

Co;neaba COa Co;tma;n ajuy bomnall 05 O'Cejmjn. Cu;lleab e;le ;
—

^<xt:^<xmr,n

ballac acuy TJoya 2t)ac boncab bo bul 50 bajle-ata-cljac jic bonca 0'nib/i;a;n,

^n rixjfi. a ca;n;c 2l)u|tca 0'b;i;a;n acuy lec;;i bjrajbajl la;m a ZWf^Jf '^^ bon-

cbab 0'hn)<y)n cum coba;^ bo beanam bo;b a/t ba;le j he<xc<X]n 50 p)<ynr^hfe bon

ba rt)acnama;ia ajuy bo 2Qa;je;yb;ft f^l;alla;n <xcu/-
bo O'Sri^t^F* H"' CujUeab

ojle ;
—

f?oya 2t)ac boncajb bo lot, <x.'^uf
cneab fejcjn bo beanam a;;t, a^uy a b/ia-

cajr» bo jaba;l, acuy luac cu;j bo cula;te bo bua;n b;b a;t c^n bo mi^nt;;i CTajbj j

b/ijajn acuy bo pejn. Cu;Ueab o;le ;
—Seacc mbd bo brajn be Co;;ibealbac 2l)ac

Calbajj ; tjx] c/ioya oba;;t bo beana;m ixjji ba;le ; beacba;n :
<i^caf ;y y;ab pab-

najbe a;t yna yeacc mba fp .;. O'Loclajii, acuy Sean O'Cjja/ina, acuy Clan Co-

jAjn ; Con/ta;j, acuy 2Qu;;tcea/tcac 0'|riana5a;n, Cu^Ueab o;le ;
—Ceacc bo
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N) B;ie;c leo, acu;^ 7 o-jx co^, <xcu/"
<x

p<ijb<x;l mApb ^ <\n
c/'l;je, ttca;' to* <inm .x.

too ca;;ie <\cajr
too ^Ckbaj/i toAnmiqn <xmu;j toon ftjfjc

too jeftUato bojb, <xcuf cot*

mn*, *cu;^ le;ne, <xcuf b;ie;to c;n, *cu^ t/t; br^ii, baj/tjeato.

X.

Translation.—Forfeiture of lands, Sfc.
—No date.

This is the first cause of Morogh O'Brien's possession of the lands

of Ballybeghan, viz. The son of the Madra dun* stole a cow from

Fergus Mac Conor Mac Maelseachlan, arid brought her to Bally-

beghan unto Lewis, and for this act he forfeited that Townland, in

satisfaction for that cow, and also fourteen cows mulct were imposed

upon him, and through these said possession accrued. These are

the persons unto whom he (Lewis) gave these cows, viz. 20s. unto

Teige Mac Phelim O'Connor, a mark unto Teige oge Mac Teige

O'Connor, a mark unto Teige oge Mac Teige O'Daly, and ^ a mark

unto Mora O'Donnellan. Seven cowes were to be taken from said

Lewis in payment of that ^ mark, and it was due only a year, and

he was even to pay that ^ mark at the expiration of a year unto

Mora. The witnesses that these 7 cows were paid in satisfaction

of that
-^ mark are the children of Eugene O'Conry and John

Mac Casey, and the Dowde family. The last will and testament

of Lewis O'Loghlan at his death, concerning Ballybeghan was

that Ballybeghan was not subject to any debts, not so much

as one penny, at the time of his death. The witnesses to said

• Madra dun, lit. the Brown Dog. The feat of the son is the best commentary on the title of

the Father, who may be supposed to have lived like the Scotch hero Donald Bean Lean, secure

in his fastnesses against the punishment due to his depredations. The Irish were profusely li.

beral of Nicknames. Every defect of body or mind, moral or physical, supplied these derisive

Appellations.
—See Ware Antiq. Vol. I. p. 58.
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will are these, viz. the Abbot O'Brody, John O'Tiemy, Maurice

O'Minan and Torlogh DufFe the priest. These are the aliena-

tions of Mahon Ballagh unto the children of Maurice O'Brien,

viz. Murogh O'Brien was to go to Ballybeghan, and to take

it from him again ; and Turlogh O'Brien was to go to Bally-

beghan, and to permit him (i. e. Murogh) to enter and dress

food there,* and take possession of the townland from Turlogh,

and to keep same to himself, and that they should have neither

right, title nor covenant to said townland, except what they ac-

quired by these entries, against the will of the inhabitants of the

same. Further 4 in-calf cows belonging to Mahon were killed

by the people of Teige O'Brien in Ballybeghan, the night that

Uermot O'Brien came there. Furthermore an ounce of gold and

13 marks mulct taken from O'Loghlan for killing the wife of

Mahon Ballagh and their servants, and the value of 15 marks of

cattle to be taken from him, by virtue of the covenant entered into

between Donat O'Brien and O'Loghlan respecting Ballybeghan.
Dermot Oge O'Neallan wrote that contract. More, milch cows

and a flock of sheep to be given to Ross O'Loghlan by him in

like manner. More, to give 18 litters of swine and 13 goats
and a cow in-calf to the children of Donald Mac Gill Christ,

Coineabha Mac Gorman and Donald oge O'Tevin.—Furthermore,

Mahon Ballagh and Ross Mac Donagh going to Dublin, with

Donat O'Brien, when Murogh O'Brien came to obtain a letter

under the Lord Justice's hand, for Donogh O'Brien to enter Bally-

beghan, as witnessed by the two Mac Namaras and Master Neal-

lan and O'Griffa.—Furthermore, Ross Mac Donogh was grievously

* This appears to have been the old Irish mode of giving possession of lands. In England

the ceremony was termed "
delivery of seizin," and was generally performed by handing a sq(J

of the earth. In antient times a pair of gloves, a ring, &c. were delivered as a token of po8»

session.
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wounded, and his brother taken, and the vaUie of 5 suits of clothe?

taken from them both, for the sept of Teige O'Brien and for him-

self. Furthermore to take 7 cows from Terence Mac Calvey, and

to erect three crosses of interdiction * in Ballybeghan. The wit-

nesses for these 7 cows are O'Loghlan and John Tierny and the

children of Eugene O'Conry and Muircertagh O'Flanagan.
—

Finally, the coming of Teige O'Brien into BallJ^beghan and taking

a milch cow worth three marks, and leaving her dead on the way,
and 12 sheep and goats remained due of the restitution promised

by him to them, and a woman's gown, a shirt and barread, and

three groats in money.

XI.

Jlj fo fr^m riiX pacb cuj M/ilo CuftbmumAn too Conmo.^o COac hiptA CDejc eoj?)Oi;n

.;.
b<x ma^ij o^jx leach cobacb Conmft;to too Clu<x;n 2t)ocba;;t, ixcuf <\ t<x h)tht>)lfe <x»

j:eflL;<<x;n
co b/tacb «j ;n Ja/ilo <xcuf <xj<x mac n^ *>J*J5b o Conma/to <xcuf ona mac ;

ixcuf «.t;Ci jeallato a/t ;n Ja/ilo ma;c!j too jeanamb too Conma^io, acu;' a cumtoocb acuf
a co;^nom n^ cO)f\ : ixcuf aj ;^o j:]ai<yn laj;<ceacb an cuna;tcba ^o. S^atbjamr^n

oj, OnO;i« jn h) b;i;ajn, ^n Jj^l* *"^ 2t)ac Cajtoj, Concuba;t 2t)aj Co;imajn, acu^

T?jca;^to (tuajtob TOac 2t)o;l;ri, acu;^ T?uajto;i; mo;i. CDea;/-; boBcbab 0'bu;bj:ea;t-

ca;n too fc;i;b fjn fix Cu;l T?;aba;j, ma;U; ^e co;l c^n to« ;\an, an ZjieiXf
la too m;

Tla-^uftuf.

XI.

Translation.—Deed of purchase*
—No date.

This is the sum given by the Earl of Thomond to Conmara Mac
Sioda Mac Owen, viz. 2 marks for half of Conmara's part of

• It is still customary, in many parts of Ireland, to place
" crosses of interdiction,

'

to pre-

vent yearly or occasional tenants from removing their tillage until the rent is paid.
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Clonmoher, and the Earl and his son after him are to enjoy the

fee simple of same land for ever, from Conmara and from his son,

and the Earl covenants to befriend Conmara, and to protect and

defend him in his rights. These are the witnesses present at the

making of this covenant, viz. Mahone oge, Honor O'Brien, Gille-

dufF Mac Teige, Conor Mac Gorman, Richard roe Mac Miler

and Rorev more.—I Dermis O'Dufferlain wrote the above at Cul-

Riabuig, with tlie consent of both parties, the third day of the

month of August.

xir.

JS ^e ^0 conbfwxb Conm<x/<u 2t)e;c bomna;ll .;. boncab CO(Xe C<xnm<xr»eb Aco^bonajU

0;j J Cea;inu;b ;ie ce;l;b, po, ce<xn cec;taman mj/i 3"^^*^ ;n<x;c C<njleb .j. bomnall 05
bo t<xl3<x;/ic 5;U bo

<i;;i, jej;i cO;iu;b <ix:^af cojU o-cuf c^iuAcan .j. eon m<X]v^ ^saj bo

bo; ftj bu;mnoiJ5 bo pu;c <x;i .;. bonaU oj ba Trijc pn ;ie bu;mn<x;3 ta/i ceaii boncftb

CDejc ConmAfi^ ro<X;i jeall <X/t ;r) cet/iAma pn 3"Jf^^ ;n<x;c Ca;leb : Cojle e;le bj:;<x-

ca;b bomn<x;U o;^ ci/i
COac Conmot/iab ClDac bomncijU .;. noo/ian Uft;i3<x;;r

bo be<xn<xif)

<X)]i, ixcuf moii<\n j:;<xc
bo h)c tc^np. <x cecrt, <xcaf imo/ian oi/il^jce bo t<x6<x]f\t: bo jac

uajfi ba ;tJ5<x;b ^e <x le<Xf ffx]f: <xcuf bomnall oj 0'Ce;i;inu;b <xcu/- boncab (Bac

Conm<v;i*;b banmr^n p) m<x/i be;^ac COa)t\]f O'CWaolconaj/te acu;^ C^^bj CDac
pjl;p

;rjn, acu;^ bomnftU beci/ij, ixcuf T?u;pb(xce<x;ib r)ua Ce;-i;inub ; <xcu/- ;;^e fie;reAc bo

^;naca;i jn lu^ ^n *ta;i/ia .;. .a. mafij .x. bajBajl cij boiicbab CDac Conmara, <xcu;r

boncckb bo icS<X]j\t cec^ama m;;i 3"Jf^*^ jnajc C<x;leb bo 01 jeall ffijf n<x
j:;<xc<xjb

;^;n. Cu;Ie e;le bo
jr;<xcbu;b bomna;U 075 $. boncab CDac Conmoi/iu .j. t/ij ma^j

bo cabaj/ic bo <x^ unfiUf Se&ir^ajn CDe;c (lQa;t3<xnir<x ODecnamafiu, <xcu;^ bonccib

bA pacbajl pn a^je, ma/t jeall $. ;n cec/t<xni<x noj/i .c.acu;- p ^r^m mx pjaca pn le

ce;le .j. n<xo; ma^ij xx;t; bo bua;b no ba/ijet n<x 79<x;m/-j/te bea;^ <xn, <xcu;|^ *;ninr« •'cc

mbljabcin on pe;l CD<xjc;l fo, <xj;i join pa;^luj* ; <xcuf <x |:ua;^luj<xb Ici j:e;l CD;t:;I,

ixcuf mun<x puft^^lujjtci/i, jan <x pua^-lujab 30 cean Cfi; mbljaban on pe;l ODjt;! pn:
Otcuf f)<x.t fjAbr^n lAjC/ie<nc ;n cun/tab pn .;• ODuft;;^ O'CDaolconaj^ie, acuf Cabj
TOac

p;lA;b, <xco;^ lf2a)fceji.]\t> 0'Cej\p.n<x, <y^uf bomn<xU bea/ij, acu/- ;n b;;^ cSag-

ft^t .;. ifob 0'b<xU*;n ccuf CDoicjamrjn GOac UjU;4m, <xeu^ pe<x;tbo;tc<i 0'CX)ao;l-

c«;ne, <xcu;r Concubft;i 0'Con^<x;je, acu^ Cftb^ 05, *c«^ Cftbj 0'Sj<x5ft;le <y.cuf b;^

VOL. XV. F
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m*c ro<xtj<xmn<x 2t)ecn<xiT)<Xft(Xb : <icaf join cam^f bon<x;U o;^ baccu;^ tx^ oin peci/ionn

<x^ mauix cujfte ;io;n commb;icijC;iettc <x/- u<x;b, <xcu;i"
ba cu;/te coit)m<x;c ;n j:e^;io;n pn

bf4j<x;l bo ixh pn C^teaclujje, <icu^ jdw nea/it <x cu/i <xm<xc <x^ cum majt <x leoi^r-u;jc

pejn ccuf <i;c; bo t:<xb<x;/it bo <xri
f<x. ;n mba;le <x

ft>]-^. )f )<ycfl«.n coni<i;U <xn cun/ta

pB .J. bj<x <x;t vuf, c-^iif ^&<xr)-^<xr> COac Cujlajn, <x buj ; b;i;<x;n, Ajuy C10u;^;y" O'CDaojI-

coflftj/ie <i buc <fo;p Caljan Cuabmuirxxn, <xc<x^ ojlac an CDe;fte <x buc Ccit^dc

Lujmne, <xca^ bonall 0'b;tj4;n m*/t a;<;i<x;b <xcu^ mft;i ;^l<xn comftjU an cun;iapn <xtu^u.

XII.

Translation.—Deed of Agreement and Award.—No date.

This is the covenant of Conmara Mac Donald, i. e. Donogh
Mac Conmara and Daniel oge O'Kearny with each other, con-

cerning the quartermire of Gurtinaithcailey, viz. Daniel oge to

give him this consideration for it with its woods,* underwoods and

barren tracts, viz. 1 1 marks which were due unto Dominick White

upon it, and which Daniel oge should pay unto said Dominick for

said Donagh Mac Conmara on account of said quarter. Further

demands of said Daniel oge upon said Mac Conmara Mac Donald

are for many securities entered into for him, and many debts paid,

and many loans given to and for his use. The said Daniel oge

and Donogh agreed to abide by the award of Maurice O'Maoilco-

nary and Teige Mac Philip finn and Donald derg and Richard

O'Kearny between them. The award made is as follows : Donagh
Mac Conmara to receive 15 marks, for which he was to give the

* The western parts of Ireland, even those districts most exposed to the rage of the Atlantic-

storms, were formerly better wooded than the interior of the country is at the present day. In

Shaw Mason's Statistical Survey of Ireland we find,
" that almost the entire country about

Ennistymon (in the west of the County Clare,) was, within the recollection of an old man aged

one hundred, who died thirty or forty years ago, (1810) covered with woods, mostly oak

abd ash full grown, and that he frequently shot wild pheasants in those woods-"— Vol. I. p. 485.
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said quartermire of Gurtinaithcailey as security. More of said

Daniel oge's debts upon said Donagh are 3 marks to him given

upon the security of Sheanguin Mac Mahon Mac Nemara, which

said Donogh was to leave him as a charge on the said quartermire.

The amount of all those debts is 29 marks either in cows or in

money, according to its value when said land should be redeemed,

which redemption shall not take place for 8 years from the present

Michaelmas, and it is to be redeemed on Michaelmas day, and if

not then redeemed it shall not be redeemed for 3 years from that

Michaelmas. The witnesses present to this Covenant are Maurice

O'Mulconary, Teige Mac Philip, Richard O'Kearny, Donald Derg,

the two priests, Hugh O'Dallan and Mahon Mac William, Fer-

dorogh O'Mulquin, Conor O'Conery, Teige oge, Teige O'Sheil,

and the two sons of Mahon Macnemara. It is not to be in said

Daniel oge's power to dispossess him of any part of said land except

for his own brothers ; and if he does he is to obtain as good land

in Cratla, and is not to have power of dispossessing him without

giving him an equivalent for his lease and place within the town-

land. Tiie sureties for the performance of this contract are ; God
in the first place, Seangan Mac Cuillain in the presence of O'Brien

and Maurice O'Mulconary with the learned of Thomond, and

the Bailiff of the Mayor of the City of Limerick, and Donald

O'Brien.

XIII.

JS fe j-o cuntijxo. bonoijU o;;, <ycaf boncba 03e;c Conm<X;«x;b ;ie ce;le, j:o
cecinn

let>ce%f«xtD<!i.n mjji feo C]ll pw C)no.)n .;. o^ ni*r'5 ^'* c<xbuj;\t too boncAb CDacncima-

;t<x;j ma/i jeall <Xft ;n lebceb;t(xm<i mjfi fjn t)onc<xb CDacnama^ta;j, <xcu/- «;mp;t c;y

mbtjAtoAn on fejl ro;c;l ^eo a;;i join fa<i.fla^<xi> <ycuf man* jruaylujce/i ;n I* f)n, huo.t

^jmf]f\ tji) ;nblj*bftn on I* /-jn a^t jan fudflu^^ ; <xcuf -)f)«x fjAbrjD ^ cuflbf5<x/-;n

p 2
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•J. COu)n)f 0'CW40jlcon<x;;ie, ixcuf "ojf mac roacjamn* CDecnoinia;t<xb, acu;^ pe<Vfi-

tooricu;b 0'CDao;lca;ne, <xcu^ Cabj CO<xc
p;lu;b, <ycuf COoj\ch<xt> 0'bp.]<x)n, ccuf

bonciU 0'h}\]<y)n ]f ^ij^i^z^f o^cuf fl<xnA)h comajljn cunb/ia ^^jn <xtu;t;ta.

; XIII.

Translation.—Moitgage of hand.—No date.

This is the covenant of Daniel oge and Donogh Mac Conmara

respecting the ^
quartermire of Killfinntinan, viz. said Daniel to

give 8 marks unto said Donogh in consideration of or for that ^

quartermire, and same is not be redeemed for 3 years from the

present Michaelmas
;
and if not redeemed upon that day, same

cannot be redeemed for 3 years afterwards. The witnesses of this

covenant are Maurice O'Maelconary, the two sons of Mahon Mac

Nemara, Ferdorogh O'Maoilchaine, Teige Mac Philip, Morrogh
O'Brien and Donald O'Brien, and they are the sureties and gua-
rantees for the performance of said covenant between them.

XIV.

2/5 fO Sif^m c)Of<x r^ bft;<x;n C;ll;io;;r joClu<)i;n bajab, <x;< an ttdoB amajc bo

Ljf ConckUajn, ;n <x bpujl ba ha)f-el c^tujcneacca f<x bljoibajn <xc ua hf\)0.)n aii .]. r^t;

ma/ij 50 leb \xcuf bft .xx. ma^j, <xi\
<xn bcaob <x mujj b<x Ouana

oicu;^
b«x 3jl-l* <^<'" '•

*5"r ?r ^^^^ T'' "* pea/KXjn ;n <x
j:u;l

<xn e/ijc pn .;. ba r^nge <xcay t/ij ma/icc <x

cC;Up;ne bo c;^ <xcu^ bo com«;b <xcuf .xx. y*5;U;n5 ft bCullajj C^iajn, <xcu^ .xx.

'-^jUjnj <x nbo;fie an C;io^a;n, <xcu^ r^ir^j bo/i <x inO;nb TOOfia^n, <xcuf rjir^e tojx <x

cCebfiamiqn na Ljjj Ja/ita/ii^j;, <xca;'.xx. ^jjlljn^ftceb/iamr^n b^oma beaj;tja, acu;^

rnjj bOfi 01 Clua;na;ie;^, acu^ yjn^e bo^ <x mboijle J 3*'^;^<^» *'^"r F^*^^ fE}^^)"Z T*"
ba ba;le Qlnaba, ^xcuf rjrr^e bO;i ^<in ODeccanajj, <xcu;r r^nj; bo^ <x Clua;n C;anle,

<i.cuf Y^njj bo^^<xn e^tbAU, iX-^Uf r^n^^) toji fc^n )i<yf\n<i.n, <xcuf .xx. fZl^^J^ZT^" ^*

Seancae <xcuf r^njj bo/i 45 Cac<x;f\ ba cOn, o-axf .xx. fjjUjnj a ceb/tamrjn Cu;ljm;n,
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<icuy .XX. ;^;Ujn5 n. Ce'ojiixmr^n Cluana. r)u<xUAio, <x.cuf 1705; corixxio <xcu^ Y^nje bOft ^<x

'C;ieAc<x;fte, <xcu;^ <x Cla(x;n Snecbca, o.cuf .x. p;n5;nb comab <xcu^ i^nje toO;i <x Clu<x;n-

Ce;cc, ixcuf .x.
pjoTjntj coifiab acu;- r^n-^) bO;i <x mOo;c Luac/ia, <icuf .x.

p. comab <\cu^

Yjnje bOfi <x clr<xjn Do;;ine, ixcuf r,n^e bo/t a njljn Ccwajn j «cu^ .x.
p. comab, ixcuf

.1^. f^jlljiT^ <\. mbajle ) Ouabac<ica;n cl<xjn Cejiiebci, <xcu^ .xx. f^jUjir^ c)f~<x oicuy

Yjnj; comab a mO<x;le J Ou<xbo.c<xcac<x;n cla;n Ce;neba, ocu^ xx. ;^;ll;n5 c;;-a oicuy-

Yjnj; comab <x mOci;le ) Ou<xb<xc<xn I) /-leacca Cajbj CDe;c COacjamna, <xcu/- v^n;;

bo/t a Cepna^e^tnoj, <icu^ r5^1^J"5 <xcu^ nAej nrjnj <x Cucceh Jnf) TOejc Uci;cne,

Acu;^ fZl^^J"Z *^"/' "*^J "i^"5^ * Cucceb n* nj^fttj <^cu;^ /^jllj^S o-c:^f n<xe nr^nz) *

Leacu;n n<x S;n<xc» <xcu^ ocbc p.
bee comab a L.;o^ Con<xll<x;n, ixcuf ba fjjll;";

comab a Cu/tb/iecajn, acu;^ ba bonb a mOa;le j Leacajn, acuy .xx. ;^jU;n5 c;;^a a

mOajle na Cea^tba, <xcuf .xx. /^jUjnj a n)n)f moj^t, acu^ "i^r'S * J?o^c;ie, acu;r" a

mba;le na Ca;ll;je, acu^ xx. y^jU^ns a Lj;^CeaUa O'Cabla, acu;r xx. a Ijf Cealla

ra ^lv5n;^, acu;^ tji) hr^n^) <x C/iapo;^, acu^ 0^ "i^^SJ -x. a t;i; lebcet;iamna;B Jnp
C;;ieab, acu^ rjnj; bO;i a lebceb/tamr^n na Ljce ODec Oft;ajn jenjc.

^'5 ;^o ;^r;m ejff<y ) b;i;a;n t/taj; ;-ja;i a Co^tca .0. ja/tcartujj .j. nae ma/icccjj^^a

<xcu;i-
.XX. ;^;ll;n5 comab a;t an tae;b d mrjj ba Ouaiia acu^ ba 3jll*:J^ con .;. ba

ma/icc ;^an ba COab m;n, acu;^ ma/i^ a ceb/iamrjn na
paejlen, acu^ ma^ij ;'an Ceb/iamr^n

ba;n, acu;^ ma^ij a Cfto;y*3 )^l;ab, acu;^ majt^a mO;le, acu;^ a lebcebftamr^n ;n ^a^i/tajn

acu;^ occ
.p. acu;^ rjnjj bo;i a Cluajn Suma;n, acu^ oct

.p. acu/- rjn^; bo/i a nUacta;t

tfj/ie, acu/-
.XX. y^;Ujn5 a

poc/ia. -cfju/- :)pac pea^iYjii comab b^;a;n jf jn t;/< pn ;
—

.r;. p.
a Cjll be;cecb, acu^ ba r^nje a;i na Cealla beaja, acu^ ce;t;t; bi^nb <C T?e;cJ)e

ja^ca/iub, acu;' ce;c;i; .p.
x. an ^a ba bc/ijan acu/* cJh f<x Ca;Ue, acu^ a ceca^t .x. ixri

f<y.
f?ecbe o;;ice;tac, acu;- a ceca/t .x. .rj. ^a C^io;;', acu;^ .r;. p. acu^ t^tj nrjnjj a

Crjb^ten cr^lle, (S^caf ;^;ll;n5- <x Clr<y]n C<xn<xr), ixcuf y^jUjnj a C;ll p;ab|ta, <xcuf a

cecba;! .x. a mba;le J Cojana^n, acu/- ceca;t .x. a C;llca;b;, aca;-ba ^;ll;n5 a L;^;-

Lojneca;n acu;^ a Ljff t)i^bjn, acu/- bon a C;U Cr^ftn, acu^ r^n^) <x Ojll;n Clocba;;t,

acu;^ .rj. p.
a J?ojn 00e;c nt);^ acu^ r5Jllj"5 * ^jH Cfio;ne.

Qlc ;^o ;rif^m Cj;^;^a ; bft_)a;n a Co/tcamb/iuab, a;t ixn caoK amu;^ ba S^Uojlacajb
bona acu^ baj;ift, acu^ ba ^^Uabajb con .;. ^r], ma/15 .xx. acu^ e;n .p.

x. acu;^ <X]\ Oin

caob amT53 bo c]ff Cuajtj 3^^*^ *c* *" tfea/tan pn. acu/" jpatc fefoxjh a/i a jrujl

an c)f f)n .;. a/t of ceb^iamna a nJo;-; 0'pe;c;p, acu^ a^i Lebba;lj fDejc bomnall bajn,

-acu;^ a/t an ceb/tamr^n n3j;<fi» acu^ a/t ceb/tamr^n ba;le J Heabacajn, acu^a/t lebbajlj

ba;le Cjnma/tja, acu;^ a/t lecbaJle J Seanu;j, acu^ a/i an ceac/iamr^n mblobujj, acu^

a/i ceb/iamr^n bajle J "^ixmixjn, ccuf a;t cejc/i; cec/tamnajb C;tae;b; be/ijajn, acu^

oi/t jn cet/iamr^n nbub, acu^ a/t cec/tamr;n Cac/iac Jn baj/te, acu/r- a/i cet/tamr^n na

J?ajcn;, acu;^ a/t cec/tamr^n ba;le Sp/ta;bjn, acu^ a^i cet/tamrjn ;n Clra;n, acu^ a/t
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ceijimr^n 0<i;le J hojx'OiX, <xcaf Oij\ cec;i<xnir;n <xn tSejhejn <xcuf <x^ <xn cet^amrjn

n3;;</^ *cu;- <x^ cee;i<xmr;n )n Lonjjruj/it:, ixcuf <x^ t^; cet;ia.mn<\jb Jl^nnA roe;c

Concuba/t na Ca;Ue, acu^ <x/t lecbajle na CujU;nac, <xcu;^ <\f\ ceb;nxmr^n ;n bojrte

nio;;i, <xcuf <Xfi ceo^tjio-mr^n CCujiyj no. nCrxxc, <\.cuf <x^ cec/Kxmr^n C/i; Lejijn, ^cuf ^^

cet^amr^n C<xCft<xc Sej;ic;r), acu;^ a/i cec^iAinrjn Oajle ) Cojljiia, co /lOb C;i; ceat/icimnci

flicu;'
ba .XX. pn, <xcu^ <x ^ec?)t bb;ob oicu^ lecma/ij nii^a cet;i<xmr;n bjob.

Jlj ^0 ^rjm C-)Of^ ) hjxjixjn <xn31*e, <\;t <w c<xo;b <xmi^j b<x 3*Uojlaca;I), Ooha. <xcuf

OOijjiH <ycaf txx '^i\.\<x'o<xib eon .;. .x.
p. <xcu^ .r. r^nje <icu;^

b<\ irxx/tj .x. acu;^ /'Ae;;ip

Clajnbe ploincbaba baj^iem Aft /"jn ; ixcay jf jac |:e;tun» A/t <x
;:ujl

An cj^ pn .;. iXjt

lecl)<x;le 0<x;le n<x r)uam<xb, acu;^ <i;i cec/^Amrjn ) Clej;i)j, <xcu;^ Aft lecb<x;le Cft<x;cc; J

Co/i;t<x;n, Aca|- <x/t <xn ceCf«xiT)Y^n n^J/^f^j <xcu;^ <x;t letb<x;le n<\
"^lo^jf^t <xcuf <X)\ cet;i<xnor^n

b<x;le ) Co;le;m, iXcuf <K]\ cetn<xmr^n bumu;; ) Uanna, <xcu;r <x^ letob<xjle ) Ouaixxjb,

oicu^ cp. lecbajl; Oa;le n<x Lec<xn : tX ra n<x f<X)T^p ac Sjl ploincaba majUe ;ie lecit)<x;tcc

bo c;^ } bjijixp <x Cji.<X)cc 1 Conj\<!A<x)n, co ;iob .r.
p. <ycaf .r. v^nje an jac Cec;i*iDT;n

too n<x ce;c/ie Cetftamn<\;b .x. fjn.

QlcfOfr^m Uj-^Gfinajj" )ht\j<X]n pa noAe^yecc ClDec Con ; C<x/i5j <x Lebboj^ten bon CAOb

<x majch ba maftCAjb acu;' ba mucA;b .;. c/i; mA;icc .xx. co leb
<xcajr

a ta;b .x. ma/i^

}»;-ao;;i o^tA ;';n .;.
L. noA^tcc co leb ac mnA; J LochlA;n, ACA;f- .xx. r^nje a p;b-

nAbeA;iA. <fcu/- A^e ^v^m a hoa/ic acu;^ a muc pa mAe;i;^ecc nA mAe^ jcebna .j. .rj. mA;it,

.r;. mucA, Acu/- bAn jAllojlACAjb, nA bonA n<xhcjfin, no. Ainancu/t bA;/teAm ^ ;^;n. tfcu;^

;y;Ab ^o AniDAnA nA pe;iAn <xj\
A pujl nA pjAcbA pn .;. Ce;Cfte .S. OAjle .3. COa/t*

CAn, Acu;- bA .S. Cat^tAc CDebAjn, <xcaf ce;c;ie .S. OAjle banA/i, acu;^ .S. Cac/iac

IDoUa .j. Se;;-eAb LeA^'A ODo;tA;n, acu;^ &a .S.
l;y"

nA LjACAnAc, aco;^ ba .S. n*

l?A;cneAc, Acuy- .S. ;^ nA CeApACA;b, Acu;r- bA .S.jn Cnoaxjn, o.cuf Se;;^eAb nA nUji-

lu;ne, Aca^ .S. ^ej^cAb O'nbonAjU, acu;^ .S. nA C/io;b;b;, acu;^ .S. CCujb; bomnAjU,

Acu^ .S. CDAtA;\ b^;A;n, Acu^ An .S. mo;i, acu;^ .S. panAb ^cAlbAjn, acu;^ S. Cac/iac

(lOec J ^Y^l, Acu/- .S. nA Cul^lAj^e, aco;- S. nA 0D;n5eAc, Acuy- .S. ;n <fenr^5 bjj, Acuy
.S. bA;le ) U;'CAb, [ ]. C:;j;/inA;y* ) 0;i;A;n pA mAe;i;^eAcc CIaSa

CaitiIua;'

A le;t?j [ ] CAOjb A ma;cb bo CDucujb acu/" bo mA;ttA;p •;. C/t; ida;icc [ ].

ACAjb ceC/iA mA^icc b/-AO;/ip 0;i;\ca ;^jn, acu;^ .XX. [ ] .;. pjn^jnj aju;^ rjnj;

bO;t [ ]• V^ P" r^"" * "iDAfte Acuy A muc pA mAO/i^ecbc nA mAO;t jceAbna.

.;. .r). m^c acu/- p;c; /^jUjnj bAj^jeAb mv^ce Acu;^ [ ] jaUojIaca bonA nA bA;;t;<

0;iCA pn, ;nA Aif)Ancu;/i b;tjA;;t; acu;^ jf ;Ab ;^o AnoimanA nA pe^Ajnb <xp. a pu;ljt

BA p;aca f]n .j. ce;t;tj .S. bA;le J COAt^AmnA, Acu;r .S. bA;le J ODu^icbA, acu^ .S.

D4 jCaIc/iac, acu^ bA .S. 3^2"*^ SlAOb, Aco;" bA .S. bAjle ; Cuaca;!!, ixcujr f<t)-

fpi A
pO/iniA;!, Acu;- ^'c;/"; CACb;iA, acu;^ \)ff nA b^^bA, acu;^ ;^e;;^; n; CDrj/tebA,

Acu^ bA fe;p pAnAb pobiDAn, acu/- t^ij bS. jf n<x bo;;ijn;b, aju;^ C/i; bS. A
L;;^;"
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plOijifi), acu;- C)f ba .S. <x rDD<i;le ) CB<xe;l-Cej;i, <xcuf .S. Le;^;^a 3"*5*J" <^cu)r

Oa;le j Con)ulca;n, <xcu^ S. Oajle ; C<xc<i;l, <xcu/- C;tj .S. an
f<x. bajnjjn, acu;^ a

Cnocflin C;je CBu/^cbd, acu/" ,S. <x CojU b;ie<xc, <xcu;^ a
L;;^;^

na luacfja^najlij

*cu;- <xnb ^-A t?uba, acu;' .S. a mOajle ; S^boijl, <xcu;' c/i; lejij-ejp <x
pjbnftjj,

<\cu^ t^; le^t^'ejp an ^<x bajn3)n, acu;^ T^JH 0<x;le ; beac<x;n : ftcu/- jfj*b /-o

cu;b cla;nb; C<xmlu<i;^ ;n<x |?jac<x;b mo.o;i<!i;be^<x t)On<i.
peAftoinT^b y;n .;. Ce;t<xm<x OA;le

; Con;i<xoj, <xcuy leb^ej^'eb leffd mbe^cb<x;n, <xcu;^ .S. Cac^iac L<ipA;n, o.cu;'-
^.

Catfiftc CDec 0;ljlle^eU4.

XIV.

Translation.—O'Brien's Rental.—No date.*

This is the amount of the rent of O'Brien from Killrush to Clon-

dagad (exclusive of Lissconnellan, out of which O'Brien has 3

bushels of wheat yearly) viz. 3 and a half marks and 40 marks over

and above his footmen -f- and sportsmen. These are the lands out of

which said rent arises, viz. 2 ounces and 3 marks in Killfinne,

20 shillings in TuUykreen, twenty shillings in Derryancrosson,

• The date of this document is not given, but it may, with some certainty, be assigned

to the middle of the Hth century ; perhaps about the period of the following extract.—
" Whereas Murgh O'Breen having assembled a large force of Irish enemies and rebels

to the state, in Munster, lately came into Leinster, in aid of the Irish there, purposing to

make war upon the king's liege subjects, and destroy those parts, and the L. J. and council

together with the Peers of the Realm in Parliament assembled at Tristeldermot, perceiving

the damages and misfortunes the said Murgh would occasion if he were permitted to continue

there without resistance, ordained amongst themselves in said Parliament, that he should have 100

marks, if he would withdraw himself and forces out of Leinster, and do no further mischief there,

which sum (9 marks excepted) the clergy and commons of the counties of Dublin, Kildare, Kil-

kenny and Weysford agreed to pay ; and because he did not intend to depart unless he received

the whole sum, it was agreed by the L. J. and council that the said 9 marks should be paid out

of the treasury. For which a warrant issued at Tristeldermot 24th March 1377.—Rot. Claus.

1.0 Ric.II.f. r. 2.

t Or soldiers. Probably the Dailtini, who, on foot, attended the Irish horsemen, and had the

care of their horses. " Gilla con" an imposition in money, or victuals, or both, for the mainte-

nance of the Lord's Huntsman or Dog-keeper.
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an ounce of gold* in Bindinoran, an ounce of gold in the quarter of

Western Ligi, 20 shillings in the quarter of Dromdegria, one

ounce of gold in Clonareis, an ounce of gold in Ballyogara, 20

. shillings in the two Ballyannas, an ounce of gold in Methany, an

ounce of gold in Clonkianly, an ounce of gold in the Erball, an

ounce of gold in the Itharnan, 20 shillings in the two Sheankays,
an ounce of gold at Cathardachon, 20 shillings in the quarter of

Cuilimin, 20 shillings in the quarter of Clonhowly, an ounce of

tribute and an ounce ofgold in the Creachaire and in Clonsnaghta,

10 pence tribute and an ounce of gold in Clonkett, 10 pence tribute

and an ounce of gold in Bothluachra, 10 pence tribute and an

ounce of gold in Clonboirne, an ounce of gold in Glencanan, 10

pence tribute and 20 shillings in Ballybohan Clankennedy,
20 shillings rent and an ounce of tribute in Ballybohan from the

descendants of Teige Mac Mahon, an ounce of gold in Kepnafer-

noge, one shilling and 9 ounces in the one-fifth of Inis Mac Uahny,
one shilling and 9 ounces in the one-fifth of the Grat, one shilling and

9 ounces in Leckannashinnagh, 18 pence tribute in Lissconnellan, 2

shillings tribute in Curbrecan, 2 groats in Ballyeleathan, 20 shillings

rent in Ballynacearda, 20 shillings in Inismore, a mark in Hoscre

and Ballynacally, 20 shillings in Lisskelly O'Keilly, 20 shillings in

Lisskelly O'Nuins and 3 ounces in Crappoge, 18 ounces in the three

half quarters of Inistire, and an ounce of gold in the half quarter of

Leek Mac Bryan, gankach.
This is the amount of the rental of O'Brien from the beach west-

ward in Corcabaiskin west, viz. 9 marks of rent and 20 shillings

tribute over and above his footmen and sportsmen, i. e. 2 marks in

• It is observable that in this and in the following article when rent is payable in gold it seldom

exceeds an ounce ; when payable in silver it extends to 14 ounces and more, although the metal

is not specified.
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Ihe 2 Moymeens, a mark in the quarter of Faelan, a mark in the

White quarter, a mark in Trosg mountain, a mark in Bille and in

the half quarter of Garrane, 8 pence and an ounce of gold in Clon-

suman ; 8 pence and an ounce of gold in Oughterart, 20 shillings in

Fotra.—^These are the tributary lands of O'Brien in that country,

6 pence on Killbetagh, 2 ounces on the Kellybegs, 4 groats on

Reithy-west, 14 pence on the two Trians and the Cally, 14 pence
on Reithy-east, 14 pence on the Cross, 6 pence and 3 ounces on

Cuibhrencuille, one shilling on Clonkarran, one shilling on Killfiabra,

14 pence on Ballyeoganan, 14 pence on Killky, 2 shillings on JAss-

linehan and Lissduibhin, a groat on Killkurn, an ounce on Aillin-

clogher, 6 pence on Roinmicnisg and one shilling on Killkrone.

This is the amount of the rent of O'Brien out of Corcumroe, over

and above the Galloglasses, royalties* and sportsmen, viz. 26 marks

and 1 1 pence ; and that land is exclusive of the rent ofTuaithiglae.
—

The land out of which said rent arises are, 8 quarters in Inisofehiv,

the half townland of Mac Donald bane, the short quarter, the

quarter of Ballyrohan, the half townland of Ballykinmaraga, the

half townland of O'Shany, the quarter of Bloady, the quarter of

Bally O'Gawnane, the 4 quarters of Craevdergan, the black quarter,

the quarter of Catherandary, the quarter of Rathny, the quarter of

Ballyspraidin, the quarter of Clone, the quarter of Ballyborda, the

quarter of Sheden, the short quarter, the quarter ofthe Longfort, the

three quarters of Glenmacconornacally, the half townland of

Cuillinagh, the quarter of Derrymore, the quarter of Moynanonach,
the quarter of Trileithin, the quarter of Cahirsherkin, the quarter of

Ballycollinna; so that there were 43 quarters, 7 of which were subject

to a half mark each.

• "
Bonnaagus bairr."—Translated royalties.

— By ionna i« meant mines, minerals, &c. and by

bairr fishing, fowling, and hunting, &c

VOL. XV. a
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This is the amount of the rent ofO'Brien in Glae, over and above

the Galloglasses, royalties and sportsmen, viz. 10 pence and 5 ounces

and 12 marks, and the immunities of the Flanchy family are charged
on same. The lands subject to that rent are, the half townland of

Ballynahuama, the quarter of O'Clery, the half town land of Cragi-

corran, the short quarter, the half townland of Glaishe, the quarter

of BallycoUins, the quarter of Dumyillanna, the half townland of

O'Boe, and the half townland of Ballynaleckan. The immunities

of the race of Flanchy, with half a mark of the rent of O'Brien are

an Cragicorradon, so that there are 5 pence and 5 ounces on each

of those 14 quarters.

This is the amount of O'Brien's Lordship, under the stewardship

pf Mac Con, out of Carrickaleborny, over and above beeves and

swine, viz. 23^ marks, (and there are 10 marks immunities included

in them,) 50~ marks belonging to the wife of O'Loghlan, and 20 in

Finnaveara. The number of beeves and swine under the steward-

ship of said stewards is, 6 beeves and 6 swine ; and Galloglasses, roy-

alties and privileges are not reckoned. These are the lands subject

unto these dues, viz. the 4 ploughlands of Bally G. Martin, the 2

ploughlands of Cahirmedon, the 4 ploughlands of Baljydanon,
the ploughland of Cahirpolla, i. e. the ploughland of Lissmoran,
the 2 ploughlands of the Liahanagh, the 2 ploughlands of Raith-

nagh, a ploughland in the Kappaghs, 2 ploughlands in Knockan,the

ploughland of Urling, the ploughland of Seiseadh O'Donnell, the

ploughland of Croby, the ploughland of Moydonnell, the plough-
land of Bryan's mother, the great ploughland, the ploughland of

Fanagaluan, the ploughland of Cahirmickyguil, the ploughland of

Tulglaishe, the ploughland of Mingeagh, tlie ploughland of Aeny-
beg, the ploughland of Ballyiustad, [ ] of the Lordship of

O'Brien under the management of the family of Camluas hitherto

[ ] over and above swine and beeves, viz. 3 marks [ j. There
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are 4 marks of immunities among them and 20 [ ] i. e. one pen-

ny and an ounce of gold. [ ] The number of beeves and swine

under the management of said stewards is, 6 beeves and 20 shillings

of swine money, [ ] Galloglasses, royalties or privileges of O'Brien.

These are the lands subject to said charges, viz. the 4 ploughlands
of Ballymahony, the ploughland of Ballymorogh, the ploughland
of the Caltraghs, the 2 ploughlands of Glenslaed, the 2 plough-
lands of Ballytoole, the ploughland of Formail, the ploughland of

Cathra and Lissmahalia, the ploughland of the Murrays, the 2

ploughlands of Fanadfodhman, the 3 ploughlands in the Doirinies,

the 3 ploughlands in Lissflattery, the rent of 2 ploughlands in

Ballymaelcher, the ploughland of Lissaguagain and Ballycomultan,

the ploughland of Ballycahill, 3 ploughlands in Dangin and Knock-

anteemoragh, a ploughland in Killbree, Lissnalougherny and in the

Rooda, a ploughland in Ballygedal, 3 half ploughlands in Fidney, 3

half ploughlands* of Dangin, and the ploughland in Ballybeaghan.

These are the proportions of the Camluas family, in their claims

of stewardship over these lands, viz. the quarter of Ballyconry, the

half ploughland of Lissbercan, the ploughland of Cahirlappan, and

the ploughland of Cahirmacolilla-Shelly.

XV,

SvftM CjsetitidK Vf\tjc tKt ltl<iji)ct.

^3 fO "bo fr^m Cjcvj<x;tn<)L;;^ ODe;c n<x TOa^a .;. CDac Conmeba CDoc CDejc Con COeje

Loclr^n CO<xc Conmeixx mo;/i, bo jxejjx jr;<xjna;;r-e (twu>;/i CDr;ncj;te J?obft;n <i-z^f COAjiaf-

^<y)l n<x Cj^e, bo ;iej;4 u«jacta a n<xca^ ocu/" a fsMoi^i^, <Xfi
<v Cuftc iDO^t ; ^cuf

;p<ib fo na m<xc>)f\ f)n .). fljor <xn majfx ^uab .;. p;ljb O'Ti0X>Ci]n, incuf Cen-

cubd/i 0'r?ob(X;f).

^5 fO <xn ceb cujb be pn .;. cejc;te btjnje beaj aj (Dae Conmafia an f^ 7?ac,

Acu^ aj an re;bnDanaca;b, an eajma;;^ amancu;;t j acu;^ ^"2^ bO;t aj an mOa;n-

G 2



e;<xja;in<x;n y<xn cClrajnmr^njb oin e*jmaj/- <xm<xncu;;i Cj<x;tn<Ji ; <xcuy tnj br^nje y^n

mbl;<X5<x;n bo c;o;- b(xnt:;<Xftn<x;n AcCeaCfKimA Olojb-ra-cce<xU, acu^O<\;le r; Cejl;oc^,
a neajmaj;^, ^i ; <xcuf C/ij bujnje bee bo c;0;^ ba;nt;<x;ina;n a cceacriuma b;tom<x-

b;occl<xn, c ne<x^m&)f, ^c.; a^u/* ce;c;-ie hr^n-^e becc a ccedC/iuma <xn bu/id bo

cjoy 0<x;nc;ci;ina;n, o, neajma;;^ -ji, ; ce;p;ie dr^nje beaj <x ledcba;le o;;tce*;iftc

Camnu;je bo cpf ho.)nt]<Xfi.n<X)n, <x ne<xjma;/-, li. ; Le<\cn)<x;ic <x mba;le r; J?euBac*;n ;

fliju^ ce;c;ie hr^jn^e beaj bo c;o^ CjA^ina * mOajle n<x cCojlecw, <!i ne*jm<i;^, Ic. ;

ce;c;te J^rjnje bcAj ^a bl;aj<\jn o. Leacbdjle r; SIac/ia a
ne<xjma;;r- oim<\ncu;^ .

<iiCUf 14 brjjnje <x leacb<v;le r, ro<io;l;n, <x neajma;/-, Ti; 14 J^rjnje y<xn bl;<ij<x;n

b';:;<xca Cja^tna <x leacbajle TiofO. Ca/i;ttu;je, <x ne<xjm<xj;^, ^i.; 14 brjnje <x cCecic-

f\um<3. 'Sie<XT><).-'t>ji]i, wcuf 14br;njebo cpf C;a;tna fiXn bjTeA/ican-beaj ; 14 br^nje

a cCea.i]\um<x L;o^<x C10;obc<x;n, <xcu^ oi cCear/tuiixx na cC<ii;iob<xc ; <xcu;r
a cCeac^uma

b<x;le UI);i<x;n, <i nejmci;/- amancujrt ; 14 br^nje <x cCe<xc;ium<x jo le;t: bd;le r^

Ceall* ; 1* brjnje ^4 mbl;<xba;n <x leatb<x;le y^ buc<x;ir* ; 14 hr,n^e <x le<ic-b<3i;le

Lea^iX CojUejn ; 14 br^nje 4 ccr^j le<xcce<xc;iurT)n<xjb r; blojb; 14 hr,n^e c le<xc-

ba;le <xn ??o^a ;iu<vb; acu^ C4 po^ b;ab <x;je a bj:ett;i<xjn ;^<xo;ia n<x Uu<x;te y;n :

14 br^nje aj ClOac Conm<\]\<x <x cCeac^uma Camnr^je bjje.

5(5 yo bo Cj<\;in(X;- CDec n<x CDaji<x <x cCuac-na-bftmcin .;.
1 4 brjnje ^<xn cCeap-

<x;b; 14 br^nje 4 nob<x;le r^ pe<x;ijo;le ; ce;c;ie hr^rr^e <x mboijle »^ />>l<xom<ijn ; 14

brjnje a mbajle t^ 0)pTi, <icu/- b;4b r<xj;t ;^ci mbljaj4;n <x bpe<x;i<in<x;b yAO;ia n<x

caftjte ^<xn. il'j ^0 n<x CO<xo)j\ bo cojjbab <w cpf fM .;. yljof CD^tj«mn* pjn r;

r?obci;n.

tfj ^0 Cj^firxxf fDe;c no. (Da/ia y-<xn bl;AJ<x;n <Xft Cuac
0'Bplo;n .;. 14 hr^n'^e *

tc;t leac ce4t;tumn*;b Clojne Ic^-oj .;. <xn Cuixjllec ixcujr b<x;le n<x "S^J^r *<^"r

t);ir;m^;tle ; 14 a ct^ij le<xcce<xtr;iumn<xjb Jn;;^-Sr)&;te, 14 br^nje <i nifondc (Du^tcbfl.

B/<;c, 14 br^nje 4 cc/i; leacceac/tumnajb Clo;ne S;oba; 14 bT5;nje <x le<xtb<i;le ;^lefa

boiicbA CWe;c Jo^o;j ; 14 br^nje a cc)i; leftcce<xc;i<xif)n<x;b 00<xbni<x C<xlmi^n ;
14 bt^jnje

* leacbajle c;fie O'niCoba, a neagma;;- <iim<\ncu;;t C]<\j\na. ixfixx rjle ; r^nje bO/t

b'|:j<xc<x bajncj<Xfin<x;,9 a leacceAC/tuma 3<5/it<x Conjala;j ; <xcu;^ bja r^ y<x mbl;*-

ja;n <x
bj:ea;i<3in<x;b ^ao;i<x n* tu<xc<x ;^4n ; <xcuj-

hoh <xcu^ ;'e<v^ n^"S« <^S ^*<^

Conm<Xft<x a tnb<i;le t^ COir^fiecijajn. fOr^nt;;! Labr^l CD<xo;;t na Cuac« ;'o;n.

C)<3i;tn<x^ roejc na
(10<x;t<x

<x tCuac <xn 31e<xna .;.
14 br^nje a Leacb<xjle <xn M;ila

ftuaiD : 14 br^nje <x mbajle Cr^ii : 14 brjnje <x mba;Ie y; ClD<xolboiT)n<xj3 ; ixcuf ft to. cjon

bCL tc;t;<xn on ba <xjc pn ft;i ceac/^uma b^iojjnjcc bjcc; 14 br^nje <i le<M:b*;le <in

Crjm ; 14 br^nje ft cceac^uma Cluana r^ Cona;;ie ;
14 br^nje <x cceac/iAmA pOftm<xo;le ;

14 br^nje <x cceftC/turrxx CluAna C/iecij*; 14 brjnje <x niC;tb;rj;ftc ; 14 br^nje a
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ece*t^uma Cluoin* "^ixojijh, <i^cuf l);d rctjn T*" ^^J^Z^P * bfea;i<xn<ijB yao/t* na

C;oi/inoi/- CDe;c n<x CD<x;i<x <\ cCud;c O'cConjAjle .j.
14 br;nje <x mDe;l-co;Ue ; 14

brjnje <x cceAt/iuma 0*;le r; 0^uAca;t<x;n; 14 brjnje <x cceac/^um* 0<i;le rj L<xfna;n ;

l* Ijumje ft cceftC/tuiTxx 0<x;le r; Cjtpe ; 14 br^nje a mO*;le r^ 0;<;oi;n ; 14 br^nje «

cceat/tdriiA Co/i/i ixcuf <xn
;^<x ceat/tuma 3j<'/'r'; 1* ''^^"J* * cceac/iuma 6a;le n«

cClejj\e&c ; 14 br^nje <x cceac^uirxx t^ Cjbne <xcu;^ b;<x ;*;;^ Noblu;^ <xcu^ Ojn;b <xn

;r-a
b<x r?<xcAona txcu;^

<x nOjlean r; Co^-ja^a;j dcu;^ a mOajle rj U;tco;le dcu/* a

cceac/iuma Cdc-Jn;;^, aju;^ bj<xb r<i;;i ;^<x bl;aj(X;n <x cceAC;tumna;b ^<iO;t<x n* Coata

pn : aju;- pa b;<xb CDe;c )?oba;n m<io;fi na tCaa.i:a. fOjn.
. . ,

Cja^in*/- CDe;c na CDa;ia a cCuac OT^onjajle : 14 br^nje a Leatba;le an Cldcaji

uacca/iajcc ; 14 hy]T)-^% a Leacba;le an Clocaj^t Jocca;ta;cc no cao;l, a^uy- a cceac-

^uma Cluana Co;le ; 14 br^nje a cClua;n CDoca;fi ; 14?)r;nje a cCrjl rj l?;aba ; 14 brjnje
a nb/^omaj/tt : 14 br^n^e a nb/tT^no-^-jamr;;! ; 14 brjnje a cCa;c;;i U/tca;Ue Clo;ne

?)a;;^ne;/-j;^ ; acu;^ aca h-)<i. aj TOac na CDa;ia Qix'oo.jx ^loblu;; a^u^ ;n;c a ttr/i; ceac;ium-

na;b na tr/i; cCulft;abac ; 14 br^nje a leacba;le tlacca;;i-f?u;^, b;ab a iDt)a;le fDejc

bomna;ll iXj^uf a cC;U;ob/ia;n a^ CDac na 03a;ta ;b;;t ^loblu;; ]f jnjt, acu^ a mbajle

flDe;c Con
f:;n, aju;^ b;a r-o,]^ f<xn bJjajap a b;:eafiana;b n<x Cuaca fO)n.

Cjarina^ fDe;c n(X COci]i<x a cCuac Cactao; .;. 14 hr^n^^s a ntfona;; ; 14 Tjrjnje a

mban n^x cCu;lean ; 14 br^nje a J?a;tneacan ; Yjnje bo/i bo c;0;^ Oa;nc;a;ina;n a/t an

b pjaca;lj
14 br^nje a cC)i; ceac;iumna;b Cujl O'cCom/iujbe : 14 br^nje /-an cCo;;<

Cluana ; 14 br^nje a L;ac-jo;ic; 14 br^nje a n^O/tt r^ br;n ; 14 IjT^nje ^-an iTonac ;

14 br^nje a cCeac/iuma an Cno;c be;ce ; 14 brjnje a bpaca tj Q/Umu;ia;n ; ajuy"

jDYjncj;! l?oba;n )f mao;;i ;nce, aju;^ b;a pjn ;n;b ;;^ CiXjf^.

XV.

Tianslation.—Macnamara's Rental,—No date.*

This is the sum of the Lordship of Mac Namara, i. e. Mac Con

Mac Conmhedha, Mac Mac Con Mac Loghlan Mac Conmhedha

more ; according to the testimony of the stewards of the Rodan fa-

mily and of the Marshal of the country, and to the will of their

• This is supposed to be something cider than " O'Brien's Rental." Probably about th«

commencement of the 14th century.
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fether and grandfather out of Tuathmore ; and the said stewards

are PhUip O'Rodan and Conor O'Rodan, descendants of the red

steward.

This is the first part of the same, viz. 14 ounces to Mac Con-

mara and his servants in the Rath, exclusive of royalties. The

Lady, (i. e. Conmara's consort,) has an ounce of gold out of Cluan-

muiny, exclusive of the Lord's rights, 3 ounces of Lady's rent*

yearly in the quarter of Bloynakill and Ballyokeilegher, 13 ounces

in the quarter of Dromdyelan, 14 ounces in the quarter of Dura,

14 ounces in the east half townland of Tawnagh, exclusive of the

Lord's rights; half a mark in Ballyrohan, 14 ounces of Lord's

rent in BallymacoUane, exclusive as above, 14 ounces yearly in the

half town land of Ballyslattery, 1 4 ounces in the half townland of

Ballyomoylin, 14 ounces yearly of Lord's debts in the half town-

land of Rosscarthy, 14 ounces in the quarter of Glendree, 14

ounces of Lord's rent Fertan-begge, 14 ounces in the quarters of

Lissmeehan, Carovagh and Ballyubrane, exclusive as above, 14

ounces in the quarter and half of Ballykelly, 14 ounces in the half

townland of O'Doharty, 14 ounces in the half townland of Lisscul-

lane, 14 ounces in the 5 half quarters of O'Bloid, and 14 ounces in

the half townland of Ballyrossroe. He has moreover food -f in the

free lands of that territory, and Mac Conmara has 14 ounces in the

quarter of Tannaghbegge.
This is rental of Macnamara in Tuathnahavon, viz. 14 ounces

• This separate Lady's gold or rent bears some resemblance to the " Queen gold" belonging

to the Queen consort of England. For a particular account of which the curious reader is re-

ferred to Pryn's treatise on the subject.

f Among the ancient Irish exactions, Coshery was laid by the chief Lord or Dynast on his

tenants and others under his protection, and consisted of provision and lodging for himself and

hig retinue. The exaction however, mentioned above, was called a Refection, and was a privilege

claimed by the chieftain of being entertained for one meal only.
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in Kappagh, 14 ounces in Ballyfarrell, 14 ounces in Ballyonevane,
1 4 ounces in Ballyioisine and food once a year in the freelands of

that district. These are the stewards that used to receive said

rents, viz. the posterity of Mahon finn O'Rodan,

This is the yearly rental ofMacnamara in the territory of O'Flinn,

viz. 14 ounces in the 3 half quarters of the Clancusack, i. e. the

Koolagh and Ballynaglaig and Drumsohilly, 14 ounces in the 3

half quarters of Inis-Snaty, 14 ounces in Aenaghmoroghbrick, 14

ounces in the 3 half quarters of the Clansheeda's, 14 ounces in the

half townland of the posterity of Donogh Mac Cusack, 14 ounces

in the 3 half quarters of Mount-tallon, 14 ounces in the half town-

land of the country of O'Hay, exclusive of the royalties of the

Lord out of them all ; an ounce of gold of Lady's rent in the half

quarter of Gortcongalagh, and food once a year in the free lands

of said territory, and a groat and 7 ounces unto Mac Conmara in

Ballymurregan. The family of Lavelle were the stewards of said

territory.

The rental of Macnamara in the territory of Glen, viz. 14 ounces

in the half townland of the red Earl, 14 ounces in Ballyquin, 14

ounces in Ballymuldowny, and the share of two thirds from said two

places is charged upon the quarter of Drynaghbegge, 14 ounces in

the half townland of Cuim, 14 ounces in the quarter of Clonconry,

14 ounces in the quarter of Fermoyle, 14 ounces in the quarter of

Clontreagh, 14 ounces in Ardsgiath, 14 ounces in the quarter of

Clongueeheen, and food once a year in the free lands of that place.

The rental of Macnamara in the territory of Congalagh, viz. 14

ounces in Belcolly, 14 ounces in the quarter of Ballybruagheran,

14 ounces in the quarter of Ballyolaghnan, 14 ounces in the quarter

of Ballyohiefa, 14 ounces in Ballybrian, 14 ounces in the quarter of

Corr, (i. e. odd quarter) and in the quarter of Girr and in the short
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quarter, 14 ounces in ihe quarter of Ballynaglearagh, 14 ounces in

the quarter of Eidhny ; food between Christmas and Shrove-tide

in the 2 Rathaonas in Island-Cosgary, Ballyhurly and the Horse-

island quarter, and food once a year in the free quarters of that ter-

ritory. The Rodans were the stewards of that country.

The rental of Macnamara in the territory of O'Rongaile viz. 14

ounces in the half townland of upper Clogher, 14 ounces in the half

townland of lower or small Clogher and in the quarter of Cloncolly,

14 ounces in Clonmogher, 14 ounces in Cooloriedy, 14 ounces in

Dromart, 14 ounces in Dromsgamur, and 14 ounces inCahirhurly of

the Clan Hasneises. Macnamara has food between Christmas and

Shrove-tide in the 3 quarters of the 3 Culreavaghs, 1 4 ounces in the

half townland of Upper-Ross, food in Ballymacdonnell and in

Killuvran between Christmas and Shrove-tide, and also in Ballymac-

con-finn, food once a year, in the free lands of said territory.

The rental of Macnamara in the country of Eactaoi, viz. 14

ounces in Eanagh, 14 ounces in Bawn-no-cuUane, 1 4 in Rathnecane,

an ounce of gold of Lady's rent in Fiecal, 14 ounces in the 3

quarters of Coolocowry, 14 ounces in t!ie Corecloney, 14 ounces in

the Liehgort, 14 ounces in Gort O'Dun, 14 ounces in Enagh, 14

ounces in the quarter of Knockbehy, 14 ounces in O'Halloran's

green, (and the O'Rodan family are stewards therein,) and food be-

tween Shrove-tide and Easter.

XVI.

Ql f& fO cunttj\<i. boiic?)* j Jmaj/i ne Clojh CO<xc^<xmna. CD<xc Seci;n tou;b .). to* pjcjh

bo too c<xB<xj/ic too clo;n CDACJAirinA CDe;c Seajn toujb, ma/< je<xU Hf^ letoce(xc;t<xm<xjn nil

C/tajje too b<x;le ; Com;tu;toe, <xcuf too ceanajj boncbftto bjttojl^e <xn fe<xj\r^n fjn

o fljf CDejc (Dac <Cetoa le ce;le. "^l ye fO jell boncbato j Jmoj/t <xjx LetcgC/iAmT^D

3u;;^cjn J OeoUrt;o too b«jle ; Comjtu;be .j. oce ml>« «cuy to« p;c;c o boncfta too clo;n
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Locldjnb CDa;c TiuAjhn) <xcu/*
*0 clo;n cSjba CDsjc f?uA;b;ij, <ycuf bO ceanci;; (Doncbab

b;cti;l^; an jrea/tr^n ^jn r<xca le cejle, *cu)^ on* cl<xn m<xc nr^Ue. Qt ;^e y-o ^ell boncJj*

J JiTia;;! <i;i
bcx t:/i;*n Lgccec/taman beoinr^^ Le Loclo;n OOejc Concuba;/t J Com/iujtoe

bo cet^am* txn bo;;ie .;. be;c mfaa acu;-- t/i; p;ceb [ ] acj;- Cfij b* bej <xj boncba

noA/t jell a;^ cu;b CDajleaclr^ii Com/^rjbe bon pe/iaii f)n. ?( ;'e ^o jeall boncbftjb J

Jma;;< <X;t Leccec/tamr;n an tTcajn Sjanla;^ bo Oa;le J Com;iu;be .;. c;ij p;cjb ixcuf

cu;5 pjnjjnbe becc bo caba;;tt: bcfeb CDac Concuba;i ^ejjj Claiicbaba, <yca]r ;^<xn ^n

jre/tan f)n b;:ua;^alab jo ceaii C;i) mbljaban, ixcuf a j:ua;^lab pa jrel fcn &eAp bo

joBon eun La;, tf^ r/ab a;^ U;i;taba }\)f jn cun;tab f)n bo comajU .;. Seaan CDac

S;ba acu;^ mac boncJjab CDac ConcuhfXjx fl?e;c S;ba.

xvr.

Translation.~^Deed of Purchase.—No date.

This is the covenant ofDonog-h O'lvar with the children of Mahon
Mac Shaneduffe, viz. that Donogh should give them 40 cows in

consideration of the Rock half quarter of Ballycomruide, and he pur-

chased the fee simple of tlie land from the race of the sons of Mac
Aoda altogether.

—This is the consideration which Donogh O'lvar

paid for the half quarter of Gurteeneebolan of Ballycomruide, viz.

48 cows to llie sept of Loghlan Mac Rorey and of Sheeda Mac

Rorey, and Donogh purcliased the fee simple of that land from them

altogether, and from all their sons.—This is the consideration which

Donogh O'lvar gave for the f of the ^ quarter belonging unto

Loghlan Mac Conor O'Comruide of the quarter of Derry, viz. 70

cows [ J and he was to have 13 cows in mortgage for Malachy
Comruide's part of that land.—This is the consideration which

Donogh O'lvar gave on a mortgage of t!ie ^
quarter of Achca-

Scanlan of Ballycomruide, viz. 76 pence to Hugh Mac Connor

Mac Clanchy, and said land was not to be redeemed until the end of

VOL. XV. H
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3 years, and then before St. John's day by one day's impounding.*
The securities for the performance of this covenant are Shane Mac
Sheeda and Donogh Mac Conor Mac Sheeda.

XVII.

Ancient translated Abstracts.—A. D. 1419'145S.

The mortgage of the quartermire of Cragannessh [ ] Cow-

nagh-f purchased by David O'Ferala for 20 cows, vlt. 15 incalf

cowes, 7 gawnaghes, J [ ] 5 cowe calves, 2 bull calves, 8 year-

lings, the value of twenty cowes in money delivered uppon all holland

day. More delivered by the said Uavid upon the Carrowraire of

Curraghmolrony in Cownagh, 18 inerks, cross-keale money, with a

peny addition in everie grole ; five milch cowes, with five cowe

calves, ten heifFers and seven agawnaghes. This mortgage was de-

livered on Munday in Whitson week, anno 1419* '

The Carrowmire of Tarpane in Curcagh, purchased in fee simple

by David for 35 marcks and 9 pence of cross-keale money, with a

peny in addition to every grote thereof, 1 7 yards of broad cloth,

a hatt and a horss, valued to be worth 20 agawnaghs.—Written

anno 1440 by Conor Cleanchy, Notarius publicus.

The mortgage of said David upon Partinglass in Cownagh, viz.

9 stood mares, and 3 fooles and 4 colts, whereof one was a faire

horss-colt, 4 yeards of scarlett or stained cloath, and 6 yeards ofgrey

cloath. The said David's mortgage upon the quartermire of JLissen-

•See Note to No. V.

t These lands lie between Bunratty and Limerick along the Shannon. The lands ofCurcagh
also mentioned above lie in the same direction.

'^

"
Gawnaghes," i. e. strippers.
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goyre, viz. 6 mercks cross-keale money, 1 gilt cupp for 9 mercks,

and 4 garrons and an ambling nagg in liew of 5 mercks. This

deed was written in anno 1453.

The fee simple of Craigimoyley in Cownogh purchased by the

said David, for a great pan, that cold boyle 3 beoves and 2 hogges at

once, 14 mercks of cross-keale money, 9 milch-cowes with 5 cow-

calves, 4 bull-calves, 3 stood mares and 2 garrans.
—Alsoe the fee

simple of the quartermire of Carren purchased by the said David for

30 mercks cross-keale money, with a peny addition to every grote

thereof, one aquavite distiller called Corkan, and a great brass pan.

This deed was written by Conor Clanchy in anno 1458.

These collacons were taken out of the originalls in Irish, by or at

Limericke the 19th of Febr. 1611.—H. Brickdall, Ja. Mac In-

erhyny.

XVIII.

<X^ fO e;j:re<ict ajupr con/tab y-le<xct<x CDejc Se<xajn yie mujntjn Sl<xc;«x .;. Coibj 6;
(Ddc C<xba)5 C10e;c Co;niT)e<xb<x, cijujr C^bj OOejc Locbl<x;n CDe;c Se<x;n, ixcuf Scibb jnj-

ean Cftjbj CDejc boncbftb <yc(if (^)<xj\m<X)'c> COac Loclu;n, <x lama <\cuf <x ljt;;i fjn u;le bo

bejc iXj CQr^ntjjx SIac^a, cum Oajle ; Slac;i<x bo be;t aj <xn mr;nc;;t Sl<nc/ia ^-o <xn a

iiO)f .). bomnall TOac bonc?)ftb 2l)e;c bomna;!! 2t)ejc bja/trtioiba ; Slac/t<x, ttcu^ Loclrjn

/lUftb 2t)e)c boiT)n<xjll 2t)e;c bonin<x;ll 2t)e;c Locblt^n ) Sl<xc;t<x : <xcuf b)r;<xc<x;b <jL;;t
an

yl;Octr y^n 2^ejc Se<x;n A mh^jxixntaf <xcu;''
<x lam* <xcu;^

<x l;c;;t bo be;c <^;5 mr^ntji^

Slac;t<x ;te nbul a ccu;fic <xcuy <x ccom<\;;Ue bo cojrmxm <x nbucr;;^ <^ST * "5^^^ **'^''

a mO*;le ) Sl<xc;i<x. tf c<x <xn o;;te<xb ^o aj ^^Ijocc 2t)e;c Se<x;n <x;;t mr^nc;;! SIac/io.

yo ixno;;'
: .xx. fZ]VL)ri <\nojf, <ycuf ba r^nje ;^<!i bl;<X5ba;n 50 cecin ba bl;<xja;n on

lil;<xbajn ^0 Aimac ; <xeu;' bp;(xca;b o.;i mr^nc;;! Sl<xc;i<x o/70;;t b;b o-z^f eab<\;j, jo

J);omcubd;b, bo t<xb<x;ic bon cSljocc fjn 2Qe;c SeoL;n, bo /ie;;i <x ccoma;/*; Ajuy

bj:;aca;b Aft jrl;occ XQsjc ie<yjn be;c ta;;^ bon mrjnc;;! fjn : ^Tju/- ba tc; b;b <i;iaon on

0<!i;le bo y^Abajl on mr^nc;;^ bo beb aj beanAm eujco/iA 0/i;tA, o cjon ba bl;Ab«;n no

t/tj amAc, iDAji A bcA^jTAy CAbj 2t)A ClAncbA;be Acoy S^ACjAtnrjn 2t)Ac Scaio 8^;c

iii/ ;•;.>. ;,'vn w^'iu: imy h2
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amac. <fno bn; 1493.

ro;re [ . ]

^in b;A;im<Xjto CDac Locblr^n.

CO)f) Cabj (lOcLC Loclr^n.

CO)fe Sabb Jaj;n Coijbj 2t)e;c boncb<x;b.

;f pab a bp45*;n fjn .;• Cabj 2t)a ClancJxxjbe, aju^ T?uoLjb;i; O'bJc;, <icuy

2t)<xcj<iiT)i7n 2t)e;c Sea;n 2t)e;c boncbftjb, acu;- n* ;tOjn j:e;n .j. Sl;oct 2t)e;c Se<xj<x;n,

acu;^ 2Qrjnc;;i Slac;<a .7. bomnciU 0'Slcic;t<x, acu^ Loclr^n 0'Sl<xc;i<x, ix^uf Cabj

XVIII.

Translation.—Deed of Agreement—A. D. 1493.

This is the covenant and agreement of the Sept of Mac Shane

with the Slattery family, viz. Teige oge Mac Teige Mac Coin-

mheadha, Teige Mac Loghlan Mac Shane, Sabia daughter of Teige
Mac Donagh and Dermot Mac Loghlan, viz. that the Slattery fa-

mily are to obtain their
(i.

e the race of Mac Shane's^ handwriting
and letter, assigning Ballyslaltery unto the Slattery family now

present or in being, viz. Donald Mac Donagh Mac Donald Mac
Dermott O'SIattcry, and Loghlan Roe Mac Donald Mac Donald

Mac Loghlan O'Slattery. The sept of Mac Shane are bound to

give their warrant, deed, and sign manual to the Slattery family,

that they (the Sept of Mac Shane) should go into court and to

council to make good their inheritance in Ballyslattery. The Slat-

tery family are to pay at present to the sept of Mac Shane 20 shil-

lings and two ounces yearly for two years from this date, and are

bound to honour the sept of Mac Shane with suitable food and

raiment according to their ability, and the sept of Mac Shane are

bound to be clement to that family. And if it shall happen that

both parties should preserve the land from those dealing unjustly
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towards them, then after the expiration of 2 or 3 years from

this time, the treatment of the sept of Mac Shane by the Slattery

family shall be as regulated by Teige Mac Clanchy, Mahon Mac
Shane Mac Donogh and Rorey O'Hickey from thenceforth.—
A. D. 1493.

n ]

I Dermot Mac Loghlan,
I Tcige Mac Loghlan,
I Sabia daughter of Teige Mac Uonagh.

The witnesses are Teige Mac Clanchy, Rorey O'Hickey and

Mahon Mac Shane Mac Donogh and the parties themselves, viz.

the sept of Mac Shane and the Slattery family, viz. Donald, Logh-
lan and Teige.

XIX.

- *^5 T^ COijfit Aju;" i^ptjufx o.Cft jbj/i bomn<xU 20ac Se<\btt;n 2^ac 2t)ec Con

aju/- bomn<xU 2^4c Locla;n ) SlAC/iab iXju;^ bomnall O'Slat/ia, ixjx tchixjjxt j;U t>o

(DomoAll 2t)e;c Seabajn aju^ ba be<x/ib;i(x;c;iecic<x;b <x;;t ca)'o t)omn<X]U 2t)e;c SiGAixx^n

&e b<x;le ; SlaCftA; ixcuf jp acu;b .;. Cji) cujtotoe lefece<xb/iam*;n <m ti)<Xf^<x mo;/t,

ejb;;! ba cu;b be lgbceb;ioima;n <x Cnojc :
-CC^utf Jj~e:

meab <xn 5;U bo cue bomnftU

0'Slat;ta bo bomnAll CWejc Seabajn .;• .r;;. irnxj^-^
co leb, .r. ba. beaj ;n l<xoj dju/-

eaclj bon leabmujje jnee j::e;n. ifju^ ;^e <Cct: bomn<x;U r;'SlcLC;t<x <xcuf t>om<X)ll CDejc

SeabAjn j\e <x cejle, jan <x^ cum*/" bu;ne a/i bjc jn j:ecij\<xr> fjn bo pu<x;^lAb boit)n«;U

O'Slac/id, <xcc bo bomnall 2t)e;c Se<xba;n no ba itiac, no bo mac a m;c : aju;^ ^^

j:a;cce na C;Ujn;cb a ca jn jeall fo a;;t;m;m, ju j:;abni^;^e bomna;U [ ] .;. Sjba

aju^ a clan .j. pjnjjn aju;^ CDac Con, acu;^ CDo;< Jnjean bfi;a;n, ma^t an cenba, ajupr

bo clanb Cr^nmeaba 2t)ejc l.oclr;n acu^ c^n mua/ian ojle ba^^ljoctnoc tu; a ceb aju;^ a

naonta a/i jac caeb leo. <fnbo ^nj 03;le aju;^ .r. .c. aju;^ ba bljabajn n;;^a mo, <i.n ran

bo ^jiie ;n eun;iab ;^o ;te ce;le ; ajuy- ;;^ ma^t j^o j:ua;ia^ Mi f^n tfCAn cujb, 30 p;«b-
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m)f bo Cab; CDac
plcinc/}<x;be, <xcu;r

too
pla;c;i; ^o.c pl<iincJ)4;toe «cu^ too b>;«;(mtt;to

(Dae
pl*ncha;toe mu/t <xn cgbna.

:,„..., OoiTWCiU 2t)ac Seatoajn c3r

. .t)oncb(Xb 2t)(XcSeajn 03"

Cumeftba CDoic Seajn o:>

XIX.
I

Translation.—Deed of Agreement—A. D. 1502.
»

This is the deed and indenture made between Donald Mac
Shane Mac Mac Con, and Donald Mac Loghlan O'Slattery and

Donald O'Slattery, upon giving a mortgage unto Donald Mac
Shane and his brothers, for Donald Mac Shane's proportion of

Ballyslattery, being 3 parts of the ^ quarter of Riasgamore between

the two parts of tlie ^ quarter of the Knock. The amount of the

mortgage that Donald O'Slattery gave unto Donald Mac Shane is

7^ marks, 15 in calf cows and a bay horse. The conditions be-

tween Donald O'Slattery and Donald Mac Shane are, that it shall

not be in the power of any person to redeem that land from Donald

O'Slattery, except Donald Mac Shane himself, his son or grandson.
The green of Killeen is the place charged with this mortgage, as is

attested by Donald [ ] i. e. Sheeda and his children, Finian arid

Mac Con, and Mora daughter of Bryan in like manner, and the

children of Conmeadha Mac Loghlan and many other of their race,

who have given their permission and consent at both sides. A. D.

1502 this covenant has been entered into between them. This I

have found in the original as witnessed by Teige Flathry and

Dermott Mac Flanchy.
^ '

Donald Mac Shane t^
Donogh Mac Shane ^
Convey Mac Shane ft^^*
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XX. Mii.iU

15) po;;im ccuf e;|:ecbc n^ ^/i;obno;;ieAct:A fO ^u^ <ib <xml<xjb yo jtojneajr

0'0/ija;n .;. boncljai), a^u/" Concoba/t ClOac (Doncljcib CDac 3l^"» *>"'^®
)''^)l^

CDac-

jftmtjn (Oac CDu^cab CDac 31*1" <^5T t)onc/)ab noAC 03u;icb<xb (D;c SliT' •;• 7" ceac-

;tamixb mj/t ben leacceac;t<xmajn ;/- 50;;!; bon L;o^ be leatceftt;i<xmyjn n<x Cu;le<xj)a6

a mb<!i;le ro;c "^up bo boncbab CD<xc fDu/icbcxb CDjc 3lu;n ajuy leftcbceac/tamoib

m;fi «n bo;;t;n <xn ^an ceeac;t<xmft;n 2>Pr^l^ <^5T leACceftC;i<xma m;;t bo m<xc*;;te <io

lea;^a bub <xn y-a C/tojbjjb, ftju/' l£Ccecic;i<xma m;;< <xn ;ra Clu*;n mo/i <xn
;^a, C/io;-

^^S''* jonu;^ 5u;i <xb e pn r. lecitcea,C;i<xmnft m;;t. <fju^ j<xc |:e;i<XD
bA bj:u;l ftj

<vn cclojii COac 3^^" H"' T '^J''" * bj:u;lmo;b bo
;r-c;i;obAb <xn fO, <x camojc b«

jrajBcijl f]n leacb rm leacb etO;ic<x co jreab boncbab bo beb jnjlacajbce pe^yjii

(Datjamr^n, ftjuy* j<xc fCfian jjU ba
bjrrjl <xc<x. pu&jfi '^e<3llt<xji uatboi, pajbcijb

;n pua;^l<xb leAtb urn letxcb Gtaf\ji<x, ma/i <xn cebna, <xju/- j\0)r) coc/iam ecu/i;i<x

^ 3<xc pe/tcin
ba n)b;a <xca

j-jn <xmac ; a^uy- be;cb ;<ejb le ce;le. Ql]\ na ^c;i;o-

bab <x Cr^nce an taonmab la .x. bo Jul; Qfno bomjn; 00. ccccc. 2 bl;aba;n 7 2 xx.

J;^ ;ab a p;aba;n lajc;ieac fO, t>)<x a^i tuf. 0'b/i;a;n .;. boncbab, CDacnama/ia

•J. Cabj CDac Commeaba, boncbab CDa;c SiS<XiX}n Cojllcjpn, Cabj Ullcac Oajlj

COac C<y)f)l, Concoba;< 2t)ac Z^ajn, l?jca;tb .;i.
COac i?t)aojl;n, Concoba;t balb

0'J?oban.

CO<xo)jx ) b/t;ajn.

(D;p (Oatjamr^n COac SI";"*

XX.
..'v>

Translation.—Partition of Land.—A. D. 1542.

The form and effect of this writing* are as follows, viz. A 'parti-

tion is made by Donogli O'Brien and Conor Mac Donogh Mac
Gluin, between Malion Mac Morogh Mac Gluin and Donat

Mac Morogh Mac Gluin, to wit, to Donogh Mac Morogh the

quartermire of the half quarter next to the Fort of the half quarter

of Cuilenagh in Ballymacglin, and the half quartermire of Durriii

in the short quarter, the half quartermire of the field of Lisduffe
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in the Croby, and the half quarter mire in Clonmore in the Croby,

comprising 5 half quartermires. All the lands that the said Mac
Gluins possess, over and above those before mentioned, are to be di-

vided share and share alike between them, as long as said Donogh is

entitled to lands from said Mahon, and they are to redeem all the

mortgaged lands belonging unto tliem share and share alike, in

the same manner, and to make an equal partition between them

of all the other lands which they shall possess henceforth, and to

quit claim to one another.—Written at Kuince the llth day of

July, A. D. 1542.—The witnesses present are, God in the first

place, Uonogh O'Brien, Teige Mac Conmeadha Mac Nemara,

Donogh Mac Shane from Killcisin, Teige Ulltagh from Ballyca-

shill, Conor Mac Glin, Rickard Roe Mac Meelin, Conor balv

O'Rodan.

The Stewards of O'Brien.

I Mahon Mac Gluin.

XXI.

cetfiamrjn <xn le^<x t50 Coi/inmela tio boncba CD;c Concub*;/* ) 0;t;<x;n, <xcuf X^

^)ZM OLCU;"
ba f)ne)-^t\)

too CDu/icba OOac '^lujn pe;n, o^caf txx. e;j;t; *cu;^ to<x fjnej'

^H) ;na to;<x;3 .j. pc; lojlg;e<xcb con<x laoj, ixcaf .xx. bo jh l<xoj, bo^en ;^e<\clJdjto;toe

*cuy toftCjAmnoicb jf too cuc<xto <xn jell fo too flDat^amajn CDac Loclcijn CDecnanxx/ia

o b<x)le J ro<x;ic<xc<x;n [ ] le<xtbcet;i<vm<x;n L)]r)n n<x Orjn;, <xcuf <x/t lec?)cec/<<xm<\;n

m;;i too cec/iu m;;t bel* <xn e<x;tbu;ll cornx cojlle aju;^ c;ia;je, ;i;<v;^* ^cuf jr>h)]\, fe)ji.

*cuy uj^; ixcuf cona. nr]lj jrocbA)^ toa
bjru;l

<x ceatft*mnoi;b na
bj:e;i<xn f]n o fjn <xni<xc?) :

«.cuf jf too ceto <xcu^ too cojl Cajtoj OOjc Locl<\;n, <x toea^B/iac^, <xcuf too ceto a

cc;njto <\cu;r
<i combrtA;cb;iec ix^ jac caob, too cu;;i ^<xrh^<xmrjn (lOac Locldjn, Acuy

Cfttoj 2l)ac Locltt;n jn leccec/iAmrjn an lef<x ^cuy an Cni^c ;na j:e/tft;n ejle pn a

toub/iatt)<Xfi ftomrjn <xn jell ; <xcu;^ jac pe/tan to<x
;^olac;i<xtoa;;r an clan CO]c "^Ip fjn, too

ijto yjn lee rm leacb eto/t/ia pen acuy a ccomalca .j. boncbato 0'b;i;a;n, acuy aj a

nojjjteatoajb n* ntojajj : acu;^ a ccjn .r. mbl;atoan jn^ *>J*JS p"* '^"c CDu/icba (Djc
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3lr;n rn) .xx. ma;<5 ba^ijeb fnXfiX}/- too CDAC^amajn COac Locl<x;n «cu/- too Caby
nOjc Locl<x;n <i/i b;ctoj;rlj

n* fe;i<in pn, 50 b;i<xc; ui/t jac a;;'toe acu;- <i/i j<ic

act, wcajr <xji jac conjiAto ftcu;^ jell, tod nbub;t<xm<x;i ;ioma;n. Q/no bomjnj *n t<xn r-o0000
m. ccccc. r. bl;atona <xcu;^

2 .xx. CDa/t be<x;ib<xto <x;i f)n <it<xniY;cne CDatjamr;/!

(Bac Locla;n bajle ; CO<xi\c<xc<X)n, <xcu^ ^^^5 TOac Loclci;n on b<i;l; cena a cu/t

d;i Idii) Aft An ccAftc ;^o toj:;ne
no.

bjrjAtoy^n lA;c/ieAcb a ca bo lAt?)A;/t A;t ^-o.

TOAtjAmr^n (Bag Loclu;nb.

CAbj COac LoclAjnb.

CDu;tG?)Ato 0'0;i;a;jj ba 0'0/i;A;n An CAn yo.

JS ;Ab ;-o OA p;AbAjn l^jijiech .;. CAbce (OAcnAmA/iA Acu/- SeAAn ClOAcnAmA/iA

00 bAjnjen b/iec, bomnAll CDac T?uAb;t; CACbA/t ScuA;b;, plAjtbeA/iCAC 0'Ljb;be

on cSenbA;n3en, CAbj 0'b/i;A;n Cujncbe, Coida;^ bub CDac CDao;1;^ Cjll oa bttbA,

CAbj (Bac boncJjA CDec SeAA;n CluAjn ?-;/*A;n aco^ mo/tcin ejle bac A;;tiT);cj/t ao

fO, pn ArDAc.

XXI.

Translation.—Deed of purchase of Land.—A. D. 1545.

This is the amount of the mortgage wliich Morogh Mac Donogh
Mac GUiin paid for the half quarter of the Liss of Carnmela, for

Donogh Mac Conor O'Brien * his heirs and assigns, and also for

Muragh Mac Gluin himself his heirs and assigns, viz. 20 milch

cows with their calves, 20 in-calf cows, a dozen of heifers

and 2 strippers : This mortgage was given to John Mac Loghlan
Mac Namara of Ballymarkacan [ ] the half quarter of Lissin-

nabuinge, and for half the quartermire of Ballyanerball, together
with their woods and craggy lands, moors and rivulets, grass and

* Otherwise called Donogh the fat.—He was eldest son of Conor King of Thomond, and

was created Baron of Ibracken by Henry VHI.

VOL. XV. I
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water, and all the other benefits therein from henceforth. It is by
the permission and consent of Teige Mac Loghlan, his brother

and of all their race and relatives, that said Mahon mortgaged the

half quarter of the Liss and Knock in the first mentioned lands.

All other lands which the aforesaid race of Mac Gluin should ac-

quire, to be enjoyed share and share alike between themselves and

their foster brother, said Donagh O'Brien and their heirs. At the

expiration of5 years afterwards, Murogh Mac Gluin gave 60 marks

to said Mahon and Teige Mac Loghlan for the fee simple of that

land for ever, according to the form, condition, covenant and consi-

deration before mentioned. Anno Domini 1545. In witness where-

of we Mahon Mac Loghlan of Ballymarkacan, and Teige Mac

Loghlan of the same place, do set our hands to this deed in pre-

sence of the witnesses here present.

Mahon Mac Loghlan.

Teige Mac Loghlan.

Murogh O'Brien,* is the O'Brien at this time.

These are the witnesses present, viz. Teige Macnamara and

John Macnamara of Dangin-brick, Donald Mac Rorey from Ca-

hirscooley, Flaherty O'Liddy from Shendangin, Teige O'Brien

from Cuinchy, Thomas duffe Mac Miler from Killnahow, Teige
Mac Donogh Mac Shane form Clon-Lissan, and many others not

named here.

* Uncle of Donogh the fat. This Murogh was created Earl of Thomond, in 1543, by Heniy

VIII. Here it is observable that his new English dignity of Earl is passed over, while he is

mentioned by his paramount Irish title of " O'Brien."
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XXII.

Cm<XD ;tuAb ClOac an 3jll* *i^'' ro*<^ Su;bne o C;Uc<\ojbe a, jcuntae <xn Cl&;fi i>u)nQ

aixjroX,
a rsjoU <x/t fr,m ba^;ce ba/ijeb too ^lac*/- om Cj^enmx Ono^ac o IajxIol

CuAtomuitxxn <x lob eanm* <xn ;^ftjb;n ^o, <ycuf d/i o. lew babba^iajb oj;ice<x^oi ele, <i;t

be<xb<xj;ic mo cejfiC ccuf mo c;to<xjl j:e;n ^ oin ^^r'^F -J- lebceb/iama t>fejnxh <y.n

^unck b;5 noc<x co;^(xna;jea;^ ;te bun <in 3*oc<x bu;be toon caob tea^, acuf ;ie La-

el)Ac-m<x;tj<i;je toon taob cbu<xjto, /le bun n* C<xee (Dujbe aj toul <i;^gc <xn o;len

fD<xc Ulja toon caob tO)}i, ixcuf j\e C<xmixn nc>, peamnr^je toon eaob cja^t, toon Jajtla

cetinoi fjiT. Acuf too bej;i;m majU; ji]f
<xn ;^^;bjn ^o <xn pcjxoji pn a

toub^ta;',

)t)jx fe/i, acu;^ r^)o-f^i 0-<^^f co;U, acu;^ Jt^^f^j ^S"/" i^rS^' ^^'^"r *" ^^* /"oca/t beana^

Wr r*'" ^*;^l<'' j^eixm]\c)te, jie bejc acu;* ;ieconjma;l ajje j:e;n, 5a o;5;ietoa;b acu^

ja y'jjnr^/tjb, ra;m fejn, om o;3;teator;b <ycuf om pjn^r^^ajb, ju pOfi;ia;toe, a/t an

jcojnjgU ;^o .;. "^jhe ?)ua;;t j:ua;^eolajto ojj/^eatoa to;^le COu^cha. CDac rou;/tcea;t-

cajc ClOac COc.'c^<ymn<ii <xn jre/ian pi? on 1<xj\l<y a/t toa mbua;b toeaj j\e a tocoj an

acl)a;i .;. <xn OOu/icba /iem/iajce, an pe/taii pn na y";tY5Ce a n^joU toam <fcba;< p jj.

toon j;lla toub COac Sr^bne, ama;l jf poUa;^ jpn fc^)h)h too ;i;neto eco/t;ia, a beto

top;acl)a;b a/t an ;a;tla a hf:e^<xh
too lea^ato cuca jan buajto/ieto jan co;;\mea^, ;a;t

nto;ol An toa bo toeaj pn ap acu/- ju }:ajbajto an toa bo toeaj pn a^^ An bjire/ian,
co

''*'^5/^£*'* fDu/icba ClOac TOacjamna, &n pe;tan ^uf An r^le fOCAfi heAnuf f\)f
too beto a;

an ;afila fie;m/tajce ja ojj/teatoa;b acu^ ja pjnjuv^w'^ ^iriif^l
<^ toub;iama/i /tomajn ;

Acuf muna ;'ea;^ma an ^fijbneo;iecc 5ao;toe;lje too ;i;ntoeato toom ac^ a/i an bpe/tan,

an jre/ian pn na f?a;ce too cea/ic an toon Ja/ila, a cajm-p An cCaman pejmfiAjte, toom

ceanjal pejn, acu/" a; cean^al mo;5fieatoa Acuf mo ^ec;toir;ri;toe /te toa ma/13 toea;

co/ionca Sac^r-ajn too to;ol jijf An Ja/tla, ]\e nA o;3/ie no /<e nA fscpajji An ;onato an

a/tjjto too jlacu^ on Ja/tla a/i an bj:e/<an ; acu;" jf a;-i an M/ila a ta ca;ceam co^torjf

;te yy^rea/i ixfuf An j:e/tan ; acu;' too n;mp An ceman /iem;ia;te Cu/inae too ^1;culaf

Crjmjn, too cab^c ;^e;lbe an pe/tap pn, a toub/iama/i, toon M/tla cgna no toon Ca/tnae-

cu;/tpea;^ ;^e toa jlacato Af a afuf, Acuf ^ac nj toa ntijn'^nA an Uai\nAef)n a bub/tama/t

a leto
j\jf An fejVS fjn, too cab^c toon ja/ila no toa Cu/tnae amajl a toubrtama^t :

pOftou;m

Acuf toa;n^n;j;m o/tam pe;n an n; pn, amr^l too bea;n pejn am pe/t^rr^n fr^l cujay-

An cujtoa/itoa/" ;ro ua;m, aj beanam jac neajc be ; Acuf ma/t toa;n3njujbato a/i jdc nj

I 2
.:/../.. V-.iv
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be pn cu)njm]r)m cCnxxn cebn« fjn comr^ta ido L«;me ocuf mo ^e<xl<x <x;i <xn y^;i;beAn

his

Edmd. + Mac Swyny,
mark.

Being present, Teige Mac Brody.*
Finis Padrycke.

XXII.

Translation.—Conveyance of Land.—No date.

Be it known unto all who shall read and hear this writing, that

I Edmond roe, son of Gilla duff Mac Sweeny from Killkee in the

county of Clare, gentleman, in consideration of a certain sum of

money, which I have received from my honourable Lord the Earl

of Thomond on the day of writing this deed, and for many other

good and lawful causes, do give up my own right and title in the

Rath, i. e. the half quarter of the townland of Dunbegg, which

meareth by the pool of Gaethboy on the South, and by Lake

Margaige on the North, by the foot of Cree-duffe at the entrance

of Island Mac Ulga on the East, and by Camannafeamny on the

West, to said Earl. I assign with this writing the aforesaid land

with all its grass and moor, and wood and arable land, and water

and every other emolument and profit appertaining thereto, unto

* A celebrated Irish Bard, and chief Poet of Donogh Earl of Thomond. He is also known to

Irish scholars by the name of Teige M'Daire. Several fine poems of his composition are pre-

served in one of the most valuable collections of Irish poetry extant, well known by the name of

the " Book of O'Gara," in the possession of the writer hereof. They are of that class, wJiich,

according to Spencer
" savoured of sweet wit and good invention," and are highly worthy of

publication. One only of his productions, a didactic poem addressed to Earl Donogh on his

electionto the sovereignty of Thomond, has been published, with spirited translations in Latin

and English, by the late ingenious Theophilus O 'Flanagan, in the Transactions of the Gaelic So;>

ciety, Dublin.



the Earl aforesaid. To have and to hold to him and his heirs and

assigns, from me my heirs and assigns for ever, upon this con-

dition, that whenever the lawful heirs of Morogh Mac Muirchear-

tach Mac Mahon shall redeem said land from the said Earl for 12

cow^s, (for which their father the said Morogh mortgaged the land of

the Stream, part ofsaid premisses, to my father the said Gilla duff, as by
the deed between them appeareth^ that then the Earl is bound to re-

store unto them their said land without let or hindrance, and until he or

they shall obtain said 12 cows for the said land from the heirs of said

Murogh, that the same with its appurtenances shall belong unto the

said Earl his heirs and assigns as aforesaid ;
and if the Irish deed

made unto my father concerning the said land shall not warrant the

said Earl's title to the land of the Rath, then I the aforesaid Edmond
do bind myself, my heirs and executors to pay 1 2 marks of good and

lawful money of England unto the said Earl his heirs and executors,

in place of the money which I have received from him for the said

land. The said Earl is to defray the expences attending the confir-

mation of the title of said land. I the said Edmond do constitute

Nicholas Cumin my attorney to deliver possession of the aforesaid

land to the said Earl, or to the attorney whom he shall appoint to re-

ceive it for his use, and whatsoever shall be done by my said attorney,

concerning the delivery of said possession, I ratify as if I myself were

present in person performing every part thereof, and as a ratification

of this opntjract, I the said Edmond have hereto set my mark and seal.

his

Edmond -|- Mac Sweeny,

mark.

Peing present,

Teige Mac Brody.

Finis Padrycke.
—

[i. e. Padrycke, witness.]
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XXIII.

)Se n; pojllpjlieix/' jn y^/t;be*n fO jo bjrujl bomnall 2t)(xc boncba 2Qoi.c bomn4;ll
~d Del ]n CujUe, <xcu;r

Se<X0Ln O'CDoie;! Conajjie on if/ibcojU aj ben<xm conafit<x <xcuy-

ceanjA;!! ;te cett;le <x t;mcel ceAt/KirtKX m)i\ (C*cA;/ie ^nClojjjn <xcu^ leatceAC^ttjima

mjn CD<xca;/ie Oe<!i;l n<x <fba, jc;;i co;ll <xcu;- co;i<xc acu;'- c/tu<xbcan .;. bomnall CD*c

boncbci CWac bomn<x;U <i5 tab^t r* c/i; le<xt: ceac;i<xm<xn m;^ y;n uab pejn, <xcuy

ona eajj;ijb n<x i)<X)-^, too SecKxn 0'CD<xe;l Con4;/te <xcu;- ba e<x;j^;b n<x ir^jll jie fe&f-

mbuA;b p;cjt ;n l.<xoj :
<icu;- ma;' jt>)T^ be<xUto;ne acuf pe<xjl ^^oin Se<XAjn jruflj^-ceolcoi;*

jn pg^ftS pn, ;<xb pn bo be;c r<x mbuajb fe<\fc<y, <xcu;'
<x mbea;c jn l<xoj <x peAjl ;'An

S&^]n «m<ic ; <xca|- <i b<x;i;i ;-*0;t yloin 015 Se<xn <xn bljAbajn fuA;;'ceolt4|i ; ; <ycaf

fefjacbajb <i;t bomnall acu;- <x/i eajj/ijb <xn pe;t<\n
bo conmft;l ;^<xo;i

bo Seoian
<xcu;"

ba

eajj;ijb cjon c;/ie ; <ycuf jan <X;i neoi;ic old
j:e<x;i<xn pn bo

frua/-cl<xb ixf- bejj/i^b b;l;;-

bomn(x;l CD;c boncb* m<X/< jeall <i;i
<x

<X]ine]f bjlj;' pejn. ^/ju^r m;;^; (Da)jice<Xf\tOLC

0?<xc ConcubA;^ o;^ CDej jrlancbftb* bo
;^;ijb

bo cojl jn bA ;<An, a T?o;-mY;ncA;<, AO;y

yn C^jeft/in* .m. b. ^cuf CT55 •'^*
*<^"/" <^r "i^^J**"* acu;- bAp;c;t. )pAC a pAjojn

lA;c;ieAc ;-o, bonc7)A CDjc SeAAjn CBac COAtjAmoA l?o;-mT;ncA;i, bomnAll .^. ODac

ConcubA|t rA)cne, SeAAn CDac boncbA CDac bomnA;ll, JTIajC;*;
CDac boirwAjU (Dej

plArcbAbA, LocblAn O'CeA/tmobA, LocIaB ;i;AbAc CDac ^05 ; An nAObAb Ia bo m; Jun

bo ^;<;obAb.

pl<x)tiij
TOac ClAncbAj. (O* i-Am boiiwAjll ClOjc boncJja.

SeAn (10AC boncfjA.

boncbA TOac SeAAjn.

bomnAll ;iaAb CDac ConcubA;t uc.)ine.

XXIII.

Translation.—Mortgage of Land.—A. D. 1548.

This writing declaretli that Donald Mac Donogh Mac Donald of

Belincolly and John O'Mulconry of Ardcoill,* do covenant and

* Another Irish Poet, who presided over a great school at Ardcoill, in Thotnond, at the time

of the date of the above deed. He was author of an excellent poem, written in the Phenian

dialect of the Irish, on Brian na Murtha O'Rourke, prince of Breifny, who was elected

chief of his tribe in the year 1566. A fine copy of this poem, with an interlined gloss, is in the

posseasion of the writer hereof, which he intends shortly to publish, with a translation.
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agree with each other, concerning the quartermire of Magherain-

chloigin, and the half quartermire of Magherabelna-ab, with their

woods, underwoods and unreclaimed tracts, viz. said Donald conveys

the said 3 half quartermires for himself and his heirs unto John

O'Mulconary and his heirs, in mortgage for 27 in-calf cows
;
and it is

agreed that if said lands shall be redeemed between May and the

festival of St. John, the consideration to be repaid shall be in barren

cows, and if redeemed after St. John's day it shall be in-calf cows,

and said John is to have the crop of said lands free for the year they

shall be redeemed. The said Donald and his heirs are bound to

keep those lands free from tribute, and none shall have power to re-

deem same except the lawful heirs of said Donald, and that with

their own proper cattle. I Moriertach Mac Connor oge Mac

Flanchy wrote this by the consent of both parties at Rossmuincher

in the year of our Lord 1548. The witnesses are Donogh Mac
Shane Mac Mahon of Rossmuincher, Donald roe Mac Conor

Uaihne (green^ John Mac Donogh Mac Donald, Flattery Mac

Donald Mac Flanchy, Loghlan O'Carmody, Loghlan reavagh Mac

Cusack, Dated the 9th day of June. _,., r.,/- *r.'"-

XXIV.

^)jx Lejtce<xc;t<xma m;^^ 3"J/**^ P*jtl *n CD<Xfila.

JSe pat «n fZl^)^P fO so hfujl mjfe Locl*5 TOftc Se<\«.]n V; Ce«;<mdb« ft<iu;^

bomnaU CD;c Locl<x;nb <xj CAb<x;;ic A;t t;<xba/itaj;r psjn dju/* ^ft yejlbj <xc«jr <x;i njjll

bo Sea<xn O'C10ulcon<x;|te <y.z^f bft ^)Zl^) "* *;*;*>> *cu/- <i njjU le tee;c mBuajb <xcu;r ;ie

pjce y^jUjn; bft;;i5eab: <xcuf at<xno<xjb cibmalac ju/t jlAcairiA;/! <x;t bco;l pejn Tie

to;olajbeacc o Seoin 0'CDulconftj;t; <i;i fon oin j;U ^;n, <xcu;r ajojt jo Bfujlm;t) j\cp

Hjf, ccuf 50 bcujftmaj/t iXjx c<x;/'be(3in<xb j:e;n a Lajm SeAA;n, <xcu;r *;t y"e<xlB.
Ql

Tflofnr^necOiji
bo

y-c;ijob<xb ; «jy an Z:)^cCi]^n<x. m;le bl;<xba.;n <xcujr cu;j .c. Oct

tnbljabn* ^Z^f ** FJC^**'' ^^^ t-*eniT)Ab la bej bo bejce;mbe;i. J;^ j<xb <x F;<xb<x;n

la;c;i;c bomnftU OJejc boncJxxb ?Qejc bomn*;U, boncbab (Cac Seaajn 3t)e;c St)<xo-
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jAmna, 2t)<xc Con ^Qcic S;ob* 2t)ec bomnajll, Ctx*; UUcac 0'0;<j<xjn. 2Q;/^ jrejii

fl<)i;c;tj 2t)<xc pl<xnc?)<x;
feo

;^c;<;b ^o, bo co;l <xn ba ^1*5.

c::> L<xm Locl<x;n vj'Ceoifimoba.

bomnoiU 2t)e;c Loclajnb.

boncbab mac Se<i;n.

bomnall 2t)ac boncbftb.

Cabj Ullc<xc 0'0;i;<x;n»

tt)ac Con 2t);c S;oba.

Cume* 9t))c SiCAjn.

XXIV.

Translation.—Assignment of Mortgage of Land.—A. D. 1548.

Upon the quartermire of the field of the Marie-pit.

The intent of this writing is, that we Loghlan Mac Shane O'Car-

mody and Donald Mac Loghlan do transfer our right, possession and

security unto John O'Mulconry and his heirs, in consideration of 10

cowes and 20 shillings in money, and we do acknowledge to have

received full payment and satisfaction from him for the same, and

that we have no further claim on him, and we have given our own

security and possession into his hands.—Written at Rossmuinecar in

the year of our Lord 1548 on the 11th day of December.—The
witnesses present are Donald Mac Donogh Mac Donald, Donogh
Mac Shane Mac Mahon, Mae Con Mac Sheeda Mac Donald,

Teige Ulltagh O'Brien.—I Flattery Mac Flanchy* wrote this by
the consent of both parties.

(J:^' The hand of Loghlan O'Carmody
Donald Mac Loghlan.

• Or Clanchy.^ This family furnished hereditary judges, lawyers and notaries under the

Brehon Code, in the district of Thomond, The name frequently occurs throughout these docu-

ments, in the latter capacity.
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XXV.

5e /-eo dec ^tixf con;<ab Mftla C7u<xmum*n .;. Cc>nc.ijbi.^(^ j'b;<j*;fl oica;^ 03econm4;tA

.;. Cftbj 2t)jc Co;nme(Xba CD;c Conm<x;t<x COe Conm4;«x fte c^)\^ .;. 2t)Aconm<x;i4, ma;t

4 ta Coibj CDaconm<x;i<x ma;ll; ;ie n* ao;j;i;K ;na b;Aj3 feo comajU co b;lea;^ necim-

n)*;ljy* bon Ja^I* aju/- b<\ 07j;i;b n<i. bj<xj5 co pri;iu;bj, o,cu;^ n; be am<xjn pn ;");;<« *o

pejn ftcu;^
ba o;je;i;b le;;^ *n M/tla acu/- le na o;5ft;b <x;;<, can <xon br^ne «;< <x njnco-

n<xb
jirejn, <xcu^ co ?7<)i;;i;tbe can coj<x n* pftea^ab;ta bo beanam bo fe;n n* ba ojj;i;b

Y'^f M )A}il<x. na ;ie na ao;jft;b ;na bja;j, co p;t;iu;bj, leo jrejn
na a comluaca;*

brjne a;le : aju^ a ma;Ue p/ij^ pn, O0aconma/ia cona aojj;i;b bo beb bjle;/* t<)^)t^Jf)

bo bajcbe claojne Cujlea;n ; acu;^ can bul o;tta ca/t tO;tab an ce;;ic bo jnajc ; a ac^

aca|- a fen&i^ bajbajl uacba bj:;abna;^e ^^n ceat;ian bu;^ ;^;ne acu;^ buf fea;t/i jn

;^an cuajc, acu^ jn mao;/i acu/- ;n ma;ia/-cal bu;- pne acuj^ bu;^ J^^l^t^ ^^f *'^ Conma;ia

;n fM tua;c ; acuy pa b/t;^ cuna^tca acu/- acca ;n ;a/ila ;i;;^
can bul 0;tca t:<X]i-)f f)n :

«cu;r ;y j«c ;rlana coma;U an acta pn ^cuf jn cona;ica b;a cona a;njljb, aca;'-
na

Jju;le m;n f/ijc ;ie na cab^c bo, acu;" Zj'^Jf^lf "* bC/iean a bucc 3<iU ac"/* Jaojbel

na bC/tean, acu;^ a ma;Uj fteo pn an c;^rjm a;^;b; a bea/tam ;n a;< nbea; bo bejc aft

03ac Conma/ia con 0;j^ijb ;ie comall.

Q(; fo ixn taf acu;^ an pjaa a;;< a;i le;j M/ila Cuabmaman 2l)ac Conmaria amac,

majlle ;te jac u/i/tabrjb acu;^ ;ie jac b;ia;j»^b e;le ba hfujl r-a;b .;. O'Seacna^ajj a

pe;n .xx. ma/tj, acu;^ 2t)ac )'0;t;ajn a/i a bpejn ba p;ceab majt^, aeu;^ Ujll;am

0'2^ao;l 7?;aba;n acay- a mac ^s ba pjceab ma/ij ejle, acu;- boncbab fDe;c 2Qac-

jamna J'0;i;a;n ,ne jrjce ma/15 ; jan flOac Conma/ia ;na a
;-ljcc

bo cajUeamajn a/t an

Ja/ila ;na a/i a ;^l;occ 50 b;iacb. 5/5 ^ na pabujn a ta aj an Ja/ila a;i <xi) pejn pn
.). bomnall 2t)ac CDu/icbab 2t)ejc cSu;bne, acuf Coma^ ^ac Cubaj, acu;'' J?ua;b;t; oj

0'pa;ce, acu;^ SjUa O/i^jbe CBe;c 0;tuajbeabba.

^Ij ;ro an cact
o.ji

a nbgca;b OOac b)'b;i;a;n a/i a ^Icinajb acu/- a bpe;n a;;t 2t)dc-

nama/ia .;. ba le;cea;i a mac jra cean Caojc;p be jo mbja ;-an an a ;^lana;b acu;r on

a pejn a/t : aca;^ aj y-o na
f)<\.-^Oi]n

a ca a;t pn .;. Cabj mofi 2t)ac Cea;iba;ll O'ClOol-

jaojce, acu;^ Cojan 0'Ce;ne;b;j ; acu;- muna le;cea;t a mac pa cean na cao;c;p pn
be, 2t)ac rb/ijajn be;;ije <xf a pejn aca;' a^ a ^lanujB muna c; a;t:cea;;t ;^el cu;ce.

(O A acu^ a pe;n .;. ba j:;t;eb ma/ij.

Qlj ;^ an cact a;t a nbeacub U;U;am 0'CDujU;i;aba;n <yf
an ;'Lan a^t CDacnama/id,

ba leca/t amac b; fa cgn ca;c;p U;Ujam bjmjjtc Le;;^ ;n Ja;ila a/t CDacnama/ia muna

comleac (Dacnama/ia a jeallab bon Ja;tla: ifj ;-o
na |r;aba;n

bo b;b bo la;ca;]fi

VOL. XV. K
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U;Uja;m J'CDu;l/ij<xbci;n bo bul if a yl*n a;;t CDacnoima/ia .;. t>]f mac bomnoijU rCjne;b;

.;, p)l)h OiCuj- ?loeb, acu;^ <xn S<xj<x;ic (Bac T?u<x;ic>;iji) CDe;c boiicba .7. Cojcin acu;^

S<x;|tb;teC(Xc O'bdbrj/i/in .;. b/iec U;U;am fejn.

bonchfti) CDac TOacjamna J'0/i;a;n ;ie .xx. mA/15 feon pea;n pn CDe;; ConmAjxd jo

6f;atonu;;^e
bo CDoic

plojii, TOeajj C;t<x;c, acu;^ bo 2t)AC Sea;n r2t)4;l Conft;/ie. Con-

cui)<x;i 2t)(]ic J?u<x;b;i; ^Qea;^ Conma;tci ;te .x. ma/t; bon pejn pn, <xcu^ ^WT* ^**^

Loclajn ^e;c boncba ;ie co;^ mA;i5 ^eaj ; ceat/tA/t fDac S;b(X 2t)ac eoj*;n ;ie .r.

rna/i; bej e;le .;. t>onc/)ci ^cuf Cu meaba <xcu;^
Cu ma.n<x ixcuf S;bd 65 ; ^jn-^jh

OOac

Locl<x;n <xcu^ <x CDac ^e co;j mA/tj bej, <xcu;^ Coj^ibelbac OOdc bomna;U /tuAb ;te .r.

ma/tj, (Oac Cajbj TOcic OOac^amn* .;. <xn S*C(X/ic, <xcaf ba (Dae Loclajii CDac CDac-

jamnA acu^TOac ;'CDa;1 bomoA /le .xx. mA/ij.

5/n bjA mbjA ;mfte;-An caca^i/ia pn ;n jac Iad [ ] A;n jmj^cf bo beb A5 CDac

Locblajn [ ] C;tA;c acu;^ A5 CDac Co/imAjn Aco^ aj CDac "^jlla. t?;AbA.

XXV.

Translation.-—Bond and Covenant,—No date.

These are the condition and covenant entered into between Conor

O'Brien Earl of Thomond, and Mac Conmara i. e. Teige MacCon-

nieadha, son ofConmaraMac Conmara, viz. the MacConmara, that he

and his heirs for ever shall conduct themselves faithfully and without

malice towards the Earl and his heirs for ever, and not only that he

and his heirs shall do so with respect to the Earl and his heirs, but

no person on their part shall act contrary to these conditions and

covenants, and particularly that neither he nor his heirs shall wage
war against or oppose the Earl or his heirs for ever, either by them-

selves or in conjunction with any other person. Further, Mac
Conmara and his heirs shall be loyal and faithful to the country of

the Clan Cuilean, and not encroach upon them beyond the bounds of

justice for ever. His father and grandfather to give as guarantees

the four principal persons and the chief steward and mareschal Mac

Conmara has in the country ;
and by virtue of that covenant and
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agrement wilh the Earl he was to be satisfied therewith. The

sureties for the performance ofsaid covenant are, God with his angels,

and Conmara to swear by every oath the most sacred before the

chief Justice of Ireland in the presence of the English and Irish of

Ireland. Furthermore, Mac Conmara with his heirs shall be bound

in a certain sum to be specified for the performance of the pre-

misest

These are the condition and penalty upon which the Earl of

Thomond liberated Mac Conmara, together with the guarantees and

other hostages required, viz. O'Shaughnassy under the penalty of20

marks, the son of O'Brien 40 marks, William O'Mulryan and his

son 40 marks, and Donat Mac Mahon O'Brien 20 marks, that

neither Mac Conmara nor his posterity shall be guilty of defection

from the Earl or his descendants for ever. I^hese are the Earl's

witnesses to said penalty, viz. Daniel Mac Murogh Mac Sweeny,
and Thomas Mac Cubag and Rory oge O'Fahy and Gilla Breeda

Mac Brody.
These are the conditions upon which the son of O'Brien became

surety and liable to penalty for Mac Conmara, viz. that if he should

be liberated within a fortnight from this time he would become

bail for him and be subject to the penalty ;
and these are the wit-

nesses thereto viz. Teige Mor Mac Carroll O'Mulgeehy and

Eugene O'Kennedy ;
and if he shall not be set at liberty within the

said period, that the son of O'Brien shall not be subject to the

suretyship or penalty aforesaid unless something to the contrary may
appiear.

' C^ His penalty is 40 marks.

These are the conditions upon which William Q'Mulryan be-

came surely for Mac Conmara, viz. that if he should be set at

liberty within a fortnight, the said William would punish Mac
k2
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Conmara in conjunction with the Earl, unless Mac Conmara would

perform his engagements to the Earl.—These are the witnesses

present when William Mulryan became surety for Mac Conmara,
viz. the two sons of Daniel O'Kennedy, i. e. Philip and Hugh and

the Priest, Mac Rorey Mac Donnogh and Eugene and Justin

O'Davoren. This was the determination of William himself.

Donat Mac Mahon O'Brien binds himself under the penally of

20 marks for Mac Conmara, in presence of Mac Flinn Mac Grath

and Mac Shane O'Mulconry.
—Connor Mac Rorey Mac Conmara

binds himself in 10 marks of said penalty.
—The 3 sons of Loghlan

Mac Donogh bind themselves in 15 marks. The four sons of

Sheedy Mac Owen, i. e. Donogh, Conmeadha, Conmara and young
Sheeda in 15 marks more. Finian Mac Loghlan and his son in 15

marks.—Terence Mac Donnell roe in 5 marks.—The son of Teige
Mac Mahon, i. e. the priest, the two sons of Loghlan Mac Mahon
and Mac O'Muldowney in 20 marks.

If any dispute shall happen among the parties, the same is to

be settled by Mac Loghlan [ ] Mac Grath, Mac Gorman and

Mac Gilla Riaba.

XXVI.

)S iDA/t fO bo cuj U;Ue<X3 0'0)^ui>.h<x)]\ /"b/iejj le n* Jn-^jn too cSeoin COcc t)on^

cboito •;. Oct mba ;on Iaoja, ^e bu<X)}i b;ob ^e<x^<x ^cuf fecht ce*;tc<x oicu;^ t«;ib

ju;t <xb e f)n bo <y^Uf .xx. <xcuf t/t; c4p<x;U .;. laj/i jon<\ hjiumixc «^^Uf 3e*;<;<«B

m<\;c crjUte: ix^ujr jjr ;<xto yo n<x hunjir^te too b; ttj UjUeaj n)f <xn fhjiC)^ fp
.). Se<xn 03 TOac Co^<X)n (Oe;c tSe<xn, acu/- '?(ob fl3<xc boncbab CDe;c Locblrjn bo;n,

<xcu/-, roa.o;le<!Lcl<x;n 0'CD<xojne<xcb(x;n $ ^cuf ceiXC/iAnKi co leto j:e;t<i;n ^cuf *b<xll-

jOftc, (xcujr <i;c ce]tj\c totjjce ccuf ce;C;ie ja/tr^bte bo b*^;i le;;^ n* ?ju/<r^b fp '•

^cuf <x bcjft O'nctojA <xt<x <in fgf^*" H" » ^'^"r bomnciU (lOac boncbftj <in OJac ;;^

y;ne 015 boiichab CDac bomnoi;!!, n<x u/t^cib O/^ra y;n rjle ; <xcuf OOACJAmi^n 0'Cod;p,
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<in Saj<i;it, bo fja^n^jfs cjji f)n ; ixyoy bo f^fiOjh e <in raj/i bob <xo;y <xn Cjje*;!*

n<^ m;le bljftboijn, cuj; .c, <kco;r t^tj .xx.

SeM 05 CDoic Cojajn, U;t;<«b.

5lob (D&c boncb*bj Uftftab.

CDAOjlgclAjn 0'CD<xo;ngc<x;n, U;t;t«b.

XXVI.

Translation.—Marriage Settlement.—A. D. 1560.

Thus has Ulick O'Broder given a dowry with his daughter, unto

John Mac Donogh, viz, 8 in calf cows, 6 dry cows, 7 heiffers and

a bull, in all 2 1 cows and 3 horses, viz. a mare with her colt and

a good gelding ; and these are the sureties which he gave to said

John, viz. Shane oge Mac Owen Mac Shane ; Hugh Mac Donagh
Mac Loghlan dun, and Malachy O'Meenahan, together with a

quarter and a half of land, an orchard and the scite of 4 houses with

4 gardens, over and above the said sureties. The said land is situ-

ated in the country of O'Haye. Donald Mac Donogh the eldest

son of Donogh Mac Donald is surety for them all. Mahon O'Co-

nin, the priest, is witness hereto ; and this deed is written in the

^ear
of our Lord, 1560.

Shane oge Mac Owen, surety.

Hugh Mac Donagh, surety.

. . Malachy Meenalian, surely. . >'

XXVII.

bjOb « jpjf aj jAc en ba;ne ^-ifG^jx^f dn fz^foif^f^ S<5 tiii^f-9^ Concub<\ft

O'O/ijflijn .^. )a;tla CuAbmumoin, IgcceAC/toima <in 3"7;^t p?" ^ Cu<\;mp;pnloc, bo

.CDacn<xmA;t<x .;. Sie^ixn fl?e;c n*
03<:i;i<x,

<\ nje<xU ;<e b* b<\ beaj »a peala fDjc;l,

'dy^Uf ;<xb ;on Uojoi : ifjuy ci be;;ijm;r;, Concubft^i 0'0ft;<ijn,,30. l>j:u;l btf^lAg^^jftm
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jxjn <ijujr ^ mo y-ljocc jm bja;; <in letoceftC;iam<x f)i)
bo bjon ajo^ bo feaj-^n bo

(Dcic nA CO*;ta <xju;r ftfty-ljocc jn<x b;*;^, 50 jireAb
<x fuay^alcA :

oicuy- abmrjm nue'

ftjrujl o.j\ nea;ic <x j:uA/-cl(Xb <icc um peal CD;cb;l, bo joBajj en lao;: «cu^ m«;t

bea^bftb <i;ft <in njeall ;^;n bo jlaccib, aju^r <x;;t <xn b]:ea;ian bo ta.Mjjw aa;m a

njeall }\]f, ixt&jmf), Concub<x/i 0'0;t;a;n, txj co/i mo l<i;me <x;/i an benc;u;;t fO.

iXcuf jf yjab pjabftjn <xn cona;ic* yo .;. Uajtne O Locblr;f), .j. O'Locblt^n djo;-

ConcuBa^t CDac gjlla TJ;<xi)<x, <xju^ )?uajbri; 2t)dc boncb*b <X5U;r S;oba 2Qac HuAjb/t;

«cu;^ ;jr; AO;;r Ci\)p: An CAn ^0 mjle bljAbAjn, cu;^ ceAb, bA bljAbAjn tn) pjcjb,

CONOR THOMOND.

XXVII.

Translation.—Mortgage of Land,—A. D, 1562.

Be it known unto all who shall hear this writing that I, Conor

O'Brien, Earl of Thomond, have given the \ quarter of Gortfinh

in Tuamfinnlogh unto John Mac Namara in mortgage for 12 in-

calf cows, and I, the said Conor O'Brien, do declare that I and ray

descendants are bound to secure and maintain the said ^ quarter

unto Mac Namara and his descendants, until the term of its re-

demption, and I acknowledge that same is not redeemable, except

at Michaelmas by one day's impounding.
* And in acknowledge-

ment of my receiving the said consideration, and giving said land

for same, I, Conor O'Brien, do set my hand unto tins indenture.

The witnesses are Anthony O'Loghlin, that is, the O'Loghlin,

Conor Mac Gilla Riaba, Borey Mac Donogh, and Sheeda Mac

Rorey.
—In the year of our Lord, 1562.

CONOR THOMOND.

• See No. V,—Many points of doubt and difficulty in our history and antiquities would he. ex-

plained by the publication of the Bfehon Institutes. If the translations of the principal Arinale

of the country by the learned Doctor ©'Conor of Stowe, How at press, were followed by ll>e

Laws, much would be done towards rendering our national history complete.
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^ XXVIIL
,

. JS fc f^o can;tab UjU;am (Dejc Se*<x;n hV
peciftjalci <ic«/' flOac Con CDejc Se&a;n

?t)e;c bomna;U 2t)e;c Co;nmeub4 on <fjU bjc ;te cejle, j:a
ce«nb lea%ceoitJ);t<iman

bon r)Ql)US)c .;. an lecceab/tAirxx ;occA;iacI) : <(^uf cij ;ro mA;t pi<x.]ji Ujlljom b;eJ)-

'b;;rl;
<xn fe<x;ta;nb pn uaba .j. A be;c <x njjU ;te moi/ij bo;;i;r/)e dj m<\0;«!i;6 ««

la;»la .;. a; mr;nc;;i f?ob<x;n, aju;^ bo ;a;t;t 2t)Ac Con tx;;t U;ll;am an pg;<anb bpay-
jajlc c-^uf <y bA/i/t bo c<xba;;ie bo fop ; aju;^ cuj U;U;am <xn baj<;i yjn u<xb*, <xcuf

CU5 2t)(xc Con <x jncAi fep bUjU;am ajfi an
fe<y]\<\ri acu/* ba y-ljocc anb;a)5h :

*5T *5 T'' ^J*^ ^"* ^F^J^ *" fea/ianb pn .;. a po;ta;^e Oun/<a;c;, acujr bo

conbae Oin Cl<x]}\ e ; acu/" ;;^ an y-o caoB pa;i bub cf)iia;b be Ounftaje; « ea y^ ; Ajujr

«j 7"0 teo/iaiicacc ^n pea;ta;nb pn .;. boca/i Cla;/*; Cu;ljn co boca/t na Cluona

2t)r5n;j;, acu/- Coba/i an Caca 50 boca/t an ba;le ba;n. 'Jlj fo cujb an jea-

/ta;nb f]n bo Co;icajj .;. Co/icacb ixn Clajbe acu/- J?;nleacan ; <xcaf aj yo anm an

pa^tajn ^;aca aca ixh fp .;. 2t)ac7)aj;te na Sjejche acu/- 3"5;ac an Cobr^ji ftcujr

an Sean-ifballjo/it, acu/* jac a bpujl acu/tft /-jn bj::ea;tan, ma/t bea/tajii a «;rtm.

Jfcu/- ;/• ;ab /-o pjajajn an cofia/tca pn bo beanam .;. bjca;;te Ojn/tajc;, Sjocw/*

0'ConaUa;n, aju/- Cab; 2t)ae ^Oacjamna, mac Cojn b)'Cea;tmaba, ixz^'f C<xi>z ^*c
pia;cbeafic*;5 bJ'Ljbjn, a^u/- Concuba/t e^ac bar; J'l?oba;n, ix^uf «t)Atjamna p;n

(Dae Seajn J'I?oba;n, acu/- boncbab 05 OTJobajn, acu/- Seaan ^ac' Concoba;;t

J'l?obajn, acu/- 2t)u;icbab 0')?oba;n, acu/- boncab 2t)ac bomnajU )'Co/<nae .j.

Cle;;tedc pacc;iu;cc, acu/- j/- /-;ab /-o bajlljbe /-ejlb; <xn j:ea.n<X]h .j. Ojca;jie iEXuA-

jtajtej S;acu/- 0'ConaUa;n, acu/- Cab; CDac CDarjamna. ?/;"/• ;/*; «<>;/"
«n C^jea/i-

na an can
/-o .;. mjl; bljaba;n aju/- .r. c. aju/- t/ij bl;abna .x. acu/- r;i; xxjb.

<fcu/? fO lam 2Qe;c Con CDe;c 5G<y)n <X)j\ fO, bo cab^c bjcbb;/-!; an peajtajn bUjtljam
(Dae Seaajn : aeu/- a; /-o mo cojl <xcaf mo aonca acu/* majjne acu/* mo /-feata lbj)f

fjn bo.
-cfju/* m;/-e Cona;;te CDac

CDuj;t;/- (Dejc Co;tnae bo f^njoh fO ba rcojl a;i

f<xjcj bun;tajce.

,
(»:>• CDe/-; Co;tnae 0"(Daejlcon«;/te.'

tDu7rteabacb 0'balr,b.'' 5

cO-CDe/*; Con^e. .

'

XXVIIL ''::" 'r:v';;:-

Translation.—Deed of Sale of Land.—-A. D. 1575.
" "

This is the covenant between William Mac Shane O'Farrell and

Con Mac Shane Mac Donald Mac Coi^meada of Aillveg, concern-
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ing the lower half quarter of Aillveg, and thus has said William

acquired the fee simple of said land from Con, viz. said land being in

pledge for a noble mulct with the Rodan family, the stewards of the

Earl (ofThomond) and Mac Con requested ofsaid William to release

the same, and to give him (Mac Con) the crop, which he accord-

ingly did, in consideration whereof said Mac Con made over unto

the said William and his descendants his right to said land. The

premises are situate in the parish of Bunratty and county of Clare,

in the North West part of said parish. These are the boundaries

of said land, viz. from the road of Clashquilin unto the road

of Clonmuny, and from Toberincaca unto the road of Bally-

bane. The proportion of said land is Corcaghincloy and Ring-

leckan, and the chargeable lands are Machairnasgeihe, Gortna-

killy, Gortinleaghta, Gortintubber, the Old-Orchard, and all the

land which lies between them, though not here named. The wit-

nesses to said covenant are Siacus O'Connellan, vicar of Bunratty,

Teige Mac Mahon, the son of John O'Carmody, Teige Mac

Flaherty O'Liden, Conor Mac David O'Rodan, Mahon finn Mac
Shane O'Rodan, Donogh oge O'Rodan, John Mac Connor O'Ro-

dan, Morogh O'Rodan and Donogh Mac Donald O'Tornee, the

clerk,of Patrick. The bailiffs who gave possession of said land

are the said vicar of Bunralty, and Teige Mac Mahon. In the

year of our Lord, 1573. This is the hand-writing of Con Mac

Shane, on his giving the fee simple of said lands unto said William

Mac Shane ; and 1, said Con, do declare this to be my will, con-

sent and intention, and do affirm same with my seal.—I, Conry

Mac Maurice Mac Torney wrote this by consent of both parties

on the green of Bunralty. ^ I Torney O'Mulconry.

Murray O'Daly.

f;:^ I Conaire.
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XXIX.

Deed of Appointment hy Mac Carthy More.* A. D. 1584.

To all men greeting.
—Where Teige Mac Carthy, formerly Mac

Carthy More, aliasTeige naManistraghe, granted to Cathal O'Rourke

and his heirs, in consideration of the said Cathal being overseere in

buildinge or repairing, partlie at his own chardges, the weire on the

river Laune, adjoining Lough-leine (^KiHarney^ in Dheas-Mumhain

• The following curious document taken from the patent roll, 13 Eliz. (1571,) presents

« striking contrast to the above Milesian grant
" The most humble submission of the

unworthy and most unnatural Earl of Clancaliir otherwise called Mac Carthy More, unto the

Right Honorable Sir Henry Sidney knight.
—I the most unworthy and unnatural Earl of Clan-

cahir, with inward sorrow of mind and most hearty repentance, calling to mind the great bene-

fits and exceeding bounty I have in sundry sorts received from the Queen's most excellent Ma-

jesty, and the place of honor and pre-eminence I have been most unworthily called unto by her

Majesty, far greater than ever I, accursed creature, have or can deserve, or that any of mine

ancestors heretofore have had, which, with bitter tears and compunction of mind I most humbly
do confess, do so much the more aggravate the heinousness of mine offences, and heaps more

abundantly her Majesty's most just indignation against me, do most humbly acknowledge and

confess before you, my dear Lord and Governor, and this honorable Table, that being seduced

by that most perverse rebel, James Fitz-Morris and other of the Geraldynes his associates, upon

a false pretence to have a parley with me, and to conclude a friendship betwixt the said James

and Mr. Richard Grenville, then sheriff of the county of Cork, which when it took effect, I,

forgetting my duty to Almighty God and obedience to her Majesty, was, by subtle intice-

ments and most wicked persuasions, induced and brought to take an unadvised and rash oath ;

which done, I consequently entered into that fury and madness of unnatural rebellion against

my most gracious Sovereign, combining myself both with Sir Edmund Butler, and with all the

rest of the principal rebels in Ireland, wherein, in sundry degrees, I have disloyally swerved and

declined from my allegiance to her Highness, by raising traiterously her Majesty's subjects

against her Highness's peace and laws, besieging her towns, shamefully murdering and destroy-

ing her subjects, burning her houses and castles, and besides have committed, since my entry

into that my disobedience, sundry grievous offences, and heinous and detestable treasons, de-

gerving extreme punishment and sharp correction : which my heinous misdemeanors as I neither

VOL. XV. L
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(South Munster or Desmond,) by the appointment of the said Teige,

the office of Weareman, with the usual fees and rightes to the said

Cathel and his heires or Septe succeedinge him, as wearfemen, to

take the fishe of said weare, and to sende the same to the house or

, manor of the said Teige.
—Now know ye that I Donell Earle of

/ Clancare do herebye appointe Manus oge O'Rourke, weareman and

marshalle of all my houses
;
and I the said Earle do manifestly de-

clare that the said Manus's duties and the fees of his saide offices are

mean or can in any sort justify or defend by any color, so I, for the same, prostrate here before your

Lordship, with most penitent and humble mind, humbly with all reverence voluntarily and freely

yield and submit my body, life, goods and lands to the order and disposition of her Highness,

beseeching, with all humility and due reverence your good Lordship, ray gracious Lord and Go*

Ternor, and you the rest of the Lords and others of her Majesty's honorable council to take com-

passion upon me, and to be means to the Queen's Majesty, that her Highness, who hath been

ever, to her immortal fame, inclined to mercy and pity, will now vouchsafe to receive me

most vile and unworthy wretch of her creation to her clemency and mercy, and extend upon

me, above my deserts, her most gracious pardon, upon assured trust of my loyalty hereafter.

For, sith I came first to Sir Hum. Gilbert, and gave in my only son into his hands as a pledge

. of my loyalty, truth and fidelity, I have since continued a good, faithful and a true subject, and

ready at all times to employ myself in her Majesty's service, as far forth as my poor ability

would extend unto, as both the Earl of Ormond, when be had charge, and likewise Sir Hum.

Gilbert in the time of his charge, can well testify and declare, which 'jf her Majesty shall do,

by your good means, and the rather for that, I simply here prostrate upon my knees hefbn

your honors, submit myself, life, lands and goods, and am come in to present myself volunta-

rily before you without any pardon or protection, which if 1 had either, by word, letter or pro-

mise in any sort, I utterly relinquish and forsake, reposing myself in your merciful considera-

tion and pitiful regard of my poor and wretclied estate, and hoping that those demonstrations

and tokens of my loyalty hereafter may move your grave wisdoms to be means to the

Queen's Majesty for me, and I shall, according to my most bounden duty, pray to Almighty

God, to grant her Majesty a most prosperous and happy reign over all her dominions an^

subjects and immortal triumph over all her enemies ; and likewise that it should please him

to unseal my eyes, and grant me grace, by my dutiful and humble service hereafter, which

I do dedicate to her Majesty to the last drop of my blood to be spent to acquit and recom-

pence some part of my grievous offences past, which I will endeavour myself to perform. In

testimony of all and singular the premises to be true, I the said Earl of Clancahir have hereunto*

subscribed my name.—DONYLL CLANCARE.—{«o^ Pat. 13 Eliz. d. r. 6.)
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as followethe.—Imprimis he is to receive from O'Sullivan-more, and

G'Donoughoe-more, and Macgillicuddy, for every night's cudihie

they paie yearelye, the hydes of all the beoves and the fellesof all the

shepe that shal be killed for the said Cudihies, together with the

chines of the said beoves and of hogges ;
alsoe O'Sullivan Beara is to

give the said Manus his tribute, and from everie other gentleman of

person of my countrie or anie other that owes a night's supper, alias

a Cudihie, the said Manus and his heires are to receive the hydes of

the beoves, together with the chines of the beoves and hogges that

shal be killed for the provision of the said Cuddyhies : alsoe I

authorize the said Manus whensoever I or my heires shall not be de-

termined to repaire to the said gentlemen's houses, to spende the said

Cuddyhies, to take upp and coUecte the same for my use, he the said

Manus beinge bound to sende the same to my house or manors

receiving his accustomed fees ; and said Manus and his attornies are

to keep all the meat and victuals that shall be sent to my houses and

manors : and moreover it shall be lawfull for the said Manus to re-

ceive on the marriage of every of my daughters, or of the daughter

of a Mac Carthy More, in facie Ecclesiae, from the husbande of said

daughter, five marks or five good hackneys as his fee ;
and also the

fosterers ofmy children are to pay him his fees j
and the said Manus

shall have the hides of all the beoves killed when I the said Earl shall

be in camp, alias mfustoheel, with Easter and Christmas offerings,

and all other accustomed dues,-- Datum vicesimo Septimo die Julii

anno Domini 1584, annoque regni Reginae nostrae Eliz. Vicesimo

Sexto.

(Signed) Donyll Clancare.

Witness. Moriertagh Mac Teige.

Teige Mac Dermody.
Cormac Mac Owen.
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OJO3 « fjOf aj 5<xc aon le]^fe<Xf an C<x;;tt C<xba;tcaj;^ ^, ^cuf <xn ftele;^, jo

ctuja;^* r)AnfiU)i>e CO<xc ?(o!d<x J'3;tAbft <\l;ci;^ Oj;t<i <x
bj:a;l bpon acu;- bjxa^ian

Aca;^ too
cjo;' ttjoim <x jC;neol bunj<x;le aju/* <vn jac r;le <x;t toSi

Bjru;! ^e ajAm, ;to;;i

clO;cJ) ftco;^ cj\<xn'o <ycuf fe<X;i <xcu;- ;te;/i <xcuy cojU <ij<x^ nio;n acu;- 701^ *5«r

*Tr5?^ *5"r 5**^ fOc<i;t e;le toa mbeandn ;ie;;r
rx!^ j:e<Xftana;B y<in, too boncbato

O'O/i^ajn COac ConcuK*;ft acu^ to<\ 0;j;i;b aju^ ba ^jnjno;fte<vto<x jn a tojAjj jo b/i<xcb

ua;m fe;n <xcay om 0;j/tjj <xcu/- om pnjnojto/t;j <xn) tojAjj, jo b/^oicb ; <xcu/- cu;;<jm

C<xc<xl 0'f?<xb<xca;n <xca;r boncbab 0'r?<xb<xc<x;n nxx/t b<x;l;b ;^e;lbe le;y toa cu/i ;n<xt

)r-e;lb ma;i r/-ci)nceocu;^ <xn tJci/tla ^le^rii/iSijce pn a jcu/t <yn y<x t^e;ll» u<xce j:e;n ;

c^cuf too be;;i;m mo ce<xtt <xcuf maonca <xn C<xj/ic ^0 too cu/t a meanoftam, <y l<xto;n

dcu;^ ft mOe<x;ila ccuf <xn Jao^bjlj <x b;:o;ftm tol;^; ; ox:Uf cu;r<;m mo Icim ojnuf mo

;^e<xlato <i/i en jC<x;tc ^^-o
too

togn<xm <i p;<xjn<i;^e pn, <xcuy <xct<xo;m o;tm toul too cu^

mo Ift^me aca^ mo yealcib <Xft j<ic C<x;;tc bjb pn mft/i ;«;t|r<x;jce/t o/tm e but <in ;

«.<tuf
too

be;fi;m;^j <iin tOj^ioito ;ie;m;ia;te pn <in ca;/ir yo <x mo l<x;m j:e;n toon J<x;tla

;iejm/«x;te ;rjn
<\ bp;<xjn<x;/-e ;<xc ntoa;ne aj <x bpu;ljtt; « l*ma <x;t an l;t;;i ;^o

:

Q( n;u jClrftjn )?<xmcc^<x <w 4 Ia too m; <rp;tjl,
1586.

CC)' ro;pe ?)ftn;t; O'^^citoft (L; S.)

f*Ja p;oij<x;n too b;to too laca/i <x nam fO too po;U;^;a5Ato.

%^he: too l*ta;« n<x;m too con|:;;im<xc* acuy ;recilAl<ij ;^o.

By me, Robert Fentoine,

Jacobus Lukeus Testis. <

Ry. White.

XXX.

Translation,—Conveyance of JLand.—A. D, 1586.

EM^NUEZ.. ^

Be it known unto all who shall read this deed of assignment

and release that I Henry son of Hugh O'Grady, otherwise
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O'Gra,* have given all the land and ground and all my rent in Cinel-

Dungaley, and in every place where it is due to me both in stone and

tree, in grass and arable land, wood and bog, fish and water, and

every other profit, appertaining unto said lands to Donagh, son

of Conor O'Brien (Earl of Thomond) and to his assigns for

ever, from me my heirs and assigns for ever. And I send Charles

O'Rabecan and Donogh O'Rabacan as bailiffs with him, to put

him into the possession thereof. I give my permission and assent

to have this deed written on parchment, in Latin, English and Irish

in legal form, I set my hand and seal hereto in testimony thereof;

and I bind myself to go and put my hand and seal unto said other

deeds (in Latin and English) as shall be required of me. I the

aforesaid O'Grady do give this deed out of my own hand to the

said Earl in presence of all those whose hands are hereunto sub-

scribed this day, at Clonramtra, the 4th of the month of April,

1586.

^^ I, Henry O'Grady. (L. S.)

The witnesses present at the

confirmation and sealing of

this deed.

By me, Robert Fentoine,

Jacobus Lukeus Testis,

R. White.

• King Henry VIII. by letters dated 9th July, 1543, signified that he had granted to Sir Denis

O'Grada, knt. captain of his nation, and to the heirs male of his body, all the lands, &c. which

he pretended a right to ; with a power to the Chancellor, Alen, to pass Letters Patent to him

of the same. They accordingly passed, reciting that the king and his predecessors were the

Lords and true possessors of all the manors, &c. of Tlioymcreny, with various lands ; yet

the said Denis and his ancestors, the King's natural subjects, against their allegiance, and

without any title, usurped the premises, until of late said Denys, calling to mind as well his

duty towards God, as his allegiance towards his natural and liege Lord and King, humbly sub-
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j^ In Dei nomine. JSC n;b pojllpf <xn ;^c/tjbjon yo, jo hfU)l boncbftb bub CD«c

Con;'<ii;b;n <xtom<xl<3ic «n fO jcaU too bjto ixjj; j:e;n <x;i«n ^cujto too molAto too ce<xt;ium«jn

mjft "^uj^it <xn C;tocoi;;te bo beb <xc b;4;im<xjb (Dac emo;nto y; be«jci OAtoa jrejn «cay o

n<y pejj;<;B txcu;^
o ncipnjY^b, jo b/KXc ftc 0;a;im<x;b <xcu/- aja j:e;b;i;b <xcu;r aj

ixyjnjY^b ; oica^ <i ca abirxilac/), 50 hfu<X)fi.
<x to;l ]:e;n b;<x^ma;to O'beoi^oi <xnft54;b

A 5jU pe;n ^ <jin
b;:e<ii/tftn pn <i toub/tAm^. ^fja^ m<x;t toeA/ibo.to $^ ;aj,

a e<x l<xm ft^u/"

rojl boncbajb fCj\]ohiix. an ^0, ma/i jftc pjabap e;le b* bpu;l ;^c;ijobc<x
<xn ; a^uy jy

7«to f;<xb<i;n L<i;t;ie<xc, bo b;b bo l<xc<x;^ oin ;^cyijb;n ;ro .j. b;a <i/t ctu;^, d^u;^ (D<xc-

jarnr^n CBac bomnci;U 2t)ejc Cony<x;b;n, ft^ay b;a.^moi;to 0'pUn<xjA;n
: iXz^f ^)<^i^-

iwjb 05 0'U<\U<x;n bo
;'C;t;ob fo bo to;l tfonco^p CDe;c Cony<x;to;n <ijay ba pulft/tom.

^;i n« /-c;ijobab a nb/tyjm C10ot«;i oin ce<xt;i<xn)<xto la .xx. be Octobe/t 1587.

K?" CQ]j-e
boncJ)<xb CDe;c Con;'Ajb;n.

Diarmitius Neallain Testis.

Copia vera exatninata et concordans

cum Original! coram nobis iufrascriptis.

Do. Myagh.
John Gold.

XXXI.

Translation.—Release of Mortgage.
—A. D, 15)37.

.J.
In the name of God. This writing maketh known that Donogh

DufFe Mac Consadine acknowledges that the mortgage which he

had upon that part of the quarter-mire of Gortanchrochaire awarded

unto Dermot Mac Edmond O'Dea, shall be held by said Dermo this

xOJtted to the King and his laws ; wherefore the king, considering and hoping that he and his

hein. thereafter would always beliave like faithful and obedient subjects, granted the said pre-

qi^ses as above, with a provisoe of forfeiture, if he or his heirs should confederate with any

rebels, or war against the Government. Rot. Pat, 35^. Hen. VJIJ.—On 1st August, 1582i

John. O'Grady, alias Bra^ly, gent, (son of Sir Denis deceased) and Hugh Brady, obtained a grant

-of t^6 Lordships, Manors, &c of Tomgrenie, BallydufF, Skariif, Ac. for ever. Jlent 2/. and

two pair of gloves at All Saints, or 3s. Aid. for same. Rot. Pat.



heirs and assigns, for ever, from hiiiv the said Donogh, his heirs

and assigns. Said Donogh also acknowledges to have received

full consideration from said Dermot for said mortgage of the afore-

said land. In testimony hereof the said Donogh signs these presents

with the witnesses hereto. The witnesses present at this writing are,

God in the first place, Mahon Mac Donel Mac Consadin and

Dermot O'Flanagan. Dermot oge O'Neallan wrote this by the

consent of said Donogh MacConsadin and at his request. Written

at Drummother, the 24th day of October 1587.

Hf^ I Donogh Mac Consadin.

Dermot Neallan, witness,

XXXII.

>fi <fnf)en.

"5(3 fo an fOjjitn «.zuf m mol<x feo
;iji5e 0/t;<3in ^<xc Tiui>ii0.jie aeu^ Co;nrt)|»<(i

fDoic C«;b5 o;^ CDe^c Cajbj CDejc CDacj<xmna eM/t Loclr^n .71. O'SUc^ia <xcuf Ono;t«

^njeoio tSe<!i;n <xn jle«na, pan noejb fe<f;;ine;;r CDaj/te nJ'Se<icn<3i/-<x;5 tep*n cjp. Seixa

03<xc OOu^cbftb )'Sl<xt;i<!i .j. bo molcib<x;t atjamnac fe^fc jh Uoj no yeoic bu<xcb jn

laoj <xcuy"
bo ^eft^^ na beftlcojne a

250;;^ <x;t Loclr^n ./t. acu;^ j*c b;ol <x^ pejft bo bey

<ij loclr^n bo jab<x;l y<xn mbo;n ;^ea^ pa man bey ya c;;t. Cujlle o;le, ata <xh cof-

nojbgc TOae b;ioa;beaba ma;< ylan jcojyj ^ ;njean tSeajn an jleana ba bc;c; anuay

^ Loclajn .lu fM bpea;ian ;nab CDaji n; Seacnayajj bo beb a^ loclan ./t. a^i cet/toma

mjft Cnr^c na Ca;je .j. mx tf\) ha. bo pajbab aj (Caj/ie a;t a mbeb a^ Loclan a;i Q(o;y

an C^^ea^na •;• ba bljabjajn bej acuy ce;c;ie .xx. acoy .r. .c. acay mjle, ay an

^eabli bpojma;t bo y3;t;ob Cabj 0'Cle;;ie oJi )njf le co;l ^n ba /lan.

•

toclrjn .ji. O'Slac/to,
Locla;n ./i. O'Slac/ia.

tfn Coynujbgc OOac b/tuapbeja.

b;t;an CDac T?ub;<ujbe an molco;/t.

acay Cojnmeba CDac Cajb;.

Cu;lleait» e;le aj locla;n .;t. a;t a bpea;ian jceabna .7.
bo mo/i bo ma;tlJab bo ^jn

IBOftama Seaa;n CDejc ?Du;tcab J'Slac/ta ma;lle ;te jac c;ia;tneacta aeuy ;ie 3«c

yolacafi b)Oca;Ue.

Q( cajmyj Ono;<a, Jnjjn cSeaa;n an gleana abmalac 50/1 jlacay na ba;yjn

loclain t?oab O'SlatMa.
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XXXII.

Translation.—Award.—J. D. 1592.

i{« Amen.

This is the settlement and award made by Brian Mac Rorey and

Conmeadha Mac Teige oge Mac Teige Mac Mahon, between

Loghlan roe O'Slattery and Honor daughter of John of the Glen,

respecting all the cattle belonging unto Mary Shaughnessy that re-

mained due of John, son of Morough O'Slattery, viz. they awarded

a dry stripper in-calf, with one in-calf heifer and one barren of the

present May from said Loghlan roe to said Honor, she to take the

best payment that Loghlan can give in place of that barren cow

according to the times. Furthermore, Cosny Mac Brody is guarantee
for said Honor, that if any charge be made on said Loghlan con-

cerning the land, he shall be entitled to Mary Shaughnessy's claim

in the quarter-mire of Tuighe, viz. the three cows left to her thereout

to be enjoyed by him therein. In the year of our Lord 12 years, 4

score, 5 hundred and 1000,* and on the first day of harvest this has

been written, by Teige O'Clery at Ennis with the consent of both

parties.

Loghlan roe O'Slattery.

Bryan Mac Rorey, the Umpire,

Cosny Mac Brody and Coinmedha Mac Teig.

More, to which Loghlan roe is entitled, out of the same land, viz.

a great cow which was killed for the funeral of John Mac Murogh
O'Slattery, together with all the wheat and liquor provided for same.-f-

I Honor, daughter of John of the Glen, do acknowledge that I re-

ceived the said three cows from Loghlan roe O'Slattery.

C^ I Honor.

* This custom of the Irish to reckon from unity, is deserving the attention of the learncfl. .

f Tlte ancient Irish indulged in feasts and banquets at funerals, and this habit they are said
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XXXIII.

ti^ac SQiitjcinina .;. <xn cJA^la <xj tojba;! c;o;^<x <xn
;^<xn bj:ecL;ian, <xcu^ oin cCa^boj

«na;t an jceabna cij cojba;! c;o^<x <xn
;^<xn bj:ea;i<xn cebn<x ; acuy bci;i le C<xbj nA/t

co;(t ;ab <x;iaon b;mcu/t ;ra bj:e<x;ian ; acu;-- ju/i co;l leo 4 jac CAob pn bo letxjAb

bo cum Cfi mb;ieacnu;jre-ne <xcu^ <x;i molta <xn lu/^ ;^o ja b^ujl;b <x;t loLmA a/t <xn

yc/t;b;n ;^o, rnA/t a ca 2Qu;^ceA;ic<xc cam Coma^tba Se<xnA;n, &omn<xU CQ<x^co^mA)n,

h]\)<xn 2t)(xc 2t)ac3amnA <xcu|- b;<Xftm<x;b CDe;c 2t)u/icb<xb, <xjuf ju/t ceAnjlaba/t n*

ftanta pn ;<xb jpejn, pa mjonba, pa puj^ieac ma/t bea/tmao;;-. J^ aif)la;b bo/ibu^jea-

maj;^, <xn me;b jo/t bpua;iama;/i |:;aba;n ^, ju/i ab amlajb bo b; an pea/tan ;^;n 50 b;tac

•J. t/i; ceb;iamna be, aj joc ;t;^ ra mb;i;a;n, acuy ceab;iama a^ ;oc jxjf
^n ea;^boj,

^u;l bo cu;fteaba;i no. punbu;;\;be na p;aca ^ jac caob eto;<;ta ^'an cocftam. &o mo-

lamajftne t/i; ceab/iamna bon pea/ian ^;n jo jtacab ua;b ^'O amac bo bjol c;o;^a jxjf

on Ja^ila J. 15 y^jUjnj; ;ra mbl;aba;n : acu^ bo jrajbaba/t na cejc;te hiX bo jlac on

t)a;ila ^an pea/tan, an ;onab a nbeacajb caj/i;/*
bo c;o;^ ; ajuy a bpjneacc an

vf<K]\u)-^e bo ;ijnbe a;/t a mao;i, acu;^ c;o^ Kji) jceac/taman bj-ajba;! 50 prajmneac

«a;b ^0 amac : acu/" bo beanam a j:;abnu;/'e fjn, bo cu;;tem4n&> n* molto;;i; ;ieum-

f»ajbte pn, a/i Lam $ an ;^r'J^^'' f^- S* Clua;n, an naomab la bo m; Ja;l 1 593.

Qlf p ceb;tama pajbamaojb aj <xn Ca^rbOjj, an ceb^ama a;t a ;^ajbeoca/t p;aca an
^

CAfhu)'^ bo beb an .c. la.

03u;;icea;ieac Cam.

bomnall 2t)a5C0;tman.

b/i;an 2t)ac ODatjamna.
Diermoid Mac Morogh.

I, Teige Mac Brody, wrote the above order,

by the consent and appointment of the above

arbitrators.—Witness my hand.

Teige Mac Brody.

to have borrowed from the Germans. Sir James Ware makes the following quotation from an old

book ofcanons taken from an ancient Irish Synod :—"
Every dead body has, in its own right, a

cow, and a horse, and a garment, and the furniture of his bed ; nor shall any of these be paid in

satisfaction of his debts ; because they are, as it were, peculiar to his body."
—Ant. Vol. J. p. 152.

VOL. XV. M
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XXXIII.

: Translation.—Award.—A. D. 1593.

•\-- Whereas a dispute has arisen concerning the rent of Gabhair, be-

itveen the Earl (of Thomond) and Teige Mac Mahon, to wit, the

Earl taking rent on the land, and the Bishop (of Killaloe) doing the

jsarae ; said Teige considered that both ought not to do so ; wherefore

the parties have consented to submit the matter to the arbitration and

decision of us whose hands are hereunto subscribed, to wit, Morier-

tach cam Comorban of Seanan, Donald Mac Gorman, Bryan Mac
Mahon and Dermot Mac Morogh, and have bound themselves by
oath to abide by our decision. We do, (after hearing evidence,

that said land had been circumstanced thus, viz. 3 quarters paying
rent to O'Brien and 1 quarter to the Bishop, before the arbitrators

had allocated their claims equally between them,) do adjudge that 3

quarters of the land shall henceforth pay rent unto tlie Earl to

amount of 15s. annually, that the 4 cows which he had taken on the

land are to be in payment of the past arrear of rent and the trespass

committed against his steward, that he is henceforth peaceably to re-

ceive the rent ofsaid 3 quarters. In witness whereof we, the arbitra-

tors aforesaid, have set our hands to this writing, at Clone the 9th

day of July 1593. The quarter which we award to the Bishop is

that which shall be proved to have been the quarter originally

charged with his dues.

Muriertach Cam.
Donald Mac Gorman.

Bryan Mac Mahon.

Diermoid Mac Morogh.
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CDAt^anoYjn C10*c br^n CDejco/inoAjn o dxiixjn COujich<x. <x ^Cuncae <xn Cl*;r« <xnj;oU

<x;ft cojiT)l;onb<x <xn 0;tfeu;jte bo ^;nbeb eb/iam ccuf <xn C;jefinA ono/toc J<Xftl<x Cuab-

muman <icu^ «rt <x lin babba/ia^b o;^ce<i;^<x e;le $^ bcab^c mo ce/tc aju/- m;on*;b jpejn $
An bc/t;an bl;jjm <x lo;^ mo mna .j. S>)oh<xn ) CDajco/tmajn, a jc<x;/-len ^cuf <x

l3|:e;«xn
<xn

t>un<x mo;;i, <xju;- ;n 5<xc fe/iaii ele ba ;ia;be <X5 (Doncbab CCac bja;imo.ba CDftc an

P;0;imac<3L;j bo o; n* fe/i pO;rb4 ajan Sjobdn pn bon M/il<x ^eam;i<x;te bd o;jfte*bjb

ftcu^ ba p5nju;/i;I) ua;m pe;n, om o;jjijb <x.uf om pjni'J/^;?' ; aj";^ "^ be;;<jm> majU; ji;/-

«n y^/ijbean ^o, mo ce;it <xcu;r mo tjbal j:e;n $. cin bc;t;<xn fjn C<x;;^len fl.n buna-

mo;;! amv^l <x bub/iam^; i^f an vjle jre/^an, beanaf ;<;/-, acu;- ju;^ <s.n «;le yoca/t

acu^ p)cait)a;l, p)^ cojll acu;^ W*r5» ^'^r F^/^ ^'^T J^-'^' ^'^T ^rs^ ^'^^f l^TZt

ccaf <xn rjle y-ocamal h&MC^f pjf *" bc;i;an M C<!>.]flen c^cuf fxjf en (i^n bjre/tan fjn

en buna-mo;;t, ambr^l a bub/iam^; acu;^ ;n jac pe/tan ele ba ftajbe ajam, amy;l

cbena f]n a bub;im^, bon ;a;ila cena, ba o;5;ieaba;b ecuf ba p^nr^fi, amb<i;l a bub;<a-

mi^/t ;\oma;n uajm pejn, om oj5;<eaba>b ecuf om
pzi^-rir^jii amba;l a bub/tama;< : acuy

bo beiiam a ba^ianca^^a pn bon M/ila, ana^bajb an rjle br^ne ele, Cr^/^jm/-;
an TOac-

jamajn ^lem^ajcj coma;tca mo lajme ,<kCii;^n)Oirela 4
<xn7^;<;|bjn.;^o

asCujbjien

Cujlle en 25 la bo Sepcembe;< 1594.
',''

"^'
'-'

"" "" ' "" ' "' ' '"" "'''

''"'-
^•'-'

'''
Com;^CA OOacsamYjn n3e5CO;im<x;n. (L. S.)

Being present at the signing, sealing and delivery hereof

Teige Mac Brody.
—Dermod Mac Brody.

XXXIV.

Translation.—Surrender and conveyance of Land.—A. D. 1594.

Be it known unto all who shall read or hear those presents that I

Mahon Mac Dun Mac Gorman* of Caher Murogh in the county

* A very ancient Irish family of Thoraond. In an old document now before me I find that

Melaghlin Mac Gorman died 1st May 1380, and that his estates of Dromdlhy and Cahir-

moroghs descended to his son and heir Dermot.—The late respected Chevalier O'Gorman, dis-

tinguished for his attachment to Irish learning and antiquities, was descended from- this family.

He died at Droraelihy, the ancient inheritance of his forefathers.

M 2
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of Clare, in consideration of the fulfilment of an award made be-

tween me and the honorable Lord the Earl of Thomond, and for

other lawful considerations on surrendering my right and title in and

to the one third which belongs to me in right of my wife Judith

Mac Gorman of the castle and lands of Dunmore, and all other

lands held by Donat Mac Dermot Mac Fermacaigh belonging to

said Judith in right of her husband to the aforesaid Earl, his heirs

and assigns, from me my heirs and assigns, do hereby assign my

right and title in and to said one third of the said castle of Dun-

more before mentioned, with all the lands thereunto belonging and

every other emolument and profit both wood and moor pasture and

arable land^ fish and water with the appurtenances, and in every

other land held by me as we have also before recited, to the said

Earl, his heirs and assigns, as aforesaid, from me my heirs and

assigns, and for warranting same to the said Earl against every

other person. I the aforesaid Mahon do set my hand and seal unto

these presents at Cuivren-colly the 25th day of Sept. 1594.

The mark of Mahon Mac Gorman. (L. S.)

Being present at the signing,

sealing and delivery hereof.

Teige Mac Brody.

Dermod Mac Brody,

XXXV.

Testamentum.—J. D. 1603.

In Dei Nomine, Amen. Ego, Donaldus Mac Murucha, an

Tarymun, non coactus, non impulsus, sed mera et propria ac le-

gitima voluntate, ad baep inductus, facio ac condo meam ultimani
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voluntatem et testamentum, modo et forma subsequent!. In primis

rellegio ac relinquo corpus meum sepeliendum hi templo de Kilino-

ry-Ibrecan. Secundo, rellegio et relinquo Domino meo, comiti

Donato O'Brien, foeudura meum seu lerram, scilicet semiquartam
existentem in villa de Cassleancalla et quecunque alia foeuda, seu

terras ubicunque sunt aut fuerunt, eidem Domino meo Donato, per

proesentes, relinquo. Tertio, rellegio et relinquo Johanni O'GrifFa,

et Gradarium meum cum ephippio suo vice rerum omnium, quas

post mortem mecum consumpserit : Quarto, rellegio et relinquo

Domino Donato O'Brien alteram semiquartam vocatem Ballicassin.

In cujus rei testimonium, potestatem imponendi manum meam,

atque subscribendi, Donato Griffeo, per presentes, concede. Datum
in Kilmory, secundo die mensis Mali, 1603.

Donaldus Mac Murcha en Tarymun.

Donagh O'Gripha.
Johannes O'GrifFa, testis.

Thadeus + Gulliel. Mac Gillipatrick, testis.

XXXVI.

CJ0^1S3<fS jn C;omna fo Qmr,n "^juxjr
*

•;• <x;t tuy, Cjomna. ye <inm teo ^)<x ^cuf
bo cajmfi;c rou;/<e CD<j.ca;;t ajuf t>0 ClOjcel -cf/tbansel, <xcu^ no, hajllQ f^Iaojm a

bplixjiuf be;, <xcuf on co^ip tojOjUn a
CQ<X]n)ftijx beola;j. JCCCD, at* ^e <x;j jtaj-

b*jl a fmxpjf ;raojalca n<j C/t; ^Anr^p, <xcuf aj foh m*^ F^jbu^ fs n<x tft; ;i<xn« pn

• The ancient family of Grace, whose chiefs were formerly Barons of Courtstown, co. Kil-

Jcenny, was descended from Raymond Le Gros (one of the principal invaders of Ireland in the time

of Hen. II.) by Basilia sister of Earl Strongbow. One ofthe direct descendants of this great family

Sheffield Grace Esq. of the Inner Temple, London, whose virtues would reflect honour on a nobler

race, if a nobler could be found, has lately enriched the Biographical History of his country by
most invaluable Memoirs of his family ; an example, which, if generally followed, would prove

incalculably advantageous to the History of Ireland.
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.J. &n ceab c/<;an ban <in<xm, *cu^ <in b<xr«x tj\)M toa Jn^jn, acuy b<x cIujidyju .j. Seen

OOftc Udce;;!,
*

<ica;^ <\n ^j^s<xf tj<j<xn M mnftoj po;it<x.
. ,, , i

;.•

JCero, <x Cft ye Aj j:<X5b<x;l pjcjb ^^jUjnj C4C<xnac <xjj OOAOlfiuan GO* 3W*^*J*>'

<\euy cu;5 f5;U;ne o.]^ b)<xj\mo.]'o CIOa 3;i;<xbr;b, acu;^ cu;; ;^;U;ne <\;j Sean 05

CC^uf Ck]-^ fO n^^'i<y-%jn-)f)
bo b; bo l<xtoj;x «n Cjom<xnc<x /-jn, mA;t «c<x, <x Sajft/ie

umacba jrejn .j. CDaol/iuftna 00* 3;^;<xi)<x;b Ajuy Seojn CD<xc U<xtej;i, *cuy- Conla

O'CuUjn c>.caf boncucin 0'Cu;la;n. -cfnno bn; 1606.

JCeCD <nj5 yo na yecjco;ij b<x jraj y*e O;^ c;on<x <j. m<xiaf .;. Saon OOac U<xce;;ij <xcii;^

« bean poyba pe;n bo ;ie;;i n* bpci^an ca<\;^,
<xn xx. l<x bo m; becembe^t, <\nno 1606.

ebmr^nb 3;^Si/-.

C;omnft Cbmr^n 3wr* b<xjle U<xlce;i <ii jCanbe Ce"bft^l<x;c <xnbjop Lejjbljn, 1606.

XXXVI.

Translation.— Will and Testament.—A. D. 1606.

^ In the name of God, Amen.

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

This will of Edmund Grace thus begins, viz. First, he bequeaths

his soul unto God, and to the protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
and to Michael the Archangel, and to all the saints in the kingdom
of Heaven ; and his body to be interred in the Abbey of Booley.

Item, He leaves his vt'orldly substance in three portions, and these

three portions he bequeaths thus, viz. The first for his soul, the se-

cond to his daughter and son-in-law John Mac Walter,* and the

third to his wife.

Item, he bequeaths 20 English shillings to Mulrony Mac Grifia,

5 shillings to Dermot Mac Griffa, and 5 shillings unto John ju-

* This John Mac Walter Walsh was one of the " heirs of the Walsh Mountains" in the

county of Kilkenny, and an excellent Irish Poet. Many beautiful poems of his composition,

in the Irish language, principally of the elegiac and descriptive kind, are still extant ; several

of them in the possession of the writer hereof, replete with all the charms of poetry.
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»ior.." These are the witnesses present at the maldng of that will,

viz. the priest of his own testament, i. e. Mutroney Mac Griffa,

John Mac Walter, Conly O'CoUins and Duncan O'CoUins.—A. D.

V > , rv^

Item, these are the executors whom he appointed over his worldly

substance, viz. John Mac Walter and his (the testator's) wife, ac-

cording to the above witnesses, the 20th day of December, 1606.

EDMUND GRACE.

(Indorsement.)

The will of Edmund Grace of Walterstown in the Co. of Carlow,

diocese of Leighlin, 1 606.—Probat'. Tho. Cane. Leighlin.

.:Minl^VLlcx XXXVII. >:.:.it5v;

<Cntrjr,e <(l]np.
"-^ -^^ oa^ />ok?»> uh : ',' s-ir!u4p

<f t^jrfif) bomnftU 0'b<xl<x ^cuf CO)<m<yc OTjujir^n (Xbmaldc ja;i jlAc<xm<v;^ cefe;ie

pu;nc b$je*t) co;ionta S<xcy<xn, ja/i <xb e me;b meixbrjbefty <xn
turtfiy be .j. cu;;

y^jUjnje, <xcu/" j:;ce f^J^^J^Z ^"f" *"
P'^"*^ *6> "'*;^ Sgl'- <^Jr« le;cceb;iOLit)a m;;^ 3"J/<t-

na-j^ej/-e pa ma/i jab*;^ ;^e jb;;t ce<xn <xcuy* <x)X: e;le, <xcu^ pn bo be;c ua.;ne aj

<fnfcr;ne <xcuy* a; <x o;5;<;j<x;b, uajne <xcuy'
o n<x;i nojsftjj;''} ftcuy* bfj<xc?7<x;b O/irjn <!in

pe;iAn pn, pa mci^t oi ^o.hiXf,
bo y^gf<xm dcuf bo co;'-nam anajJxxjb jac en bu;ne, no 50

bjrftja fe ce;c;ie pr^nc b^jeab jlan fa m<X)\ <x ta ;^fi;obt<x iu<xf : <xcuf accini<iojbn;

<xbiT)<xlac JO tujftm^ yglb <xn lebceb/iairxx mjjx f)n <xcuf en <)i;t;jte aeon jac en CA;iba

ba mbeanan lej^, pa calam acu^ 0^ c;on talaman, b<fnty;ne -dlpfj, no jo bpaja ;^e

a cu;b pejn. Cufi/iab e;le a camaojbnj bo benam le bcfncif^ne, ixcuf ejfjn l;ne, a jabajl

an pe/iYjnpn ua;be acu^ bpjacbajb 0;iY;n ba pjce na jajll;me bo c;iu;cneace c;tua;b

jla;n bo cab^c btfnty;ne, no bojj^i;j;b no "bfx iojxne an f& bl;a3r;n, ccuf mujx fjn ;ac

ejn bl;aJY^n no jo hy:<y^e fe a cr^b ^jjb an ;^a me;b rxx cuj ;^e ua;be e ; OiCUf acama-

Ojbn; c^n bomnall pn acu^ an Co;tmac;^jn, ba;i ceanjal pejn, acu/- a/i nbucba aco^ ^

n^ne;)r acuy ^ no;j/ijje lejpr j<xc e;n cgiijal ba pr^l cua;^ <in p" » bo cojnljonab b<fncYjiie

<ica)^
ba 0;j;t;jjb ; acu;^ coma;^ aj tfntr^ne ^ njeall le ce;le bo jlacab, no jgU br^ne

ajT^n, no ^ pea/t^ana ba mab c;iua;b bo, <xcu/- ;ie pj;t;ne bo beanam bo na cona;ica;b fO
bo cuj/team^ ;^la ;ac bujne ajy;n ^ a ^r'jbjon ;^o, acu^r p<ii bea/ta bon yj/ijbneoj/t ^

najnm bo ^r^j^tjobab: ixcuf en caonmab Vx bej bo m; %)un, ecuf a; fO ao;jr an C;j-

e^nne <xn tenjfo, ro;le acu;' fS .c. aco;^ occ mbljajna.
bomnall 7 O'bala. • '

Co^mac 7 0'Y)uj\r^n.
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iicaf te<x;i loit^ne, n<x
pe<ii;<^jn fO, bo ;4;ne<Jibtxn;^;t;b;on ;-o, MMf rujab^, ^eoilb bi

liror^B pcjn btfiitr^ne tfljfi^e, <xcu^ cuj <rncr,ne bojbpn <Xftj/- J ^ n<x cr^njeallr^b <x t4

ca*^ towA, acu^ bo ^/tjobab <xn t;nj;tl;n a t<x
i:a<yf

<xn
;r-jn ;iOjm l(X;m <i.cuf /lOjm y-ela.

00;/-;, ClQu;;icgftc<xc 0'Cle;;i;j, <w faja^t, p*jr;n <xn cofJA/ica ;^<x ifuixf.

Se<xn 4" O'boila ceyc;/-.

CD;/-;,
<fob

C10u;;<cg/itAc
O'boilA f^ji}hneO)ix <xcu/- t;e/-t;;^.

XXXVII.

Mortgage of Land.— A. D. 1608.

From Anthony L>ynch»

We Donald O'Daly and Cornnac O'Houroune do acknowledge to

have received four pounds crown stamped money of England, every

5 shillings weighing an ounce, and 20 shillings makeing a pound

steHing, in consideration of the ^ quartermire of Gortnagreisi with

its appurtenances ; to have and to hold same unto the said Anthony
and his heirs, from us and our heirs, and we are bound to uphold

and maintain said land with its appurtenances unto him against

all persons until he shall receive from us 4 pounds sterling money, as

is above written ; and we acknowledge that we have given the pos-

session of said half quartermire and all its appurtenances and profits

issuing therefrom, over and under ground, unto said Anthony Lynch
until he shall be repaid. We further covenant with said Anthony

and he with us, that on our receiving the said land from him, we

are bound to give yearly unto him his heirs or attorney two pecks

of Gallway measure of hard clean wheat, and so to do every

year until he shall be repaid the mtmey aforesaid which he advanced

us. And we the aforesaid Donald and Cormac do bind ourselves,

our property, our cattle and our heirs for the performance of all the

above covenants unto said Anthony and his heirs. And said

Anthony shall have it in his power to levy from us jointly or severally,.
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or even to arrest our persons, if under the necessity of so doing, and

in testimony of these covenants we have set our seals respectively to

this writing, and caused the Scriviner to write our names, this 1 1th

day of June in the year of our Lord 1 608.

his

Donald Ji^ O'Daly,
mark,

his

Cormack A O'Houroune,

mark.

In presence of us the undersigned this writing has been made,

and they (the parties) have given possession by their own hands

unto said Anthony Lynch, and he has restored it unto them again on

the conditions above recited ; and the marks above were written be-

fore their hands and seals.

I Muirceartagh O'Clery, the priest, witness of the above contract.

John + O'Daly, witness.

I Hugh Muircearteagh O'Daly, scriviner, and witness.

XXXVIII.

OJOb <i f]0]f aj joic con 'br^ne e;;^tpj:e<x^, lejjbj:e<x^ ccuf tu)cjxc^f an fZM^)^-

fO, 50 hpa)l)mp boncba CDac Locl<x;n /iu<x;b rj bal<x 5
]p]oi>n<xbecji<x

<x
hp<x.]ij\<X)f'oc

OccAmamo. <x mb<x;iunc<xcc bo;;tne <x ccontixe <xn Claj;i, torjne u<x^al, <J.bm<xl«c <xn ^o,

•^Ufi. jUc me fe pu;nt; b^jeact jlan co;tonc<x 23a &<y^f<xn comjlcw, compjna;lce,

com;^uc?)4mY;l <ycuf m<x/t txca <xn ca/ijeb fjn <x ft)-^ <y Saj^ajn <x nO]f, pa nam a

X>t:uci(Xn amac e, f<x ma/i a tajb ce;c;te huhjr<i.
ixh

f<\. punc, iX'^uf cu;^ ;^;ll;nje an^-a

nun;^a, acu;^ ba p;n3;n be^ cOf\ont<x na Sa3;^an <xt) f<x ^jlljnj •cfncojne CDac Sg-

ma;;- CDe;c iimbj\ojf <(l)rip S^jll;") ceaiiu;je, <xcuf atajm/-; ixn bonc/ja f)n, a/t

fon fxn ^5)b fjn, a cab^c lebcgb/iama m;;i j:e;ia;n .;. ixn ba/ia cu;b bej bo ceac-

;tama;n ba;le ba/i ab a;nm Igbcgb/iuma m;;t S^^r**^ "* '^W^ bpe;tan pjobnabea/ta"

pe;n, e;bj;t ijc acu;r ja/i/iajbe, acu;- a;cjujab, ejb;;t pe/i acu;- ;c;/t, aca;- rj^e
a majUe fte;pn r^le j-ocixxti. n-cuf ariiuncu/t acu/- tenmencj ba x(ih&<yi)ixh le;^;n

VOL. XV. N
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hfeficihpn, ftcay hajf cd;f< bo too bejc ce<xnj<X)lce be pad; t<xldm «cuy oy ejOn

caldmftn, uajm pe;n om o;j/i;jjb, om /-ejcebu;/i)b;b <xca;r om /"jn^a;;*;jjB am bjok^b,

bon <fnco;ne ;iem/i*;bte pn, bi ojj^ijj;b, ba jrejceba;;i;B <icay ba b/^jn^n;j;b <w<x

b;<x;j 50 fjojijiujie <ycuf 50 b/iacb, <xma;l ccuf ma/< <x ta ^e iijftm j:e;n y"jO;i-

ftujbe ma/i crjtt jiAna om b^ft;e;iecajb ; caif j:Oy, pa m<i;i acajb cejiji] fejf)oi>

VjoincheiXfia. 015 mi^nt;;i bSilci Ja;il<x Cuabmumcw 50 ce<xn <xcuf 50 c/tjocnujoib

bljabna <xcaf cet on mbealltojne a;^ S*?/^* ^'"' ^J**^* r°» *" ^^^ ^* *'^ ""^ m<x;u/"

1 590, ixcuf <xn pe;i<xn pn bo conjma^l <f;ibc;jea/inoibajb <yn pe^Ojn <x;t
a ye/tb;;^

nOcci Aco. bo cojfi <xca;^
bo jnacujab bljje ^. <xcu^ <i cajm/";, <xn boncb<x cebrxx jrjn,

bom ceanjftl pejn oin yo, <x cgnjal mo;j;i;je mo y^jcjb;u;;i;be oicupr mo bpnjnajbe

le;pn lebcgb;iu;m<x;n m;;i cebna 3"7^*^'"*"*Wr^> OLmajUe ;<ej;^jr) rjle n; bci mbe<xn<xn

le)f, <xcuy buy co;;i bo bo beb ceanjajlce be, bo yeayam, bo ba;i<xncay, bo cocbuj-

<xb iXcujT
bo coyajnt bon -cCncojne yjn, ba o;j;i;b;b, acuy b<x f;ye;ceb;ftu;b, <\cuy

bA yjnsnjjjb 50 b;t<xcb, ftncxMjj jac rjle <Dr^ne 50 ce*n, ajuy 50 c;i;ocnujab n<x ,

77<x;mnf<e a t<x -^(yn coitbam bon ceoi/im* blj<xbn<x, <xcuy ceb yjn <x bub/ioim^ tJjuay

•J. bljab<x;n ceayba bo cejc/ie p;tc;t, bealltojne fO ca^<X)fi <iy j^^e bo b(j,t<x na

yc;<;b;ne ye j^7»y <ima;l <ycuf ma/i bo Sena Ja;tla Uuabmuman fe<Xf<xjn ce)ij\e

jre]pi) p;nebea;ia
bo mr;nt;;i bala, bo nejji a jcona^ta le;yjn Ja;tla. Z^ujUq .j.

D;ob a pjoy aj jac aon brjne jo bcucaya an boncba ;iem;iii;bfce y;n, ;iem lajm

pe;n, yealb yjco;lce, l;b/ie <y.n fe<Xf<xjn an ya lebceb;tama;n mj/t cebna yjn S^Jr**^

na b;i;ye aii jac vjle n; ba mbeanaii le;y bon <fntojne ;iem;ia;bte fjn, CWac Sema;y

mejc -cfmb/iojy <(l)np bo ;ie;;i epeacca, acuy po^tma na y5;t;b;ne yo <).nu<X]f ; acuy

ma;t bea/ibab, acuy ma;^ pojUy;ujab ^ jac n; be y;n, bo cbuj^ieaya boncba O'bala

mo lam ajuy mo yela ^ <xn fZJ^]^P yo, <i^n 18 la bo m; Dejyembefi, a
bpjobnabgfta,

Cfno bomjn; 1612, acuy <xh fiX naomab bl;aba;n bo /t;ojacc a/i bp;\jOriya jfiayamr;!

Semay, bo j;iaya;b be; T?;j Sajyan, nc^
p;ia;nce, acuy na bC/ign, acuy aii ya

cujjeab bl;abajn acuy ba p;c;c bo ;t;ojacc tkx JjiTlban, 7c.

boncba O'bcila.

-svCfj yona j:;aba;m bo bjb lat^, an u^ a cujab an y5;^;b;n yoayt;j a meam/ian,

o;;t bo cujfieaya <3.n boncba O'bala yo aybjjb, lam o^z^f T^^* 4 *" fZJ^')^P T*'*

S;ne an mr^ncjft as a bpu;l;c a nanmana acuy coma/ica a lama an yo y;oy.

ifobb 0'baboj;in.

Hugh O'Finne.

.. 53s Nehemias O'Davoren.

<i^ fO nd p;aba;n bo b;b la;t;;i, o,n r^ bo tujaya <yn boncba O'bala, yo ayb;^,

yealb y;to;lce l;b;te <iJi fef&jt) j\em lam pe;n <iJi fo^ h^pe^ah yo ayb;j, o^cuf <i,n

yjoc T^le n; boi mhs^TiM le;y, acuy ba bpu;l ceanjajlce be, bon <fnbto;ne ;tem;iabce
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<x bpuljb <x nanftnoAnA <xcuf comAfica a Iait) aS ^o fpf.
-

J ._ ^.,
. bomoAll mAc 3eA^/inA;^bAj;i.

<fob 0'bAbOj;in. ) Nehenilas O'Davoren.

Hugh O'Finne. J LoclAjn 0'5aIa.

XXXVIII.

Translation.—Assignment of Land.—A. Z). 1612.

Be it known unto all who shall hear, read, or understand this

writing, that I, Donogh Mac Loughlin roe O'Daly, of Finvarra in

the parish of Octamama (Oughtmanagh) and barony of Burren, in

the county of Clare, gent, do acknowlege that I have received £6 of

pure crown stamped money of England, as pure, as refined and as

valuable as that coin now is in England, and as it was when-

first it was made current, consisting of four ounces to every pound

sterling, and 5 shillings to every ounce, and 12 crown stamped pence
of England in each shilling, from Anthony Mac (Fitz^ James Mac

(Fitz) Ambrose A'Linsi (Lynch) of Gallway, merchant. And Ithe

said Donogh, in consideration of said sum of money, do give the

half quarter-mire of land, viz. the one-twelfth part of a quarter

of a townland, called the half quarter-mire of Gorlnadrise, of the

townland of Finvarra itself, with its scite, garden and dwelling,

pasture and arable land and water, with all other profits, royalties,

and tenements, appertaining unto said land, over and under ground,

from me, my heirs, executors and assigns after me, unto said An-

thony, his heirs, executors and assigns, after him, for ever, as fully

as I possess it myself for ever, as my dividend from my relatives ;

and as the 4 sessioghs of Finvarra are held by the Daly family from

the Earl of Thomond, until tlie end and expiration of one hundred

and one years from the May next after the first day of May, 1590,

N 2
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same to be held from the chief Lords of the soil, for the service due

and accustomed in law. Now I the said Donogh do bind my-
self, my heirs, executors and assigns the said half quarter-mire of

Gortnadrise, with its appurtenances and all other things which ap-

pertain to same, to uphold, warrant, maintain, and protect unto said

Anthony, his heirs executors and assigns, henceforth, against every

person, until the end and expiration of the said term of 101 years

as yet unexpired, viz. a year wanting of 80 years from May
day next after the date of this writing, in like manner as the said

Earl of Thomond shall maintain the said 4 sessioghs of Finvarra

imto the Daly family, according to their covenant with the said Earl.

Further, be it known unto all men, that I the aforesaid Donogh,
with my own hand, have given the quiet and peaceable possession,

livery and seisin of the said half-quarter-mire of Gortnadrise, with

every thing thereto appertaining, unto the said Anthony Mac James

Mac Ambrose Lynch, according to the intent and meaning of the

foregoing writing. In testimony whereof, 1, the said Donogh

O'Daly, have set my hand and seal to this writing the 18th day
of the month of December, at Finvarra, Anno Domini 1612, and

in the 9th year of the reign of our gracious prince James, by the

Grace of God, King of England, France and Ireland, and in the

45th year of his reign of Scotland.

Donogh O'Daly.

These are the witnesses present when this writing was given,

upon parchment; for I, the within-named Donogh O'Daly have

set upon this writing my hand and seal.—We the persons whose

names and hand-writings are hereto subscribed.

Hugh O'Davoren.

Hugh O'Finne.

Nehemias O'Davoren.
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These are the witnesses who were present when I, with my own

hands, deUvered the quiet and peaceable possession and livery of

the within mentioned land, with all its appurtenances, unto the

within-named Anthony, according to the true intent and meaning
of the within writing.

We whose names and hands are hereto set

}
Hugh O'Davoren, ^ Nehemias O'Davoren,

Hugh O'Finne. 5 Loughlin O'Daly.
Donald Mac Gernasdir.

XXXIX.

<f3 fO tabajxtuf <x^ no. benam ccuf c^p. n<x yc/ijobai) an caj^ecib Ia tee; teo mj

)ujn <xn
<x;m/-jft jf <xO]f- teon C]e-^snn<x m;le bljAjo;^ ^e cete nfto; mbl;<iten<x teej, b*

pojUpuj<xb 50 bfujljmp OnopiX Jnjean bomnajU COjc S>e<y<xn J'OOaojI bomnajc b<x;le

VOno<i.c<i.f\<y]n <x^ benAm tcJiAjxtr^f <xcuf <x^ CAb^c mjonr^b j:e;n a Icac ceACftAifiAjn

BA;le J'Ofi;AcA;iAjn, ua;m fe;n acu^ om oj^/ieAbAjb acu;- om pjneo;;^'^*^''^^ ^''^

boncbAb 0't)/i;A;n, bo Ja^iIa CuAbmumAn, bo
jD/iepbun

bA cr^jeAb (Duman, bo jxjn

^iCUf bA o;5;teAbo;b Aju^r-^bA pjneojj/teAbAjb, jo b^tAC jad e;l;uJAb jAn ac^Ajb^A
bo benAm An bjA;;?) An jre^tojn ;^;n, 50 b/<AC : A^u;^ ACA;m AbmcilAc ^Ojx jIacu^ mo

to;l pejn pejn bo b;olAjjeAf boncbA 0'0/ijA;n A;i jn bjreAfton pn ; <\cuf a CA;in a;

CAb^t mjonrjb pejn, mo j\ele<xf acu/- mo tAbA^tcr^/" Afi jn bj:e;ion pn bo boncbA 0'D/t)A;n

acu;^ bA 0J5^eAbA aju^ bA pnjeno;j^ieAbA nA bjA^j, jo b/iAC, uA;m j:e;n Aca;^ om

p5neo;5;ieAbo;b ixcuf om ;^e;c;buj^;b Am b;A;j, acu^ mA/t An jcebna, ArA;m;^j An

Ono/iA I'jn
AbmAlAc 50 bpujl bo pjAcbA;b o/im fejn bul An jac jonAb bA njA;<;ipujb

An cJAftlA o^m bul, bo fe<xfo.m An j:e;to;n fjn bo cca/ic bo LACbAj^i bl;jeAb, no An

jAc ;onAb e;le bA n;A;ipo;b An cJa/iIa no 0;j/iebA o^tm bo bul ; acu;^ ac CAjm ba

AbmAlAb, f<x b;i;oj nA mbAnAjje aca 0;im, jac ua/i bA n;A;^;ij:ojb ;n tM^tlA no O;;-

;teAbA no Cujirxxj-gcs 0;tm bul bo lAcbA;i ;n CAbAfttu;^ bo cu/i a bj:o;/im bljjeAb, pA mAft

o/ibeocu;^ F^*f< teljjeAb an Ja/iIa, ajmp/i 50 bA;m;^j;i, 50 ^A^Ab o.n : aju;^ ma^t

be;tbAb <X)\ f)n, a ca;m a; cu/i mo lajme acu;^ mo ^^ela A;i ;^o
An Ia pn ta<i.f

bon mj.

her

OnO/tA ny + bonnell.

mark.
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)S jch fo pAioojn too K; bo l<xcb<x;i jn tah^xjituf fO too f^jiph^i), c-^uf to* l<xcl)a;t

lama ft^uy ;^l<x Onojxixjh too cu/t.

bomnftU TOac Sojbne, f;ne.

Se<xn O'CoAnoi, pne.
&' Donnell Conry.

Morish O'MuUconry.

XXXIX.

Translation.—Assignment of Land.—A. D, 1619.*

These presents have been made and written on the 15th day of

June, 1619, and make it known, that I, Honor, daughter of Daniel,

son ofJohn O'Muldowney ofBallyhybroackaran, by these presents do

resign my right and title in the half quarter of Ballyhybriackaran,

from myself, my heirs and assigns, unto Donat O'Brien, the Earl

of Thomond, president of the two provinces of Munster, and to his

heirs and assigns for ever, without laying any claim or preferring

any suit to said land for ever. And I acknowledge to have received

satisfactory payment from said Donat O'Brien, as consideration for

said land, and I hereby give my own place, my release and as-

signment of said land unto said Donat O'Brien, his heirs and as-

signs for ever, from myself, my assigns and executors ; and also I,

the aforesaid Honor, do acknowledge myself bound to go to every

place which the Earl shall require of me to go, to secure him in the

rightful possession of said land, to appear before the law, or go to

any other place which the Earl or his heirs shall require of me

to go. And I acknowledge, thro' virtue of the bonds by which

I am bound, at every time that the Earl or his heirs, or his attorney

* From this period few, if any, legal instruments were written in the Irish language.
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shall require of me to appear to have these presents put into legal

form, as the Earl's lawyer shall order, from time to time that I shall

so appear. In witness whereof I hereunto set my hand and seal

the day of the month above written.

her

Honor + O'Donnell,

mark.

The witnesses present at the writing of this assignment, and of

Honor's setting her hand and seal hereunto are

Daniel Mac Sweeny, witness.

John Coony, witness.

Donnell Conry.

Morish O'Mulconry.

Having now concluded this collection of Irish Deeds, I may, to the more ancient of them,

apply the description given of Saxon instruments of a similar nature, by the celebrated English

Antiquary, Sir Henry Spellman.
—" The Saxons, in their deeds, observed no set forme, but used

honest and perspicuous words to express the thing intended with all brevity, yet not wanting the

essential parts of a deed ; as the names of the donor and donee, the consideration, the certainty

of the thing given, the limitation of the estate, the reservation, if any were, and the names of

the witnesses, which always were many, some for the one part and some for the other.—As for

dating, it was not usual amongst them. Seals they used not at aU, other than (the common seal

of Christianity) the sign of the Cross, which they, and all nations following the Greek and Roman

Church, accompted the most solemn and inviolable manner of confirming."
—The Irish deeds of

more recent dates generally come within the description of those commonly in use in the lime of

Hen. III. of England and afterwards, as given by the same Author—" I observe in the deeds of

that time a very absolute and methodicall composition, which therefore hath ever since been re-

ceived, and conteyneth in a manner to this day ; consisting upon the parts here following :—

1 . The Direction. 2. The Parties. 3. The Consideration. 4. The Words of Grant or Donation.

5. The thing granted. 6. The Estate of the Granter. 7. The Habendum or Estate granted.

8. The Use whereto. 9. The Reservation, if any were. 10. The Tenure. 11. The War-

ranty. 12. The Sealing and Delivery. 13. The Date. 14. The Witnesses."—Spellman
'

of Ancient Deeds and Charters."—Vide his English Works, folio, London, 1723. p. 234.235_



Erratum.— Page 6, line 9, for XXIX read XXVIII.
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On a passage of Giovanni Leoni, commonly called Leo Africanus,

mentioning a successful attack upon the coast of Africa, by a

powerful British Fleet, in the tenth century. By John Dunn,

Esq., M. R. I. A.

Read April 17, 1826.

Among the extraordinary persons who appeared at the court of

Leo X., was one in the character of an African, who had been

captured by a band of Christian corsairs, in one of their predatory

cruises against the infidels, and was by his captors presented to the

Pope, as a slave not unworthy of his acceptance, on account of his

literary acquirements. This stranger, being apprised of his des-

tination previous to his being presented, brought with him his since

highly valued book on the Geography of Africa, which he presented

to Leo. His history, as related by John Baptist Ramusio, in the

first volume of his Navigationi etViaggi (I cite the third edition of

his Navigation at Viaggi, printed by the Giunti in the year 1563),
is shortly this:—He was of Mauritanian descent, himself a Moor,
and born in Grenada, previous to the expulsion of the Moors by
Ferdinand and Isabella

;
and was, with the rest of his countrymen,

banished to Africa, where he continued at liberty until his capture

by the corsairs. There he resided for some time at Fez, then a seat

of civilization and science, where he applied himself to Arabian

literature, and wrote several historical works in that language. His

African Geography was the fruit of his extensive travels through

that country. This he afterwards translated, from the original

VOL. XV. o
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Arabic into Italian, in the best manner he could ; and the transla-

tion, corrected, was printed at Venice by the Giunti. He con-

ducted himself in such a manner at Rome as to obtain the favour"

and patronage of his master ; who, after setting him at liberty, pre-

vailed on him to make profession of the Christian religion ; and, by
the desire of the pope, at liis baptism, he took the pope's two names,

John and Leo, though he is now generally known by the name of

Leo Africanus. His historical works have not been published, and

perhaps not translated. Many distinguished writers have spoken of

Leo's African Geography with approbation ; and, among them, our

learned countryman, Dr. Shaw, (whose travels in Africa are well

known), has quoted him with respect. No one of those writers, as far

as I know, has noticed the following passage, which seems to merit the

attention of the historian, or aJ; least of the British antiquarian.

By this it appears, that Arzilla, which the Africans call Azella,

a considerable town situated upon the shores of the ocean, was

built by the Romans about seventy miles from the Pillars of Her-

cules, and was subject to the government of Septa or Ceuta,

both which are corruptions of the Roman name Civitas, the

metropolis of the Roman province of Mauritania Ulterior. Upon
the irruption of the Goths, Arzilla, with the rest of the province,

was dismembered from the empire, and occupied by the Goths ;

who continued in possession of it till they were expelled by
the Saracens, the ninety-fourth year of the Hegira ;

who con-

tinued in possession of it for two hundred and twenty years,

until the English with a powerful fleet invested it; which they

did at the instigation of the Goths, although the Goths and

English were at variance with each other in this respect, that,

while the Goths were Christians, and did not admit the use of images

in their worship, the English, on the other hand, worshipped idols
;
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and tMs concord between them arose from their joint wish, by

weakening the Saracens, to compel them to abandon their con-

quests in Europe. The Enghsh succeeded in their enterprize ;

the town was taken and burnt
;
and it continued in a state of ruin,

entirely destitute of inhabitants, for nearly thirty years, when the

power of the Mahometan lords and priests of Corduba having
extended to Mauritania, Arzilla, by the exertions of those new

masters, rose from its ashes, with renewed and increased beauty and

strength. To prevent mistakes, I shall set down the Italian words,

as far as relates to the situation of Arzilla, the invasion by the

English, and some important facts which preceded and followed it.

" Arzilla fu gran citt^, et edificata da Romani sul mare Oceano,

vicina alio Strotto delle Colonne di Hercole, circa a settanta miglia.

Questa fu suddita al Signer di Septa che era tributario de Romani.

Dipoi fu presa da Gotti. Indi fu presa da Mahumettani gli anni

novantaquatro di Lhegira : Essi ne furono per duganto venti anni

possessori per infinoatanto, che gl' Inglesi con una grossa Armata a

persuasione de Gotti Cassediarano, ignali furono insieme nimici,

percioque i Gotti erano Christiani et che gli Inglesi adoravano-

gli idoli. Et cio essi facerano a fine che i Mahumettani levassoro

il pih dell Europa. Successe I'impresa a gl' Inglesi ;
et presala

Citta, la posero a ferro e a fiamme onde non vene iscamp6 un solo.

Et cosi si rimase presso a trenta anni rouinata, et dishabitala. Ma
poscia regnando i Signori et Pontefici di Cordona in Mauritania,

la restaurarono, et retornarono a migliore, et piu nobile qualita,

et fortezza." This invasion of the English so unhesitatingly an-

nounced by Leo Cwhom he expressly states to have been idolaters^

if real, must have taken place, according to the dates, in the reign

of Athelstan, whose Saxon subjects were Christians, and the king
himself so zealous an one, that he quieted and confirmed his

o2
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tributary Sitrick (lately in rebellion") to the kingdom of Northum-

brian upon condition that he should espouse his sister, and, aban-

doning idolatry, embrace the Christian faith : which condition he

accepted. But, upon his death, his sons by a former infidel wife,

persisting in their worship of idols, Athelstan forcibly expelled them

from their father's kingdom ; and, while one of them took refuge

in Ireland, and another in Scotland, the third, Godfrid, after an

unsuccessful attempt to surprise York, the capital of the kingdom,

put to sea with the Northumbrian fleet, and betook himself to

maritime enterprise : till, abandoning that pursuit, he returned to

England, was reconciled to Athelstan, and liberally treated by him.

But their ancient animosity reviving, he once more launched into

the ocean upon some piratical expedition, the particulars of which

are unknown to the writers of English history ; and, as they say,

was never more heard of. These passages in the life of Godfrid

furnish facts, which, if not directly confirmatory, are at least not in-

consistent with the account given by Leo of the invasion of Africa by
the English in the tenth century, perhaps I might venture to say,

are of such a nature as to make Leo's narrative 'probable.



An Essay upon the state of Architecture and Antiquities, previous
to the landing of the Anglo-Normans in Ireland. By L. C.

Beaufort.

Read, Oct. 22, 1827.

Ancient Architecture, taking the expression in its most ex-

tended acceptation, opens a wide field for investigation, carrying us

back to the rude monuments of early ages ; monuments which

prevail to a wonderful extent, throughout all parts of the world, and

yet bearing such an extraordinary identity of character, as marks

that character to have every where arisen from the same superstition.

For these relics of times long since gone by, fragments, which

Lord Bacon calls,
" the wrecks of history," all bear a religious

character, and point out both the worship and the country from

whence that religion sprung.

That both were oriental is declared by tradition, and confirmed

by history, sacred and profane.

From the East, the early histories of Ireland deduce her first in-

liabitants ; while the Saxon Chronicle explicitly asserts that Britain

was peopled from Armenia. And these statements have been so

strongly corroborated by the researches into Indian and Persian

history, which have been prosecuted by Sir William Jones and

other learned Orientalists, as to clearly shew that these claims are

not the mere fables of bardic legend, but that however disfigured

and confused, they rest upon a solid basis of history. Hence an

investigation of the early architecture of Ireland, necessarily involves

some degree of enquiry into the origin of her population, her

manners, and her customs.
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Whether Britain was the earliest peopled, and soon afterwards

colonized Ireland, or whether both islands were taken possession of

about the same period by different parties of the great nation of wan-

dering adventurers, denominated Scythians, will, it is probable,

never be distinctly known
;
but it is certain that the same race

which inhabited Ireland, did also occupy a large part of Britain :

this is evinced by the numberless names of places in the south and

west of that country, which according to the great Welsh antiqua-

ries, Llwyd and Roberts, are Irish
;
and which are to be found in

that language, whilst they cannot be explained by the Welsh or

Celtic, or any of its branches.

The Celts or Cumri, appear to have conquered the first Britons

or Loegriaus, as Roberts calls them, and to have driven them out

of the country, at which time, as we learn from both Welsh and

Irish history, they took refuge with their kindred nation in Ireland.

Hence the resemblance already adverted to, between the names in

south-western England, in Wales, and in Ireland, notwithstanding
the dissimilarity of the existing languages.
Our eastern ancestors appear to have received at several periods,

colonies of Colchian-Scythians, not only from Spain, where they
had early been established in the province of the Turdelani, and

famed for their progress in the arts
;
but even directly from the

still more distant regions of Asia. Such are the pretensions of our

oldest histories, and they are countenanced as well by the character

both of the fables, and the authentic facts recorded in those histo-

ries, as by the language, the arts, and the customs of tlie country.

I. By the fables and the facts of Irish history
—both of which

are most curiously blended with circumstances recorded in that

of Persia, Now the earliest history of every nation is the history of

the parent country brought with them by the colonists, and transr
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ferred to the new country, which in the progress of time gradually

becomes the imaginary seat of the various events originally re-

corded. This is so plainly the case with regard to much of the Irish

history, as to excite a strong persuasion that the exact lime of the

peopling of Ireland might be satisfactorily made out, by ascertain-

ing the period at which the Irish histories cease to be applicable to

Persia and Spain, and become appropriate only to Ireland.

Nor could these histories have been invented in support of the claim

to Median descent, because the Irish books and MS. in which they

are found, were written long before the annals of Iran had been made

known to these countries through modern research. How indeed

can the close resemblance between many of the Eastern and Irisli

legends, that for instance, of the Persian hero Rustam and his

son Sohraub, to the story of the Irish Conloch and his valiant father

Cucullin*—or the exact similitude which the account Herodotus-f*

gives of the Macedonian king Arayntas and Darius the Persian,

bears to the Irish history of the destruction of Turgesius the Dane—
be accounted for otherwise than by the chronicles and legends of

the parent state having been transported to the colony, and there

located by the adaptation of names, times, and places. Had the

events recorded been borrowed, would not a succinctly arranged

history, free from the absurdities which now deform it, have been

made out ;
but on the contrary there remains the same mixture of

the fabulous and llie marvellous, as is found in the early records of

all ancient nations. Yet notwithstanding this quantity of fable and

useless matter, and the discrepancies frequently observable in their

accounts, there are some points on which all the Irish annalists and

* Transactions Royal Irish Academy.

f Tergos, ch. v.—Campion's Hist. Ireland, p. 73. Hib. Edit. 1809.—Warner's Albion's

England, b, v. c. 26.
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bards> wliether contemporaries, or existing at very distant pe-

riods, perfectly agree ;* and surely their consistency, both as re-

gards these facts and in their representations of tiie manners and

customs of the people, forms a powerful evidence of their truth ;

while the circumstances of these histories being in verse offers a

strong proof of their antiquity. -f-
It may be also observed, that had

these records been in great measure gleaned from those of other

countries, it must have been through the medium of Greek and

Roman authors, and in that case it would have been scarcely

possible, but that some tinge from the channel would remain. But

it is a remarkable fact, that none of the writings of the Irish Fileas,

or their successors, betray the smallest intimacy with these authors,|

II. By the language
—from its possessing many words agreeing

with the ancient Persian and with the Sanscrit ; and a very great

number which have their roots in those tongues, most especially

the (erms of art—as all those belonging to the manufacture of linen

—to astronomy
— the names of measures—and the terms employed

both in religion and government ;§
—all which words, though not

to be traced in the Celtic or its derivatives, are to be found in the

eastern tongue.^

•
O'Connor's Dissert, Preface, p. v.

+ Bishop Hutchinson's Defence of the Ancient Hist, of Ireland, p. 86.

l O'Connor's Dissert, p. 198.

§ Ghebelin asks how the Irish can be supposed to have borrowed terms from the Latin,

when all these terms are found in their ancient laws ? And Bailey is of opinion that, any

science must have originated with that people in whose language the technical terms are

expressed.

f Corroborative of these opinions, is the discovery lately made by a scientific gentleman

residing at Bristol, of the remarkable circumstance, that most of the provincial names of

indigenous plants in that part of the kingdom are of Hebrew origin. (Class. Jour. No. LXI.

p. 122.)

In the honoured Irish shamrock, we have a curious coincidence, the trefoil plant (shamroc
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This view is remarkably supported by the circumstance that Sir

WilHam Temple, who wrote before Oriental learning had thrown

light on this subject, declared that there was no trace by which to

seek out the original of this language, for, that there was none on

the continent of Europe to which it had any affinity.*

III. By the Arts.—As that of the manufacture of linen, which

was scarcely known in otiier parts of Europe at a time when it was

practised from one end of Ireland to the otlier
;
and linen formed,

at that time, one of the principal articles of dress, composing a large

jmrt of the ample robe and the eastern turban of the Irish. So it is

described by Speed in his Itinerary, as still continuing in his day.-f-

And it is worthy of remark, that the early knowledge and practice

of this manufacture, is a strong evidence of the oriental origin of

the Irish, since the Colchian Scythians,;}: from whom they claim

and shamrakh in Arabic) having been held sacred in Iran, and considered emblematical of the

Persian Triad. (Collect, v. 118.)

This recalls the well known legend of St. Patrick's having illustrated the doctrine of the Holy

Trinity, by the three-lobed shamrock leaf.

It is remarkable also, that in the Life of St. Patrick, in the Book of Armagh, a manuscript,

confessedly of great antiquity, Satrape and Magi, are the titles employed to designate the

king's courtiers.

And that in the Collection of Tirechan, contained in the same ancient book, the word Side

(gods of the earth, or phantoms) is that used by the king's daughters in their address to Patrick

and his companion. (Betham's Antiq. Res. pp. 314', 368.)

In India Sidha, expressed those who after death have become gods. (
Buchanan's Journey

in Mysore, v. III. p. 82.)

In modern Irish the words Sigh and Sighidh, mean spirit, goblin.

* Hutchinson's Defence, p. 40.

t See also Spencer's View, p. 114, Hibernian Press Edit. Collect, de Rebus Hib. VI.

p. 70.

f Among the Abassian and Tscherkessian tribes, the inhabitants of the Caucasian or Col-

chian region, there being no metallic currency, linen forms the medium of barter ; it is sized,

calendered, and made up in rolls, each containing the quantity requisite for a shirt : these rolls

are called Boccassines. See Klaproth's Travels in the Caucasus, p. SSI.
'
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their descent, were remarkable for it in the oldest recorded times ;

and also, that in every country where, in the course of their wan-

derings and their conquests these warlike Scythians obtained a

footing, there, they introduced the culture of flax, and the ma-

nufacture of linen. So remarkable were they for this art, that He-

rodotus* mentions it as a national characteristic, and one by which

their kindred nations may be traced.

The art of working metals, may also be named as one in common

use in Ireland, before it was practised by the neighbouring western

nations. This is proved by the great number of metal antiques,

chiefly golden, and of excellent workmanship, which have been

found in this country, many of them underneath, or contained

within the most ancient monuments, the majority of which being

relics of pagan superstition, must be of a date previous to the intro-

duction of Christianity.

IV. By customs.—For even yet are some retained which derive

their origin from the ancient worship of the country, and its sacred

festivals ;
—one or two of these it is sufficient to mention.

The fires of Baal, or Bel, lighted upon a particular day in every

district in Ireland, and known by the name of the Baal-tyne or

Bel-tien.-f These fires are supposed to be possessed of many
virtues, those especially of purifying from past transgressions, and

preserving from future harm. The writer has more than once been

a personal witness of the ceremony of driving the cattle of a certain

village through the blazing fire; whilst the young people and

children followed, and each seizing a lighted brand, formed a sort

of irregular winding dance, waving the flaming torches over their

* In Euterpe, §

\ Toland's Letters on the Druids, p, 100, Edit. 174.7.
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heads, and shouting in a sort of rude chorus. Can there be a doubt

as to the source of this custom ?

The festival of AU-hallow Eve, is observed by the Scotch and Irish,

while it is but Httle known in England. This day was one of the

four great festivals which were observed in Ireland. It was an-

ciently dedicated to Sahm or Saliman, one of the sacred names

OS the sun,* when offerings were made of fruit, corn, and cakes of

fine flour, spotted with poppy and carraway seeds, and stained with

saffi'on.-f- Hence the origin of the cake still peculiar to Ireland,

vulgarly called the Barn-break, rightly the Bairin-Breac,% the

spotted cake or bread, which it is even now in many country parts

customary for bakers to send at Hollandtide as presents to their

customers.

To this ancient worship of Baal the sun, and of fire, the emblem

of the sun, may be traced the names of the most ancient erections,

which in almost every case where the old name has been preserved,

allude to the sun either directly, or by the name of Baal or Bel ;
—

• In the Indian account of the Bahman Avatar, it is recorded that Bali instituted the feasts

of the Solstitial fires ; and it appears that these feasts, particularly that of the first of November,

are even at this day celebrated throughout the peninsula with great splendor. They light vast

fires, and illuminate their houses with innumerable lamps in honour of Baal-Samin, the Lord of

Heaven. (Sonnerat i. p. HO—and Maurice Auct. Hist. Hindostan, vol. ii. p. 87 and 89.)

f Sonnerat mentions that at the great feast of Fire, held annually in India, all the votaries

stain their bodies with saffron, [Vol. i.p. ISi]
The poppif is cultivated in Mysore and Malabar, not for opium, but for seed, which they put

into cakes. [Buchanan's Journey, I. 295. III. 444.]

In Letters from the Caucasus, (p. 125—6) we are told, that in Persia, poppy seed is con-

stantly put into cakes and bread, and that finer saffron is grown in Iran than can be elsewhere

obtained. Saffron is classed with wine and song, as equally belonging to the banquet, in the

ancient Irish poems of Megnus the Great.—Brooke's Irish Reliques, p. 62.)

X Ledwich and Vallancey, Collect Reb. Hib. VII. 291, and IIL 435.

The Irish words are Bairin, a cake—Breac, speckled.
—

O'Reilly D.] Breac, in Gaelic—
party coloured. [Macpherson's Essays, 115.]

p 2
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so in Cairn Grainey, the Heap of the Sun, in the county of

Antrim
;
—in Clare, on Mount Callen, Altoir na Greine, the Altar

of the Sun
;
—and near Killala is a ruin, in very good preservation,

called Baal-tien, the House of Baal. From the names of the num-

berless monuments of this nature, the legends attached to them,

and the reverence with which they are still regarded by the people,

especially in the western and southern parts of the island, where the

ancient race has been the least intermixed with that of their

invaders, it appears that this worship was retained here to a later

period than in the sister kingdom ;
it may be also inferred from

some differences in the remains of antiquity, that in times subse-

quent to those, when the rude altar was raised in both islands,

some change took place in Ireland in the manner of the worship,

and a consequent alteration in the religious structures.

The purpose of these detailed remarks is to point out the eastern

origin of the Irish, and their eastern worship, which, in con-

junction with these reflections, will be found to throw useful light

upon much of the remains of primitive Irish architecture.

Of these the greater part bear a religious character ; and, as in

all other nations, are the only fabrics of the early rages which have

come down to our time. Such are the crom-leac, the cairn, the

circle of upright stones, the pillar-stone, and the mount. To these

succeed the round tower ;
a description of edifice so rare in other

countries as to be very nearly peculiar to Ireland ;
and also the

small stone-roofed buildings, of which a few still remain. These all

belong to ancient Erin, in ages previous to those successive in-

vasions, whose rapine and conquests had nearly swept away her

early civilization.

That she had advanced in civilization and the arts of life, is

evidenced by a variety of circumstances ; her extended husbandry is
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marked by traces of the plough underneath deep bogs, which have

been cut away, and on many mountains which could not now be

brought into tillage without an immense expence of labour and

money.* Bede mentions the salubrious climate, the abundance of

fowl, honey and milk, and the cultivation of the vine.-f- Agricul-

ture, it is plain, must have been the common practice of the country,

and carried on largely, since Ireland was able to export great

quantities of corn to England,|: in the times immediately succeeding
the ages of Danish devastation, and during the perpetual warfare

and struggle with the Anglo-Saxons ;
her wealth indeed must have

been very great, to have enabled her in 1229, only fifty-nine years

after the invasion, to yield any revenue to the English monarchs,

and to export corn, wine, and beer to England,§ :

That roads for the transport of her goods early existed, the

remains still to be traced attest. These roads lead from the sea

ports to the interior of the country ; they were narrow, and formed

of flat stones placed on edge, while at defiles and fords places of

security were formed, where cars and goods were kept in safety

during the night.^ One of these roads crosses the island from

Galway to Dublin
;

it was supported along the sides by walls, and

at intervals was defended by strong holds. That this road was for

the purpose of facilitating trade to Dublin, whence the Diablintae

• Stewart's Hist. Armagh, p. 607-—O'Connor's Dissert, p. 112.—Hamilton's Letters on

Antrim, p. 40.

f Eccles. Hist. B. I. c. i. It is remarkable, that there are in the Irish language terms for the

grape, the vine, the vineyard, and the wine-press, (Hist. Armagh, 599.) either the vine was

sufficiently cultivated to give rise to these words in the language, or they previously belonged to

it in another country where the vine was well known.

^ Betham's Aniiqua. Res. part 1. p. 5.

§ Ibid.

f Bfewer's Beauties of Ireland, Introd. Ixxxvii. And an ancient Irish MS. there quoted.
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carried on commerce with the inhabitants of North Wales, has

been suggested by an author who is not very favourable to the

idea of the early civilization of Ireland ;* and the suggestion is

strongly supported by the circumstance, that an ancient road in

England, which reached from Sandwich to Caernarvon, was called

by the Romans Guetheling or Watling Street. Now this name,

in this as in other instances, was derived from that of the people

towards whom it was directed
;
and these were the Guetheli or

Gatheli of Ireland.—Hence Dr. Whitaker argues that the ancient

Britons had roads and commercial intercoui'se before the settling of

the Romans, who, being ignorant of the Guetheli, must have

adopted the name which they found in common use among the

British.-f-

Foreign commerce too, appears to have been early pursued,

since Tacitus distinctly says that the "
ports and landing places of

Hibernia were better known than those of Britain, through the

frequency of commerce and merchants.":{: The likelihood of this

trade having extended chiefly eastwards, is very great ; since

Ireland is mentioned in so distinct a manner by some of the oldest

Greek authors,§ as scarcely to admit a doubt of her having been

well known to the navigators of those times, the Phenicians, who

were the carriers and merchants of the world—and through them

to the Greeks.f What could the Phenicians resort here for, but

* Wood on the Primitive Inhabitants of Ireland, p. 96—99.

f Whitaker's History of Manchester, I. p. 68.

:{:
Vitae Agricola, C. 24.

§ Orpheus, Homer, Plutarch, Strabo, Aristotle : see at large in Sir E. Parson's Defence of

the Ancient History of Ireland, pp.80, 95, 97, 119. By Dio. Sic. see Phil. Survey of the

South of Ireland, p. iiS.

ir Ibid. p. 112.
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for purposes of trade;* and that trade is explained to have con-

sisted in metals furnished by Ireland. There cannot exist a ques-

tion that mines were worked, and to a great extent, in this island

in the earliest times, because not only ancient shafts and galle-

ries have been traced, but tools of the most antique fashion, of

stone, and of the mixed metal of which the weapons called celts

are made, have been found, together with candles with linen wicks.

The probability is, that these exports were repaid by commo-

dities from the East;-!* and this probability is curiously corrobo-

rated by the Hervarrar Saga, a book in old Icelandic, which

relating the combat of Hialmar and Odder, with Argantys and his

eleven brothers, mentions that Odder had procured from Ireland a

silk garment impenetrable to any weapon : this battle took place,

according to the historian Suhm, A, D. 4 10.J Now unless Ireland

traded with or kept up an intercourse with the east, whence could

she have obtained articles of silken manufacture to dispose of at a

time when it was one of the most expensive rarities on the

continent ?

This luxury, it is evident, was one indulged in by the Irish, and

continued to be so until 1537, when silk embroidered vests and

• Ibid. 103 No pilots' aid the Phenician vessels need ;

Themselves instinct with sense securely speed ;

To fertile realms and distant climates go,

And where each realm and city lies they know.

Odyss. lib. viii.

f The poem of Magnus the Great speaks of "
precious stones from the country of the east."

Brooke's Irish Reliques, p. 83.

The Irish poets speak of silken standards ; and the Gall-greina, or standard of the Feinian

heroes, was a blazing sun, radiant with the gems of the east Ibid. p. 63 and 83.

Gal-battle—Gal-greina, possibly the sun of battle—as Gal-trumpa, the trumpet of battle

Galla is brightness; Gal-greina, the brightness of the sun.

X Herbert on Icelandic Poetry, I. pp. 74., 93.
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kirtles were prohibited by act of parliament. But so wedded te

the use of silk were the " naked Irishry," as the calumnious

Moryson unblushingly calls them, that in 1596 Spencer enumerates

silken fillets as one of the common parts of dress ;* and at that time

silk was a very costly article.

Woollens of fine fabrick, it has been proved, were largely ex-

ported to Italy, where they were highly prized for their excellence,

so early as before 1357, f- when the manufacture of fine goods was

only introducing into England by Edward III. Therefore this art

was not acquired from their English masters
;
but there is evidence

to prove that trade in this commodity was in full vigour at a still

earlier period, when the "
very ancient" MS., quoted in the Delia

Crusca Dictionary, was written, at which time Irish serge appears

to have been much used by the luxurious ladies of Florence.J

Woollen goods were imported from Ireland into England in

121 6,§ only forty-six years after the first Anglo-Norman invasion.

And still farther back, Donat, Bishop of Fiesole in Italy, describes

Ireland in 802 as being a country
" rich in garments and cloth-

ing."f Manufactures and commerce are both of slow growth,

*
Spencer's View, p. 114, Edit. Dub.

t Transactions R. I. A. I. 20.

§ Ibid.

X Ibid. p. 22 England continued to import woollens both from Ireland and the Hans towns,

down to Elizabeth's reign ; and Ireland continued to manufacture and export woollen of various

fabrics until Lord Stafford prohibited the practice. The long wool of Ireland was highly prized

by the French, and employed in their manufacture of fine cloth—Phil. Survey of the South

of Ireland, 193.

II Stewart's Hist, of Armagh, 14-6—
Far westward lies an Isle of ancient fame.

By nature bless'd, and Scotia is her name ;

An island rich—exaustless is her store

Of veiny silver, and of golden ore ;
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requiring much time to bring them to perfection, and are both

unhkely to spring up in times of warfare and national distress;

hence it may not unreasonably be concluded that they had arisen

in earlier and more peaceful times, and were the remnants of that

commerce and those arts derived from eastern ancestors. For, as

the colonists brought with them the mode of manufacturing linen,

it may, without any great stretch of probability, be concluded, that

the Irish serge, which Spencer,* puts on a level with silk, was

somewhat of the soft twilled texture of those fine woollen stuffs

which are manufactured, and form great part of the dress of the

upper classes throughout Iran, and even to the shores of the

Bosphorus
—most of the ermin lined pelisses of the Turks being

composed of it.

The early learning of Ireland cannot he denied
; since, hav-

ing survived the era of destruction and spoliation, there are

now in existence many of her works, which were written when

Europe was immersed in darkness, and before the Saxons had

acquired an alphabet ; these were a rude unlettered people when

they invaded England, and they are said by Camden to have

borrowed their alphabet from the Irish, -f-
there being between the

two only a few variations, merely enough to establish a distinct

dialect.:}: There not being in Germany, nor on any part of the

Her verdant fields with milk and honey flow,

Her woolly fleeces vie with virgin snow ;

Her waving furrows float with bearded corn,

And arms and arts her envied sons adorn.

Descrip. of Ireland by St. Donatus, Bishop of Etruria.

• Fairie Queen, B. III.

f Camden's Ireland, p. 68.—Spencer's View, p. 65.—Sir William Temple and Nicholson's

Irish Library, Pref. 12.

J Dr. Chas. O'Connor on Ancient Alphabets

VOL. XV. Q
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continent of Europe, a character at all resembling that of the Irish,*

greatly supports the claim to a peculiar alphabet having been

brought by the first colonists into Ireland ;
and this claim is further

strengthened by Strabo's evidence, that in his time letters were

universally known throughout Spain, though he names the Tur-

detani as the most learned people of the Spanish peninsula,-f being

possessed of ancient histories and laws written in verse, and paying

particular attention to the preservation of their public records.

These Turdetani were a Phenician colony, and brought with

them the letters and the customs of the parent state, which, as

Josephus relates, took every precaution for the sacred preservation

of its history.:}: Was it from Strabo or Josephus, that in the

dark ages the annalists and bards of Ireland, adopted and trans-

ferred to Ireland these ideas of public records and public care of

them ? Were they not rather brought along with letters, customs,

and arts, by the Milesians, the descendants of these very Turdetaui?

Can the antiquity of the assertion of these claims, the early ac-

quaintance with letters, and the remarkable differences which ex-

isted between the customs of the Irish, and of the surrounding na-

tions, be in any other way rationally accounted for ?

Letters, learning, and civilization, could not have been introduced

by our early Christian teachers, for there was not time sufficient

for the progress made ; they must have found them to a cei tain

degree established in the country, and upon them have engrafted

the Christian faith, which quickly spread and flourished in a soil so

" Hutchinson's defence, 40—Rowland's Mon. Ant—Camden's Ireland—Johnson's History

of the English Language—Hist. Armagh, p. 607. Leibnitz in Phil. Survey of the Soutli of

Ireland, p. 431.

t Littleton Hist. Hen. II. Vol. iii. p. 12. or Strabo. lib. III. p. 204, Amstelod.

t Sir L. Parson's Defence of Irish Hist. 182.
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congenial ;
and from ecclesiastical historians it appears that invaria-

bly the progress of Christianity has been rapid in proportion to

the previous degree of mental cultivation.*

Nor does the circumstance that no remains of dwelling houses

are found in existence at all warrant the hasty conclusion, that

this was a nation of savages, dwelling only in caves, dens, and

forests, since a similar inference might on the same grounds apply

to Assyria, Egypt, Persia, and Palestine. No houses, not even a

palace of ancient times remains in those countries, the cradles of

the arts
;
and for the same reason—they were not built of durable

materials
; there, as with us, no buildings have survived the wreck

of time but those of a religious character.

When the ancient inhabitants settled in Ireland they most pro-

bably built their houses in the manner to which they had been

accustomed—that which, to the present day, continues in the un-

changing east.

Over the greater part of India, in Mesopotamia, and among the

tribes dwelling in the valleys of the Caucasus, the houses are

built of closely woven wicker-work, plastered within and without

with mud, tempered into an adhesive mortar. Of such materials

Giraldus Cambrensis tells us, the palace built at Dublin by King

Henry II. was constructed, as he says,
"
according to the fashion

of the country," a fashion followed probably because there was not

time for any more solid erection
;-f- neither could this mode be very

surprising to the British, as it was also employed in England, and

continued to be in use to a late period.

Houses built entirely of tempered mud are extremely common in

* O'Connor's Letters on Ireland in Collect. Reb. Hib. iii. p. 227.

\-
Littleton's Hist. Hen. U. v. IIL p. 88.

q2
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several parts of India and Caubul ;
and throughout Persia the

dwellings of the poorer classes are of mud. These bear so great

a resemblance to the Irish cabin, that it has been remarked by
more than one modern traveller. Indeed in the western side of the

Indian peninsula, in Persia and Caucasus, not only houses but

palaces two stories high, and even fortresses, are built with mud

walls alone : neither stone, brick, nor timber being employed to

strengthen them. In Mysore the art of making mud walls is

carried to such perfection, that many of the mud-wall houses are

flat-roofed and terrassed.* Some habitations were probably con-

structed of wood, as were those of England at that time
;
barons

only, and chieftains, being possessed of stone-built mansions. And

perhaps a part of the population, particularly the tribes of

Celtic race, might live under spreading trees in the forests, as

described to have been their practice in later times by Spencer ;

in a manner much resembling that which Bruce ascribes to the

African Galla, who pass the dry season in the forests with which

their country abounds
;
each family chooses a spreading tree, of

which they plash together the outer bending branches, fastening

their ends to the ground: these branches they cover with the

skins of beasts. Within these walls of living wicker-work all the

small twigs are cut away, so that a large space is left free in this

vegetable tent, in which the tree stem appears like the central

pillar.-f-

In any or all of these cases, for all may have existed simulta-

neously, no remains of dwelling houses could have come down to

modern times.

* Buchanan's Journey through Mysore, 1. p. 33.

t Bruce's Travels, IV. p. 29, Edit. 1805.
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Of the ancient monuments the Crom-leac may be placed the first,

since if not the very oldest, it appears coeval veith the cairn, the

circle of stones, and the pillar-stone. From the direction given by
Moses* to the Israelites, before they entered the land of Canaan,
not to use hewn stone, or employ a tool in preparing the stones for

building an altar to the Lord, the Crom-leac might reasonably be

considered as a transcript of the ancient patriarchal altar, as re-

corded in holy writ, and therefore the earliest description of reli-

gious structure ; from that Mosaic injunction, given very possibly

in consequence of the Egyptian practice of ornamenting their

temples and altars with idolatrous carvings, the custom of using

rough stones undefiled by the work of man, may also be deduced.

And this idea of their patriarchal origin is strengthened by the

circumstance of the Rock-altar or Crom-leac being found through-
out Asia, where it is universally sacred to Budh. It is often em-

phatically styled the altar of blood.
-f-

The name Crom-leac, is compounded of Crom, which signifies

God, Fate, or Providence ; and leac, a stone, literally the stone or

altar of God : what god they were dedicated to sujfficiently ap-

pears from the local names retained by so many of these altars.

CromadhJ means bowing, or bending, or crooked, whence it has

been supposed by some that the name was derived, because the

devotee was supposed to bow or bend in devotion, or because it

was the bowing sloping stone, the Crom-leac being invariably

constructed with a steep inclination, most usually from north to

south, but also not unfrequently from east to west. Other anti-

* Exod. XX. 25.

f Maurice, Ancient Hist. Kindest. II. p. 481.

% O'Reilly and O'Brien, Diets.
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quaries* have suggested that this term might be traced to the

Hebrew, chemar-luach, a stone of burning-|- or sacrifice ; but the

first derivation appears the most reasonable, and is supported

by the circumstance of there having been priests of Crom, called

Crom-thear. J
There seems not to have been any particular nicety, as to the

situation in which Crom-leacs were placed. Some are found in

valleys, some on the sides of hills, and a large proportion of them

on the tops of mountains, of lofty hills, and of artificial mounts and

cairns. They often stand single, but in many instances in con-

nection with circles of stones, pillar-stones, caves, and mounds ;

sometimes one, sometimes more of these monuments accompanying
the Crom-leac, and in a few cases it is united with nearly all of

them.

These altars vary very much in size, and of course in form, as

that depends upon the natural shape of the stones; in most instances

they consist of three upright supporters, two at the lower, and one

at the upper end, upon which the altar stone was balanced ; but

there are a few with only two supporters, upon which is placed

horizontally the covering stone. Underneath the sloping covering

stone, and between the uprights a hollow is usually found, which

is thought to have been for the purpose of facilitating the passage

of cattle and children under the sacred fire, a practice which seems

to be alluded to in Scripture when the Israehtes are reproached

* Rowland Mona Antiqua, p. 47 Smith's Hist. Co. Cork, I. p. 180.

•j-
Sir William Ousely describes an immense Crom-leac formed apparently of artificial stone,

fifty feet long and thirteen high, under which there is a narrow passage about four feet in height.

This stone is flat on the top like an altar. The peasants call it the " Mansion of the fire-worship-

pers." Travels in the East, II. 105.

I O'Reilly's Diet.
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with passing their sons and daughters under the fires of IVfoloch—a

name also given to the sun.

Tlie Crom-leacs with only two supporters are now -rarely met

with, but a perfect one of these Trilitlions stands at Kindrahad,

county of Donegal.* At Slidery, near Dundrum, county of Downj-f-

there is one of the three-pillared altars, the table stone of which is

nearly circular. In the same county, near Drumgoolan, another,

shaped like a coffin, and of uncommon regularity in the construc-

tion ;% while at Castle Mary, county of Cork, a Cromleac is described

by Dr. Smith,§ as having the remarkable appendage of a stone

table for cutting up the victims. This altar bears the name of

Carig-na-crioth, the sun's rock. These instances are given merely

to shew the variety of form, and for that purpose are selected from

the almost innumerable Crom-leacs which remain throughout the

island.

Some also are found with four upright stones or pillars, two at each

end. Of these it is sufficient to note one or two of the most remarkable.

On the top of Craig's rock, parish of Finvoy, county of Antrim,^

stands a Crom-leac, the two front pillars of which are four feet

high and one asunder ; the height of those at the back is seven

feet six inches
;
underneath the stone, and between the uprights, is a

small chamber, now much filled with stones, the entrance into

which was between the two southern or front pillars;
—at the

farther or north end, this chamber opens into two small vaults,

seven feet six inches long, by seven feet wide, and these have evidently

• Parish of CulduflP, Shaw Mason's Parochial Surveys, II. p. 155.

+ Dubardieu's Survey of Down, p. 272.—Harris's History of Down, p. 201.

J Dubardieu's Down, 272.

§ History of Cork, I. p. HO.

f Shaw Mason's Parochial Survey, I. SS*.
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been arched over : on the front side of this altar the covering stone

overhangs the supporters three feet, and outside of this projection

stand two narrow slabs of stone pitched on end—the whole is

contained within a circle of stones, forty-five feet in diameter, sur-

rounded by an outer earthen enclosure, within which mound a

subterraneous passage seems to have been carried round the whole

circumference.

This is a very perfect, and certainly a remarkable Crom-leac,

united as it is with other remains deserving of particular observa-

tion ; for here we have the altar placed upon an artificial elevation,

surrounded by the sacred circle of stones, and combined with caves

where the mysteries may have been performed, and from whence

oracular responses may possibly have been delivered. The country

people regard this spot with veneration, and have a tradition that

ii» former times the table-stone could move."

At Fiddown, county of Kilkenny, stands an altar of about five feet

elevation, placed upon a cairn raised upon a summit of Carick-

na-Gaug-hill.* In this instance the Crom-leac and the cairn are

united.

Sugar-loaf Hill, county of Waterford,-f exhibits one of the largest

of the Crom-leacs with four supporters ;
the covering-stone is of

great size, and is raised twenty feet from the ground. Under

this, but entirely detached from it, and equi-distant from the four

uprights, stands a pillar-stone. Such combination of these different

vestiges of paganism distinctly shew that they were employed in

the ancient worship, and in simultaneous use
; since, although

seldom all combined, they appear to have been indifferently con-

nected with the Crom-leac, and with each other.

*
Parochial Surveys, I. p. 36i.

Eyiand's History of Waterford, p. 263.
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Some Crom-leacs were of great size, and seem to have formed a

sort of low temple.
—Baal-tien, about three miles from the town of

Killala, county of Mayo, appears to have been something of this kind.

A rude pronaos, formed by four upright stones on each side, led to

an altar, placed over a deep pit, at each end of which a great

stone is fixed ; upon these the large, now displaced table stone, was

laid
;
the pit has perpendicular sides, and is so deep that it must

have been very difficult for either human creature or four-footed

beast to have got in or out of it, in order to pass under the fire.

Possibly therefore, it may have been for the purpose of receiving

the blood of the victims slaughtered upon the altar ; such pits*

were used by the Greeks and Romans when sacrificing to the

infernal deities
;
and as the sun, the Sol Infernus of the winter

half year, was in Egypt, according to Porphyry classed among
the infernal deities, and worshipped under the name of Serapis ; it

is not impossible that at the winter festivals, this mode of sacri-

ficing may have obtained in Ireland.

A larger Crom-leac temple remains on the hill of Garry-Duflf^

county of Kilkenny,-f- where there are sixteen stones placed in four

rows ;
the

'
two in the centre were each composed of five stones,

the lines at four feet distance from each other
; three stones formed

each of the outer rows : these cells had formerly covering stones,

and in the earth beneath burnt bones and ashes have been found ;

lower down, on the side of the hill, stands a tapering pillar stone,

which is eleven feet high from the present surface of the ground.
Of the same species is that of Labacally, near Glanworth, county

• In Hebrew a pit with the sign of classification affixed, signifies fire-worship.
—

[Classical

Jour. No. LVII. p. 88. note.] Among the ruins of the Temple of Serapis, at Puzzuoli, a deep

square pit for receiving the sacrificial blood is always pointed out by the Ciceroni.

f Tighe's Survey of Kilkenny, p. 627.
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of Cork,* called by the country people Grannies Bed, a corruption

from Grian. The Phenicians worshipped Apollo by the name of

Grian, and the epithet Gryneus is twice found in "Virgil.-f- It has

also been found in inscriptions both by Gunter and Muratori ;

and in Camden's Lauden, there is an inscription to ApoUoni

Granno.ij: Among the Caledonians also the sun was adored under

the name of Grannius, evidently derived from the Gaelic, which

precisely agrees with the Irish language in calling the sun Grian.§

Some years ago a stone bearing an inscription to Grannius was dug

up between the Friths of Forth and Clyde, which proves that the

sun by this appellation, was one of the deities of the Jarghail or

western Caledonians.^ It is also a fact worthy of note, that the

great heath which separates Badenoch from Strathspey, where

several stone circles still exist, is called by tlie country people

Slia-Ghrannus, literally the heath of Grannius. While the whole

district bears the name of Grian-Tochd, the country of Grian.**

From the close connexion in language, customs, and political

relation between the ancient Caledonians and the Irish, these cir-

cumstances are strong confirmations of the hypothesis that the ido-

latry of the sun was the leading religion of Ireland.

• Smith's History of Cork, II. p. 416.—Townsend's Survey of Cork, p. 113-

f ^neid, B. IV. 1. 345—Sixth Eclogue, 1. 72 The epithet Gryneus is usually derived from

the name of a temple and town near Clazomena in iEolia, but it seems more probable that the

temple received its name from the god, rather than the god from the tempi?.— Philosophical

Survey, p. 230.

t Bib. M. S. Stowensis, I. pp. 49—7.

§ Macpherson's Antiq. Scotland, p. 287.—Mr. M. derives Grian from Gre or Gne, signify-

ing the nature, and t/iein the oblique case of tein, fire.—In the Gaelic language when a conso-

nant is placed before an h, the h is always silent, so that Gre-thein, must be pronounced Gre-

ein—that is, the essence or natural source qfjirt-

IT Ibid. 286.

•* Ibid. 287.
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This temple of Grian is composed of several covering stones of

great size, one of them being seventeen feet long, by nine broad ;

these are supported by two ranges of upright stones, and under-

neath the whole is a vault, the entrance to which is closed by a

very large stone. Here again may be observed in connexion with

the Rock-altar, the small vault or cave, from whence responses

might be given, as at Delphos, at Eleusis, at the Grotto of Tropho-

nius, at the little Cella of the Cumean Sybil in Italy, and it is

probable in other countries also.*

Isaiah-f seems to allude to this practice in a verse, which in our

translation is rendered seeking to " Wizards that mutter," but in

that of the Septuagint,
"
Seeking to Wizards speaking out of the

earth." And again, in our own version,
•' Thy voice shall be as

one that hath a familiar spirit out of the ground, and thy speeclt

shall whisper out of the dust."J The following verse seems also to

refer to oracles of this nature :
" Thus saith the Lord that created

the Heavens, I have not spoken in secret, in a dark place in the

earth."§

This altar, or tomb, or shrine, is surrounded at about fourteen

feet distance from its centre by a circle of upright stones ;
and un-

derneath it, as under many other Crom-leacs, have been found

bones. In many instances, small earthen urns containing ashes

have been dug up ; thus uniting a sacred and a funereal character,

a union which has been found to prevail throughout the ancient

mysteries, as far as the initiated have ventured to reveal.^ Where

*
Archeologia, II. 361.

f Isaiah viii. 19.

X Isaiah, xxix. 4.

§ Ibid. xlv. 18, 19.

If Faber on the Origin of Pagan Idolatry ; as shewn at large in the third volume.

r2
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the Crom-leac is connected with sepulchral remains, it is considered

to have been erected in commemoration of, and at the obsequies of

distinguished chieftains, and to have been used as an altar of obla-

tion,* where perhaps sacrifice was afterwards offered to the manes

of the deceased.

The same mysterious double character extended also to the Cairn,

which is so frequently connected with the Crom-leac, and which

has been found in the greater number of instances, among those

that have been opened, to contain relics of the dead. Of the Cairn

there were two descriptions, the Taimh-leacht, or burying cairn,

and the simple cairn, or high place made of stones piled into the

shape of a lofty cone, flatted on the top.

The Taimh-leacht are usually raised over a Kisde, or Kist-van—
more properly Cisde-Bhana,-f that is literally the cofl^er of death :

this is commonly formed of six stones exactly fitted to each other,

but not fastened together, being a sort of rude sarcophagus ;
—within

this stood the urn, in some instances highly ornamented, and of a

graceful shape,J which contained the ashes of the departed chief, .

and sometimes also his charred bones,§ there is one instance of the

*
King's Munimenta Antiqua—Rowland's Mona Antiqua.

f Cisde—chest or treasure—Bhana, death—O'Reilly's Diet.— Stewart's Hist, of Armagh,

p. 610.

X A large Cairn near Mr. Stewart's in the county, ofDown was some years ago levelled ; in it

was found a small cave in the centre, in which were a great number of urns, of a deep red, like

the Etruscan vases, and adorned by well executed a-la-Grec borders : round the cave was a circle

of stone coffins, all placed with the head towards the cave ;—only six urns were saved, and the

coffins were used by the proprietor in making drains.

A Cairn opened in the same county contained two urns, a small and a large one, well made and

nicely ornamented, Survey of Down, p. 305—See also Hist, of Armagh, where an engraving of

one is given

§ See a curious account of an ancient cemetery in the county of Armagh, discovered in

the year 1713, which was chiefly filled with earthen urns of ashes and bones. Very near it
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unburnt bones being placed on each side of the urn, in two parcels,

neatly bound up with copper wire.* And in a few others, round

glass bottles, (evincing an early acquaintance with the manufacture

of glass) and beads, -f- such as are called Druid beads in Wales,

and Glain-naidr,J in Scotland and the Western Islands,§ where

they have been found in similar situations. In these sacred cairns

it was customaryll to place the remains of chiefs and heroes,

and with them their favourite dog, their ornaments and weapons,

which are often discovered beneath the Crom-leac, the Cairn, or the

Pillar-stone, which so frequently stands adjacent. Many Cairns

appear to have been formed over a Cromleac ;
this has, in various

ins'ances, occurred near Armagh,^ where several Cairns having
been pulled down, discovered underneath a Crom-leac, and buried

beneath this altar was an urn or bones. The same circumstance

has been observed in Scotland.** These burial Cairns are seldom

of as great size as the allar cairn, which often covers a large space,

stood an altar eight feet long by four broad, upon which, it is conjectured, the bodies were

burned, as in the earth around it were mixed bones and pieces of coal, and the stones bore the

mark of fire. Close to the altar was a very deep pit fiUed with unctuous black matter, as if the

refuse of the burnings had been thrown in there. Among the urns of ashes were intermixed

tombs which contained only unburnt bones and no urns—whence it is evident that both modes

of sepulture were in use at the same time,—Phil. Trans, vi. p. 64. Edit. 1809—Hutton, Shaw,

and Pearson.

* Smith's Hist. Cork, II. 411.

f Lhwyd describes these beads as having a snake painted round them ; and concludes that

the ova anguina of the Druids were these glass beads. In Scotland they are accounted sacred,

anJ in some places are on May-day steeped in water, with which the cattle are afterwards

sprinkled, to preserve them from Elf-bolts.—Phil, Trans.' vi. 20—21. Edit. 1809, Hutton, &c.

J Glain—Glass, and perhaps Napimh, holy
—or Neamdha, heavenly.

§ Pennant's Tour, 343.

II
Transactions R. I. A. XIV. p. 110.

f History of Armagh, p. 609.

•* Pennant's Tour to the Western Highlands, p. 343.
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and rises even to sixty or seventy feet in height, having on the top

sometimes a Crom-leac, sometimes a flat stone of large size, upon
which the fire was Ughted, and sometimes a pillar-stone.

Such artificial high places are generally situated upon an emi-

nence, frequently upon the tops of hills and mountains ;
and these

stations were so chosen as to form a chain of connexion with each

other in such a manner, that on the festival days, the first of May
and the first of November most especially, the fires of Bel, were

seen from one to the other over the whole country. At these times

all household fires were extinguished, to be relighted by a brand

from the sacred fire.*

The Cairn was the Pyramid-f- of these countries, and was used

for the same purpose as it appears to be still applied in HindostanJ—
as a lofty altar of sacrifice visible to a surrounding multitude. The

reverence still felt by the lower classes towards these sacred eleva-

tions is so great that they even now carry stones to add to the

heap.§ To the remains of this ancient superstition may be ascribed

the modern Taimh-leacta ("or rather leac-da, which is a small cairn,

raised in memory of the dead, by passengers throwing a stone of

• Transactions K. I. A. XIV. p. 122,—Collect, de Reb. Hib. II. p. 275. et seq.—The inci-

dental mention in the Book of Armagh, of the anger of King Loigaire and his Magi, at the

lighting of a fire by St. Patrick, on a day of idolatrous solemnity, and before that in the king's

palace had been kindled, not only bears testimony to the existence of the custom, but proves

the antiquity of the MS. A more modern writer would not have been satisfied with such an

indirect allusion to it.—Betham Antiq. Res. p. 31 4.

f Collect. Reb. Hib. III. 146. Preface to Essay on Hallow-Eve, and Kircher there quoted.

J Origin of Pagan Idolatry, III. 237 Asiat. Res. X. p. 134-, et seq.

§ The western Highlanders of Scotland, whose descent, language, and customs are derived from

the same origin as the Irish, when they wish to engage a person's particular good will, declare that

they will add a stone to his cairn ; meaning that they will do all in their power to honour his

memory.—Pennant's Tour to West. Highlands, 299.—Macpherson's Antiquities of Scotland,

p. 291.



any sort upon the heap) which has been reared to those who, in

the rebeUion of 1 798, fell at the battle of Wicklow Gap.*
In the county of Kilkenny, on the hill of Clogh-Manta is a large

Cairn, eighty-seven paces in circumference; it is surrounded by a

circular enclosure of stones, which contains more than two acres.

Clogh-Manta signifies the stone of the Great God ; the name Man
is said to be one of the oldest appellations of God, and usually
found in connection with the remains of the primitive idolatry;

wherever that word forms a part of the name of any district, that

district will be found to abound in altars, cairns, and circles of

stones. -f

In the same county, on Tory Hill, called in Irish Slieb-Grian

the Hill of the Sun, stands a cairn of great size, having on the top a

large flat altar-stone.J It is remarkable that a tradition still exists

at Waterford, that in ancient times the citizens went in procession,

on certain days of solemnity, to the conical hill of Slieb-Grian in

the neighbouring county of Kilkenny, and there offered sacrifice.§

The ancient Irish name of the harbour of Waterford was Cuan-na-

Grioth, the Harbour of the Sun.^

Some Cairns contain cells or chambers
; these probably united the

characters of a temple and a sacred sepulchre ;
the interior seems to

denote this—the narrow passage
—the small chambers—the altar

stone of some—the monumental urn and burnt bones, all point out the

• Brewster's Beauties of Ireland, I. 385.

I Tighe's Survey of Kilkenny, 623.—Trans. R. I. A. II. p. 64—Sir William Drummond in

his Origines proves Man to be synoniraous with Osiris, Baal, Mendes, and the Sun.—Vol. II-

book 4-. ch. 12, p. 398 to 407.—Rowland Mona Antiq. p. i9.—Bryant I. 402—11. pp. 8, 198>

307. 471.

I Tighe's Survey of Kilkenny, 622.

§ Ryland's History of Waterford, p. 109.

f Ibid.
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Hills of Loughcrew, which are called by the peasants the Witches

Hops, is an extensive excavation, consisting of three large cham-

bers with a narrow passage leading to them. In one of these rooms

is a flat altar-stone of considerable size ;
—near to this artificial cave

stand two lofty pillar stones known among the people, by the names

of " the speaking stones,'' and " the Whisperers."* Names evi-'

dently traditional of there iiaving been oracles or divinations given
from these " dark places of the earth. "-f-

But the most remarkable Cairn is that of New Grange,]; county
of Meath ; this is of great size, being estimated by Governor Pow-

nal§ to be seventy feet high, and to contain an hundred and eighty

thousand tons of stone. This prodigious tumulus is now so grass

grown that it appears like an earth-work, but it is composed entirely

of rounded coggle-stones,|| which must have been brought from the

sea side, a distance of at least twelve miles. Around the base is a

circle of very large upright stones, of which only a few are now

standing ; these are from seven to nine feet high, and two of them

are so placed as to indicate the entrance. When it was seen by

Lhwyd, who published the earliest description of New Grange, the

top was crowned by a tall pillar stone, and the broad flat stone

burnt on these altars. In the Mitliratic Excavations in Persia soot and smoke are encrusted on

the sides and vaulted roofs.—K. Porter's Travels in Persia, Vol. II. pp. 542, 602,

* From the Rev. J, Egan. Two upright stones in the island of Col, are there called the whis-

pering stones—E. D. Clark's Life, I. p. 308. , ,

f Psalm, ixxiv. iO. Bible Trans.—Isaiah, Ixxiv. 20—21.

J A name imagined by General Vallancey to have been derived from Grian-Uagh, the Cave

of the Sun.

§ Archeologia II.

II
Most of the cairns described by Pennant in his Western Tour are formed of round stones

from the shore. Possibly such stones were supposed to possess peculiar virtues or holiness, as

lie mentions some round black ones, preserved in the Cathedral of Oransay, upon which the

people made oaths, that were regarded as more binding than any others. In the Letters from

VOL. XV. s
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which had formed the door was extant—it had been placed edge-

ways, and was rudely carved in spiral lines.*

The entrance is in the side of the mount, at some distance above

the base, and is so low that the person going in must creep on the

hands and knees for the first four or five yards ;
at this part one of

the side stones has either fallen, or was originally placed-f- diago-

nally, so as to leave an extremely small space through which to

force the body. That difficulty overcome, the passage immediately

becomes high enough to allow a man to stand erect : this gallery,

as it has been called, is sixty-two feet long, the sides being formed

of stones of great lenghth set on end, and the roof by long flat stones

laid transversely ;
it rises gradually as it conducts to a dome-shaped

chamber, about eighteen feet diameter, and twenty feet high to

the centre stone ;| the dome springs unevenly at eight, nine, and

ten feet from the ground, and is formed of thick flag-stones laid

in courses, each of which project a little beyond the course next

below it, till the whole is closed with a flat stone, nearly a square,

of three feet ten inciies. Around this chamber are three unequal

recesses formed by upright stones, about eight feet high, covered

with a large flag, each niche or cell resembling a large Ciste-

Bhana ; thus the interior of this ('aim bears the shape of a cross,

pretty nearly that which is called the cross of Hermes or Taut ;

a sacred form in which many of the most ancient temples were

built.§ In each of the side rece&ses stands a large bason, somewhat

the Irish Highlands, it is said to be customary for mothers to pile round white stones on the graves

of their children. And a similar practice is described by some ofour travellers, as obtaining along

the eastern coast of Africa.

•
Philosophical Transactions, V. p. 694. Edit. 1809, abridged by Hutton, &c.

-J-
The latter seems most probable, as none of the neighbouring stones are displaced or shaken.

X Archeologia, II. p. 255.

§ Origin Pagan Idolatry, III. p. 287.
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resembling the rock basons described by Dr. Borlase
;
these are

from three to four feet in diameter, and about three feet in depth ;

within the concavity of the perfect bason are two small hollows

placed close together, and large enough to hold a child's head ;*

the other bason is much broken by the injudicious curiosity of

visiters. The right hand bason stands in a broad shallow saucer,

possibly to receive the overflowing of the bowl. When Lhwyd
visited the cave a spring of clear water dropped into this vase—
perhaps it was made use of in the mysteries ; but this spring does

not now continue. The left-hand bason was always single. -f-

The supporting stones near the basons, and some few others in

the passage, have upon them some coarse sculpture, apparently of a

sort of character, and in the form of spiral lines, like a snake, such

as were on the door-stone. Governor Pownal, after examining

many ancient alphabets, was persuaded that these characters were

Phenician.J

In the centre recess, opposite to the entrance, is a large flat

stone, probably the stone of sacrifice, and from the thick blackness

of smoke observable there,§ and no where else, it has been evi-

dently used either for that purpose or for the preservation of the

perpetual fire, such as was kept continually burning in their sacred

• Sir R. C. Hoare's Tour in Ireland, p. 2.5,5. n

f Philosophical Trans. Vol. V. p. 69t. Abridged Edit. 1809. This is the only instance

hitherto, of rock basons in Ireland.

X Archeologia, II. p. 259.—In Sir W, Ouseley's second volume of Travels in the East, there

is an engraving of a very few characters cut on a stone near Fassa, which much resemble the

Irish Ogham, and some of the figures at New Grange.

§ This circumstance has not been noticed in any of the descriptions, but was very evident to

the writer in various visits paid to New Grange.

The Mithratic caves examined by Sir K. Porter, all contained large flat altar stones.—See the

Account of the Caves of Maraga, Vol. II. p. 496.

In that of Karefto there was also a pillar-stone in the centre. Ibid. p. 542.

,
s2
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temple caves by the Brahmins of India, the Magi of Persia, and the

Gaurs or Druids of England and Ireland.*

When New Grange was first opened in 1699, it contained the

two rock basons, at opposite sides, and in the circular area a pillar

stone, on each side of which lay a human skeleton. There was also

found underneath the pillar-stone two gold coins, one of the Emperor

Valentinian, and one of Theodosius, from which it may be judged,

that this cave temple was constructed before the invasion of the

Ostmen or Danes,-f to whom this Cairn has been sometimes

attributed.

This tumulus, it may be observed, unites in itself the artificial

mount or high place, the sacred funereal cave temple, the pillar

stone, and the circle of upright stones. The resemblance of this

remarkable Cairn to the Egyptian pyramids struck Governor

Pownal so forcibly, that he does not hesitate to avow his opinion

that it was constructed for the same purposes,J while Mr. Faber

observes the likeness it bears to some of the most ancient Indian

pagodas, built to resemble a large cavern. " In New Grange," he

remarks,
" we have the narrow passage, the central chamber rising

into an oviform dome like that at Canara, the cistern for purifica-

tion, and the mystic cross, a figure very frequently adopted in ti)e

construction of temples ; such multiplied peculiarities serve to shew

that the tumulus of New Grange was thrown up with the very

same ideas which prevailed among the Babylonians, Hindoos, and

Egyptians."§

• Maurice's Indian Antiq. I. p. 178.—and II. p. 177.

t Phil. Trans. VI. p. 695 Hutton's Abridgment, 1809.

X That these purposes were the celebration of the Cavern funereal mysteries, has been very

ably argued in a late number of the Classical Journal, in an article op the Egyptian Pyramids,

§ Origin of Pagan Idolatry, III. p. 267.
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Tn confirmation of these ideas it may be added, that tlie resem-

blance which this cairn bears to the early cavern temple, whether ex-

cavated in the living- rock, or formed in the artificial tumulus,

may be traced in every particular. The two upright stones in-

dicating the low entrance,* which can be penetrated only in a

creeping posture ; the narrow aperture, underneath the sloping

stone, through which the aspirant could with difficulty insinuate

himself, feet foremost
; the enlarged passage along which he was

dragged by the feet with terrifying rapidity, to the mysterious

adytuiu ; all are found here, and all bearing an extraordinary
similitude to the grotto of Trophonius, which was an excavated

cave, twelve feet high by six wide, with a low oven-shaped entrance,

t)n each side of which stood an obelisk ; a narrow passage ;
an

aperture difficult to })ass j-f-
—in short, analogous in every part.

The same general arrangement may be observed in the caves of

Canara in India ;
in the excavated temples of Thebaid, in those of

Ethiopia so frequently described by Burchard, and in the Pyramids
that have been opened. In the temples also the same object is kept

in view, and the dark sacellum is expressly said, both byLycophron
and Pausanius,::]: to have been denominated the cave, the cella.

Of the same character as New Grange, AnnacloghmuUen, and

the many other cavern temples still remaining in Ireland, appear

to have been the excavations in Mount Olivet, near Jerusalem.§

In this Mount, the scene of Solomon's idolatrous worship, of Ash-

*
Though not with the same striking precision as at Anna Cloghmullen before mentioned.

+ Clarke's Travels in Cireece and the Holy Land, Pt. II. p. 4f.—Class. Jour. No. LV. p. 295.

-Origin Pagan Idolatry, III. p. 260.

t Ibid. III. p. 2o9.

§ Clarke's Travels, Part II. Greece and Holy Land, p, 579.

Origin of Pagan Idolatry, III. pp. 206—259.
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taroth, Chemosh and Milcom, there are several chambers, one

of which is described to resemble a hollow round pyramid or cone,

the vertex being even with the soil.—This "
place of abomination"

evinces the great prevalence and extreme antiquity of the cavern

worship, which from the knowledge gleaned out of pagan authors,

and the scanty records of heathen nations, appears to have em-

braced and united several objects, all however by an extraordinary

concatenation intimately connected with the worship of the sun.

That such places were frequent in Judea is evident from the strong

reprobation with which they are mentioned by the Prophets. And

it appears from Ezekiel that various modes of idol worship were

practised in union. In his eighth chapter* he describes the sub-

terranean temple with all the idols of Israel, the weeping for

Thammuz, who has been identified with Adonis, Osiris, and Serapis,

the Sol Infernus
;
and the worship of the sun by five-and-twentyf

men looking towards the East.

The Irish name Cairn, as well as the Welsh Carnedde, is

thought]: to be derived from the Hebrew, keren-nedh, a coped

sloping heap ; it seems to have been commonly employed in the

most solemn transactions in the earliest times, and to have then

borne a sacred character ;
as appears from the Scripture account of

the agreement between Jacob and Laban,§ where on their en-

tering into a covenant, Jacob had a pile of stones raised, each

party giving a name to the heap, but both names bearing the same

* Ezek. viii. 10, 14, 16.

-}-
It has been observed, that the number, twenty-five, is very remarkable, as being one of the

Egyptian Cycles, and much attended to in the worship of Apis—Class. Jour. No. LXIV.

p. 371.

J Mona Antiqua, p. 218.

§ Gen. xxxi. 44.
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signification
—the heap of witness, and the heap of testimony.

Jacob and Laban also eat bread together upon this high place, to

shew in the most solemn manner their return to friendship ; and

afterwards Jacob offered a sacrifice to God upon this mount, and

he and his men kept watch upon it all night. He also set up a

pillar stone, expressly calling it a witness between himself and

Laban. In the whole of this detail we see that the cairn and

pillar-stone was invested with a character of sanctity, and also

that it was an accustomed character, not a new one then bestowed,

but forming, as it were, a part of the patriarchal ritual.

Tile Dorians are said to have given Apollo the epithet Karneios.*

The cairn may have derived its name from having been dedicated

as a place of sacrifice to Carneios Apollo, or possibly the Hebrew

name of Kerenedh being of so great antiquity, may in consequence

of the worship offered to him upon this coped heap, have conferred

the title upon the god. There were also feasts called Carneia held

in Sparta in honour of Apollo.-f-

The cairn thus anciently venerated, we have seen continues to

be reverenced by the Irish even at the present day, nor are they sin-

gular in so doing, the same feeling exists throughout the east,

of which numberless instances may be given, but one or two will

• Dr. Chns. O'Connor, Bib. Stowensis, I. p. 47.

Divine Apollo joys in burning heaps,

Silius, B. V. ver. 175.

On the top of the mountains of Soracte were the grove and temple of Apollo, and also his

Cairn, to which Silius here alludes.—Wood on the religion of the Britons, p. 41.

Virgil also declares that the Sabines worshipped Apollo, their chief god, on Soracte, by fires

burned on Stone heaps.

t Ovid speaks of the Dea Carnea, in his Fasti, as a goddess, so ancient that her worship
was antiquated

—he adds that she had been anciently called Crane. These names are still

familiar in Ireland—Bib. Stowensis, I.
p. 46. The Camea, were held in May, and that month

was called Carnius,
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suffice. In Nepaul, tumuli of this nature are numerous, and a

divine spirit is supposed to inhabit them, the natives therefore never

pass by one vt'ithout stopping to adore the divinity.* Another

example offers a curious existing parallel for those superstitious

practices, which have very lately been described as annually oc-

curring at the holy well of Struil, in the county of Down. In the

Karnatic are three tumuli which they call temples, each of which

however is only a cairn of stones, containing a small chamber,

like the Ciste-Bhanas found in so many of our smaller cairns; these

are dedicated to the spirits of men who have died unmarried, and

therefore became Virika, a sort of deified spirit. To those manes of-

ferings are made, with superstitious rites, and if these ceremonies be

neglected they are supposed to appear in dreams, and to torment

and menace those who ought to have performed this duty.-f- Thus

we see the sanctity with which the pagan world at the present day

as, universally in old limes, invests the high place. In all coun-

tries, Egypt, India, and the European nations, it bore, and in parts

of America and the islands of the Pacific Ocean, as well as in

many parts of the East, it does still bear the i-ame character, the

same mysterious union of sepulchral and adoralive rites.

Closely connected with the cairn, are the circles of upright

stones, usually called Druidic circles. These are to be found in

various countries, and always retaining tl.e same connexion. On

Mount Ida in Phrygia the high place sacred to Idean Jove,J on

Lebanus, in Persia,§ in Norway, and Sweden, where they usually

• Account of Nepaul, by Colonel Kirkpatric, p. 60.

f Buchanan's Journey in Mysore, &c. I. p. 359.

X Origin of Pagan Idolatry Clarke's Travels, II. p. 132. quarto ectition.

^ Ousely's Travels in the East, II. p. 132.
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surround a small hill containing a cell or stone-built grotto :* there

are many in England, particularly in the south western district ;

in Scotland, and in Ireland they abound. Their ancient date in

Britain is proved by the circumstance that in several instances

they have been injured by the Roman roads which have been

carried across them, and to which they must therefore have been

prior. -f-
None of those remaining in Ireland are equal in grandeur

to Stonehenge in Wiltshire, nor to the large circle in Lewis, one of

the Western Isles of Scotland, which is described as the most

striking monument of this kind in Great Britain, after Stone-

henge ;| nor to the great one which covers so large a space at Carnac

in Normandy.§
The circles generally stand on elevated ground, such as the side

of a moderate eminence, or encompassing an artificial hill. They

frequently surround a cairn, as was instanced at New Grange,
where the stones are placed at about one-third of the whole height
above the base. They often encircle a cromleac, as at Bally-na-

Schrehen,f county of Londonderry ;
while many instances occur

of a pillar stone forming the centre, as at Moore Lodge, county of

Antrim,ll a tall pillar-stone is encircled by two concentric circles of

large stones : the space contained within the monument is remark-

able for returning, to a stamp of the fool upon the ground near

its centre, a long resounding sound.

* Coxe's Travels.

f Brewer's Beauties of Ireland, Introd Uxxvii.

X Maculloch's Western Isles, I. p. 186.

§ Stothard's Tour in Normandy, p. 252.

f Survey of Londonderry, p. 496.

II
Parochial Surveys, I. p. 387.

VOL. XV. T
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f/iThe dimensions of these circles are very different: some are only

twelve feet, some twenty feet in diameter, while many are of much

greater size. Some consist of one circle of stones, others of two,

and many of three ;
in some cases the circles are placed one within

the other; but occasionally a large circle has a small one placed on

either side. Of this latter disposition there is a remarkable instance

on the mountain above Rosstrevor, county of Down, where a circle

of seventy-five feet is on each side supported by a small one of

twenty feet diameter, and the whole is contained within an ellipse

of about an hundred and twenty feet in breadth by two hundred

and ten in length. The whole of this druidical structure was

traceable a few years back, when the above measurements were

made. .^rirr-.-.; .: .':. i".

At Grange, half a mile from Lough Gur, near Kilballyowen,

county of Limerick, there are still remaining, in good preservation,

three circles of different dimensions, which stand so near each other,

that they probably were employed at the same time in the celebra-

tion of the mysteries. On the north-east side stands the smallest,

forty-five feet in diameter. A perfect circle, formed of stones of

large size, placed at intervals, all from four to five feet high, and

several of them with squared flat tops. Fifty feet south-west of this

circle there is a second, measuring an hundred and sixty feet in

diameter. Sixty stones only are left, in some parts standing quite

close together, in others a wide gap between. These stones are all

about three feet in height, and the ground around and within the

circle is perfectly level. About twenty feet south-east stands an

irregular conical stone four feet high ;
and at forty-five feet due

east of this, another oblong stone lies prostrate, seeming to have

fallen. It is worthy of observation, that the situation in which the

conical stone and the pillar-stone are here placed, is much the same
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as that in which some remarkable stones of corresponding character

are found at a circular temple called Temple Brian, in the county

of Cork.* The same arrangement was followed at Stonehenge,

and at Rollrich in Oxfordshire, -f-
and may be noticed in Sir Wm,

Ouseley's description of the circle and pillar stones near Ddrab in

in Persia.^

An hundred and twenty feet due south of this circle a third pre-

sents itselfj an hundred and thirty feet across. Only forty-three

stones of various dimensions remain* forming a perfect circle ; some

of them are very small, while one in the north-east part of the

circle is seven feet and a half high by five in breadth
; nearly oppo-

site to it stands another very little smaller. Many of the intermediate

stones have been removed, and a part of the north side of the

circumference has been much disturbed by a ditch lately made close

to it. The whole of this southern circle is surrounded by a mound

about fifteen feet broad and about four feet high, which skirts

along the outside edge of the stones, enclosing the area within them

as a pit of three or four feet deep.§"^
I '^^ >' jf ,,- An-ikr: ::h^ '

rn'

The number of stones employed in composing these circles varies

also ;
but it is thought that they expressed periods of time or as^

tronomical epochs.y The most frequent number is twelve, the

months of the year: nineteen stones are also common, and are

considered to record the cycle of nineteen years. Stonehenge,

and some of the greater circles, are computed to have been originally

formed of six hundred and sixty stones, which shadowed out the

* Smith's Histor}' of Cork, II. p. 418.

f Brewster's Beauties of Ireland, II. p. 470.

-\. Ouseley's Travels in the East, II. p. 124. . !.'

§ The Rev. W. L. Beaufort, who measured the whole, and made a plan of the ground.

H Maurice Ind. Antiq. vi. p. 118.

T 2

i
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great cycle of the Egyptians, Indians, and Druids, consisting of six

hundred and sixty years.

Besides this astronomical character, the circle also bore a second,

a commemorative character; alluding, as is explained by Taliessen,

the bard and mythological historian of Wales, whose assertions are

confirmed and illustrated by the researches of our oriental scholars

in the Sanscrit sacred books, to the deluge, and the events connected

with it. The early erections seem to have been a species of hiero-

glyphic, a symbolic record of those great events : the high place

represented Mount Ararat
; the cave, the dark interior of the ark :

the ark was called the world, because in it were preserved man and

all creatures : the cave, or cella, was also called the world, because

it represented the ark : in the same spirit the huge stones composing
the circle pourtrayed the mountain tops, as they appeared around

Ararat, when the flood had partially subsided, and the Ark re-

mained wedged between the two peaks of the mountain.* Some

circles seem to have expressed both ideas ;
some may have been

simply astronomical, while others possibly were wholly of the com-

memorative character. In New Grange the latter may be traced—
the artificial high place representing Mount Ararat: within it the

cave typifying the inside of the ark resting on the mountain side ;

while the outside circle of stones was expressive of the mountain

tops. When the people anciently assembled for the performance of

their idolatrous rites in such places, surrounded as they were by the

hallowed forest, it may easily be conceived how different their

appearance was from what they present in their now denuded

state : then the deep shade of the consecrated grove, relieved only

by the ruddy glare from the sacred fi^re, which indistinctly displayed

•
Origin of Pagan Idolatry, p. 1 90, vol. I., where this subject is amply discussed, and various

authorities given.
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the rough colossal stones, the ponderous altar, and the mystical

cavern temple, must have produced a strong feeling of the myste-

rious and the awful.

The stone-circles were also the temples of judicial assembly

where justice was administered, where the great council deliberated

on affairs of national importance, and where kings and leaders were

elected.* This custom continued in Ireland even to the days of

Spencer ;-\- so also in Sweden, so late as 1396, when Ericus, was

inaugurated on the great stone in the centre of the circle called the

Morasteen, near Upsal.:}: Old Upsal was remarkable for the wor-

ship of the primitive gods of Sweden, and the name Upsal is ex-

pressive of this circumstance—sal implying the house or portico

of the gods, and up, upen or open
—thus it signifies the open courts

of the gods.§ The religious and judicial character are here com-

bined in the most distinct manner.

The same united character, as belonging to consecrated stones,

may also be traced in Scripture. We are told,|| that by the

command of the Lord, Joshua pitched at Gilgal twelve stones, one

for each of the tribes of Israel ; stones of memorial to future gene-

rations, of the miraculous passage of the river Jordan, and of their

entrance into the promised land. It is not said that these testimonial

stones were placed in a circle
; but from the name Gilgal, which ex-

presses circle upon circle, it is not unreasonable to suppose that they

were : this term is explainedf to mean the "
rolling away the reproach

Mona Antiqua, 69.—Perhaps this is the origin of the stone tribunal of the Grecians, and

of the " set thrones of judgment," mentioned in Psalm 1 29, 6, and in other parts of Scripture-

t Spencer's View, p. 11. Edit. Dub. 1809.

:}:
Borlace's Antiq. Cornwall. Dr. E. D.Clarke's Scandinavian Travels, ix. p. 216. Octavo

Edition.

§ Ibid. p. 216.

II
Josh. V. 2.

.

IT Ibid. V. 9.
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of Egypt," yet like many other ancient appellations it may have pos-

sessed a double meaning.

It is certain that Gilgal continued in after times to be a place of

importance ;
Samuel went there annually to administer justice ;

Saul was crowned there ;*
—there he offered sacrifice before Samuel

came there to him,-f and there he received the intelligence of his

being rejected as king, in the very spot where the people had

assembled to confirm the kingdom to him. The coincidence also

of the three places of judgment, where in his circuit Samuel yearly

judged Israel, with the position of recorded stones of consecration,

Gilgal, Bethel and Mitzpeh, is very remarkable : all these circum-

stances seem to declare that both the circle of stones and the single

stone, were of ancient patriarchal institution, retained by the chil-

dren of Israel, and not disapproved of by the Lord until they were

perverted to idolatrous uses. .i^tiiii

Numerous circles remain in Scotland, where universal tradition

declares them to have been places of sacrifice and worship in

heathen times, and many of the existing names express their ancient

sanctity. In the Highlands they are often called Caer, which in

Gaelic signifies an oracle, a throne, a place of address. They are

also called temple-stones, temples, and chapels. One in Bamfshire

is named the Blessed Chapel.;]; The western Highlanders use the

expression of going to the clachans, that is, to the stones for going
to church—probably the remains of an ancient phrase for going to

worship, having now a modern application.§

• 1 Sam. X. 8.

f Ibid. xiii. 8.

X Dr. Garden on Circular Monuments—Archeologia, I. pp. 315—316.

§ Pennant's Western Tour.—Jamieson's Gaelic Dictionary, word Clachan.—The number of

statistical county surveys there quoted prove the phrase to be in general use throughout the

Highlands.
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The stone circle exists not only in these northern countries, but

has been traced throughout the East, where it appears to have inva-

riably united a civil with a religious character. Chardin* mentions

large circles of upright stones in Persia, which tradition calls the

chairs of those who sat in councils—ponderous chairs, each stone

being so large that eight men could hardly move it. Sir William

Ouseley also describes circles of stones in parts of Persia, and one

in particular, near the ruined city of Dardb, perfectly resembling a

British druidical ring, and composed of stones, many of which

were twenty feet high, and some twenty-five feet. A rude pillar-

stone occupies the centre
;
and outside of the ring, at some distance

from the encircling stones, there stands a very lofty pillar-stone

twenty feet high : the whole is at some distance enclosed by a bank

^f earth and a deep ditch.-f The circle, the centre stone, the outer

pillar, and the encompassing bank, are all situated relatively to each

other, precisely as at Temple Brian, in the county of Cork, the

Irish and the Persian monument having an astonishing agreement
with each other. It is remarkable that all the remains of this kind

are by the Persians attributed to the Guebres, or fire worshippers,

and always called " Fire Altars"—" Stones of the Fire Temple,"
or by some name of of the same signification. :|:

Circles formed of large masses of rough stone abound in Malabar.

A few years since, several in the neighbourhood of Calicut were

examined, and in the middle of each, at the depth of five feet

underground, was discovered an earthen urn, resembling those

found in the barrows of Wiltshire. One of these circles had

a cave in the centre, to which was a descent of seven steps ; this cell

* Chardin's Travels in Persia, p. 371. And in Ireland we have the stone chair of the Brehons.

f Ouseley's Travels in the East, II. pp. 122—124.

:|:
See throughout Ouseley's Travels, and Captain Keppel's Personal Narrative.
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was excavated in the rock
;

in some of the circles the upright stones

were ten or twelve feet high, and upon each upright was balanced

horizontally a large stone, frequently twelve feet in diameter. The

greater number of these circles are situated on the banks of the river

Canvery.* It may be observed, that these pagan monuments are

usually in the vicinity of water, which was essential to the celebra-

tion of the mysteries. The sea, a lake, a river, a streamlet, or a

sacred spring ;
of the latter many yet retain their ancient holiness,

and continue to be viewed with a superstitious veneration,-f- as the

well of some patron saint.

It can scarcely be dovibted that these circles, which prevail over

so large portion of the globe, a portion including all those coun-

tries which were the first peopled, and the earliest in civilization,

must have originated in the most remote ti^es,
and that they are,

in all reasonable probability, the remains of patriarchal customs,

which obtaining before the dispersion, were carried by the de-

scendants of the three sons of Noah to all parts of the world.

The pillar-stone is so frequently joined with the circle, the cairn,

the crom-leac, and the sacred oak grove, which anciently flou-

rished around these monuments, that it caimot consistently be passed

over in silence.

The history of this idol, for such it became, has been so

completely lost in the obscurity of past ages, that no writer

seems as yet to have thrown any certain light upon the origin of the

sanctity with which such stones have been invested, or to have

*
Fragments to Calmet's Dictionary, by C. Taylor, iv. p. 505.

f See the curious detail in the Belfast Magazine, Nos. II. and IV. of the ceremonies still

practised
at Struil in Downshire, and at Lough Derg in Donegal, which bear so striking a re-

semblance to the heathen purifications, as anciently performed in Greece, and still practised ia

Hindostan. Yet both the lake and the well are under the sanction of presiding saints !
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accounted for the manner in which stones of varying shapes and

dimensions came to be considered as emblematic of the Deity. Yet

the earhest records, sacred and prophane, testify them to have borne

a highly sacred character. In the simpUcity of primeval times,

large stones were used for memorials, perhaps as conspicuous

objects of an unperishing nature, which should serve as solemn

testimonials, and continually recall to those dwelling around the

event which it was "to witness.."* Hi:nil

In this light they are mentioned in Scripture. When Jacob entered

into a solemn covenant with Laban,-f- he set up a stone, declaring

it to be a witness ; and accordingly the following morning, Laban, in

his parting address to Jacob, says,
" This heap be witness, and this

pillar be witness." Again, on his way to Padan Aram, Jacob

sleeping at Luz, was favoured with a vision from God, and he set

up for a memorial a pillar, which he anointed with oil, and called

the place Bethel, the house of God.;}; The word used signifies a

pillar, saCivid, memorial, or witnessing ; and from the prefix Park-

hurst says should be translated " The witness."

When Rachel died he placed upon her grave a pillar-stone

as a memorial ; and Moses adds, that it was there in his day.

A strong proof of the respect in which such monuments were

lield, since it remained unharmed in a country possessed by a

race inimical to that of Jacob, and whose descendants it was

• The witness stone was a rude hieroglyphic ; those who lived soon after the Flood could

never turn their eyes upon Ararat without feeling it to be a lasting memorial of that event.

Hence in the spirit of commemoration which pervaded this early institution, when mankind

quitted the vicinity of the mountain, they erected, on solemn occasion?, great stones which were

hieroglyphics of the craggy peak, and were also to stand as durable memorials or witnesses.—
See Townsend on Idolatry.

f Gen. xxxi. 4:5, &c.

X Ibid, xxviii. 18.

VOL. XV. U
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known were at a future period to wrest from them the Land of

Canaan.

The pillar-stone appears here in its ancient patriarchal character,

simply as a memorial or testimony. By degrees this primitive pur-

pose was lost, but the durability of the character of sanctity at-

tached to it remaining, accompanied by the mystery of antiquity, it

became an object, first simply of reverence, then of worship, and

finally, it seems to have been considered as an emblem of the undivided

unchanging essense of the greater gods. Hence Buddha is now,

and has been from time immemorial, worshipped in the shape of a

large black stone, in India, Ceylon, Pegu, and indeed over all the

east.* Cubic stones, according to Proclus, were dedicated to Baal,

Pluto, and all the mundane gods. The stone of Butis was of im-

mense size, a cube of sixty feet
;
the famous Caaba-f was also a

black cubic stone, over which Mahomet sagaciously built the temple

of Mecca, thereby securing on his side the superstitious feelings of

the wavering Arabians, who had anciently worshipped this stone,

and who, along with the pilgrims from all parts of the Mahom-

medan world, continue to offer to it, even now, a species of ado-

ration.|

Serapis is in the hieroglyphical paintings of Egypt frequently re-

presented in the form of a plain column, with one eye, and a scroll

depending from the eye, painted upon it. Sometimes the column

has a human face, the eyes drawn with depending scrolls in the

same mysterious manner, surmounted by four capitals. § The Se-

* Maurice Ind. Antiq. iii. p 31—Mithra, the Persian sun deity's name, is derived from a

word signifying a rock.—Maurice Ind. Ant. vol. ii. p. 306.—Clas. Jour. No. Ixi. p. 167.

+ Caabah signifies a die, a square, a cube.—Sale's Alkoran.

X Burchard's Account of Mecca, and Bruce's Travels, II. p. 436, Octavo Edit.

§ Class. Jour. No. LXIV. p. 372.
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rapean column is pronounced by Dr. Young, in his Essay on Hie-

roglyphics* to express stability; that this idea was one of those

most strongly attached to the pillar in patriarchal times, appears in

Scripture from the often repeated expression
" the shepherd, the

stone of Israel." The rock-born deities, and the worship paid to

them, are probably alluded to in those passages which seem at once

to reprehend that worship, and to claim it.
"

I am the Rock of

thy Salvation." "
Thy Rock of defence," &c. &c.

The mountain-born Cybele was in Phrygia adored in the shape

of a stone, which was believed to possess life;* and in Greece

Mercury was frequently represented by a stone column. Thus the

spirit of idolatry perverted the ancient symbolic meaning of these

stones of testimony ; from having been first venerated as emblems,

they came to be considered as in themselves containing a divine

essence,
*' statues furnished with some thing within them that had

life and perception ;"-f- even tlie memorial of the dead was at last

thought to be " instinct with life," since the spirit of the deceased

was imagined to be an inhabitant of the pillar placed over his

grave ;
and thence divine honours were paid to the stone.

The Welsh to this day regard these rude columns with much

veneration, still calling them Meini-Gwyr, men-pillars,J as hav-

ing marked the sepulchres of their ancient heroes ; and in times

of heathen superstition this veneration probably amounted to

worship.

So amongst the Mongols they have divine stones, which receive

a share of their worship ; they call them Sindamanih Erdenih, which

*
Origin of Pagan Idolatry, II. p. 387.

f Mona Antiq. p. 226, and Jamblichus there cited.

t Ibid. p. 226.

u2
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they explain to mean "
divinely holy, meritorious without mea-

sure." *

In India also, where the worship of rocks and stones abounds so

greatly, we find the same prevailing idea of their being endued

with life, or divine presence. The Namburis or Malayala Brahmins,

are considered to have the power, by certain forms of prayer, of

influencing the gods to dwell in the idols dedicated to them. And

Dr. Buchanan mentions, that having expressed his surprise at an

idol, which had been one of much celebrity, being left to lie ne-

glected outside the city gate, the people told him that one of the

fingers having been broken, the god had deserted it, no mutilated

image being a fit habitation for a god.-f-

Pillar-stones are mentioned along with the high place, the sacred

grove, and under the sacred oak, in many parts of the Old Testament ;

in LeviticusJ the Israelites are forbidden to rear any standing image
or pillar ; and still more strongly in Deuteronomy, as a thing which

the " Lord God hated,"§ and which they are desired not to set up
near an altar, nor to bow down to, nor worship them. Hence it ap-

pears, that at that time among the heathens such stones were cus-

tomary objects of worship. Once invested witli a divine character,

other attributes were superadded in the progress of time, and the

tapering or conical pillar-stone was considered as an emblem of the

vivifying spirit of nature ; and in this sense it is now worshipped

throughout India. The conic or pyramidal stone bore also a second

character, representative of a ray or beam of the sun,f which was

*
Klaproth's Travels in tlie Caucasus, p. 103.

t Buchanan's Journey in the Mysore, II. pp. 59—424.

% Ch. xxvi. 1.

§ Ibid. xvi. 22.

f Maurice Ind, Antiq. iii. p. 87—^vi. pp. 101—107. Brace's Travels; i. p. 137. The sun of
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supposed to contain, or to be the essence, of the great father of all ;

and from this arose the double character of the pillar-stone, which it

possesses in common with the obelisk. As a cone, both Eusebius

and Proclus declare that it represented the earth
; but in its pyra-

midal form—spirit
—for the pyramid allegorised the mundane soul

which Plato says has the form of a pyramid,* and hence is derived

its third or funereal character. '

Stones of this nature abound in India, and have been frequently

observed by travellers, but one instance out of the many will suffice.

The god of the tribe Baydaru is a lofty mass of granite, placed on

the apex of a low hill
; underneath it there is a natural cave, in

which is also placed a rude stone, emblematic of the god above :

here once a year all the Baydaru resort to make their offerings, and

eat consecrated food.-f- Many similar stones also exist in Persia,

as that already described within the ruins of Dardb-gird. And a

remarkable pillar stone near Tang-i-kerm, slightly tapering, about

eleven feet high, and three feet and a half square at the bottom ;

the top is hollowed like a bowl
;;{:

and on one side, contained in a

sunken circle, is an inscription in Palalivi
; a space round this

stone is enclosed by a low rude wall composed of rough stones of

great size ; within about two hundred yards of the pillar a clear

spring rises, which supplies a large bason. This monument was

shewn as a fire-altar, and the hollow receptacles on the top

Heliogabalus was a pyramidal stone. Juggernaut in India is also a pyramidal stone; and in all

the sanctum sanctorums of the Indian cavern temples is found a pyramidal stone. Class. Jour,

No. LV. p. 50. Maurice Ind. Antiq. II. p. 162.—Amber signifies solar or divine, hence th6

peasantry call the pillars of Stonehenge Amber-stones.—Indian Antiquities, vi. p. 111.

*
Essay on the Pyramids of Egypt. Class. Jour. No. LV. 51.

|-
Buchanan's Journey, I. p. 359. -

X The pillar stone of Kilgowan, county of Kildare, has on the top a hollow like this Persian

column Anth. Hib. I. p. 284. ,
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pointed out as the place where the sacred flame was nourished.

There is now no trace of fire, but it could hardly have existed

after exposure to the weather for ages. Besides, the flame and its

supplying fuel may not have come in contact with the stone, but

have been placed in a metal vase, as is customary with the modern

Persees, who fill to the brim a brazen vessel called the Atish-dun,

with ashes, upon which they put the sacred fire. This vessel is set

on a low stone pillar about eighteen inches high, the humble repre-

sentative of the ancient lofty pillar-stone altar.*

Vast numbers of pillar-stones still remain in this kingdom, and

may very frequently be observed near Cairns, where they may have

been either the idol pillar to be worshipped, or perhaps simply the

memorial of some departed chief or hero who had been buried in

this sacred place, possibly with many pagan rites, and the sacrifice

of numerous victims : bones, urns, and ornaments being often dis-

covered under them.-f- In many instances the pillar occupies the

centre of the stone circle, as at Temple Brian, county of Cork,

where a cone-shaped while stone is so placed ;
while outside of

the circle, at some yards distance, stands a taller pillar-stone, of a

much coarser species : the ruins of a very ancient small church are

situated very near this circle, and within the earthen mound which

formerly enclosed the whole. It may be observed, that this monu-

ment at Temple Brian is, in the situation of its components parts,

the exact counterpart of the circle at Darab-gird in ancient Iran.

The village of New Mills,J in the same county, possesses a

circle now imperfect
—

only five of the twelve tall stones which

*
Ouseley's Travels in the East, II. pp. 80—81.

f Beside every cairn, described by Pennant in his Western Tour, stands a pillar-stone, and

sometimes a second one, on tlie top of the cairn.

X Smith's History of Cork, II. p. 418.—Townsend's Survey, p. 107.
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originally composed it being upright ;
the centre stone is wanting

here, but on the outside are a lofty pillar-stone and a crora-leac»

an uncommon, but not quite singular union. Possibly this may
have been caused by the crom-leac being often used in bloody sacri-

fices, while the pillar-stone was employed in the rites peculiar to the

adoration of fire ; the two ceremonies may have most commonly
been separately performed. One of the most remarkable of these

stones is to be seen in tlie little island of Innis-Murray, off the coast

of Sligo,* where a conical pillar, called by the natives, the Clogh-

Griane, or sunstone, rises from a square pedestal of masonry, sur-

rounded at some feet distance by a low thick wall, to preserve it

from profanation ; close to this wall is an artificial mound of earth,

irregular in shape, and containing small cells, vaulted with rude

stones ; some of these are perfect, having a hole in the top, and a

small one in the side, apparently for the admission of air
; many

'

however have fallen in. in these cells, which bear a strong resem-

blance to the chambers described in Mount Olivet by Dr. Clarke,

the frightful rites of initiation were probably carried on. Fronting
the tumulus and the sun-stone, there is an area, where it is likely

the worshippers assembled ; the whole of which, with the pillar and

tumulus, is enclosed by a wall ten feet high, and from five to ten

feet thick, built of huge stones without mortar, but extremely well

put together. The enclosure forms a sort of irregular ellipse, having
two enclosures, but so narrow, that a man can hardly pass through :

near one of them is a circular cell, not in the wall, but in a kind

of enlargement of it which projects into the oval space. This

pagan monument had been sanctified by St. Columba and St. Mo-

laise, who each built a small chapel, one in the area before the

* Groses Antiq. II.—Collect, de Reb. Hib. vi. p. 212.
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cells, and one in the very tumulus itself; these chapels are built of

lime and stone, but in a very rude manner.

In Malabar the deity of the tribe Malesir* is precisely such a

stone, which stands in the middle of a small spot enclosed by a low

wall; here every spring the people assemble, sacrifice goats, and

present offerings. Another tribe in Mysore preserve the stone in a

dark shrine, composed of stones and flags, forming a small chamber,

about six feet square. -f-
These existing customs afford a strong

illustration of what had been the purposes of our remains of anti-

quity, also proving, either the universality of the same idolatrous

practices, or that the stream of Irish superstition had flowed to us

from the east.

Many pillar-stones are of such great height and weight as would

lead to the inference that our forefathers were possessed of greater

mechanical powers, than perhaps the moderns are willing to give

them credit for. In the county of Kerry, near Ardferl, on the

summit of a large cairn, stands a GuUan-stone, or rude obelisk,

twenty feet high ;
it is still perfectly erect.J Near Naas, in Kil-

dare, is a pillar twenty feet high, by thirteen at the base ; it tapers

to a narrow apex, and now inclines a little to the east ;
there is no

quarry of that sort of stone within several miles of the spot where

it is erected ; and it is estimated that fewer than forty oxen could

not move it.§ How, in those ancient days, was it carried so great a

distance ?

' •
Might not the coincidence between the name of this Indian tribe and the saint of Innis-

•Murray, St. Molaise, lead to a presumption of connexion and confusion of names now lost in

the " mist of antiquity."

f Buchanan's Journey, II. pp. 42—385.

X Transactions B. I. A. XIV. p. 112.

J Survey of Kildare, p. *.
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There are various names applied to stones of this nature ;
in the

counties of Cork and Kerry they are called Gowlan,* In the Isle

of Arran Gullan,-f- possibly as in the Irish the D and G, are com-

mutable letters, the same as Dallen-cloiche, explained by O'Brien

to express any great stone erected as a monument, such as the three

tall Gowlan stones near Macroom, county of Cork,J which are still

shewn as the memorials of a famous battle fought there by Brian

Borumh. Gullan may also be derived from Gul, lamentation—or

Guilim, to weep. The stone of lamentation erected to commemo-
rate the death of some favourite hero. So Na Guil is the Irish cry,

or song of lamentation.§

They are also called the Crom-Dubh, the Black Crom, and

Crom-Cruach,|| possibly from cru, red, bloody, in consequence of

the sanguinary rites of worship. In some places they are said to

be also called Bothel, the house of God,f which, it may be observed,

is absohitely Hebrew, and forms a striking link of connexion between

the ancient languages of Ireland and Palestine. The same close

resemblance may be traced in the name of a pillar-stone between

Carrick and Croghan, county of Roscommon, which is set up ob-

liquely ; it is called Clogh-Com, the bent stone,** words very near

those in the Hebrew, which signify a rock standing or set up. They
are still held in veneration in many parts of the country ;

and the

• Smith's Hist. Cork, II. p. 420.

t Trans. R. I. Academy, XIV. p. 110.

X Smith's Hist. I. p. 179.

§ Walker's Essay on the Irish Bards, Appendix, No. IX. One species of the Ceanan, or

Irish cry, is called Gol. Ibid. p. 67.

II History of the Isles of Arran, p. 111.

5[
Collect, de Reb. Hiber. II. p. 295.—Both, a house, a tent, a tabernacle.—O'Brien's

Dictionary.
»• Parochial Surveys, II. p. 322.

VOL. XV. X
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tradition that formerly the people collected round such stones for

worship is curiously confirmed by the common expression in Irish,

of going to the stone, for going to chapel.*

, e>RiJese idolatrous stones are conceived by many-f- to have given

rise to the carved stone cross which is found in so many church-

yards, apd usually near the most ancient of our churches. By

cutting down ^he uncouth stone to a slender cross, or where this

was not feasible, by carving upon the pillar the figure of the cross,

or, bas rehevojs representing some part of Scripture history, these

rude obelisks Wiere consecrated : it appears to have been amongst
the early Christian missionaries a frequent practice to retain, as it

were, the popular veneration, but to change the motive by investing

the object of it, with a Christian instead of a pagan character.

Hence they were resorted to for Christian worship as they had been

for heathen idolatry ; even now, the habit is not quite extinct in

some remote parts of the kingdom, as in the island of Cape Clear,

close to the ruined church, which is built in the oldest style of ma-

son-work, stands a pillar-stone, towards the top of which a cross has

been cut, it is said by St. Kieran, who flourished about A. D. 540.

This regenerated stone is held in great veneration, and the islanders,

every spring gather round it for religious service to that saint upon
the day of his festival.

Pillar stones and crosses so constantly are found in the near

neighbourhood of the oldest and most rudely built churches, as to

shew the probability that these small early structures were purposely

placed in such situations as were previously regarded with super-

stitious respect, that they might share, or rather win from the pagan

*
Ryland's History of Waterford, p. 265.

t Aestel and Pegge in the Archeologia. Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland. Pennant's

Western Tour.
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monuments the religious veneration of the people. Of those' stoiies

which have been sanctified by means of sculpture, one or two

more examples, selected from tlie vast number that exist, will be

sufficient to cite. In Camus church-yard there is a pillar-stone

raised upon a base, consisting of two deep stones, the uppermost of

which is ornamented by a projecting moulding all round : the pillar

is divided by bands into four compartments, each of the three lowest

containing three figiu'es, but the upper one is plain.*
oioin' vUrr^'i

At the church of Dysart O'Dea a curious pillar now lies prostrate,

on which the figure of St. Monologh is carved, holding his crozier ;

the head is <;ut upon a separate stone, so that it is removeable at

pleasure ; this pillar is highly reverenced, being called the cross of

St. Monologh,-!- who possibly added the stone head to the original

shaft, both to complete the figure, and to do away the pillar

character. -

This first step of giving shape to, or carving the original pillar-

stone, was quickly followed by the erection of stone crosses of great

size, and enriched with much beautiful sculpture. Crosses of this

kind have been so often described that it would be a waste of time

to dwell upon them farther than to mention, that the finest iu"

Ireland are said to be those at Monaster Boice, county of Louth.J
These are three in number, of which one, the cross of St. Boyne,
is a single block of eighteen feet in height, upon which is carved

in relief a representation yet distinctly traceable, of the history of

the world from the temptation to the crucifixion. Those at Castle

•
Survey of Londonderry, p. 483. ." 'vf-J

f Survey of Clare, p. 352.

4:
Archdall's Monasticon—Wright's Louthiana, where they are well represented.

—Sir R. C.

Hoare's Tour in Ireland, p. 293.

x2
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Dermot, county Kildare,* are also very beautiful, and are remark-

able for inscriptions in the character called Ogham ;
of these ex^

planations have been attempted,-f- but none have hitherto proved

satisfactory. At Kells,]: and at Castle Kieran, both in Meath, and at

Kilfenora, county of Clare, are crosses richly sculptured ; while

both Kilcullen and Clonmacnoise possess stone shafts, now much

broken, but curiously carved in uncouth figures, which are appa-

rently hieroglyphical § The above mentioned may suffice as exam-

ples, but many crosses not enumerated here still remain.

The multitude of tumuli of various sizes, so thickly scattered over

the whole island, must attract the attention of every observant tra-

veller : they differ in shape, in size, and in arrangement, but are

indiscriminately called Danish Raths or Forts—a title which seems

to have been lightly bestowed, since they prevail full as much in

those parts of the kingdom where the Danes never obtained any

footing, as in those districts where they established a permanent

sway. They abound elsewhere as much as in the neighbourhood
of Waterford, or Wexford, or Limerick, the three Danish cities

;

or rather, are more abundant in those counties which the longest

retained their forests, and continued to be the strong holds of the

"
Irishry." Had they been derived from Denmark or Norway, they

would probably have been found as commonly in those kingdoms as

in Ireland. But though they do contain small sepulchral barrows,

there is in either country only one tumulus of any magnitude, which

is situated near Drontheim in Norway.ll

* Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland.

f Essay on Druidism, and Letters by W. Beaufort, CoJlect. Reb. Hib. vol. II.

:j;
Well figured in Cromwell's Excursions.

§ Aestel inArcheologia IX.—Ledwich's Antiquities.

II Archeologia, II.—It has been suggested that the sounds of Dane and Dun bear so strong a
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Some of the large entrenched inclosures may have been Danish

as well as Irish, since they appear to have been merely fences

thrown up to protect the camp ; and it is not unlikely that during
the four hundred years of repeated invasion, these foreigners may
have adopted the plan, have raised some mounts, and occupied

others, which they seized from the natives. But there can be no

doubt, with the above exceptions, that they were customary erec-

tions of the Irisli, because the Brehon laws have provided very mi-

nute regulations concerning them
; and these laws were written and

in force in Ireland centuries before the northerns invaded the coun-

try.* It is also a striking fact, that throughout the western part of

Scotland and the Hebrides, all the works attributed to the Danes

are of stone, none being of the nature of the earthen mound. And
the circumstance of one among so many of these tumuli in the

county of Kilkenny, being distinguished, as Lis-terling, the Lis or

Fort of the Easterlings, means to point out, that their raising or pos-

sessing even one, was an uncommon occurrence. It may also be

suggested, that the veneration with which these forts are regarded

by the people, could hardly have sprung up for, or been yielded to

the works of their hated oppressors.

The earth-works may be classed under different heads, as the

Barrow, the Lis, the Dun, the Rath and the Moat.

The small sepulchral mount in England called Barrow,-^ but for

which no appropriate and distinctive Irish name appears in the dic-

likeness to each other, tliat the error may easily have arisen from thence.—(-Philosophical Survey,

p. 24.7.

•
O'Reilly on the Brehon Laws. Transactions R. I. A. XIV.

f In the Hebrides they are called Barpinin.
—The words Barp and Barrow are originally Nor.

wegian. Macpherson on Antiquities of Scotland, p. 288.
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tionaries,* are very numerous, like those in the sister country ;-|- they
are circular, finishing obtusely at top, and generally surrounded at

bottom by a shallow trench : like those also they contain bones,

and in some few instances complete skeletons ; frequently urns of

ashes, weapons, implements, and golden ornaments. It has been ob-

served by a most competent judge,J that the golden rehcs are both

more numerous, and much richer than what had been found in the

Barrows of the south of England ; and that the urns, though of

much the same materials, are of better workmanship, more deco-

rated, and of more graceful shape. Many of tliese sepulchral tu-

muli are situated near the circles of stones, or near pillar-stones ;

and in several instances a pillar-stone stands on the summit of the

tumulus, a sacred monumental stone like the Stele of the ancient

Greeks. In the usual contents of these sepulclires, as well as in

tiieir form and construction, there is to be observed a curious coin-

cidence with those on the great Tartarian Steppes,§ while a dis-

tinction of character is marked by the number of idols of most dis-

torted shapes which occur in those of Tartary ; for no'idol figure has

ever been found in Ireland, nor do our early histories contain any
account of, or allusion to that miserable species of idolatry.

The Caucasian tribe of the Tscherkesians, which in many points
bear considerable resemblance to the Irish, still bury their chiefs in

Barrows ; with them they place silver goblets, arrows, armour, and

all the presents that have been brought by friends and relations

during the time the corpse was laid in state. At the funeral all the

vassals assemble, and throw up over the body a barrow, of loftiness

* Bnrr, the summit or top of any thing ; the end of things ; also Death See Lhwyd.
O'Reilly, and O'Brien's Dictionaries.

f Tour in Ireland, by Sir R. C. Hoare, p. 294.

% Ibid. p. 295.

~§ Archeologia, II. p. 222.
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proportionate to the consequence, and the number of friends and

dependants of the chief.*
jj^jiji « h; -

».:7f ai . :oi. -siJi-i-

Some of these smaller earth-works contain witHin them small cblls,

of which some are empty, while others were the depositary of the

urn, &c.
;

in some there is no chamber, and the urns have been

protected by a bed of round white stones carefully piled around the

vase ;
and in others by fotir flags, placed one on each side, with a

fifth one laid over as a cover.-f Small earth works containing caves

are frequently situated in the vicinity of the larger Ralhs ; possibly

these were in some degree sacred, and appropriated for places of

worship, as is the case in great part of India, where mounts, con-

taining small chambers, are placed near the villages ;
and on par-

ticular days the Bramins in procession carry their stone idols to the

summit, and there perform their pouja, or worship.J j.

In the church-yard of Dungiven, county of Londonderry, there

is a very remarkable tumulus with a pillar-stone standing upon it ;

and a second mount adjacent to it, when opened, was found to con-

iain an earthen urn and some bones placed in the middle, and pro-

•
Klaproth's Travels in the Caucasus, p. 337.

•|-
A tomb of this sort was discovered some years back at Ardmulchan, in the county of

Meath, by Mr. M., who, in levelling part of a hill, probably an artificial tumulus, found several

skeletons placed without any regularity, and one Cisde Bhana, of size sufficient to contain a

skeleton apparently of a person of uncommon stature. On one finger was a golden ring, under-

neath the head a silver ball, and beside it an urn, on which was an inscription in the ancient

Irish character. It contained about twenty pieces of coin, mostly of Edward the Confessor,

The ring on the finger, and there being no ashes in the urn, indicate that the ancient practice of

burning the bodies of chieftains had at that time fallen into disuse, and the more modem mode

ofsepulture, by inhumation, been adopted.

X Origin of Pagan Idolatry, III. p. 237.—Sir William Ouseley, in his third volume, mentions

that many of the tumuli are called tapeh-Gaur, or the Ghebres Mount—such earth works being

generally considered at the high places of the Fire-worshippers. ^ .

Gaur-tepa, the high place of the Ghebres. Kerr Porter's Travels, v. II. p. 606. *
'
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tected by a pyramid of round white stones. At Kilconway, in tl>e

same county, the whole interior of a large circular mount is occu-

pied by an artificial cave, in which, under a stone of considerable

bulk, was found the usual urn of ashes, with its accompanying

bones ; it is called Con's burying place.*

Some of these simple circular mounts were furnished with sur-

rounding seats and benches of earth gradually ascending, -f-
which

were intended for assemblies of people to view the ceremonies en-

acted on the top, or to hear the promulgation of the laws. Both in

North Britain and in Ireland the Brehons, or Judges, held their

courts on green hills or knolls, around the sides of which the at-

tendant multitude was seated on grassy banks.J In Scotland these

hills are often called Mote-hills.§ Of this description is the " Hill of

Pleas," in the Isle of Skie, where it is said the chief gave law and

judgment to his people.^. Such a hill of assembly is to seen near

Dromyn, in the county of Louth. And a still more remarkable ex-

ample exists near Athy, county of Kildare, on the gentle declivity

of the hill of Mullach Mastean, where is the Carmen, or enclosed

place, where the states of Leinster assembled. Here may be traced

the sixteen conical mounds on which the chiefs sat in lime of coun-

cil, forming a circle of sixty-eight feet in diameter; and also the en-

trenchments within which the nobles encamped adjacent to the scene

of debate. This spot looks down upon the pagan remains near Bal-

*
Survey of Londonderry, p. 497.

f Parochial Surveys, I. p. 254.

f Ibid. I. p. 254 In the Scottish Highlands they call them Mute-hills—/. e. word hills, or

places for deliberation.—Macpherson's Antiq. of Scotland, p. 169.

§ Spencer says they were anciently called Folk-motes, that is, a place for people
" to meet

and talk of any thing concerning parties and townships"
—and that it is a Saxon-name, probably

introduced by the English invaders.—View, p. 127.

f Pennant's Western Tour, p. 351.—Littleton's Hist. Hen. II. vol. iii. p. 25.
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Unglass, Beal-lien-glas, a name said to mean the pure fire of Beal,

or Bel, and which was one of the greatest seats of this worsliip.*
The western ranije of the Wicklow mountains take their name ot

SUebcarmen, from this remarkable place.

The Lis, or Lios, signifies a strong house, or habitation, or forti-

fied palace. -f-
These artificial hills are generally much larger than

the barrow before mentioned, are often very high, and sometimes

not circular, but approaching to an ellipse ;:{:
their tops are flat, with

an earthen bank thrown up around the little plain on the summit ;

entrance places are left in this surrounding bank, and in some in-

stances they have been fenced with a second entrenciunent near the

base. There is much variety in them as to size ; some containino-

two or three acres, others only an area sufficient for the dwelling of

a single family. Tlie Lis and the Dun are nearly synonymous ; the

chief difference seems to be in the situation
;
that of the Lis vary-

ing, and in the mode of protection, the earthen entrenchment and

the wattle hedge being employed for the Lis ; while the Dun is

fenced with thick walls of great strength, and is also invariably

placed upon a lofty commanding spot, often on a rock.

The Dun or Doon—a fortified place of strength.§ The Dun
was always in an elevated situation, often guarding passes over

rivers or through bogs ; they were fenced round the top by a broad

wall, built of very large stones, sometimes almost rocks, rudely, but

very solidly put together ; they were strongly entrenched with more

than one line of circumvallation, frequently with deep fosses and

covered ways ;
and a few of them had a wet ditch, with the power

•
Survey of Kildare, p. 3 Seward's Topographical Diet.—Pliil. Survey, p. 234.

f O'Brien's Diet.

J Parochial Surveys, I. p. 25i:.

^ O'Brien's Diet.

VOL. XV. . Y
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of turning water into it. The fort of Dundermot, county of An-

trim, is an oval of sixty feet by thirty, and perfectly level on the

top ; this is enclosed by a very deep fosse, and below this fosse is

another, into which the river Maine runs in flood time. This Dun
is ascended by a steep winding path.*

In the same neighbourliood stands Dun-Baught, on a high rocky

hill, nearly inaccessible; this was approached by two hollow ways
in opposite directions, and was surrounded by a deep ditch ; upon
the summit was a space ninety by eighty feet in area, and enclosed

by a lofty entrenchment fifty-feet high, forming it into an inner fort ;

between this entrenchment and the fosse it had a platform all

around, sixty-five feet broad, furnished on opposite sides with two

entrances from the fosse ; the two hollow ways meet together in the

fosse, and at their junction is the mouth of a cave, which has a

communication with the inner fort at top ; on the central level ves-

tiges of some small enclosures are still visible.f-

That much cure was taken to render these fortresses secure by
various means, is evinced in the construction of Dun-Gorkin, in the

county of Londonderry, the fort of famine
; which name it may

have received from having held out till reduced by starvation. The
tumulus is at the base an hundred and eighty-six feet by an hun-
dred and twenty-nine ;

the top is a circle of
forty-five feet diameter,

surrounded by a bank and fosse
;
the whole is encircled by a very

deep ditch, eighty-four feet wide, which is crossed by a causeway
constructed of piles, surmounted by cross beams, and these again
are covered by transverse timbers. A very large and strong gate,
framed of oak, has been buried opposite to this causeway ;

and

•
Parocliial Surveys, I. 251.

t Ibi^.
These Duns cannot but call to mind the hill fortresses of India.
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within the fortification have been dug up hatchets of basalt) spear

heads of grey granite, arrows of flint, and querns made of free-

stone.*

From these examples it is evident that the Dun was a mihtary

fortification, and that in its construction some engineering skill was

displayed.

The Rath signifies the village or settlement.-f In the Brehon

laws, the Raths are distinguished as being of various ranks, and

having possessions of different values attached to them
; each Rath,

or village, was obliged by these laws to contribute to the support of

the chief, in proportion to the extent of land which it occupied*

The chiefs and princes held distinct ranks, and had possessions va-

rying in value, and the laws which regulated the contributions are

very curious and very minute.

Some raths are small and round, but flat on the top, where the

houses were erected. Some are very large, capable of containing

several dwellings. Among these large raths tradition points out

some as having been royal, and others as the residences of the

chiefs of clans or septs. So in Kildare, Rath-ais-cael, commonly
called Rathescull, is shewn as the dwelling of the ancient chief Mac

Kelly.]: And the people consider the uncommonly large rath at

Ceanchora on the Shannon, near Killaloe, as the palace of the great
Brian Borumbh.§
On the western side of the city of Armagh there is a rath of ex-

traordinary size, now called the Navan Hill, which tradition and

history agree in asserting to be the site of the palace of Evan Macha,

*
Survey of Londonderry, p. 4;99.

t O'Brien's Dictionary—O'Reilly on Brehon Law. Trans. R. L A., xiv. p. 208.

:j: Survey of Kildare, Introduction, p. II.

§ Survey of Clare, p. 115.

y2
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built before the Christian era by Cimbaoth, king of Ireland. It is

mentioned by St. Fiech, who wrote in the sixth century, and

O'Flaherty *says some of the ruins were to be seen in his time. The

Navan rath is encompassed by a fosse, which takes an ellipti-

cal course, enclosing; eleven acres ;
within this boundary are two

small moats, probably forts for the protection of the royal resi-

dence. Close adjoining appears a mound of a large size, straight,

with a return at right angles at either end ;
this always receives the

designation of the king's stables.-f

In the neighbourhood of the large raths, are often several of small

dimensions ; these latter are supposed to have been inhabited by the

families composing the sept, as the greater ones were by the king or

chief and his immediate retainers. A rath situated near the foot of

the hill of Mullagh Creevagh affords a good instance of a chief's

rath with its dependencies. Its shape and arrangements may be

judged of from the slight accompanying map.

A, encompassed by a bank five feet high, is the highest division,

and was probably the residence of the chief, as the entrance to it

was protected by a small moat D, which commanded the fosse, or

covered way, in three directions.

C was, it is likely, the abode of the retainers, and defended the

outer entrance. The fosse surrounding A and C, is twenty-two feet

wide at top, six at bottom, and twenty feet deep : all round on the

sides of the banks next to it still remain a vast number of very old

twisted thorn treess. B is a smooth hanging level, having no fosse,

and a bank only at each end, while the front, F, shews merely a

perpendicular face, ten feet down to the field.

E appears a sort of road-way, rudely walled on each side, and it

*
O'Flaherty's Ogygia, vol. I.

f Stewart's History of Armagh, p. 578.
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is possible led to a small artificial cave under the moat : the earth

has fallen so as to conceal the termination, but the regular shape
excites the idea.

On the top of the hill is a small round tumulus, to which a straight

road, about two hundred feet long, and bounded on each side by a

low wall, leads.

At no great distance from it is a large druidical stone.

On many raths we find circles of crooked stunted hawthorn trees;

probably the remains of the wattle fences which Spencer describes

the Irish to have used at the time when he wrote his view of Ire-

land, both around their houses,* and as a sort of fortification to their

strong-holds in the forests.

Both these customs prevail in the Caucasus; the Tscherkessian

or Circassian tribes choose similar situations, and build their dwelling

houses of wattle work, well plastered within and without, and

thatched with straw ; several houses are placed so as to form a

circle ;
around this, at about twenty paces distance, they plant a

hedge, which they plash or weave together so as to form a strong

fence.-f-

Among the Abassian tribes the dwellings are constructed in the

same manner, but not collected in villages ; they stand detached in

the woods, having a court or open area before them, the whole,

however, of the premises of each tenement is surrounded by a stout

wattle hedge : at nightfall it is customary to drive their cattle and

herds within this enclosure for security. Throughout the country

are scattered many wattle entrenchments with double hedges, in-

tended only for the security of the flocks and herds, which are driven

* See also on Tartarian Tumuli. Archeologia, II. p. 224.

f Klaproth's Travels in the Caucasus, p. 2^:8.
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into them at night, when the herdsmen close the gateway, Irish

fashion, by placing across it one of the two wheeled cars of the

country.*

There are also small earth-works forming chains of connexion for

miles, these are distinguished as moats ;
this name is derived from

an Irish word of double meaning, expressing both a place of de-

fence and of communication by signal,-)- These are so well dis-

posed that a signal fire, lighted on any one, or the sound of the

famous Irish brazen trumpet, could be almost instantly repeated

forwards to the head rath ;
this arrangement is obvious in many

places, as from the great Lis of Lismore to Dungarvon on the one

side, and to the mountains on the other.;}; From the sea coast south

east of the city of Cork, a distance of more than seven miles, the

chain of moats can be traced to the city ;§ while oh the other side

of the town, another chain readies from it to the high hill of Cashel,

near Bandon, which had probably been used as a head rath, as on

the top of it there are the remains of a small earth-work, and of

several lines of surrounding entrenchments.

In Londonderry also, a connected chain of moats, extends on

either side of the river Roe, unlil it falls into the Owen Keugh.ll

The King's County supplies a remarkable example of a liead

rath and its dependant moats ; the large rath of Ballykillen, which

is well defended with strong works, and very difficult of access, is at

the head of a chain of moats, which extend through all that coun-

try, each moat commanding a Togher, or bog-pass. Ballykillen

*
Klaproth's Travels in the Caucasus, pp. 323—330.

f Parochial Surveys, I. p. 2.52.

X Smith's History of Waterford, p. SSa.

§ Parochial Surveys, III. p. 468.

II
Ibid. I. p. 302.



probably belonged to some chief of rank, as many curiosities were

found in the cave underneath, such as an ancient candlestick, and

a knife with a curious handle, in which was enclosed a scent box of

musk that still retained its perfume.*
This arrangement has also been observed to take place in the

Barrows of England, so much so as to have excited considerable

doubts in Stackhouse, respecting the sepulchral object of all bar-

rows ;
he was persuaded that many were raibcd merely for watch

stations.

A great number of the raths contain caves, with narrow passages

leading to them
;

in some of these communicating apparently with

the village above, it was customary to keep stores and corn. From

Tacitus we learn that the Germans had similar repositories for pro-

visions
;
while Cassar says, that the Gauls placed their consecrated

spoils in such caves, raising a mound of earth over them. Both

practices may have obtained in Ireland. The custom of preserving

corn in such subterranean chambers may also have been brought

with the settlers from the east, as both in Persia and India this

mode is commonly practised. Dr. Buchanan's description of the

cave made for keeping Paddy or Rice in the husk,-f is precisely

that of a small artificial cavern, traditionally called the granary, on

the hill of Rath-Bran, in the county of Meath : a hill venerated by
all the country folk, for the great stone under whose shelter Fingal,

and his faithful wolf-dog Bran, rested, when in pursuit of a giant

he walked one morning from Kildare to the top of Slieb Gullen.;):

'
*

Survey of King's County, p. 126.

•j- Journey in Mysore, Malabar, &c.

J About thirteen miles from the city of Sari, in Persia, a mount called the Takht-i-Rustam,

the throne or seat of Rustam, is pointed out. On it is a large stone, where tradition says that Rus-

tam once rested and took a hurried breakfast, in his chase of the Div.i-sepid, or white giant, to

the mountains.—Ouseley's Travels in the East, III. p. 269.
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Tliere are also otlier structures, which do not come precisely

under any of the foregoing heads, yet which deserve mention, both

from being in themselves remarkable, and from their intimate con-

nection with the present subject.

The circular enclosure called the Giant's-ring near Urumboe, in

the county of Down, the encompassing bank of which measures a

third of Ji mile, and environs a level area of five acres, is one of

these ; in the centre stands a gigantic crom-leac, and the surround-

ing mound is raised to so great a height, that to a person standing

at the altar, only the sky and the rampart are visible
;
the base of

this rampart is very broad, the outside sloping abruptly finishes in a

flat space, of sufficient breadth to admit of two persons riding

abreast : the declivity inwards is gentle, and well suited for specta-

tors to sit around, as in an amphitheatre, to view the sacrifice and

rites performing in the centre.*

The county of Wicklow exhibits on the summit of the mountain

Slieb-Gadoe, which is two thousand feet in height, another reniark-

able enclosure ; this is of stone, an hundred and seventeen feet long

by an hundred and one; the surrounding wall is twelve feet high,

of great thickness, and formed of large rough stones. Within this

circuit is a holy well, much frequented by pilgrims : this clear and

beautiful spring, though situated within two feet of the highest point

of the mountain, is said to flow at all times of the year. There is also

the ruin of a small, very ancient church, which may be considered

a strong evidence that in former times this spot was the scene of

idolatrous rites
; the early missionaries having purposely selected

such for the site of churches, thereby sanctifying to Christian worship
the very theatres of heathen ism.-f

•
Survey of Down, p. 27. 3.—Reid's Tour, p. 187.— Harris's History of Down, p. 200.

f Brewer's Beauties of Ireland, p. 339— Cordiner's Scenes in Scotland, where he gives
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Such another enclosure stands on the top of Cahir-Curree moun-

tain, county of Kerry, built of massive stones: the stones are very

rugged and of great size, most of them being from eight to ten feet

square,* Dr. Smith conjectures it to have been a monument of

some great action, or a sepulchral trophy ; but it seems more con-

sistent with the other remains of antiquity, to invest it with a reli-

gious character, since the summit of hills and mountains were fa-

vourite situations for pagan worship, and more especially for that of

the sun.-f-

At Killymore, county of Tyrone, is a lofty rath, on whose top a

strong rude wall surrounds an area of ninety-nine feet in diameter ;

on this is a parapet six feet high ; round the inside of this wall are

projecting stones, which rising to the top in oblique directions form

a kind of rough staircases.J This structure brings immediately to

mind the Staig-fort so lately described by Mr. Bland ;§ it seems,

though much coarser, to have been built with the same object : the

area contained within the wall is nearly equal, and perhaps a closer

description of the northern fort might bring to view other particulars

of resemblance.

An erection of precisely the same nature as the Staig-fort has in

the course of the summer of 1826 been visited and measured by an

accurate observer
;|| according to his description it is not in so good

gives a view of a very ancient church placed within a stone circle—Clarke's Travels in Scandina-

via, ix. p. 220, oct. edition.—Gough's Camden.—The Beauties of Wicklow, p. 154'.—In Caernar-

vonshire the monument of Pen-y-dinas is extremely like this ; Gough and Pownal pronounce it a

druidical sun temple Camden's Brit. II. p. 557.

* Smith's History of Kerry, p. 156.

t Herod. Clio. p. 131.

J Parochial Surveys, I. p. 118.

§ Transactions R. I. A. xiv.

II Captain Beaufort, R. N.
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a state of preservation as the latter, while it also varies from it in

swne particulars.

Cahir-Gall,* as the peasants call this edifice, is somevk'hat larger

than the Staigs, which is eighty-eight by eighty-nine feet, being a

circle of ninety-four feet in diameter : the most perfect part of the

surrounding wall is thirteen feet high, but is irregular as if broken.

At top it is twelve feet broad, and seventeen feet six inches at

bottom ;
the outer face of the wall batters regularly in the propor-

tion of nine inches in six feet; and round the inside are twelve

double pair of steps, arranged in the same crossing mode as at the

Staigs ; both the upper and lower tiers of steps are two feet broad.

The wall is without cement, but closely and well laid, being built

through the whole thickness with solid work of flat stones. The

entrance was on the south side, but from the broken down state of

this part of Uie wall, its exact width cannot be ascertained ; outside

of this breach are indistinct remains of concentric curves or steps

up to it. Tiiere is no appearance of cells in any part of the wall.

In the middle of the area is a circular building of thirty feet in

diameter, the wall of which is full five feet six inches tliick, but is

not nearly so well put together as the great wall of circumference,

with which it scarcely appears to be contemporary, though evidently

very ancient ; about twenty-feet in height may remain, but in a

ruinous state, and without any appearance of having been intended

* The white city, as translated by the country people in that neighbourhood. But possibly

the original name was Caer, which in Gaelic signifies an oracle, or a place of address. Garden

on Circular monuments. Archeo. I. p. 315. This is the more probable, as Cahir-curree is

placed upon a mountain top, where no city ever was, or indeed could have been placed. This

name has also been three times applied to similar antiquities by Dr. Smith in his History of

Kerry. The appellation Caer, an oracle, so repeated, is rational ; that of Cahir (which is pro-

nounced as if no h were in the word) is certainly not so. Gall is a rock or stone— Caer-gall,

perhaps the stone of the oracle.
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for any domestic purpose : there are in this wall several quincunx
rows of small holes like loop-holes.

Of this building it may be observed, that supposing it to be of

equal antiquity with the outer wall, it may possibly have been some

sort of temple, since that of Juggernaut is described to resemble an

immense cylinder fifty-feet in height. There also exist in Persia

two buildings which, though differing somewhat in shape, are yet

very analogous to this. One is near Persepolis among the tombs,

and is by the people called the Caabah of Zeratusht,* and by the

guides the Kemnai Khaneh, or trumpet station. It is about thirty

feet high, and twenty-three feet square, built in the most substan-

tial manner, and ornamented from top to bottom by loop-holes on

every side, which are placed in rows ;
these are very deep sunk

into the stone-work, but do not go through. The other building,

except in being of greater height, and not in so perfect preservation,

is exactly similar ; it stands near an ancient tomb called Madre-i-

Suleiman.

^= These fabricks may have been fire houses, or trumpet-towers, for

calling the people to public worship. So also may have been the

singular building of Cahir-Gal. It may also have been a work of

later times, fabricated of some of the debris of the original structure,

and erected as a place of defence.

The situation is very similar to that of the Staigs ;
a gentle de-

clivity towards the south, down to the sea shore, at about half a

mile distance ; on the west side a streamlet, on the north and east

the ground rises to the mountain of Cloghan Linaghan. Between

Cahir-Gal and the sea is a small patch of bog, which is separated

from the wall by a hollow, something resembling a fosse, but there

* The cube of Zoroaster.—Ouselej's Travels in the East, II. pp 299—435.

z2
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is no ditch immediately surrounding tlie wall, the ground being

very rough and rocky.

A detailed account of the Staigs, being in so late a volume of the

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,* it would be useless to

repeat that description here
;

it will therefore be a more advisable

course to advert at once to the various conjectures which have been

made concerning the purpose for which the Staig-fort was erected.

General Vallancey was of opinion that it was a Phenician am-

phitheatre.f On this Mr. Bland observes, that the cells are too

small to admit of wild beasts, and that there does not appear to

have been any contrivance for closing the entrance. It may be

added, that we have no account of such shows occurring in this

country, or among those tribes from whom we claim descent ;

neither was it likely that places of exhibition should have been seated

in these remote parts of the island, and in no others.

It has been regarded by others as a place of defence ; and its

strength, from any direct or close attack, would have been of some

avail, surrounded as it was by a wide and deep fosse ; but its utmost

height is so moderate, and it is commanded so closely by the adja-

cent mountains, as to have its interior exposed to the arrows of an

enemy ; it is to be also observed, that it does not appear to have had

any protecting parapet or breast work.

Mr. Bland tliinks it was a sort of depot for the goods belonging

to some foreign colony which came in search of ore. But for this

purpose the vast thickness of the walls, and the regularity and pe-

* Vol. XIV.

t The walls of the Staig-fort are constructed in the manner called Pelasgic ; that is, of large

uneven stones, with the interstices filled so closely with small pieces as to give the whole the

firmness of a rock.
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culiar construction of the stairs do not appear at all adapted, nor

would an unprotected entrance have been suitable.

It has been considered by Mr. Nimmo as an observatory, but the

same objections apply to this as to the last conjecture. Where so

many conjectures have been made, another may allowably be sug-

gested.

It might have been an open temple or amphitheatre, not for

viewing the battles of wild beasts, but for an assembled multitude

to behold the sacred rites and sacrifices offered to the meridian Sun.

In this case the steps would have enabled the spectators to gain with

ease the broad flat lop of the wall, on which they might either stand

or sit to behold the ceremonies. The two cells might be looked

upon as places to keep sacred utensils or instruments of sacrifice, or

to receive the initiated. In the centre there might have stood an

altar, as in the Giant's ring; or a sun-stone, as at Innis-Murray, or

both ;
and perhaps were the ground to be examined something of

the kind might be discovered which would throw light on this curious

piece of antiquity.

The vast number of small caves, with connecting passages ex-

cavated in the neighbouring mountains, rather confirm this idea, as

they prevail in every one of the seats of Baal's worship, liewn either

in natural elevations, or formed in artificial high places. To this

the name appears to agree, since among the explanations of Staig-

an-air, the appellation by which it is known to the country people, we

find that it may be Stig-an-air, a corrupted pronunciation of Stig-

an-athair, (the th silent,) the house of the Father, or the Father's

house, that is, a temple. Now Bel, or the Sun, was in ancient

mythology constantly called the Great Father, and worshipped as

the Creator, or rather as the producer of all things.* Strabo also

• Maurice's Ind. Antiq. Origin of Pagan Idolatry.
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affords a strong confirmation of these ideas by the account which he

gives of the Persian Pyratheion, which was, he says, a vast en-

closed space, in the centre of which stood the altar ; upon this the

Magi collected a large quantity of ashes, and in them preserved the

Azer, or sacred fire, unextinguished. Zonares speaks of the sacred

enclosures in which fire was worshipped by the people. And most

of the terms used by the Greek writers imply a spacious enclosed

piece of consecrated ground, with which description all the oriental

MSS. agree. The words which Strabo employed are thought by

Gail, to be synonimous to enceinte sacred a sacred boundary.*

And accordingly among the Persian remains of antiquity, several

of those monuments still pointed out as fire altars, are sur-

rounded by broad walls formed of unhewn stones. Thus in Persia

do we find counterparts of the most remarkable antiquities existing

in Ireland,

Of the same nature with the above fabrics, is a very extraordi-

nary structure remaining in the greater Isle of Arran, off Galway

Bay, which has been incorrectly described by Dr. Ledwich in his

Antiquities of Ireland, and which Mr. O'Flaherty, in his History of

the IsleSj-f- only mentions as the Dun or Fort of the chief Aengus.

It is certainly now called Dun-Aengus, But having obtained an

authentic account of it as it now stands, it seems, although differing

in many particulars, yet to bear a sufficient resemblance to the Stig-

an-air, to corroborate the foregoing conjectures. Dun Aengus
stands upon the very edge of a perpendicular cliff, two hundred and

fifty feet above the sea, towards which there is no fence ; it is of a

horse-shoe shape, and composed of three concentric walls, put

yf^ Ouseley's Travels in the East, I. pp. 129—130 And the Greek authors there cited.

t Transactions R. I. A. XIV.
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together in the rudest manner : the outer one is eighteen hundred

and sixty-eight feet in length. There is a space of three hundred

and twenty feet in breadth between this and the second wall,

which is thirteen feet high by sixteen broad below, and eight at the

top ; it is formed of sharp irregular stones, almost like cheveau de

freize, which present a sloping face on both sides ; its whole length
is a thousand and eighty freet. A distance of two hundred and

forty feet separates this from the third and inmost wall, which is

nineteen feet six inches high, fifteen feet thick at bottom, and eleven

at the top. ifi>a fvuji«v4 -Sit
oi^^i^---'^

i-'- •

The space enclcwed by this inner boundary is an hundred and

fifty one feet to the edge of the cliff, and across an hundred and

tlurty-two feet ; in the middle of the wall is a narrow entrance,

opposite to which, and in the centre of the chord, is a large low

altar, placed immediately upon the edge of the cliff; this great
stone is two feet six inches high, thirty-nine feet long, and thirty-

three broad. In each of the two outer walls there is a narrow

entrance, but obliquely placed, not in a direct line with the altar,

as the inner entrance. Here this gigantic altar-stone at once ex-

plains the. object of the whole structure to have been sacrifice;*

and a more awfully sublime place of worship can scarcely be ima-

gined—the glorious sun above, the boundless ocean below.

Some illustration of this may be derived from the fact, that the

Ceylonese Gentoos assemble annually at Swamy rock, a cliff which

rises perpendicularly from the sea to a height of three hundred feet,

to perform sacrifice ; here close to the edge of this dreadful preci-

, ni h'i .

* On the mountains of Elwund and Morgaub, in Persia, are large flat stone altars to the sun.

They are frequent on rocity eminences, and are always pointed out as the Ghebre Altars to the

Sub. The sun altars are invariably flat-stones.—Ker Porter's Travels, vol. II. pp. 116—318.^
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pice stands the aged priest, who is described to go through the

ceremonies with the most perfect coolness; his long white beard,

his simple dress, and the surrounding groups of devotees, altogether

presenting a patriarchal picture.*

It is also wortliy of observation, that on the lofty Capharean pro-

montory ofMont Ocha, in the island of Euboea, there are the remains

of a low Greek temple, of the most ancient and peculiar construc-

tion, with battering sides, strongly resembling one of the an-

cient cairn temples in its front elevation, and, like them, roofed

with large flag stones. This temple, we gather from Pausanius,

was sacred to Neptune, and the favourite place of sacrifice to

him.-f-

There is no tradition now existing in the Isles of Arran concern-

ing this curious antiquity, a circumstance much to be regretted,

since tradition discreetly employed may be looked upon as a hand-

maid to history, frequently pointing out the source whence truth

may be derived.

It has been contended by some antiquarians that there were no

lime and stone buildings in Ireland before the period of the Anglo-
Norman invasion in 1169. Others founding their assertions on a

mistaken passage^ in St. Bernard's Life of Malachy O'Morgair,
Primate of Ireland, have said, that the first building with lime

cement was erected by Malachy in 1145, although he had re-

built the cathedral of Down ten years earlier. But neither of these

opinions can be correct, because Giraldus Cambrensis speaks of

lofty ecclesiastical towers as being the fashion of the country when
he landed in 1 1 70. To be distinguished as the fashion of a coun-

* Christian Examiner, No. 13, p. 38.

f Walpole's Collect. II. p. 389.

% History of Armagh, p. 133.
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try, a custom must have been generally prevalent, which could

hardly have taken place in the short period of thirty-six years,

between 1 134, when the primate is supposed to have first introduced

the art to the ignorant Irish, and 1 1 70, when Giraldus found lofty

stone towers to be customary. Besides the Danes and Ostmen had,

many years previous to the arrival of the English, established such a

footing as to have built towns and surrounded them with strong

walls fortified by towers.*

It may also reasonably be argued, that if the art of masonry was

unknown to a country, the written laws of that country would not

be likely to give minute directions regarding the various modes of

building, as did the Brehon Law ;
nor would there be privileges

and rewards granted to those who were skilled in the art, as it ap-

pears from the Seanchus Bheg, a very ancient law tract, was the

fact.-f- The old Irish language possesses distinct names for the

different species of houses and modes of building with stone, which

could not have been the case if no such style of house were known.

Ptolomy, i[i speaking of Ireland, names several cities
; civilization

must therefore, to a certain degree, have been advanced at that

time ;
and the probability is, that there were some stone and lime

edifices in them, although the great bulk of the dwelling-houses

were constructed of mud-wall, or plastered wattle, or smoothed

timber, or split oak, thatched with reeds, as Bede says was the

manner of the Scots, that is, the Irish. That this was the case is

likely from the circumstance, that in 964, Edgar, who with a pow-
erful fleet had invaded and ravaged a great part of Ireland, terms

• Whitelaw's History of Dublin, I. p. 66. et seq.
—History of Armagh, pp. 585—587.

f Essay on the Brehon Law, Trans. R. I. Academy, XIV. p. 199.
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Dublin a noble city,* an epithet which his Majesty would scarcely

have bestowed upon a village consisting solely of hurdle cabins;

and also, because this fashion of dwellings continued to be cus-

tomary, not only in Ireland, but in England,-f- even so late as the

time of Elizabeth, when Holingshed laments the degenerate effe-

minacy of his countrymen, since the laying aside of willow-houses

had become a prevalent fashion. Nor is the silence of the early Eng-
lish historians conclusive that there were no stone edifices in Dublin

when the Anglo-Normans seized it. That silence would rather

imply, that the buildings and the appearance of the city were not

altogether dissimilar from what they were accustomed to in Bri-

tain.J Christ Church cathedral appears from Ware§ to have been

built a hundred years before Strongbow's invasion by Sitricus the

Dane, petty king of Dublin. This mixture of wattle and timber

dweUing houses, with stone and lime churches, was one to which

they were habituated, and therefore the lofty round tower, as the

peculiar building of the country, is alone mentioned.

When the Anglo-Romans established themselves in Ireland, they

built stone dwelling-houses, or rather small castles, in which they
could defend themselves, and the country quickly became studded

over with the strong holds of the English. The Irish chieftains

very tardily adopted the fashion of their invadei-s, disliking it both

from the circumstance of its origin, and from its being opposed to

* Whitelaw's History of Dublin, I. p. 46 —Littleton's History of Henry U. v. IH. p 28.

f It is evident from the description given by Ariiulphus de Montgomery of Pembroke Castle,

built about the same period, that stone buildings were then uncommon in England Philoso-

phical Survey, p. 53.

J Littleton's History of Henry H. v. H. p. 340, houses of stone in London were at tliis time

rather rare.—Hallara on the Middle Ages, iii, p. 420.

§ Ware's Antiquities, p. 131.
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their own previous habits. Some few, erected towers or small

castles of defence, but the great bulk of the people held in contempt
the customs of oppressors whom they hated, and adhered to their

national customs. Hence, the very small remains of domestic ar-

chitectural antiquity; a circumstance which has so often been

brought forward as a proof of the barbarity of the Irish. But in;

this adherence to old customs, they persevered even in Queen Eliza-

beth's reign, when she had laws enacted compelling them to build:

bawns, or small castles of defence, and laying down various rules

for their arrangement, and the distribution of lands according to

their size. But still the chiefs felt, and boldly expressed the same

dislike of the Norman Castles, their thick walls, and narrow win-

dows, comparing them to gloomy prisons, the dwellings of the

cowardly, which the Saxons had so strongly evinced in England.
Such is the feeling now existing among the Cognate Colchial

tribes of Caucasus, where the princes and nobles esteem it so dis-

graceful to live within solid walls, that a fortress or a stone wall

dwelling-house would brand the possessor with the character of a

coward, who was incapable of defending a habitation of the usual

construction :* this is most commonly of wattle, plastered within

and without, sometimes also of smooth planks, and often of mud;

These are curious coincidences in the continuing habits of one

branch, and the recorded habits of another branch from the same

parent stock; coincidences which strongly bear out the claim of the

Irish to Oriental origin, and subsequent Oriental connexion. These

tribes, though surrounded by Tartar and Lesgae hordes, preserve

their blood unmixed, proudly prefering a claim to Median descent,

which is in great measure confirmed by the circumstance that

*
Klaproth's Travels in the Caucasus, p. 336.

aa2
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half their language is composed of Median words. They call their

country Ironistan, and themselves Ir and Iron.*

That before the invasions of the Danes we had lime and stone

buildings is evident, from those still existing remains of the churches

of Columba, the Culdees, and some even of those erected by their

predecessors. And there is also standing in the county of London-

derry, between the city of Derry and Faughan, the ruins of the

palace of Niel Cabr^, who was king of Ireland, A. D. 832.

This palace was famous for the councils and convocations held

there, and was one of the three royal palaces of Ulster.-f* It is

also to be observed, that no round tower has been built since the

landing of the English ; that previously, during the tyranny of the

Danes, the erection of only one is mentioned, and that is attributed

to an Irish prince ;
had they been introduced along with Chris-

tianity, they would certainly have been mentioned, as the ancient

annals are minute in recording the foundations and buildings of

several of the early Christian teachers. Would not the monkish

writers too, have been pleased to draw attention towards them ?

But on the contrary, they leave them in the same obvious silence as

they do cairns, and pillars,
and other pagan remains

;
the presumption

therefore is, that they are ofan earlier date than any of the ecclesias-

tical remains. Yet, when the tower of Downpatrick was pulled

down, the foundations of part of a building larger than the an-

*
Klaproth's Travels in the Caucasus and Georgia, p. 37.—The Georgian part of the Cau.

casus is called Hiberia by John de Piano Carpini, who visited the country in 1225—Ibid,

p. 15*.

In the Pehlivi inscriptions on some ancient coins, Persia is called Airan. Porter's Travels,

vol. II. p. 127.

\ Survey of Londonderry, p. 155.
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cient cathedral, and of excellent workmanship, were found under-

neath it.*

Some writers-f- have imagined that masonry was introduced either

by wandering Greeks, about the close of the seventh century, or by
the freemasons, brought to Ireland by some of our bishops who had

travelled to Greece and Palestine, and had there acquired a taste

for the degraded Grecian style prevalent in the lower Roman empire

during the seventh and eighth centuries ; and that hence arose the

style of the early buildings, such as Cormac's Chapel at Cashel.

But in the details of this curious building nothing Grecian appears ;

the short thick columns, the heavy capitals, the semicircular arch,

and the chevron mouldings, all belong to the Saxon or Norman

schools, which have been shewn to be in all essentials the same,;};

deriving from the Roman style, and not partaking of the over-

ornamented fretted manner apparent in the buildings of the Eui-

press Helena, and those of the eastern empire, from the time of

Constantine.

In the great number of churches and monastic establishments

founded by St. Declan, St. Fechan, St. Patrick, St. Columba, and

other early Christian teachers, it can scarcely be doubted but that

some were built of more durable materials than wattle or timber
; and

accordingly we find mention in Ware of St. Kienan's lime and

stone church, built in the fifth century ;§ the Irish were tlierefore

in advance of the English, who did not adopt the use of lime and

stone until A. D. 675, according to Bede and William of Malms-

• Memoir of a Map of Ireland, by Dr. Beaufort, p. 141.

f Dr. Ledwich.—And in the Anthologia Hibernicae, II. p. 193.

\.
Britten's Architectural Antiquities, v. —Turner's Architectural Tour of Normandy, II. p.

176. Article on Civil Architecture. Rees's Cyclopedia.

§ Ware's Antiquities, p. 134.—William of Malmsbury, Rep. Gest. Ang. lib. i. c. 2.
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bury. Tlie Cathedral of Armagh appears also to have been a lime

and stone building before the English invasion, and must have been

purely Irish, as the Danes who first took and sacked the city in 830

were Pagans, and did not become converts to Christianity until the

year 948. Besides, spoil and oppression by fire and sword were

their only objects. . •

f

This cathedral, when in A. D. 1125 the roof was repaired and

covered with tiles by Celsus, had been partly uncovered for an

hundred and thirty years, having been burned by the Danes in

995: and in 1145 Gelasius, then bishop, built an immense kiln to

burn lime for the repair of the walls ; they were consequently not

then of wattle or timber. It is even said, that a small portion of the

original wall of the cathedral can still be pointed out at a spot

where, till of late years, the incumbent received induction since the

demohtion of the old parish church.*

The Culdees had a large establishment at Armagii ; and some of

their buildings, parts of a monastery and academy, were not only

standing, but actually inhabited so late as the year 1819, when

these ancient walls and " stone bed-chambers" were pulled down.-f

There are also other remains which bear the characteristics of

the earliest ages ;
such are those at Lough Derg, the chapels at

Innis Murray, Arran, Clonmacnoise, and several other places:

and it is worthy of remark that these our oldest ecclesiastical build-

ings are almost always in the immediate vicinity of pagan remains

and round towers. .,iu.;ji.

Of these towers there are upwards of seventy,J scattered through-

out the kingdom, all built with a wonderful uniformity of plan, al-

*
History of Armagh, pp. 128—588—603.

t Ibid. pp. 95—SiS.

J It is said that ninety-seven are still standing.—Parochial Survey, II. p. 508.
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tlioi^h slight differfences'in most of them, and hi a few, varieties of

more importance may be remarked. They are all circular, of small

diameter and great altitude. The door is, in the most of them, at

som6 height from the ground ; small loop-hole windows at distances

in the sides give light to' the spaces where the different floors or

lofts once were
;
and generally, but not invariably, there are four or

more larger-sized windows round the top immediately below the

roof, which is high and cone-shaped. The masonry in all is of

superior excellence, far exceeding that of the ancient buildings ad-

jacent, which are fast falling to decay, while these stand erect, and

in many instances perfect up to the top. Of the extraordinary

goodness of their workmanship Harris gives a remarkable instance,

in the tower of Mahera^ which about thirty years previous to his

publication had been blown over, and "
lay at length and entire on

the ground, like a huge gun, without breaking to pieces; so won-

derfully hard and binding was the cement in this work.*

The purpose for which these singular towers were erected has

long been a subject of inquiry and conjecture ; theory after theory

has been invented, but not one hitherto completely satisfactory has

been produced ; all are liable to objections, but some more decidedly
than others.

; They have been regarded as watch towers to alarm by beacon

fires,"!- or by the sound of the great trumpet ;% and it has also been

supposed that they were a sort of Pharos, lighted at night by lamps,

to guide pilgrims and belated travellers through the forest to the

friendly shelter of the hospitable monastery.§ But placed as they

* Harris's History of Down, p. 82.

+ Peter Walsh, 1684, A. D.

f Brereton, in Archeologia, II. p. 81. ,

§ Parochial Surveys, II. p. Qi.
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frequently are in valleys, their view must have been too limited for

either of these purposes, more especially if surrounded by thick

woods; and though they usually stand near churches, and those

some of our most ancient, yet they do not often appear to have been

situated in the near neighbourhood of abbeys or monasteries ;
nei-

ther have they in any instance been found in the vicinity of castles

or strongholds, situations which might have given probability to

such conjectures ; and they are still farther resisted by the circum-

stance of more than one occurring at the same place, for it can

hardly be supposed that two such laborious works should be erected,

where it would seem that one would have answered.

It has been suggested that they were places of security ;* but the

space they could afford for the stowage of goods is so extremely

small, as to render them nearly useless in that view ;
and if the

design was for personal safety, the occupiers might have easily been

starved into surrender; indeed those wiio could build such costly

towers must have possessed far better means of defence.

Some antiquarians consider the tower to have been a sort of suc-

cessor to the sepulchral pillar stone, a monument like the stele of the

Greeks, erected either upon the grave cS" some great personage, or

to his honour in some remarkable spot
—such as the pillar of Dio-

clesian at Alexandria. That these towers may therefore have been

raised in commemoration of the venerated founders of Christianity

in Ireland, calculating that the popular enthusiasm in those days

was such as may well account for the magnitude of these testimo-

nials, their great altitude and costliness. 't-

were this theory however founded in truth, it is scarcely possible

*
Montmorency on the Pillar Tower.

f Dr. Shea on the Cathedral of Kilkenny, p. 25.
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but that there should exist, in some cases at least, some tradition of

the patron saint who was so highly honoured
; yet, itmumerable as

are the surviving legends of our early teachers, pointing out the re-

spective scenes of their labours, recording their fasts, their suffer-

ings, and their supposed miracles, detailing the buildings which

they raised, and enumerating the churches and monasteries which

they founded,—not even a single tradition connects the name of

any one of these holy men with a tower,* although in many in-

stances positively attaching one to the ancient church in its imme-

diate vicinity.

They have been thought to be towers in which anchorites dwelt,

analogously to the manner in which Symeon the stylite is said to

have lived on the top of a
pillar.-f- To this idea we must object

that a hollow tower, from ninety to a hundred and thirty feet high,

and finishing in a cone, bears no resemblance to a solid pillar of

forty feet,:{:
surrounded at top by a railing to support the anchorite's

body, and enable him to make himself miserable without the danger of

falling to the ground. In the towers they would have been comfortably

sheltered from the weather, and would not have been exposed to the

gaze of an admiring world, nor would such a confinement have had

any thing of the marvellous in the eyes of the multitude. Had such

been their purpose, would not enthusiasm have multiplied the abodes

of the devotee, around the favourite shrines, as the cells of hermits are

* It is indeed remarkable, that where any tradition regarding a tower does exist, it always

connects the tower with witchcraft or magic.

f Harris in Ware—Smith's History of Waterford, pp. 357 and 358.

J Dr. Milner's Tour in Ireland, p. 138.

At the east end of the ancient cathedral of Down are two square columns, one of which is

solid ; the other is hollow, containing winding steps to the top. These, particularly the latter,

somewhat resemble the stylite pillar
—Harris's History of Down, p. 27-

YOT.. XV. B B
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represented to have accumulated at some places of peculiar sanc-

tity ? It has been said that one appellation of the round tower was

Clogh-Ancoire, the stone of the anchorite; and some weight has

been attributed to the word ancoire, as meaning anchorite ; and

Dr. Smith even goes so far as to derive the word cloghad, a name

often given to the towers, from Clogh-ancoire ;* but the Irish dictiona-

ries contain no such word as ancoire ; it seems to be evidently bor-

rowed from the Latin
;
and the circumstance affords an additional

evidence that they were not built for anchorites, since there was no

word in the native language to designate that profession, and to

express it they were obliged to have recourse to a foreign word

Incised.
'

Again they have been conceived to have been Penitentiaries—
" Areti inclusorii ergastula," the prison of a narrow enclosure—
where culprits were placed in confinement; that first, restrained to

the topmost floor, they were allowed to descend story by story,

according to their progress in amendment; a sort of purgatory

upon earth. Dr. Smith derives this opinion from an Irish MS. Life

of Dunchad O'Braoin, Abbot of Clonmacnoise,-!- but he gives no

date, nor any account of its authenticity. From this idea of peni-

tential towers Dr. Smith draws a theory, that the Latin word turris

was adopted to signify penitence in Irish ; but no such word is to

be found in the Irish Dictionaries.
;|:

As the situations of several of

» Smith's History of Waterford, p. 357.

X Smith's History of the county of Cork, II. p. 4-15 Dr. S. had changed his opinion be-

tween the publishing of Waterford and Cork The towers of Cashel and Devenish had no

floors—were the penitents suspended from the top ?

J Tor and Tur,—a tower, a heap, a pile.

Tor—a body of men, a congregation.

Tur, a tower. Turran, a furnace.

I O'Reilly's Dictionary.

C O'Drian's Dictionary.
Tarras, a pilgrimage. Turrasan, a pilgrim, j



the towers were places of sanctity, such as are still resorted to for

the performance of penances, the name might have been taken

from the tower, and applied to the penance, although not in fact

connected with it, unless by some such secondary application.

The idea that they were belfries has been one of the most

favourite systems, and supported by a greater number of antiqua-

rians* than any of the former. Giraldus Cambrensis is the first

writer who makes mention of the towers ;
he gives them the epithet,

ecclesiastical, because he observed they were usually situated near

clmrches: had they been belfries would he not have called them

campanilee, the name by which such buildings were known in his

day, and the more so as the campanilse on the Continent were more

frequently separate buildings from the church than joined to it,

while in England they were customarily united to the church.

From his time down to the middle of the seventeenth century, little

or no mention was made of them. Spencer is silent on the subject,

and even Ware but slightly touches upon it.

To the system of this being Iheir destination there are numerous

objections ; the diameter at top of some of the towers is so small

that a bell of very moderate size could with difficulty swing, and at

such a height a small bell Mould have been inaudible. Mr. Brere-

ton thinks that they were built previously to the use of cast bells in

Ireland, and that if they were intended for calling people to wor-

ship the large trumpet was employed.-f- An additional argument

against the supposition of their bell-towers may be deduced frpm

the circumstance, that there are three or four towers, which either

Tur, a tower in Syriac
—O' Flaherty and Yallancey. Turrace, a tower, a flame, in Hindos-

tanee.

• Peter Walsh.—Sir T. Molyneaux.—Dr. Ledwich.

f Archeologia, II. p. 81.

B B 2
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are without windows round the top, or have only one very small

one, so that no sound could in that case escape. Even of those

that have the row of top windows, their apertures are so very small

that the sound of a large bell would have been muffled, and that of

a small one lost. Indeed the round tower of Dun-na-man, in the

county of Limerick, is so extremely slender towards the summit as

to make it impossible for a bell to have been suspended there
;

so confined are its dimensions, that it is said an anchorite shut

up in it
" could hardly incline his head, or help himself to food."*

Again, had they been the accustomed belfries of the country,

would the churches erected within a few feet of the towers have also

been built with a lofty gable, pierced with an apperture for the bell,

as is the case in many of the oldest structures still existing at Grig-

namana, Dunbrody, KilcuUen, Rallydungan, and many others,

where this useless trouble has been taken ?
f-

It is true the towers of Dromiskin and Caslle Dermot are now

used as belfries, and there is every appearance that of A rdmore has

likewise been so employed ;
but Uromiskin has evidently undergone

alteration, since it has lost a great part of its original height, and the

ancient door being many feet from the groimd, and therefore

extremely inconvenient, a new one has been made on a level with

the soil,J while in each of the others, channels have been cut in the

door-sills to facilitate the passage of the rope; achunsy contrivance,

and apparently one of modern date, since if they had been ordi-

narily constructed for this purpose, and the bell usually so rung,

similar perforations would have been made in the door sills of all.

But surely nothing so inconvenient could have been designed ;
it

* Parochial Surveys, II. p. 94.

f Dr. Shea on the Cathedral of Kilkenny, p. 24.

X Brewer's Beauties of Ireland, II. p. 332.
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never could have been intended that the bell ringer should stand

exposed to the weather, or have to mount from ten to twenty feet

whenever the bell was to be tolled. It may be farther asked,

if they were built for Campanilae why they were so suddenly

laid aside ? and why did the architects of churches of a later date,

rejecting the beautiful and national round tower, either raise no

tower at all, or invariably build square steeples ?

Great stress has been laid* upon the towers being sometimes

called Clogh-teach,-!- and Cloghad, which latter has been ingeniously

derived from the Saxon clugga, a bell ; a derivation which is made

to answer the double purpose of proving that they were belfries, and

that they were built by the Danes. A simpler derivation might
have been drawn from the Irish word clog, a bell

;
but that would

not have suited the second purpose. It may also be deduced, and

not without some probability, from cloch or clogh, a stone. The

pillar stones, which were called Cloghad, are now often named

Clogh-more, the great stone
; going to the stone is frequently used

as an equivalent expression for going to chapel,| in the same

manner as the Highland phrase of going to the Clachans, before

mentioned.

It is said that Cloghad was a name applied by the Druids to most

places of worship,§ and naturally enough, as they were usually

formed of enormous stones; the appellation may have been trans-

ferred to the towers merely in the meaning of a place of worship, or

of assembling together. Clogh-teach has been said to signify di-

rectly bell-house, and no doubt clog means bell
; but clogli is a

* Dr. Ledw'icb's Irish Antiquities, p. 158.

\ John Lynch, A.D. 1662.

^ llyland's History of Waterford, p. 265.

§ Collect. Reb. Hib. II. p. 286.
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stone ; clogh-teach, may therefore simply express the stone-house,

erected probably at a time when dwelling-houses were seldom con-

structed of that material.*

There is still another derivation deserving of some notice : the

word clogad, signifying a cone, or pyramid.-f This appears to

agree so well with the character of the towers, which may be

described as lofty cone-shaped towers, that possibly it is tlie most to

be relied on.

, Tlie period at which they were built is also a doubtful point, and

has been as much canvassed as their purpose. They have by some

antiquarians been ascribed to Saint Fidechan, St. Columba, and

others of our early confessors ;
some conceive the Danes to have

been their authors
;
and a few give them a more remote date, being

of opinion that they were reared, even before the conversion of

Ireland to Christianity.

All the buildings, referable to the times of our first teachers,

Declan, Kieran, Coleman, &c., that still exist, are constructed in

a very inferior manner to the towers; the appearance and the mode

of workmanship bear so different a character, that the most inex-

perienced eye may distinguish them. Those ancient churches are

coarsely put together, and in every respect ill finished, and most of

them are in a state of great ruin, while the towers exhibit the ex-

cellence of their construction, many of them being still perfect; they

could scarcely therefore have been the work of the same artificers,

or the production of the same age.

* As the Chipdshack Tartars call the residence of their chiefs " The stone houses;"

and Madshari, the name of their ruined capital, simply means " the stone buildings."
—Kla-

proth's Travels, p. 239.

f O'Reilly's Dictionary.
—Clogad is also the common terra for helmet ; perhaps the Irish

helmet was of the conical shape of the Phrygian cap, and thence derived this name. ,
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' If the Danes had been their builders, it appears unaccountable,

that during the two hundred years of their dominion over England,

they should not have built even one in that kingdom. Let it not

be said that they were in too precarious and unsettled a situation to

think of raising ornamental buildings ; since the same objection is still

more applicable to Ireland, where in five hundred years of repeated

invasion they never succeeded in completely subjugating the king-
dom ; they acquired indeed some portions of the coast where they

built cities, from whence they sent out armies to ravage, spoil, and

oppress ; but in these very cities, where they had full sway, they do

not appear to have erected towers. There certainly was one in

Dublin, and Ware asserts, in a cursory way, that there had been

one in Cork ;
but we find no trace of any in their three chief cities.

Limerick, Waterford, arid Wexford
;
and in the county of Wex-

ford, the whole of which they possessed, there is not, and there do^s

not seem to have been even one round tower. Neither can it be at

all imagined, that ferocious invaders, fighting their way foot by

foot, living in a perpetual struggle with the whole body of natives,

who detested them as invaders, oppressors, and Pagans, could have

been capable of raising such stupendous buildings, and still less

that they could have engrafted the taste upon a nation which re-

garded them with abhorrence. And frOm whence could they bring

this taste ? not from their own country, where there are not only no

similar remains, but no record of their ever having had any such

buildings.

In the cities of the Oslmen there are still standing some specimens

of their works in masonry ; one especially on a large scale, by
which a judgment may be formed of their style. Reginald's tower,

in the city of Waterford, is yet in perfect repair ; it was built by

Reginald the Dane, A. D. 1003, since which period it has been in
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constant use, either in its original destination as a fortress, or more

recently for a prison, or, as at the present day, as a depot for go-

vernment stores.* The masonry of this building is very unhke that

of the round towers, and could any arguments in proof of their

Danish origin have been collected from its appearance, Dr. Ledwich

would no doubt have availed himself of them.

In fact the style of building, and the whole character of the

round towers, appears to differ from that of almost every other

ancient structure which has descended to us ; they are altogether

distinct from the buildings erected since the English invasion, and

yet greater is the variation between the towers and the oldest Chris-

tian edifices of which we have examples. It is also remarkable,

that in the old accounts of the buildings at Clonmacnoise, Glanda-

lough, &c.,-f- the name of the founder or builder of a tower is never

mentioned, though due credit is given to the saints, abbots, and bi-

shops who erected churches, chapels, or crosses. Thus every thing

leads to the conclusion, that they bear a date previous to the introduc-

tion of Christianity into Ireland ; but nevertheless it has been alleged,J

perhaps hastily, that they must of necessity have been the work of

Christian hands, because upon one tower in Ireland and one in Scot-

land there is sculptured a representation of ovirLord upon the cross. At

Donoughmore, county of Meatli, there is a very coarse bas relief of

the crucifixion, together with some ornamental mouldings now

* Smith's History of Waterford, p. 167—Ryland's History of Waterford, p. 112. Danisii

towers, resembling Reginald's tower, are said to exist at Seskin, in the county of Kilkenny, and

at Grantstown, in the Queen's County. Fitzgerald's History of Limerick, I. p. 243.—The

building called Nenagh Round is by some also considered to be Danish.—Wright's Killarney.

f Annals of the Four Masters.—Pemdridge's Annals, as quoted in Whitelaw's History of

Dublin.—Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland.— Brewster's Beauties of Ireland.—Ware's Antiqui-

ties.—Archdall's Monasticon—Survey of King's County.

^ Sir R. C. Hoare's Tour in Ireland, p. 284'.
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nearly obliterated. To an observing eye it appears quite evident

that the whole of the stones forming the door case have been an after

work, not only because those which are carved are of a different

stone from that of which the tower is built, but that they do not

range with the adjoining courses, and that some of the stones in

these seem to have been deranged by the insertion of those now

forming the door case. That this could have been done without

danger is proved by the circumstance of Tullohern tower having

stood, and being perfectly upright, though the door stones were all

taken away many years ago.

Had the towers been intended for religious purposes, and had

Christian sculpture been once introduced as the means of beautifying

them, it is not to be doubted but that it would have been employed

upon those which are the most highly finished, being enriched by
ornamental carving, as at Devenish and Ardmore, or at Timahoe

and Kildare, both of which have chevron and other mouldings
round the door-ways.

The tower of Brechin, in Scotland, is likewise adduced as ano-

ther example of Christian sculpture. But here also it may not

unreasonably be suspected that the carved arch and figure are of a

later date than the tower, and that they might have been inserted

into the more recent mason work, with which the space that seems

to have been the original door way, was at some subsequent period

closed ; probably when another entrance was made from the church

into the tower. However that may be, two instances only, among
more than seventy towers, afford but narrow grounds whereon to

found a general argument, including the whole number
;
and would

rather tend to the inference, that these sculptures had been in after

times added, in the idea of consecrating or sanctifying these edifices,

as was frequently done to pillar-stones.

VOL. xv. c c
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The inquiry into the origin of these towers naturally leads to the

question, whether there exist in any other country buildings which

bear a resemblance to them. Instances, though rare, are not want-

ing ;
some bear a very slight resemblance indeed, while the greater

similarity of others may be considered as throwing light upon the

subject. *

In Scotland the towers of Abernethy and Brechin are of precisely

the same character with those of Ireland ; they are both in perfect

preservation, and though not so lofty as some of ours, agree with

them in general ;
the most striking difference consists in the four

windows at the top of Brechin tower, which are in the roof, and in

shape exactly what are called dormant windows, projecting with

small ridges from the cone-shaped roof of stone, while the sills of the

windows rest as it seems upon the capping stone from which the

roof springs.

These towers have been supposed, in Gordon's Itinerarium Sep-

tentrionale, to be Pictish buildings, Abernethy having been the

capital of the Picts ;
but Mess. Brereton and Gough decide on the

contrary, that, as the Picts never possessed the western side of

Scotland, nor had any influence in Ireland, where round towers are

so numerous, the towers in question must have been erected by Irish

workmen, what time Ireland had much connexion with Albin.*

Such connexion notoriously existed in the olden times, as western

Scotland and the Isles at several periods received colonies from this

country. The Picts also called in their allies, the Scots or Irish, to

assist them against the Romans, and it is remarkable that they

were the only nations who offered successful resistance to the masters

of the world, no mean evidence of their advancement in civilization,

•
Archeologia, 11. pp. 80—83.
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and of their skill in war. By Irish workmen, therefore, and in the

early ages, in all probability the towers in Scotland were built, and

this idea receives support from the claim preferred with great

warmth by the ancient Picts to the possession of the bones of St,

Bridget, which they insisted lay buried at Abernethy. This Irish

saint is venerated in a peculiar manner over the west of Scot-

land, and in the Hebrides, which are even said to have been named

in honour of her their great protectress.*

The colonists of later times accompanying the Christian missiona-

ries, who passed from Ireland into Caledonia, seem to have been

chiefly engaged in the Western Islands, where they formed several

large monastic establishments. At lona, in particular, St. Columba

erected a cathedral and several other churches. Had the Irish

chieftains been in the habit of raising round towers as appendages,
for whatever purpose, to their ecclesiastical foundations, would they

not have adorned Oransay or lona, the holy Isle of Saints, with one

or more of these beautiful buildings ? iivii ^

Of similar towers in other countries, which appear to be at all

connected with the present subject, the following selection from the

most authentic descriptions, is, even at the hazard of being tedious,

here presented.

It appears from Elphinstone's Travels in Caubul, that the tribe of

Hazaureh dwell in villages of thatched houses, each village de-

fended by a lofty tower, capable of holding ten or twelve men : a

kettle drum is kept in each tower, and in time of peace one man

constantly resides there to give alarm. When one drum is beaten,

the sound is taken up, and repeated from station to station, upon
which signal the people hasten to the point from whence the alarm

*
Macpherson on the Antiquities of Scotland, pp. 217—218.

cc2
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first proceeded.* It is not mentioned whether these towers were

round or square ;
and it is to be observed that they were all situated

in villages, not at places of worship : had the Irish towers been

intended for gathering the septs, they would probably have been

still more numerous than there are any traces of, and they would

have continued to have been employed for that purpose as long as

warlike habits existed, at least until the time when Giraldus

Cambrensis visited Ireland.

Kondemir, who travelled in 1490 as Embassador from Khorasan

to China, relates that between the city of Sac-chu on the borders

of China, and that of Khanbalic, where the emperor resided, there

were ninety-nine towers, and at each town a tower called Yam
;

between eacli of these yams, and about a farsang, or three and a

half English miles asunder, there were other towers called Furghu,

sixty guz,-f- or about an hundred and ten feet in height ; in these

centinels kept continual watch, and upon alarm kindled a fire,

which was immediately answered by the next Furghu, and so on ;

in this manner intelligence was conveyed to the capital in twenty-

four hours, although distant three months journey.^ At first sight

these Furghu seem to furnish a case strongly in point ; yet it can

hardly be thought that the purpose was similar, when it is recol-

lected that very few of our towers are within sight of one another,

and that even if they were, the fire could not have been lighted on

the top of the cone-shaped roof; and that supposing it to have been

placed in the upper story, it would have made but a poor appear-

ance as a beacon fire, glimmering from the small windows. Be-

sides there were some towers without windows, in which case tlie

*
Elphinstone's Travels into Caubul. Quarto Edit. p. iS*.

)-
A guz is something less than two English feet.

X Asiatic Annual Register for 1800, p. 236.
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supposition falls to the ground ;
neither do the Furghu appear to be

circular buildings, the peculiar character of the Irish tower.

Among the Mongul tribes the temples are generally constructed

of wood, the high altar for incense being outside, near the great

door of entrance
;
and not far from this a tower, surrounded at top

by a balcony, the ascent to which is by a flight of steps ; from this

eminence the time of public worship is announced by wind instru-

ments. When the people are assembled, the priest is invited to

attend, by two musicians in the balcony, who blow the great spiral

trumpets in slow and solemn tones.* These towers are more a-kin

to the Mahomedan minarets than to the towers of Ireland, and are

therefore mentioned chiefly for the remarkable circumstance of

trumpets being so applied, and of those trumpets being spiral, as

were the ancient Irish.

The ruins of Madshari, an ancient Tartar city, contain a number

of towers of various shapes, round, octagon, and square, from

twenty-four feet in height to sixty ;
—

they are of small diameter, and

are arched and pointed at top ; the circular bear so great a likeness

to the round Persian towers that they might be mistaken for them.-^

No tradition concerning them appears to exist.

A lofty tower presents itself also on the right bank of the river

Terec, close to an Ingushian village. It is conical in the roof,

built of very white stone, and, like those of Ireland, had no door at

the bottom, but a large oblong aperture about twelve feet above the

level of the ground ; the surrounding village is built of wood,
j:

In

this part of the Caucasus conical towers are described to be of

frequent occurrence, so as even to form a distinguished feature in

*
Klaprotli's Travels in the Caucasus, pp. 96—112.

t Ibid. p. 227.

t Ibid. p. 368.
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the landscapes ;
but whether or not they are at present employed in

worship is not remarked, nor is any conjecture offered concerning
them. It is however a striking circumstance, that from these Cau-

casian and Colchian regions some of the colonising tribes, which

formed the early inhabitants of Erin, are said to have come. Many
resemblances between the ancient Irish and the Caucasian nations

have been already pointed out, as the dwellings and their surround-

ing fences, the prejudice against stone houses, their claim of de-

scent, their language, and their name, all facts confirmatory of the

older annals of Ireland.

Mr. Harmer, a name of great authority in oriental research, has

given a description, from a Greek author, of a tower situate in

Palestine, twelve yards square and three stories high, standing on

the western side of a monastery ; in this two or three hermits usually

shut themselves up, as it were to keep a look out
;

for on the upper

story is a bell, which is rung to give the convent notice of the ap-

proach of visiters from Jerusalem. The entrance into this watch-

tower is by twelve or fourteen stone steps, placed at twelve feet

distance from the wall, and communicating with the door by a

draw-bridge, let down from the tower to the top of the stair-case.* In

size and character this differs widely from the Irish lowers, and

affords but little aid in elucidation of the subject : the mode of en-

trance is perhaps the most applicable part of the description, as it

suggests the possibility of some such mode having been adopted for

entering our towers, all traces of which may easily be conceived to

have long since disappeared.

At Kassinof, in Bulgaria, Professor Pallas, as quoted at length

by General Vallancey,-!- describes a tower, which both in shape and

*
Archeologia, v. IX.

t Collect. Reb. Hiber. III. p. 193.
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proportions bears a, strong analogy to the Irish towers. From the

want of more particular details no important inference can be

drawn from it. In justice, however, it must be observed that,

although tauntingly called a Turkish minareh by Dr. Ledwich,* it

holds a much closer likeness to the Irish than to the Turkish towers,

,
Hindostan also contains examples of edifices somewhat similar.

Lord Valentia describes two towers, which he declares to have im-

mediately reminded him of the round towers Ireland ;-f his design

represents them as being more ornamented, and having roofs ap-

proaching rather to the Ogee shape than the cone
;
the doors are

situated exactly as in our Irish towers, and altogether the general

resemblance is very remarkable. The ascent to the doors appears

to be by means of a ladder. His Lordship observes that the neigh-

bouring inhabitants held them in no veneration, but that vast bodies

of pilgrims from the province of Jynegaur, on the western side of

the peninsula, were accustomed to come there annually for worship.

Fortunately some little addition has been made to this scanty

description by another writer who, although mentioning them but

incidentally, speaks of these towers at the village of Vasu Paduka,^:

as a collateral evidence of the true situation of the ancient city of

Palibothra,
" the royal seat of the Baliaputra Rajahs, a dynasty

named from their great founder and ancestor Bali."§ But Bali,

and Bel, and Baal, oriental antiquaries have given proof of being

one and the same ;
and Bali is shewn to be that apostate Nimrod,

*
Antiquities of Ireland, p. 166.

f Valentia's Travels, I. p. 85. Quart. Ed.

:j;
A village four miles from Bhangulpore.

§ Franklin's Enquiry into the site of Palibothra, p. 6—Belus, the Lord or King, the divi-

nity, in one word the sun.—Baal or Belus, the Babylonian Bel, the Phenician Baal, are all

derived from the Hebrew Baal, Lord. That Bel was the sun is shewn in Virgil
—Eneid, I. v. 733.

—Travels in the East, I. p. 431.
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who is said to have been the first author of sun worship.* If the

inscribed tablet preserved at Vasu Paduka be rightly explained,

these towers are 2300 years old.-f-

The Hindoos on the eastern coast of the Indian peninsula are said

to be free from mixture with Mahometanism, and to practise their

old religion with all its superstitions ; and that in consequence

pagodas are more numerous in the Rajahmundry, and the neigh-

bouring circars, than elsewhere
; and it is remarkable, that in this

district they vary from the pyramidal form commonly adopted in

other parts of Hindostan, being here round towers,
" either pointed

or truncated at the summit, and ornamented with something excen-

trical, but frequently a round ball stuck upon a spike; this ball

seems intended to represent the sun, the deity of the place."]:

Let old Hanway, so often quoted by writers on this subject, add

his testimony, and in his own words, as they are stronger than some

antiquarians seem willing to allow.

"
Sari,§ was built by the ancient Persians, and there are yet

four temples of the Gebres, or fire worshippers, who formerly

inhabited all this coast: it seemed inconsistent that the Persians

suffered these temples to remain unmolested after the abolition of a

religion, which they now esteem grossly idolatrous, but they are made

of the most durable materials. These edifices are rotund, of about

thirty feet in diameter, raised in height to a point, near an hundred

and twenty feet high."||

* Indian Antiq. VI. p. IQ'i,

f Franklin's Enquiry, p. 23.

J Pennant's View of Hindostan, II. p. 127.

§ The capital of the Persian province of Mazanderan. Near this city of fire-worshippers is

shewn a tumulous tomb of Sohraub, who was killed by his father Bustam. Travels in the East,

III. 265.

II
Hanway's Travels, II. p. 234. Dublin Octavo Edition, 1754.
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Khorassan was in ancient times the chief focus of the fire-wor-

ship, the country in whose capital, Balhk,* the great Archimagus
and reformer of the Gebres dwelt, and had his principal fire-temple.

There then we may naturally expect to find some architectural

remains of corresponding character. Accordingly, Mr. Frazer, a

recent traveller in that region, has discovered that buildings of this

nature are of frequent occurrence. Among the ruins of the city of

Damghan, he found a curious tower built of brick, higlily orna-

mented and singular in its architecture, being of a cylindrical form,

and only fifteen feet in diameter. It is about thirty feet high, and

crowned by a conical dome.-f-

There is another prodigious circular tower called Goom buz-e-

caoos
;

its inner diameter ten paces, or about fifty feet, the walls are

nearly ten feet thick, and the whole height is not less than an hun-

dred and fifty feet
;
the diameter of the tower gradually lessens as it

rises, so as to give the walls a slight degree of batter, and the top is

finished in a lofty and pointed cone. The tower, though circular

, within, is on the outside divided into ten " salient and recentering

angles." Withinside the wall is perfectly smooth, without a break

to the very top, where one window gives light to the whole. It

appears evidently to have had no floor, nor any division, nor is there

the least vestige of stairs. It is built of the finest square fire-baked

bricks, about two and a half inches thick
;
the cone-shaped dome

is also covered with bricks of the same shape laid flat, which have

endured the lapse of time so well, that no more than two have

failed. The masonry is excellent, and the lime cement so strong

that the building is as perfect as when newly finished, except for a

• Balhk signifies an oak—the sacred tree of the Magi and the Druids.—Drummond's Originei,

I. p. 322. Balhk was also the great seat of Magian learning.
—Ibid. I. p. 337.

f Narrative of a Journey into Khorassen, by J. B. Fraser, p. 314,
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few feet round the bottom, where bricks have to some depth been

forced out ; but notwithstanding, the tower apparently stands in

perfect stability. The style of building, and the general appear-
ance of this tower, agrees precisely with that at Damghan. and with

similar structures at Semnoon, Bostan, and other places.

Immediately below the roof a fascia contains an inscription, and

at about thirty feet from the bottom a second one bears also an in-

scription, which seemed to be in the old Arabic characters ; but

Mr. Frazer's Meerza could not make out more than that there were

some memorials evidently expressive of the date. The situation of

the tower is supposed to have been that of the ancient city of Jor-

jawn, surrounded as it is by mounds of earth, bricks, and pottery,

the usual detritus of an oriental town, but no other building re-

mains standing in its neighbourhood.*
Most of the extensive ruins, so thickly scatlered throughout this

country, are by tradition ascribed to the Ghebres; and the rem-

nants of the dwelling-houses resemble, in almost every particular,

those inhabited by the present fire-worshippers, some thousands of

whom live in the city of Yeza.-f- This tower, in accordance with

those described by Hanway, greatly corroborates the evidence derived

from his observations.

At the present day but few fire-temples remain in Persia, Ma-
hometan zeal having levelled the greater part; however, besides

those whicJi are still standing,! ^^' Morier describes a square fire-

house twenty-four feet long, near the tomb of the famous Rustam
;

from the small windows, which are situated only one on each side,

it may be inferred that this was merely a place for the preservation

of the sacred flame ; and not very far from it are two raised altars,

* Narrative of a Journey into Khorassan, p. 613.

f Frazer's Journey info Khorassan, Appendix, p. 22.

J Macdonald Kinier's Geographical Survey.
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on which it may be supposed the fire was at certain periods exhi-

bited to the people.* Fire-temples are also mentioned at Firozebad

and elsewhere, by Rinier ; near Ispahan, by other travellers, under

the name ofattash or atesh ; and at Baku« the region of bitumen and

flame, when Hanway visited the place, fire-worshippers preserved

the holy flame in low ancient temples, built of stone and arched

over.-f- The account of these low vaulted buildings bears so strong

a resemblance to some curious cells, which yet remain at Smerwick,

county of Kerry,:}: that the very same words might be employed to

describe them.

When in 1824 Captain Keppel was at Baku, he went to view the

fire-temple which now remains. He found in the middle of a pen-

tagonal enclosure a small square building, standing on a platform,

with three ascending steps on each side. At every corner stands a

tall hollow stone column, through which pours a bright flame ; near

this fire house is a large altar, on which naptha is kept continually

burning. The whole is surrounded by a thick wall which contains

small cells, each inhabited by a devotee,§

There were then at Baku several pilgrims, some of them Brah-

mins and some Viragees, the strictest caste of Hindoo ascetics.il

Some of the low stone-roofed buildings in Ireland present somewhat

of the same character
; and if the small oratory at Killaloe be truly

represented in Grose's Irish Antiquities, the door and windows are

precisely similar in shape to those of the older buildings of India

* Morier's Travels in Persia, First Journey, p. 128.

t Hanway's Travels, II.
p. 333. Edit. Dub. 1754.

J Smith's History of Kerry, p. 191.

§ Perhaps the cells in the wall of the Stig-an-air-pyratheia were intended fur the same

purpose.

II Captain Keppel's Personal Narrative, II. pp. 216—219.

D D 2
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and Persia, as well as of Egypt, narrow at top and wide at

bottom.

The above sketch presents but a few instances of analogy with

our towers, but these are of great weight. Some of the last men-

tioned clearly indicate as well the existence of fire-worship, as the

employment in that worship of both towers and fire-houses. It

seems, therefore, a reasonable inference, that such was also the

purpose of the mysterious Irish towers. There can be no doubt

that our ancestors worshipped not only the sun, but also fire, the

emblem of its heat and brilliancy, and the pillar, or obelisk, as one

of the divine rays of the sun. And it may be safely assumed, that

most of our ruder antiquities, appertaining to the remote ages, are

remnants of that worship. At a very early period that worship pre-

vailed in the East, and had been spread from thence, by the di^

ferent Scythian waves of emigrant wanderers, over a large portion

of the world, including great part of Europe, and extending to

Ireland. In Persia the adoration of the sun and of his emblem fire,

continued pure and free from mixture with any other superstition to

a later dale than among surrounding nations. It was thought, in

the first ages, impious to suppose the divine essence could be con-

fined within a temple built by men, and therefore the sacred fire

was kept in open temples, such as Stonehenge. But Zoroaster,

who in the reign of Guslitasp, the Darius Hystaspes of the Greeks,

was the Archimagus and reformer of Persia, introduced the inno-

vation of temples for the preservation of the sacred flame. This

improvement, it may easily be imagined, extended itself to coun-

tries of kindred faitli. Thus the worship was first performed at the

cromleac or altar, or within the circle of stones, which constituted

the earlist open temple ;
in later times at the covered fire-temple, or

round tower.
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That a connexion between Iran and Erin was kept up, there is

good reason, in the abundant testimony of the Irish annals, to be-

Heve. And we may justly trace to this source the many customs of

eastern, chiefly of Persian origin, which are found in this country ;

hence also the extraordinary coincidences which exist between the

Persian and Irish early histories, as before alluded to ;* hence the ap-

propriation to Ireland of so many eastern fables and legends, and even

of the famous prophecy attributed to Zoroaster.-f It is difficult to

imagine these to be all interpolations by the monks of the middle

ages, or to conceive that they could have produced forgeries, which

required a degree of learning, both classical and oriental, far ex-

ceeding what they have hitherto been suspected of; indeed beyond
the knowledge Europe then possessed of eastern history and coun-

tries ; forgeries too so artfully devised as often to surprise by a

concurrence the most curious and unexpected with chronology.;}:

If the Irish monks enjoyed this high degree of learning, whence

did they derive it ? Not from Europe, where it did not then exist.

It follows therefore that either these joint annals were transferred

from the parent country along with the colonists, or that the Irish

monks of those dark ages obtained their information from that

country, with which consequently a connexion and intercourse was

maintained.

There was no communication between Persia and Britain, be-

cause the first or eastern settlers, as it appears, had been driven

from that country by the Cumri ; therefore the antiquities of Britain

and Ireland agree only during such time as being peopled by the

* Vindication of the Ancient History of Ireland, p. 180. et seq.
—History of Armagh, p.611.

Trans. R. I. A., X.

•f-
Ibid. p. 199.—Origin of Pagan Idolatry, II, p. 78.

% O'Connor's Dissertations, p. 7.
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same race, the same modes of worship were common to both coun-

tries ; or where the same customs were followed by the second as

well as the first family of settlers. Several differences are observ-

able between the remains of the two countries, besides that of the

lofty fire-temple and the low fire-house. One of the most remark-

able of these, is the total want of letters on the British Druidical

monuments, while in Ireland there have been found several inscrip-

tions in the Ogham, that singular character, hitherto not satisfacto-

rily explained, but which we may now hope to see decyphered, if

indeed a key to the Persepolitan cunieform letters has already been

discovered, for Sir William Jones has declared them to be of the

same family.

Some evidence, which is not without weight, may be permitted to

lend its aid in support of the above idea. The names of many of

the places where towers stand bear a reference to fire.*

One tower is said by Mr. O'Flaherty to be still called Teample-

na-Grein, the temple of the Sun.-j-

The object for which the towers were built is distinctly menti-

oned in the ancient history called the Psalter of Cashel, and that of

Tara to be for the preservation of the sacred fires of Baal,
" the Baal-

Theine." It is stated in the Psalter of Tara, that in the year A. D.

79, there was a solemn convocation at Tara, where it was ordained

that the sacred fire should be exhibited from the tower of Thlachtga

in Munster, and from all other fire repositories, on the thirty-first of

October; and that if by any accident the holy flame had been

extinguished, it should be relighted from thence. It was also en-

acted that a tower for fire should be built in each of the other pro-

* Collect. Reb. Hib. vi. p. 147.

t Transactions R. I. A. XIV.
p. 105.
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vinces of Connaught, Leinster, Meath, and Ulster ; and a tax

called Scraball, equal to about three-pence per head, was laid upon
all adults to provide a fund for that purpose.*

Fire worship having been persevered in by the King Lugaid, the

son of Laogaire, his death by lightning was considered as a direct

punishment from heaven for having preserved the Baal-Thiene in

opposition to the preaching of St. Patrick.-f-

It is recorded in Irish history that Rosa Failgee, the son of Ca-

thair More, who was made monarch of all Ireland, A.D. 175, was
a prince deeply learned in all the knowledge of his times, and that

he built the tower of Rosenallis, which derives its name from him,

a proof of the antiquity of this tower at
least.;}:

Bede, in his life of St. Cuthbert, observes, that there were still

many of these receptacles of fire in Ireland, and that they were the

only part of the heathen idolatries which then remained.

In several towers the floors, which are usually on a level with the

door, have, on examination, been found to contain a quantity of

wood ashes,§ presumptive evidence of the previous occurrence of

fires within.

Phoebus, the ruling power among the gods !

Whom first we serve, whose woods of unctuous pine

Burn on thy heap, and to thy glory shine. II

Psalter of Tara, by Comerford, p. il—Cited Parochial Surveys, III. p. 319.—A genuine

copy of this Psalter is said to be now in the British Museum.—Trans. Iberno Celtic Society,

p. xxii,

|-
Psalter of Cashel, p. 68 Cited Parochial Surveys, III. p. 320. —The original Psalter of

Cashel is now in the British Museum, It was compiled from more ancient documents, by
Cormac Archbishop of Cashel and King of Munster, who was killed in battle, A. D. 908.—Ibid.

p. LX.

X Parochial Surveys, III. p. 328.

§ Survey of Down, p. 290.

II Dryden's Virgil.
»
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The tower of Dfumboe appears much vitrified vvithinside, as if

from strong and continued fires.*

There is in the county of Mayo a town of the name of Bel, so

commonly called, but fully as often spelled Baal. Tliere is a tower

here, now only fifty feet in height, and near it a very small church,

of which the masonry much resembles that of the tower. The place

is noted for superstitious practices, particularly at one season of the

year, when crowds of people collect, and after various ceremonies,

conclude with feasting and dancing : the river is regarded with a

respect, the remains of ancient veneration, -and much of the pagan

worship is retained in their present rites. -f

From the above details it seems a reasonable conclusion, that

lofty slender towers, intended like the obelisk and the pyramid]: to

symbolize a ray of the sun, were erected to preserve the sacred fires

of Bel, which appear to have blazed in the lower story, yet so

placed as to be at a sufficient height to admit the gazing adoration

of the people. And that the time at which they were erected was

previous to the introduction of Christianity, and during the period

that the worship of the sun continued to be the national religion.

The ports of Ireland were, according to Tacitus, better known
for trade, in the time of Julius Ccesar, than those of Britain ; whence

could that have arisen but from a commercial intercourse with

Spain and with the East ? From this circumstance, however, we

may derive some clue to assist in unravelling the date of the tower-

building period. If at that period commerce was fully established,

it must have been of long standing, since it is of slow growth, and

•
Survey of Down, p. 290.

'

t Survey of Mayo, p. 130.

X In Coptic the Pyramids are called Pi-re-mouc, the Sun-beam—Bruce's Travels, I. p. 137.

Murray's Octavo Edition.
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much time is necessarily required to encourage and confirm it, and

more especially so in those early ages when rapidity of communica-

tion was unknown. It has been proved by Lord Rosse, in his Defence

of the Ancient History of Ireland, that the Phenicians and Cartha-

ginians carried on much trade with the British Islands for lead and

tin, in the time of Herodotus, 500 years before Christ. During
the course of those five hundred years the arts, the manners, and the

religion of this country, were gradually imported and nationalized.

But taking the landing of Julius Caesar in Britain, in the year 55,

before Chrst, as a fixed point of time, and counting back fifty years

from that, we shall be brought to about an hundred years before

the Christian era, at which time the introduction of the improve-

ments and innovations of Zoroaster, and that also of fire-towers,

may, without straining probability, be supposed to have fully taken

place. That it was not much earlier may be inferred from the

before-mentioned ordinance of the year 79, A. D., to increase the

number of the towers in the different provinces. The tower-build-

ing period may therefore have extended from about the year 100

before Christ, though perhaps five centuries, or until some time

after the ssra of St. Patrick, A. D. 434, when Christianity was suf-

ficiently established in the island, to put a stop to the practice of

raising these pyramidal towers, although the idolatry of the sun,

was partially followed so late as when Bede wrote in the eighth cen-

tury. Persia continued to worship both the sun and fire to a much

later date,* and in her remote provinces, notwithstanding Ma-

hommedan tyranny, numbers ofGhebres still exist.

* The Mahomedan geographer Ebn Haukal, who travelled in the tenth century, declares,

that fire-worship at that time prevailed so greatly, that " there was no district or town of Fars

without a fire-temple."
—Travels in the East, III. p. 357.

V0I« XV. BE
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According to this view the towers may well have been accounted

ancient, as they appear to liave been when Cambrensis arrived in

Ireland; yet it does not make their age so absurdly remote as to

render their present existence almost an impossibility.

Let not the excellence of the workmanship prove an obstacle to

the adoption of this hypothesis, since Persia, from which the Irish

claim to derive in great measure their descent, their arts, and their

religion, was remarkable for her skill in masonry, and possessed a

knowledge of the keyed arch* from time immemorial.

The purposes of the Egyptian pyramids are considered to have

been three-fold :-\-
as temples, as tombs, and as observatories.

May not the towers have been also intended for more than one

object, as fire-temples, and as observatories? for as all the re-

ligious festivals depended upon the sun's course, and were decided

by his entrance into certain constellations, continual observation of

the heavens was in consequence necessary. And that astronomy

was highly cultivated, and rightly understood in Ireland, is proved

by the fact, which has been often quoted, that Bishop Virgilius, an

Irishman, educated at the college of Armagh, in the year 767,

asserted the spherical form of the earth, at a time when all Europe

was ignorant of the fact.J

The towers might also have served for gnomons, like the obelisks

of Thebes.§ The many ages elapsed since the building of the

towers, the erection of other structures close around them, the

occupation of the circumjacent ground as grave-yards, and the

• Morier's Travels in Persia Ouseley's Travels in the East.—And above all, Chardin's Journey

in Persia This early knowledge of the arch may have arisen from the absolute want of timber

in some of the provinces.

f Maurice's Ind. Ant. vol. iii. p. 86.

X Ware's Irish Writers, p. 50—Collect. Reb. Hib. IV. p. 315.

J Brace's Travels, I. p. 46.—Murray's Octavo Edition.
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various other changes which must have occurred, may well have

obliterated any paved or other platform which might have served to

receive the shadow.

It is also very possible that they may have been used in calling

the people to worship by the sound of the sonorous Irish trumpet ;
a

practice observed by Bishop Pocock, in Egypt, where he was much

struck by the conformity existing between the Egyptians and the

Irish. And the conjecture is corroborated by the circumstance

which he records of trumpets having been found in the ground
around some of these buildings, and an iron one even in the floor

of one of the towers.* Brazen trumpets have been discovered in

the counties of Cork, Limerick, Down and Armagh ; one of them

is six feet long ; another, although deficient of the centre division,

forms an almost semicircular sweep of eight feet four inches. When
blown its prodigious sound, somewhat like that of a gong, was heard

over the surrounding country. -f- »h\

A minute description of buildings, which are so well known,

would be useless
;

it will be sufficient to point out some of their

peculiarities. .mi;>;

The towers appear to have been built at different times, and by

different workmen. Those of Clondalkin, Aughterard, DrumclifFe,

Swords, Teghadoe and Turlogh, are considered among the plainest.

The masonry at the tower of Glandalough, and St. Kevin's

kitchen, which is much alike, is coarser than that of many others.

Trumery tower is remarkable for being cylindrical from bottom

to top ; part of the wall has fallen out of one side, and shews that

•
Archeologia, II. p. 82.

t History of Armagh, p. 608 Transactions R. I. A. VIII. p. 12—Walker's Irish Bards^

p. 109.
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the outside and inside face of the walls were built of round field

stones (or perhaps coggle-stones from the sea-beach, as is the case

at Cloyne) very well put together, all the middle part being filled

with small stones and rubble, but the whole so well cemented that

it is easier to break the stone than to dissever the mortar.*
'

Ardmore, Devenish, Roscrea, Kildare, Kilkenny, Monaster Boice,

and those at Clonmacnoise, are among the finest and the most

perfect.

Ardmore and Devenish are more ornamented than any others.

Ardmore, which is ninety feet high, is wholly built of hewn stone,

beautifully jointed and divided into four stories by projecting bands,

in which it differs from other towers
;
the pyramidal roof is also of

stone well cut and closely laid : it was formerly finished with au

ornament, which is said to have resembled a monk's sandal, that is,

hollow in the middle, and rising obtusely at each end. Might not

this have been the Druidic crescent, which resembled, or rather

which was meant to represent the sacred boat, flat in the middle,

and the points not greatly raised, such as is called the Isiac cres'

cent, and nearly agreeing with the trident of Seeva, the crowning
ornament in the ancient pyramids of Deogur in India P-f

The inside of this tower is coated with a plaster wiiich is per-

fectly smooth, and still retains its whiteness. It has been used as a

bell tower, as a channel for the rope is cut in the door-sill, and part

of the timber for hanging the bell remained when Dr. Smith wrote
;

but these beams must have been of very modern date, compared with

the flooring timbers, the whole of which were gone, j:
Within this

church-yard St. Declan's small stone-roofed house is still shewn.

*
Survey of Antrim, p. 596.

f Origin of Pagan Idolatry, III. p. 286.

X Smith's History of Waterford, p. 48.—Ryland's History of Waterford, pp. 326—329—
Montmorency on the Pillar-Tower, p. 48.
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The tower of Devenish, in Lough Erne, is eighty-two feet high

and forty-nine in circumference ;
the stones of which it is built

appear to have been chiseled on the spot to fit the exact place they

occupy; many of them are dove-tailed into each other with the

greatest nicety,* in the same way as in the low fire-houses before

mentioned, near Smerwick, in the county of Kerry, according to the

description in Smith's history of that county,f- which strengthens

the idea that they are nearly coeval with the towers, and destined

for the same purposes. On the north-east side, where tiie wind has

least power, the building has a fresh appearance, as if recently

finished ; the conical roof is crowned by something of the same

nature as that formerly at Ardmore. Below the springing of the

roof the wall is surmounted by a cornice richly sculptured in foli-

age, and the key-stones of the upper window arches are carved into

heads, a singular instance of such an ornament being employed.
The inside is not plastered, but has been dressed and smoothed until

almost polished. Close to the tower once stood the stone-roofed

house of St. Molaise, which was built in precisely the same manner

as the tower, it is now pulled down.;};

The tower of Kineth varies from all the others in the lower story,

being hexagon, from which to the top it becomes circular. Dr.

Smith quotes an Irish MS. Life of Dunchad, which places tiie date

of this tower in the year 1015 ; unfortunately it does not distinctly

mention for what object it was built.§ The want of vouchers for

the authenticity of the manuscrtpt throws some doubt upon the

* Sir R. C. Hoare's Tour in Ireland, p. 181.

j- Smith's History of Kerry, p. 191.

t Parochial Surveys, II. p. 193.—Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland.—Belfast Magazine, No.

IV.

§ Smith's History of Cork, II. ilS.
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assigned date. It would however be both curious and useful to

compare the style of workmanship with that of the other towers,*

and with the Danish tower at Waterford, erected about twelve

years earlier. The hexagonal shape of this tower in some degree

resembles that of the great Khorassan tower of Goom-buz-e-caous.

KilcuUen, which is one of the loftiest towers, being an hundred

and thirty feet high, has a very peculiar door, which gradually

decreases in breadth from the bottom to the springing of the horse-

shoe arch which forms the head
;
so that it resembers a huge key-

hole.-f

At Drumcleve the tower, now imperfect, is described as having

two doors, one of them surmounted with an ornamental moulding ;

and the remaining lower part of one at Dysert O'Dea, in the same

county of Clare, affords another specimen of ornamented work, which

resembles that of Ardmore in having a belting course eight inches

deep round the outside, just above the lower story. :{:

The towers of Timahoe and Kildare both have their entrances

embellished by cut stone mouldings, among whicli the chevron

seems to hold a place §

Near the cathedral of Cloyne stands a tower now ninety-two feet

high ; it is built of round stones from the sea shore, which were pre-

pared with the greatest accuracy, to about half the height of the

tower ; from thence to the top a different stone is apparent, and the

manner of laying them, also ciianges.

When this tower was struck by lightning in the year 1749, and

• An antiquarian gentleman who has lately visited Kineth tower remarks, that its appearance

of antiquity is not nearly so great as in the other towers which he has seen,

f Survey of Kildare, p. 12.

X Survey of Clare, p. 307.

§ Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland, p. 153.
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very much damaged, some stones forced out of the sides were found

to be admirably well fitted, and jointed into each other. -

< In the church-yard stands the small building called St. Coleman's

chapel, but the stone roof has fallen.*

By far the greater number of towers have in their interior, marks

of the places where the floors of the different stories rested. In Kil-

kenny there are six set-ofFs or ledges ;
in Kells tower five, placed at

equal distances, and diminishing the thickness of the wall by about

four inches at each set-ofF; in others there are square holes, as if for

the admission of timbers. When Harris wrote his History of Down
he speaks of blocks of wood then remaining in some of them. Glan-

delough is an instance of this mode. Projecting stones or brackets,

which sustained the beams, are still to be seen in several towers ;

such is the case in that of Kilree, county of Kilkenny, also in those

of Cloyne and Clondalkin. Some few towers are perfectly smooth

withinside, almost polished, and not exhibiting a vestige of any

footing for a floor
;
as Ardmore, Devenish, and Cashel. Mr. Brere-

ton says that all the towers which he saw, were without marks of

having had floors until within ten feet of the top ;-f but however this

may be in some, by far the greater number shew plainly the different

stories into which they have been divided, which varies from three,

as at Clondalkin, four, as at Ardmore, to eight, as at Fartagh-na-

geiragli, county of Kilkenny.;}:

With regard to windows, they have usually one small one, or a

loop-hole on every story, and most commonly four windows ranged
round the top at a short distance below the roof: a few vary in this

respect ;
we find at Kells five, in others six windows, as in the

* Crofton Croker's Researches in the South of Ireland, p. 243,

f Harris's History of Down, p. 221. Edition I744,

J Archeologia, v. II.
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tower of Kilkenny ; while TuUoherin, in the same county, has even

eight; and some few have no upper tier of windows, or perhaps

have only one
;
as Donoughmore, county of Meath, Monaster Boice,

county of Louth, Turlogh, county of Mayo, and Ram's Island in

Lough Neagh.

Kildare, Cloyne, and two or three others are finished by a battle-

ment
;
that of Kildare, Harris mentions in his edition of Ware's

Antiquities, had been repaired, and a neat battlement added to it

within a few years of the time when he wrote,* The top of the

tower at Cloyne, was built in 1749, after the roof had been destroyed

by a storm, which so damaged the wall, that six feet in depth was

taken down and a battlement substituted.
-f-

The doors are generally elevated above the surface of the ground,
the height varying from six to twenty-four feet; of this extreme

height there is an instance at Kilmacduagh, county of Galvvay ;
in

four or five towers the doors are twenty feet from the base, and fif-

teen feet is a very frequent height. A few towers however have the

door on a level with the ground, or very nearly so. At Swords, for

instance, the door ranges with the present external surface
;
in the

tower of Aghaviller also the door is nearly even with the ground,
there being but one step up to it. In the first of these instances it is

possible the earth may have risen by accumulation of rubbish to the

height of the door
;
but in the second that cannot be, as the base-

ment is visible.§ The door in the tower of Ram's Island is very
near the soil, and is approached by a single stone step,ll but whether

*
Kilkenny Survey, p. 631.

f Ware's Antiquities, II, p. 128—Harris's History of the county of Down, p. 221.

J Researches in the South of Ireland, p. 244.

§ Kilkenny Surveys, p. 631.

II
Reid's Tour in Ireland, p. 179.
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ancient or a modern addition does not appear ; however the adjacent

ground was very anciently a cemetery, and its surface may possibly

have risen to its present level. In Castle Dermot tower there is an

entrance on the ground level, but it was made some years since for

the convenience of the bell-ringer.

There are two instances of towers having two doors, those of

Drumcleve, county of Clare, and Aghaviller, county of Kilkenny.
The greater number of towers rise from the ground without any

base, but some few have this member. Aghaviller, already mentioned,

and Kilree, which have circular bases fourteen inches deep, and pro-

jecting six inches, which rest upon square foundations formed oflarge
blocks of stone. At old Kilcullen there is both a projecting base

and two plinths round the bottom of the tower.* Some towers stand

also upon a sort of crypt or vaulted excavation ; at Oughterard,

county of Kildare, is one so supported ; and at Londonderry the

tower is placed upon an excavated mound, vaulted and lined with

stone. This building is only thirty-five feet high, apparently the

lowest of all the Irish towers, and is in perfect preservation, having a

remarkably high conical roof; it is said to stand near the spot

where Columba planted a monastery. -f-

Clondalkin tower, near Dublin, rises from a solid basement of

stone work, resembling the artificial mount of an ancient
castle.:^:

This tower, said by some to be eighty-four feet high, by others an

hundred and ten, is remarkable for continuing of the same internal

diameter to about two-thirds of its height, where it narrows so sud-

denly as to give the wall within almost an ogee shape. The door is

•
Survey of Kildare, p. 130.

f Survey of Londonderry.
—The vault is so well built, and continues in so perfect a state, that

it is used as an icehouse.

J Brewer's Beauties of Ireland, I. p. 207.
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fifteen feet from the ground, and square-headed, being finished by

a lintel of one long stone. There were here originally only three

stories, the floors being supported by brackets, which have lately

been again converted to their former use, floors having been newly

laid, and ladders placed from loft to loft, so that any person may

easily mount to the upper story of this ancient tower.

At Kells, in the county of Meath, the tower, which is said to be

ninety-nine feet high, rises from a square foundation, formed of very

large stones, which are visible on the side towards the street ; on

the churchyard side the earth has risen considerably, so that the

door, which is about six feet above the present level, must have

been originally twelve or fourteen feet from the ground. Formerly

the tower was filled with earth up to the door-sill, but some years

ago this was thrown out in search of treasure. Immediately below

the door is a ledge six inches broad, which probably supported the

then floor. From this ledge to the bottom the wall is four feet six

inches thick. This tower is built of dark blue limestone, which has

scaled in several parts ;
the round-headed door-case is of freestone

;

the arch is formed of three stones, the centre one reaching the whole

thickness of the wall, three feet nine inches. Next above the arch is a

stone from four to five feet long, and nine or ten inches in depth, which

has been chiseled so as to leave a projecting block in the middle, cut to

agree with the centre stone
;
on each side of the door-way there are

faint traces of mouldings and of heads, which however were not

symmetrically placed. The stones beyond the door-case are many
of them curiously dove-tailed, as they are in some other parts of the

tower as well as in St. Columb's house, which stands at no great

distance.

All the windows are rudely pointed arches, formed by two stones
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sloping towards each other until they meet at the top. In the

inside, at about a third of the whole height, are two very large

projecting stones, so placed as to give the idea of their having oiace

supported narrow winding stairs. A.- '''i

Kilree tower, which is in height an hundred and twenty feet, and

of exquisitely fine masonry,* has some peculiarities which distin-

guish it from all others. The top has evidently been originally

built with a battlement, and as far as can be judged from the

ground, it appears as if the cone roof, which no longer exists, must

have sprung from within this parapet. At about eight or ten feet

below the top project four or five stones of considerable length ;

for what purpose these could have been intended it is difficult to

conjecture, as viewed through a telescope, they were certainly not

shoots for throwing off water, but very long modillions. Could they
have been brackets to support a narrow balcony ? A curious dif-

ference in the laying of the stones is observable here ; from above

the brackets three or four stones are placed in an oblique line to the

tops of the next windows, over each of which is a small square

aperture ; the stones in the regular horizontal courses being be-

villed off to allow of their exactly abutting upon this sloping line.

At a few yards distance there is a ruined church of an early date,

as is evinced by the style of the masonry, which is far inferior to

that of the tower, and by the extreme smallness of the windows.

The tower of Tulloherin, which is also deserving of particular

notice, is now only sixty feet high, but very probably was loftier

when first erected, since the upper part is evidently of a different

date from the rest of the building. For the greater part of its

height the tower is built of hammered stone, a fine silicious brescia,-!*

*
Survey of Kilkenny. f Ibid. p. 631.
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so well put together, that although the door-way has been consi-

derably enlarged at the sides, and the arch over it destroyed, none

of the wall above it has given. Each stone is, by the breaking of

the wall, discovered to have been cut in a wedge shape, exactly to

fit the place it occupies, and reaching quite through the wall, so that

every course formed as it were a horizontal arch of great strength.

From twelve to fifteen feet of the upper part are built of the same

sort of stone as the neighbouring church
; one half of this addition

has fallen, but in the part that remains there are four windows,
and it finishes in a slightly projecting graduated embattlement,

precisely similar to that of the church, and agreeing also in the

manner of building, which is in the most ancient kind of mason-

work; large and small stones being most curiously intermixed, some

of great weight near the top of the wall among small ones, and

parts of the coins being built of slaty stones of small size. The

windows are few, and so very narrow that they almost appear as

if it had been intended to leave them unglazed, as it is well known

some of the early stone churches in England were so left.*

The west end of this very ancient structure was raised mucli

above tlie roof, and built with open arches for hanging tiie bell, in

the same manner as that at Donoughmore.
This church is attributed to St. Kieran, about A. D. 540 ; and

the size, the windows, and the masonry, agree perfectly with that

early date ; but the construction of the addition on the top of the

tower, coincides so precisely with that of the church, that there

carmot exist a doubt of their having been built at the same period,

and by the same hands
;
that addition therefore proves that the

tower is of a previous date, and by very different and far superior

artificers.

* Britton's Antiquities, V. p. 353.
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From the discrepancies thus found to occur among the round

lowers, it would appear that though in their general character they
were alike, and though following a peculiar and original model

they were built, more patrio, after the manner of the country, as

Giraldus Cambrensis expresses it, yet, that there was such a variety

in the modes of building, finishing, and ornamenting, as well as in

the excellence of the work, as must lead to the conclusion, that the

custom of building towers of this description prevailed through a

considerable period of time, that they were not all built after one

precise pattern, neither by one set of workmen, nor in the same

age, as has been imagined.*

Nothing would tend to throw more light on this subject than a

collection of designs, and accurate descriptions of all the yet ex-

isting towers, done on a scale of sufficient size to give distinctly

all the details
;

to these views should be added an account not only

of the present state and name, but of all the names and traditions

connected with each.

Such a work would greatly assist the antiquary in his search

for truth, which is said to dwell at the bottom of a well—the well of

time.

The low stone-roofed buildings, before alluded to, so greatly

* Dr. Ledwich, in his Irish Antiquities, supposes our towers to be contemporaneous with

Grymbald's crypt at Oxford, because there are two circular towers to that church : but that has

been satisfactorily proved both by Mr. Brewer in his Beauties of Ireland (Introduction, p. cv.)

and by Britton in the fifth volume of his Antiquities, (p. 201) to be wholly a Norman building,

and not referable to the early age in which, on the authority of a doubtful passage in Camden,

it has been placed. The towers are only round turrets, forming a part of the eastern fa9ade.

The ancient cylindrical towers in Norfolk, Suffolk, and Lincolnshire, which Dr. Ledwich also

brings forward as examples of round towers having been frequent, and always used as belfries,

Mr. Brewer, who has seen both them and the Irish towers, declares to be totally dissimilar, both

in construction and appearance.
—Introduction, p, cviii.
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resemble the fire-houses described in several parts of Persia, as

almost to afford conviction that they vv^ere constructed for the same

purpose ;
this opinion is strengthened by the circumstance of their

being most frequently situated in the near neighbourhood of the

round towers, and by their being invariably attributed to the earliest

Irish saints, St. Declan, St. Coleman, St. Albe, &c. &c., and deno-

minated their kitchens, their chapels, or still oftener, their houses.*

Yet that dwelling-houses should have been built of stone for men of

such lowly habits, (though with minds enlightened by acquaintance

with the continent) in an age when dwellings were generally

formed of wood or wattle, is by no means likely ;
but supposing that

they had been intended for dwellings, would they not have partaken

of those advantages of windows and chimnies, which may be con-

sidered as belonging to the more permanent mode of building. And

if erected for chapels, still more surprising would be the want of

vt^indows, or in some of them of even the smallest loop-hole

to enable the ministering priest to perform the service to the

scanty congregation which they were capable of containing. It

is also remarkable that in several instances small churches, ap-

parently of very great antiquity, are situated within the same church-

yard, but possessing windows, however narrow, and bearing all the

characteristics of ecclesiastical buildings ; had the others been cha-

pels these would scarcely have been deemed necessary.

One of the most perfect of these stone-roofed structures, St.

Columb's house at Kells, in the county of Meath, is in such a state

of preservation as to be inhabited by a family. Though no longer

within the church-yard, it stands at but a small distance from the

* All through the East the places of worship are termed houses, and particularly in Persia.

The fire-house is constantly so mentioned by Ousely in his Travels in the East, by Mgrier,

&c, &c.
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church and round tower : it is about twenty feet long by sixteen

feet high to the springing of the roof, which appears to be of equal

height with the walls, and is of a steep wedge shape, finishing at

top in a flat space three feet broad, which runs from end to end,

having at the west end an open of two feet square ; the roof is built

exactly in the same manner as the walls, as may be seen where the

ivy has been stripped off, of stones of various sizes, the larger ones

being frequently dovetailed, and in the other parts the interstices

being close filled by long flat stones. This is so remarkably the

case, in this building, and in the adjacent tower, which is con-

structed of the same sort of stone, and in the same style of work-

manship, as well as in some other towers, that it suggests an idea

that they may have been intended to act as bonds
; somewhat like

the bond timbers of modern masonry. The mortar is of extreme

hardness, and contains an uncommonly small admixture of sand.

The present entrance is at the south side, and with a portion of

the wall round it is modern. Several feet above the door, and

formed like those in the tower, is a narrow pointed window, the

only one in the lower story. This ground. floor chamber is

ceiled by a sharp arch, about twenty-five feet high in the centre,

constructed of thin flat stones set on edge ;
on the west end, at the

crown of the arch, is an opening precisely corresponding with that

in the outer roof. There has been a door at the east end, which is

now built up ;
at the west end also it appears as if a door or large

window, at about five feet from the floor, had once been : the mat of

ivy prevents the examination of the outside of the wall, but at this

part it is very thick, in consequence of a projection withinside, the

front of which seems to be modern, a small flat arch having been

turned, forming something like a fire-place. Close to this, in the

ancient wall is a very narrow door-way into a small recess contained
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in the projection, in which was found, about fifty years ago, a

manuscript book, written on vellum, in tlie old Irish character; the

greater part of this book was torn and lost, but the fragments are

said to exist in the library of the present Marquess of Headfort.

The space between the vaulted ceiling and the roof is just high

enough for a man to stand upright, and is divided into three parts ;

the eastermost and largest contains at the east end St. Columb's bed,

a flat stone six feet long, raised somewhat more than a foot above

the floor ; over this a stone having a hollow, evidently for contain-

ing something, projects from the wall ; it is by the people called the

saint's candlestick. Near the point of the gable there is a very

small window. The centre chamber contains nothing remarkable,

and that at the west end seems to have been but a passage of en-

trance to it
;
there is a little window in this gable also. A vaulted

subterraneous passage has been traced from St. Columb's house to

the church-yard, where the low arched entrance is to be seen ;

it has been filled with bones, and walled across five or six feet from

the mouth.

The church-yard at Kells contains fragments of some very ancient

stones, curiously carved with griffins and Irish characters, which

have not as yet been decyphered. There is also shewn the smooth

top of a stone, now on a level M'ith the soil, on which devotees,

on St. Columb's day, kneel and pray, turning their faces towards

the tower. From this stone, tradition says Kells, or as formerly

written Kenlis, derived its name. The church-warden, who is an in-

telligent antiquary, once, during the digging ofa deep grave near it,

saw this stone laid bare for eight or nine feet down ; he described it as

resembling an unhewn pillar, but broader at bottom than at top.

The probability is, that it was a tapering pillar-stone. There is also

a holy well in the vicinity consecrated by St. Columb. This assem-.
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blageof remains of the most ancient limes and superstitions is vrey

remarkable, and may be considered as aflfording confirmation of thie

foregoing opinions.

Most of these stone-roofed houses, as at Ardinore, contain an

oblong projection, covered by a large stone slab,* which it is likely

has in all cases answered as an altar : in some instances this altar

bears the legendary appellation ofthe saint's bed, in others of his tomb.

Of these ancient fabricks some have single high wedge-shaped

roofs, but the greater number, like St. Flannen's house at Killaloe,

and that of St. Columba at Kells, have also the stone arched

ceiling, leaving a space or low chamber between them.

Had this been a customary mode of constructing churches would

there not be some traces of it at Oransay, in the Hebrides, where

St. Columb made so great an establishment, or would it not have

been continued in the small early churches ? It would seem then

that thev are of earlier date than either the latter buildings, or the

remains of his buildings in lona, the great antiquity of which is

however testified by many of the inscriptions being in the oldest

Irish letter.-f

The idea of these low stone buildings having been Atash-

Gah, or fire-houses, as the Persians term them, where the sacred

flame was preserved, fed with spice and incense as Lucian says

were those on the altars of the Druids, gains support from the fact,

that the unextinguishable Jire was preserved with reverential care

by the nuns of St. Bridget or Brighid, at Kildare, until 1220,

wben Henry de Loundres archbishop of Dublin, considering it as a

heathen superstition, put it out. It was afterwards however re-

* Researches iu Ireland, p. 163.

+ Pennant's Western Tour, p. 2S6.
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lighted, and continued to bum until the suppression of the monastery

by Henry the eighth.*

Cambrensis says the fire was kept up day and night in the fire-

house of Kildare, and yet the ashes never increased. His cu-

riosity being excited by this account, Holinshed went to the place,
'*
where," says he,

" I did see such a monument, like a vault, which

to this daie they call the fire-house." A part of this small stone-

roofed building, which was originally twenty feet square, still

remains, and is always pointed out as the fire-house of St.

Bridget.

The perpetual fire was tended by vestals, in Irish called Breoc-

huidh, Brioghidh, or Brighia, that is, fire-keepers. The Breoghidh

or Inghean an Dagha, the daughters of fire, as they were frequently

styled, were often women of the highest birth, the daughters of chief-

tains.
-f-

St. Brighid is said to have lived in the fifth century, and that

she and her nuns were the immediate successors of the Druidic

vestals.J She is equally venerated in Scotland as in Ireland. At Aber-

nethy her relics received extravagant homage ; by her name was

sworn one of their most solemn oaths ; and on the evening of her

festival many ceremonies of a most strange druidical nature were

performed both there and in the Hebrides. So prized were her

remains, that the Irish of Ulster would not allow that they rested at

Kildare, but insisted that Down-Patrick had the honour of being

her burial place; whilst the Picts zealously maintained that her

bones reposed at Abernethy, which had been consecrated and made

over to her by one of their kings.§

* Ware's Antiquities, II. p. 237.

f Anthologia Hibemia, III. pp. 241—321.

J Ledwich's Antiquities of Inland. Grose's Antiquities of Ireland, I. p. 25.

J Macpherson on the Antiquities of Scotland, p. 218. The Druidesses are said to have been
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Her connexion with druidical superstitions, round towers, fire-

houses, and perpetual fire, is too remarkable to be overlooked: it seems

to make good the opinion, that she had been the chief Druidic

priestess at the head of the vestals ;* and that Breoghidh, and the

daughters of fire, were in subsequent ages confounded with the

Brigidine nuns, of which order however there does not seem to have

been any establishment in Ireland, and in England only one.-f-

From the foregoing statements, a well grounded conclusion may
be drawn, that these low fabricks are seldom found but in con-

nexion with the towers, and were designed for the preservation of the

sacred fire
;
whilst the neighbouring towers were reserved for its

public exhibition. In some cases the lofty tower may have served

for both purposes.

It is also very possible that these fire-houses may have been used

as cells by the holy men who first preached the Gospel in Ireland,

with the view of doing away the sanctity attached to them as recepta-

cles for sacred fire, and ofchangingthe current ofrespectful feeling by

giving it a different object ; hence, the high consideration with which

they were regarded, derived as it was from the union of reverence

for the preacher, and traditionary veneration for the hallowed fire-

divided into three ranks. The first vowed perpetual virginity, and lived in sisterhood retired

from the world. They were highly admired for their skill in divination, prophecy, and miracles.

Wood's Religion, Ancient British, p. 45.

All these qualities seem to have been embodied in St. Bridget, who was famous for her

chastity and her miracles.

*
Essay on the Primitive Inhabitants of Ireland, where Breghit is said to be the goddess of

Science, p. 158. Bridgit is recorded to have received the veil from St. Patrick, A. D. 453.—
Perhaps the then chief priestess, or Breoghidh, was converted, and being baptized, became the

famous St. Bridget.
—Survey of Kildare, p. 10.

f Anthologia Hibernia, III. p. 241 Philosophical Survey of the South of Ireland, p. 92.—

Kildare is said to have derived its name from St. Bridget's oak, under which she delighted to sit,

—The oak was the sacred tree of the Druids.

G G 2
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house; lience also, when more splendid edifices were reared, the

preservation of so many of these otherwise insignificant buildings as

undoubted proofs of the antiquity and holiness of the place.*

Much as has been written upon the ecclesiastical antiquities of

Ireland, the earliest Christian remains have not yet been fully inves-

tigated ;
these relics of the olden time are small, and in the general

but insignificant, and have therefore been too often overlooked, the

evidence which they afford of the early planting of Christianity in

the island not being sufficiently appreciated. These remains might

assist the speculations of the historian and the antiquarian architect,

by supplying a link in the architectural chain, and in this view are

highly deserving of observation.

Of the innumerable churches and monasteries founded in the

fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries, but a few, and those uncertain,

fragments have descended to these limes ;
and the notices, in various

authors, of these humble ruins, are so scattered and so indistinct as to

render it difficult to i)resent the subject in such a form as to afford

clear imformation, or to offer any remarks deserving of attention.

By far the greater part of the early churches were undoubtedly

constructed of wood, probably of oak jjlanks thatched with reeds,

according to the custom of the Scots, as Bede says in describing the

church built at Lindisfarn in the year 635.f But there is reason

to think, that though this was the mode most commonly followed*

yet that some were certainly built of stone. Of these structures,

although the dates of their foundations are in most instances re-

corded, yet of the greater number no trace of the original building

remains: most of them were rebuilt by the English settlers, and

* Whitelaw's History of Dublin, I. p. 264.

I
Hist. Eccles. lib. v. cap. 22,
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s ome few by their Irish imitators, who, tiiough they could not bring

themselves to dwell in gloomy stone castles, quickly followed their

example in rebuilding, enlarging, and adorning the places of wor-

ship. Thus Duleek, founded by St. Kenan, who died A. D. 489,

was a stone building, since it derives its name from the Irish words,

Dum, a house, and Liag, a stone ; from its receiving such an ap-

pellation it was probably one of the first stone churches erected. It

was rebuilt in after times, and no part of the original fabrick at

present exists.*

So also Trim abbey was founded by St. Loman in A . D. 482,

and rebuilt by Hugo de Lacy in 1180.-t-

In the same manner Kilkenny was founded by St. Canice, who

lived about the middle of the sixth century, and was rebuilt by

O'Dullany, Bishop of Ossory, who laid the foundation in 1 180, and

consecrated the church when it was completed in 1200. There are

however appearances which seem to demonstrate that the building

which preceded the cathedral was of stone
; for where the plaster

has fallen the stones, particularly the large ones, forming the coins,

are seen to be sculptured with figures and letters, remnants probably
of the original building.J

Some however of these very ancient edifices are still in existence ;

among them we may rank the small chapels which are attributed to

some of our earliest confessors, at Lough Derg, in tlie Isles of Arran,

in that of Innis Murry, in Cape Clear Island, at Ardmore two small

churches coarsely built, but with mortar cement, and St. Molaise's

* Archdall's Monasticon.—Ware's Antiquities, cliap. xxix.

f Ware's Antiquities—Survey of Meath, ix.

I Dr. Shea's Account of the Cathedral of Kilicenny, p. 6.
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cell in the little island of Innismore, situated in Lough Gill ; the

very curiously built church of Clonatin, constructed of large blocks

of red grit stone, rudely put together: this little building, thirty feet

long by nineteen wide, appears to be one of the earliest ecclesiastical

structures, although the door-way, formed of a blueish stone, is in

the best style of Saxon, and highly ornamented with human heads

and fanciful beasts.* At Fore, also, the little chapel of St. Fechin,

composed of unhewn stones, and many in the county of Cork, parti-

cularly at Roscarberry. These all seem to belong to the era of our

very earliest ecclesiastical remains, bearing marks of the highest

antiquity, and appearing of a more remote date than any of those

buildings in England which are assigned to the first ages of the

Anglo-Saxons. These structures have little agreement with the

Saxon in their character or details. They are formed of large

rough stones of unequal size
;
the windows, though round at top, are

coarsely joined, and destitute alike of any neat finish or ornament ;

the doors are narrow, often more so at top than at bottom, and con-

structed in the simplest manner, a single stone forming the lintel.

A degree of improvement may be observed in some other edifices,

which yet appear but little later in date than the foregoing. At the

town of Clones is a small ruined chapel, the outside of which is faced

with neatly squared free-stone, well jointed, though without cement,

but lined withinside with lime-stone and mortar. This little build-

ing is assigned to St. Tigernac, who died A. U. 550.-f-

Aghadoe church is of rude workmanship, lighted only from the

east end by two of the narrowest lancet shaped windows
; but the

door-way is an uncommon specimen of sculptured ornament, con-

sisting of six diflferent mouldings in succession, amongst them the

* Brewer's Beauties of Ireland, I. p. 388.

f Survey of Monaghan, p. 109.
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chevron and the zigzag; they are beautifully executed, and still

fresh and perfect.*

The church at Dungiven is remarkable for the resemblance some

part of its architecture bears to the ruins in the Scotish island of

lona. The arches over the extremely narrow lancet windows of

the chancel, being a kind of gothic, formed in the same primitive

manner as those at Oransay, by two flat stones of equal length, their

lower ends resting on the side uprights, the others meeting in the

middle> and forming an acute angle. The windows are so narrow

as to admit but little air, and were evidently not intended to be

glazed.-f- The body of the church is built of cut free-stone, neatly

put together; it is of a mixed character, the arch over the door-way
being semicircular, as is that between the nave and the chancel.

There is no ornament, but the work is most excellent. The windows

in the nave are wide, of handsome stone work, and plainly of much

later date than the rest of the edifice, which is said to have been built

about the year 1100, by the family of the Carthans
;;{:

a date which

agrees so well with the general style of the building that it seems

deserving of some reliance. It may be observed, that if this be so,

this well constructed lime and stone building was erected sixty-nine

years previous to the landing of the Anglo-Normans, and is a proof

of the justice of the conclusions drawn in an earlier part of this essay.

At Lusk there is a church with a belfry of peculiar character,

well worthy of notice ; this stands at the west end of the building,

and one of its angles is attached to a lofty round tower, much

higher than the bell tower or the three smaller round towers which

*
Wright's Killarney, p. 72.—Weld's Killarney.

t Parochial Surveys, I. p. 301.

J Survey of Derry, p. 489. It is probable that when the church was enlarged, and in part

rebuilt, that the nave was added by the Carthans; while the chancel may contain a portion of

the original structure, and possibly belong to the latter part of the seventh century. A conclu-

sion warranted by the strong likeness it bears to the church in lona.
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adorn the otlier three angles. These form a singular instance of

imitation of the Irish tower, or of an endeavour to introduce it into

ecclesiastical architecture. These towers, and the belfry, finish with

a graduated battlement, which is frequently employed in Ireland in

church buildings ; they are evidently of a quite different construc-

tion from the round tower, which is finely executed, and the inner

surface of its wall perfectly smooth.* The body of the church is in

the early pointed style, and appears somewhat more modern than

the steeple. There is here a curious monument, some of the carv-

ings upon it partaking of a hieroglyphical character
;-f*

in this it is

not singular, since at Knockmoy the tombs of the kings of Con-

naught have representations of this nature upon them. Dr. Ledwich

also mentions a church, over the door of which a scarabaeus is sculp-

tured.:};

It is said that in some of these very ancient edifices remains of

Runic inscriptions are to be found.§ These, if decyphered, might
lead to satisfactory results, and might be capable of throwing much

light upon the date of such fabricks. We must however observe the

improbability of their being in the Runic, since it seems to have been

made clear that no Runic alphabetical writing has been discovered of

an earlier date than the eleventh century,|| nor is there any reason to

believe that it was ever introduced into Ireland. But if they be not

in Runic, nor in the ancient Irish character, can it by possibility be

the Pelahvi, or ancient Persian ?

Of great apparent antiquity are the venerable remains of the little

church of St. Doulough's, about five miles from Dublin ; this ruin

• Brewer's Beauties of Ireland, I. p. 253.

f Transactions B. I. A. II. pp. 58— 67.

j^
Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland, p. 520.

§ Ibid. pp. 45—333.

II
Bosworlh's Elements of Anglo-Saxon Grammar, p. 27.
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has been conceived to be a monument of Danish architecture; if it

be so, as is suggested by Mr. Brewer,* can it be suppused that a

people, contented with so rude and poor a building for the sacred

purpose of an oratory and a shrine for the relics of St. Olave,

could have been the architects of the massy and beautifully built

round towers of Ireland ? It is however certainly of a date prior to

the Anglo-Norman invasion, as may be judged from the manner of

building, from the absence of all these marks and embellishments,

which have been satisfactorily traced from the twelfth century down,

and from the stone roof ; for we have no record of any works of this

nature subsequent to that period. The roof is still in good preserva-

tion, the outer part, rising in a very steep wedge shape, is covered

with smooth oblong stones from nine inches to a foot long, laid

close together, flat, and imbedded in cement, but never overlapping
each other. In the neatness and legularity of the work it presents a

quite different appearance from the wall-like roof of St, Columb's

house
;
there is here a great thickness of solid mason-work between

the ridge of the roof and the centre of the pointed arch which forms

the cieling of the upper story : this arch is of flatish irregular stones,

with an uncommon quantity of mortar between them. The arch is

extremely well turned, and has not given in any part : about the

middle under the tower the cieling is groined. The whole length

of the building is forty-eight feet by eighteen wide, which in the

lower story is divided into two chambers ;
that to the east appears

to have been the chapel, having a muUioned window, eight feet high

and three feet ten inches wide
;
and on the south side another, not

quite so large, which has lost all the tracery. In the walls are

many small square niches or recesses, the object of which it is dif-

* Beauties of Ireland, I. p. 236.
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ficult to imagine; and in the north and west sides appearances of

irregular arches, which have been filled up : in the centre of that, at

the west end, there has been a square-headed door
; on the south

side there ascends to the upper chamber a staircase two feet wides

and of a singular construction : the steps are each an irregular

triangle, and placed alternately, so that two risers occupy only the

breadth of one step, as usually placed ; by this mode a power is

gained of ascending to any given height in half the usual space.

The guide pointed it out as the right and left stair-case.

There has been a partition wall, now wholly pulled down, be-

tween this stair-case, which is lighted by a large window half way

up, and the chapel ;
at the foot of it, on the lowest step, there was

a door which opened towards the stairs and against the wall, into a

flat niche which just received it. Modern heads and muUions of

free-stone have been added to the windows of this compartment, the

side uprights of which are of a coarse grit that has suffered much

injury from the weather; and it is remarkable that in all the older

stone-work of the windows there is invariably a groove cut along

the middle, and close to it, at invervals, small deep round holes, as if

for the reception and fixture of sashes of some sort : while the more

modern heads and. mullions are perfectly smooth, and therefore

could have been with difficulty glazed or closed in any manner.

The western division is only twelve feet by nine, and contains at its

east end a stone altar, six feet two inches long, by two feet five

broad, which occupies so much of this small room as hardly to

allow the supposition of its having been used as a chapel. Behind

the altar, but not quite in the centre of it, is the square closed door-

way visible in the chapel. The altar is by the country people con-

sidered as the tomb of St. Doulagh ; whether tomb or altar it ap-

pears to be an addition of a later dale than the building, which
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would seem from the arch above the sqviare door to have once been

undivided in its whole length. Underneath this altar begins a sub-

terraneous passage, which it is said leads to St. Doulagh's well, a

beautiful clear spring in a field outside of the present church-yard .

the water is contained in a circular bason, cut out of one stone, and

over it is a curious octagon building, which in several points of

workmanship appears to be of the same date as the church. Adjoin-

ing is a covered bath, supplied by the spring.

At the south-west corner of the smaller chamber is a narrow stair-

case, which leads to a small low-arched room, a sort of mezzanine,

between the ground-floor and the upper chamber
;

this apartment,

which is called the Prior's, has a window on the west, and on the

south two narrow ones in a sort of small recess gained in the thick-

ness of the wall. From this recess winding stairs lead up to the

tower; and close to it is a narrow door-way to a flight of steps

eighteen inches wide, which communicate with the upper chamber :

this room reaches the whole length of the building ;
for two-thirds

of its length it is of a very good height, but the floor of the remain-

ing third rises three or four feet to give head-room for the Prior's-

chamber : where this rise begins there have been broad steps. The east

window of the upper story is small, that at the west end has the

remains of tracery coarsely finished of a rough grit-stone, which has

suffered much from the weather, but is evidently coeval with the

original building :
—indeed all the windows, except those of the

chapel, appear to be so, since they are formed in the simplest
•

way, half of each head, with its ill-shaped cusps, being cut out of

one stone, a mode which belongs only to the very rudest age of

gothic architecture. No ornament of moulding or sculpture remains

in any part, but the groining and the vaulted cielings may have

had a lining of cut stone, and this appears in some degree pro bable,

hh2
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as no remnant of plaster is upon them, while some may be traced

upon the walls.

Nearly in the centre of the building rises a low broad tower,

which, it has been suggested,* is more modern than the church ; but

the mason-work appears to be precisely in the same style as the

other parts, and it is supported in such a way as to shew that it

must have been erected altogether : it is possible the graduated bat-

tlement may be of a later date than the body of the tower, at the

same time it may be remarked, that the graduated battlement is to

be found in some of the earliest churches of which we have existing

ruins, that in Ireland it was frequently used in ecclesiastical build-

ings, whilst in England it seems to have been considered as more

suited to military or castellated architecture. It however deserves to

be noticed, that the whole appearance of this ancient structure

bears more of a military than of an ecclesiastical character, and

that it is looked upon in that light by the country people, who call

it St. Doulagh's castle ; very possibly it may have been built with

both these views, as were some abbeys, and all the preceptories of

the Knights Templars. If this building was erected by the Danes,

according to common opinion, nothing is more probable than that

they should have united the two objects in a country where they

lived in a state of perpetual struggle and warfare.

The strength of this fabrick has been sadly tried by the raising

upon the tower a most incongruous spire, which can only be consi-

dered as disfiguring the ruin. It cost two hundred pounds ;
but

had fifty been expended in judicious repairs, this most curious build-

ing, now fast hastening to decay, might have been preserved for

ages.

• Beauties of Ireland, I.
p. 234.
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Cormac's chapel, at Cashel, ranks next to St. Doulagli's in anti-

quity, and bears somewhat of the same character, but with an in-

crease of ornament and improvement of execution indicative of a

later date. It is attributed to Cormac Mc Cullenan, who was

Archbishop of Cashel and King of Munsler, and celebrated for his

piety and learning. The Psalter of Cashel is said to have been com-

piled from an ancient MS. under his directions, and is highly
esteemed by Irish scholars, who often refer to it as an authority ;

this great man was killed in batltle A. D. 908,* so that if the

chapel was completed by him it must have been previous to that

period.

The cathedral of Cashel was built in 1198 by Donald O'Brien,

and in 1419 repaired and modernised wholly in the narrow pointed

style, while the chapel is altogether Saxon or Norman. Some anti-

quaries have judged it to belong to the interval between the death of

Cormac and the building of the cathedral. But Cormac was a

man of great learning, who had travelled much in foreign parts,

and may have introduced improvements in style and in sculpture

from the Continent, with which Ireland had always much inter-

course. For we find that the same mode prevailed in Normandy,
and that in the succeeding century William the Conqueror built the

church of St. Nicholas at Caeti, which is the latest building in this

style, the date of which is accurately known. The resemblance

between this church and Cormac's chapel is so strong, that it is said

to be an almost " exact counterpart :" the low pillars rising only

to the cornice ;
the arches of the intercolumniations under the win-

dows, formed each of a single stone
;
the roof constructed of stone,

with its steep wedge-shaped pitch : all these particulars agree so

• Ware's Antiquities, I.
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exactly with those at Cormac's chapel, as to leave no doubt of its

identity with the Norman style, affording strong evidence ofthe latter

being in use in Ireland before the arrival of the English.* To the

above peculiarities it may be observed, in addition, that all the

arches are circular, that the columns are many of them covered

with lozenge net work, that the capitals are much varied, that

there are the chevron, nail-headed, billet, and dentated mouldings,

besides many ornamented with human figures and fanciful animals
;

and that the execution of the Avork is quite equal to that of many

Anglo-Norman buildings of a later date. |-

There is also some coincidence in the arrangement and details of

Cormac's chapel with those of two of the oldest churches in Eng-
land

; Melbourne, in Derbyshire, and St. Andrew's, Hexham, in

Northumberland, which have been, on very good grounds, judged
to belong to the period between A. D. 677 and 726 ;% the latter

was built by Wilfrid Bishop of York, who went himself to France

and procured workmen to erect the church of hewn stone after the

Roman manner.^

The absence of side aisles, tlie fashion of the columns, together

with the mouldings and ornaments on the capitals, all agreeing in a

similarity of device, seem to confirm the idea, that Norman work-

* Turner's Tour in Normandy, II. 176. Mr. Turner indeed suggests, that tlie two questions

so long debated, namely, the identity of Saxon and Norman architecture, and the aboriginality

of stone roofs to Ireland, may be decided by an examination into the architecture of the north of

Germany.

f Beauties of Ireland, Introduction, p. cxiii.

X Archeologia, XIII. p. 291.

§ Britton's Antiquities, V. p. 353 Mr. Turner, in his Architectural Tour in Normandy, gives

very strong reasons for the opinion, that the early Norman style was a corrupt imitation of the

Roman,
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men w6re employed in both countries before the conquest of the one

or the invasion of tlie other.

Glandalough has been called the Palmyra of Ireland, and has

been so frequently and elaborately described,* that repetition of any

part would be idle ; especially as no accurate date of the building

of any one of the edifices remaining there can be discovered. The

abbey and the whole city was in 1020 reduced by fire to a heap of

ruins ;
soon after which catastrophe, from the style of the present

remains, it may be presumed that the abbey and churches were

rebuilt ; since, for the most part, the masonry is good, the arches

all circular, and the ornamented mouldings and capitals that remain,

whether standing or among the fallen stones, are so nearly of tlie

same fashion as thoise of St. Peter's at Oxford, which was certainly

erected soon after the year 1000, -f-
as to warrant its being referred

to the same era.

The most remarkable differences between the early ecclesiastical

architecture of Ireland and that of England, seems to lie in the fol-

lowing particulars. The high pitched stone roof> formed within of

thin stones embedded in cement, and covered on the outside by

very thin square slabs of stone. No roof of this sort exists in

England.
There being no crypt or underground chamber to any of the

churches built before the invasion.

Jn St. Doulagh's and in Cormac's cha|3el a low chamber, dimly

lighted, occupies the space between the stone ceiling and the outer

stone roof;—of this there is no instance since the landing of the

English.

* In Arclidall Monas. Hib.^-^Ledwich's Antiquities.—Wliitelaw's History of Dublin.—
Brewer's Beauties of Ireland.

f Britton's Antiquities, v. p. 201.
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The columns and piers are of less breadth and solidity than in

the British, Saxon, or Norman.

The sculpture is in much lower relief, and some of the figures are

peculiar to Ireland.*

There is no instance of a church in Ireland being built with an

apsis.

At the English invasion Irish architecture may be said to have

ceased ;
the English adventurers brought with them their own

fashion of building, which was afterwards copied by the Irish ;

hence there is little difference between the ecclesiastical edifices of

England and Ireland from that period, except in the inferiority of

workmanship, which (generally speaking) is the distinguishing

mark of the latter.

The military architecture of Ireland in castles, strong holds, and

castellated dwelling-houses, is also of English introduction, (for we

have but one solitary instance, in the county of Londonderry, ofany

Irish building approaching lo this character.) If any such previ-

ously existed, none have outlived the ages of internal warfare,

mutual aggression and family revenge.

The oldest castle of strength now remaining in the kingdom is

Reginald's tower at Waterford, built by the Danish leader of that

name in 100.'3 ;
the other defences of the Danes there and elsewhere

have apparently all perished, or if any exist, they are confounded

with the works of the first Norman settlers. I'hus in the baronies of

Forth and Bargie, in the county of Wexford, there remains a vast

number of castles of various sizes, which are said to be some Eng-
lish and some Danish, but that the latter may always be distinguished

by the superiority of the mortar, which is mixed with gravel ; the

* Beauties oflreland, Introd. cxiii.
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lime, instead of being slaked with water, was ground in a quern-

mill, and these two ingredients thoroughly incorporated before the

mortar was made. An uncommonly large quantity of this cement

was used, the stones being deeply bedded in it, and every course

well grouted. This mortar is much harder than the stones it united,

requiring much greater force to break it than to break them. When

compared with the cement of some of the finest Anglo-Norman

castles, the castle of Carrick for example, it was found to be far

superior.* t

The earliest British military structure is said to be the castle of

Carrick, which was built by Robert Fitz-Stephen in 1 1 70, two

years before the arrival of Earl Strongbow. A square tower of this

castle yet stands, and is remarkable for the great strength of its

walls, the smallness of the windows, and the extreme lowness of the

door.-f-

Hook tower, in the same county, is of great antiquity ;
it has

been regarded as an Ostman building. There appears however

much probability in a recent suggestion,§ that the original name
was Hongue tower, so called after Florence la Hongue, an Anglo-
Norman knight, who came to Ireland with Henry the Second.

Henry effected his landing about three miles from Hook tower, at a

spot in Waterford harbour, where his entrenchments are still pointed
out by the people. The tower is a circular building of great

strength, which has in modern times been raised to the height of an

hundred feet, and made to answer as a lighthouse.

* Parochial Surveys, III, p, 406.

f Montmorency on the Pillar Tower, p. 18.

j.
Grose's Antiquities.

§ Montmorency in Brewer's Beauties of Ireland, I. p. 371,
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Original Letters from James VI. of Scotland and Chancellor Mait-

land to Robert Bruce, Minister of the Gospel.
—Communicated

by William Bruce, D. D.

Read May 26, 1828.

L HE documents, to which this Memoir is introductory, have been

in my family ever since they were written. Extracts from some of

them occur in Calderwood, and they are frequently mentioned by
later historians ; but they were never before published. Before I

exhibit to the reader the form and contents of these papers, I shall

offer some observations on the parties concerned, the times in which

they lived, and the occasions on which they wrote.

SECTION 1.

My view in enlarging on the character of James is, to relieve his

memory from some of that obloquy, with which it is overwhelmed

by historians. I have no intention to enter upon a general discus-

sion of his merits, nor to contest any of the crimes or vices with

wiiich he has been charged ;
neither do I admit them all. I aban-

don his conduct in religion and private life to the mercy of his

enemies
;
but I complain that his political character has been mis-

represented, and his merits as a king almost entirely overlooked.

He was, no doubt, despotic and intolerant, pedantic, pragmatical
and vain, and addicted to mean and contemptible habits : mv most

favourite principles and prepossessions he continually violated and

insulted
; and no one was persecuted by him with more unrelenting
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severity than my venerable ancestor
; still he is entitled to historical

justice.

If it be asked, how it came to pass, that James differed so much
from other kings, as to be an object of calumny instead of flattery,

I think it arose from this : the Scotch detested him for his lenity to

the Papists, and his persecution of the Reformers ; and the English
could not brook subjection to the king of their ancient and invete-

rate enemy. The Roman Catholics were disappointed of their

expected toleration ;
the Puritans hated him for his arbitrary prin-

ciples, his attachment to hierarchies, and his persecution of their

sect
;
and the Episcopal clergy, though they flattered him at Hamp-

ton Court for his preference of their order, secretly despised him as

a pedantic Presbyterian. His contemporaries contrasted him with

Elizabeth, and posterity felt no partiality for the father of an ar-

bitrary, superstitious, and unfortunate line of princes. The Pro-

testant states beheld him with indignation and scorn for his pusilla-

nimous desertion of their cause, in the person of his son-in-law ; and

the whole of our contentious race agree in reprobating a pacific

king. From this combination of parties we may suspect, that

James has not had fair play ; and this may plead my excuse for

questioning the impartiality of so many eminent writers, and stating

his good deeds in opposition to his defects.

. The reign of James in Scotland was, perhaps, the most tumul-

tuary, and is still to the historian among the most perplexing, in

the annals of mankind. His birth was preceded by the assassina-

tion of Rizzio, and followed by the murder of his father; which

was succeeded by the deposition, banishment, imprisonment, and

execution of his mother. In his twelfth year he was obliged to

assume the title and office of king ; and he grew up amid

the storm?; of Ihe Scotch reformation, the feuds of families and

.YX .JOV
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clans, political factions, and open rebellions, in which the posses-

sion of his person was the prize of the successful party. In such a

scene, a young and helpless king was unavoidably trained up to

duplicity, which he afterwards learned to consider as the essence of

king-craft, and peculiarly necessary to himself in that conflict of

factions, in which he was doomed to spend his life, and on the

balance of which he depended for personal safety, and for his suc-

cession to the English crown. The system of intrigue, artifice and

dissimulation, developed by Sir James Melville, on the part of the

English government, and the Scotch Justices, is perhaps unpa-
ralleled.

James, like other princes, was inclined to arbitrary principles ;

but his despotism was rather speculative and oratorical than prac-

tical and cruel. There is no weakness, for which he is more fre-

quently blamed by friends and foes than excessive lenity and fa-

cility of temper. In Scotland he was more the object than the

instrument of oppression ;
and his thirst for absolute power was

stimulated by the outrageous turbulence of the nobles and the

refractory stubbornness of the clergy, whose pretensions to infalli-

bility and dominion over conscience, independence on civil autho-

rity, and a right of controlling kings, were little inferior to the do-

mineering spirit of Popery. The divine right of presbytery was

opposed to the divine right of kings : the keys often predominated

over the sceptre, and the church over the state.

When he ascended the English throne, he found himself more

at liberty to avow his principles. He and his unfortunate son con-

ceived, that the privileges of the people were concessions on the part

of the king, or extortions from the crown, which might be resumed

at pleasure ; and that they were as much bound to maintain and

extend the prerogatives of their order, as patriots are to vindicate

kk2
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and enlarge the liberties of the subject. The time was fast ap-

proaching when this great question was to be brought to issue.

We live in an age when these notions are exploded, and the for-

malities by which they were countenanced are looked upon as

legal fictions ; but the pretensions ofJames were favoured by the

constitution and proceedings of the courts of law ; by the mode of

summoning, proroguing, and dissolving parliament, and passing or

rejecting bills
; by the practice of his progenitors, and even of his glo-

rious and popular predecessor ;
and by the authority of many emi-

nent statesmen. He may, therefore, be presumed to have tyran-

nized upon principle ;
and to have vindicated his prerogative, as we

do our liberties, by precedent.

In his Basilicon Doron, however, he inculcates upon his son,

Henry, wise, liberal and equitable maxims of government ;
and

tells him expressly, that none but a tyrant denies that he is born for

his people. He instructs him to consider his royal dignity as a

burden rather than an honour
;

admonishes him, that he does

not excel in rank so much as in labour and danger ;
and warns

him, that tyrants generally come to a tragical end
;
and find, that

those, whom they think they have made subjects, they have made

executioners. He further exhorts him to keep in mind, that his

great grand-father, by his patronage of the weak and helpless, ob-

tained the splendid title. The poor mans king. Camden says,
"

It

is scarcely credible, how much this piece made him respected and

beloved, and how great hopes and expectations were hereupon con-

ceived of him."

In the Law of a Free Monarchy, addressed to the people, he re-

peats this maxim :
"
Kings," says he,

" should be the fathers of their

people, and watch over their welfare more than their own, since they

should know, that they were made for the sake of their subjects."
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But after instructing the people in their reciprocal duties, he asserts

the plenitude of monarchial power, and tells them, that their last

and only resource, in case of oppression, consists in prayers and

tears ; and in support of this he argues with great plausibility, and

even force, upon that popular, but dangerous, two-edged theory, an

original contract, which he turns to his own advantage. Granting

this, says he, who shall judge between the parties to the contract?

Certainly not one of themselves
;

for then he would be judge and

party in iiis own cause. God, then, is the only arbiter between

them ; and till he pronounces sentence the people cannot be ab-

solved from their obligation to obedience, without the consent of

the king, the other contracting party. Shall it be at the option of the

multitude to shake off the yoke, which God has imposed upon them,

or which they have submitted to voluntarily and for a valuable

consideration, whenever they are weary of it ? Shall the sovereign
be bound, and the subject free ?

This representation I have given, not to justify the pretensions of

despots, nor to reconcile the people to their usurpations, but to ex-

tenuate their guilt by accounting for their delusion.

Although the ruling passion of James was despotism, the princi-

ple of his government was peace, and his natural disposition indul-

gence. These seldom combine in the same character. His fa-

vourite title was Res Pacificus ; and his motto, Beati Pacifici.

Late in life lie boasted, that he had never engaged in a foreign war,

as an illustrious ancient gloried in having never caused any one to

put on mourning. In James this has been imputed to pusillani-

mity ;
but his nervous affection at the sight of a drawn sword he

derived from the terror of his mother, when Rizzio was murdered

in her presence. Sir Kenelm Digby bears witness, that " he was

otherwise courageous enough." He betrayed no want of vigour in
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his favourite exercise of liunting, nor of courage on many trying

occasions ; when the Scottish nobles restrained his person, and the

ferocious Bothwell assaulted him in his chamber ; when he repeat-

edly marched against the Popish lords, defeated them in the field,

and took their castles; in his gallant and spirited expedition to

Norway, in a tempestuous season, in quest of his betrothed bride
;

in the insurrection at Edinburgh in 1596 ; nor, lastly, at the hour

of death, when being told that he could not live, he said,
" I am

satisfied," and applied himself to devotion
;
and at last, closed his

eyes with his own hand. It seldom falls to the lot of our kings to

take the field in person, or to display their prowess in battle ; and I

set little value on that species of heroism, which aims at glory by

other mens' exploits, wages war to the impoverishment of their

dominions, and arrays the vanity of kings in borrowed plumes.

James might have indulged a passion for war, without any personal

hazard. It ill becomes us, who have hardly more than once, since

his time, enjoyed peace at home and abroad for ten successive years,

and are even now only reposing after a war of unprecedented du-

ration, to impute a pacific disposition to James as a fault. One

peaceful reign in two hundred years may be endured without com.

plaint.

Our wisest politicians have questioned the policy of involving

these countries in continental quarrels; and are generally agreed in

condemning religious wars
; yet James is blamed for not making

common cause with the Huguenots, by military operations against

their king, in direct opposition to his own principle and interest,

and contenting himself with friendly intercession
;
and for declining

to send a British army into the heart of Europe to compel the em-

peror and other great potentates, combined under the ban of the

empire, to admit a Protestant in the room of a Catholic to the
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throne of Bohemia, while as yet there was no standing army, nor

even a regiment of guards in England. From the time of William

III. the English have complained of the partiality of their kings for

their foreign connexions and dominions, and yet they censure James

for not involving the nation in that desperate enterprize on behalf

of his son-in-law. When, at length, he was overruled by the po-

pular clamour, the failure of the expedition exposed the
inability of

Britain, at that time, to carry on a continental war. But though
he declined supporting the palatine in his Bohemian adventure, he

exerted himself for the recovery of his hereditary dominions by men
and money, subsidies to Protestant states, and negotiations with

other continental powers. As to any obligation from natural af-

fection, Nepotism is a more pernicious vice in a king than a pope ;

and the elector, in particular, had no claim upon James ; for he

had accepted the Bohemian crown without his approbation. His

acceptance of it also thwarted some of his father-in-law's favourite

plans; and when he recommended an accommodation with the

emperor, the young prince rejected his advice. James, too, may
have thought that the cause was unjust ; that the Bohemians had

no right to depose their sovereign ; and that such a n example was

a dangerous precedent, not to be countenanced by any crowned

head. Neither could he have any sanguine hopes of success,

for the palatine had no abilities for such an arduous undertaking.

The reader will observe, that 1 am placing all these questions in the

light, in which they would appear to the king, without any refer-

ence to my own opinions.

On the whole, had James been prone to plunge the country into

expensive and hazardous wars, he might have brought upon him_

self the crisis that took place under his son ; and had Charles

^'overned himself by his example and his advice in the Basilicon
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Doron, in this respect, and on other points aheady adverted to, he

might have enjoyed a happy reign, and escaped his tragical fate.

" I have already," says he,
" cautioned you against rashly entering

into war : I now warn you against rashly making peace. Before

you conclude it, see that by the conditions you receive compen-

sation and security for yourself and your people ; else, an honour-

able war is to be preferred to an ignominious peace."
" Were f,"

said James, at a later period,
" to make such war as the king of

France, I would put myself in a monastery all my days after, and

repent me that I had brought my subjects to such misery."

The following quotation is adopted by no incompetent nor partial

judge, as a fair enumeration of the blessings resulting from this

pacific, though inglorious reign :
—" The Scotch feuds quite abo-

lished, the schools of the prophets new adorned, all kinds of learn-

ing highly improved, manufactures at home daily invented, trading

abroad exceedingly multiplied, the borders of Scotland peaceably

governed, the north of Ireland religiously planted, the East India

well traded, Persia, China, and the Mogul visited
; lastly, all the

ports of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America to our red cross freed

and opened
—are all the actions and true born children of King

James his peace."*

To promote tranquillity at home it was a principle with James to

" allure the common people to a common amitie among themselves*

by public spectacles; games, and exercises of arms; plays and

lawful games in May, and good cheer at Christmas, so that the

sabbath be kept holy."

Another favourite point with James was union. He valued him-

* Somer's Travels, vol. II, p. 33, third edition
; apud L. Aikin's Memoir on the Court of

James I.
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self on his descent from Henry VII., who had united the Red and

White Roses of York and Lancaster, and thus put an end to a

series of civil contentions, and on his own good fortune in uniting

the crowns of England and Scotland, and closing a long train of

wars and feuds between these nations. He accordingly adopted

this legend on his coins, Henricus Rosas, Regna Jacobus. This

union he wished to consolidate by a legislative as well as an execu-

tive incorporation : and I suppose there is now no doubt, that he

was right, and both his parliaments wrong. It was natural, how-

ever, that the rich country should feel reluctance to take the poor

one into partnership ;
that the weak should be afraid of being ab^

sorbed by the strong ;
and that ancient enmities should have a re-

pelling influence on both. His Scotch council seem to have thought,

that he would best consult for his own authority by treating the

natives of both kingdoms alike, residing alternately in each, and

thus playing the one against the other. But James was superior to

these considerations, and his speech on the union is placed by Hume
in comparison with Bacon's; as Robertson ranks his Basilicon

Doron among the most distinguished works of that learned age.

Another plan of union, which he had much at heart, was a coali-

tion of the churches of Rome, England, and Scotland. This was

a chimerical project, and would have been resisted by the zealous

adherents of them all
;
but in a philosopher and statesman, to whom

they were all indifferent, and who looked only for peace and order,

and hoped, that such a measure would put an end to religious ani-

mosities, it would have been no ignoble speculation. I do not

pretend, that these were the only motives in the mind of James

still less, that such a combination was practicable, or would have

answered the end, which some good men have expected from similar

schemes ;
and least of all, that it would have contributed to the

VOL. XV. L L
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progress of true religion. I am satisfied that this plan, and the com-

prehension of the puritans in the episcopal church, would have

proved equally nugatory, as to the object in view, would have occa-

sioned more cruel persecutions, and finally given rise to a greater

variety of sects than existed before. His partiality to this scheme

may have been one reason for his indulgence to the Roman Ca-

tholics, which exposed him so much to censure and suspicion in

that intolerant age. But he had other reasons of a political cha-

racter for his conduct to them. They were a very powerful and

dangerous body in Scotland and England : they had disputed

his title, and threatened to obstruct his way to the English throne ;

and afterwards attempted his life, and the overthrow of the govern-

ment, by the Gunpowder Plot. Besides these reasons, and his na-

tural lenity, he was influenced in his treatment of the recusants by
an apprehension, that otherwise the popish princes might be in-

censed against the professors of the reformed religion, particularly

in the affair of the Palatinate ; and, in general, it was his plan of

policy to carry all his foreign objects by fair means. It cannot be

denied, however, that the Spanish match had its weight in the

scale, but not to such a degree as is alleged by some. With respect

to his own title, though he stood in the regular line of succesion, as

now understood, it was liable to be impeached in an age when the

descent of the crown was not so well established, or at least so ge-

nerally recognised. It was derived from Henry VII., through his

daughter, who was great-grand-mother to James: the will ofHenry
VUl. excluding the Scottish line, had never been abrogated : an

alien was incapable of inheritance in England ;
and Elizabeth

would never allow any parliamentary sanction to be given to

the title of James ; but told Melville, that she had employed

lawyers to investigate it. This will abundantly account lor his
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apprehensions and anxiety, and justify any conciliatory arts that he

may have employed, while Jesuits and others were industrious,

under these and similar pretexts, in questioning his right to so valu-

able an inheritance.

A third plan, less objectionable and not less noble, and to which

he was consistently and systematically attached, was to conciliate

contending factions, and to introduce civilization into the remoter

parts of his dominions. When only twenty-one years of age,
" he

attempted a work worthy of a king," as it is justly styled by

Robertson,
" to suppress the deadly feuds among the great fa-

milies of Scotland, which had distracted that kingdom more, per-

liaps, than any other in Europe. After many preparatory negotia-

tions, he invited the contending parties to a royal entertainment,

and obtained their promise to bury their dissentions in oblivion.

From thence he conducted them, marching by pairs, each hand in

iiand with his enemy, to the public cross, where a collation was

prepared, and they drank to each other, as a sign of reciprocal

forgiveness and future friendship."

Shortly before his accession to the throne of England, he devised

a scheme for civilizing the Highlands and the Isles. Beside a

number of wise laws, enacted for this purpose, he established three

royal boroughs, as a retreat for the industrious, and a nursery for

arts and commerce, and transported a colony from Fife to Lewis,

as an experiment, to improve the natives in the arts of life, and par-

ticularly in fishing. From the further prosecution of this plan he

was diverted by the death of Elizabeth. In the Basilicon Doron he

encourages his son to pursue this process :
"
you may civilize the bor-

derers and islanders, if, after my example, you conduct colonies

from the continent to the islands, that by intercourse with them,

those of milder dispositions may learn civility." This bears so

ll2
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strong a resemblance to tlie scheme for civilizing Ireland, tiiat I

have no hesitation in ascribing to him the whole honour of that

great undertaking. For this I have the authority of Sir John

Davies, who says, that "
it was projected and prosecuted by the

special direction and care of the king himself."

The pacification and settlement of Ireland form the most merito-

rious transaction of James's reign, and that in which he displayed
his wisdom, moderation, and consistency to the greatest advantage.
It is commonly spoken of as if it embraced only the six northern

escheated countries ; but, in fact, it included the whole island. It

was carried into partial operation in the inland parts and maritime

counties of Leinster, had made some progress in Munster, and was

to be extended to Connaught shortly before his death. Neither was

it confined to settling the lands, but was accompanied with wise,

equitable, and humane laws with respect to the natives, by which

both the great proprietors and their tenants were placed in a more

satisfactory and independent condition than formerly. He first qui-

eted the fears of the people by an act of oblivion and indemnity,

by which the whole body of the Irish peasantry was received into

his immediate protection, and even treated the connections and ad-

herents of Tyrone with favour and indulgence. He then issued a

commission of grace for securing the subjects of Ireland against the

claims of the crown. "
James," says Leland,

" who affected to

derive his glory from the arts of peace, resolved to dispose of the

forfeited lands in such a manner as might introduce all the happy

consequences of peace and cultivation. The experience of ages
bears the most honourable testimony to the design ; and Ireland

must gratefully acknowledge, that here were the first foundations

laid of its affluence and securitv."

The city of London accepted of large grants in the county of
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Derry, and engaged to expend £20,000 on the plantation, and to

build Londonderry and Colerain. As a competent force was ne-

cessary to support the infant settlement, the king instituted the order

of Baronets, an hereditary dignity, Equestris Nobilitas, to be con-

ferred on a number, not exceeding two hundred ;
each of whom,

on passing his patent, was to pay into the Exchequer a sum that

would maintain thirty men in Ulster, for three years, at eight pence

a day. For the encouragement of learning, free schools were en-

dowed in the principal towns, and considerable grants of land were

made to the University of Dublin, together with the advowson of

six parish churches in each county, three of the largest and three

of the middle proportion. These not only provide a body of learned

clergy in the northern province, being always bestowed upon fel-

lows, but also animate the candidates for fellowships by securing a

more speedy and regular succession of vacancies. For the execu-

tion of these wise and liberal plans he selected the fittest jnan that

could be found. Sir Arthur Chichester. His views of improvement

were not confined to Scotland and Ireland, but extended to the new

colony in Virginia.

There is an unhappy and injurious prejudice prevalent in Ire-

land, that a part of the inhabitants are alone descended from the

aborigines of the island
;
that this distinction belongs peculiarly to

those of the Roman Communion ;
and that the remainder are in-

truders on their possessions and rights. But no prepossession can be

more groundless. There is not, perha[)s, in the world a country

inhabited by a more promiscuous population than Ireland
; nor one,

in which any class of the people have less reason to consider them-

selves indigenous. The original settlers are supposed to have been

a mixed multitude from Scythia, Phenicia, Spain, Belgium, Bri-

tain, Caledonia, and the northern countries of Europe, On the
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earliest dawn of authentic history, we find sucli an intercourse in

peace and war between the northern province and the Highlands
and Isles of Scotland, as must have effectually contaminated the

Milesian blood, if any existed there. During- the eighth and ninth

centuries the whole island was in possession of Danes, Norwegians,

and other tribes of Ostmen. They were known by the general

name of Galls
;
and a district near Dublin is still occupied by Fin-

galls. Long after their overthrow at Clontarf by Brian Boiromhe,

they were masters of Dublin, Waterford, Limerick, and other ma-

ritime places ; and were powerful allies of Strongbow. The inva-

sion under Henry IL introduced a new description of colonists into

Leinster and Munster ;
and territories in Ulster were assigned to De

Courcy and De Lacy. Two baronies in Wexford are still inha-

bited by the posterity of the first invaders
;
and from their time till

the Reformation, a period of four hundred years, there was a regu-

lar influx of English Catholics, and among them the ancestors of

the principal families of that communion. The Irish statutes and

the complaints of historians, confirmed by Spenser, who resided in

Ireland in several official situations, and lived on his estate in the

county of Cork, all bear testimony, that the English were prone to

mix with the Irish, and adopt their manners
; insomuch that, as

there was no difference in religion, neither was there any distinction

in customs and language. The English by descent took part with

the natives against the English by birth ; and coalesced into one

undistinguishable mass. The failure of Elizabeth's attempts to

strengthen the English interest in Munster and Down obliged many
of the adventurers to follow the same course. Lastly, the plantation

of Ulster by James, and the partition of Munster among the Crom-

wellian officers, let in a stream of foreign blood, which has conti-

nued to mingle with these various tribes for two hundred years, a
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period sufficient, in other countries, to effect a thorough incorpora.

tion. This happy result has so far been unfortunately retarded by

causes, upon which I fear to touch. They have hitherto, in a great

measure, frustrated the prediction of Sir John Davies, concerning

the effect of the northern colony.
"
This," says he,

"
is truly the

maister piece and most excellent part of the work of Reformation, and

is worthy, indeed, of his Majesty's royal pains : for when this planta-

tion hath taken root, and been fixed and settled for a few years,

with the favour and blessing of Grod, it will secure the peace of Ire-

land, and assure it to the crown of England for ever, and finally

make it a civil and a rich, a mighty and flourishing kingdom."
I shall conclude this enumeration with a monument to his fame,

from which we all derive signal benefit at the present day, I mean

his improved translation of the Bible. This originated at the con-

ference at Hampton Court, where it was suggested to him by the

Puritans, whose leader. Dr. Reynolds, he selected as one of the

translators. The wisdom of the plan, and the impartiality of the

instructions for executing it, will ever do honour to his memory. He
had effected a similar improvement in Scotland, and may therefore

claim the merit of originating the design.

It is no part of my plan to discuss his literary reputation ; but as

it is often ridiculed by very incompetent judges, of whom I acknow-

ledge myself to be the least competent, I hope I rnay be excused for

referring to Robertson and Hume, and adding these words from

D'Israeli :*
" I suspect that James was not that degraded and feeble

character, in which he ranks by the contagious voice of criticism.

He has had more critics than readers. I conceive that he possessed

a great facility and promptness of wit, and much solid judgment

* Curiosities of Literature.
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and ingenuity. It requires only a little labour to prove this." I

believe he is allowed, by those who are conversant with his works, to

have excelled in the eloquence, and to have acquired a large portion

of the learning of his times
;
and how he could have accomplished

this, in the tumultuous scenes in which he spent his youth, and ad-

dicted as he was to rural sports, revelling and indolence, may wel'

excite our admiration. A recent Memoir on the Court ofJames I.,

not chargeable with partiality, characterizes the Premonition to his

Apology as " a learned defence of Protestant principles, an acute

exposure of the false statements and false reasonings of Bellarmine,

and a vigorous, but not intemperate, manifesto against Papal usur-

pation and tyranny."*

The calumniators of James have, I believe, abstained from cast-

ing any reproach on his moral character. Except occasional indul-

gence in wine in his later days, it seems to have been free from any
stain of licentiousness or intemperance , notwithstanding the ex-

ample and influence of the profligate and irreligious Arran. In one

passage he expresses a devout gratitude for having escaped such

snares.

Though he valued himself on his authorship, his eloquence, and

his colloquial powers, he betrayed no literary jealousy. Usher,

Bacon, and Coke, were employed and promoted by him ; while Ben

Jonson, Donne, Bishop Andrews, Sir John Davies, and others of

the second class, were liberally rewarded. When Sir John was pre-

sented to him in Scotland, he immediately enquired whether he was

the author of a poem entitled Nosce Teipsum, and being answered

in the affirmative, he embraced him, and promised him his favour

and protection. He soon discovered that Davies was more than a

* L. Aikin's Memoir of the Court of Jaraes I.
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poet, and advanced liim, through all the gradations of the law, till

he died Lord Chief Justice of England. Bishop Williams was

raised to the mitre for his political abilities
;
but owed his first step

to his colloquial talents. His chaplain. Dr. Racket, who was also

chaplain to the king, says,
" The king's table was a trial of wits.

The reading of some book before him was very frequent, while he

was at his repast. He collected knowledge by a variety of ques-

tions. He was ever in chase after some disputable doubts, which

he would wind and turn about, with the most stabbing objec-

tions that I ever heard ; and was as pleasant and fellow-like in all

these discourses as with his huntsman in the field. They that, in

many such genial and convivial conferences, were ripe and weighty
in their answers, were indubiously designed to some place of credit

and profit." He was irritable, but placable ; witty, but never

laughed at his own jokes, and was delighted with wit in others.—
There is an anecdote preserved, which illustrates all these points at

once. While a very abusive satire was reading to him, he often

said, that if there were no more men in England, the rogue should

hang for it : but at the concluding couplet

Now God preserve the King, the Queen, the Peers,

And grant, the writer long may wear his ears,

he burst into a fit of laughter, and said :
"
By my soul thou shalt

for me : thou art a bitter, but thou art a witty knave." In general,

he has the credit of encouraging genius at home and abroad.

Arthur Wilson has recorded another instance of
irritability, fol-

lowed by an extreme delicacy of feeling and remorse. Having
once treated an old servant with indignity in a fit of passion, about

some important papers that had been mislaid, the servant, then a

gentleman of his bedchamber, was so indignant, that he told the

VOL. XV. M M
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king he would never see his face again, and immediately departed

for London. But, before he had reached the city,
he was overtaken

by a messenger, informing him that the king had discovered his

mistake, and insisted on his return ;
for he protested that he would

neither eat, drink nor sleep, till he saw his face.
" As he came

-into the chamber, the king bended down upon his knees before Gib,

intreating his pardon, with a sober and grave aspect, protesting he

would never rise till Gib had forgiven him
;
and though Gib's mo-

desty declined it with some humble excuses, yet he could not sa-

tisfy the king, till he heard the words of absolution pronounced:

so ingenuous was he in this piece of passion !" As to his natural

abilities I shall call only two witnesses, but of tlie highest character.

When Walsingham was deputed by Elizabeth to sound him at the

age of seventeen, he reported that he found him very superior to

what he expected. Sir James Melvil says,
" he made so good

report of his Majesty's virtues and qualities, that it put him in some

suspicion at his return to the Court of England." At a later period

the Duke de Sullyj embassador from Henry IV. said,
" Let me

add, that he was upright and conscientious : he had eloquence and

even erudition, but less of these than of penetration and of the show

of learning
" Let me refer to another of a different class. James is

one of the few, who have been honoured with panegyrics by Shaks-

pcare, who placed him on a level with Queen Elizabeth. See Hen.

VIII. Act 5, Scene 4.

But to return to my original purpose in this discussion. In no

point of view does he appear in a better light than as a politician ;

whether we contemplate liis principles of government, his discern-

ment of the state of parties and foresight of future dangers, or his

penetration into personal character. On each of these I shall make

a few observations, and then conclude this portion of my memoir.
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Peace abroad, union at home, and the civihzation of the ruder

classes of his people, were the fundamental maxims of his politics.

His love for peace gained him no credit, as it ill accorded with

the temper of the times. His passion for uniformity in religion be-

trayed him into persecution ; but such as was sanctioned by the

practices and prejudices of the age, or the authority and example of

his progenitors. His plans for the improvement of his dominions

were grander and more successful than those of his most renowned

predecessors. Elizabeth had suffered the orders of nobility and

knighthood to decline ;
he reinforced them, and added the interme-

diate rank of baronets, an hereditary honour, as Cicero studied to

augment the influence of the knights, and to attach them to the

senate. Arbitrary princes wish to keep the nobles in dependence,
under their own eye, as ornaments to their courts, and plume them-

selves on the size and magnificence of their capitals : James advised

the nobility and gentry to reside on their estates, exercise hospi-

tality, and cultivate their influence in the country ;
and took mea-

sures to check the increase of London, comparing it to the spleen,i
" which as in measure it overgrows, the body wastes ;" and pro-

bably foreseeing its exorbitant ascendancy over the nation. In

Scotland, on the other hand, where the nobility were too powerful,!

he restored the third estate in parliament, by reviving the represen-

tation of the commons, or lesser barons. In England, he bullied

his parliament, as long as it was safe, and then soothed them with,

popular concessions, the limitation of the Nullum Tempus Law,
and the abolition of oppressive monopolies, and vexatious grants

made by himself and Elizabeth; setting a wholesome but fruitless

example to his successor. I

He seems, indeed, to have had a presentiment of danger from tlie

state of parties, and a prophetic discernment of individual charac-

M M 2
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tere; -^ Even when he composed the Basilicon Doron, he warned

Henry of the possibiHty of falling from the royal dignity, and cau-

tioned him against encouraging impeachments. When Charles,

instigated by Buckingham, pressed forward the impeachment of the

Lord Treasurer, (he king, says Lord Clarendon, sent for them,
and conjured them to use all their interest and authority to restrain

it, as such a wound to the Crown as would not easily be healed :

and, when he found the Duke unmoved, he said in great choler,
"
By God, Stenny, you are a fool, and will shortly repent tliis folly ;

and will find that, in a fit of popularity, you are making a rod, with

which you will be scourged yourself." Two impeachments were

commenced against him in the following reign. Then, turning, in

some anger, to the prince, he told him, that he would live to have a

bellyfull of parliament impeachments : and,
" when 1 shall be dead,

you will have too much cause to remember, how much you have

contributed to the weakening of the crown by the two precedents

you are now so fond of;" intending as well the engaging the parlia-

ment in the war, as the prosecution of the Earl of Middlesex.*

When a deputation of the commons were approaching with a remon-

strance, he ordered twelve chaii*s to be set ;

"
for," says he,

" twelve

kings are coming." In fact, he acted as if he foresaw the revolu-

tion, that took place in the succeeding reign, in the declension of the

nobility, the rise of the commons, and the influence of the Puritans.

His penetration into character is so conspicuous on many occasions,

that I shall advance only one notable instance. When the Lord

Keeper, Williams, interceded for Laud,
"
Well," said the King,

" I

perceive whose attorney you are. Stenny hath set you on. You

have pleaded the man a good Protestant, and I believe it
;
neither

»
History of the Rebellion, 1.20.
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did that stick in my breast, when I stopt his promotion. But was

there not a certain lady that forsook her husband, and married a

lord, that was her paramour ? Who knit that knot ? Shall I make

a man a Prelate, one of the angels of my church, who hath a fla-

grant crime upon him?" Alluding to the infamous affair of So-

merset and the Countess of Essex. When the Lord Keeper per-

sisted, he added :
" I see I shall not be rid of you, unless I tell you

my unpublished thoughts. The plain truth is, that I keep Laud

back from all place of rule and authority, because I find he hath a

restless spirit, and cannot see when matters are well, but loves to

toss and change, and to bring matters to a pitch of reformation

floating in his own brain, which may endanger the steadfastness of

that, which is in a good pass, God be praised. When three years

since I had obtained of the Assembly of Perth to consent to five ar-

ticles of order and decency, in correspondence with the Church of

England, I gave them promise by attestation of faith made, that I

would try their obedience no further anent ecclesiastical affairs ; yet

this man hath pressed me to invite them to a nearer conjunction with the

liturgy and canons of this nation; but I sent him back withthe frivolous

draught he had drawn. For all this he feared not my anger, but as-

saulted me again with another ill-fangled platform, to make that stub-

born Kirk stoop more to the English pattern : but I durst not play fast

and loose with my word. He knows not the stomach of that people ;

but I ken the story of my grandmother the Queen Regent, that

after she was inveigled to break her promise, made to some muti-

neers at a Perth meeting, she never saw good day, but from thence,

being much beloved before, was despised by all the people." When,
at last, he yielded to his importunity, he said,

" Then take him to
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you ;
but on my soul, you will repent it," and so went away in

anger, using other fierce and ominous words.*

Some may think, that he betrayed want of discrimination in the

choice of his favourites ; but he knew them well, though he gave

way to an excessive partiality. This was his great failing. It is

not my business to aggravate, nor my inclination to excuse it, yet I

must beg leave to say a word in 'extenuation. Favouritism is a

pernicious vice in a king, and was carried by James to a criminal

excess : but we are most apt to blame those faults, to which we are

least tempted or exposed. We, who enjoy domestic happiness and

friendly society at home, and hospitality abroad at pleasure ; who

may walk the streets, resort to public places, and travel to the

country or to foreign parts ; who can select and change our compa-

nions at will, and are free from constraint in our behaviour and con-

versation, cannot well imagine the condition of a king, living like a

man in a steeple, in a solitary elevation
;
a stranger, perhaps, to

domestic enjoyment, at variance with his own children, and sur-

rounded with intrigues in his own family ;
secluded from friends and

intimate acquaintances ;
debarred from social intercourse, and wast-

ing his life in tedious formalities; a state prisoner, confined to the

purlieus of his palace, or to the passage from one palace to another ;

obliged to consult and comply with advisers whom he dishkes,

imposed upon him by some obnoxious faction ; rivalled by his own

son, whose influence increases with his father's years, till he estab-

lishes a hostile court, thwarts him in his favourite measures, and

embitters his latter days with vexation and chagrin. It is not ne-

cessary, that all of these miseries should combine : a few of them are

sufficient to render a king an object of pity. How will such a being

* Racket's Life of Williams, p. 63, apud Aikin.
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languish for some accommodating, entertaining, and devoted com-

panion, with whom he may open his heart, indulge his peculiarities,

and even exhibit his follies and failings without offence or reproach ;

soothing the irritation of public contention, and the humiliation of

dissimulation, with the obsequiousness of a flattering favourite, de-

voted wholly to his interest and amusement! When Sir James

Melvil proposed to take Elizabeth in; disguise to see Mary Queen of

Scots, she sighed and said :
" Alas ! that I might do it thus !"

Notwithstanding this apology, I confess, that favouritism was

not only a great fault, and the chief blemish in the character of

James, but, connected with his reckless profusion, became the cause

of the worst acts of his reign. I admit too, that this vice may be

charged wholly on himself; while many of his measures may be

fairly imputed to the circumstances of the times. In general, kings

should have credit for their good actions
;
and their misdeeds of a

public nature should be imputed to their ministers, and the state of

parties. The former are either their own suggestions, or adopted at

the suggestion of others. In both cases they are subjects of praise.

The latter may be the result of irresistible influence or political ne.

cessity. To this view of their conduct we should incline in reading

the history of former ages. As to living monarchs, encroachments

should be resisted, and abuses corrected, on their first appearance,

from whatever motive, individual, or party, they may arise. This

duty we owe to our contemporaries, to posterity, and to kings

themselves.*

* I regret that I am obliged to part with these papers without having seen Disraeli's Inquiry

into the Literary and Political Character of James I.
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SECTION II.

The contending parties in Scotland were the Popish Lords and

Clergy, with their adherents, and the Lords of the Congrega-

tion, with the Reformed ministers, and the majority of the people.

Between these the principles and affections of James were

strangely distracted. He had written with ability and learning

against the doctrines of Rome, and the pretensions of the Pope, but

was well inclined to her hierarchy, as favourable to monarchy. He

was firmly attached to the tenets of the Reformers, but entertained

an invincible antipathy to their parity of ministers and republican

form of ecclesiastical polity. While parties were thus balanced, the

success of the Reformation was intricately implicated with the admi-

nistration of government, and the Presbyterian clergy conceived it

to be their duty and right to take the oversight of their rulers as well

as of their flocks. Tliese pretensions they exercised in a manner

that no prince could willingly brook ;
and thus the king and the

church were in a state of permanent hostility.

The leading ministers were men of learning, eloquence, talent,

and resolution, and inspired with a degree of fanaticism. They
were all men of great personal influence, and some of them of noble

descent, and connected with powerful families. Pont, the minister

of St. Cuthbert's, was a Lord of Session, or College of Justice, as it

was then called. Andrew Melvil was a man of extensive learning,

eminent abilities, and intrepid spirit, and claimed alliance with the

royal family. Bruce added to all these qualities a knowledge of

law, and a talent for affairs of state. The genealogists* trace his

* Petham's Irish Baronetage, vol. v. Appendix.
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origin from Robert de Brus, who accompanied the conqueror to

England, and was rewarded for his services with ninety-four lord*

ships in Yorkshire. His son obtained a footing in Scotland by a grant
of Annadale from David I. The sixth in descent was the com-

petitor of Baliol. His son succeeded to the title of Earl of Carrick

by a romantic incident of female gallantry, related by John de

Fordun, who dedicated his history of Scotland to the Bishop of Glas-

gow in 1377. As the heiress of the earl, who had died in the Holy

Land, was hunting with her squires and damsels, she met a beautiful

young knight, Robert de Bruce by name, son of Robert de Bruce, sur-

named the noble. Lord ofAnnadale in Scotland, and Cleveland in Eng-
land. After courtly salutations and kissing, after the manner of cour-

tiers, she entreated him to remain with her to hunt ; and when he de-

clined the invitation, she seized the rein of his bridle with a degree of

force (vi quadam, si dicere fas est), and led the captive knight, against

his will, to her castle. After some days they were married, without

the knowledge of the friends of either, and without the consent of

her liege lord, King Alexander, who upon this, took possession of

her castle and lands. The king, however, was pacified by the in-

tervention of friends and a sum of money, and restored them to

Bruce. He was father of king Robert, and Edward who was

crowned King of Ireland. Robert's son, David, died without issue,

and was succeeded by his sister, the mother of the Stuarts. The
Scotch and Irish families of Bruce are descended from John, the

uncle of King Robert. The sixth in succession from him was Sir

Alexander Bruce of Airth, father of the subject of this memoir.

Michael, the first of the family who settled in Ireland, was

ejected from his church at Killinchy, in the reign of Charles II., and

afterwards imprisoned in Scotland, and sentenced to banishment at

Tangiers, for preaching without license. With this view he was

VOL. XV. N N
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transmitted to the gate-house at Westminster. But before the sen-

tence was executed, he had a petition presented to the king by his

wife ; and at the intercession of one of Charles's mistresses, who was

attracted to the prison by the fame of his preaching, he was allowed

to choose the place of his exile, when he named the " Wild woods

of Killinchy," his former parish, part of which still bears the name

of Killinchy in the Woods. His petition is among the annexed

papers (No. IX.), with his signature, as if intended for presentation.

His grandson, also Michael, was my grandfather, whose younger

brother was grandfather to the two baronets. Sir Hervey and Sir

Stewart Bruce. My son is in the seventh generation] of Presbyte-

rian ministers, in lineal succession from the reformation in Scotland,

a circumstance so uncommon, that I have thought it worth stat-

ing.

Robert Bruce was born in 1554, and sent to Paris to study the

Civil Law. On his return, he joined the Scotch bar ;
and his father

had obtained a patent appointing him a Lord of Session, when he

attached himself to the Reformers. Sir Alexander, who was of that

persuasion, seems to have acquiesced ;
but his mother would give her

consent only on condition of his denuding or divesting himself of the

lands of Kinnaird, the appanage designed for him out of the estate

in which he had been enfeoffed. He accordingly
" threw off the em-

broidered scarlet dress, worn at court," and repaired to St. An-

drews' to study theology, under Andrew Melvill, who afterwards

introduced him to the General Assembly. The transactions of his

professional
and political life are amply detailed in Calderwood,

Spotswood, M'Kenzie, Wodrow, and other historians ;
but I shall

confine myself chiefly to such particulars as are connected with the

papers before us.

The situation of James, as the last of his race, the disturbed con-
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dition of his kingdom, and his relation to the crown of England,
ftirnished strong reasons for his forming a matrimonial connexion.

He had proposed for the eldest daughter of the King of Denmark ;

but her father, suspecting that James's proposal would come to no-

thing, betrothed her to the Duke of Brunswick ; and he now de-

manded the hand of her sister Anne, notwithstanding the opposition

of his council, fomented by Elizabeth, who meanwhile had first en-

couraged and then frustrated an alliance with the sister of the King of

Navarre, Henry IV. of France. He had deputed the Earl Marshal

to negotiate this match, and a message had arrived, that the princess

was ready to embark
; but presently news was received, that her fleet

was driven into Norway, where she would be detained till spring.

The king grew impatient, and determined to go for her, but gave

out, that he would send the Chancellor and Justice Clerk to trans-

port her in Scottish vessels. This intention he concealed even from

his prime minister Maitland, thinking that " he could put his foot

in a ship when it was ready." Accordingly, on the 22d of October,

1589, he sailed at night, no man expecting it, taking with him the

Chancellor and David Lindsay, the minister of Leith, with a nu-

merous retinue, and leaving his own chaplain, Patrick Galloway,

to attend the council. In four or five days, he arrived at a haven or

sound not far from Upsul, where the princess still remained, and on

the following Sunday the ceremony was performed by Lindsay. He
was then prevailed on to visit the queen-mother, and her son Chris-

tiern, who had recently succeeded his father. On the 21st of Ja-

nuary, he was received at Croneburg by the queen and the court.

There he was detained, waiting for the Duke of Brunswick's mar-

riage, which was appointed for April, but sent the master of work

to order ships for his convoy ; and finally arrived at Leith on the 1st

of May, 1590.

N n2
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During the progress of the Scotch Reformation the nobiUty had

seized on the church lands, and appropriated them to their own

use ; and, to secure their booty, had afterwards made the crown

a party, by agreeing to an act of annexation of tlie temporaHties of

the bishops to the king. Thus the funds left for the repairing of

churches, the support of the ministry, the relief of the poor, the

maintenance of schools, the erection of colleges, and the support of

students in theology, were rendered altogether insufficient for these

purposes. This is the cause of the present poverty of the church of

Scotland. The General Assembly had, therefore, in the preceding

year, pressed for a repeal of the act of annexation, or at least, that

the thirds, which had been reserved for the niinisters, should be

•'

brought back to their integrity," and these purposes be provided

for, before the funds were applied in any otiier way. This applica-

tion is, I conceive, the subject of the first letter (No. I.), written

from Upsal Dec. 6, 1589.

" At the king's departure for Denmark," to use Calderwood's

words,
" he willed Mr. Robert Bruce to be acquaint with the af-

fairs of the country, and proceedings of the council, professing thai

he reposed more upon him and the rest of the ministers than upon
all his nobles. He was not disappointed ; for the country was

never in greater peace than during his absence ;
whereas before,

few months or weeks passed without slaughter and bloodshed.

During the king's absence. Earl Bothwell offered to Mr. Robert

Bruce and Mr. Robert Rollock, the first Principal of Edinburgh,
to make his public repentance for his rebellions and other enormi-

ties. So, upon the sabbalh-day, the 9th of November, he humbled

himself on his knees in the East Kirk, before noon, and in the great

Kirk, afternoon, confessed with tears his dissolute and licentious

life, and promised to prove another man in time to come. John
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Norton also; an Englishman, was detected, on the eve of his depar-

ture, in carrying on a clandestine correspondence with Bancroft, and

examined by Robert Bruce and some other of the ministers."

These particulars are referred to in James's letter (No. II.) dated

Feb. 19, 1590, from Croneburg, where he passed his time amid conti-

nual feasting and amusements, in which both he and his queen took

great delight. To these revels, occasioned by the duke's marriage, he

alludes in this letter, which is quoted by Calderwood, and in

which he confirms the testimony of Shakspeare's Hamlet, that Den-

mark was " a drinking country." Mr. Patrick is Patrick Gal-

loway.

On the 4th of April, 1590, James wrote another letter (No. III.)

to Bruce from the castle of Croneburg. The proceedings of the

General Assembly alluded to in it, relate to Jesuits, seminary priests,

and excommunicated persons.
~
Coronell is, I suppose. Lord Co-

lonel, mentioned in Bruce's Vindication, 1597, as attending on the

king.

Three days after the date of James's letter, the chancellor wrote to

Robert Bruce from Elsineur (No. IV.). He subscribes, John Mait-

land, but he was this year created Lord Thyrlstane. He was sou

to Sir Bichard Maitland, who, as a lord of session, had the title of

Lord Lethington, and brother to Secretary Lethington. In 1584

he was appointed Secretary of State, and in the following year,

'Lord Chancellor. The Spanish bark, mentioned in this letter, may
have been carrying on a treasonable correspondence. It came into

Anstruther, in Fifeshire, in distress, was treated with great huma-

nity, and dismissed. It appears by this letter, that the crew would

not have fared so well had James been at home. By the Brig of

Dee, he means an Insurrection of the popish lords, who assembled

with 3000 men, at that bridge, but dispersed on the appearance of
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the king, with scarcely 1000. The personal enemies, to whom he

alludes, were those, who attempted to supplant him, on account of

his partiality to an alliance with England, his hostility to popery,

his promoting a good understanding between the court and the

church, and his opposition to the king's marriage. As to the

church, however, the king, notwithstanding his antipathy to its con-

stitution and the conduct of its ministers, shewed, on one occasion, a

greater regard to its true interest than the chancellor. When he

advised the king, to " leave the ministers to their own courses,

saying, that, in a short time, they would become so intolerable, that

the people would chase them out of the country :"
"
True," answered

the king,
"

if I were purposed to undo the church and religion, 1

should think your counsel not ill : but my mind is to maintain both
;

therefore I cannot suffer them to run into these disorders, that will

make religion to be despised."

Agreeably to the directions in this letter. Colonel William Stuart

and Patrick Galloway were despatched with six ships to escort the

king and queen.
" The towns of Leith, Edinburgh and Canon-

gate," (which was then a separate borough)
" were under arms to

receive them. On the 1st of May they landed, and on the 17th the

queen was crowned. Some ministers were appointed to attend, and

Robert Bruce anointed her and placed the crown upon her head, in

the abbey church of Holyrood-house. The ministers objected strong-

ly to the ceremony of unction
; but the king insisted on it, and

Bruce complied, though his brethren threatened him with church

censures. Andrew Melvill separated from the rest, and it was

then carried by a plurality of votes. Robert himself was married in

the following month to a daughter of James Douglas of Parkhead,

who had killed the Earl of Arran.

The familiar note in his majesty's hand (No. V.), was probably
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written soon after this, for Bruce was never in so much favour after-

wards ; but if it alludes to the queen's pregnancy, not till 1593:

for Prince Henry was not born till February 19, 1594. With re-

spect to dates, in general, there is some discrepancy in the writers

of that time
;
some1;imes from misinformation, and at others, from

the promiscuous use of the old and new styles.
^

Althougli this austere divine was then so much in the good graces

of the queen and the chancellor's lady, as appears by the king's and

Maitland's letters, it could not be expected, that he should always

continue in favour. His high sense of professional duty must have

sometimes clashed with her majesty's expectations of deference and

respect ; accordingly, on a certain occasion, he was one of a depu-

tation appointed
" to deal and expostulate with her majesty, among

other things, on the want of religious exercises and virtuous occu-

pations among her maids, and to move her to hear, now and then,

instruction of godly and discreet men." But lo ! when they went

down, they were deferred to another time, because she was then en-

gaged in dancing ! It would have been amusing to see the vene-

rable assembly, when their deputies reported this message. There

is also a tradition, that she once insulted him when in confinement,

asking him,
" Where is now the God of the Presbyterians ?" His

reply was taken from Micah, vii. 8> 9, and 10th verses :
"
Rejoice not

against me, O mine enemy ; when I fall, I shall arise
;
when I sit in

darkness, the Lord shall be a light unto me.—Then she that is mine

enemy shall see it ; and shame shall cover her who said. Where is

the Lord thy God ?"

He was equally indifferent about retaining the favour of the kingi

when he thought it his duty to reprove him
;

for " on the 6th of

June, 1591, the king being at Mr. R. Bruce's sermon in the little

kirk, Mr. Bruce moved the following question:
" What could the
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great disobedience of the Land mean now, while the king is present,

seeing some reverence was paid to his shadow, while absent r (allud-

ing to his own good management while the king was in Denmark.)
It meant the universal contempt of his subjects."

" Therefore he

willed him to call to God, before he either ate or drank, that the

Lord would give him resolution to execute justice on malefactors:"

(meaning the popish lords^
"
otherwise," said he,

"
you will not

be suffered to enjoy your crown alone, but every man will have

one."

Notwithstanding this, he continued in great favour with James

till he wished for his concurrence to recall the popish lords who had

been banished, and particularly Earl Huntly, who was related to

the king.
" I see, Sir," said Bruce,

*'
that your resolution is to

take Huntly into favour ;
which if you do, I will oppose ; and you

shall choose, whether you will have Huntly or me, for us both you
cannot keep." This saucy answer, as the historian justly calls it,

lost him the favour of the king.

The next of these documents (No. VL) is dated, July, 1599. It

is a license from the king and the commissioners of the General

Assembly, issued at St. Andrews, where the king was holding a

royal visitation on the university, and in particular, on the conduct

of Andrew Melvill. The signatures are autographs of the most

considerable men in the church.

The Gowry plot took place in the year 1600, which began on

the first of January, the old style having been in use till then. I do

not mean to enter upon that mysterious subject, but I concur with

Robertson, that the design of Earl Gowry was to get the king into

his possession, as his father had done, for some political purpose.

Neither party could have any enmity against the other, on account

of the former transaction ; for it took place when James was only siii,-^
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teen years old, and in the power of others
;
and instead of retaining

any resentment against the family, he had shewn his disapprobation

of the execution of their father, and restored his title. He intended

also to promote the young earl, and had actually appointed his

brother and sister to honourable posts in his household. An attempt

on the person of James was not an uncommon event; and being

made by the father of the present earl, who was a principal leader

of the reformers, to oblige him to dismiss two ministers and favour-

ites, who were odious to the people, and especially to the protestants,

it was not considered in a very serious light. For this reason, I con-

ceive, the ministers, and Bruce in particular, who had been tutor to

Earl Gowry, refused to read from their pulpits the king's narrative,

by which the affair was represented in a very heinous point of view,

and which was encumbered with many strange and unaccountable

circumstances. On this point Bruce was immoveable ; and rather

than comply, suffered persecution for the remainder of the king's

life. He was, immediately on his refusal, ordered to enter into

ward in the tower of Airth, where, I suppose, he could be supplied

with necessaries from his own house, till the 8th of October, and

then to leave the country, and not return without license. Tiiere

he was allowed to remain till the 11th of November, but on the

3d he embarked at Queen's Ferry, and arrived at Dieppe on the 8th.

In the following year, he was invited by his relative, Edward

Bruce, Lord of Kinloss, embassador to England, to come to London

and comply with the king's desire. There, after converse with the

heads of the English puritans, he consented to act as they had done

in the case of Essex, to publish the account of the Gowry confede-

racy on the faith of Parliament, which had condemned Gowry and

his brother, but not on his own persuasion. The embassador was

not content with this
; however, he was brought to Berwick^ till the
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king declared his pleasure. He there obtained license to return to

his native country, "to do his lawful business, Edinburgh excepted,

and some miles about
; but when he came, he was ordered to keep

ward in his own house at Kinnaird. This is the transaction, to

which the next paper (No. VII.) relates. January, 15, 1602, the

king ordered Bruce to come to Craigmiller, to confer with such as

he had appointed. The instructions to these commissioners compose
the substance of No. VIII. To their requisitions he replied, that

from the pulpit he would speak only according to his own per-

suasion; that to make proclamation here and there would be ac-

counted fear or flattery, and would do no good. Others would be

^better heralds of his infamy than himself. He would not preach

injunctions, and he saw, that they were not anxious for his obedi-

ence, but tlie ruin of his character and the disgrace of his ministry. «

The latter part of his history has no reference to the subject of this

memoir
; I shall, therefore, despatch it in a few words. On the

king's accession to the English throne, Bruce came to Edinburgh,

and had an interview with him by his majesty's desire. On this oc-

casion, he behaved with the same freedom and fidelity that he liad

ever done
; exhorting him " to take heed to his own heart, not to be

deceived by the glance and glory of earthly things, and to employ
his whole credit and care for the preservation of his own kingdom."

He went to the king again, as he mounted on horsehack, and took

his leave, but yet not a word of his reposition. In a letter to the

Synod of Lothian, James says, that Mr. R. Bruce and he parted

good friends.

Till the death of James he was subject to continual persecution

by the king and his counsel, the bishops and the clergy, and was con-

fined for several years in Edinburgh castle and Inverness, or under

restraint in his own houses of Kinnaird, Airth and Monkland. As
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the church of Larbert, which had gone to decay, was within his

hniits, he repaired and occupied it during tlie latter part of his hfe.

He died in August, 1631, aged 77, surrounded by his children, and

was buried there. His contemporaries describe him as
"

tall and

dignified, a venerable and heroic man ;
his countenance majestic,

and his appearance in the pulpit grave, and expressive of much au-

thority. His manner of delivery was slow and engaging. In public

prayer he was short and sententious," but so emphatic his language,

so ardent his expressions, that he appeared to his audience inspired,

and "
every sentence was a bolt shot up to heaven." Their contempo-

raries seem at a loss for words to express the manner of these old

ministers. One of them describes Michael Bruce as " a thundering,

broken-hearted, and most affecting preacher." And Andrew Mel-

vilPs description of Knox in his latter days is worth transcribing :

" In the opening of the text he was moderate, the space of half an

hour : but when he entered into application, he made me so to grew

(thrill^ and tremble, that I could not hold a pen to write. He
was very weak. I saw him go hulie and fear (slowly and

warily^ with a furring of Marticks (Martens) about his neck,

a staff in the an hand, and gud, godlie, Richard Ballenden, his

servant, holding up the other oxter (armpit) from the abbey to the

parish church (in St. Andrew's) ;
and he and another servant lifted

him into the pulpit, where he behovit to lean, at his first entry ; but

ere he had done with his sermon, he was so active and vigorous,

that he was like to ding the pulpit in blads (beat it in pieces) and

flie out of it."

Several of Bruce's public papers and speeches are preserved in

Calderwood's history. Five of his sermons, on the sacrament,

preached in 1589, were printed in 1590, dedicated to the king.

Another volume contains eleven sermons, published in 1591, dedi-

oo2
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cated to the Town Council of Edinburgh, and printed by Walde-

grave, most of them preached before the king. He also published

a sermon on the deliverance from the Spanish Armada, and another

on the repentance of Bothwell. A translation of the two volumes

into English was printed in London, in 1617.

SECTION III.

Having already explained the occasions, on which the following

letters were written, I have now only to describe their form, and to

transcribe them in a legible character. Except those in James's

hand and the petition, these papers are in the same character with

the Irish Records of the same period,* but rendered less legible by

contractions, careless and minute writing, and Scotch phrases.

No. I.

[Written on one side of a half sheet, folio, at the top ;
folded

like a modern letter, no water-mark ;
sealed with coarse red wax,

in the wafer place, and also between the folds; the wax inserted

as a wafer, so that the impression is on the paper, and pretty dis-

tinct, being a coat of arms on a shield : neither crown nor motto

visible: written and directed in the secretary hand, and signed by

James : the endorsement in a different hand from the inside.]

To o' tnistie and weil belovit

Mr. Robert bruce Minister of

the evangell at Edinbrugh.

* See Irish Records, published by order of the House of Coramoris.
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Trustie and well belovit counsalo' We greit you weill,

Ye knau how earnestlie We recomendit to yo' cair, the prosecution

of this platt anent* the sustentation of the ministerie at o' last pairt-

ing and haveing sic occasion We can nocht weill omit to remember

you aneu yair of as we haiv done the rest quhome we haive

selected for yat service, Praying you richt afFectiously to keep sic

days and place as we appointed to yat erand and spare na travell

to latt us find at o"^ haimcuming that your occupation in that worke

hes not bene friiitles It being a mater that we wold Willinglie see

throch and quhairin ye will gifF us guide occasion to think us in

guide earnest addebted to
yo"^

service gif be your meainis it may be

brocht to that perfection q'" we intend god willing to have it at

before that we gif ordo' to o' propper living, sua-f- resting in this to

yC^ vvounted cair and diligence We comit you hairtilie to godis pro-

tection from Wpislo this second of December 1589.

James R '

No. II.

[Written by James ; the direction in a different hand ; on a folio

sheet, folded so that the ends are brought together, and then by
two folds reduced to a narrow slip ;

the two extremities of which

are made to meet, which brings the whole to the size of a note.

There is no mark of a seal ; but a knife seems to have been passed

through all the folds, near the ends last mentioned. Through this

slit a ribbon may have been drawn, to which a seal may have been

appended. There is a small water mark near one end of the sheet.]

*
Concerning. f So.
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To our trustie and Weil belovit Maister 'bert Bruce Minister

of the Evagell at Edinbur'

Guide niaister robert besides the uelcum neues that by youre

last lettir ye; sent unto me ye painted out sa uiflie* thairin your

honest meaning to my seruice besyde the guide report I have other-

wayes harde of youre daihe travelhs for that effect nou during my
absence as I thinke myself behaidden quhill I live neuer to foryett

the same and nou maister robert sen by the season of the yeare ye

may persave that god willing your fascherie-f- in that is neir ane end

ye may fecht out the rest of your battell uith a greatter courage

nam perseveranti in finem &c I pray you ualken up all men to

attend my cumming and preepaire thaime selfis accordinglie for my
dyett uill be sooner able| nor is looked for and as our maister

sayes I will cum lyke a thief in the nicht and quhais lampis I fynde

burning prouydit with oyle thaise uill I cunn§ thanke to & bring

into the bankett house with me but thaise that laike thaire burning

lampis prouydit uith oyle uill be barrid at the duir for then will I

not accept thaire crying lorde lorde at my cumming that hes foryett

me all the tyme of my absence, hou properlie this metaphore con-

uenis with my purpose I leave to youre iudgement for goddis saik

take all the painis ye can to toone our folkis neill nou againes oure

hamecumming least we be all schamed afore straingeris and exerce

diligentlie youre neu office of redder and conponerll 1 think this

soulde be a holie iubile in Scotland and oure schippis soulde have

the uertue of the arke in agreeing for a tyme at least natnrales ini-

micitias inter feras for gif otherwayes it fell out (quod deus avertat)

I behoved to cum hame lyke a drunken man amongst thaime as

•
Lively. -j-

Trouble. • % For aibli,ns, perhaps. § Learn, know, taste.—
Jamieson.

|| Settler, orderer.
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tlie prophet sayes quhilke ualde ueill keip decorum to, cumming out

of sa drinking a country as this is. I pray you recomend me hair-

tiHe to the guide provest of youre toune & in any thing he can pray
him to assist my affaires as I have ever been certaine of his goode
uill in my service especiallie desire him to further all he can the

recking out three or foure schippis to meit me heir & convoye me

hame as maire particulairUe the counsalUs directionis will informe

him & lykewayes I doubt not he uill assist the maister of uorke in

getting als manie guide craftismen as may be hadd for ending out

< the half perfyted abbaye that lyes in sico k dead* thraw as did the

hostie of hoc est enim cor betwixt the spaignioll preistis haudis thus

recomending me & my neu ribbe to your dailie prayeris I comitt

you to the onlie all sufficient from the castell of croneburgh the xix

of februarie 1589

James R
•
I

recomend me hairtilie to my three ministeris & shau maister pai-

trike my man I am sorrie he has bene sa lang-f- hained from court

but he may the better uaite on hearafter.

No. III.

[A folio sheet in James's hand, except the direction, folded and

fastened as No. II. The wax was melted on the paper over the
'

hole through which the ribbon is supposed to have passed.]

To o' richt trustie & weilbelovit, M'. Robert Bruce

Minister of the evangile at Edinburgh.

•
Paug, agony.—Jamieson. -f Spared,
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I have receavid maister rober from coronell a lettir of youres the

counsall quhairof as I thanke you hairtilie for it sa I promeis you I

ame resolvit deliberatlie to follow it at my hame cuming, I pray you

contineu cairfull in all my affaires as ye have beiue quhill my hame

cum for nou youre fasherie goduilling uill laist you bot feu dayes, I

haue h'arde of all the generall assemblies proceedingis quhairof 1

lyke uerie ueill, as to the contentis of thaire lettir 1 sail godduilling

satisfie all your expectationis at my hame cumming I doubt not of

youre diligence to persuaide the toune of edinburghe to guairde

thaime selfis in sico forme as the bearare heirof lies in direction unto

thaim I hoip be* this lettir cum to youre handis it sail be tyme for

you to pray for a goode uinde to us so fairueill quhill melting from

the castell of crouneburghe the fourt of Apryle. 1590

James R

I pray you lett not this calme lull the toune of edinburgh asleip

for in deadest calmes ye knau suddaine and perellouse puftes and

quhirluindes will aryse.

No IV.

[Written by a secretary, signed Mailland. Same water mark

with No. Ill ; folded like a modern letter : sealed as No. 1.]

To my special loving friend M'. robert bruce Minister of christs

evangell at ed^" ,

I ame glad to understand by yo' Lre, how god has miiaculouslie

preservit that realme in quietness, byf the expectationis of all men,

* By the time. + Beyond.
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quhilk as I wishe of god to contineue, sa doubt I no' seditious pa-

pistis & papistlie affected atheists will buselie travell to disturbe,

We heir some rumo" of their practises, and the lait Spanishe bark

discoverit the dissimulat hypocresie of some. His ma'" takes veary

hardlie the enlargeing of the scottis pilat & spanyardis, and intendit

dismissing of that bark and her equippage, and wrait hame to re-

strayne tliaime, and to try thaime by all meainis, als weill tortu' as

other examinanis, for he understandis thair is mair in that earand

nor* is [torn] I heir the band of the brig of dee begynes to revive

qlkf give my advise had bene followit, and o'
[ ] fellowship had

no' countenanceit & delt for thaim, and obtenit y' appointmets in

my absence, sould no' have had the moyanis nor power, to have

utterit y' evill will as I heir they wald gif they durst. And yet will

we soundlie concoure amangis o' selfis thair Luk will be na better

this yeir nor foriu yeir. His Ma"^ contineues of als constant & fore-

uard dispositions as can be wished q'X of be goddis grace I houip

to see him give win§ short tyme efFectuell demonstranis. As to me
altlio to cover their treassonis they seame to take thame pticulerlie

to my ptil yit I thank god tyme and their behavio' has detected

their disseynes, the mair they freat^ the less I feir the mair they

threaten tlie mair earnest sail I be to prosequut and advance the cause

& course we had in hand for promoting q' of Is all nather spare my
credite hasert of lyffe nor q' sumever god sail put in my hand w'

out faynting or swerving for q' sumever prt** respect or future event,

or looking for treuth & good will of faithles ennemeis to god y'

prince and cuntrey, I sail not leve of till-f-f urge w' all my
instance his ma"" returne, qlk as I wish to be haistie and pros-

* Than. f If. % Whereof. § Within.
||

Part. IT Froth or foam.
** Present. ff To.

VOL. XV. P P
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perous, sa sail I preass it to my uttermost. The onelie stay I feir

is the attending upoun some schippis from Scotland w'out quhais

conduct thir prces* & state will be laith to hasar y' ma"" to the skile

of ony heir quhu are no' weill acquet w' o' coist and watters JH

gif they be not directed auay I pray you deall w' all instance to

haist thaime that we linger no' heir for lak of convoy. I heir a

great p' of the envy was wont to ly on me is derivat in yow. I sail

do q' I can to haist me hame to susteane my p' lest ye be [not le-

gible], I knaw sin o' depto' ye susteane a great burding bot I doubt

not god sail strengthen you and make you able in spreit and body
to susteane it, it being cheiflie for his cause I ame glaid my L ha-

milton has carried himself sa discreitlie and wald wishe that men

quho accomptis thame selffis mair [stanch] sould give pruifs of the

lyke constancie Because Lres replyes no' bot wald be foUowit w'

diligent agentis, I have advised his ma"" to send hame the laird

of carmichaell a man weill affected in religion and honeste to imp'

his mind and directionis to nobleme and counsall y" your selff' the

toun of ed^" Sf by your advise quhome I have willit to communicat

to you my mynde and opinion in all thingis, and to use yo' direc-

tionis in sic thingis as ye sail think convenient for the estableshing

of religion the quietness of that state & his hienes [service] Sua-f-

remitting all thingis to his declarationis after my hartiest commen-

dationis I comit you from my heart to [goddis] holy protection from

elsingure the vij day, Aprile 1590.

Yours allwayes as

his arm
Jo. Maitland.

I can no' forbare to give you hartUe thankis fr the confort gude

* These princes. f So.
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advise and assistance gevin to my WyfFe in rny absence, qlk I sail

do my best indevo' to acquit als thankfullie as god sail give me the

moyens.

No. V.

[A familiar note in James's hand, on a half sheet, without water

mark, date or direction. When folded as at first, it appears as if a

small knife had been run through all the folds, near the margin, in

six places. The slits are too small for a ribbon, and there is no

seal.]

M. Robert my uyfe hes this day gevin comande to her servantis

to make all thingis readdie for her ryding againis tysday next &
sho hes saide to my self flattelie that sho will ryde & that for the

cause that ye uaite of how sho is movid sen youre speiking with her

god knauis & not I for quhen I speirid at her quhat was betwixt

you & her she saide you coulde tell & ualde say na farther thairfore

I praye you cum doune heir the morne after nune S( uairne m. david*

to be heir lykewayes that I may speike with you for I ualde be sorie

that sho soulde travell in this uether sho being in the cace that sho

is thocht to be in quhilk I feir makes her the maire willful : fairueill.

James R.

*
Lindsay, Minister of Leith.

p p 2
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No. VI.

[A small sheet, folded and endorsed like a petition,]

CEndorsement.^

His M"" and his comissioners for the gnal assembly y' Licence to

M' R' Bruce for transportation from the Church of Ed^" deated at

Sainl-androis y^ 5 ofJuly 1599.

Forasmekle as M'. Robert Bruce ane of the Ministeris of the

North West quarter of Edinbru', has meaint himself to the Kingis
Ma''" and us Commissioners of the general Assemblie, THat the

Kirk qrin he and Mr. James Balfour his College servis is sa narrow

and of sa little boundis that it ca not qtene* the flock appoyntit

yairto nather to hear ye word ofgod, nor to ministrate ye lords supper.

And he hes often tymes sutit-j- the magistrates of Edinbrugh to

prvyde ane sufliciet roume for covening of his flocke haillelie toge-

ther, quhairby he micht discharge coscience in his pastorall deulie

toward thame, qlk hitherto thai have not done Desyring thairfore

yat it may be lesumj to him be o' authoritie (as haveing qmissionn

from the general Assemblie) with his Ma""' advyse to trasporte him-

self from the ministerie of the said toun, q' it sail pleis god to call

him, In cais ye Magistrates of the said toun will not prvyde ane

sufRciet and comodious place, q' in he may discharge himself of his

deutie towarde his haill flocke o' quhais saulis he hes taken ye

charge. THE qlk his petitionn ye Kingis ma"° and Comissioners

hes tliocht reasonable. And yairfore gives and grantis Licence to the

• Contain. f Petitioned, % Allowed.
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said Mr. Robert to trasporte himself In caice foresaid, Lykeas
thai have grantit ye lyke libertie to M" Johne Hall quha servis in

ane wther qrter of the said Toun In witness quhairof we half

sub""* yis Ire of licence with o' hainds at Saintandrois the fift day
of July ye yeir of god, 1599.

James R.

Robert pout

John Duloup

David Lyndsay
M' George glattstouns W . ..>

f W Lyvisto, an

M'.P Gallouay '. '.,^:]

Ja Huotson

No. VII.

[A small half sheet : the italics are erasures in the original.]

REX

We be the tenno' hereof gran ties and gevis Licence To m' robert

bruce minister To cum and repair again within o' realme, & to

remain & make his residence at Airthe and Kynnaird, and to preich

toithm the bounds of at Airth only year about, as he sal be requirit,

notwithstanding of o' actis or pclamations maid in the contrair,

anent the qlk and painis y' in content we dispence be this pnties-f-

Subscryvit with o' hand At Dumfermling the second of October

1602.

James R.

* Subscrivit—^i. e. subscribed. \ Presents.
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No. VIII.

[A half sheet: mterlineations in the original, the italics are

erasures.]

Instructions for his Ma"' Comissioners direct to

M'. robert bruce.

Quhithir gif he be throuchlie resolvit nou of the forme and manir

of that treasonable attempt comittit againis his ma"^ at perth, and

& mirculous deleverance

that specialie of his ma"" honnest mynd and intentionis and of th

gourie & his broderis vyid & bludy consperacie Intendit b ye taking

auay of his ma"" lyfFe,
as it is pticularlie, sett doun in the printed

buke, and ails thairanent, or not.

As his douting of the [turn] has beine the principall cans of the

dout of many & of his heines sleander in that point if he be willing

to utter in pulpett In sic places as sail be appointit, his resolulionis

y" in aibuding b* the form of the said articles, als clearly as any his

ma"" gude subjects hes doin, craving pardon and excusing his lang
incredulitie and the sleander arrysing y'from & wishing the peoples

that any ways doutit
y'of, as yai were ever reddy to consave

doutis upon unjust grounds onlie movit by his examples, sa nou to

be cotent be his meains to be resolvit y'of,

James R.

*
Abiding by.
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No. IX.

[Written in a neat, modern hand, with some of the old charac-

ters intermixed : the signature in an older hand, and blacker ink :

endorsed " The humble petition of Mr. Michaell Bruce, 1668."]

To the King's most Excellent Ma"'.

The humble Petition of Mr. Michaell Bruce : Mi-

nister of the Gospell, and Prisoner in the Gate

house, at Westminster.

Shewetli,

That about the month of May last, it pleased the right honble

the Lords of your Maties privy Councill of Scotland, to cause pet' to

be apprehended and imprisoned at Edenburgh, for sometime exercing
the function ofa Minister in private ; Whereupon it pleased the saids

Lords about the month of July last to pass a general order for the

pet" removall out of your Maties Dominions, not limiting any cer-

tain time for his removall ; w^hen by another order from the saids

Lords, he was suddenly shipt at Leith, & commanded to be brought

hither to attend your Maties further pleasure: And being arived

at London, was by an order from your Maties Councill here, Com-

mitted to this prison :

Tlie pet' being much impoverished by his long Imprisonment in

Scotland and having a family of young & helpless children left be-

hind him in Scotland altogether desolate and unprovided for; So

that if your pet' should also continue in this chargible prison, both

lie and they must of necessity perish.
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May it therfore please your Matie, in consideration of the pre-

misses
;
of your Maties wonted goodness and clemency. To com-

miserate the sad condition of your poor supplicant, by granting him

Liberty to return to his Family, upon his giving Baill to appear

when and where Your Matie shall be graliouslie pleased to appoint

and in the mean time begs your Maties allowance for his subsistance

till your Maties further pleasure be known.

And your Pef (as in duty bound^
shall ever pray, &c.

M. Bruce.

POSTSCRIPT.

I was obliged to part with this Memoir without having seen

D'Israeli's "
Inquiry into the Literary and Political Character of

James I. ; nor was I able to obtain a copy of that work till

now. I hoped to derive some valuable hints from that aoute and

interesting writer
;
and feared that I might have been forestalled,

and be suspected of plagiarism. These hopes and fears, so natu-

rally arising from the similarity of our subject, and object in writ-

ing, proved equally groundless ;
for this coincidence has produced

no sameness of illustration. This arose from D'Israeli's dwelling

chiefly on the literary talents and works of James, liis political

conduct in England, and his private character
; while I had fortu-

nately waved any attempt to illustrate the first of these topics, and

was led by my immediate purpose to enlarge, more particularly, on

the Scottish period of his reign, without undertaking tlie defence of

his personal failings. There is still room for expatiating on all these
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points.
I even flatter myself, (absit verbo invidia) that, if printed

in one volume, these tvi^o pieces would greatly contribute to disabuse

the public mind, as to the merit of this important personage in our

national history.

Having taken my notes from the Latin translation, of James's

works, on a hasty inspection, my quotations and references may
not be found to correspond exactly with the English original.

AUGUST, 15, 1828.

TOL. XV. Q Q
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